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PREFACE.

The greater number of the Tracts which constitute this volume,

were written during the earlier part of a residence of about twenty

years in India : some of them have been published, but without my

knowledge, and without receiving the necessary correction ; others,

which had been laid before the Government of Fort St. George and

forwarded to the Honourable the Court of Directors, were deposited

in their library ; the rest, as some journals, letters, and translations,

had been communicated to private friends only : none were thought

by me of sufficient importance to lay before the world. To ascertain,

however, whether they contained any information worth preserving,

I submitted them to several of my friends, and ultimately to

Dr. Thomas Thomson, for whose advice in selection, and assistance

in revising the MS. for the press, I am very deeply indebted.

To Dr. Wilkins I feel very grateful for his support in recommending

to the Honourable Court of Directors to permit those papers to be

published which had come officially before them.

Owing to circumstances, which it is immaterial to state, I have not

been able to arrange the Tracts either according to the succession

in which they were written, or to the connexion of their subjects. In

all, I have given ray opinion very honestly, which, when it differs
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from the established notions, or the ideas of celebrated writers on

the same subject, I trust will not be imputed to idle or impertinent

presumption.

Tlirou^iliout the work, except in particular instances, I have used

the manner of spellinff Indian words as adopted in the Asiatick

Kesearches, foi- vhich the general rules are—that all vowels aic

sounded like those in the Italian language ; that they are pronounced

short, or are lengthened by a line - over them, as Ti, e, T, o, u

;

that the consonants arc sounded as in English ; the letter y in the

middle of words as an English i, in the beginning as usual in English,

and at the termination of a word as an English e. Words which

arc in general use, and have been adopted in the English language,

I have spelled according to the common usage, as, Hindoo, Cooly,

Palaukeeu ; likewise most names of places of note ; as otherwise it

would have become necessary to voitc them as they are pronounced

by the natives, which would in most instances have rendered them

perfectly unintelligible to every body in Europe : as, thus it would

have been, Chameiiacotla for Samulcotta, Stririugapatam for Se-

ringapatum, Tiruchinapaly for Trichiiiopoly, Kajamahcndram for

Rajamundry. Iii the maps 1 have throughout used the common way

of specifying the names of places and districts.

I could have wished to he more particular in raineralogical and

geological descriptions, but found myself so often at a loss for want of

specimens to rel’er to, that I have seldom attempted it, and in general

omitted all such as I conceived would not be found perfectly correct.

I must lament here the loss of large collections, which I was obliged,

during the latter years of my residence in India, to leave behind me

at different places, from want of means to carry them with me in
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tlie country, or of sending them to a place of safety. The diamond

in the rock, or matrix, if it may be so called, I found at Banagan-

pilly; the Right Honourable the Countess of Powis did me the

honour to receive it among her valuable collection of Indian mine-

rals, and now to permit me to represent it by a plate.

The botanical names that occur in these Tracts will l>e found

correct, as they have bcon taken mostly from Dr. Roxburgh’s manu-

scripts, or on the authority of my most respected friend the Rev.

Dr. Bottler: most of the plants 1 have seen and examined myself.

It was thought advisable to publish the Meteorological Tables

in the Appendix ; as few of the kind yet exist which have been

taken even witJi so much accuracy as these possess. The completest

copy of it, which contains, besides other j)criods, one of a year and a

half of my stay at Cuddapa, has been either mislaid at the packing

of my things in India, or is among some parcels which have not yet

come to hand.

My observations on mere scientific subjects I have neither found

leisure nor means, during my stay in England, to elaborate in such

a manner, as to venture on laying them before the public ; but as I

have yet several years to reside in India, I shall, if God grant me

life and health, and my Honourable Masters continue their patron-

age, have an opportunity of increasing them, and afterwards of

rendering them more deserving of notice. I have in the mean time

not been sparing in comniuuicating my specimens to such as will be

able to make them useful ; and this, on the wdiole, was and is the

primaiy object. It matters but little whether it be known by whom

a thing is collected, provided it only be used for the good of the

community. Many of my friends seem to be of the same opinion 1
‘

1
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During my former residence in India I have met with some ob-

stacles in my pursuit, particularly iu latter times ; but in general 1

gratefully acknowledge having experienced the greatest encouragement.

The Government of Fort St. George, and its Governors, the Right

Hon. the Earl of Buckinghamshire, Earl of Powis, and Lord W. Ben-

tinrkjhave niost graciously patronised my pursuits: many gentlemen in

the Civil and Medical Service, asMr. W. Petrie, Mr. T. Cockburn,

Dr. W. Roxburgh, Dr.J. Anderson, and others, have generously sup-

ported ; and individuals, among whom 1 name the late Mr. Andrew

Ross with sentiments of the liveliest gratitude, have most kindly

encouraged me. Delicacy forbids me to say more of those who are

yet alive. IMay God still preserve them long in health and happiness.

London, June^O, 1814.
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TRACTS,

HISTORICAL AND STATISTICAL,

’ON

INDIA.

TRACT I.

STATISTICAL FRAGMENTS ON THE CARNATIC.

What is at present called tlie Carnatic consists of a tract of land

extending along the peninsula ol' Hindostan, lately the territory of the

Nabob of Arcot, from north latitude 15° to about 10°. Its present capital

is Madras, well known as the scat • of a British governor, and remark-

able for the celebrated struggle between the British and French nations,

which was' tenuinated by the peace of 1763 , and which laid the foundation

of the British dominions in India. A residence of nearly twenty years in

that country or its neighbourhood having afforded me abundance of oppor-

tunity of making myself acquainted with if
; I might easily describe it at

great length. But as this has been ahead/ rejieatedly done by others, I

shall satisfy myself, in this Essay, with a few statistical remark?, which may

not perhaps be without their utility.

I. SOIL.

The soil of that part of the Carnatic which lies nearest the sea is a mix-

ture of loam and sea sand, sparingly intermixed with the remains of marine

animals, and bears evident marks of having been formerly covered by .the

sea. It is affirmed in the Pooranas, and has been handed down by tradi-

tion, that great part of the Coromandel coast was. suddenly elevated out

B
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of the sea ; but the appearance of the low land renders it evident that this

tradition cannot be correct. The land must have been formed gradually,

and must have elevated itself above the sea precisely in the same way as the

jnarsches on the coast of* Sleswigh, Holstein, &c. The inland regions of

this part of India contain mountains of sicnitc, with a very small proportion

of felspar. The fragments of these mountains, washed by the torrents into

the sea, constitute the sand of this coast ; and the small proportion of

felspar in these rocks probably occasions the badness of the soil ; at least

it accounts for the want of the proper admixture of clay, and for the super-

abundance of iron.

I consider the whole soil of this part of the Carnatic to be composed of

the debris of the decomposed sienitic mountains. According to local cir-

cumstances it is cither a loam mixed with sand and gravel, and strongly

impregnated with iron, or in low and WTt places a stiff red loam mixed with

vegetable earth and fine sand, or in eminences gravel and sand. And it

is often so much impregnated with common salt, that it presents a saline

efflorescence in dry \veathcr.

Near Madras it is a heavy, sterile, salt loam, mixed with silicious sand

;

and along the sea-coast, and for some miles inw’ards, we meet at certain

depths w'ith marine productions, such as cockle and oyster shells, indicating,

as before observed, that this j)art of the country consists of land rccovcrcct

from the sea.

By some the soil near Madras has been thought vitriolic or aluminous at

a certain depth, in consequence of the efflorescence that forms on it when

it is exposed to the air. But the taste of this saline substance announces

it to be common salt.

An exact determination how far inland this saline soil extends is an

important subject of inquiry
; because the success of plantations of trees

that strike deep roots into the ground depends upon it. For trees will

not thrive in the saline soil, as has been often experienced in the neigh-

bourhood of Madras. From the appearances of the country I concei\'e,

that the saline soil docs not extend farther than the mount called Little

St Thomas, and that on the west side of this spot gardening and planting

m.ay be prosecuted with success.

Between Mount St. Thomas and Vellore the soil is sandy, and nearly as

poor as in the neighbourhood of Madras ; but it is not poisoned by the

saline impregnation. In the valleys, wdiich are watered by tanks and rivers,

2
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it is more fertile than on the barren downs, which form a range of low hills

parallel to the coast. I may mention, as examples, the Conjcvcrain valley,

and the villages Damerla, Saraindenghy, and others which arc watered by

branches of the Polar. About Conjeveram the soil is more clayey, owing

to the decomposition of the felspar which abounds in the granite of that,

region : it is scarcely necessary to observe, that the high ground, such as

those in the neighbourhood of Arcot, are always ])oorer than the contiguous

valleys, because the finest particles of the soil are gradually washed away by

the rains, and deposited in the valleys.

Here and there in the inland parts of the country, we find large spots of

salt ground, containing either common salt, or a mixture of that salt and

soda, which, from the use to which it is applied in India, is known by the

name of xvashermcn*s earth. The fertile soil called blaeh cotton ground,

I have observed only in one place, namely, Kuckalom, where cotton was

sown together with jonnaloo, or the holcus sorghum ol“ botanists.

In the valleys along the Ghauts, and between the ranges of hills between

Vellore and Peddanaikdoorgum, the soil is chiefly loamy, mixed with sand,

and with a considerable proportion of vegetable mould which gives it the

dark shade of brown by which it is distinguished. Near tlie hills it is often

stony, but not so much so as 1 have observed it in other parts of the

country, where the rock, constituting the neighbouring mountains, is not

so liable to decomposition as the sienite of the Carnatic.

The vegetable admixture and loaminess are to be ascribed to the great

quantity of water with which it is inundated for a very great part of the

year. Rice, or paddy, as it is called in India, is the principal produce,

and on that account the inhabitants are at great pains to inundate their

fields from the neighbouring rivers and tanks which abound in the country.

II. WATER.

The water all over the peninsula of Indostan is upon the whole pretty

good. In rivers it is best after rain ;
tanks, though muddy, being com-

posed of rain water, are usually sweet. The water in wells is often a little

brackish, owing to a mixture of some common salt or muriate of lime j for

these are the only saline bodies that 1 hav'e found by analysis in the Waters

at Madras and other places. Mineral waters, as &r as I know, do not

occur on the coast: indeed I have heard of only one hot spring in the

n 2
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jicninsula; it is situated in the middle of the Godavery, near Badrachclhim,

about one hundjcd miles west from Ilajahmundiy. Sprin^rs issuing from

the surface of the ground are almost as scarce as mineral waters; tlicv

occur only ou the tops of high mountains, as on all hill forts : the w'ater

which they yield -is usually excellent.

If we dig almost any where, veins of water may be found ]irocec(liug

from the high land and the Ghauts, which run all along the peninsula.

The depth at which these veins occur is various: I have observed, that in

some valleys near the mountains they are more superficial. In the Polnand,

for examj)le, near Samulcotah, they occur at the depth of i()ur or five feet

below the surface; along the Carnatic Ghauts they arc deeper, owing, 1

think, to the elevation of the respective countries between them and the

sea
;

for the vall('\s in the Circars are nearly on a level with the sea shore.

The intervening country is considerably elevated, while the lower parts of

the Carnatic valleys are a good deal higher than the coast. It is in conse-

(|uencc of the intermediate high ground between the valley and the coast in

the Masulipatam drear, that the Godavery cannot be applied to any use in

watering the countries through which it flows, while the rivers in the

C’arnatic arc of immense use in this re.spcct.

1 can sj)c:ik Avith confidence of the Godavery, as the bed of that river

has been levelled by Mr. Topping as far as its entrance into the low

country, and has been found not above a foot higher than at the place

w'hcrc it disembogues itself into the sea ; and as I have lived for manv
years either upon its banks or on the very high ground that intervenes

between the valley of the Ghauts and the coast.

The goodness of water depends, in a great measure, on the nature of

the strata through which it runs. If these strata be impregnated with

common salt, or any other similar substance, we may expect to find the

water brackish: a calcareous or gypseous soil will produce hard water,

because a portion of the calcareous salts will be dissolved by the liquid. In

clayey soil the water will be muddy, but generally soft and good, unless

the clay happen to contain a mixture of iron or martial pyrites: in

primitive tracts of country the water is always transparent and good.
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III. AGUICULTURK.

The general division of lands on the coast is into high and low land. On
the former all kinds of small grain arc cnltivatcd: on the latter chiefly

rice, or ])addy, as it is called, which requires to be innndafcd till it is

almost ripe. The I'ainuls call tlie latter grounds nanjiv, and tlic l()rmer

punjie. The Tclingas distinguish tlicin by the names of palhnn and

merka.

For both, the cnltivators use the same measure, settled, as it is said, by

Raychic the Dewan of the Ibriucr nabob of‘ the Carnatic.

The fundamental measure is the kola, which is a measuring stick twenty-

four feet in length: a square kola is called a kinita, and one hundred of

these a cmcni/, equal to two thousand four hundred square feet of English

land measure, or somewhat more than the eighteenth of an English acre.

On nanjie, paddy, as has been observed, constitutes the principal crop.

When the soil happens to be very fertile and level, this grain is sown by the

hand, but in most eases it is transplanted from beds on which it had

been reared till it was nine inches or a foot long, for two cawny it is said

one kalum, equal to ninety-.six pounds of seed, is re(|uircd, the produce of

which differs according to the season in which it has been planted.

The farmers raise four different crops in the year, and t\\o of these

arc raised on the same ground. The first is called kaiiroo punt a, and is

sown from the middle of the month of May to the middle of June, and is

cut in September. In good seasons it produces fifty kaliuns, or an increase

of fifty-fold, 'fhe second crop is distinguished by the same name ( kauroo

punta) but is planted in June and July, and is expected to give a forty-fold

return. The third crop, called .sambha, is planted in July, August, and

.September, and is ripe in January and February : like the second crop it is

expected to yield a forty-fold return. The fourth crop, called mnara punta,

is sown between the middle of November and the middle of January, and

ripens in April and May. It is the least productive of all, yielding between

twenty and thirty-fold.

The sheep and goat keepers, provided they be fed themselves by the

farmer during the interval, will drive their flocks for a few weeks on the

fields, after tlie removal of the first paddy crop : in such cases the farmers

4
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are enabled to sow jonnuloo raghic*, orpessaloot, bobberloot or kandu*

Ioo§, and expect a ten or twelve-fold return.

For the cultivation of one kalum (or forty- eight pucca seer) of paddy, the

fanners consider one pair of bullocks to be sufficient. Their ploughs arc

made of the v'nggisa or mimosa laiisUiqua of Linnaeus, a hard and brittle

wood which does not readily absorb the moisture to which it is exposed in

ploughing the nanjic. I he ploughshare is a thin piece of iron of about

eight inches long, and an inch thick, which in a soil abounding with moisture

is sufficiently strong to pierce the ground and admit the wooden plough.

The share projects little more than an inch, and is obtusely pointed.

The mode of renting the ground to the farmers depends on the way in

which it can be watered. If by pacotas (navarie), and consequently at-

tended with much labour, it is let to them at a stipulated sum amounting to

ten or twelve rupees
11
per cawny. This, supposing it to produce from twent}

to thirty kalums, leaves them (where rice sells moderately dear) ten or twelve

rupees for their share of the profit, after one-tenth of the whole produce,

calculated according to the bazar or shop price, has been deducted. This

portion is called nmlavaram, and, in the northern Circars, mahatty.

Lands that can be watered by channels from rivers or tanks are let out for

shares, of whic'i the Circar gets five and a half, and the farmer four and a

half, out of which he is obliged to pay the malavaram, or the one-tenth, at

the bazar price, 'fwo sets of ap[)raisers, one appointed by the Circar^, the

other by the farmer, estimate the amount of the crop, and report their opi-

nion to the renter and the people assembled, and the medium of their ap-

praisement is taken as the real quantity for which the Ryot is answerable, till

what belongs to the Lircar is threshed out and delivered to its servants. Cul-

tivators, who arc not inhabitants of the village, receive exactly one half of

the produce, and out of this pay the malavaram.

. The ptoij'tc or high ground, which cannot be watered, produces small and

dry grains, tlic following are the prineijial of these—aruga (paspalum fru‘

mentacemn), raghie (eleusine corocam), of which there are three varieties,

sajja C/ifl/cw jonna (Iwlcus sorghtnn), chauma (pavicum mi-

liaceum), and corra (panicum italicum, or millet). The three first of these

are sown in the beginning of the rains in June, are ripe in September, and

* Elousine corocanat

§ cajam.

*f Fhaseolus xnungo.

II
All Arcot rupee is 12s. 4d.

% Dolichos caijang.

^ Government.
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yield on an average a twenty-fold produce ; the next are sown in August and

are ripe in November.

As the first four of these grains, especially the jonna, require strong-

ground which is ploughed with difficulty, four pair of bullocks are consi-

dered as requisite for the cultivation of one kalum of seed. But it ought to

be observed that this quantity requires much more ground than a kalum of

paddy. A kalum of chauma requires only two pair of bullocks.

The plough for cultivating high ground is madeof maddic (Jicus), a tough

kind of w'ood which is strengthened by a much larger ploughshare than that

for the low grounds, in order to overcome the superior hardness of the soil.

A little of the following kinds of grain is sown in October, and is ripe in

January—minuma (p/iascolus tt/inmus), pcssara {phaseolus mmgo), wulawa

{glycine tomeniosa), kanda {cytisus cajun), bobbara {dolkhos caljang), alsanda

{dolichos sinemis).

The punjic is let out at a stipulated rent which is regulated by the kind of

grain sown on it, or rather by the quality of the ground which renders it

capable of producing certain kinds of grain. A cawny of the soil on which

leguminous grains arc sown is rented at from one and a half to three rupees.

It is the worst kind of soil, being sandy and barren, and very little tillage is

bestowed upon it. The soil on which what are called small grains are sown,

as jonna, uriiga, raghic, &c. rents at from three to six rupees the eawny,

besides the malavaram, or one-tenth of the whole produce at the bazar price.

Natchini or raghie is the kind of small grain most cultivated, as it finds a

ready market every where among the lower classes of people who chiefly

subsist upon it. But in the Pollams * the fields which can be watered by the

rivers or tanks are chiefly attended to. Sugar is cultivated only in small

quantities, probably because the soil in general is not rich enough for the

cultivation of the sugar cane. But indigo 1 have found near Amboor in a

tolerably flourishing state
;
and if the demand were greater this plant might

be cultivated to much advantage. 1 am of opinion that indigo manufactured

from dried leaves t, as is practised in the Carnatic, forms a more durable

dye than when it is prepared in a different manner. I draw this conclusion

from a trial which I made upon a large scale. I brought at a considerable

expense a dyer from Porto Novo with a quantity of his indigo. As long as

it lasted 1 made blue cloth of as fine and as durable a colour as can be ob-

* The valleys between the Gli.au(s.

+ The dyers in Europe are much prejudiced against this as well as that made by builing.
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tallied in that part of India. But as soon as wc employed indigo manufac-

tured by l)oiIing, which is apparently the best mode of preparing it, the

cloth, tliough at first beautiful to look at, lost its colour rapidly, and was in

every respect similar to cloth dyed in the northern Circars.

The cotton chiefly cultivated on the coast is the common dxvarf cotton,

(gosfi^pi/a/i herhaemui). It grows best on what is called the black cotton

soil ; but it may be raised upon any soil whatever, provided it be not mere

sand. I have seen it growing on the hills, as on Kailasghur *, very luxuriantly

between (he stones. Perhaps it may have originally been in a wild state upon

that hill, but at present the cotton is collected there. Nor have I any doubt

that with a little attention on the part of the servants of Government the

other hills along the coast might be made to produce this mo.st valuable

article. At present most of the cotton used in the Company’s dominions is

imported from the inland countries. A perpetual or a long exemption from

all the (''ircar claims would probably be the best encouragement that could

be given to the ryots for their attention to the culture of grounds, which

have been hitherto allowed to remain in a state of nature. It is true that

there is a good deal of uncultivated ground in the low country
;
but the soil

in all such places is exceedingly bad : that of the hills though in general very

stony is much better. Hence they are every way entitled to the preference

when cultivation is to be attempted.

After proceeding several miles inland few cocoa-nut trees are to be seen,

except those in the villages of the Jaghirc, which are planted in rows before

the houses ol’ the inhabitants, and appear to thrive remarkably wcH. The

high value of the ground is probably the rc.ason why this useful tree is so

little attended to in the Carnatic. Fields planted even with fruit trees do

not yield so much profit as paddy fields. But as this apology does not apply

t o the streets of the villages, they might be stocked with cocoa-nut trees to

great advantage.

n'. WEATHER AND CLIMATE.

As I have not h.id an opportunity of observing the difterent seasons of the

year in the Carnatic, I have derived my knowledge of this subject chiefly

lioin (he wu'itings of the natives themselves. The passages which 1 employ

1 must, however, confess I did not extract from the works myself; tliey were

^ A liiil fort near Velloro,
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given me by a Bramin, to vrhom I am likewise indebted for the explanation

of them.

The Hindoo year is divided into six seasons, the names of which are de>

scriptive of their principal properties.

The first season is the wasanta rutvemo. It begins with the Hindoo year

in the middle of March, and lasts till the middle of May. The pleasures and

occupations of Gods and men during this season are described with all the poe-

tical luxuriance of the Indian bards. It is the season of the Gods, as it is em-

phatically called. The weather is serene and clear ; the farmer’s occupations

are mostly over, and he has time to celebrate the yearly marriages ofhis Gods

and friends. Many of their favourite trees are then in blossom, as the mango,

from the young beautiful leaves of which Mammudoo* makes his shafts; and

the inhalation of its vivifying pollen (called Mammudoo’s sparks) is believed

to raise similar passions in men and flowers. The southerly breezes that

blow during the night are the Zephyrs of the western regions, to which the

voluptuousness of the vernal season is particularly ascribed.

The second season is the greeshma rutuwoo, the hottest part of the year.

As Krishna is represented of the darkest bluish black hue (cloud colour), a

tinge of the skin that can be only produced by long exposure to a sun-burnt

climate, I thought it not unlikely, as I had been told by many Bramins,

that the name of this season was derived from that black deity. The differ-

ence between the initial G and K I did not consider as a sufficient ob-

jection, because I found them in many other cases used indifierently. But

in the books which I have already noticed Greeshtna is derived from the

Shanscrit word Greeshmaha, sn-eat

;

so that greeshma rutuwoo is to be trans-

lated the sweating season.

All countries within the north tropic must be hottest at this season, because

the sun is nearly vertical. But it is the blowing of what are called the land

winds during this season along the coast of Coromandel that renders this

country so disagreeably hot at this period. Like all great changes in nature,

they do not come all of a sudden or surprise us unprepared. The most re-

markable of the forerunners are the whirlwinds which, at the end of March
and beginning of April, show themselves between eleven and twelve at noon,

increasing daily both in strength and number, and moving from wcs( to east

in varying directions all over the country. They carry dust and light things

along with them, and are called by the natives peshashes, or devils. After

The Indian Ciipidw
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the whirlwinds have continued for some weeks they are succeeded by heavy

clouds which a])pcar at the same time of the day, and becoming gradually

larger they at last burst forth in heavy showers of rain, accompanied by vio-

lent peals of thunder and lightning. These violent rains come mostly from

south-west, while the land winds usually blow from due west. They begin

in the west, for they are earlier felt inland near the ranges of hills than on the

coast ; they arc always preceded by a long calm, and carry before them a

cloud of dust. Tlie atmosphere while they blow is always hazy and appa-

rently thicker than in common, and the sun when rising appears as if in-

volved in mist or dust.

They set in about ten or eleven o’clock in the forenoon, and increase in

violence and heat till they are stopped by an easterly wind called the sea

breeze, which begins to waft delight and health along the coast about two

in the afternoon or sometimes earlier. The sea breeze is preceded by a short

lull or calm. If the sea breeze fail, as sometimes happens, the land wdnd

continues blowing, but gradually decreases in strength, and finally dies

away in the beginning of the night, having slowly veered round to the

south-west. About morning a little motion of the air is perceptible; but it

IS very weak, until at the usual time tlie wind sets in stronger and hotter

than on the preceding day.

The land winds arc said to be dry, and on that account productive of an

uneasy sensation all over the body, with a dryness of the skin as if the per-

spiration had been suddenly stopped. This sensation is peculiarly felt in the

c’yes, which we arc frcipiently obliged to shut while >valking in this wind,

because they become ([uitc stiff.

These winds arc frequently so hot that they destroy men and animals if

exposed to them for a short time. It is not very uncommon to see large

kites and crows, while on the wing, drop down at once as if they had no

life in them. Nor is it an unfre(|ucnt occurrence for a place, containing

from five to ten thousand inhabitants, to lose four or five in a day in conse-

quence of exposing themselves to this wind for too long a time. This hap-

pens chiefly at the setting in of the wind, w'hcn people are caught unpre-

pared. Pains of the bones and general lassitude are universally felt, and

paralytic or hemiplectic affections arc by no means uncommon.

Along the coast, and for a few miles inland, the inhabitants are relieved

by the sea breeze ; but at the distance of ten or twenty miles from the sea

its good effects arc not so much experienced
j for it arrives late in the after-
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noon, and is already heated by the tract of country over which it has passed.

Nothing can be more distressing than the iuilnrc of tlie sea breeze for seve-

ral successive days, when the land wind blows aH night and heats every

thing so much as to become distressing to the touch. This was the rase in

the year 1799 in the northern Circars for almost a fortnight. The tliernio-

meter at mid-night stood at 108°, and at eight o’clock at 112°. .Neither

wood nor glass is capable of bearing this heat lor any length ol‘ time ; the

latter, as shades, globe lanthorns, &c. crack and fly in pieces ; the former

warps and shrinks. The nails fall out of the doors and tables. I have never

myself seen the thcnnoinetcr higher than 1 1 5° in the coolest part of the

house. Some persons afiirm that in such cases they have seen it as high

as 130“.

Nightly illuminations of the Gliauts or of the hills in their neighbourhood

arc seen at this season, after it has continued Ibr some time witliout rain.

These appear always about the middle of the mountain, seldom or never

reaching the top. They frequently present very interesting and beautilid

scenes. As far as my observations go they arc conflned to those hills which

are covered with bamboo bushes. The natives account lor these spontaneous

combustions by the friction of the bamboos against each other, an explana-

tion which appears to me satisfiictory.. In Europe 1 know these spontane-

ous combustions have been much discredited, because they could not be

explained by means of favourite theories invented within the walls of a col-

lege, or perhaps a less respectable place.

The natives use no other means of securing themselves against the effects

of the land winds, than shutting up their houses and bathing in the morn-

ing and evening. Europeans cool their apartments by means of wetted tats,

made of straw or grass, and sometimes of the roots of the xoattic xoaeroo

which when wetted exhales a pleasant but faint smell. It will ai)pcar incre-

dible to those who have never witnessed it, when I say that the water eva-

porates so fast that several people arc constantly employed throwing it upon

the tats, the dimensions of which are eight feet by four. Without this la-

bour the requisite degree of coolness could not be obtained. I have known
several gentlemen who, during the continuance of the land wind, have kept

people constantly employed in pouring water over them both night and da}-,

and apparently without suffering any inconvenience in point of health.'

It is natural to ask the question here, how comes the land wind to be so

Aiidropogon Muricatulum.
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much heated ? Tlie usual answer is, by passing over the surface of a con*

siderable tract of heated country. But this, though it may, to a certain ex*

tent, be true, does not appear to me sufficient to account for the very high

temperature which this wind has acquired. If this peninsula, like Zaara, in

Africa, or the northern parts of Arabia, were a tract of desert dry sand, over

which the land-wind swept, we should not be surprised to find the temperature

of that wind as high as 1 15° or 130°. But this, though a hilly, is a cultivated

country. I am disposed to believe that the valleys winding through the

Ghauts are the places where the temperature of the atmosphere is so much
elevated. The hills that form the boundai'ics of these valleys will reflect the

rays of the sun towards the centre, and this must be attended with a prodi*

gious increase of temperature. The atmosphere, remaining stagnant for some

time in these valleys, must be very much heated; and when it is at length

forced outwards by the pressure ofthe air on the higher grounds, it constitutes

the land-winds, ^\hich blow with such disagreeable regularity during summer

in (]!oromandcl. This accounts too for a circumstance which has often been

observed, that the land-winds are hotter near the mouth of these valleys

than any where else.

If I were disposed to speculate farther on this subject, I would conjecture

that the vast quantity of vapour condensed during this season, in these parts,

into clouds and rain, must set at liberty a considerable quantity of heat,

which probably contributes to raise the temperatm’e of the land-winds.

The land-winds in India are nut considered as prejudicial to the health, pro-

bably because a few only suffer during their continuance. But ifwe consider

the effects which such heat roust have upon the human body, and if we consult

the registers of mortality for many successive years, we shall find that soon

after the tennination of these winds in the month of June, bilious fevers

finish the career of many persons, particularly of the old and debilitafed. It

is a common and a true saying, that an old valetudinarian will not long sur-

\i\e the land-winds.

I n the hitter part of this season, the water ofthe Cavery comes into the Car-

natic, and gives fresh life and animation to the cultivator. During this dry

season in the Cainatie, the violent monsoon rains fall on the Malabar coast.

The sages among the natives say that this river comes from the neighbour-

hood of a Mount called Sampia, which lies in the Sanda country. About this

time, and a little before it, violent storms of thunder and hail sometimes

blow from the west, which gives to this season the title of the little monsoon.

5
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The third season is the xvarasha rutuzcoo, or rainy season. But though this

name may be accurately applied on the Malabar coast, and in the higher pro-

vinces of India, this is not the season when the heaviest rains fall in the Car-

natic. The air is sometimes cooled by showers, and the sky is cloudy ; but

the true rainy season is

The fourth season, called siradra riiiuxvoo, or the drying season. In it the

heavy rains fall in the Carnatic, fill the tanks, and often inundate tKe coun-

try. The rains and the wind are said to come chiefly from the east and north-

east, and are at least a fortnight or a month later than in the Circars. It is

an established opinion in Hindostan, that the rains arc in proportion to the

heat of theGreeshma season; and thisopinion is supported bymyobservations.

The weather and the wind which prevail in this season are said to make people

drowsy and sleepy.

It may be worth while to notice here several ofthe meteorological opinions^

of the Indians, as affording some means of judging of the state of their know-

ledge.

In the Megha Sandusha Grandum, it is said of thunder—When the smoke,

lightning, water, and wind combine together, and rise tow'ards the regions in

which the probhunda wind * reigns, a friction is produced between these sub-

stances, which occasions the discharge of bolts with the accompanying

thunder.

According to the Chumpoo Ramayana, the following predictions may be

formed from the' colour of the lightning. If the lightning be of an impure

green colour, it precedes strong wind ; if red, the weather will be after-

wai ds hot ; if yellow, strong thunder and rain will follow ; and if wlute, or

black, it presages a season without rain, and consequently dearth.

The first of the works from wliich these quotations are taken, treats of

nothing but clouds ; the second is one of the many liamayana, or Epic

Poems, celebrating the feats of llama.

In the Almanacs of the Hindoos, regular notice is taken of the quantity

ofrain that will fall in the different seasons, computing it by conchnms t. For

example, in the Cholam country will be three, in the Gnntoor six conchums

of rain, &c. I thought this, at first, a prophecy without meaning, but

learnt afterwards that many persons are in the habit of keeping an account of

the rain as it falls. Their rain gauge is merely a common cutcherry pot, which

* A wind that blows at ^ome heiaht above the surface of the earth,

f A measure of eight pounds.
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Is placed before the house, and emptied as often as the rain has filled it.

Among the remarkable news of the weather, the sages of the village are in

the habit of inquiring how many pots it has rained.

Tljie fifth season is the hementa, or cool season^ from the middle of De-

cember to the middle of February. The countries along the Ghauts, and in

the valleys, are, in the wasanta season, hotter than in the open country ; but

iu this season they are much colder. The dews are much heavier than in the

plains, and they increase in proportion to their vicinity to the mountains.

The greatest cold is felt immediately after the deposition of the dew, an hour

after sun-rise, probably proceeding from the evaporation of the dew, which,

after the sun gets higher, is not so much felt.

The last season is the sisa rutuwoo. In it the wind blows from the south-

east, and is called the along shore wind. It is strong, and, on account of the

sand which it carries with it, very unpleasant ; and it is usually reckoned un-

healthy. The weather is serene, moderately cool, and indeed what the

M'usanla rutuwoo is represented to be by the Indian poets. Hence I should

conclude that the division and description of the seasons have been made in

the northern j)rovinces of Bengal, w’hcrc the names are much more expres-

sive or descriptive of nature in those seasons.

'J'he following translation is supposed to be pronounced by a Bramin to a

Rajah, as a kind of blessing, and literally translated can scarcely be under-

stood. Indeed the Indian poets are so unreasonable as seemingly to wish

not to be understood without their comments.

May you enjoy iu Hemanta the congenial warmth of your wife ;
in Sisa,

the gentle heat of the sun ; the pleasures of a shady garden in Wasanta, and

of cool bathing in Greeshma ; a comfortable high room in Warasha, and a

copious draught of fresh milk in Siradra. And may your enemies disappear,

as the day in Hcraaiita, like the lotus flower in Sisa, like sexual bashfulness

in Wasanta ; may they be as short-lived as the nights in Greeshma, and

vanish like dust in Warasha, and moisture in Siradra.”

V. ROADS.

The roads in this part of the Carnatic are, generally speaking, pretty

good, and indeed excellent, when compared with those in the northern Cir-

cars. This observation, how'ever, applies only to the best season of the year

for travelling. In order,to judge of them in the rainy season, we must consult
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the general face of the country. In all cases, the goodness of the roads is in-

variably as the state ofcultivation. Where rice, sugar, or jonnaloo are culti-

vated in any abundance, we may be assured that the roads, in the wet season,

will be both narrow and bad, while high and sandy tracts ofground, which

cannot be watered, and therefore produce only dry grains, will have good

roads even at that season. Hence I conclude tliat the roads between the

Mount and Conjeveram are tolerably good in every season, and perhaps in

some places, where the deep sand is distressing in the dry, they will be best

in the rainy season ; and bad between Vellore and the Ghauts in the latter.

The avenues of trees, and the numerous choultries, render tlm roads in this

country very pleasant and commodious for travellers of all description.s. 'J'he

avenues, however, are by no means regular, either with rc.spect to the- dis-

tance and number of trees, or their breadth, or even their continuity. Some-

times vacancies of many miles occur, as between Kaychie, Choultry, and

Conjeveram. The trees are usually planted sufficiently close, with under-

wood between them ; and the greater number arc banyans *. Tamarinds

and mangos (mangiftra indica) supply their place near villages, M'herc

frequent topes\ of the same kind of trees occur. The Madras avenue

tree, and the portia (hybiseux populneus), arc not often seen. The

latter has not been so much attended to as it merits, I’rom its quick growth

and fine shade, probably on account of the kind of catterpillar that feeds

upon it, which, when it falls on the skin, occasions blisters and ulcerations.

The Madras avenue tree t is deservedly neglected, as it affords no shade iu

the hotest seasons of the year, w'hen it is most wanted.

Among the smaller trees, I frequently observed the galcduppa pungam,

the kanuga of the Gentoos ; the seeds of which yield a medicinal oil. It

grows, in many places, to a large handsome tree.

The Choultries arc much more numerous than are requisite for the number
of travellers. Tliey are all terraced, and built of quarry stones, or brick and

chunam§. The smaller ones are single square rooms, open towards the street,

where the rool’ is supported by large square pillars. In the walls are excava-

tions for lain})S, which arc lighted in the ju’ght. But they have no windows.

The -larger ones, as Vcerapermal Suttruin, four coss west of Stree Permatore,

and llaychie Choultry, near Conjeveram, are line extensive buildings. The
former has an open court in the middle, surrounded by a spacious covered

* Several species of jievs^ by sending their roots in different directions down along the

trunk, and from the branches into the road, spoil it for wheel carriages.

+ Copses, J Odina. § Mortar.
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veranda, which, in the houses of the natives, is always the most frequented

part of the habitation. Doors enter from it into the more secret

recesses.

Notwithstanding the characteristic cleanliness of the natives of India,

these choultries, with the exception of a very few, where attendants are kept

to clean and sweep them, are disgustingly dirty. Rather than stay in one of

them, I would, even in the hottest season, prefer the shade of a tree. The
smoke produced by their culinary operations is one of the most disagreeable

things. It heats the place and blackens the walls, and we seldom find a

choultry free from it, because the Fakeers, and many other people, are too

!azy to dress their food at a distance from the choultry. In the rainy season,

these choultries are comfortable to all ranks and descriptions of travellers,

and, by a little attention of the police, might be rendered very pleasant

temporary abodes. The turn of the richer classes of natives for building

such places of accommodation for travellers might be improved, by en-

couraging them to extend their charity to countries more in want of it than

the vicinity of the capital. Some honorary privilege, for example, might

be held out to them, which they value much more than money.

Every choultry has a pond or tank near it, partly to serve for the daily

ablutions of the Hindoos, and partly to allay their thirst, which the natives

in general arc much less capable of bearing than the Europeans. I have

been astonished during my excursions, to find them complain of want of

water, in cases where I underwent at least as much fatigue as themselves,

without feeling any inclination to drink: they were equally astonished

when I refused a draught of turbid water, which they happened to find in

a little nasty pool, to partake of which they never fail to invite the whole

party, by crying out emphatically, good water.” In consequence of this

propensity, it becomes a very charitable action, during the hot land-wind

season, to erect temporary buildings near the road side, where water, whey,

or butter-milk is served out to travellers by a Bramin or Soodra. This

custom prevails much in the northern Circars, where indeed I myself

established a place of the kind.

The preceding remarks apply almost correctly to the road from Con-

jeveram to Wallajahbad and Vellore, excepting that in those places where

rice is cultivated in any quantity ;
as about Conjeveram itself, at Damerla,

and Samindinghy, the road is necessarily bad and deep in the wet season.

AVe must except also the bed of the river Polar, between Arcot and

Vellore, which is very broad, and a deep distressing sand in the dry season.
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The road from Vellore, in the valley of Amborc, to Santghus, was very

pleasant and good in the season that we passed, but probably bad in the

rainy season, from the torrents of rain from tlic neighbouring mountains

that must inundate the country. The best, though the steepest, road in the

country is the Peddanaikdoorgum pass, which, with great labour, has been

cut through rocks by the pioneers, a set of people, by the wise regu-

lations of government, as usei'ul in times of peace as they are in those

of war.

Whether the want of large wheel carriages rendered the establishment of

public roads unnecessary in the opinion of the former rulers of India, or

whether the want of roads prevented the use of wheel carriages, I cannot

determine. But this circumstance shows the little progress they had made in

civilization, even when compared with the other Asiatic nations. The
Japannesc, for example, look upon the preservation of roads as one of the

principal charges incumbent on their government : indeed in all well-formed

governments the importance of roads, both in time of peace and war, will

not suffer them to be neglected, especially as the establishment of con-

venient ones is one of the greatest encouragements that can be held out

for increasing manufactures and inland trade : it is true that we can convey

goods from the Mysore, and other parts of India, to the coast, on the

backs of bullocks ; but it is no less true, that four bullocks in a four-

wheeled carriage will draw more than sixteen or twenty can carry on their

backs. In mercantile transactions, nine maund, or two hundred and

sixteen pounds, are allowed for the load of a good bullock, but they seldom

carry more than two hundred pounds, and often less.

To give a plan where and how roads should be constructed does not

come within my province; but a few hints, derived from observation, will

net be thought, I hope, too presumptuous.

The best materials for roads would be the disintegrated sicnite, common
all over the country near the hills, or the bed which is found by digging

several feet under ground, all along from Conjeveram and farther cast,

which is a decomposed granite. Tlicse materials, especially the sienite,

would harden much, 1 conceive, if some lime-stone or marl were mixed

with it, substances which, in small quantities, maybe found everywhere:

it would then be nearly similar to the Nellore day, which hardens when
exposed to the air.

D
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The loam or sand taken from the surface of the country would not^ for

obvious reasons, afford a lasting good road.

Jn countries where rice is cultivated, sluices might be made, or rather

arched channels, at the bottom of the road, at proper distances for the

communication of the water; if this is not attended to, the ryots will, in

spite of all prohibitions, contrive to cut channels across the road, either to

get rid of their superabundance of water, or to get a shai’e of water

belonging to their neighbours, which they conceive themselves to have a

right to. It should by no means be allowed to employ the road as a dam to

collect water as in a tank, as this might materially hurt it ; and a sudden

Tain might even break the road, as often happens to the strongest tank

embankments.

Besides avenues of trees on the sides of the road, palmeyra or date trees

might be planted in close rows on the ascent of its sides j as, not to mention

the use of the trees in future times, they would soon remarkably strengthen

the roads.

Malefactors of all kinds, and especially palankeen boys and servants

convicted of malpractices towards their masters, or run-aways, I would

recommend as the fittest persons to keep the roads in repair. People of this

description are never wanting.

It would contribute much to the beauty of the road, if the species of tree

constituting the avenues were changed every mile, or at fixed distances.

Such a regular succession would point out to the traveller the number

of miles he had gone.

I conceive the following to be the best trees for avenues.

1. Hibiscus populneus : but this tree should not be too abundant, as it

feeds a very troublesome caterpillar.

2. Aitocarpus integrifolia, or jack fruit. This is a fine shady tree of

quick growth, and producing a nourishing fruit: I have seen it planted

by the road side in some parts of the Mysore, chiefly about Ooscottah, by

the order of Tippoo.

S. Tamarind. This tree, though of slow growth, affords a fine shelter

in the hottest season of the year, not to mention the usefulness of its pulp

and leaves; but this tree ought to be sparingly planted, because it is

believed by the natives to diffuse noxious vapours during the night. No"

other vegetable will grow under it.

6
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4. Bassia longifolia. It grows luxuriantly in the worst soil : from its

seeds an oil is expressed.

5. Mimusops clengi. A fine tree with good fruit.

6. Mango. This is a shady useful tree, that thrives in any soil, and is

not slow in growth.

7. Melia azedarachta. This is also a very useful and handsome tree, the

leaves, bark, and fruit of which possess medical virtues. It is of 'quick

growth.

8. Tectonia grandis, the teak tree. It grows best in hilly countries. The

seeds are often a year in the ground before they come up, but afterwards

its growth is not slow. Probably it may not be advisable to plant this tree

in the low countries.

9. Mimosa latisiliqua, the tirisina of the Gentoos. It grows soon to be

a large fine tree, the flowers of which are remarkable for their grateful

odours; the wood is durable and hard, and answers better than any other for

sugar mills and ploughs.

10. Bastard cedar (bubroma). It is of quick growth, and is of sufficient

size for an avenue tree.

VI. REMARKABLE PLACES.

The most remarkable places on our road to the Ghauts were Conjeveram,

Wallajanagar, Vellore, and Sautghur. I shall notice what has come to my
knowledge respecting these places, that I do not consider as too trite or

too well known to deserve a place here.

Conjeveram, renowned in the ancient history of the country, and known
to Europeans by the military transactions of the Carnatic wars, is still a

very large and populous place. It lies in a kind of valley, which has a

cheerful appearance. The village is five or six miles long ; the streets are

mostly broad, and planted on both sides with cocoa nut and bastard cedar

trees: many gardens and topes are conspicuous in it, under the shade of

which the weavers have their looms. Round the whole village is a bound
hedge, chiefly of the agave americana, which, together with the gates,, is

capable, during war, of keeping off any irregular body of horse: such

troops, during the late wars of Hyder and Tippoo, proved exceedingly

destructive to the Carnatic. The small river Wegavatty, which runs' along

the western skirts of the village, contributes much to the fertility of the

D 2
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valley : its bed is very sandy, and water is found every where by digging a

few feet through the sand. Hence the saying that the water of this river is

in some seasons above, in others under, its bed.

Many tanks of a large size have been constructed in this valley, chiefly at

its west end, because the country on that side is sloping, and consequently

la\oiirable for collecting water: there are tanks likewise in the village

near the numerous pagodas. We encamped near a very remarkable one,

for vvhicli it is said the gods collected water fiom no less than three millions

of rivers : it lies on the west side of the great pagoda. Every liramin who
visits the place for the first time must perform his ablutions in this tank, and

spend some money in charity, or rather in furnishing food to a number of

Bramins of the place in honour of the manes of his forefathers.

There are three religious divisions in this place, namely, Siwa conjic,

Wishnoo conjie, and Jina coiijie. The largest pagoda is dedicated to

vSewa, where he is worshipped under the usual form of a lingum, or the

creative attribute of Deity. As the Hindoos acknowlege five elements,

water, earth, fire, air, and ether, so also they worship five different lingiims,

called Pancha lingaloo. The lingum here is made of earth, and conse-

quently represents that clement. The other four are made of stone, dis-

tinguished by their colours according to the element which they are to

represent. It appeared (for this is the theological ex{)rcssion) under a

tnango tree, the tree sacred to Mammudoo, or the God of Love, who

makes his shafts from the young leaves ‘of it.

In Wishnoo conjie, the deity called Wishnoo is worshipped, but it is here

by no means so celebrated as the former, there being but few of this sect i»

the Carnatic. ,Iina conjic is scarcely worth mentioning
;
there are a few

houses on the west side of the river where they have a temple, containing a

a representation of Bhouda.

According to the stalapuranam * this must have been a famous place in

ancient times, as places at the distance of five yojanums on each cardinal

point of the compass are reprcscntcfl as its gales or keys. I'o the east is

Mahavellyporam, to the west Wirinjiporam, to the north Narrainawannam,

and to the south Tindiwanam. A yojanum is equal to four coss, or eight

miles, so that each of these places shotdd be forty miles from Conjeverara,

and this is very nearly the case. As we find pagodas of some note at all these

* The best if aot the ouly geographical account of ancient Ilindostan: it deserves to

tie traasluUd.
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places, we have reason to think that by gate is meant places of worship, to

be visited before pilgrims are allowed to prostrate themselves before the

principal deity. The pious Hindoos are obliged in all small pagodas to

worship Puliar or VVikneswandu,* and Bayrudu, inferior deities repre-

sended, the first by a god with an elephant’s head, and the second by a

dog, before they can have access to the principal deities of the place.

The real age of this large pagoda is lost iji obscurity ; but the Hindoos

affirm that it was built by Weswakarmadu, the chief arcliitcct ofthe Dewatas.

He lived in the golden age, and the gates w'crc constructed by him of gold,

which, in that happy mra, constituted the common material. The Annagunda

Krishnarailu, it is said, built the very extensive porticos erected on no fewer

than a thousand pillars
;
and 1 think it probable that, under the reign of that

prince, the pagoda acquired mucii of its celebrity. It is now a noble build-

ing, and well worth seeing ; but as the Bramins would not allow me to view

the interior, 1 disdained to take any notice of the exterior. The arrogance

and contumely with which the Bramins in the Carnatic are allowed to treat

Europeans, is almost proverbial j and as it proceeds entirely from the motives

which the Madras Dubashes are inculcating and spreading, it is becoming

more and more intolerable. Something is due to inveterate prejudices, but

to countenance them, and to suffer them to be encouraged, is acting with too

much liberality.

The only people at Conjeveram that have the means of building or repairing

pagodas, are the weavers, a great number of whom reside here. They arc

always the most dissolute, but at the same time the most useful set of men.

They earn their money by great industry, and spend it like fools, in every

kind of play. Owing to their sedentary life, they resemble their brethren in

other countries in tjieir sickly and meagre appearance. They are not jealous

of one another. The manufactures of this place are red handkerchiefs,

turbans, and dressing cloths for men and women. Punjuins, and other useful

cloth, might no doubt be manufactured here as well as in other parts of the

Carnatic. Saltpetre might be made also, as the earth contains it in many
streets in great abundance. Indeed I saw them collecting it, but whether to

procure saltpetre from it, or to manure their gardens, 1 do not know ; for it

constitutes an excellent manure for sugar canes, chillies (capsicum annuum)^
and for natchemy fields. J saw little appearance of saltpetre in other parts qf

* Gantsa.
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sists of seven fortified hills (as its Moorish name expresses); but as the

names of tlicse are 'felini^a, it is evident that it was originally a Hindoo

establishment. Its founder, according to tradition, was a Soodra of the

name of Krmalnaidoo, who fortified these hills about five hundred years

ago, at a time when this part of the country was in the hands of a great

number of indepeudent Polygars. There is abundance of fine water on the

hill called Gunga Sagragadda in a bason of the rock, which is said to

be unfathomable: this bason is about half-way up the hill, and has no

appearance whatever of having been the crater of a volcano. The hill

is composed of sicnite, and is in ail respects similar to the other moun-

tains of the Carnatic: the soil produced by the decomposition of this

rock is favourable to vegetation. Hence these hills arc covered with a

variety of trees and shrubs : the trees however are small, because the soil

is not deep, and the roots soon penetrating to the rock, the plants are

stinted in their growth.

From the top of these hills there is a very extensive prospect of a highly

cultivated country ;
in the valley immediately below, a branch of the sandy

bed of the Palaroo was seen winding along. When we saw it it was destitute

of water, and this 1 understand is the case during the greatest part of the

year : hence the natives call it Goddaeroo, or the empty sterile river. The

valleys towards the Gauts are very narrow, and indeed nothing but empty

chasms. There is a very fine view of them from this place, especially of

the Peddanaikdurgum pass, in which we saw with the naked eye travellers

ascending.

This place is very unhealthy in the rainy season ; on this account the

Nabobs of Arcot formerly kept their state prisoners here, when policy or

some other motive prevented then from putting them to a violent death.

In the warm season this valley, which is contiguous to that of Ambore, is

remarkably hot.

Hurryhur, 7th October, 1800.



TRACT II.

STATISTICAL FRAGMENTS ON THE MTSORE.

The information collected in this Tract was acquired while I acted as

assistant to Col. Mackenzie, superintcndant of the Mysore survey. In the

year 1800 I was appointed to this situation, and received a set of instruc-

tions; according to which I have digested all the particulars that have come

to my knowledge. Indeed this Tract may be considered as simply an

abridgement of a report laid before the Government of Fort St. George.

I. STATE OF THE THERMOMETER.

The greatest variation of the thermometer, in the course of one day

during sixteen months, was 28° : this happened in the month of April 1 800.

The greatest difference in one month was 36°, and in the course of sixteen

months 5i°. For the thermometer stood at 56° in the palace of Bengalore,

on the 26th December, 1 800 ; and in my tent on the 8th of May, 1 800, it

was as high as 107°: but I must observe, that the thermometer had been

cai'ried in a box on a man’s head during the greatest part of the day, on

our march from Bengalore to Madavaram, and that it stood at 107° imme-

diately on being put up in my tent : so that it was perhaps rather the direct

heat of the sun, than of the atmosphere, that produced this elevation.

The greatest heat in the houses during the month of April is 87° or 88°.

In the palace of Bengalore the thermometer, during the year 1800,

never rose higher than 82°, and in tlie coldest season of the same year, it

fell in a tent to 52°. In the palace at the same time it was 56°.

II. STATE OF THE BAROMETER.

The weather and temperature have very little effect on the barometer in

India. The gicatest variation in the course of a day during sixteen

E
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months amounted to 0*3 inch : the regular daily variation is about 0*05

inch.

To try what influence solar heat might have on the column of quicksilver,

I exposed a barometer, with a thermometer attaehed to it, to the sun for

about an hour ; another corresponding barometer and thermometer I kept

in my tent. The difierence between the thermometers was about 30°, and

tliat of the barometers about 0*05 inch. The real change in bulk ought to

have been nearly twice as great, as we learn from the experiments of

General Roy and Sir George Shuckburgh Evelyn : but my barometer was

not sufficiently delicate for measuring minute alterations in length. I made

no attempt to ascertain the amount of the diurnal rise and fall of the

barometer between the tropics, as first pointed out by Bouguer, and

lately determined with considerable accuracy by Messrs. Langsdorf and

Horner; such observations would have required better barometers than

I was provided with, nor is it likely that observations, made in an inland

district, should have been attended with such regular results as those made
at sea by the Russian philosophers above mentioned.

III. PREVAILING WINDS.

The prevailing winds in the eastern and northern parts of the Mysore,

according to the accounts of the natives and my oWn observations, arc the

following. About the beginning of June and in July, the wind blows

steadily from the west and the south-west, and ought to bring abundance

of rain. This w'as the case particularly in the years 1800, 1801, and 1805,

in the southern districts of the Mysore ; while the northern with the same

wind had no rain.

In August and September the wind varies from the south-west to the

north-w'est, bringing rain from both quarters. In the latter end of Sep-

tember and in October the wind veers round to the east and north-east, and

from that quarter the heaviest rains arc expected. About Hurryhurr rain is

invariably expected in this season, after the wind has blown for three days

successively from the north or north-east.

In November and December the northerly winds prevail, and to them are

ascribed the coldness of this season, as well as the frequent fevers and

other disorders.

In January and February the wind blows chiefly from the south, and is

6
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said to be healthy and pleasant. On the coast the along-shore winds

(blowing from the same quarter) prevail during this season j they arc

esteemed very unpleasant, strong, and unhealthy : they do not extend in

the bay to any great distance from the shore.

The different efiects of winds upon the human body seem to be connected

with their degree of moisture and dryness. The along-shore winds seem to

stop the perspiration, while the land winds promote it. Hence probably the

difierence of their salubrity at least in some degree.

In April and May the winds are changeable, commonly blowing in the

forenoon from the west, and in the afternoon from the east. These east

winds bring violent storms, showers of rain and hail, accompanied by loud

peals of thunder and vivid flashes of lightning.

The weather before rain becomes invariably sultry and calm, then the

wind blows hot and dry from the rainy quarter, and effects the sensations in

the same way, though not in the same degree, as the land wind on the

coast.

IV. RAIN.

As the Mysore participates oftwo monsoons, namely, the Malabar monsoon

from June to September, and the Coromandel monsoon from September to

December, more rain falls in it than in any other part of India. The rain

of the former monsoon is attended with distant murmuring thunder, and

frequent lightning, and seldom falls very heavy; while that of the latter

pours down with great violence, fills the largest tanks in a few hours, and

often lasts for many days with little intermission. The thunder is louder

and the flashes of lightning more vivid.

The rains in April and May are of the accidental kind, heavy short

showers from the east quarter. The drops are large and fall at a distance

from each other.

V. ATMOSPHERE.

The atmosphere is, generally speaking, serene and clear from Januaiy to

May ; during the first part of this season, however, the mornings are foggy,

and about the end of it, in May, particularly the afternoons, are cloudy. The
clouds begin to show themselves at noon along the eastern Ghauts, and

draw from all eastern points, in different directions, to the western hemis-

phere.
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From the month of June to September the clouds come from the west-

ward, and often obscure the sky for whole weeks ; they have the appearance

of detached broken bodies, and the rain from them is drizzly and per-

severing.

From the latter end of August to October, heavy clouds in the east

before and alter sun-set, of' a crimson and fiery colour, prognosticate imme-

diate rain. They often assume the appearance of a fiery meteor. Hence 1

am disposed to suspect, that the meteor seen on the 13th December, 1801,

at Madras, and visible also in the Mysore, was nothing but a cloud of this

kind.

The clouds in all seasons appeared to me to draw with the wind.

VL FOGS.

In some parts of the country heavy fogs, or rather mists, precede rain ;

thus about Chittlcdroog, from August to October, the hills are obscured

till about ten in the forenoon. In general, fogs prevail all over the country

in the months of December and January, after the rains are over, and have

been abundant : they begin after midnight, and render the atmosphere chilly

till seven in the morning, or a little later, when they are dispersed by the

heat of the sun. No rain ever falls in these months. Hence these fogs are

highly useful to the growth of plants, as they clear them from dust, and

open their pores, and supply them with nourishment, which they could not

obtain from the earth in this season. Without these irrigations very little

salt petre could be made, as the earth 'which contains it can be recognised

only after is has attracted this moisture.

I had an opportunity of becoming well acquainted with the changes in

the atmosphere, and the circumstances attending the rising of heavy fogs,

when 1 had the superintendance of the saltpetre works in the northern

Circars, and was obliged to ride early in the morning on horseback to

distant villages. Before three o’clock the weather was usually serene and

calm, but about that time a gust of warm wind set in, and almost imme-

diately afterwards I was involved in clouds of mist, so thick, that frequently

I could not see my horse keeper a few yards before or behind me : I found

it often so cold that 1 dismounted and walked until day light.

In this season, and by means of the heavy fogs, is the vinegar of Senna-

galu obtained, which is so much prized by the Moormen and rich Hindoos.
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It is made by spreading pieces of muslin cloth on the flowering sennaga

(cicer arictinum, Bengal gram) after sun-set, and removing them bclbrc the

sun gets through the clouds of mist. The moisture, with which they arc

quite wet, is wrung from them, and preserved tor use. This acid juice,

according to the analysis of Vauquelin, contains oxalic, malic, and a little

acetic acid.

Vn. DEWS.

Dews are heaviest in December and January, before the fogs set in.

They become perceptible about eight or nine o’clock in the evening, at a

time when the atmosphere is perfectly serene and clear. On the Coro-

mandel coast, w'e arc not so much afraid of exposing ourselves to them as

they seem to be in otlier parts of the world. Many Europeans, and almost

all the natives, sleep during the night in the open air, without the least in-

jury to their health.

VIII. HAIL.

Hail falls only in the hottest season, in April and May. It is usually in

j)ieces of the weight of half an ounce, but sometimes of very considerable

magnitude*. It is accompanied by heavy thunder, and storms or gusts of

wind from the eastward. Showers of hail are more frequent above the

Ghauts than below them. The natives call the hail rainstones, and ascribe

to it great invigorating virtues.

IX. THUNDER.

The loudest peals of thunder take place in the month of May. The cor-

riiscalions are then very vivid and frequent, and followed almost immedi-

ately by tlie thunder clap. This is the only season in which buildings, trees,

and animals are struck by lightning. The natives of India, however, do

* Masses of immense size are (aid to have fallen from the clouds at diflerent periods : in the

l-itu-r part of Tippoo Sultan’s reign it is on record, and well authenticated, that a piece fell

near Seringapalam of the size of an elephant, which by the Sultan’s officers was reported to

produce “ the effect of tire on the skin of those who touched it:”—a comparison naturally

made by persons ignorant of the sensation of extreme frigidity. It is stated that two daya

elapsed before it was entirely dissolved, during which time it exhaled such a stench as to pre.

vent people from approaching it: fear probably occasioned the latter report. That this

account is in the public records of Tippoo’s reign, 1 have from a gentleman of the greatest

respectability of character, and high in the civil service of the lloiiourabU; Company.
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not betray any fear. Like the vulgar in Europe, they believe that the

damage is done by thunderbolts, or stones that are discharged from the clouds.

The clouds in this season are hurried along by violent storms, often ac-

companied by whirlwinds, from ail parts of the eastern Cl hauts ; and when
they meet each other, a dreadful scene of thunder and li^tning, and

whirlwinds, immediately presents itself; but it docs not continue long; for

the clouds are again dispersed in quick motions to the westward, and leave

the atmosphere serene and delightful.

During the rainy season (seven months in the year), thunder is almost

daily heard ; but at a great distance. Flashes of lightning are seen very

often. The peals are rather louder during the rains of the Coromandel

monsoon.

X. EARTHQUAKES.

These commotions of the earth arc never violent, and by no means

frequent in this country, occurring only about once in five years. 1 felt

one at Toomkoor, on the 23d of October 1800. It is remarkable that, at

the same time, a violent hurricane raged along the coast from Ongole to

Masulipatain. The shock was felt at Bengalore, and in most other parts of

the Mysore
; and it was stronger in the south than in the province where I

was. It seemed to come from the north
;
proceeding southward, along the

inland range of hills, and to be guided fiirther by those of which Sivaganga

and Sewendroog arc the most conspicuous.

During the violent hurricane of Ongole, just mentioned, large masses of

fire were seen to fall upon those hills so well known for their influence on

the needle ; and rain fell at both places, during the time, in the greatest

abundance. These hills are composed chiefly of a kind of magnetic iron-

stone.

XI. GENERAL APPEARANCE OF THE COUNTRY.

The peninsula of Hindostan is called, with great propriety, a promontory

of Asia, as it consists of chains of mountains stretching from that immense

continent into the Eastern Ocean, to within a tew degrees of the equinoctial

line. The eastern side of the peninsula, called Coromandel and Orixa,

has, at most places, a gradual ascent from the sea shore to the interior ; but

the westera, or Malabar coast, is all along, I understand, mountainous,

rising abruptly from the sea into high ridges of hills.
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The inland country is longitudinally intersected, at unequal distances, by

single or aggregated chains of hills, running north and south, or in a

direction nearly parallel to the two coasts. These mountains belong all to

the primitive class of rocks, and consist, as far as I have examine<i them,

of sienite, mixed here and there with granite. In some places they are

capped Avith beds ofnewer rocks, and fioetz mountains are observed hei« and

there crossing the country, and joining, as it were, the primitive chains to

each other. It must not be suj)posed that the mountains keep these direc-

tions with mathematical accuracy ;
on the contrary, deviations are by no

means uncommon. \Vc sometimes find small chains of primitive mountains

running east and west, and sometimes floctz mountains running north and

south. But, upon the whole, the directions of the mountains are as I have

stated them.

The principal ranges of the peninsula present themselves best to our view

when we cross the country from east to west. They lie at uncertain and

unequal distances from each other, and, accordingly, sometimes form wide

and sometimes narrow valleys. Of the latter kind arc the valleys between

the eastern Ghauts, called Pollarnsj and of the former, difl’erent parts of

the Mysore.

The usual height of the hills, reckoning from the base to the summit,

scarcely exceeds 800 or 1000 feet. But as the country is continually rising,

the height of the inland mountains, above the level of the sea, frequently

amounts to 4000 feet.

The eastern Ghauts form the frontier of the Mysore country, by which

it is separated from the Carnatic. They constitute the exterior of the east

ranges of' hills, which run along the whole length of the peninsula from Cape

Commorin, stretching up to the continent of Asia. In many parts, the

ascent over them into the Mysore is very high and difficult, while in others

it is more sloping and protracted. These places are called passes ; and

there is a considerable number of them. The pass at Peddanaigdurgum has,

reckoning from the bottom of it to the first resting place, or choultry, in a

distance of between six and seven miles, about 600 feet of elevation. That

between Kistnagberry and liyacotah, is nearly as high, but it is much
longer, not less than fourteen miles, and consequently not .so steep.

The Mysore country, above the Ghauts, is often called the Table Cand,'

a denomination very little descriptive of its appearance ; as it is by no means

plain or flat, but in some parts mountainous, and every where undulating.
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The part which presents itself first for our consideration, is that situated

between the eastern Ghauts, and tlie first parallel chain of mountains to the

west of them. These two chains, in the northern part of the country,

are about eighty or ninety miles distant from each other
; but they gradually

approach as we proceed south ; and near llyacotah they seem to run into

each other. The northern extremity is marked by interrupted chains of

hills, which run from the Ghauts towards the western range. Nundy-

droog is the highest hill of that chain, and the hill fort of Nidjoil one of

the most western. The distance between this east and west chain and

Ryacotah, is about eighty miles.

The countries adjoining to this part are, the Carnatic, or rather the

Pollams, to the cast ; the ceded districts, to the north
;
the inland country

of Mysore, to ' the west ; and part of the Rorraraahl, to the south.

Formerly the whole of this district belonged to the Mysore ; but at present,

the eastern and southern parts arc annexed to the Company’s dominions

;

the remainder belongs to the Mysore Rajah.

This tract of country seems to constitute the highest part of the whole

peninsula of ilindostan. It rises gradually from the Ghauts towards Beuga-

iorc. At the end of the Peddanaigdurgum pass, the barometer stood at

twenty-eight inches, nearly at the same height as it did on the top of

kSautghur, one of the highest hills below the pass. At Baetamungalum it

stood at 27'5 inches : and at Bengalore, at 27‘2 inches. These determina-

tions give us the respective heights of these places above the level of tlie

sea, as follows

;

Feet.

Peddanaigdurgum, 1907

Baetamungalum, 2433

Bengalore, 2807

According to the same mode of calculation, the top of Siwagunga, the

highest mountain in this part of the Mysore, is about 4600 feet above the

level of Madras.

The high tracts of ground, which give this district an undulating appear-

ance, generally run from north to south, or following the direction of the

great mountain ranges. The soil on these high grounds is red and gravelly,

and very often rocks of sienite, or granite, appear upon its surface. These

masses of stone have usually so little cohesion, that they may be easily

broken by means of iion crows j and they admit even wooden tent pins to
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be driven into them. The lower parts of these high grounds are intersected

by nullahs, or deep ravines torn up by the torrents of water that are pre-

cipitated from the heights in the rainy season.

The tops ofthese ridges are usually very barren, producing nothing but a

small jungle, chiefly composed of dodonwa viscosa, convolvulus cuueafus,

erythroxylon areolaium., and a thorny new species of barlcria, very -simi-

lar to the barleria prionitis.

The soil in the valleys is quite different ; for, during the rains, the finer

particles of the decomposed rocks are deposited in them, and form a good

and loamy mixture. The lowest part of the valley is cultivated with rice,

or sugar. The latter requires the best soil ; w'hilc, for the former, a copious

supply of water is necessary. This is easily obtained in the wet season,

from the rivulets, or nullahs, and in the dry, from tanks (or reservoirs of

water), for the construction of which this country is remarkably favourable.

Plantations of cocoa nuts, jack, and other trees, are likewise found here, par-

ticularly near the villages, which are built on the first ascent from the valley,

where the soil is of a middling quality, namely, a mixture of loam, satjd,

and oxide of iron, with a portion of vegetable and animal matter. Raghie,

and some other small and dry grains, are also cultivated here. Higher

up, towards the top of the ridge, a silicious sand prevails in the soil,

which produces nothing but horsegram, a grain, on that account, very

cheap in this part of the Mysore. Below the supeificial soil, there is com-

monly a bed of gravel, which immediately covers a sicnitic or granitic rock,

very often in a state of disintegration, considerably advanced.

As the proportion of the constituents in these rocks is far from uniform,

a corresponding diversity is observable in the soil produced by its disinte-

gration. We find capacious veins, consisting of nothing but quartzy gravel

of different sizes. In other places, where felspar has prevailed, we find a

fine white pipe-clay in great abundance ;
and where hornblende has been

the prevailing constituent, we find abundance of yellow ochre. Both the

pipe-clay and ochre are used by the natives for difterent purposes.

The district on the north of this is similar, both in its aspect and bounda-

ries, being surrounded on all sides by ranges of hills. But it is lower than

the district which has just been described. The descent from Bengalorc,

as we proceed northwards, is perceptible, though by no means rapid. ' At

'

Sirah, on the high ground near the large Mussulman mausoleum, the

barometer stood at 27‘85, which makes it, in a distance of eighty-four miles,

F
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about 584 feet lower than Bcngalorc, or about 2223 feet above the level of

the sea. The loftiest mountains in this part of the country are in the eastern

range
;
but I do not suppose that any of them is 4000 feet above the level of

the sea. Those of the Chittlcdroog are much lower
;
and the highest from

the bottom to the top, not quite 900 feet. Some smaller hills and ridges

cross the country in different directions. They are usually composed of

stratified rocks,’ low and flat on the top, and clad with fine long grass.

Whereas the primitive rocks arc covered with trees and different kinds of

underwood.

The soil of this part of the country is similar to that already described

till we come to Sirah, wlicrc the stratified hills make their appearance. It

then becomes alternately black and red, sometimes gravelly and ston3\

Through its surface appear peqiendicular layers of slate, which arc often in-

tersected with (juartz or marl. The slate is iion-shot, and always decom-

posing and red.

The culture is the same as in the last described district, except in the

country where the stratified lulls occur. On the black soil jonnaloo and

cotton arc the principal crops ; while on the red soil raghic flourishes best.

The underwood on the uncultivated land, which is very extensive, consists

chiefly of the prickly mimosas, cassia auriculata, &c.

The soil often contains common salt, and on that account is favourable to

the growth of cocoa-nut trees, of which there are very large plantations in

the valleys.

Having passed the Chittlcdroog ranges of hills, we descend into an ex-

tensive and variegated valley which leads tow’ards the river Tumbudra. Both

the eastern and western boundaries of this valley are at a great distance,

though they may be observed at times. The low country is variously inter-

sected with floetz mountains and ridges that seem to be connected with or to

bear on one or other of the principal ranges. Some of these are high, and

all contain in their rocks much iron and magnesia. The narrow valleys be-

tween them have a fine rich soil, which is seldom of the kind called cotton

soil, but red and loamy, as it is brought by the rain water from the hills,

which are much given to decomposition.

The hills are clad with a fine verdure, and the trees grow on them to a

pretty large size, particularly the sandal tree. Grass also seems to be in

abundance. North of Mayacondah, a place about half way between Chit-

tledroog and the river, the country becomes long waving. We sec here
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and there single hills or short ranges. The former are mostly sicnitic, or

granitic, the latter slaty. The nearer we come to the river the more the

cotton soil and marl abound. The river is constantly accompanied by ranges

of hills. The farthest west of these which I have seen are those of llnswa-

patam, through which the river winds. They consist of several ranges of

mountains. The southernmost is composed of a striped siliceous slate, but

those towards the centre consist of clay slate. The soil along the river is

mostly black cotton soil, and below it arc beds of mica slate.

Hurryhurr is one of the principal places in this part of the country'. It

lies on the banks of the Tumbudra, is about 1831 feet above the level

of Madras, and is probably the lowest point of the whole Mysore. The

perpendicular height of the hills here does not exceed four or five hundred

feet.

In all these countries the natives distinguish, in their revenue accounts,

eight different kinds of soil, for which diftcrent productions are particu-

larized. The names of these soils in the Canary' language, together with the

meaning of the terms, are as follows

:

1. Yara, black cotton ground, quite free from stones.

2. Kara, the same, but stony.

3. Kcngala, kempu, red soil mixed with loam and vegetable mould.

4. Morallu, molalu, sandy' soil.

5. Kallu, murbu, stony and gravelly soil.

6. Bila, carlu, white stiff* loam.

7. Maska, masbu, cabbou, garden soil.

8. Sondu, salt ground.

The productions of these soils will be best seen in the following table. It

may be proper to notice that the general division of tlie country into low and

high ground has not been attended to, because the productions of the former

are exclusively rice and sugar. Hence wherever sucli productions are speci-

fied tlicy indicate at the same time the situation of the ground on wliich tliey

arc produced. Every other species of grain is the production of high

grounds, or of places that cannot be watered. Wheat is chiefly cidtivated

in the beds of tanks after their water has been expended in irrigating the rice

and sugar fields.
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The names of the grain on the table are according to the Telinga language*

The following table exhibits the l-iinnacan names of these vegetable sub-

stances respectively

;

Dhaniam . . .

.

.

.

Oryza saliva.

Chollu . . Eleusine eorrocana.

Ganta . . Holcus sjiicatus.

Korra . . Panicum italicum, millet.

Jonna . . Holcus sorghum.

Chama . . Paniciini meliaciiim.

Goduma . . Trilicum aristatum, wheat.

Aruga . . Paspalum frumentaceum.

AVarga . . Panicum pilosum.

Kanda . . Cytisus cajaii, red gram.

AV'^ulawa . . (jllycinc tomentosa, horse gram.

Anunia . . Dolichos spicatus, cow gram.

Pcssara . . . Phasedus mungo, green gram.

Sennaga . . . Cicer ariclinum, chick pea.

Anida . . . Ricinus communis, castor oil.

Nuwa . . . Sesamum orientalc, gingelie oil seed.

AVerrynuwa . .

.

. . . Anthemis ? oil seed.

Minuraa ... Phascolus minimus, black gram.

Bobara . . .

.

Dolichos catianus.

Alsanda
, . .

.

Dolichos sinensis.

Pratty . . . Gossypium herbaceum, cotton.

Cherruku ... Saccharum odiciualc, sugar cane.

XII. RIVERS, TANKS, &c.

The largest river in that part of the Mysore of which we have been speak-

ing is the Tumbudra, which may be considered as bounding the country on

the nortli. It comes from the western Ghauts, taking an easterly direction,

and to judge from its rapidity and from the depth of the channel which it

has cut, it must have a great fall. It receives its waters from rivulets and

torrents which, during the rainy season, precipitate themselves in every

direction from the hills. It proceeds from the western Ghauts in two distinct

streams, called the Tunga and the Budra. These unite not far from Hurry-

hurr, and then the name of the river is constituted by joining together the

two names which distinguished its two branches. From Hurryhurr it runs
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in a north-easterly direction, and at no great distance disembogues itself into

the Kistnah.

As the Turabudra has cut a deep channel for itself, and is every where

surrounded by steep banks, it is quite useless for the purposes of irrigation.

During the hottest months very fine musk melons and some other vegetables

are raised in its beds.

The wood which grows on the western Ghauts might be readily floated on

this river to the coast. It might serve also to convey the products of the

Mysore in flat-bottomed boats to the British dominions near the sea.

The only boats at present in use are round baskets covered with buffalo

skins. They hold about fifteen men, and, notwithstanding their wretched

appearance, have been employed to convey armies and even artillery across

the river. The natives often cross the river upon cutchery pots (earthen pots

with a narrow mouth), on which they .support themselves, and in which they

keep their clothes dry.

The smaller rivulets arc of more consequence to the farmer, as they con-

vey water into the tanks, without the aid of which the low grounds would

yield little or nothing. This water, when it happens to rise from springs, is

often brackish in the summer season
j yet it answers the purposes of cultiva-

tion, and is often drawn laboriously by means of pacotas to water rice and

sugar fields. In the rainy season the water of the rivers is usually of a deep

red from the quantity of clay, tinged with iron, which it holds in susj)en-

sion. It is generally sweet, being in fact rain water, and is considered by

the natives as peculiarly palatable, and even preferred by' them to the waters

of the Canges.

In the southern parts of the Mysore the largest river is the Cavery. It

receives several small rivers from the northern parts of the Mysore ; two of

which, the Arkawatty and Dachanapinnuky, run almost the whole length

of the country, rising from the Nundydrug hill, in the north, and flowing

into the Cavery nearly at the southern extremity of the district. These rivers

during the rainy season are very rapid and difficult to cross.

There are no lakes in the northern parts of the Mysore
; but abundance

of tanks or artificial reservoirs in the higher grounds. In the low' vallevs,

W'herc the black cotton soil prcdi'minates, there are very few. These tanks

receive the water from the neighbouring high grounds, and arc employed to

water the rice and sugar fields. They arc frequently surrounded by stone

walls or facings, and are furnished with regular sluices to let out the water.
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1 conceive that the ground now occupied by tanks might be husbanded

much better, by taking advantage of higher and favourable situations, so

that many oi* the spots now covered with water might be cultivated.

The water in these tanks being rain water is always sweet, and though

muddy, is ])referred by the natives to well water, which is limpid but often

brackish. The matter which the water deposites in the bottom of the tank

forms a rich soil, upon which fine crops of wheat are sometimes raised after

the whole of the water has been employed.

With the natives of India 1 am much inclined to ascribe to water a number

of disorders with which they are afflicted, as intermittent fevers, obstruc-

tions in the viscera, and all the multitude of diseases that proceed from this

latter cause. 1 have observed that in those parts of India where the soil is

black and calcareous these disorders are general and endemical ;
I have ob-

served also that those who drink water brought by the rivers in the rainy

season are subject at that time to fevers and agues. The precaution used by

some offleers of my acquaintance of boiling their water, and insisting on

those under their command using the same precaution, has kept whole de-

tachments in good health in countries considered as peculiarly injurious to

those who are obliged to live in them.

The natives of India have a very simple mode of rendering turbid water

drinkable. They rub a little alum or induga (the seed of strychnos potatorum)

on the sides of « pot, and then pouring the water into it let it remain at rest

for a little time. The earthy matter is immediately precipitated, and the

water becomes clear and limpid.

XIII. MOUNTAINS AND MINERALS.

Very little can be added to the general description of the country already

given. '1 he princij)al range of mountains is abruptly rising and. falling.

Distant points appear often as separated from each other by great efforts of

nature, fhe intervening chasm is frequently eight or ten miles long, and

very little elevated above the low country.

The western range of hills in the district of Bengalore run so interruptedly

that, when among them, we fancy they have no particular direction or arrange-

ment. in the country between the two north and south ranges, which may

be called fiat or plain, single hills or even whole clusters of them occur of

the same nature and appearance as the principal chains. The greatest num-

4
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ber of these hills occur near Colar. All these liills abound with underwood

and trees, few of which, liowcver, grow to any considerable size. The soil

on them is mostly a fine black vegetable mould, very fertile, b:it not suffi-

ciently deep to aflbrd nourishment lor large trees. Springs of excellent water

are to be found on most of them. 'I'licir surliiee is usually covered with

stones of dillerent sizes, which render the ascent \'cry dllllc nit. '^I’hey never

contain any metallic ores so liir as I know', cxce|)f ores of iron.

Almost all the hills about IJcngalorc arc sienitic; but, to the south-

east ol‘ Ooscolah, a j)lace between IJengalore and ('olar, there occur hills

com])osed of a soft, ferruginous, clay slate. They arc iow', flat at their

tops, and mostly barren, '^fhe soil about them is a line argJIiaccous red

earth. Gold is Ibund in small quantities near these hills, cither mixed with

the soil, or interspersed in quartzy stones.

Near Sirah the hills seem to be all of secondary formation. They run

in straight lines, in various directions; are quite bare of trees ; but, in the

w'Ct season, have a green appearance, from the long-hill grass (^anlhistiria

harbala), yi\\\c\\ is ahnost the only vegetable that grows on them. These

hills arc almost constantly covered at top with a kind of magnetic ironstone,

which withstands the decomposing jiowers of the air and water much longer

than the lower parts of the hills, which seem to be composed of ferruginous

slate clay.

The lower ridges, north and w'cst of C'hitticdroog, consist of a compound
in which chlorite, oxide of iron, and sometimes hornblende prevail. They

often form basins of considerable size, which have a very fertile soil. Many
of them arc naked

; but some of them are covered with fine grass, and pro-

duce trees of a middling size, of which the satidal is the most remarkable.

Having giv'cn an idea of the nature of the various mountains which occur

in this part of India, I shall now attempt to describe the different minerals

which I met with while traversing it in all directions.

1. 'J'he great rock, which in fact constitutes the basis of the whole coun-

try is a kind of sicnitc, composed for the most part of four different ingre-

dients
;
namely, quartz, felspar, hornblende, and mica. The quartz has

usually’ a dull greyish white colour ; and veins of it, from four to ten inches

thick, often traverse the rock in difterent directions. The felspar varies in

colour, from a silver white to a deep brick red, and itj the most copious con-

stituent of the rock. The hornblende is black, very abundant, and very

much given to decomposition. The mica is easily distinguished from the
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hornblende, even when the stone is nearly in a state of disintegration : tlie

hornblende, in that state, has assumed a brown ochre colour, and has lost

all h;stre and cohesion; while the mica retains both its colour, lustre, and

cohesion to the last, and becomes only more apparent by the progress of

disintegration. This is particularly exemphtied in the Mysore country,

where the waving high ground consists of hienitc decomposed into pipe-clay,

intermixed with micaceous siiiniug particles, and grains of quartz.

The inland range of the ( ihauts is composed of sienite as well as the

eastern Ghauts, with this difference, that the felspar is of a beautiful brick

red colour, and the predominating ingredient. Mica also abounds in some

(d’thc hills. I have seen specimens of mica slate, from mountains situated

on the west side of Bengalore ; but have never seen any such rock in the

castci n range.

The kind of rock just described, which is a very handsome stone, con-

tinues to Nidgcul
; but, in the range that crosses the country, of which

Nundydroog is the principal hill, it becomes intermediate between the sie-

nite of the eastern and inland ranges. Tiie felspar is more red, and the

mica more conspicuous than in the eastern Ghauts ; but not so beautiful as

at Siwagunga and Scwvcndroog.

The ranges of hills to which Chittledroog belongs arc exactly of the

same composition. In some places the felspar is of a fine red, in others of

a silvery white colour.

When this rock begins to decompose, it assumes a slaty form, the layers of

which are pretty thick ; but as the disintegration advances, it scales off in

thin laminm, which arc very brittle ; and in them the mica is more appa-

rent than in the fresh rock.

This rock is every where given to decomposition, probably on account of

the great proportion of iron which it contains
;
and this decomposition is

much farther advanced in the lower than in the higher parts of the moun-

tains. On the summits of the hills the soundest stones are always found,

because every thing that has been loosened by decomposition is w'ashed

down by the monsoon rains. In the lowest jiart of the country, usually at

some depth below the surface, the same sienitic rock occurs, almost always

decomposed, and without cohesion or colour. The felspar is commonly con-

verted into pipe-clay
; the hornblende is either entirely gone or changed

into ochre ; the mica still brilliant, and the quartz entire.

3. Granite (a compound of quartz, felspar, and mica), is chiefly observed
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in the low country, where the black soil prevails, almost always in a state of

decomposition, and very friable. The felspar is usiiaiiy hir/^e, rhomboidal,

silvery, or milk white ; often so soft as to verge upon the slate of pi]>;‘-ela)’.

The mica is in thin plates, little alVccted by decomposition, of a gre} ish

white colour, and often in large pieces.

In these two rocks, besides the constituents already mentioned, we fre-

quently observe the following minerals :

.3. Garnets. In many hills they constitute an integral part of the sienitic

compound ; but more in the lower than the higher parts of the country.

Garnets occur very frequently in the mountains of the Lower Ghauts ; but

I have not, or very seldom, seen them in the Mysore.

4. Diamond spar. The .same observations ajqdy to this mineral as to garnet.

5. Pistazitc *, a mineral of a yellowish green colour, sometimes in con-

fused, slender, ncedlc-likc crystals j oftener compact, in dots, and over-

lying the sienitc in small stripes. Its hardness is that of quartz, •which

it resembles much in appearance and fracture. I consider it as merely

quartz, coloured with green earth ; a substance that occurs in India, as 1

have seen specimens of it from the Dckan.

6. Granatite of Werner. This mineral I have found in the southern

parts of the Mysore.

7. Chlorite slate. This mineral forms the constituent of the hills near

Sirah. It is of a greenish blue colour, with yellowish ochrey spots ; lustre

silky ; longitudinal fracture fibrous
;
very soft. Cubic crystals of brown

iron stone occur in it, from two lines in diameter to one inch. When this

mineral is decomposed it becomes quite brittle, red, and ochrey, and stains the

fingers. Iron-shot quartz is often found massive in it.

8. Clay iron stone constitutes some ranges of hills near Chittledroog, and

the hills north of Hurryhurr.

9. Drawing slate, found in different parts of the country about Chittle-

droog.

10. Schorl, in quartz, near Hurryhurr.

1 1 . Mica slate, occurs often below the beds of marl in countries where

the black cotton soil prevails.

12. Flinty slate, with alternate stripes of a red and grey colour. It forms

the cover of most hills here. Magnetic iron stone occurs in it in nests.'

Euclase of Haily ?
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IS. Bluish black quartz.

14. Pot s(onc and actinolite occur frequently in nests near Matod. It has

a considerable adinixtin e of iron
; ibr when it decomposes it becomes quite

red.

15. A.sbcsioid, found in the pot stone near Talem.

H). I.ignilbrrn a.sbcstus, amon^thc Mayacondali hills.

17. Laiiicllar actinolite, at lliirryhiirr.

18. Brown spar. A mineral which 1 consider as belonging to this species

occurs near Talcin and Annaji.

19. (’a;){ain Warren, formerly an as-sistant in the Misore survey, has lately

discovered that gold was found and extracted from earth and stones by the

natives near Betamnngalum. By all accounts it was extracted by washing

from the alluvial soil j but its quantity was too small to repay the labour of

searching for it.

20. Iron-glance is found among the Chittledroog hills, near Talem and

other place.s. It is employed in the glass works at Matod. That mine-

ralogists may have it in their power to determine whether I have named

this mineral right, I shall here give a short description of it. Its external

colour is brown ochrey, internally it is black. Externally its lustre is dull,

internally shining and semi-metallic. Fracture even, inclining to the small

granular foliated. Hardness, equal to that of felspar. Specific gravity, A'OB.

Streak, red. Its powder is brown. It decomposes into red ochre, which

is often found on the fracture when a stone is broken. It occurs in ochrey

pieces, coated with an ochrey crust, which feels smooth. It is attracted by

the magnet j
but not strongly. Large pieces of it show polarity. M'hcn

heated in a crucible or on charcoal it fidlows the magnet like iron-tilings.

To try whether it contained any manganese, I heated a inixtin e of cijual parts

of its powder and potash to whiteness. The greatest part of it was scorified

black, and a few particles appeared of a dirty green colcnir. When this mass

was put into wiiter scarcely any colour appeared
;
but when it had .stood some

time an exceedingly small cloud of an amethystine colour apju ared near the

slag. On a<lding a little sulphuric acid the cloud disappeared, and the water

remained colourless. This amethystine colour rendering the presence of

some manganese in the ore probable, I took ten grains of the p('.vdcr and

digested it twice with five parts of strong nitric acid over a lamp Itii-nace, and

ex])osed (he dry powder for some time to the air. I then poured four times

the weight of diluted nitric acid on it, adding occasionally a little sugar-
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candy. The solution which remained colourless, being decanted off and

supersaturated M’ith potash, a very minute quantity of a white powder was

precipitated. These experiments, together with some others which 1 think

it needless to recite, showed that only a very minute proportion of manga-

nese was present in this ore.

21. Iron sand, which is, probably, a sub-species of micaceous ironpre,

is found in the beds of rivers and nullahs after the rainy season.

22. Clay iron stone is found near Darinaparam, Ruttengherry, and many

other places.

From the structure of the country, which is entirely primitive, no coals

could be expected. Accordingly none have ever been observed. Indeed if

they (lid occur in India, they would be neglected by the inhabitants, as in

consequence of the late perpetual wars, fuel is every where in great

abundance.

23. Common salt occurs in this country in considerable abundance. It is

usually found in the red soil, iqmn the surface of which it effloresces in the

dry season. It is then swept together in the morning, separated from the

earthy particles by percolation, and crystallized again in shallow beds made of

mortar, it is manutactured in almost every village on the south side of‘

Chittlcdroog, and used by those natives who cannot afl[()rd sea salt. In con-

sequence of this manufacture, the quantity of sea salt imported into the

eastern and southern ports of the Mysore is very small. In the southern

districts, about Ilurryhurr and Ilonelly, salt is supjdicd from the Malabar

coast, from which it is brought by the lombardies on the backs of bullocks.

The salt obtained from the red soil is conceived, when long used, to occa-

sion eruptions on the skin.

24. Carbonate of soda is likewise found in the Mysore. The greatest

quantity of it is manufactured among the hills of the Chittlcdroog country.

It is mixed with a good deal of common salt. The method of procuring it

is similar to that just described f(>r obtaining common salt, only that its

lixivium is evaporated by boiling. It is sold in all bazars under the name of

sobboo. It is manufactured by the washermen, and chiefly used by them.

It is employed likewise in bleaching. The glass-makers prepare, by a pro-

cess of their own, the (}uantity of soda required for their purposes.
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XIV. PRODUCTIONS OF THE COUNTRY.

The shortest and most perspicuous way of conveying an accurate idea of

the various productions of this country will be to exhibit them under the

form of tables. I have given l.hc Linnman names ol‘ the different plants, the

English names when they exist, and I have added the Telinga, Canary, Hin-

dostan, and Tamnl names, to put it in the power of every person, Mdio

resides in India, to ascertain the nature of the productions which surround

him, provided he be acquainted with the name by which it is distinguished

by the natives themselves.

Table 1.

Liniiman Namci. Unglisli Namc.c. Teliii^a Name*}*. Canary Names. Flindostany Names.

_ .

Malabar Names.

Oryza ‘safiva Paddy, rice Wndlu Nellu Dhatin Nellu

LlcusiiM! coi'04:ana iNatclicny Clioda Rai^lii Ua^hi Kaewaeru
Paspiilum fruuMMil. Arutra TInrka Kodani War^u
Pauicumidilii'iiiii Millet spec. ('on a Kawiiii Ko^nni Tcnime
.... ^ pilomini l)itl4» Warpa liaruga Bai'iki kuru warga

inilinrcuTn Ditto Cliania Haini Sahini Samar
TriHcum nriblatiini >Vlicpt God lima Godhi Khaen Godiimac
Ilolnii Bfirgliiim Joiina Jola Jovar Cliolum
- — spii'uliis (ianta Siiiia Bajera,

Rice being the general food of the country, and cultivated in different

soils, seasons, and ways, varieties have been produced, distinguished from

each other by their external appearance, size, and colour. In the Mysore

I have found twenty-one varieties, the names of which it would be useless

to state without giving a particular history of each. The finer varieties

are in general less productive than the coarser, and require a much longer

time to ripen, often five or six months, when the coarser kinds are ripe in

three or four months. It is said that one of the coarsest varieties is ready

for cutting down in six weeks after the time of sowing it. The rice most

generally cultivated and of a middling kind is chanonghi and kembaddi.

It ripens in about four and a half or five months, and two crops are annu-

ally expected.

llaghic is the food of all classes of people in most of the provinces in

Mysore, and indeed in all the countries on the coast so situated that tanks
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cannot be constructed for irrigating large tracts of land, or which have not

the black soil productive of jonna. There arc three or four varieties of

raghi, called by the Tclingas choda, pedda c/wdn, and muddy niba clioda ;

besides the car choda, which is a new species. On the coast the lowest and

poorest classes of peojJe only eat tliis kind of grain
; but in the Mysore it is

the food of every person : it is very unpalatable to those not accustofned

to it.

The other small kinds of grain, as panioinn (millel'), paspalura, &c. are

less esteemed or less j)rodiictivc than raghi, and are therefore sown but

iu small quantities.

It may be proper to mention, that the names given in the preceding table

arc in the nominative singular, but in the common language the plural is

used when they are spoken of: thus the natives say ragalu, lAu, &c.

There are nine varieties of_/o//w«, which arc admitted by all jonnaloo

caters to differ in taste and proportional produce. They arc not imliffercutly

cultivated, some being peculiar to j)articular soils, while others grow in all

black and calcareous fields : it grows to the greatest perfection on its own
black soil, frecpicntly rising to the height of eight or nine feet, while in the

other soils, not so well adapted for its growth, it scarcely exceeds the

height of three feel.

Wheat is cidfivatcd but in small quantities in gardens, or in the rich soil

of the beds of those tanks which have been left dry after the watering of

rice fields. The grains of the Mysore wheat arc smaller than those which

come from the Maliratta country j
on that account it is much cheaper. It

is sow'ii in the beginning of the colil season.

Taulk II. Dry Grains.

LiHn.Taii Numc.s. I’li^lisli Names H|QB Canary Naine.s. IJiiidostnny Names. iVlalabar Names,

PbasroUiK inuiif^o (ireen grain l*o.ssara Jle^arii Moogo Palclia pair u
HiMo nronilifoliiis

Ditto minimus filack Ditto Miniima
Karainanny
Prnddii Maushwurtu Wiilaiidu

Dtilu lios spiVutiis Cow gram Aiimima Awira Uullar Awarae
Ditto ratiiiniis

Sitirnsis

IStihara

Alsaniia llalsanda Loba Kfirnmaiini

CijtiMih rajan Red Gram Kanda 'I’ogari Tupur Tovare

Cyirrr arietinuni
<1

Chick pea, Rengal )

gram J
Scininga Kadla llarbirri Kadlc

Glycine toinriito'^n floue grain

i

Wuluvfa Tiuriilly Kuirji Kollii
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These arc called dry grains, because they arc sown on the coast after the

rains arc over, and on grounds that cannot be watered : but the name does

not apply well in the Mysore, where they arc usually sown after the first

rains along with other kinds of grain.

Tliey are usually boiled into a kind of pulse called pappu, and ate along

with rice or raghi as a seasoncr. The sainaga pappu, or dried sennaga,

from which the husk has been separated, is eaten as a dainty by young and

old at fairs and other public and festival occasions. It requires the best soil,

and is often sown in the beds of dry tanks.

The dolichos spicatus, or cow gram, is always sown along with raghi.

The raghi is sown by means of a drill plough, which makes ten or twelve

furrows, half a foot distant from each other
; and between every turn of the

plough a single furrow is left for the cow gram.

The phoscolus aconitifolius is only cultivated in the northern parts of the

Mysore: it is eaten like green and black gram with jonnalu and rice.

Horse gram is nowhere cheaper or more plentiful thau about Bengalorc,

as it is the only grain that grows on barren elevated situations, which, on

account of the crowded population, arc here cultivated. Horses not

accustomed to feed upon it contract, by using it as food, the disease called

the hot piss, and camels become itchy.

Table HI. Productions not comprehended in theformer List.

Linniran Names. Finfrli»,h Nniiieb.

|

Telinga Names. Canary Names. Malabar Names.

Sesamum nrientule

Anthemis
lliciiuis rominunis

Ditto variatio

Sacrhnrum officinale

rio>>sy |»i uni hertiaccum

Ootolaria jnnrca.

Cim^elie oil feed

Oil seed

lArjre castor oil seed

Small ditto

Sii^ar cane

(’oMoii

Country hemp

Syuwa
Worry nuwa
Per amddli
('hitta amdah
Ciierruku

Pratli

Jaiiapa

1

Wallclii

Jliirkellu

Dudda hnrelu

('iiitiH hairlu

Kahhu
Katty
Junapa

Mitta tLl

Raw tel

Arandika trl

Choti uraiidic

Oaniic

Rnvi
Suiika jhaud

I’.llu

Pii ellu

\muiaiiak iviittii

('hittarnanak wuHn
Car.iinhu

Paratti

Jaiiapirri

Sugar is manufactured in many parts of the country about Nundydroog:

they understand the process very well
;
and of manufacturing candy and

loaf sugar. In the more northern districts they can make nothing but jaggery

and a kind of coarse jiowdcrcd sugar. The sugar cane cultivated is mostly

of the red variety. The farmer does not consider it is a profitable article of

culture; it inipi'verishcs the land so much, that three years must be suffered

to elapse before sugar can be raised a second time upon the same field.
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Cotton requires a good dry situation, as that afforded by the black marly

soil, which takes its name from this plant (cotton soil). A small shower of

rain, if it should fall at the time that it is getting ripe, spoils the whole

crop j fortunately this hai)pcns but seldom. C’otton is sown by means of

the drill plough, the furrows being about a foot distant from each other. It

might be cultivated on most of the hills in the country, as the soil on them

is very rich.

The werrinuwa * is an oil plant not known on the coast, but found in the

higher provinces of llengal, from whence I received it under the name of

verbesina sativa : it grows in all soils, even in the very worst. By the natives

it is used for the same purposes as the gingeli oil. All oil used for common

purposes is expressed in a mill driven by bullocks. One kolaga of seed

yields one maud and a quarter of oil, and thirty sirs can be expressed in

the course of a day.

The oil from the smaller kind of ricinus communis is used as a medicine,

and is chiefly given to children as a laxative. I’hc oil expressed from the

larger seed goes in common under the name of lamp oil, and is the cheapest

oil in India. The plant grows without the least attention being bestowed

on it, and when it has once established itself in any particular place, it is very

difficult to root it out completely.

* The following is the botannic.'il dosrriplion of this plant : syngciiesia polygamia superflua.

Anthemis proximum genus. A ii ipsuin ?

Col. coiiiniunis hemispliericus, sqiiamis obovato.lanceolatis, acutis.

Cor. composita radiata^ corolluhc ^ tubulosx in disco. Femincac ligulalsc in radio

ad decern.

Cor. propria ^ infundibuliformis, 5 deiitata.

ligulata, ovata, patens^ trifida, larinulis a^qualibus.

Stam. ^ Fiiatn. 5 tubo iongiora, anthera! cyliiidracea^

Fist. ^ ovarium oblongum. Styl. filiform, btygmata 2, revoluta.

9 Germ. styi. et stygm. ut in

For. null.

Srm. ovata, angulata. Pappus nullus.

Rooopte palaoceum, palois linearibus, acutis, striatis.

Caul.’ herbaceus, scabrUsculus. Folia sessilia opposita, lanceolata, serrata. Flores

txilUres, pedanculati.

II
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Table IV. List qf‘ the proportional Produce ofone Ser of Seed of the diffe‘

rent Kinds of Grainy and of its Time tf Sowing and Reaping.

Species of Grain. . Place. Sowing Time. Reaping Time. Produce.

Ooscotah July November 1 0 Seer

Ayamungalum January May 10 Ditto

Ayrany August January 40 Ditto

Annaji Ditto Ditto 20 Ditto

Bengalore July November 20 Ditto

Rice • • . a • . • •
*

Seweiidrug
Hcrur

May
August

January
November

10 Ditto

20 Ditto

Haiti Ditto Ditto 20 Ditto

Matod Ditto Ditto 60 Ditto

Darmapury Ditto December 18 1 Ditto

STraH June November 15 Ditto

Busvvapatam July Ditto 10 Ditto

r

Uscotah Ditto Ditto 80 Ditto

Chittlcdrug November May 10 Ditto

Talem July November 40 Ditto

Buswapatam June October 50 Ditto

Ayrany August January 40 Ditto

Cholu* Annaji Ditto Ditto 60 Ditto

Hcrur September Ditto 80 Ditto

Matod July Ditto 50 Ditto

Darmapury Ditto October 270t Ditto

liutnagherry Ditto November 20 Ditto

L Slrah June Sept, and October 40 Ditto

Ayamungalum
Chittlcdrug

July

June

October
!

November
20 Ditto

10 Ditto

Hurryhurr Ditto October 100 Ditto

Honelly July November 100 Ditto

Buswapatam Ditto Ditto 80 Ditto

Gantalu • » • • •
^ Ayrany

Annaji

August Jan. and February 40 Ditto

July Ditto and Ditto 40 Ditto

Hcrur August November 20 Ditto

Haiti Ditto Ditto 80 Ditto

Matod Ditto October 60 Ditto

SIrali April July 120 Ditto

Ayamungalum
Chittlcdrug

October
November ^

January
Ditto

30 Ditto

20 Ditto

Honelly June October
! 107 Ditto

Buswapatam Ditto Ditto 20 Ditto

Cormlu Ayrany
Annaji

August
July

January
Ditto

40 Ditto

40 Ditto

Hcrur August October 15 Ditto

Haiti Ditto Ditto 80 Ditto

. Matod Ditto November 30 Ditto

* The produce, on an aTerage, will be about fiftj.fold.

+ The raghie is here transplanted and watered like paddy at other places, hence the great
-T.jor ‘
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Species of Grain.

Corralu

Place.

Sirah

Sowing Time.

June

Reaping Time.

August

Jonnalu • •

Ayamungalum
Chittledrug

Ditto

Hurryhurr
Honelly
Buswapatam
Ayrany
Annaji
Herur
Harti

SIrali

October
November
Ditto

June
July

JJitto

August
June
September
Ditto

June

January
February
May
October
November
Ditto

Dec. and January
Ditto and Ditto

Ditto and Ditto

Ditto and Ditto

November

Chamalu • . . . <

Talem
Honelly
Busivapatam
Annajie
Sewendrug
Matod
Sirah

July

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
May
September
June

February
October and Nov.
Ditto and Ditto
January
December
November
August

Godumulu

Ayamungalum
Chittledrug

Honelly
Ayrany
Annaji
Herur
Sirah

October
November
February
Ditto

Ditto

July

January

January
February
April

Ditto

Ditto
October
May

Arugalu

Hurryhurr
Honelly
Buswapatam
Ayrany
Annaji
Bengalore
Sewendrug
Herur
Matod
Sirah

June
Ditto
Ditto

August
July
September
May
July

June
Ditto

October
October and Nov.
October
January
Ditto

Ditto
December
November
December
November

Candulii

Ayamungalum
Chittledrug

Honelly
Ayrany
Annaji
Buswapatam

August
June

:
July

j

August
i July

1
Ditto

Ditto
Ditto

Ditto

January
Ditto
October

Wulawalu

Ayamungalum
Chittledrug

Talem

October
June
August

January
November
January

Produc*'.

60 Scer

20 Ditto

10 Ditto

10 yitlo

48 Ditto
218 Ditto

40 Ditto
80 Ditto

80 Ditto

20 Ditto

80 Ditto

120 Ditto

24 Ditto

27 Ditto

20 Ditto
40 Ditto
20 Ditto

30 Ditto
40 Ditto

6 Ditto
10 Ditto
32 Ditto
40 Ditto
20 Ditto
10 Ditto

61 Ditto

10 Ditto
160 Ditto
40 Ditto
40 Ditto

40 Ditto
20 Ditto
20 Ditto
20 Ditto
20 Ditto

60 Ditto

4 Ditto

7 Ditto
1 1 Ditto
40 Ditto
20 Ditto
10 Ditto

8 Ditto
10 Ditto
12 Ditto
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Species of Grain. Sowing Time. Reaping Time. 1 Produce.

Willawain

Amiinulii

Scnnagalu

Aindalu

I’essarlii .

,

Nuwulu

Hurryhurr
Honelly

Ayraiiy

Aiiiiaji

. Beiigalore

Sewendrug
1 Icrur

llarti

SIrah

Matod

Uscotali

Talc^ii

J I lonelly

'

j
Aynui^
Aniiaji

L llcrur

Avmungalum
Cfiittlcurug

I loudly
. Aniiaji

I
]3ciiga]ore

Sewciidrug
Horur
SlraJi

Ayamiingalum
Hurryhurr
I Ion elly

< Buswapatam
Ayraiiy

I larti

Slndi

I

AvaiiiuTigaluin

rfoially

Buswapatani
Sewciidrug
Ht rur

Harti

Malod
Sirali

Iliirryliurr

Ayrany

Ayainiingalmn
diittledrug

Hurryliurr

IJojielly

September
July

June and July

I

August
July

September
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
1 )itto

August

Diuo
June
August
duly

Sc‘pteinber

August
June
June and July

Ditto and Dilto

September
Ditto

August
September

August
October
h'ebruary

Ditto

Ditto

D»tto

January

June
Dilto

1 )itto

September
July

Ditto

June
Ditto

Ditto

August

November
Ditto

October
•January

Ditto

Dilto

March
November
March
Nevember
Oetiibcr

November
h(‘bruary

November
.January

November
January

November
Ditto

Ditto

January
Ditto

March
October
November

Ditto

January
April

Ditto

Ditto

Dilto

May

August
October
Ditto

Ditto

November
Ditto

March
November
February
January

August
November
September
November

4 Seer

27 Ditto

20 Ditto

40 Ditto

60 Ditto
20 Ditto

10 Ditto

20 Ditto

80 Ditto
16,^ Ditto
20 Ditto

40 Ditto

IJ Ditto

] ] Ditto

40 Ditto

40 Ditto

2 Ditto

30 Ditto

JO Ditto

27 Ditto

20 Ditto

40 Ditto

6 Ditto

10 Ditto

8 Ditto

3 Ditto

5 Dilto

11 Ditto

10 Ditto

40 Ditto

80 ] )itto

20 Ditto

5 Ditto
21 Ditto

10 Ditto

10 Ditto

l.'I Ditto

80 Ditto

20 Ditto

40 Ditto

5 Ditto

40 Ditto

5 Ditto
4 Ditto

80 Ditto

11 Ditto
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Species of Grain.

Nuwulu . , . . <

Verryiiuwulu ^

f

Miniimulu . . <1

Bobarlu

Alsandalu

Pratty •<

Cossuinba

Wainta • • • t

Clierruku , . i

Pogaku

Place. Sowing Time.
j

Reaping Time. Produce.

Hiiswapatam June November 20 iScer

Herur July Ditto 20 L»iUo
Marti Ditto Ditto 80 Ditto
Matod June August and Sept. 20 Ditto

Talem
i

September December 10 Ditto
Hurryhurr Ditto Ditto 20 Ditto
Bengalorc Ditto January 20 Ditto
S(‘vv('iKJrug Ditto March G Ditto
I Ic'ri'i* November f’ebruary 10 Ditto
Marti Ditto Ditto 80 Ditto
Malod September November 20 Ditto
Sjrah Ditto Ditto 40 Ditto

A\\amiingalum August Ditto S Ditto
I foiu'IIy June (V.tober 27 Ditto
Annaji July January 20 Ditto
Ik'ngalore September Ditto 20 Ditto
.St'wciidriig Ditto March 6 Ditto
Sirali August November 8 Ditto

Chittlcdnig June Ditto 3 Ditto

Ditto Ditto Ditto 6 Ditto
Ayrany August January 40 Ditto
Bengalore September Ditto 40 Ditto
Sewendrug Ditto March 6 Ditto

Ayainiuigalmn October February 5 Ditto
Cfiittledrug November Ditto 12 Ditto
Hurryhurr October Ditto 3 Ditto
Moiu'lly June and July Ditto 4 Ditto
Ibiswapatam Ditto and Ditto Ditto G Ditto
Ayrany August January 6 Ditto
Annaji Ditto April 3 Ditto
Merur June November 4 Ditto

Hurryliurr November Ftbruary 5 Ditto

Ditto June October 3 Ditto
Ayrany August January 40 Ditto
Annaji Ditto Ditto 40 Ditto
Bengalore September Ditto 20 Ditto

Venketghcrry . April A|)ril 40 Ditto
Colar

'

l>itto Ditto 100 Ditto
Buswapatani Marcli J GO Dhto
Annaji April 80 Ditto

Mevveudrug Fibruary 200 Ditto

Sirah Ditto 50 Ditto

Sewendnig September 1 March Ditto
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The difference in the proportional produce of grain in different places, as

exhibited by this table, is really astonishing; it may be ascribed to the

soil, to the time of sowing, and to the mode of cultivation
; but in

many cases 1 have little doubt it is rather apparent than real, originat-

ing in the false statements of the farmers: 1 suspect the accounts of

Chittledrug, in the preceding table, fall under this predicament. When
grain is transplanted after it has been sown, the produce is greatly aug-

mented. llice, below the Ghauts, is mostly sown by the hand, and not

afterwards transplanted ; hence the reason why its produce in that province

is so small.

Tauj.k V. Zist of Vegetables, the Letroes of which are used by the Natives

in their Curries or Stews.

LinnJttan Nanios. English Names. Telinga Names. Canary Names.

Amarantlms oleraccus

doglakuni R
chilakalota kura

olcraceus

olcraceus Candidas

quoitotakura . . .

.

— cherikura

Achyranthes muricata

Achyranthes triandra

lanata

Arum csculenniin

Acschynoincuc grandrflora, 7

var. 2 3
Basella rubra & alba &7

var. 5
Boerhavia diffusa

Cassia tora

Canthium parviflorum

Chenopodium virid

Curiandrum sativum

Clcome pcntaphylla

Convolvulus esculcntus . . .

.

Corchorus olitorius

n yperanthera niorunga . . .

.

Hibiscus cannabinus

sabdariffa

Marscliu uiinuta

Country Greens .

.

Tola kura

Doggali kura ....

Chilakatotakura. •

Perugu kura ....

Rajighirry tella-7

totakura .... 5
Koitota kura ....

Cherikura
Chcntsali kura .

.

Pulla chentsali

Pomaganty
Pendi konda kura

Chamakura

Soppoo
Doggalie soppu
Chilkivy soppu
Dandoo soppu

Bila soppu

Harewa soppu

Chicka soppu
Hakivy gorijic

Pommaganta soppu

Guddahaltoo soppu

Kasewadoo soppu

Awisi

Coriander

Morunga

Pedda mattu . 7
Terra batsali .

. 5
Adika mamady .

.

Tantipa kura

Balsu kura

Chackrawarta ....

Cottimerry

Wahinta
Tuti kura

Parinta

Munaga kura ....

Gong kura

Nelly kura

Chitlinta

Awisah soppu

Dodda batsali

Bclawaraga

Chackrawartikura

Cottimblry

Narobeda

Kotnagoreja

Malgina soppu

Panlie bajili
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Linmean Names. English Names. Telinga Names. Canary Names.

Mollugo diffusa

Portulacca meridina

crystalliana ....

Sinapis alba Mustard . * ^

Chandarasi kura .

.

Pulla batsall ....

Banka pavali ....

Awa kura ......

Kaindas ala

Hulybatsuli

Doddugoiui

Sasoo aoppu

Gaija soppu

Nuts(X)g()na

Mcnta su[)|)u

Triaiitlicma decandra

Phlomis csculcnta

Trial)thema monogyn
Trigonclla feenu gnneum .

.

Fenugreek

Galjeru

Dumpa kura

Hudu pavali kura

Meaty kura

Some of these vegetables are cultivated in the gardens of the natives,

while others grow wild
; the leaves of them only are used in their curries,

or boiled with chillies to be eaten along with rice. 'I'licre may be many
other plants in India, the leaves of which are employed for similar pur-

poses ;
but the preceding list contains all that 1 am acquainted with.

Table VI. Fruits and Seeds of Trees and Plants used in Curries,

Linniean Names. English Names. Teliiiga Names. Canary Names.

Aeschynoinenc grandiflora .

,

Artocarpus integrifolia . . .

.

.Bryonia umbellata

Capparis zeylanica

Cucurbitaatba

Cucurbita lagenaria

Cucumis acutangulus

Cucumis pentandra

Cucumis species

Cucumis utillatissimus ....

Polichos lablab

Dulichos lablab^ var

Doliehos minimus

Dolichos spicatus

Dolichos suratu

Hyperanthera morunga ....

Hibiscus esculcntus

Momordica dioica

Momordica opcrculata ....

Momordica species

Musea paradisiaca, 3 var. .

.

Jack fruit

Pumpkin
i

Countrycucumbers

Cowgram

Morunga fruit .

.

Plantain

Awasi kay

Panasa

Tia donda
Adonda
Burdave Tdieva

gummudu ....

Tappana kura ....

Garyblra kura .

.

Nedynuiiabhira .

.

Nakka dossakay .

.

Pandali dossa

Yerrachickudu ..

Telia cliickudu .

.

Cbickudu

Anapa
Suratikay ....

Chettu munakay
Bendakay ....

Potti kakara .

.

Metta kakara .

.

Kakara kay '
.

.

C Amartapanny
} Chackrakaly

^Bontakay

[

Haliscna

Tondakay
Totlikay

Dodda kembady
buda

Dodda sora

HTrakay
Toppa bira

lluly souta.

Buutakay

Manavaiy
Billa manavary
Ghattawary, ackima-

navary

Doddamanavary

Nuggakay
Bendakay
Giddagalu

Chickakura
Hagulkay
Bula sara bala

Puttabala

Kattenabala

4
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Linnsean Names. l^nglish Names. Tclinga Names. Canary Names.

Solanum longiim

melongena

*' varictas

trilobatum

Trichosanthus nervifolia ....
'

' cucumerina .

.

kakydonda .

.

Trigonella tctrapetala

Briiijal Niru warikay ....

Mctta wankay .

. ^
Conda wankay .

.

Wustakay
Potlakay

Lingapollakay .

.

Kakydonda ....

Guru clnckudu .

.

Niru bajan^ sanua
Dodda bajany, su-

bajany

Molalu bajany gudda
Wuehinta
Podamakay
Pichi kajiotlakay

Karadonda
Qorikay

When fruits are introduced into curries, they are usually employed before

they are ripe ; when ripe they are unfit for this purpose.

Many species of cucumber seem to be quite unknown in the Mysore.

Of pumpkins or cucurbita, the natives reckon no fewer than three

species ; but these in the present state of our knowledge must be con-

sidered as mere varieties.

Table VII. Roots used in Curries.

Linnaean Names. English Names. Telinga Names,
j

Canary Names.

Arum manchy canda

Arum esculentum
Good arum Kanda

Toliama ........

Churnagada
Kaswagada
GhenusageddaC'onvolvulus batatos

Daucus carota

Dioscorea sativa

Country potatoa .

.

Carrots

Vams

Mohana dumpalu
Gazerrageddu
Pendalum

Raphanus sativus Kaddishes Mulanglii Mulamgadda

Among these roots the carrot is unknown in the gardens of the natives on

the coast. The yam is so little cultivated in Mysore, that for a long time

I thought it an exotic. The country potatoe is here in its greatest

perfection. 6
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Table VIII. Garden Fruit Trcca,

Liniiffian Names. English Names,

Annoiia reticulata

squamata

Anacardium occideiitalc . . .

.

Artocarpus integrifolia . . .

,

Averhoa carambola

Bromelia ananas

Carica papaia

Citrus aurantium— spec

variatro

decuniana

medicuSjvar

dubba—
• spec

Cocos imcifera

Eugenia jumbos

Ficus carica

Mangifcra indica

]\1usa paradisica

Pbyllanthus clicrimella ....

emblica

Psidium pyriferuni

Punica granatuin

variatio acid. & dulcis

Pyrus malus, var

Vitis vinifera

Bullocks heart .

.

Custaid apj)le . . ,

.

Cashew ........

Jack

(arambola

Pine apples ....

I’apay

Orange

Sweet orange ....

Musk orange ....

I'uniplenioss ....

Lime

Cocoa nut

Rose apple

I'ig

Manpo .

.

Plaiiiain .

.

Guava
Sweet poincgranatf

Sour ditto ......

A])|)]c

Viiic

Tcllnga Names. Canary Names.

Rama palaiu •

8Ila palam Beranji baiiiiu

Jidymamady .... Jiiika

Paiiasa Ualisana bannu

Auasa

Kamarak
Nalalesana baniiu

Madliuranakain Parenky bannu

KittaliNai(’ja

Kariialapalam Sikittali

Idapalaiii Kirikittali

Pomparami)s.<u .

.

Nimma
Cbacoti

Nimba
Pulla dubba .... JIarulli

Madalapalam Madalabannu
Narika, kobari JVngbenakay
PannTrupalarn .

.

Punniru hanni:

Aujuru

Mamcdy Mavidy
Ariti Ikda

Rasah wuscrikay Kirinelly

W'uscrlkay

Jama Tbhep-panlw

I'iadanciTinia .... Sodaiiinl).i

I’ulla dunimma .

.

lluledulimba

Sewn palam .... Sewu bannu
Kissimi.ssy Diacha

The \niiic is cultivated in many gardens of the natives, particularly by

inoormen : in the higher provinces of Hindostan it is said to be very

common
; several species of it arc growing wild on the hills ol’ this

country.

The cocoa-nut palm is of great imi)ortaucc in some of the northern pro-

vinces south of Chitllcdrug : topes of them arc seen every where,

and some valleys appear like forests of them. The nuts are transported on

bullocks to the more northern countries. The til)res of the cocoa-nut are

made into cables called kayr, but I have no where observed any manufac-

tory of it, nor have I seen any oil expressed from this nut iii Mysore. The

success with which this tree is cultivated in the centre, as one may say, of the

peninsula, refutes the old opinion that it will thrive only on the coast ; but

I
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it requires a soil impregnated with common salt, similar to that which

occurs in the neighbourhood of Sira.

The palmyra is almost an exotic in the Mysore, though I am confident

that it would grow- as w^ell as it does on the coast, and would be of service

both to improve the aspect of the country, and to furnish the inhabitants

with wood for building : it would grow on all the barren high grounds at

present unproductive.

The mango tree is a great faworite of the natives of India : it grows on

any soil to a considerable size. About Bengalore it is cultivated in great

abundance, and the kind planted is very good. On the north of Nidgcul

these trees are rather scarce, and to the north of Cliittledrug they are

extremely so.

Of plantains the variety is not great, nor were any of the better kinds

cultivated till very lately : the delhi, rajah, red, and other plantains are

now introduced.

There are two varieties of jack fruit distinguished by the natives j one

bearing its fruit on the branches of the tree, and the other on the stem and

roots under ground. The former only is found in the Mysore.

There are two varieties of the averhoa; one quite sweet and pleasant, and

the other sour and only fit for pickling.

Some plants might be introduced into the Mysore with every chance ol

success and profit. Among others I conceive the following of most

importance.

1. The Mauritius and Nankew cotton. Cotton thrives very well about

Bangalore, and might be cultivated on the inland range of hills, where it

would grow with luxuriance.

2. The tea plant from China is, in my opinion, a plant that deserves

notice among tliose which might be advantageously introduced : if the best

kind could be procured from China, I have little doubt that the climate

would be favourable for its cultivation.

3. All kinds of European and Chinese fi'uit trees; as the apple, pear,

chesnut, bread fruit, lichi, wampi, loquat, &c.

4. Coffee, some of which indeed is already cultivated, and sold in the

bazars of Bengalore and Seringapatam.
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Table IX. Jungle Fruit Trees and Plants.

Ldnnaean Names.

Aegle marmelos
Amyris^ spec, nov
Bassia longifolia

Carissa carandas

Canthium parvldorum . . .

,

Clausena (Amyris)

Eugenia caryophyllala . . .

.

Grewia arborea

Alangium decapetatum . •

JLiimonia pentaphylla . . .

.

Mcmecylon capitcllatum

Phoenix dactylifera

Phlonus jujuba, & var. .

Rubus mysorensis

Semicarpus anacardium .

.

Ximenia americana . , .

.

English Names. Tclinga Names. Canary Names.

Wood apple .... Weleka Beldannu

ippapu
Wankay r

.

Balsu

Kariwepu
NiTedu
Pusliinika

Adeka
Golluga
Alii

Ita

Ippa pu
Kaliwy

Kariwa liannu

Kara hannu

Kalllwa hannu

Rlicgu
{
Bora hannu, cn

Elcha hannu

Nalhijidy Karrajirika

Ura ncckra .... Nackri

This list is more defective than any of the preceding, because it often

happened that I saw the fruit without the flower, or the flower without the

fruit ; but the jungle or wild fruits are but few in number. The best of them

is the clausena of Jussieu, a species ofamyris which tastes much like the grape^

and grows to a fine shrub only on the highest parts of the country, as about

Nundydrug, Siwaganga, &c. The Ximenia Americana is also a very

pleasant fruit, the juicy part having a sweet and agreeable taste, while the

kernel tastes like that of the cherry : it ripens in May and June. I have found

it only on the Chittledrug hills. The rubus is a new species, a kind of

raspberry; I have only found it wild on the Nundydroog hills: it bears a

very pleasant fruit, of the taste and appearance of the blackberry. There

is another species which has been brought from the Curg country.

Bichy, probably a species of gardenia, is a very good fruit ; I have*

never seen it but in the bazar at Hurryhurr and Honelly.

f



Among the trees or shrubs introduced by Tippoo is the auotto
;

I found

many plants of it in the liengalorc gardens, and on Scwendi'oog hill. At
the ic)rmcr place J collected the seed, with a view to send it to England by

the first opportunity, as I recollect that some years ago a considerable pre-

miuni was oflercd for the first ten pounds of this valuable dye from the East

Indies. My object was, that it might be ascertained whether the anotlo

raised in India be as good as that from South America. It might be cul-

tivated on all the hills in this country ; indeed it grows on Sewendi'oog with

great luxuriance and almost spontaneously.

t'arthainus tinctorius, or saflor, is chiefly cultivated about Bcngalore, and

used by the natives to dye their holiday turbans and other cloths of a beau-

tiful red: the moormen are particular]}" fond of this colour, though it

recommends itself rather by its brilliancy than its durability.

Opium was formerly cultivated to a considerable extent about Uscotah;

small (juanlities of it are still produced in that country.

All the other articles iu the preceding list arc used by the natives as

spices and introduced into their curries.

Flax might be cultivated here, as I have found some plants of it growing

wild about llurryhurr. In the Mahratia country this plant is raised on

account of its seed, from which oil is prej)ared and sent to all jiarts of the

coast. 'Fhe crotolaria juncea yields a similar hind of fibre, aJid in greater

rhundance : it is employed for the inanulacture ol' ropes and gunnies \

* A kirul of taju* for gram bags ami cmbaillago.
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Among the few forest trees that deserve attention, the sandal is the most
important : it gi’ows chiefly on the high inland range of hills.

It may be worth while to make a few observations on the mode of
manuring practised in this part of the country. The natives, being wxll

aw'are of the iinportanee oi’ this article, make composts in the villages

of all vegetable and animal matter and rubbish that they can preserve,

throwing them in a heap near the road, from whence it is carried in carts to

their raghie fields.

When they manure leguminous grains, they put a little on each seed at

the time of planting
; for dry grain the manure is ploughed in. On black

cotton soil no manure whatever is laid.

All cattle are driven to the vilhigc before sunset, and kept in places sur-

rounded by high walls : the method of folding them on the field, as prac-

tised in other parts of the country, is not known. 'J'hc precaution of

securing cattle in a strong place was probably required under a divided

and irregular government, and it is still requisite wherever the country

swarms with beasts of prey; but in an oj)cn country, like the greatest part

of (he Mysore, the benefit resulting to agriculture from folding cattle on

the fields ought not to be neglected.

The shrubs used for hedges round Ihc villages or houses arc the agave

americana, and the guilandina bonduccella. I'lic fl)rmcr grows very large,

and when high forms an excellent fence against all intruders : the latter is

astonishingly prickly. Hound hedges, as they arc called, are only common
south of Nidgcul and about Hcugalorc

;
farther north they are not often

observed.

XV. QUADRL’PEDS, HIRDS, AND FISHES.

Mysore, so far as 1 know, cannot boast of any peculiar quadrui^eds; this

is the case at least with that part of the couulry which 1 have seen ; the

following are the most remarkable.

The tiger frequents only the wilder parts of the country, and seldom

comes into the open j»lains; it is a dieadrul animal, but too well known to

be described here.

The leopard (/e//.y leopiird, var. .Slvxvv) climbs on trees, whence it is some-

times chased by the tiger: it frequently attacks men, but is often beaten,

in consc(iuence of the want of courage, and suffers for its temerity. Thi^

animal infests most parts of the Mysore.
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The ursine sloth (J/radypjtis ursipus, Shaw, probably areal ursus) commonly

called the Indian bear, is a very destructive ill-natured animal, and what

Ovid says of the real bear is very applicable to tliis quadruped:

At lupus et turpes instant moriantibus ursi.

They acquire, by dint of application and discipline, the same accomplish-

ments which were considered as peculiar to the Polish bears.

Among the hills of this country is a species of wild dog, which attacks

larger animals in a body and destroys them ; I have never myself had an

opportunity of seeing this animal. The Parria dog, a domestic animal, is

oftener afflicted with canine madness than the dogs on the coast : at Sirah

and at Bcngalorc many men that had been bit by them were brought to me
in the last stages of this horrid disorder. They all expired under muck
milder symptoms than those that have been observed in Europe. The

hydrophobia \vas by no means well marked, for all to the last could be

prevailed upon to swallow fluid medicines, though they preferred dry

powders. They all complained of much pain in the throat, just about the

palate, and were constantly spitting, though with some difficulty: the

delirium was high, and their imaginations chiefly occupied with wild

animals, from w'hich however it was frequently possible to divert them

merely by speaking to them. The natives are as little acquainted with

remedies against this dreadful disease as we are ourselves ; they have not

even an idea of extirpating the part that has been hurt, which, after the

bite of snakes, as well as of mad animals, is in my opinion, the only step

which can be depended on for averting the dreadful consequences.

As for the other quadrupeds, such as antelopes, deer, &c., 1 have been

tor many years collecting materials for their natural history, as well as for

tliat of the birds and fishes to be found in the country ; and I may, perhaps,

hereafter lay the result ofmy researches before the public.

The variety of birds in the Mysore is not so great as on the coastj

and 1 have net observed a single one that was not to be found below the

Ghauts.

The buceros, or rhinoceros bird, is rather uncommon upon the, coast<

It is frequently seen in the Mysore, in those places where trees of the fig

kind abound. On the fruit of this kind of tree only 1 have found them
feeding. It is surely a more agreeahie food than the nux vomica,

with which M. Sonnerat has thought proper to treat them. As far. as I.

3
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recollect, the shrub producing the nux vomica is no where to be found

above the Ghauts.

The Bustard Florican (a species of Otis) is equally scarce oh the coast.

It is found in the Mysore, though not frequently. It is a large bird, above

the size df a full grown turkey. Its flesh is esteemed a great delicacy.

Tolerably good flsh may be had almost in all seasons, fi'om the larger

tanks. The Silurus asotus is the most common, and very well tasted.

Thci'e are several species of fish in the Tumbudra, which never have been

described*, and which, of course, arc unknown to the halturalisfs of Europe.

Alligators are also found in the Tumbudra. One of them was brought to

Col. Mackenzie in my absence. He will j)robably favour the public with a

drawing and description of the animal, which would be highly acceptable,

as the specific differences of those found in India are by no means fully

understood.

Among the insects, I must notice the Locust (Gryllus migratorius)^

a flight of which we observed in 1801 at Seerah. They prove at times,

when they come in large numbers, very destructive to the country.

That destructive insect the Carian^ is not so prejudicial to the cocoa-nut

trees in the Mysore as it is upon the coast.

In the mountainous parts of the country, many swarms of small bees fix

their honey-combs to rocks or trees. In some provinces, the collection of

wax and honey forms even a branch of revenue, though not a very produc-

tive one. The natural history of those industrious and harmless animals

deserves farther inquiry. The same thing may be said of the Lacca

insects

In certain situations, and at the beginning of the rains, a number of

snakes infest the country, some of which are dreadfully noxious. The
Cobra de capello is, however, less frequently met with in the Mysore than

on the coast. I have collected and preserved many species of Uiis animal,

which I may describe hereafter.

XVI. PRICES OF PROVISIONS, &c.

The following Table of the bazar prices of grain, at different places,

is extracted from my Journals. Tlie measure is every where reduced to

one common- standard, namely, the sir, at sixty-four dubs weight, or

two poimds.
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In this table, F signifies a fanani, or Vi- oi a pagoda ;
= 2d sterling j

C signifies cash, Vv of a fauam.

The great difference in the price of some articles in different places,

opium for example, is owing to the duties lc\’ied on them. All intoxicating

articles, and some others, are yearly assessed and rented out.

XA’iT. INHABITANTS OF THP: COUNTRY.

The Mysoreans arc, in general, a healthy, stout race of men, and rather

above fhc size of the Indians on the coast of Coromandel. Their features

arc more regular than those of the Malabars, and, in the northern parts of

the country, their complexion is fairer. Most of them live on raghie,

which they prefer to rice. An individual is usually allowed one sir* of

flour at a meal, and tliey make Iw'o meals during each day.

Of the occupations of the Mysoreans little can be said that is not alread}'-

known ; for the Hindoos arc every where the same. The same casts, and

the same occupations, prevail in every part of the country, whether popu-

lous or thinly inhabited. The same similarity reigns among the Moormen
all over India. They are all soldiers by profession, and idlers, who would

rather starve than support themselves by labour. Some of them, indeed,

exercise some easy handicraft, or attempt a little trade ; but they carefully

avoid every thing which requires much bodily exertion.

The morality of the Mysore.ms is perfectly similar to that of all the

Indians ;
and is low to a degree that is almost beyond the conception of

every nation in Europe. L^ ing, cheating, domineering, perfidy, fickleness,

dissembling, inconstancy, treachery, adultery, arc so common and familiar,

that they can scarcely in India be classed among those practices that arc

considered as vices ; at the same time, it would not be fair to conceal the

few good qualities which they possess. They are courteous, polite, con-

tented, and possessed of most of the passive virtues.

The population in most districts is very low
;
owing, without doubt, to

former wars and oppressions. And the northern parts are still thinner of

inhabitants than the southern districts.

The houses of the natives and their villages are mean and poor
; even

those in the larger towns, as in Bengalorc. Most villages are surrounded

with stone walls, or thick hedges j and many have turrets, by way of still

further defence.

* Measured.
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Their dress is much more decent than that of the Malabars. The poorer

classes have at least a combaly * round them ; and all women have cholies,

which arc a kind of jackets that cover their breast, arms, and frequently

also the belly. This greater attention to dress is proba’'ly owing to the

greater coldness of the climate in the Mysore. From the Moorish woinen

they have adopted the custom of covering their faces with a part of their

dress, and of blackening their teeth.

There is a difference between the dress of every particular cast ; but it

would be a difficult task to attempt to make these variations intelligible to

the English reader ; and even if wc were to explain the subject sufficiently,

the value of the information would be no compensation for the difficulty'^ of

acquiring it.

XVIII. DIFFERENCE RETWEEN THE PRODUCE AND
EXPENSES OF CULTIVATION.

A true account of this difference is but seldom to be obtained. It can be

procured only by examining both the cultivators and the circar servants, and

comparing their statements, as both parties arc disposed to w’arp the truth

according to their own notions of utility. My information has been chiefly

derived from the cultivators, and tliis is the reason why the profits appear so

small. Rut my opinion is that they arc really small ; and not much gi'eater

than they arc here represented. Hence, no doubt, the reason why the

farmers are unwilling to cultivate more ground than they are actually

obliged to cultivate ; an unwillingness which exists every where along the

coast. The circar share, or revenue dcriv'ed from the lands, is by no means

exorbitant. Rut the vast number of dues to the village and circar servants

must prove exceedingly injurious to agriculture. Some of these dues, in-

deed, are for actual services : as those to the barber and the parria ; but it

is the village renter and shanbog, or accountant, that derive the greater

benefit from their services. It is the messages and burdens of these men
that they constantly carry, and their houses alone that they constantly at-

tend. The carpenter is best entitled to his share, as he keeps the instru-

ments of tillage in repair ; but even his reward might be settled in a more

equitable way.

* Coarse woolUn clotk*
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I am of opinion that all village expenses should be abolished at once, and

the village t>ervants paid by those that want them in the best way they ean

agree among themselves. Should this measure be adopted, the greatest

suflerers would be the IJramins
; for, even at present, their share is given

with great rcluetance. The religious beggars, dancing girls, and whatever

dues go by the name of religious gifts, would also be greatly curtailed.

The circar servants would likewise feel the change. These people, in the

Company’s dominions at least, arc twice paid for their services, namely,

by their em])loyers and by the villagers. This double payment is the reason

why the ihamius are s© eager to be employed in the revenue service.

The tbllowing arc extracts from my Journals on this head.

CnsiIA OARMAJ'ORAM *.

A quantity of high ground for transplanting raghic, as much as two pair

of bullocks can plough (the only measure in use here) pays to the C’ircar

K.t ps. is.

Kist 1 5 O

Eight pncca sir of raghi seed 0 Oi

Eor ploughing it with two pair of bullocks, lour times 1 2

Culy§ !(«• taking the ))lants out of the bed in which they had been

sown originally, two men for fifteen days, at the rate of three

dubs per day O 5 Jr

C’uly for planting the raghi plants, four men for fifteen days, each

at two dubs ])er day O 7^

If transi)lantcd in August it will be ripe in November, hire for cut-

ting o 4

7 9J-

• The produce will be 1 candy, the price of it 12 K. 1*. K. ps. fs.

The low ground is cultivated for shares—paddy 12 turn O 6

C«ily for ploughing it in .July w'ith eight bullocks 1 2

Culy for wcciling it O 6

(Tily for cutting it, five months after sowing O 2

2 d

* Nt ar Sira.

account is given in the coins, or, in the way of calculating used by the natives of the

country, iu Kanlcray pagodas and gold fanams. This i^agoda, or ten gold fauaras, is equal to

three rupees. Rent, § Hire.

o
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If the produce be one candy*, the shares arc

The t’ircar 7 Tuni.

Tallary (peon) ‘2 t

Parrias who take care of the crops on the fields — . 1 ;

Village servants oj

lirainins ovv

.Shanbog UtV

Shroff' (money-broker) 0^ V

Massuldar (a C'ircar peon) cw
Goudu, or head ryot 0-,v

The head of the jangara mafain, or the priest of' ihc

people who worship the liiigum OtV

12 Turns.

Remaining to the ryot 8

20 — 1 (’andy.

lU'TTENGITEURY t-

If on blade ground, raghie and anuma arc sown together, the account will

stand nearly K. p>^* fs-

'fhe price of one turn of raghi o o i

Of anuma ten ballus o 1 ^

For ploughing the ground four times with two ploughs, in .July and

August f

AVeeding it with the weeding ploiigli for four days in the month of

September or October o 1-i

(\dy for weeding when it is high o :>

For cutting it in November <> 4

2 9-i-

Produce 1 candy of raghie and 8| fum of anuma,

Of which the Circar receives lo Turns.

The village parria f
-i-

The village servants f

The Circar servants

'fhe ryot, or cultivator f

28^ Turns.

* The same as a put<y, of which see hereafter.

f One turn of this goes to (he Circar, X Near the birah hills^
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The price of the lyot’s share of raghie pagodaa S

anuma 24-

RIRA.

Oi' a candy of paddy produced on cheruvu sagu (ground watered by

tanks) the fixed deductions are Tunas. Sirs.

For the Circar 2 O
The head man in the village O 24

The shnnbog O 24

The tallary O 24

The village parria O 24

The village barber O 12

The village carpenter O 12

The Circar servants O 24

The village swainy (god) O 24

Charitable gifts to Brainins O 12

The massuldar O G

The man who measaircs 0 G

4 Turns.

Of the 16 remaining turns the Circar gets half (besides the two

turns mentioned among the deduction) 8 O
And the other half remains to the ryot 8 O

Of a candy of paddy produced on kala sagu, or on ground w'atered by

nullahs, the deductions before-mentioned amount only to half that quantity,

the Circar receiving only one turn, and the other claimants in proportion,

and of the remaining 18 tooms.
Turns. Sirs.

The ryot received 10 7.5

And the Circar 7 21

18 Turns.

Of a candy of paddy from kapila (grounds watered from wells) the de-

ductions are as in the preceding,

The Circar share of the remaining 6 Turns.

And the ryot’s 12

18 Turns.

This requires the most labour^ as the water for it must be drawn either by bullocks or

pacotas. In the former it is obtained with less trouble, as it is usually thrown on the fields by

baskets* From tanks it is brought on the field by sluices and channels.
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Sajja and kanda sown on one toom of high ground, K. ps. ft.

To plough the ground five times, two men’s wages fc)r one month. . 2 6

Sajja 16 sir seed o 2

Kanda eight sir o i

Two men’s culy for eight days to weed the field with the weeding

plough a month after sowing O 4

Two men’s culy for eight days another time, a month after the

former O 4

Weeding it by culies again O 6

Culy for cutting, forty-two men at the rate of 7 for 1 Siiltany

fanam O 6

The Circar kist 3 O
The village servants O 8

ps. fs.

The produce, sajja 1 candy 8 O
kanda A turns 2 A

JO 4

So that there remains to the cultivator 2 ps. 7 fs.

On gadda, or low ground, the expenses and profits of cultivation

are, viz.

To two men to plough in 18 days one turn six times O 7-f

Sced 72 seer o 6

Weeding it after it has been a montli in the ground, by coolies. ... 04
Weeding a second time O C

Cutting it O 8

2

The produce is 15 turns, of which three for deductions.

remain 12 Turns.

Of this deduct for the Circar. . 6

Remain to the ryot . . ’. . 6

which at the rate of ten pagodas is three pagodas after defraying the above

expenses, viz. 2 ps. fi j^fs.—three and a half gold fanams real profit.

If on the same quantity of ground (one turn) sugar is planted, the ex-

penses attending it arc.
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K. ps. fs.

For ploughing? cif^ht or nine times with two ploughs O 7-j^

For folding slieej) on it for some time, at the rate of 5000 for a pa-

goila tor one day 2 O
I'o bring manure from the village 2 O
To 2-1,000 sugar plants 12 O
Ciily for planting O 3

For making a hedge or railing round the garden 1 o
For hoeing and raising the ground round the jdants after they are a

month old O 8

For digging small water channels, one between three or four rows of

sugar cane 1 o

For tying the sugar canes that sprout out of one plant (the first time)

together 1 o

Two months after again (the second time) O t)

' '
' - " (the third time) o s

For religions ceremonies after the cane has attained two-thirds of its

grow tli, (>() sir ol' rice and ghee for the Ilrainins J O

For cutting tlic cane and bringing it to the boiling place, for ten

days, at tiic rate of seven women each, onclanain a day 1 O
Men at tUe rate ol' fiiur l(>r one gold ilinam per day, for ten days . . 3 0
For building a shed or jilacc to boil jaggary 1 O

For ceremonies to the swamy of the shed 2 O
Oil tor the lamps .• O C

For chunam (lime) O

Hire fiir the sugar mill O 5

Hire for the iron boilers 1 O
•Carpenters’ pay 1 C

Sugar boilers’ pay O 5

Fuel (refjnJrc'd besides the expressed stalks of sugar canes) 1 5

A man’s pay lor four mouths, to keep in the night the jackals away 1 2

Circar’s kist 10 O

47 7

Tljc produce in jaggary is in common 100 maund, from which is to be

deducted Mds. Seers.

For the man to whom the mill belongs O 20

For the iron boiler (vat) 0 20
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Mds. Sirs.

For the carpenter 20
People employed to boil jaggary ()

For the mastry* 0 10

Pot-maker . • • • o lO

For the village servants, viz.:

For the goudu, or head man of the village 1 0
- —— shanbog 1

» ' - tallary , ^
1

parria who takes care of wat ering the fields 1

\f

0
village clmcklcr (shoe-maker) 1 0
pot-maker 1

T- 0

barber 1 0

Total maunds o

Produce, remaining 94 the maund at five fanams. . .

.

. . .

.

pags. 47 0
Pieces of cane for new plantation 0

59 0
Deduct the expenses 7

Remain 3

As most ryots have their own cattle and their own family to assist them,

greater part of the expenses of jdoughing may be put to his profit, but that

for cutting and weeding, &c. the crops, greatest part goes out of the family.

A ryot thinks himself completely ruined if he loses his horned cattle, and

it is the last of his property arrested by his creditors. If he owes any thing

to the Circar, they will be seized but never actually taken from him. The

taking care of cattle and the doing the harder work of cultivation is most

commonly entrusted to a parria, who serves the ryot for a trifle, probably

two or three rupees a year, besides his victuals and a small proportion ofgrain.

The female part of the family prove in common the most advantageous in

the household, as no duties or taxes are levied upon the works of their hands,

the profit, though small, goes entixely to themselves. It is said besides that

the wives of the Hindoos are remarkably saving and economical, and that

they do not easily slip an opportunity of improving tlicir fortunes.

Foreman.

L
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XIX. INSTRUMENTS OF TILLAGE.

These instruments arc remarkable only for their rudeness and simplicity.

The following descriptions, with the accompanying figures, will give the

j cadcr an accurate idea of them :

Plate 11. fig. I, represents the common plough used all over the peninsula:

a is the ploughshare, a {)icce of iron l-J- foot long and 1 1 inch broad, and

the only piece of iron about the whole machine
; b is the handle by which

the ploughman guides the plough ; c c a piece of wood to which the oxen are

lastencd ; d d, the wooden plough about 2l feet long.

Fig. 2, represents the weeding plough used about Hurryhurr ; eeiaa. piece

of w'ood 1 8 inches long, m m pieces of iron } n the space between the iron

three inches long.

hlg. 3, represents a harrow used about Bengalorc to precede the drill

plough, A A is a piece of wood four feet six inches long, i teeth ten inches

long
; J, J, the bars of wood to which it is fixed 7-i feet long, k the handle two

iect nine inches long.

Fig. 4, is an instrument used about Bengalore to even the ground before

sowing. It is made of black wood, and the ploughman usually stands upon

it in order to increase the weight. The length from / to / is four feet nine

inches
;
m, m, each six feet long.

Fig. 5, is a drill plough used about Bengalore for sowing raghi : u is a cup

into which the seed is pul, four inches deep ; A, b, b, hollow bamboos through

which the sectl runs into the furrows. They perforate the teeth about the

middle, and are three feet six inclres long. The length from c to c is four

feet nine inches d is the handle, four feet nine inches long. The pieces of

wootl c, e, to which the bullocks arc fixed, arc nine feet loi^ ; is a bamboo

with a. cup to receive annuma seed, guided by a man who follows the large

drill which sows the raghi
; the bamboo is one foot three inches long, and

the ciq) inch deep
: g i§ a rope 2-i- feet long, by which the bamboo is fast-

ened to the drill plough.

Fig. 6, is a drill jdough used about Hurryhurr for sowing jonnalu. The

distance between n and n is three feet ; (>, 0,0,0, are hollow bamboos ; p,

arc teeth armed with qqqqt a share or a piece of iron.

Fig. 7, is a plough used to weed raghi about Bengalore. The distance

between h and h is one foot five inches j i, i, i, f, are pieces of iron sticking

7
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l-J- inches out of the wood; k is the handle two feet long; I the handle to

guide, two feet five inches ; m, w, the pieces of wood to which the cattle

are tied, seven feet long.

Fig. 8, is an instrument used about Ilurryhurr to even the ploughing

ground. The distance between rand/’ is three feet; s, .v, is apiece of iron.

XX. COINS, WFJGHTS, AND MEASURES.

The current coins in this country arc in gold, silver, and copper ; but the

first metal is most abundant. TIic gold coins arc mohlrs, which are of

Moorish origin
;
pagodas, an original Indian coin, andfanams.

Most gold coins are alloyed. Few arc of the twelfth colour * or pure gold.

The alloy is called viatam, and consists of three parts silver and one part

copper. Fu re gold is denoted by the number 12, and whatever is wanting

to make up 12 in speaking of gold is to be considered as alloy. I'hus gold

of the 1 ith coloiir means an alloy composed of 11 parts gold and one part

of alloy.

I'lic pagoda is used as the standard weight for many of the dearer medi-

cines.

In the dcterpiination of the value of the different coins I have used the

silver fanam according to the Company’s rate of exchange ; namely, silver

pagodat at 45 fanams and 46^ cash—and one fanam at 80 cash.

Gold Coins in the Mysore.

Weight. Alloy. Value.

Bahadary or Sultany, Heckary, Paroky, Karku

(Mettalu), or Madras pagoda

Jamshary or Samagherry

Harpunpilly, Venketpatty, or Venketrailu ....

Porto Novo -

Gold mohirs, Bahadary or Ammoody
Asheraffy

—
'

Mahoinmeddy

Grains. Fan. Cash.

54 TT 45 464

54 tV 49 78

TT

tV

TT 42 7S

228 40

208 0
91 * 0

* The Hindoos distinguish the purity of gold by its colour,

t In mercuitile tmnsactioBS the star pagoda is reckoned at 42 fanantt.

I. 2
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W(Mght. Alloy. Value.

Grains. Fan. Cash.

Piifady cash, Venetian O* 65 5

Saniiary • O 65 5

('alcuKa casli O 55 24

Apraiijie cash O y 26'.

'I'lic modi' ol’ jnirifying gold used by the natives is to take equal quantities

of brick dust and (omnion salt, a good handful, which is put between two

})icces of potter’s ware, and into it the gold. Thc.se arc placed in the midst

of a heap of dried cow dung (wratties), lighted at the toj) in a jdace where

the wind cannot j)roduce a strong fire, and the pagoda or other pieces of

gold when taken out appear iucrusted with a black crust, which must be re-

moved, and the process as often repeated as the same is reproduced.

Gold Fanams.

Sultany and Kantiray

Heckary

Company’s rupee .

.

Arcot rupee

Pondicherry rupee

Rajah rupee

Sultany

Silver fanam

Wright.

Drams. Grains.

6

0

Value.

Fan. Cash.

Silver Coins are

4
K

14

14

14

15

15

1

27

40

5lt

51

51

O

O

O

The Rajah rupee is the stamj) of the present Rajah, and its real value is

in no degree greater than the Company’s rupee.

The exchange of all these fluctuates very much.

Silver fanams are very scarce in Mysore, and only to be found in the larger

places.

Copper Coin.

W eight. V alue.

Drams. Grains. Cash.

Dutch dub 4 .35 26

Arcot duddu 3 30 20

* Pure gold. t In the Company’s accounts reckoned as 12 fanams. Go cash.
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Weight. Value.

Drams. Grains. Cash.

Elephant or Kmie diuldu 3 30 20

Double elephant 7 0 40
Sirah duddu 1 55 J4

Masuli]>atain 4 ' o 20

Saya duddu 20

Enne casu, or cash 40 7

Madras duddu* 1 44 10

The continual diminution of copper coins is owing to the natives, wlio

get them constantly made into brass or copper vessels, employed by all those

who can afford them.

The Kantiray pagoda and the lionnu are imaginary coins. The former is

used in all revenue accounts, and likewise in settling most of the private

accounts of the nafives. Probably in former times it was areal coin. When-
ever the word pagoda occurs in this work without a particular stamj) being

marked, a Kantiray i)agoda or three rupees is always understood. To the

west of llurryhurr, in some districts Ibrincrly belonging to Vizapoor, the

word hunn, the Ilindostancc term for a i)agoda, is used in the revenue ac-

counts, and its value fixed at half a Sul tany. pagoda, or two rupees.

The weights or dry measures in this country are of two different kind.-!,

both defined very accurately, though gross imjmsitions arc practised respect-

ing both. The former is called the bazar weight, and used in the sale of

w’hat arc called bazar articles, as tamarinds, turmeric, and all different kinds

of drugs. The latter is used for grain both in the bazars and in all revenue

transactions. The great difficulty lies in the multiplicity of weights used in

different districts; for almost every Cushak\ of small district has weights

and measures differing widely from all those in its neighbourhood. The con-

sc(picncc of this is that the cunning banyans frequently take advantage of

tills multiplicity to deceive strangers. I’hc inhabitants of the place cannot

be so easily taken in, as they are aii well acquainted with their own peculiar

weights and measures.

The only general and uniform measure and weight is the pucca sir of

sixty-four dubs weight. And the weght of a dub is four drams. 'J’his sir

alters according to the weight of the dub. If these be lighter than four

Of the old stiunp. + A principal town.
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drams more dubs will be requisite to make up the sir, if they be heavier

fewer will do. This measure appears in some writings of very old date, as

in the Sudra Ganitam-; yet it is said to be of Moorish origin. It has

made its way into all accounts, and has as it were dislodged all other weights.

lloth fluids and dry articles are determined by weight, with the exception

of oil, for the sale of which a kind of graduated measure is employed. All

kinds of grain by common consent are sold by a measure which is not merely

filled, but heaped up as high as possible above the lips. If a person buys

only half the measure he loses the heaped part, which generally amounts to

|th or th of the whole.

It would be well worth while to ascertain the way that the agents buy

grain in times of war. If they purchase by heaped measures and distribute

it in a different way, the profits accruing to them and the consequent loss of

Government must be considerable. Suppose that each man of an army of

20,000 receive each a sir a day, tlie profits of the agent will be 2500 sirs pet-

day, or 75,(XX) per month, a quantity which would support the army for S t days.

The lowest standard wciglit seems to be the dub. Smaller quantities are

determined by common fractions, with which the lower classes of Hindoo.s

are much better acquainted than the common people in Europe. They

ascend n'gularly by fours. Of decimals, as far as I have had an opportunity

of examining their arithmetic, they appear to be entirely ignorant. There

is a Sanscrit w’ork of the name of LYlavaty, w-hich treats of this subject.

In the Tclinga there is a work on the same branch of knowledge, called

Sudra Gamtam, -written long ago, or rather translated from the Sanscrit

by a man of the name of Mulliah.

The following weights are the standards for the Circars. As they are de-

rived from the Sanscrit, they may be considered as general for Hindostan

;

1 raaay sceu

4 Visums

... IS one visum . . .

.

... are one gulivinda * or 1 patika. . 2 grains.

S GuUvindas 4 grains.

2 Addagas 8 grains.

2-^ Chinums

2 Tsavilas

2 Dbaranums . . .

.

S Madas

* Seed of akrus procatomi.
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6 Tulams . . are one pavu sim or -i- sir. . ft S

4 Pavus * 1 Q

5 Sirs • • • • • • • «.3 lb. 12 ounces.

2 Visas • • • 1k • • • . 7 lb. 8 ounces.

2 Yettus
ft • • ft ft ft 1

2 Arda manugudu .

.

ft ft ft '.'Olbft •

5 Manugudu
ft ft ft 1

2 Yadums t ft • ft ft ft ft ft

2 Pandums • • ft . ... 600 lb.

Dry Measure.

lb. ox.

4 Dubs weight . . are one gidda 0 2

2 Giddas 0 4
2 Arasolas 0 8

2 Solas 1 0
2 Tavadus 2 0

2 Manikas 4 0

2 Addadus . 8 0

2 Conchums 15 0
2 Irasas 32 0

5 Turns 160 0

2 Yadums 320 0

2 Pandums 640 0

List of Candies and Turns reduced to Pucca SiTj used in different Placet

of the Mysore, each sir of 2 lb. English weight.

Betumungalum 1 Candy is J60 Sirs and 1 Turn. ... 8 Sirs

Uscotah 1 ditto. . . . 200 ditto. ... 1 ditto. ... 10 ditto

Bengalorc 1 ditto. > . • 200 ditto. ... 1 ditto. ... 10 ditto

Sewendrug 1 ditto. . . . 200 ditto. ... 1 ditto. ... 10 ditto

Kyamungalum l ditto. . . . 060 ditto. ... 1 ditto. ... 48 ditto

Chittledrug 1 ditto. . . . 960 ditto. ... 1 ditto. ... 48 ditto

Matod 1 ditto. . . . 960 ditto .... 1 ditto. ... 48 ditto

Talem i ditto. . . . 960 ditto. ... 1 ditto. ... 48 ditto
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Hurryhurr ...... 3200 Sirs and 1 Turn. . .

.

160 Sirs

Ayrany 1600 ditto. . . 1 ditto. . .

.

80 ditto

Annaji 1600 ditto. . .

.

1 ditto. . .

.

80 ditto

Buswapatam .... IGOO ditto. . .

.

1 ditto. . .

.

80 ditto

llutnaghcrry .... 1600 ditto. . .

.

1 ditto. . .

.

80 ditto

Ilonelly .320 ditto. . .

.

1 ditto. . .

.

16 ditto

Hcrur 1 ditto. . .

.

1280 ditto. . .

.

1 ditto. . .

.

64 ditto

Hartic 1280 ditto. . .

.

1 ditto. . .

.

64 ditto

Darmapury 1440 ditto. . .

.

1 ditto. . .

.

72 ditto

Sirah 1920 ditto 1 ditto. . .

.

96 ditto

Many different modes might be thought of to reduce this chaos into union.

The easiest and most readily understood by the common people, and the

least liable to fraud and imposition, would undoubtedly be the best. Stamped

measures and weights arc very bad modes of preventing deception ; because,

as they arc always made of metal, a very small degree of hammering is suf-

ficient to alter the shape of the one and the weight of the other, and thus

render both unfit for the purpose for which they were intended. The surest

and best mode of determining measures is certainly by determining the

weight which each should amount to. The introduction of English weights

would be commodious for Europeans, but on account of the ignorance of

the lower classes of Indians, it would expose them to great imposition from

the banyans, and on that account would be injurious. The rupee and dub

are at present used every where as weights, and might, therefore, be taken

as a standard.

A Company’s rupee weighs about three drams, or two drams fifty-six grains.

12 Rupees would be 4 Sir.

24 Ditto -ff Ditto.

48 Ditto I Ditto.

96 Ditto 1 Ditto = 24lb.

The higher weights could be easily settled, for example,

4 Sir. 1 Conchum.

4 Conchum l Turn.

20 Turns 1 Putty,

5
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1

'rhe smaller weights might be determined as at present,

}. Grain 1 Paddy seed.

4 I’addy seeds .... i Gnlivinda—2 grains.

7 Gulivindas ^ Pagoda’.s weight.

28 Ditto -j- Ditto.

5G Ditto 1 Ditto.

The Masnlipatatn dub, if‘ generally introduoed, would be still more com-

modious. It weighs very nearly half an ounce. Sixty-tbur ol' them would

make exactly a sir of' two pounds.

This is already a received weight in many parts of the Circars. But care

should be taken that all duOs have exactly the same weight, a circumstance

which has not hitherto been attended to.

It is a very common practice to mention, in the set tlemcnt ofa bargain, the

weight to be cin[)loyed. 'I’lu' common weight fixed upon is the copper coin

of the country, and if huge (pianlitics of any article have to be weighed,

stones, the weight of which has been previously determined, arc employed

tor the purpose.

'I'hc common scales are merely flat baskets suspended from a balanced

pole, which is tied to a noose. It is the xisual practice to weigh the article

rirstin one scale and then in the other, and nobody will buy any article with-

out seeing that this precaution is attended to.

The laud measures are still less accurately defined than those of which we
have been speaking. In most jdaccs the amount of land is determined by

the quantity of seed requhed to sow' it. Thus a sTr or a ium of land means

an extent of ground which will take a s7r or a turn of seed to sow it. This

is obviously the vaguest of all the modes of measuring land hitherto devised ;

as the quantity of' seed will vary, not only according to the kind of grain

employed, but likewise according to the nature and fertility of the soil. In

some places the extent of ground is determined by the quantity of it which

a certain number of cattle arc able to labour iu a day. This mode is like-

wise inaccurate
; though not quite so fallacious as the preceding.

It would be easy and very useful for the revenue officers to establish a ge-

neral measure of land on the coast. The mode employed in the Chetri

Ganitamj a work on land measures, might be adopted.

M
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XXJ. COMMERCE OF THE COUNTRY.

The commerce of tiie Mysore was in a very languishing state during the

reigns of llydcr and Tijipoo, because both of these princes pi'ohibited all

intercourse between their dominions and the Company’s territories. Indeed

the country is not well situated for external trade, nor has it many articles

of its ow'n growth or manufacture fit for exportation. The only article of

consequence that I recollect at present is sandal wood, which is produced

abundantly and oi* the best qualif y. All of it that grows wild in the country

belongs to the Rajah, and he prohibits his subjects from cutting dow'n a sin-

gle tree under the penalty of death. Small pieces of it may be purchased in

the bazars at a tolerably cheap rate ; but the best sandal wood can only be

procured from the Rajah or his Diwan.

The core only of the stem of this tree possesses the qualities for which the

wood is esteemed, and these qualities arc improved in proportion to the age

of the tree. It is sent on carts to the coast. Large plantations of it should

be established on the hills, otherwise it will very soon become a scarce article.

Lacca is collected in the Mysore, but in such small quantities that it is

scarcely entitled to notice w'hcn we are speaking of the trade of the country.

t Cotton in small quantities is exported fx’om the neighbourhood of llurry-

hurr.

Of late years a great deal of grain, as rice, raghi, and horse grain have

been exported liom the Mysore to the Carnatic ; the scarcity in the latter

country enabling the merchants to pay the high duties, which amount to

about 100 per cent.

The only manufacture in the Mysore is glass or bansfksy which is carried

from Matod all over the country; and steel wires at Chinnapatain ;
besides

those mentioned in otlier jiarts of this tract.

All merchandize is carried on the backs of bullocks, and the carriers are

called lambardis *
, a set of pco})le who support themselves by carrying salt

from the coast to the interior of the country, and cotton, wheat, &c. from

the interior to the coast. They live constantly under tents, and carry their

lamilics always with them. When they stop for any considerable time near

towns they supply the bazars with wood. This constitutes the occupation ot‘

their women, who are generally handsome.

^ In some parts of the country they are known under the name of Brinjaris.
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The men arc stout and well made, loud of smokiii" their hobble bobble*,

and obey a naique of their own choosing, who regulates their marches and

settles their bargains. They always travel in large parties. Tliey arc all

Hindoos, speak Hindostany or Mahratta to each other, and are usually ac-

quainted with 'Felinga. The men have nothing peculiar in their dress, but

the other sex arc decorated in a way very diilerent from what is usjial among

Hindoo women. They have petticoats and cholies, and their arms and legs

are all over covered with brass rings.

They are allowed to travel unmolested in times of war, and whatever parly

falls in with them pays for what is taken, even supjwsing it known that it

was originally intended for the enemy. In some countries they are sidyected

to a trifling tax ; but no imposition is laid U])on them in those places wlici'c

they purchase their salt. They must continue to j)ossess their privileges, as

long as tbe roads remain in their present bad stale. They arc satisfied

with so moderate a profit that it is not likely that the j'oads will be soon at-

tended to.

A great deal of cloth is manufactured in different parts of the country,

partictilarly about IJengalorc ; but little of it is exported. In case of a great

demand for the European market, it might be obtained from this place in

considerable quantity. The cloth at present made is thin, and nearly similar

to that manufactured at .Salem. Cotton is rather dear, as it must be brouglil

from the ceded districts ; but it w'ould soon become cheaper if the demand

for cloth were to increase.

The dificrent kinds of cloth made in diflcient places, with their prices,

may be seen from the following table

:

Breadth. Length. Price of

OiH‘ Piece,

Cubits.
1

i

Cubits.
1

i

Rupees.

r
(k)arsc white cloth H to 2 20 to 21 i:

Muslins 3 to 1 .5

IJhic women’s cloth 2 13 3 20
Chittleclrug. . <

Turbans 2 CO 3 IG
Silk women’s cloth O 1 i

J j 6 GO
Silk handkerchiefs

1
1

Dawanikerra .

.

Combalics ! + .>>0

* A kind of hucka made of a coroa-nut and a cup of burthen want
; lha latter for li;?-

lighted mixture of tobacco, bang, &c. ;
the former fori^ater,

M 2
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Hurryhurr ....

Ayranv ....•<

Amiaji
^

JRcngalorc .

.

Combalics
('onibalies

White ditto

(’oarse clotli

Men’s dressing clotli . . .

Women’s cloth

Combalics

Coarse cloth

Men’s dressing cloth

W'omen’s ditto ditto

W’omcn’s cloth of dific-)

rent musters andnames j
Cholies or women’s jac- f
kets of diflerentmusters I

Silk women’s cloth ofdif.y

ferent sorts )

Silk shawl handkerchief .

.

Ditto ditto long

Silk cholies

Silk cloth, of five sorts. . .

Men’s dressing cloth of

)

eight sorts )
Turbans
Broad tapes of cotton ....

Gunnies of janapa and ^

gong nara *
5

Muslins

Coarse cotton cloth

Flowered cloth, silk and )

cotton )
Combalics

Tippoo’s tiger or spot-)

led cloth )

Coarse chintz

Cotton carpets

Broadili. Length.
Price of

One Piece.

Cnl)its. Cubits. RupP(’5.

1 to 12

1 20
1 10

2 20
1-t

3 15

3 15

1 20
2 20

1 10
1 10

2 to 14 to 18 2 5

2 2f 1 If 3
t'

1-'

2 2f IG 18 5 10

2 21 IG 20 7 to 40

2 2f 2 2^
H
1 21

3^ 3i 7f 7 60
2 2^ 1 If .1 3

H 10 13 3 22

O ' 18 22 4 16

T Iv SO 70 4 12
1

» 8 9 IV S4'

1 10 22 f 1-i

If H 16 32 3 12

H- If 16 24 1

1-3 22 24 10 42

2 2i 5 6 3

H H 12 14 2 2V

H If 22 26 3 4

U 2f 5 7f 1 4

* Hibiscus Cannabinus. Liau^
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Punjum* Breadth. Length. Pricf of

One Piece.

r

Herur <}

Hartic

Coarse cloth

Ditto ditto

Turbans
J )itto

(^onibalics

Ditto

White coinbalies

Black ditto

Cubits. Cubits.
Cold

Fanaras,

8

10

4

5

22

00

22

03

1?-

3

1

9 *

^
tt

24

24

22

24
30
40

()

7

6

7 ^

3| to 3^
.53 6i-

2-i.

•t 41

n ‘ rx
'>9

r ' rx

0 »

The number of looms about Bengalore amounts, 1 undorsfand, to about

bOOO. There is a small manul'acturc of silk cloth at Bengalore and at Hurry-

hurr
;
but I have observed the same kind of cloth in many parts of the

coast. The raw silk comes from Bengal by a very circuitous rout, and is in

consequence very dear.

n'hc greatest discouragement to trade in the Mysore is the pointed aver-

sion of the Government of the country to assist a merchant in collecting his

outstanding debts. Nothing can be disposed of in any quantity tor ready

money, and when the arrears arc lobe paid the Amildar t protects the debtor

tor a trifling sum.

XXIL SHARE OF THE PRODUCE ALLOWED THE FARMER.'

In most places the high grounds arc Jet at a quit rent, while the low or

rice ground is let tor shares, and these are proportioned to the facility with

which every particular spot can be watered.

The cultiv.ator in most parts of the Mysore has nominally one half of the

whole produce ; but when we deduct the expenses of cultivation, and the

dues of the village and Circar ser\ ants, this half is reduced to a mere trifle.

Hence I am not astonished at the great reluctance which the ryots show to

cultivate Circar lands, and at the facility with which they bestow cnatns t

on Bramins. For in the first place they give away what docs not belong to

* A punjum is ISO threads lengthwayc. t The C^ollector of Revenues, | Gifted lands.
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them, and in the second place, by cultivating the enam lands, they get

atlcrwanls a real half not liable to any deduction whatever.

Fut the greatest bane to cultivation on the coast is the nmsiacabol, or

ad\ anec of money to the Circar before the grain is in the ground, and again

at stated periods bcf(:)re it is cut down. As no zemindar, renter, or cultivator

has money to advance, he is obliged to have j'ceourse to the souhars, or

money-lenders, who on a man’s known honesty advance money at the rate

of two per cent, per month and a present of five per cent, upon the advance.

For the second and third kist *, as the crops are then well advanced, a pre-

sent is not demanded ; but when the fourth is to be paid the crops must be

mortgaged. Most lenders insist upon an immediate sale, and become them-

selves the purchasers at the bazar price, which is at that time five or ten per

cent, lower than at any other period of the year.

The loss to the cultivator, therefore, upon a thousand pagodas worth of

land is as follows

:

The first kist 250 at two per cent, per month, for .six months 3(>

Present of five per cent 12{-

For the second kist, interest for four and a half months

For the third ki.st, interest for two months 10

For the fourth kist, interest for one ditto 5

Loss on immediate sale of grain, ten per cent 100

180

The usurers only deriv e advantage from this sum
;

it is exceedingly dis-

trc.ssing to the losers of it, while Government derives, comparatively

s])eaking, but little advantage from the ready money.

The zemindars manage matters in a strange w’ay j availing themselves

of that fondness for distinction which every Indian posses.scs. They cajole

the poor sowkar by fair promises, jiresents, and familiar condescension, till

they drain him of all his money, and then they proceed in the usual method

of seizing his effects and turning him adrift : it may be said, that the loss

to the revenue would be the amount of the interest of the money at present

paid in advance, but the legal interest is trifling when compared with that

exacted by usurers. The revenue would run no risk from the abolition of

ibis oppressive practice, if care were taken to secure the payment of the

^ Instalment of revenue collection.
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whole of the kist before the removal of the crop. I am aware that this

oppressive mode of levying money is known to Govornnicnt, and that, in

many instances, steps have been taken to remedy it, by prohibiting miista-

caboles to be paid by the cultivators. But this only serves to alleviate the

evil a very little, nor is this palliative c\er applied where the kist ol'

the general revenue is expected at seasons when cultivation is at a stand.

XXIII. LANGUAGE.

The language spoken by all classes of people, from the eastern Ghauts to

the inland range of hills, is chiefly Tclinga : Canary and Tamul are under-

stood by most persons ; and the former indeed is spoken promiscuously with

Telinga. As soon as we cross the inland range of hills at Nidgcul, wc

hear no other language but Canary
;

it continues as far as Ilurryhurr, where

Mahratta begins to be understood, and is used in all writings and accounts.

Telinga prevails in the eastern or tSirah hills, which separate the Mysore

from the ceded districts.

All people of distinction understand Mahratta, and all public orders from

the Durbar are written in that language.

Hindostani is also understood, but not .so universally as might be

imagined.

XXIV. I.EAKNING.

I have found but few learned men among the Hindoos in the Mysore, as

during the reign of Ilydcr and Ti[)poo the sciences were by no means

encouraged: medicine, or rather quackery, alone was rewarded by moor-

men ;
hence pretenders to this science, makers of' nostrums and ])ro-

vocatives, and sorcerers, arc to be found in abundance wherever the

Mahometan religion is established.

All books of science arc written either in Sanscrit, in the Dewanagar

character, or in Tclinga, in the southern, and Mahratta, in the northern pro-

vinces ;
the few Canary works arc only translations : as for example, the

llamayana and Bhagavat
; and indeed these scarcely deserve the name of

translations, as in them the conjunctions only are Canary, and tho rest

Sanscrit. The songs used by the dancing women are almost all Tclinga

;

the songs of the common people are in that language even in those parts of
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I «o«rl 'J'hcy have likewise consitlcraWc

the country whore, it is not iiiidoisfood. i >

colJcciioits of' JMoori!^h and rcmiuu sonf's.
. , • ,i. nf the

Their dramas arc mere ira\’cr,Lics of the national epic WOl/vS, 3.

Kamayana and libaguvai : the promptor, as he might be called, recites tllC

most remarkable passages before every scene, in Sanscrit verse, understood
very often by nobody present, not even by himself It is then acted and
spoken over again in the vulgar tongue, and much wit and satire arc fre-

quently displayed by the actors : no class of people, not even the ministers

of state {Dexvan.s') or Uramins, arc spared: the former are rejnesentcd as

avaricious, selfish, intriguing; and the latter as hypocritical, dishonest,

supercilious, arrogant, dastardly rogues.

In the northern Circars I have seen women of the dancing cast introduced

as actresses ; but in the Mysore they always employ Bramin boys to act the

female parts, and some ol’ them perlbrm the characters with so mucli skill,

that we almost forget tlicy are not Avomcn.

A merry Andiew, or bufloon, is a person never to be dispensed with.

Comedies of this kind last lor seven or eight nights, beginning at seven

in the evening and continuing till day light.

What learning exists is entirely confined to the Bramins; the lower classes

are satisfied if they understand common arithmetic, reading, and writing,

and few ol' the culti\ ators of land possess even this degree of knowledge.

XXV. PAINTING.

The palaces built by Ilydcr and his son Tippoo Sultan are all upon one

plan, but I do not consider myself as adecpiate to give a description of

them: the brilliancy of the colours with which they arc painted have

attracted the notice of all who have had an opportunity of seeing them.

On that account I conceive it will be interesting to give an account of the

way in which these colours are prepared and laid on.

The gold colour, so lavishly applied, is one of the best counterfeits that

can well be conceived. To make this colour the Ibllowing articles must be

got ready:—linseed oil, two sirs; chandrasam (yellow resin) one sir;

dickamalic (aloe socotrina), six drams; musambram (a yellowish green

gum resin, mixed with small bits of wood: when burnt it smells like

benzoin, but when fresh from the bazar like asa Ibetida) six drams
;
kasturi
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pusspu (tlie bulb either of the curcuma rotunda, or of the amomuin
zedarea), i hrcc drams.

To prepare the gunna, as it is called, take a mud pot, coat the bottom
of it with red earth, and after it is heated over a fire, put the resin into it

and melt it, then mix with it the linseed oil, which must have been
previously made boiling hot in another vessel. Now add the remaining

articles previously reduced to a fine powder, and boil the mixture over a

slow fire for about two hours, or till a drop of’ it taken out with a stick and

put upon a plank may be drawn out when cool into long thin threads. In

this state the matter is called gunna.

For gilding take a sir of tin, and beat it out into very fine leaves, mix
it with one (piarter of a sir of liquified glue, and beat them together into

a homogeneous mass
;
wash it wdth water, and keep it for use.

^Vhen a silver colour is wanted, this mixture of‘ tin and glue, moistened

with water, is to be laid upon the plank or wall to be painted; it is then

rubbed with a serpentine stone till the silver colour appear.

When a gold colour is w'anted, the gunna is ou three successive days

laid thinly over the silver coloured spot with a brush.

To make a white colour, take four parts of while lead and one part of gum
arabic, mix them with water, and when the paint is to be used add as much

water as is suflieient to bring it to the requisite consistency.

For a green colour take two seers of linseed oil and one seer of chan-

drasam ; mix them in the same manner as described for the gunnah. Lay

it with a brush over the white paint, and powder verdigris over it through

a fine cloth.

A red colour is made of four parts of cinnabar and one of gum, rubbed

together, and mixed wth water when wanted for use.

For a pink colour, white lead, poti (cotton impregnated with a red water

colour sold in the Bazars), gum, and water are mixed together-.

For yellow, four parts of orpiment and one of gum arabic arc mixed up

with w'ater.

To make the ground for any colour, take senku sndda (the finest

levigated pipe clay), mix it with a little gum and water, and lay it on the

walls or plank which is to be coloured, it is afterward-s to Ik* rubbed with a

stone till it becomes quite smooth. On this ground the various colours

above described are to be laid.

N
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XXVI. MANUFACTURE OF LEATHER.

A very pretty kind of red morocco is manufactured at Ilurryliurr b/ a set

of peojde called Muchiker. It is in the first place tanned.

'J'hc goat skins (for these only arc employed) are dried in the sun for one

day; next day they are washed in the river^ rolled up and put into a pot,

with a mixture (for each skin) of one handful of common salt, as much
•ft'atcr, and half of that quantity of the milk of wild cotton (asclcpias

gigantca). After the skins have been soaked in this mixture for four days

the pot is filled up with water, and the leather suftered to remain four days

longer in it : the hair now comes easily off the skins when scraped by a

piece of broken pot. The leather thus cleaned is laid in the shade, and

when dry is rolled up and kept in a house for two or three days, in a place

secure from smoke and from insects
; it is then soaked for eight hours in pure

water, and scraped with a piece of earthen ware till it becomes quite white.

licforc the leather is dyed it is soaked for one night in a pucca sir of

water which has been mixed with a handful of jona meal, (holciis sorghum)

and w'arnicd on the fire ; in the morning it is taken out and dried with a piece

of cloth : when well dried it is soaked again for half an hour in water with

which one seer of tamarinds has been mixed
; it is then spread on a mat and

the colour ajiplicd.

For the red colour take -, kutcha seer of lac (18 drams), allie toppalu

(leaves of the mimccylon cajiitcllatum) | of a dub weight, and the same

quantity of the salt extracted fiom washermans earth (carbonate of soda) :

pound these ingredients together, boil ^ of a seer of water in a place

where there is no wind
;
put the pounded mass into it, and kee]) it for a

quarter of an hour over a slow fire. To ascertain whether it has acquired

the requisite consistence, dip a jonna straw into it
; if the liquid docs not

run down (he straw wlien turned up it is sufficiently done, but if it runs the

boiling must iic continued for some time longer.

The leather (previously extended on a mat) is, at three different times,

rubbed over with this liipiid, it is then thrice sprinkled over with tamarind

water, and lastly it is steeped for five or six days in a liquid composed of

three seers of water and one seer of pounded tanghedu bark* (cassia

auriculata) : every morning it is taken out, washed a little, and again

replaced, till at last it is well washed in clear water and dried : tlius pro*

pared it has a fine crimson coloui , and is very soft.

This bark contains a great quantity of tannin.
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XXVII. DYING OF COTTON RED.

Not far from Ilurryhurr, about six miles north, is a village called Sarti,

where red cotton
j arn is dyed. Tlii« colour is of an inferior quality, owing,

I conceive, rather to the iinjicrfect and negligent mode of proceeding, than

to any defect of the nialerirls cmj)Io,e(i. 'I’l’ ’ uroccss is conducted on the

same principles as those followed o.i the c . vlieic cotton is d) ed with

chay root: instead of this article, consideied Jiio.- j)cnsable on the coast, the

roots of the inorinda uinbellata, called by the Gentoos t(g!int^ and by the

Canadys hcvipu isira, are employed
; the process is as follows:

Take ten kiilcha seer (.3 1 lb.) of white cotton yarn, and soak it in live

scer(l * lb.) of Gingelic oil (sesamum orientale); a strong ley is then made

of the ashes of the milk hedge (euphorbia tirucalli) and the yarn stce]?'‘d in

it for four nights, during the day being always dried in the siui. It is th •

washed in brackish water and dried in the sun. No other mordant i ... . .

but the w'orkman immediately proceeds to the dying process.

Five seers of togaru root, fincly’^ powdered, are put into a pot of v, . ,

togctlicr with the y^arn, and kept all night over a lire made of cow dniig ,

in the morning it is taken out, and dried during tl»e day' in the sun : the

same process is repeated for two successive niglits and days, after which the

yarn is ready for the market.

The colour of the yarn is a dirty crimson, which flvdcs when the cloth is

used for any time : in Ihe Harponclly country it is said that yarn is much

better dy’^ed with the same matcri:ds j indeed I have no doubt, that if tlic same

niceties in animalizing the cotton were followed in the Mysore as are })rac-

tised on the coast, tin root of the morinda would be found to answer just as

well as tlic ebay root. The morinda is a shrub which grows plentifully in the

jungles of the northern parts of the Mysore. It aflbrds, by a different treat-

ment, a yellow colour, an.l might perhaps be c.xported as a useful dying

material.

The mode of making combalics in the Mysore, and indeed in all parts of

the country, is as Ibllows : the wool of fifty sheep, contracted for at one

Kanty pagoda, amoinits to one maund. It is cleaned, carded, and spun,

and being put into the loom is rubbed over with a tliin pultaccous mass^ made

of kernels of tama”bids, beat into powder and then boiled : after this the

combalics arc wr. .
• in the usual way'. A common one is woven in the

course of six or ciglit days.

K 2



TRACT III.

ACCOUNT OF THE DIAMOND MINES IN INDIA.

Diamonds have hitherto been found only in India and Brazil ; and fevr

or no accurate descriptions of the geognostic structure of the countries in

which they occur have been laid before the public. Having visited four or

five different diamond mines in the peninsula of Hindostan, and examined

the nature of the strata in which these precious minerals arc found, I pro-

])osc in the present essay to give a short description of the result of my
observations.

The first diamond mine that I visited was at Mallavilly, a village sixteen

miles west south-west of Ellorc. My visit was paid on the 25th of May,

1795. Mallavilly is one of seven villages in this district near which diamond

mines exist. Hence it would appear that the gem is scattered over a consi-

derable extent of country in this part of India. The names of the other

six villages in this neighbourhood near which diamonds arc found, and where

mines formerly existed or still exist, are, Ganipartala or Partal, Atkur,

Biirthenypadu, Pcrtalla, Wustapilly, and Codavcttykallu. They all be-

longed formerly to a powerful Zemindar, called Opparow. But for the last

eighty years the Nizam has taken them under his own management.

It is said that about a century ago some mountaineers found at the foot of

a hill, after a shower of rain, some large stones which proved to be diamonds

of inestimable value. Opparow becoming acquainted with this discovery,

immediately set people to work upon tlic hill, who found a prodigious num-

ber of very large diamonds. The news of this acquisition soon reached the

Nizam, who was the Sovereign. He dispatched his peons and took posses-

sion of the villages. Since that time persons authorised by him arc alone

entitled to search here for diamonds.

Being unacquainted with the nature of the different treaties which have

been ratified since that period, I cannot inform my readers how it came to
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pass that even after the English East India Company got possession of this

Circar, these villages were retained by the Nizam, though all the rest of the
country on this side of the Kistnah was ceded. Tradition says, “ that as

soon as Opparow was obliged to give up his mines large stones ceased to be

found, and that the size of the diamonds extracted from the earth never ex-

ceeded that of a horse gram or chick pea, though before that period they

were jis large as common flints.”

The traditional accountof thediscoverj’^of the diamond mine at Codavetty

Kallu, one of these seven villages, is as follows :—A shepherd one day found

near a ravine in theneighbourhood,some stones which appeared to him service-

able flints. He picked up several, and used them accordingly. Sometime

after, the poor fellow, while at the residence of Opjiarow, took in an un-

lucky moment one of these stones out of his pocket, and employed it to

strike a light to kindle his tobacco. The stone was observed by one of the

Rajah’s lambadies *, who knowing its value, made impiiry how it had come

into the possession of the shepherd. The good man heedlessly related all

that he knew. He was conducted to the Rajah, who easily prevailed upon

him to point out this unknow'n residence of Stree Latclimie, the goddess of'

riches. The Rajah was on this occasion so condescending as to go himself

to the spot, and was not a little surprised at the riches which the goddess

had reserved for him. Penetrated with grateful sentiments to the invisible

harbinger of his good fortune, and to the genius of the place, he imme-

diately ordered an offering to be brought, which, for more than one reason,

consisted of the head and blood of the poor shepherd, llis wife and chil-

dren being found, upon examination, entirely ignorant of the discovery,

were spared, and taken care of by the Rajah as long as the mines belonged

to him. Bullock loads of diamonds were found, it is said, near that nullah,

until at length the Nizam, being apprized ofthe discovery, claimed the ground

as his own, and deprived the Zemindar of it for ever. But he had been so

industrious, during the short time that the mines were in his possession, that

all the large gems w'cre removed, and the Nizam was able to obtain only

small diamonds of' comparatively inconsiderable value.

1 have little doubt that the foundation of this account is correct, though

it may very well be asked what is become of the bullock loads of diamonds.

For at present the family of Opparow is rather poor and dependent, and re.

sident at Ellore.

* SlaTes.
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Diamond mines are found in different parts of the ceded districts, espe-

cially in tlie eastern and central divisions. In the Chennur Taluk*, in

which Cnddapah is the largest town, there arc two places called Condapetta

and Ovalumpally, where diamonds occur. In the next taluk, on the west

side of this, diamonds are dug at Lamdur and Pinchetgapadu. Several

mines exist near Gooty, and about fifteen gowst from that place a famous

diamond mine exists in the Kistna river.

The diamond mines near Cuddapah are about seven miles north-east from

the town, on both banks of the Pennar river, W'hicli in this place washes the

foot of a range of hills. The country in which they occur is bounded on

the cast by the range of hills just mentioned, which run nearly north and

south f()r about fifteen miles, with a sharp little interrupted ridge. Oj)po-

site to Cuddapah they meet another similar ridge, stretching for about eight

miles from north-cast to south-west. This second range meets a third range

running nearly due west, for about twenty miles, and forming the southern

boundary of the district. To the westward the country continues plain and

open to a great extent : to the northward we see hills and ranges connected

with the eastern mountains.

The southern ridges have at their tops a layer of rock between ten and

twenty feet thick, which forms a kind of cap, and prevents the mountains

from wasting too fast. This cap consists of a kind of jas[)er or compact fel-

spar, of which indeed the whole hills are composed. I have observed a si-

milar stony cap in other parts of India, particularly about t’liittledroog and

Hurryhurr
;
but at these places the hill and the cap consist of dilferent kinds

of rock, Avhcrcas here they are similar.

Within half a mile of the foot of these hills the country is quite covered

with loose stones. This is the case likewise with the hills themselves, which

on that account arc often very difficult to climb. They arc covered with

small' trees, and yield to the eye, as soon as the rains set in, a fine refreshing

appearance. The perpendicular height of the highest range I consider as

about 1000 feet above the level of the country.

In the low country the most common stones are a black compact lime-

stone or marble, containing pyrites and a calcareous tuff, both used by the

natives in building. The soil near the hills is a red loam, seldom sandy, and

in the plain in general a black vegetable mould ; the bed situated under the

former often a black shell mud, and under the latter always a calcareous tuff.

^ The di vision of a large district. + A gow is eight miles.
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Tlie Pennar river comes from the westward. It meets the eastern hills

about ten miles north of Cuddopah, and nearly opposite to that place makes

its way into the Carnatic through a valley in this range of hills.

The whole of the country is very little elevated above the level of the sea,

for the barometer usually stands at 29*7 inches.

The mines at Cuddapah have, it is said, been worked for several hundred

years with various success. Not long ago a large diamond was found, which

has produced a lawsuit not yet decided. It is said to weigh H pagoda, or

70 grains, to he full of flaws, and on that account not to be worth more

than 1000 pagodas. These mines are within half a mile of the eastern range

of hills, and about as far cast from the river and Candapetta, and on grounds

belonging to a small village called Kanaperty. They are surrounded by cul-

tivated fields, and have the appearance of heaps of stones and pits half filled

with rubbish, in the middle of which we find a number of people at work iu

a new mine.

The labourers were offended at my coming on horseback near the mines,

and objected strongly to my approaching the one in which they were at

work : saying that Ammawaru (the sanguinary goddess of riches) would not

allow such liberties to betaken, at a place under her particular influence.

They were, bow'cver, soon pacified on being assured that 1 had come among

them by leave of her ladyship.

The mines are pits of unequal extent and small depth, and usually have a

four-sided f()vm. The one in which they were at work had been opened only

eight or ten days: it was sixteen feet square, and a few days before I saw it

they had come to the diamond bed in one corner of it.

All the diftcrent places in which the diamond has been hitherto finind con-

sist either in alluvial soil or in rocks of the latest formation, and containing

such a great proportion of rounded pebbles as to have rather the appearance

of a conglomerate than any other species of stone. The diamonds are not

scattered through the whole of the beds from the surface in the diamond

mines to the greatest depth hitherto dug
;

biit confined to a single bed,

always harder than the rest of the accompanying beds, and usually not ex-

ceeding a foot or two in thickness. The structure of all the places in which

diamonds occur being similar, it will be sufficient to give an account of ‘the

beds found in these mines at Cuddapah, which I examined with as much care

as possible.

6
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'J'he uppermost, or superficial stratum, consists of sand, or gravel, mixed

with a small proportion of loam. Its thickness scarcely exceeds a foot and

a half Immediately under it is a bed of stiff bluish or black mud, similar

to Mhat wo. sec in places that have been inundated. It is about four feet

thick, and contains no stones. The diamond bed comes next, and is easily

distinguished from the incumbent bed, by the great number of large

rounded stones which it contains. It is about two feet, or two and a half

thick, and is composed of large round stones, pebbles, and gravel, ce-

mented together by clay. It was quite wet at the time that 1 saw it, owing

to the preceding rains ; but, in other seasons, it is as dry as the bed which

lies immediately above it. In the Ellore district, the diamond stratum is

covered by thick strata of calcareous tuff.

The mode of working a diamond mine is this : after all the superincum-

bent beds, and the large stones in the diamond bed, are removed out ol

the mine, the small gravel and the other constituents of the bed are car-

ried to a small distance, and put into a cistern about eight feet square and

three deep. In this situation water is poured upon il, which separates the

lighter loamy particles. The gravel and small stones, which sink to the

bottom, arc then thrown into a heap close to the cistern, from which they

are conveyed to a smooth plain of about twenty feet square, made of

hardened clay. Upon this plain the whole is thinly spread. The gravel in

this position being slightly moistened, six or seven people go over it several

times in succession. The first time, they pick out only the large stones

;

the second and subsequent times, the smaller gravel is carefully turned

over with the flat of the hand, w’hilst they as carefully watch for the spark

from the diamond, which invariably strikes the eye.

These people are nof guarded, and do not seem to be under any con-

troul. Every thing is left implicitly to their good faith ; which at all times

is, perliaps, the best way to ensure fidelity. They do not go in any parti-

cular direction over the gravel. At the Candapetty mines they went nearly

from east to west, backward and forward j and at Ovalumpally, from north

to south. At both places they were working at the same hour of the day,

and in cloudy weather.

They would not allow any of my followers to touch the heap .of un-

scarched gravel, though they did not prevent me from doing it. A present

of a gold fanam (about sixpence) made the headman very communicative.
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lie pointed out to me a variety of small stones in the heaps that were

thrown aivay, which he assured me always iii'hcated the presence ot di-i-

inonds wherever they occur in beds at some depth under ground. The^c

stones were as tbllows

:

1. Telia hendn (in Telinga). Pebbles of a white, earthy, or chalk-like

colour, rounded, or with obtuse angles. They arc mostly hornstonc, the

nucleus of which has a bluish brown or grey colour, while the outside is de-

composed into a white pipe-clay. Sometimes they consist of jasper, coated

in the same way ; and sometimes they are species ol' felspar. The white,

decomposed crust of pipc-clay seems to be the grand characteristic. It was

pointed out to me bclbrc, in other diamond mines, though not so forcibly.

2. llinga bendu. Pellucid quartz
;
pebbles of a lemon yellow colour,

and containing distinct, small, shining particles.

3. Patella bendu. Pebbles with a green covering, or throughout of a

green colour. (Pislazitc.—Epidote of Hauy). J was long at a loss what

name to give to this species ol mineral, which occurs abundantly in dift'erent

parts of tl»c Mysore. Sometimes I have conceived it to be nctinolitc, at

other times to be jade. It is a frequent constituent of sicnitc in this coun-

try, and usually occurs in indistinct acicular ciystals, of the hardness of

quartz, and nearly of the same specific gravity. Its colour is light green,

verging upon yellow'. Its lustre is resinous. I have observed it in some

jilaces lying over sienite, and then it has all the appearance of jade. It is

looked upon as one of the principal characteristics of tlie diamond bed.

But the outside of the stone alone is attended to ;
for 1 have found the in-

side consisting of different species, as hornblende, jasper, felspar, &c. all

going indifferently under the name of patcha bendu, provided they had the

same external aspect.

4. Gajja bendu. Pebbles with a corroded ochry incrustation. Eruptiou.-i

on the skin are called gajja in Telinga. Hence probably the name has been

borrowed to indicate the appearance of this kind of pebble. The qiuuitit v

of ochre on the outside of these stones forms the distinguishing mark ; liir

within they difier in their nature. Like the rest of these pebbles, they are

indiscriminately hornblende, felspar, quartz, and sometimes of the above-

mentioned green stone. They are always in a state of decomposition. -

5. Baggira. lied, brown, bluish, and black jasper, pebbles, and hem

stone, are the minerals distinguished by this name.

6. Karla. Basalt pebbles.

o
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7. Ycrra bcndu. Sandstone, with an ochry red crust.

8. Kanna. Small globular ironstone, of the size of a hazle-nut. They

constifute the most remarkable pebbles in the Ovalurapilly mines. The ex-

ternal colour is brown ; the internal, bluish grey. Hardness, that of fluor

s})ar, or rather greater ; fracture approaching to even ; dull ; streak metallic.

0. Corundum. Stnnctiines found in small fragments, and considered as

the most iinj)ortant oi’all pebbles.

Resides these, there occur a few other stones, which are distinguished by

particular names, InU which do not deserve a separate description. The

greatest number of them consist of sandstones of different kinds.

In the northern diamond mines, particularly those of Partel, I found in

the diamond bed a great number of fine calcedony and carnelian pebbles

and garnets.

The larger stones form the greatest part of the diamond bed. They are

mostly a coarse hornstone, of a rounded shape, and of the size of a man’s

head. Their colour is usually grey, and their fracture splintery, often flat

conchoidal. Their hardness is not very great. Among them are found

jaspers of different kinds, mostly of a coarse texture, and sandstones j all

of them in a state of considerable disintegration. They arc, in fact, nothing

but fragments of the neighbouring mountains. As to the smaller pebbles,

and gravel, they have cither come from a distance or are the remains of

rocks no longer to be found, which have been worn away and destroyed by

lapse of time, or by some great catastrophe. The country rises sensibly

as we advance westward. Hence it is barely possible that the bed may
have come from that quarter, although there are no indications of any

.such transj)ortation.

The Ovalumpilly mines arc on the west side of the river, about six miles

from Cuddapah, and three miles from the mines which we have just been

describing. They are situated on a gentle ascent, about half a mile from

the Pennar, in a well cultivated country, and within a very short distance

of three villages. They are chiefly on ground belonging to Ovalumpilly.

They are of more recent discovery than the other mines, and it is only

forty years since they have been worked. They have rather the appearance

of intrcnchments than of mines. The soil of the fields surrounding them is

sandy, with a small admixture of loam. It forms the surface of the ground

where the mines lie, and is not more than a foot in thickness.

"Below it is a red clay, not unlike good garden earth, about three feet

2
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tliick ; and immediately below this is the diamond bed. The mine which I

examined had been begun only eight days before, and it was only four days

since they had reached the diamond bed. This bed resembled, in its

nature and constituents, the one which 1 have already described, cxcejiting

that the proportion of large rounded slone.s was not so great. They were

carrieti out of the mine together Mith the pebbles, and some women and

boys were employed in clearing them from the earth, which stuck to them

with some firmness. They are then thrown aside till wanted to fill up the

mine, which they do here as they w'ork on.

The diamond bed, both here and in the last described mine, seems to

follow the direction of the river, and is, at difierent parts, oi’ unequal

breadth. The diamonds found in it are in the form of small flat or round

pebbles, and, as far as I could learn from the miners, never occur crys-

tallized. They are, however, said to be of a superior lustre and hardness,

and much better than those found further westw’aid. A few days after 1 had

been hero, they found a diamond weighing seven manjalies (fouitcen carats),

estimated at about '200 pagodas value.

The Hindoos distinguish four kinds of diamond, diftcring from each othei

in beauty and value, and called, 1. Bramha—2. Chetra

—

3 . Vysea, and

4. Sudra. These names are derived from the casts into which the whole

nation is divided. The bramha diamond is described as of the colour of

clear milk ; the chetra, of clear honey ; the vysea, of cream j
and the

sudra, of a firog colour, or a smoky greyish white.

The following is a list of the prices of the rough stones at the mines :—
Madras Pagodas t

f Bramha, 10

1 Manjaly weight* of
Chetra, 8

•r
!••*•••••• ••

t Sudra, 5

f Bramha, 24

Chetra, 20
2 Ditto ^ Vysea, 18

Sudra, 16

* Oue.cighth of a pagoda, or two carats.

+ A Madras pagoda is ten per cent, better than a star pagoda, which U equal to eight

shillings.

o ‘J
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3 j\Ianjalics weight of.

.

4 Ditto

.5 Ditto

6 Ditto

7 Ditto

8 Ditto.

Two diamonds of equal size,

weighing both together

one manjely, are worth of

rBramha,

Madras Pagodas.

Chetra, . .

.

. . 37

\ Vysea, ....

^Sudra,

rBramha,. .

.

.

.

Chetra, 76

' Vysea,

iSudra,

f Bramha,

Chetra,

Vysea, 85

Sudra,

r Bramha,

. Chetra,

1
Vysea,

Sudra,

f Bramha, 250

j
Chetra,

'
Vysea,

[Sudra, 200
-- Bramha,. . . .

.

Chetra,

• Vysea,

Sudra,

r Bramha,

Chetra,

1 Vysea,

Sudra,

f Bramha, 7
Three diamonds of eq

size, weighing altogether-
5

one manjaly, arc worth, of 4

These are prices of stones free from speck, flaw, or crack. The cut stones

are valued in a different way. It is often the interest of the dealer to cut

large stones into a number of smaller ones.
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I was informed that, in this place, the miners arc restricted to the spot

which they at present work ; that it is nearly exhausted ; and that, for a

long time past, they have not found diamonds of any considerable size.

Many places in the neighbourhood they consider as very promising. They
pointed out one place at Candapetta, close to the spot in which they were

working, and another very extensive one near Currapully. From this last

spot they entertain great expectations, as the diamond bed in it is about six

feet in tliickness, the smaller pebbles in greater abundance, and tlie soil of

a redder colour than any where else in the neighbourhood. The land be-

longs to a Pagoda, or a Bramin ;
and they say it is not worth more than

seventeen rupees a year. The proprietor would give it up lor eighty

pagodas ready money, but Colonel Munro had refused permission to work

it. I mention this circumstance merely to show that the country is by no

means exhausted, and that abundance of diamonds might be procured

should ail increased demand for them arise.

The farmers, or ryots, are also very averse to the extension of the

diamond mines, and oppose their encroachments with all their influence.

But I think that these men might find plenty of ground to cultivate in the

country, much better worth their labour than these particular spots.

The old grounds are rented, I understand, to a headman, who pays the

Company the yearly sum of 1 30 pagodas for ten mines, which he is at

liberty to work, at Cundapetta, Osalumpully, and their subordinate villages.

He usually works three or four of these mines himself^ and lets out the

others at the rate of nine rupees a month for each mine. For all diamonds

above a pagoda weight, of whatever kind, he is obliged to pay one-third of

the value to the Company.

In these districts, the miners, I was informed, are paid by the month.

Sixteen persons, men and women, are employed in each mine, and each

receives one pagoda of wages per month. Half of them are employed in

mining, and the other half in carrying on the subsequent operations.

These people are inhabitants oi' the neighbouring villages, suders, who,

from their inflincy, are brought up to this work, and with the ideas neces-

sary for the undertaking, they pride themselves on their honesty to their

employers.

1 tried to persuade these workmen to give me, for a considerable pre-

mium, a basket full of the unwashed diamond bed, but was absolutely

3
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refused a single handful, till 1 obtained it from the owner himself. At

Ovalumpelly, 1 took it out of a mine which they had been obliged to aban-

don, because it had encroached on the cultivated grounds. From the renter

I understood that the usual profits on working a mine are reckoned at 5000

pagodas on an expenditure of 2000 ; and, in my opinion, it cannot be less,

the undertaking being considered as a lottery, ip which there are blanks as

well as prizes
;
and the real owners seldom or never appear, but entrust the

vtanrtgcmenl to hirelings, who may be rogues, but who, at all events, must

be paid well. The works in the Kistna arc, by all accounts, carried on in a

different manner.

In the year 1 808, 1 paid a visit to the diamond mines at Banaganpilly, in

the Dekan ; and, as the bed in which the diamonds occur at that place is a

solid, it may be worth while to give an account of it, in order that we may

throw all the light in our power upon the nature of the beds in which this

precious and rare production of nature has been deposited.

As Banaganpilly is a place of some consequence, its geographical position

will easily be found by consulting the map *, but I shall here state a few par-

ticidars respecting its mineralogy. It is situated at the northern extremity

of the plain which commences at the southern range of hills, near Cudda-

pah, and about sixty miles from that place. It participates in the same

climate, the same soil, and the same vegetable productions. The country

rises gently from the river Pennar, till within a few miles of Bannaganpilly;

and where it is most elevated, at the distance of forty or fifty miles from

Cuddapah, some crops are cultivated which are not to be seen at the latter

place : as fiax, saffiour, and wheat.

In India, where art has done little, the general productions of the soil

arc the best criterions of its composition. 'J'he only exception to this rule

is rice, which will grow in any soil, provided a sufficient supply of water

can be procured. As tlie soil between Cuddapah and Banaganpilly is

mostly vegetable earth, jonna (holcus sorghum) and sajja (holcus spica-

tus) are chiefly attended to. When it is poorer, and a mixture of red

loam, gravel, and vegetable soil, as near the hills, raghie (gleucena coro-

cana) and aruga (paspalum frumcntaceum) are the only kinds of grain that

will grow.

There are few or no tanks north of the Pennar. Near the villages, the

water is raised from wells, for the cultivation of a little rice, and for gar-
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liens ;
while, for food, it is frequently brought from a small river that

winds through the country. This river comes from the west, and has fre-

quently very steep and high banks.

About forty miles north of Cuddapa, a range of hills make their appear-

ance to the westward. At first they take a northerly direction, tlien bend

easterly, and at last run nearly due east. This range, together with another

to the westward of Cuddapah, that of Ganjecotta, encloses the plain in

which the diamond mines are situated on every side. The former consists

chiefly of hills, which, in this country, are called table hills. They are

quite straight at top, and usually level for some extent, so that even villages

are built on them, and some cultivation is carried on at their very summits.

Such hills, in the Mysore, consist chiefly of a kind of decomposed green

stone, but here, 1 believe, they are principally slate-clay ; for this stone is

so abundant in the country through which I passed, tiiat all houses and

walls are built of them, which gave the villages an uncommonly regular and

comfortable appearance. Calcareous tuff, and black marble, arc also

found in that part of the country. Hence the water in the wells is often

brackish. The black slaty limestone, at Door, is well known, and sent to

all parts of the country.

The village of Banaganpilly is situated • within four or five miles of the

hills, and lies upon their south side. Combuin lies about sixty miles east

from it, and Goothy about fifty miles south-west. It is the residence of a

Jaghirdar * (Assad Ali Khan) of the Nizam’s ; who, if we can judge from

the fine new town (Kottapettah) which he has built, at the distance of

about two miles from Banaganpilly, must be a good and a wise manager.

He keeps a train of one dummer, one lifer, and about 400 sepoys, foot and

cavalry.

As soon as I arrived at the place, I .sent a message to acquaint him with

my object, and to request his permission to visit the mine ; which I knew

was the best way of ensuring his good will. One of his officers waited upon

me in consequence, with orders to facilitate my pursuits. His attention I

easily secured, by a present of a few bottles of wine, of which 1 deprived

myself for some days without the least scruple t.

* A kind of feudal ciuef.

+ Wine and brandy are articles with which every traveller in India should be always supplied,

as they almost constantly servo to gain the hearts of the most stubborn Moormen, and even of

the Bramin, who sometimes rejects the oiler of a bottle in the day-time with apparent indigna.
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The cduntry here is sandy and stony, and less fertile than it is a few

miles to the south: the stones are chiefly conglomerates, composed of

siliceous materials. The village of Banaganpilly is built at the foot of a low

ridge of hills, on whieh the diamond mines are situated
;
these hills run

nearly east and west, and consist of distinct conical elevations from one

hundred to two hundred feet perpendicular height. The farthest cast of

these hills is said to yield the best diamonds, but it has been so completely

ransacked on all sides, that most of the mines at present wrought are in the

hill immediately on its west side. There is scarcely any vegetation on these

hills, a few prickly plants excepted, w'hich grow between the stones and

a tree or two near the first ascent.

A very desultory and destructive mode of mining is followed. A man
chuses a piece of ground, and if not immediately lucky, which is frequently

the case, he speedily leaves it; another person succeeds, and makes an

opening at the distance of a few yards : he discovers a favourable spot, and

continues to work it for a little way, but finding a diminution in his earning-s

soon abandons it for another
; by this method of proceeding much ground

is wasted and much money lost. The undertaking is looked upon as a

lottery, in which the enterprizers rather purchase than renew a ticket.

The mines are scarcely any thing else but deei) holes, open at top ; some-

times indeed the work is carried on for some extent under the rock, wdiich

is then supported by stone pillars : 1 saw none deeper than twenty feet.

The gallery under the rock is so low', that the })cople are obliged to work in

it sitting, a mode of working which an Indian prefers to every other. As
most of the miners had left this place for the richer mines of the Kishna, I

did not see them at work ; I know only that they never employ gunpowder

to blast the rock, though such an auxiliary w'ould very much facilitate

their labours. The solid rock of the hills (which by the bye is not quite

destitute of diamonds) is an aggregate consisting chiefly of a coarse grey

hornstone, with rounded pebbles of the same species, but of a fine variety

of stone, or of jasper of different colours. At some depth this rock

becomes a ferruginous sandstone, the grains of which are finely cemented

together ;
and this kind of stone usually forms the roof of the floor of the

mines. The floor is generally of a reddish brown colour with shining par-

ticles, and strikes fire with steel.

tion, and humbly solicits a glass at night This happened to me during the present cxcur.

"ion.
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Through tliis solid rock they are obliged to make their way before they

arrive at the bed in which the diamonds are usually tbund. They commence

at different places, as their fancy leads them, with a spot about twenty feet

square, which, by iron instruments and steel wedges, they break into sla!)s

or fragments of from one hundred to five hundred pounds weight, dn this

way they sink to the diamond bed, which is fifteen or twenty feet under the

surface : this bed extends round the whole hill, and is as regular in its thick-

ness and extent as the other unproductive beds in the same place ; it consists

of a conglomerate, composed of rounded silicious pebbles, quartz, chal-

cedony, and jasper of different colours from white to black. The cement

appears to be a kind of clay approaching to wackc in its appearance, and is

very small in quantity : thus it appears that the diamond bed is of the same

nature with the rocks both above and below it, but it is distinguished from

them by its superior hardness. The darker colours, as black, leek green,

and brown prevail in some pieces ; in others the lighter colours, as white,

grey, and brick red, are the prevalent ones. Some of the pebbles,

when broken, have a pellucid appearance, others exhibit arborizations or

dendritical figures. |^See plate III.]

This bed is seldom more than a foot in thickness ; it is intimately con-

nected with the beds both above and below it, and frequently differs from

them in nothing but the greater quantity of pebbles which it contains. The
nature of this bed determines the workmen either to uncover the whole,

and work in open day, or to drive a gallery for a little way under the rock.

This last method is had reeourse to when the diamond bed is of trifling

thickness, but very productive.

It is obvious that the nature of these hills is quite similar to that of the

earthy diamond mine described in a former part of this tract ; the consti-

tuents are the same in both cases, the whole difference lies in the cohesion.

Here the pebbles are cemented together into a stone, while in the mines

formerly described they lie loose in the state of gravel.

The diamonds found here are of an inconsiderable size, but usually in

crystals; and I dare say they would be all found crystalized if another mode
of extracting them were adopted. Those found in the earthy beds are mostly

large, and less frequently of a regular form. This difference seems to

depend upon the local situation. We may either suppose that the diamonds
in the loose beds have been so long water-w'orn as to have been deprived of

their angles, while those in the stony bed have not been subjected to so much
p
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attrition: or if such an explanation be inadmissible, we must suppose

that in one case the crystalization has taken place so slowly as to coristitute

regular figures, while in the other case it has been hurried and rapid, and

has produced figures destitute of regularity. There is something in the

crystalization of the diamond which distinguishes it from all other crystals:

the faces are all curvilenear, while in every other species of ndneral all

curves seem to be constantly excluded: are w e to ascribe this difference to any

thing peculiar to the diamond itself^ or to the slowness with which the crys-

talization was effected ? At present we can have no accurate ideas on the

subject, because we are not acquainted with any substance capable of

holding carbon in solution, and of course cannot show the particular

circumstances under which its crystalization took place. That some solvent

of the diamond exists we have every reason to believe, from the way in

which that stone occurs, but it would be useless to speculate on the subject

till that solvent shall be discovered.

In no place, as far as my information goes, is more than one diamond

bed found under the same surface j
but this bed frequently varies in its

depth within a very limited distance. Near Cuddapah it is within three or six

feet of the surface. At Mallavilly and Partel, in the Masulipatam district,

its depth is twenty feet; while at Banaganpilly it varies from ten to twenty

feet in a very small extent of ground.

The mass containing the supposed diamonds is carefully cleared from the

portions of the roof and floor of tlie mine that may be adhering to it ; it is

then carried to another spot of ground, where it is broken in pieces and

gradually reduced by means of iron instruments to the size of very small

gravel, it is evident that many diamonds must be broken by this mode of

proceeding ; indeed it is rather surprising that so many are procured in this

way in regular crystals: the process followed for separating the diamonds

from the rubbish is almost the same as that observed in other places. The

portion wanted for immediate use is wetted, spread thinly upon a piece of

ground about twenty feet square, over which the workmen go several times

on their hands and knees, not losing or neglecting a fragment of diamond

worth a penny : the moistening of the gravel is requisite to render the

diamond conspicuous. The most common figures which 1 have
.
seen

the diamond assume are the double pyramid, the dodecahedron, and

the lens.

The labourers here, owing probably to the small value of the diamonds,.

5
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I would allow them a little idolatry, (from which fe w of us arc cntircl) ficc)

and would recommcMid them to the mercy of an all-licnign Father.

But our opinion will be materially altered when we iiujuire into the intiire

of this boasted meekness and ciiarity, and lind that their meekness terminates

in assassination and rebellion ; tln ir charily in cxtrav;;i>anee, rapine, and

plunder. It is but natural for one wretch to pity another in the same

situation with himself, and for the ignominious and weak to bear injuries

from their superiors with apparent resignation j but can inference be

drawn from this that from disjiosilion and principle he is naturally

mild, peaceable, and kind? No. Clive him power to revenge hiin.self,

and see what he will <lo : then you will be able to judge whether his

former placidity and humble resignation proceeded fiom good nature and

sentiment, or from want of spirit and conscious weakness. A slight obser-

vation may convince us that the latter is the case with the Hindoo, and

that treachery lurks concealed under his meekness. In disaster and de-

pendanee he is always humble and resigned, but Avhen fortune smiles upon

him be becomes arrogant, implacable, revengeful
;
and nothing can atone

lor the injuries he has suffered but the life of his enemy.

The history of India (a history of as.sassinations) exhibits munberiess

examples of horrible de.signs, long disguised, and harboured in bosoms the

least suspected ; which broke out at last upon enemies, upon relations, and

upon those who had been for years the steady beuefictors of the culprits.

Yet no consider.ation of this kind could save the unhanj)}' victims, as soon

as an opportunity offered to commit the horrid deed with impunity.

Instances of similar occurrences in modern times would, I am afraid, not

lie wanting, were the perpetrators of such crimes sufficiently conspicuous to

warrant their being held out as examples of imitation by the poets of India,

and of detestation by the historians of Europe. Of other eastern nations it

has been said, that it would be in vain to attempt reconciliation, to make

the most abject concessions, or to throw one’s self on the mercy of any

deeply offended individual among them ; that the powerful villain would

exult in his situation, glory in the humiliation of his enemy, and quench his

vengeance in his blood. 1 should be sorry to avow this to be the character

of the Hindoo; yet should I dread the worst, were my fate in the power of

a real enemy of that tribe, for unrelenting vengeance is justifiable by the

example of their gods and heroes
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Xct US descend into -comnion life, and observe a good natured officious

Ijramin, or any other Hindoo, invested with some power, as an amildar %
sannadar t, dubasb t, &c. All of a sudden he becomes arrogant and tyran-

nical
;
he punishes without mercy, squeezes juice out of a stone, and extracts

life from a dead coal
:
you see him look at the object of his avidity or

revenge with a placid smiling countenance, and order the lock at a poor

man’s cars to be screwed a little tighter § : in short, you sec him become aU

at once a remorseless tyrant in miniature.

It is a fact, for the truth of which / appeal to many gentlemen now alive

in several parts of Great Britain, that mussulmen treated the officers in

Hyder’s prison with more humanity than Hindoos, and that among the

latter the bramins were the most hard-hearted tyrants of all their keepers.

This disposition must finally end in rebellion. As treachery is not reckoned

a crime, as the most sacred promises and oaths may be made, and, when life

and property are at stake, lawfully broken and disregarded, who can deny

that rebellion against government is lawful ? The history of India is nothing

but a series of cowardly revolts against legitimate power : most of the pre-

sent great families have not many years back risen from the dust by treachery

and assassination.

It is generally known that, in private life, any man who possesses influ-

ence or money, may procure as many witnesses as he pleases to vouch for

the truth of any thing whatever. Woe to the man who stands before a court

of justice, and whose life depends upon an implacable Hindoo, who

considers perjury as no crimes in my opinion it is really astonishing that the

evidence of a Hindoo upon oath can be lawfully taken, as his religious

principles are known to acquit him of all guilt, provided he can get wages

for his iniquity 11.

* A colloctar of rovrnuos. + An overseer.

J An interpreter, head servant of a great man.

§ A mode of enforcing payment of revenues practised by the natives of India.

II
1 n.is once aroused of having destroyed the embankment of a watercourse, and publicly

called upon by tlie collector as responsible for all damages, rated at six thousand pagodas. He
had discovered my guilt in consequence of a very strict inq^uspy from upwards of one hundred

witnesses, who swore that I and my attendants had been personally guilty of this and ether

outrages. 1 received this tremendous letter on my arrival from a place three hundred miles

from the spot where the misfortune had happened, and where I bad been on oftcial busineM for
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To a Hindoo, all means whatever of attmning riches, power, or any other

desirable thing, are equally justifiable, liis constant prayer to his idol

is for riches ; and his sacred writings inform him that assiduity in this re-

spect has been frequently rewarded, by furnishing the suppliant with oppor-

tunities to rob another of l)is property. Many of their popular tales end in

this ; and these, with an ignorant people, may be said to have becoino ar-

ticles of their creed.

From a meek disposition we should expect tolerance ; and I know that

the Bramins have been cried up as paragons of this virtue ; but their pre-

tensions to it arc not better founded than to otlier good qualities. 1 have

only to say that, unless the wise policy of the British government prevented

it, we should soon sec persecutions raised against all the Mahometans in the

Mysore. JEven as it is, they are tormented in such a way as often literally

to run their heads against the walls. Is it not known that, in ibrmcr times,

w'hole nations and sects have been extir|)ated on account of their religious

opinions (the worshippers of Blind and Bhud, for example) ; that, at

present, the worshippers of Siwen and Vishnu are mortal enemies, and

that the whole inhabitants of Hindostan are unanimous in wishing every

native of Europe any where but iii India ? The Bramins, and the populace,

instructed and guided by them, are at present in anxious expectation of an

emperor of their own nation and religion, called Virabhogavasanta Hail,

who is born already, will suddenly make his appearance, for whom all

hidden treasures arc reserved, and who will raise the Hindoo name and

religion to their former lustre. Who docs not sec what facility such a

notion would give to a cunning enterprising man, who miglit even impose

upon himselfj and set all India in au uproar ?

He would be mightily sujiportcd, I doubt not, by our own good Dubashes,

ihc greatest villains that the earth ever produced. Much has been said al)out

these monsters : but it is impossible to say too much until the whole race of

flicm, both with an English jargon ami without it, are entirely eradicated.

They will correspond with your enemies ; they will plunder you ofyour pro-

perty ; and, after they have enriched themselves at your cxj)cnsc, they will

throw you into jail. Such examples are too common, and too well kuow'n to

require specification. All currency is in their hands, hoarded up and lost to

upwards of six weeks, during w hicli tiin« Uie crime was proved to have been commit led. The

good collector was not a little astonished at my laconic reply^ and 1 never heard any thing mur#

about it.

R
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the state. They lay out, at usurious interest, just as much as will support

their families j the rest never sees the light. When have they come forward

with loans in critical times ? They will and have trusted their money to

rich individuals, whom they conceived to be secure ; but when have they

tendered it to Government ?—Never.

Who will be bold enough to say that Government is seenre among a race

of men possessed of such prineijiles ? It is secure only as long as it is

formidable. Instances may be brought against me of real attachment to the

British Government. 1 acknowledge that a few such examples may be pro-

duced ; but they arc so rare as to be entitled to a place only among the

exceptions, or /t/sus vaiurff. In such a light I would view a Hindoo faith-

ful to an European government. If a native remains steady in perilous

times, you may be sure he has his reasons for his conduct. He has an im-

placable enemy on the opposite side
;
or his family and his property are in

your power ;
or he hopes to acquire wealth by your destruction

;
or, what

is most probable of all, he is employed upon you as a spy.

1 shall now say a few words on their private morals. These indirectly

affect the government of a country, like all other vices that have a strong

tendency to destroy good order and regularity.

Charity claims the first place ; and, from the frequent exclamations of

darmam (charily), one W'ould really conceive it to be a national virtue. It

would be more proper, in the present case, to call it a national failing. It

is only on particular occasions that the rich Hindoo opens his purse
; and

never to the jioor ; but to the Bramins, to his own wealthy relations, who
must be drowned in ghee and crammed with dainties. They must be filled

till they are ready to burst
;
they must be clothed in sumptuous garments,

and feasted with sumptuous entertainments. The poor dependents may
look on at a distance, and contribute to the banquet with the sweat of their

brows ;
they must not expect even the crumbs that fall under the table :

for, with the Bramins, it is a mortal sin to leave even a grain of rice that

has once been placed before them. At the nuptial feasts of the Zemindars,

Amildars, Renters, and other great men, every dependent must contribute

cither labour, or food, or money. Even the lowest pariar is rated ; and,

while thousands of Bramins are wallowing in luxury, the poorer classes are

actually deprived of the means of subsistence. This is called charity !

When calamity oppresses the land, and scarcity and hunger reign para-

mount, what is the conduct of the rich Hindoo ? Thousands of miserable
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wretches may be seen perishing before his well-filled godowns (warehouses),

without even drawing a tear of cold pity from his eyes. Tlic famines are

mostly all artificial, and brought on by the charitable Hindoo.

In all village accounts wc find a head marked “ Charitable Expenses.” But

we should err very much were we to suppose that this money is laid out upon

widows and orphans. No, it is bestowed upon religious beggars, Bramins,

dancing girls, comedians, rope dancers, and people of this description.

A poor old man, or a helpless child, may starve for want of food in the rich-

est village*. Water, whey, and butter-milk, are the only things that a

Hindoo will vouchsafe to bestow upon a poor man under such circum-

stances. Charity is only for Bramins. This is the doctrine of all their

writings : a Bramin is born to receive, not to give : hence we find among

them the most flinty-hearted misers.

It must be acknowledged, however, that they are charitable without

bounds when they act for the relief of the handsome wife of their brother,

their neighbour, or any other man. lu such a case they stop at nothing.

To carry diseases into another man’s house and family, is the greatest of all

enjoyments to a Bramin and pious Hindoo. 1 will not repeat their own
sentiments of each other on such occasions, they arc too shocking for any

but an Indian ear. What M. Sonnerat says of them in this respect is

almost literally true, notwithstanding the fine pathetic speech in one of the

Madras newspapers some years since. The depravity of the Hindoos in this

latter respect is almost beyond conception.

Lying and stealing are esteemed great accomplishments. To give a man
the lie direct is not considered as the smallest offence ; to be found out in

a lie is no disgrace : indeed one expects nothing but a lie in reply to any

common question.

As to gratitude, no Hindoo has hitherto made any pretensions to it.

There is even no word in the language to express a sentiment of the kind.

Can happiness dwell with men of this description ? The thing is imj)os-

sible. Tlie best among them are only negatively virtuous. The greatest of

their virtues turn on privation or negation, as their abstinence, resignation,

and acts of devotion. Indeed I may safely say that indolence is, in every re-

spect, the greatest of their virtues, and that it can be overcome only by a

thirst for gain, by revenge, and by absolute starvation.

* A friend of nine saved a child from dying of hunger in the rich village of Goodcatum, neHi

Vellore, in a plentiful season.

R 2
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Such being the character of the Hindoos, can any man be bold enough to

say that the substitution of the mild doctrines of the Christian religion for

the wretched superstition of Bramah ; that the introduction of benevolence,

charity, sobriety, jirsticc, sind truth, in place of the opposite vices which

taint all the inhabitants of Hindostan, is not a consummation devoutly to be

wished ? But it will be said, and it has been often and exultingly affirmed,

by the self-constituted philosophers of the new school, that the attachment

ofthe Hindoos to the national religion is inviolable, and not to be overcome.

I do not believe the assertion. How great the number of Siks is in the

northern parts of India, is now pretty well known to every person who ha‘^

visited that peninsula ; and every body aequainted with the history of that

country knows in how short a space of time that great number was converted

from the worship ofBramah to the doctrines of their prophet. Are theargiu

ments in support of the Christian religion less forcible than those in favour

of the tenets of Nana ? Arc its attractions smaller, or the rewards whicb

it holds out less powerful and animating ?

Hitherto the conversion of the Hindoos to the Christian religion has not

been tairly nor properly attempted. Some of the missionaries have been

well-meaning enthusiasts, rather than enlightened Christians. The English

government, instead of supporting them and fiicilitating their progress,

have rather viewed them as intruders, and have discouraged rather than en-

couraged conversion. The missionaries themselves, in many instances,

have lallcn into a mistake of a very injurious nature to their rapid or even

ultimate success. In converting a Hindoo to Christianity, they oblige him

to adopt a line of conduct by which he loses his cast
j

this, in India, is con-

sidered such a disgrace, that it must present a powerful obstacle to conver-

sion. But the political division of the Hindoos is no part of their religious

tenets, though it has been so mistaken by the most enlightened. The

Bfamins naturally endeavour to perpetuate this erroneous opinion, in order

to preserve their supremacy. Learning at first enoblcd them, and the

same badge confirmed the pre-eminence to their families and descendants

;

who now, indeed, are the only nobility in the country, and, as such, entitled

to exclusive prerogatives. In giving to the Hindoos the Christian religion,

allow them to retain their casts, and they would be found to embrace it

without reluctance, and in considerable numbers.



TRACT VI.

TIIANSLATION OF SOME INDIAN BOOKS,

1. KALPASTANUM.

In order to enable the European reader to form some judgment of the

merits of the native Indian physicians, 1 have ventured upon this transla-

tion, Avhich, though not a sastrum, is a book of great note, and is in liicl a

compilation of every thing that the sasters have written on the subject.

It is common in India to hear the native physicians represented by some

Europeans as a set of ignorant cheats, and extolled by others as miracles ol'

knowledge and wisdom. The fact however is, that the great body of me-

dical men in India consists of illiterate pretenders to knowledge, few being

entitled to be considered as possessed of real knowledge. Most of them are

quacks, possessors and venders of nostrums. The medical works of the

Hindoos are neither to be regarded as miraculous productions ol‘ wisdom, nor

as repositories of nonsense. Their practical principles, as /iir as J can judge,

are very similar to our own; and even their theories may be reconciled with

ours, if we make allowance for their ignorance of anatomy, and the imper-

fection of their physiological speculations.

Most Hindoo works of any note have been originally written in Sanscrit,

from which they have been translated into the modern dialects, as Tamnl,

Tclinga, &c. But the translators arc not always equal to their task
;
and

many errors may have crept into the Tclinga translation, from which in all

probability the original was free. I attempted at first a literal translation of

this work, but after many trials I was obliged to give up the task as beyond

my power. My next plan was to make an extract
;
but this the aphoretical

style of my author rendered very difficult. What I here present td the

reader is a kind of medium between the two plans. In some places I have

adhered to my author veiy closely, while in others 1 have abridged, and have
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omitted many quotations ivhicb appeared to me quite useless to an European

reader. I conceive it impossible to make a literal translation of any Oriental

work into the English language, on account of the complete difference in

the genius of writing in the two languages. They are all written in a kind

of poetical style, and abound in similes, metaphors, and all kind of %ures

;

and they arc of course also replete with allusions to their own customs, pro-

pensities, and religious ceremonies, unintelligible to an European.

Tho author of the Kalpastanum intended it, I conceive, as a kind of com-

pendium for beginners, to make them acquainted with the general rules of

pharmacy, and the opinions of different learned men on the subject. It is

full of quotations, which till I discovered them to be such, puzzled me ex-

ceedingly. The author’s name is seldom mentioned, and one quotation

often differs so little from another in meaning, that I thought tlie book merely

a collection of needless repetitions. I have been at pains to exhibit the

meaning of the author correctly, and to give the botanical names of the

plants which he mentions as far as 1 was able to understand them.

The unsteadiness of orthography which exists in the Telinga language,

and the fashionable absurdity of displaying the learning of the author by

abstruse, obsolete, and strange words, contributed very much to the diffi-

culty of the translation. In answer to a question put by some learned men
in Europe concerning tlie difference and uncertainty that prevails in spelling

Indian names, I beg leave to observe that, though the Indian languages are

all related to one another, yet each has its peculiarities in pronunciation and

orthography. On that account gentlemen who wTite in India will spell dif-

ferently according to the place of their residence, whether in Bengal or

among the Telingas or Malabars. In Bengal, for example, a man learned

in the Sacred Writings, is called sastcr ; among the Telingas he is called

aastru, and by the Malabars sastry. In like manner we have in these dif-

ferent languages Sanscrit^ Sanscritu, Sanscriiam ; Siwen, Siwa^ and Si-

mudu.

I have translated only the first section of this work, which treats of

vegetable medicines. The second section, which treats of mineral medi-

cines, is less abstrusely written
;
but I was unable to make them all out for

want of the third, wliich gives an account of the different stones and mine-

rals mentioned in the second. This third section was wanting in my copy,

and I have not had an opportunity of perusing it.
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THE KAEPASTANUM.

Section I. Treats of the climate, weather, anti nature of the different

•oils ; the proper method of collecting medicines, as prescribed in the sas-

trums, and the manner of making nectar-like medicines of the same.

All countries arc respectively situated cither high or low
; or they hold a

middle place between the two. The first, called jangala dehsam, is a high

mountainous country, in which most of the shrubs arc thorny and the trees

very large. Salt water may be found by digging very deep in the ground *.

The air is commonly clear and serene, and the horizon appears at an im-

mense distance from us. The natives of such countries are usually thin and

fond of their hornet. Adversity affects them much ; and the few disorders

they are subject to are chiefly of the nervous kind {wadiivt).

The second is called anopa dehsam, or low country. A rich luxuriant ap-

pearance proceeding from the general verdure and the abundance of tanks,

which are covered with nasu {utricularia .v/e/Zam), and reservoirs for number-

less fish are the characteristics of such a country. The whole of it is encom-

passed by high mountains
;
the trees grow on it to a large size, and all parts

of the plain appear intersected and surrounded with palmcyras and date trees.

The inhabitants arc subject to catarrhal and hoemorrhoidal disorders, to ob-

structions in the abdomen, and to swelled legs. They arc in general indo-

lent, large, and have a soft flesh. The slime disorders (chestuni) arc the

j)revailing ones. The plants growing in such countries yield plentiful juices,

but mostly of the sweet kind.

The third kind of country, called sddaranam, approaches, according to its

position, either the one or the other of the two kinds of country already

mentioned ; and on that account is called, according to circumstances, either

jangala sddaranam or anopa sadaranam. The best medicines may be pro-

cured in these kinds of country, provided we pay attention to the weather

and the season of the year.

The rules to be observed respecting the soil from which medical plants

may be collected are the fblloM’ing

;

All plants that grow on sandy, stony, or salt ground, in pools or white

* This is true in the inland and hilly countries on the coast of Coramandel.

t The Riunntaineers in Switzerland, and even in Germany, are particularly fond of their

home; and when in foreign countries subject to a particular sickness, called by them the heirnm

icehe, or longing after home, to be cured only by returning to their own country.
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ant licaps, in places that are freciucntcd by men, and places where corpses

have been burnt, in cliurcij yards, flower gaidens, shady places, and places

impregnated with the juice of rotten leaves, should never be collected for

medical use. Neitlier -ought those plants to be chosen which are for a con»

siderable part of the year under watci:, and on which the darba grows*.

Aiiy and open places alone arc those uj)on which salutary plants are to be

cxj)ected.

A\'c have likewise to attend to five difierent kinds of soil. 1. Soil in which

the earthy ])rincij)lc prevails. This soil is very fertile, of a shining brown,

yellowi!.!), or black colour, and very stiff or consistent. All trees grow on

it to a large size; and grass and every kind of crop come to perfection in

it. 2. Soil in which the water has the greatest share. Its nature is cold,

and it has a whitish colour ; but its surface has a delightful fertile appearance,

and is covered with luxuriant plants and trees. Its tanks are constantly

filled with water. The fire soil. It is light and has a greyish colour.

'J'he trees that grow on it ha\ c a sterile grey appearance. It produces climb-

ing plants in abundance. 4. Soil in which the air is the prevailing consti-

tuent. It has au ash colour. The trees that grow on it are usually rotten

in the inside. Its crops arc thin, and it produces only such as grow in cold

weather. .5. Ether ground. Its colour is blackish j it is stony, and pro-

duces trees that yield resins and oil t.

riauts that grow upon the two first of these kinds of soil may be usefidly

given as medicines. The three last kinds yield only good emetics and drastic

purges.

Every season produces plants peculiar to itself. There arc even peculiar

parts of i)lants that belong to each season. The sasters give the following

general rules.

Woods, branches, and .sj)rigs must be collected in the rainy season, or

warasha rutuwu
;
leaves in tlic wasauta ; old leaves, petiols, peduncles, and

roots in the sisa and greeshna rutuwu ; in the former those that arc of a cool-

ing, in the latter those that are of a heating, nature. In the hemanta, collect

the roots of trees, and the dificrent kinds of yams ;
in the siradra, bulbous

ro(ds, barks, and the milk of diftcrent plants. Flowers and fruits must be

collected when they can be found.

' ScvtTiil hpt ties of rtH'dy grussi s.

^ The n aJt r will perreive iKat (ho namos and divisions of soils here are derived from the

liv(> oN hutH-i of il;e Indian plnlosopliy ; namely, earth, water, fire, air, and ether.
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One of these authors says that young sprouts, flowers, and young leaves,

roots that descend from the branches to the ground, gums, resins, and oils

may be had from most trees in the wasanta rutuwu.

Another rule, mentioned by some authors as a general one, is to collect

medicines of a cooling nature, and of a bitter or sweet taste in the warasha,

siradra, and hemanta ; in the other three seasons medicines of a heating

nature, and of an acid or saltish taste, are to be collected.

Some desire to gather leaves in the warasha, roots in the siradra, gums in

the hemanta, milk of plants in the wasanta, and exjjresscd juices in the

greeshna rutuwu.

Here follows a list of plants most in use as medicines.

Tuberous and Bulbous Roots.

Sanscrit Names. Tcliiiga Names. Linnaean Names.

Manjishta . Manjishta j
Nymphaca lotus var. florr.

rubro

Kushta . Changalu koshtam .

.

. . Costus arabicus

Chora . Kachora . . Kaempferia rotunda

Bidarika . Ncla gummadi .... . Vitis tomentosa

Hiridra •

.

. Passupu * . . (’urcuma longa

Mamsi . Jatamamsa • . Cyperus stoloniferus

Musta . Tungamusta . . Cyperus rotundus

Wari . Challa . . Asjtaragus racemosus

Kasdra . Dumparasdra

Gunapria . Attewaja

Shariba . Sugandhiepalc t . . .

.

.

.

Pcriploca indica

Adraka . Allum . . Amomum zingiber

"Warahi . Nela tati . . Curculigo orchioidts

Wacha .Waja . . Acorus Calamus

• There are two kinds of turmerick, one that grows in the low country and the other ou

the hills : the latter is esteemed the best, and is a great medicine among the natires
; it is used

also in their curries, and as a cosmetic by the Indian ladies.

+ Is not a tuberous root, but much in use as a good substitute for sarsaparilla. I found, Ti»t

long ago, a kaempferia of that name, the roots of which are tuberous.

S
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Sanscilt Names. Tclinga Names.

^
Samudra tunga mus-

'

Linnaean Names.

.
( Samudra tunga mus->r<

Abdi tunga ^ ^
Cyperus spec.

W’aiiasurana Adivi kanda Tacca pinnatifida

Nikii'r)])a Ncla amcda .Tatro|)ha glauca

Amlika ; . .

.

Pulla chinta Oxalis corniculata

ganaha Pcnneru Physalis flexuosa

Shukasaiia Cliilakamuka Crotolaria ?

Sanscrit Names.

Roots.

Tclinga Names. Linnsean Names.

Brahcty
r Telia Mulaka Solanuni indicum

I Nela mulaka Solanuin jacquini

Aimlmmatydivandiv. i 1’“""“

I Kola nonna Cassia fistula

Ilalapanchacum

I Moga bira .

k Adi bira . .

.

Barbhara . .

.

Taiululioka

.

Gokanta . .

.

Kiuulali . , .

i’unki

Wuluka ...

Lamaja . .

.

Yosha

Aliinsra . .

.

Totla

llimsa

Yosha

Kola ponna Cassia fistula

Chittamutti Hibiscus micranthus

I’erahmutti Hibiscus zeilan.

Chetumutti Nepeta malabarica

Moga bira Cucumis acutangulus

Adi bIra S ^***^®» many female

J, flowers

Wawinti Cleorac pentaphylla

Chirrikura Amaranthus prostratus

Palleru. Tribulus terrestris

Wuppi Capparis sepium

Wcmpali Galega ceerulca

Kuruwchlu Lavendula carnosa •

Wattiewehlu ........ Andropogon muricatum

Ponna Callophyllum inophyllum

Shorea laccifera.

Tragia involucrata

* 1 h«Te not fet well examined it.
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Sanscrit Names

Dwapananiawa . . .

.

Sawarchalah

Piita

Kurantaklia

Shiama

Tcliiiga Names.

TellagaJjoru

Nallagaljcru

Poddu tiiTugada. .

.

Agulu suiiti

Gorinta

Mogali.

Liiinman Names.

Triantlicma decandra

Triantlicma monogyii.

Hclianthii' .sniuius

Cissampel<j.s pata

Lawsonia inennis

Pandanms odoratissimus

Bark of Roots.

Sanscrit Names. Telinga Names. Linna'an Names.

Shiama * Tcgada Convolvulus turpethum

Ashwagna Ganneru Ncrium

Agni Chittramulam Plumbago zeilan.

Nilia dua Nila Indigoiera tinctoria

Bark of large Trees.

Sanscrit Names. Telinga Names. Linnacan Names.

Lodra , . Maddi , . Morinda citrilblia

Arimada .Tumma , . Mimosa arabica

Katwanga . Peddamunu , . Tamarindus indica

Darwie . Mani pa.sspu ^ A yellow wood sold in the

t bazar

.Tambu . Naradi , . Myrtus cumiui

Lawangaka . Lawanga . Caryophyllns aromaticus

Karamji . Kanuga . Galcduppa puugam

Kamshuka dwandwa •

fModuga . 13utca frondosa

1 Mullu Moduga . Erv^hrina corollodendron

Shambiaka . Rela . Ca.Ssia fistula

* Seems to be ii name gireii to diiferent vegetables.

o o
»>
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Sanscrit Kanies. Tclinga Names. Linnaeaii Names.

Cliiravnitchali

.Shalmalic,

Kiitaja . . ,

'.liiwie I'icus benjamina

Kawi rcligiosa

^ Marri —— indica

MC-di oppositifulia

liramlia medy glomcrata

. , I3uriiga Borabax pentandra

Kolainucka ^ antidyscntcrica aut.

i tuinenlosa

Trees possesshig a Peculiar Smell.

Sanscrit Names. Tclinga Names. Linnacan Names.

Madliiika • IPI» . Bassia longifolia

Cliandana dwandua. .
•

i StiT gandham . Santa] urn album

^ liakta ganham . Ptcrocarpus santalinus

Ainara buruhi , Dewadari . Erythroxylon areolatum

Badirah , Chandra . Mimosa sandra

lloliinic . Kamanclii . Stapelia quadrangiilaris

A Sana . Nemma . Mclia azcdarach

Nimba . Wcmii . Mclia azcdarach

Leaves.

Sanscrit Names. Tclinga Names. Linnacan Names.

Hninga Guntagaljerii Eclipta crecta

Ahirka Tigamullanmsta Solanum trilobatum

Arjata Nela wuscrikay Phyllanthus neruri

Cliillv Korikura Amaranthes tristis Rgh.

I lari Dulagovilah Aristolocbia indica

TManjirika Gakaraku Ocymum basilicum

Amlika Pulla chinta Oxalis corniculata

Wapanudamghri Hamsapadi Adiantum spec.

Manshinka Kuppy. Acalypha indica
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Sanscrit Names. Telinga Names. Linnsean Names.

Duttura . . Wumetta . . Datura metcl

Karawehla . . Kakara . . . Momordica cliarantia

Patulika . . Chedu poJIa , , . Momordica sp.

Machadrnku . . Ponnaganty . . . lllcccbnim sessile

Nirefundv , . . Wfivcly , . . Vitex negundo

Ikanjy . . Weravarv . . . Convolvulus gcmclla

Kundali . . Tollaviippi . . Monctia barlcrioides

Kasaniarda . . Nallavuppi . . Copparis sepiaria v

Mandukaparni . . .

.

.

,

Mandukabramlii . . .

.

, . . Phlomis Iconurus

Lavanika . . Kaiigcindy . . . Ccanothus racemosus

Talapota . . Tanghedu . . . Cassia auriculata

Arkal) . . Jilledu . . Asclcpias gigaiitca

Kimshuka . . Modiiga . . Butoa frondosa

,Iaia . . Adivi malic . ..lasmimim mucronatum

Agni manta . . Wusilika . . Phyllantbus cmblica

Sharinyari . . Batsali . . Basclla alba et rubra

Sharinishta . . Guriginja . . Tragia chamcica

Dwepunarnawa . , .

.

J Tellagaljcru . . Trianthcma decandra

( Nallagaljenu . .
— mouogyn.

Bramhic . . Vandalaga . . Ilydrocotilc iudica

Kiirutaka . . Juttupaku ......... .

.

Asclcpias vomitoria

Anunta . . Saliadevi . . Amarantlms spec.

Harie pria . . Vi.slitu Kranta . . Evolvulus alsinoidcs

Latchmic dwetaya .

.

. . Kii[)anti . . Physalis minima

Jivanti . . Palakura . . A.sclcpias csculciita Kgli.

Durwa . . Garika kassiiwa . . .

.

.

.

Paniciim lincare

Wastuka . . Chackrawarikura .

.

. . Chciiopodium viride

Waluka . . Chantarasa . . Pharnaccum mollugo

Pusliia
fDossa . . Cucumis utilatissimus Rgl

( Donda . . Bignonia tcadoiida

Agukami . . Yalakaclicvi . . Evolvulus emarginatus

Kalinga . . Puchakay . . Momordica elatcriiun

Tiimbadia . . Tumnia . . Pbilomis indica

2
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rioxi'crx.

Sanscrit Names. Telinga Names. Linnaean Names.

C'liamp.'iya . Sampinga . Mitchelia cliambncn

Kalali . Mogul i . Pandanus odoratissimus

Aslioka . Ashoka . Guilandina spec.

Patilic . Kalagotti . Bignonia spatliacca

I’linnaija . Ponna . Callophyllum inophyllum

Jilmrja. .* . Blniia patrl , . Nepeta spec.

Wakiila . Pogi'uia . Mimusop.s elengi

Madawi . Bandiguraginja

. Myristica officinali.s

. Malla . .Tasminum sambac

Ncpfila . Ncpala . .latropha enreas

Yiulika , .Malla . . .Tasminum anriculatum

. Munaga . . riypcranthera morunga

Sataj)utra . . Tamara , . Nymplia*a nelnmbo

Nrupadruma ....... ,

.

Cassia fistula

"Waiala . . I..awanga . Caryophyllus aromaticus

Dliatika , . Ara . Bauhinia spicata

Namlawartam . . Nandawardha . Tabcrna montana grandiflor

AVadpala , . Kaluwapu , . Nymphaia rubra et lotus

Ja]\~i(laYaha . . Dasalampu . . Hibiscus sinensis

Fru/is.

Sanscrit Names. Tclinga Names. Linnaean Names.

Draclia . . Dwcpadracha . . Vitis vinifera

Duilimma . . Dadiinbha . . Punica granatum

Kiircliora . . Kaijura . . Phoenix dactyiiiera

llumba . . Ariti . . Musa paradisiaca

I’aiiasa . . Panasa. . . Artocarpus integi’ifolia

C.’luaika . . Mamedy . . Mangifc} 1 indica

Tula ..Tati . . Borassus fiabellifbrmis

Tihvaka . . Maredu . Feronia elephantum
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Sanscrit Names. Telinga Names. Linnican Names.

Tangadru . .

.

Slaeshtmantaka

]^aj)ata. . • . .

.

Naranga

Lunga

Likucha

Parawata

Sill a ...» »

.

Souvera

]iadara

Gunja

Karkcndu . .

.

Torana

Tenkay Cocos nucifera

Weregi Cordia sebestina

Valaga C Aeglo niarmelos (cratmra

i religlosa)

Narada Citrus aurantium var.

Madala Citrus, Clove orange

r'oU f Citrus niedica var. largest

( kind

Iloyabora* Zizj'idius jujuba

Dewadaru Erythroxylon aseolatum

Regu Zi/yphus jujiiba

Chinna regu ........ Ditto, var.

Guruginja Abrus prccatorius

Sanna regu Zizyplius jujuba var.

Wallepala

Seeds.

Sanscrit Names. Telinga Names. Linnacan Names.

Rudtadwa . . Ycrra rajaualu . . Oryza sativa, best rice

Mudgalrl . . Pessara . . Phascolus mungo

Ycrandah 5 Aincda . . Ricinus communis

I. Chittanieda . . var.

Puiinaga . . Ponna . . Callopbyllum inopliyllum

Nagmarjin ..Pally . . Gossypium licrbaceum

Chackramarta . . Giriza, tagesy . . Cassia occidentalis

Prialu . , Marali . . Celtis orientalis

Niiubha . . Wepa . Melia azedarachta

Wackulu . . Pugada . Mimusops clengi

Muni . . Agcsi . . Aeschynomenc sesba

* The uame of the fruit in the Mysore.

i This cannot as the tree is leguminous, and bears small red seed,

i Means all leguminous grains.
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Sanscrit Names. Tclinga Names. Linnaean Names.

Sackeva . . . Miinaga , . Hyperantbera morunga

Karanga . Kaniiga . . (ialeduppa pungain

•lontislimati . Kangundy . . Ceanothus racemosus*

Kiibacratclia . (ilictsakay . . Guilandina bonducclla

Sambiniupjmam . .

.

J Catla

. . Bergera koenigiii. KaniwCpa

Chutaka • . Mainedy . . Mangifera indica

Jutapala . Jajekay . . Myristica officinalis

Yala . Yalaka . . Amomum cardamomuin

Tackola . Tackola . . Clcrodcndrum inerme

Bramhamdwa . Moduga . . Butca i'rondosa

Maywraka . Wutarenu . . Achyranthes aspera

Shiuiakabarbara . .

.

. Kuckawawiiity . . Cleorac viscosa

IVpata . . Pippalu . . Piper longum

Mereclia . . . Mirialii .
. nigrum

Aifiiif* - . Jilakarra * . f jiniinnm rvminnm
J

Yaevani . . . Wanium . . Sison ammi

Dliaima . . . Cotumberi . . Coriandrum sativum

Slorwbnnn , Awn . . Sinaiiis ni.(nTi

Kataka . . . Chilla . . Stryclinos potatorum

Arushgara . .Jidi . . Semicarpus anacardium*

Chennaka . . . Jennaga . . Cicer ariclinum

Pativa . . . Kara (kay) . . Terminalia chcbula

Dhatri . . . Wuscri (kay) . . Phyllanthus cmblica

WIbiitaka . . . Tandra (kay) . . Terminalia spec.

AVakuchy . . . Bawanji

. Amkola . . . Wuduga . . Alangium decapetalum vahl.

Eaclara . . . llcgu . . Zizyphus jujuba

Wadla . . . Wayuvilangalu

* Cannot be^ as it is a small seed unlike that of ceanothus.
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Acrid and Astrhigcnl l igclablci).

^>ansciit Names.

'I'i cvcty . .

.

('liitraka . .

.

(jLindini . .

.

llranillio . .

.

Piitv

1 /iiepooiiarnaw

Cliavia

Atl;in>Oilia .

S!ii<)ii;!ka . .

.

i'alaly

J’arlhadruka.

NirgiiiHly,

Kimdali .

Nislia . .

.

Nili

Kc'LUiki .

"
1 )af ri . \Vii.'?cIikay .

Slieva . Karakay a .

.

Karshapalaii . .

.

a ’^I'andral-.ay .

KaiiDia . Juttiijntku .

Ark a . Jillotlii . . •

AVartaka a A^'ankay . .

.

Pallasl’.a . jModUga a a .

.

Kimsbiilaab a .Mill! It niudiip

(ia\ aebi a P. jiaia

. .Mallalii>a .

Sai)ka:.i . CJhilliginta a

Ilia ol»rl - . W akiidii . • •
tr>

Chiidra . N(“I;i niulaka

'J tlinga Name.'.

.Tegada

. Chitlraiiuiluin

.

. Yenivanga

. Jcmiuadi ....

. '^rappashi

( ’^I'cllagaljerot)

i Nallag.'.IiC‘i'uo .

. Chaviain

. Adlia.'a.rani

. Dondi'a ..

. Kaliigofy

. ep.i .all

. Wriwoli .

.

"IVlIaviippi

ra.'^llpU a a

Nili

Woiruli. a a a

Liima'an Name';,

a a a
( ’oii vol

V

lM u s Impctiiuni

. a a I’liimh.igi) zeilauiea

a a a .Sohmum .sjioc.

a a . I'iiipliorhia a'.itiquonim

I ^

'
I'r i a i 1 1 li r !Ma (1ecand ra

Triaiithcnia monogyn

. .Iiislicia adlialofla

-\c’scliyiii»mci!e af-uatic.i

Uigiioiiia spatlia'icea

, Mclia azcdaraclita

I’hylkuillins embliea

Terminalia clicbida

Ditto sjK‘e.

Asclcj)ias vomilori.i.

• gigantca

Solamim mdongciia

ihitca iioiido.sa

• Krytiiiii;:! eorallodciidioii

Ciardeiiia ])avetfa

Jasniimiaj seandens

. Ci'ololaria ca'i idea

. .Solanum dili'ii.sum

. Sola’imii jao(j'iii)ii

a \’itc\ lu-giaido

. 'vhaictia }):'.i']ei ioidc.^

( II! citma ioiijra
ta >

fiidig()i’c!'a tiiicioria

. I’aada’.nis odurali'siau!
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Sanscrit Names. Telinga Names. Linnocan Names.

Mundy . . Biidatramu Spilanthus acmclla

Prattiakipushpi •. Wuttarenu Achyrantlics aspera

Ajagaudika . . Kuckap la Periplora tiiriicata

Alarka . . IVIiillainusta SInl-*iniim triliiilni iim

Sarbaradiiandua . .

.

. . Wawinty . CJcomc pcntaphylla

Siiuiiakabarbara - . . Klipkjiw.iwinfy

Tilla . Nugu Sesamum orientalc

Yeechura . Mulla gorimidy Barleria longifblia

Wcttasa . . Prabhala

Shiinsluipa . . Shamimah

Dewainpa . Dcwad.iroo Trytliroxylon areolatum

Sliigru . . Munaga Hypcranthcra morunga

M ushkaka . Mockapii (the male flower)

Bhustranum , . Kamancliy Acsclepias quadrangularis

A//7/r PlanCs.

Sanscrit Names. Tclinga Names. Linnacan Names.

Tilwaka . Nugulu Sesamum orientalc

Arkah . Jilledn Asclcpias gigantea

Mahavrutclia . Jcmmiidu Euphorbia antiquorum

Akti jemmudu ncreifolia

Patrasurkoo , . Kalewi

"W’arakanya . . Jutupaku Asclepias vomitoria

Aspota , . Ycrumalla Jasminuin spec.

Bramhi . . Bramhadandic , Argemone mcxicana

Gums and Itesins.

Sanscrit Names. Telinga Names. Linnaean Names.

Stounia , . Stounia Sandarac

Sarja . Sarjarassum Olibanum or frankincense

S
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Sanscrit Names. Telinga Names. Linna3an Names.

Strl \'asa . . SambranI . llcnjauum

Daevadupa . . Guggilam i . Dammer
Turushkaka . . Turushkaradupam . .

.

. Gum arabic

I’alasha . . Moduga . ISutca liondosa

Shalmalic . . Curuga . llombax peutandra

Guggulu . . Mahcsachc guggilam

Arishtum . . AVepa . Mclia azcdarachta

Kanya . . Julupaku , . Asclc])ias vomitoria

Patola . . Chedupolla . Momordica spec.

Pippaly mula .... .

.

Modi . Piper longum

Bhynimba . . Nela wemu . Justicia monanthcra

Natta . . Grandika tagaram

Chaira . . Chairura

Attarusha . . Adhasaram . Justicia udhatoda

Durwa . . Garika

Prasarani . . Lanja Savaram . ('onvolvulus prostratus

Amlikakya . . Chintaman . Tamarindiis indicus

Sharinyari . . Pulla batsali ....... . llalclla rubra

Parpotadayaha .

.

. . Parpataku

The place in which medicines arc kept should be clean, dry, and not

acecssiblc to rats, white ants, or dust. 'Jlic drugs ought to be put in nets,

or large pots, the mouths of which must be tied over M'ith a jnece of cloth,

and suspended in a room. Fire, smoke, and water must be kept at a

distance.

The house in which medicines arc stored should be neither in too high

nor too low a situation, and it should not be far distant from places in which

medicines may be collected : its front should face cither the south or the

north, with a convenient viranda before the door of tlic same side.

The necessary apparatus of mortars, scales, &c. must be kept in a place

in the wall that has been consecrated for that puq)ose by religious

ceremonies.
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Ill llic middle of the medicine room a place is to be

consecrated htr liic mystical sii^n.

IVdjier jilaces are likewise to be adapted lor the images

of tlireo jirincipal deities, liramha, Wishiin, and Siwa.

lhamha’s jiillar must be erected in the. eastern side ol’

the apartment. Jt is the .sim|ilc trunk <>1' a iiK»ui>';a tree

(Imtea Irondo*:'.) with l!ie image of the deity, and the sislcen vowels of the

'I'elinga and Sanscrit alphabets i iscrilied on as many petals of the nelimibo

indica; tlius; ii J, i T, n n, ni iTi, In In, e ai, wo, on, am aha.

Alter a certain jieriod of time all medicines become unfit for use. Sub-

stances abounding in juice cannot be kept longer than one rear, if we except

sugar, jaggary, and honey, and things jirescrxed in these bodies. Flowers,

leaves, and fruits should ne\ er be older than one year. All kinds of wood
and branches lieeomc useless after one yeai’s kocjiing. Roots should never

he used after they ha\e been three years in store. Several seeds and nuts

will serve until tiie fifth year after their colk elion. (lums ami resins may he

employed (lir ten tears.

'.i'lie milk and mine of cows, when wanted, must be taken from young

ones
;
but the horns, bones, and other parts of the body from old and strong

animals.

Some medicines, the following lor c\am])le, may be used when fresh,

J’illapitsera, I'liascolus aeonitil()lius.

Tij>paliga, menispenmnn eordifolium.

Xalla kaliva, in mpluea rubra.

.Miila goriuta, barleria sjiinosa.

t he hark or outer eovevir.g of some must be removed bcliire they can lie

applied to any use. This is tiie ease with ginger, garliek, jiillapitsera, and

menispenmim eordi/<)1imn. It is not necessary to take off’ the husks of legu-

minous grains when used for decoctions, but they must be removed when

iliese grains aic baked.

AVIien medical authors, in their writings, mention simply the name of a

plant witiunil particularizing the part of it, they always mean the root of

that jilant.

Fhysicians are olien at a loss what to do when the articles prescribed can-

iK'! be procured. The Ibllowing substitutions may be employed in such

eases.

For grapic.' emt :o\ dates or other s\\eet things.
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l or long j)Cj)]>cr, common pepper.

For dry giiigcr, green ginger.

[’’or sugar, jaggory.

For lioncy, oil that lias been infused in sweet smelling flowers.

'^i'lie glice of cow’s milk may be substiluted for that of goats; bufialoe's

milk flir goat’s or sheep’s milk. If no milk can be procured supply its place

with a decoction of green gram (phaseolus mungo). For rajauuhi or fine

rice take any other kind of rice ; lor gingclic oil (sesamuni orientale) em-

])loy lamp oil (oleum ricini), for jungle fowl, peacocks or common fiiwl.

Should the latter not be at hand you may substitute fish. Instead of oysters

snails may be gi\'en, and if gold cannot be had you may employ silver or

even iron.

When ghee and urine arc prescribed, without particularizing from what

animal, those of the cow arc always to be understood.

'I’lie word chanurii (moisture) in Hindoo books always ^iguifies gingclic

oil. by ashes arc understood the residue of burnt rice.

Jl Vighis and Ahmuixf.

Sun dust cannot be weighed.

s raramanum .... J trasa rcnuwu

8 I'rasa rcnuwu . . .

.

1 radha rcnuwu

8 Hadha rcnuwu .... .... 1 tulagram

's Tiilagrain .... 1 valagraiu, as much as a

carry away

weak wual can

s \’alagram . . .

.

1 tiiaha

s ’filihas . . .

.

1 kakini

1 Kakini . . .

.

1 wrihi (a grain of padd\ ) .

2 Wrihi . — 1 widalam

2 M idalams ... 1 guligiutsa* 2 ditto

2 (luligintsas ... 1 manshishda

.> Manshishdas ... 1 j)a(lam 20 ditto

•} Padams ... 1 shanam (iO ditto

K’.O Wrihi ... 1 nishkain

1 Wrihy ... 1 visum w'cight

riu- it of atinis [irica'iorius, w>'igliing in coninoii no inoic itiini (\u> gi'.,!n-.
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16 Wrihys .

lO Fanains .

8 Nislikams

100 I’alam .

I fanam’s weight • 8 grains

1 nishkani 80 ditto

1 palam 640 ditto

1 tula 64000 ditto

Other ff 'eighis used by the Shasters.

6 Wamsaha 1 marichi

6 Marichis 1 sarshapa

8 Sarshapa 1 tandulaha

2 Tandolulias 1 dannia niashaha

2 Dannia niashias 1 yawaha

2 Yawahas 1 mandika, aduga visum

4 inandikas 1 masliikani, ‘2^ fan. weight

4 Mashikanis 1 sanam, 0 fan.

4 Sunains 1 panitalam, 36 fan.

4 I’anitalains 1 inusJity, 12 dwt. 3U 9ij viij gr.

4 Mushtys. ... 1 kudiipam. ..... 4 palams

4 Kudu})ani 1 prastani .... 16 palams

4 Prastam 1 adhakain. ... 64 palams

4 Adhakains 1 drohnain

4 Drohnam 1 waham 128 seer

The Weights in common use among the Hindoo Physicians on the Coast arc.

1 Paddy grain 1 grain

1 Gulighintsa 2 grains

1 Sanam 13 grains

1 Pagoda 54 grains

1 Pallam 10 pagodas weight

Long Measure.

1 Ashdakam 8 paddy grains or 1 linger 3 inches

6 Fingers l shadankulam or 6 fingers 18 ditto

* A fiwain weight is uow thirteen grains.
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2 Shadankulani, 1 dwada sankulam or witastiliy, 12 fingers, 30 indies, l yard

12 Witastidwa 1 aratny, 24 fingers 72 inches 2 yards

Aratnydwa 1 kishknhu, 48 ditto 4 yards

Kishkuhadwa .... 1 danahu, 90 ditto 8 yards, or 1 p. 2-J-
yards

1000 Danahu 1 danusahasrain 4 ni. 4 fur. 2 poles

2 Danusahasrain .... 1 cros (coss)

2 Paruwoo 1 cros

2 Coss 1 gawutchy

4 I’aragu 1 Ainda

4 Amdas l yqjanum *

JMedical authors commonly speak of dried subslnnccs, as dry leaves, roots,

&c. When these substances arc used in their fresh state a double (juantity

to that prescribed should be employed. This is called dvicuncam. On the

contrary, when they avowedly speak of gi'ccn substances, if these cannot

be procured, we may substitute the dried bodies in their stead, but in tliat

case we must employ only one half of the quantity prescribed. Ihit it is

only practicable to administer a double quantity of fresh substances in lieu

of the prescribed (juantity of the dried bodies, wlien the original quantity

prescribed does not exceed an ounce. There is indeed one author, namely,

Charakacharlu, who advises to double in such circumstances doses as larirc

as a palam. lint he only ventures to recommend this when treating of the

Icprosis.

According to the country in which the several authors have lived and

written, they have made the [laiam of different weights. According to .some

it contains eight, according to others twelve pagodas weight. Others, pro-

bably from mere whim, altered them according to their own fancy.

A sir is to be six inches w'ide and twelve inches deej). This is called a

inagadaprasdam, and two of them are denominated a loukika prasdam.

If it be considered better to weigh medicines than to measure them, in

that case ten palams weight is to be reckoned equivalent to a seer. A cer-

tain author computes niagadapra.sdam to be equal to thirty-two jialams.

llasaha means the fresh expressed juice of vegetables, obtained either by

chewing fresh vegetables, or .by pounding them. A little water may be

added if they should contain too small a quantity of .natural juice to be ex-

* Ther^ have been many disputes about a yojanum, the above* dt termination is much larger

than that in common use, according to whith^ a coss is two miles, an umda four cos.s, and a

yojanum four amda-s, or 32 miles.
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pressed. Plants from open places, that liavc been much exposed to the sun,

are llie best and most etlieacioiis for these piirjjoses.

Kalkalia is the powder of well dried plants. It may be made into ])ills oi

jjjlvcii in substance, or ina}^ be mixed with diflerent kinds of medical potions.

I lie common tiipala kramam Vvill serve as an example. It is composed ol

m\ r():)oIans, lliree jiarts; tady (terminalu spec.), six parl^; and wuscrik\

i j>ji\ lantlius emblica), twelve ])arts. These ingredients being reduced to

]>o\v(k*r are mixed with water and given.

Ndaha is a cold infiisic>n, comj)oscd of one part ol‘ a dry ingredient, and

1\\cl\ c ])arts ol’ a liquid. It must be allowed to stand soaking a whole night.

It lias hilt little medicinal cfficacv.

NriUalia, kashaiani, and iKindaha arc decoctions. Two seers of water

are. usually refiuired liw every liaudful of dry ingredients. It is to be boiled

down to one-lbin tli of its bulk.

I’aiiualia *. The ingredients must be eiit into small ])ieecs and jnit inlo

a clean earthen jtot, round the short neek of which an iron wire is to he

Jasteued, in order to mine it with case Jfom the /ire. 'i he proper ipiantii v

(»l‘ water being poured o\er them must be allowed to soak lor some hours in

tile sun or in a warm ])lace. It is then to be boiled over a slow siiiokeles'

liie. 'fhe whole is (hen to be strained thnmgh a cloth, and the ])atient must

lake it. without sjnelling, in the way preserihed by the physician.

"fhe evil spiiit that presides over the disorder takes his station on the left

side ol’ the patient, and care must be lakcn that lie gets liis due pention oi

tiie nu'dieine. The cup out of which the medicine lias been taken must be

|)!aeed on the same side; but to prevent the spirit from si])ping what might

remain, and by that means deliling the eii}), it must always be earefully iii-

M'rted. Tlio jialieiit after taking the medicine may be allowed to chew ar-

rack nut, beetle, or cloves, earraway or the germ of the tainara, a little

sugar, honev or green gram, but he must not taste water, or milk, or any

tiling sour.

Some authors lay it down as a rule that, in disorders from wadiini, the

decoctions are to be drunk warm; in those from ehestuiii, hike warm; in those

lh)];i bill um, cold; and in disorders from a mixed origin .(d'.vandarogam), warm

or cold, according to the i-revailing cause.

As patients are ajit to grow worse in tlic night, double doses of medicine

^ No iiiforiA/ition is citlo r of t!io i. odi* of iiuikirti ;iiib iim ilicil potion nor any Hoscrip..

M»;n ol it i^ ; though our author uieiuioiib it again, and it si cms to bi* a fa^ounU* with huu
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should be given them in the evening. These nightly exacerbations are

owing to the influence of the moon *, and csjjccially of its beams, which

produce injurious effects even on healthy persons. In such cases some ph\-

sicians order the medicines to be taken at six o’clock precisely, others throe

hours after the patient has taken his meal ; while others, having an eye to

the causes of disorders, direct the medicines inwadum to be taken before the

meal : in pittum, during it ; and in chestum, after the usual supper.

It is a general rule that medicines ought to be given only twice a day,

namely, in the morning and in the evening ; and at both times the same

kind of medicine ought to be administered. Ingredients that have been ex-

hausted by boiling should be thrown away, their contents being nothing but

poison.

According to the nature of the disorder the medicine should be taken out

of gold, silver, or brass vessels. But if these should not be at hand you

may use iron or even earthen vessels.

Ingredients that arc added to the decoction after the boiling is over, as

syrup, honey, pippaly, salts. See. are called brativapam by the sastrums.

It has been observed that to one part of dry ingredients, sixteen, eight,

or four parts of water arc to be taken. But this is meant only as a general

rule; for in particular cases it is the physician’s business to judge both of

what quantity of water is required to extract the efficacious parts from those

ingredients, and how long the boiling ought to be continued.

The bottom of the brazen, copper, or earthen vessel in which the decoc-

tion is boiled must be smeared over with cow dung, and for the better ma-

naging of it an iron wire is to be fastened to its neck.

The decoctions made with oil arc called tailam, the making and applica-

tion of which constitute a great part of a physician’s knowledge. All fluid

and solid j)arts arc used to each other in the same proportion as stated before

whdli speaking of kashaiam. 'fhe roots are first of all to be put into the

boiling oil, then the barks, and lastly the leaves. Along with the oil arc

often mixed the expressed juices of plants or a kashaiam made with water.

Sec. In such cases the name is altered to kashaiatailam or swarasatailam.

Should you wish to make ' a tailam with the ingredients prescribed for a

kashaiam, you must in that case double the quantity of oil
j
and you-must

* The Dutch ail Batavia cotertained, I understand, the same notion of tka tendency of thin

innofcnt luminary.

li
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proceed in the contrary way if a kashaiain is to be made from the ingredients

of a tailain.

According to the nature of the ingredients (whether hard or soft) the

quantity of liquid employed may be either increased or diminislied. The
same observation applies likewise to the time required for boiling. Woods
often require fourteen days boiling.

Some authors prescribe decoctions made of meat. Sixteen parts of water

arc allowed for four of meat, and the water is boiled down to one hall'.

Tailams niay be made by mixing oil with such a decoction, or with milk, or

with any liquid whatever. Milk and oil in such cases must be mixed in

equal proportions.

The physician who has to superintend the boiling of a tailam, must sit

down on a plank before the fire, with his face either turned to the south or

north, and his eyes fixed upon the boiling mass, gently stirring it with a spa-

tula to prevent it from sticking to the bottom or sides of the pot. The fire

must be very slow.

The spot round the fire-place must be besmeared over with cow dung, and

painted, according to the Hindoo custom, with chunam and powdered ochre.

This part of the business can only be performed by a virgin, or by the mother

of sons whose husband is alive. At the same time flowers and riee are to be

oftered to the immortal gods.

To ascertain when the tailam is sufficiently boiled, a portion must be taken

out and formed into a ball. If the tailam is merely to act by applying it to

the nostrils, the boiling may be stopped when the ingredients have acquired

such consistency as to admit of their being formed into a ball. If the tailam

is to be employed for external unctions it ought to acquire such consistency

that the ball formed shall feel between the fingers like wax or soap ; and when

it is to be administered internally it ought to be allowed to acquire still

greater consistency.

Some ceremonies are also to be observed when the pot is taken off the fire,

and the tailam strained. A spot of ground is to be measured out, four yards

squai’c if the tailam be intended for Bramins j three yards square if it be in.-

tended for Chctrics j and two yards if for Vysias and Soddras. This spot is

to be rubbed over wdtli cow dung, and painted with chunam and oclu'c.

Four turns of paddy are to be heaped up in the middle, and the pot with the

tailam placed upon them. On its left side must be placed a goblet with

water, covered with a clean cloth, and a lamp lighted with ghee j on the
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north side is to be placed the image of the god Wikneswaradu *. He is to be

worshipped, and the sixteen customary offerings of rice, milks, and fruits

are to be presented to him in order to insure his interest. Round the whole,

heaps of different kinds of grain are to be placed, beginning at the north

side with rice. Obeisance being paid to the heavenly bodies, to the Bramins,

and cows, music and prayers of the Bramins being muttered in honour of

the gods, let the tailam be strained through a new and clean piece of cloth

into a new pot. And to hasten the operation it may be gently squeezed with

two sticks.

It is to be considered a bad omen for the life of the patient, if by mistake

an old piece of cloth has been taken for straining the tailam, or if it has

formed a burnt crust at the bottom of the pot.

The dry ingredients, or kalkum, are not to be separated from all kinds of

tailams ; but they should be removed in all cases when the patient is a child,

weak, or old, or when his digestion is impaired.

After the oil is strained give part of it to the fire, or the image of the sun,

and part to Wikneswaradu. Then pour it into a gold or silver cup, round

the neck of which a clean cloth is fastened by a string of pearls and precious

stones, and thus it is to be kept until it is wanted for the patient.

In explanation of these ceremonies we must observe that by the prayers

and reading of the Veda by the Bramins, Brahma and Vishnu will be pleased

;

by the light we conciliate the favour of Bhagavatadu, or the supreme being;

by the heaps of the different kinds of grain wc please the nine heavenly

bodies ; by the painted ground in particular we gratify the sun
; by the

painted goblet, Aswary, the god of physic ; and by the pearls and precious

stones we conciliate the favour of Latchmy Davie, the goddess of riches.

The same ceremonies are likewise necessary when the medicine is to be

carried to the house of the patient. It is to be placed together with the

physician upon an elephant, preceded by music and dancing, and attended

by the principal people of the town, and by Bramins invoking the gods by

loud prayers, and reading of the vedas. Should any of these ceremonies

be neglected from interested motives, the patient will have occasion to repent

the omission
; for devils of all descriptions will infallibly defile it, as it is

no longer guarded by these religious ceremonies.

Before the patient takes the medicine, the god of physic is to be woro

* Ganisa, the God of Wisdom.
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sliippctl in the person of his deputy, the pliysician, who (it is seriously rc-

ccMumendcd for the good oi' the patient) must be paid well for his services.

The Icluini, or electuary, is composed of a strong kashaiain of dry pow-

dered ingredients, and some oil, or ghee, and sugar, or Iioucy. As the

boiling of it usually lasts very long, iron jiots are recommended for its pre-

paration. Besides their durability, they have tlic advautage of improving

the raetlicinal (pialitics of the substances boiled in them. If uo iron pot can

be procured, an cai thcn pot may be rendered lit lor the purpose, by boiling

in it lOO palains of lead and iron willi w'ater, in tlic same way as if it was a

kashaiam. In boiling a Icham, a proper allowance of water is to be made

1(M- the quantity whicJi is absorbed by the pot, and likewise lor what is spilt

during the boiling.

Some lehauis must be boiled for twenty days, 'without ever allowing the

lii'e to go out. The longer one wishes to preserve a leham, the more jaggery

must be mixed with it. All decoctions made lor the purpose of ichams,

must have some Cbittramulum (plantago zeylanica) or Kuddapa roots among

the ingredients. The jaggary must undergo a purification before it can be

mixed with the leham. It is to be dissolved in water and mixed Avith the

ashes left, with half its weight of tamarind leaves burnt, and boiled down till

it acquires the proper degree of consistency.

II. 'rilEATISE OF MEDICINE.
The folIoAving translation, or ratlier abstract, of an Indian Treatise of

Medicine, will convey a more complete knowledge of their opinions and

prejudices than 1 could convey by any other method.

Chap. I .—Advice to Physicians.

T. The three principal dispositions born with man, namely, waduin *,

pittumt, and cbestumf, occasion bis temper and natural constitution.

Hence the physician ought to make himselfthoroughly acquainted with their

iiaturc, so as to be able to ascertain which of the three predominates in any

individual
;
whether tlicy be single or mixed, and what proportion they

bear to each othci-. He ought to know, likewise, tlie dilFcient diseases

that may be prtiduced by these three diflerciit causes, their nature and
.symptoms, that he may be able to judge of a disorder by the pulse, and.

other characteristic signs.

• Liurally tranbhited wind. f Bile. % Slime.
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II. To form a just tliognosis of a disorder, the physician should attend

chiefly to the tbllowing objects. 1. The licat of the body, which he must

ascertain by feeling it with his hands. 2. Its colour: whether pale, yellow-

ish, blackish, &c. 3. The speech : whether weak or loud. 4. The eyes.

5. The colour of the fleces : whether black, green, or yellow. 6 . The

urine and its colour. 7. The tongue. If all these arc attentively examined

by ail experienced physician, they will soon point out the nature of the dis-

ease.

III. Before the physician gives any medicines, he ought to instruct the

patient to observe the tbllow'ing rules, without which the medicines cannot

have their cfl’ect. 1. He is to sleep uj)on one ol’ his sides, with the hand of

the same side put under his head. 2. He must avoid all connection w'iththe

othei sex. 3. He must rigorously adhere to the diet prescribed. 4. He
must no! permit bin.:,elf to lose Ms temper. He must not let his spirits

sink into melancholy, f). He must not be alarmed about his disease. 7. He
must keep his feet always clean.

IV. In the preparation of medicines, the physician ought to be extremely

cautious and accurate, especially in taking the ditferent ingredients in the

just proportions to one another; in boiling the different portions the exact

portion of time requisite, and neither longer nor shorter, &c. 'fhe effect

of' the medicine will be according to the degree of attention that has been

bestowed upon these things. Tor cxainjile, the medical oils, inwadum..

must be boiled till they admit of being draw'ii out between the fingers
;

in

pittum, till they gain the consi.^tcnce of wax
;
and in ehestum, till thej.

may be formed into a ball.

Y. In order to give the mediciiu' a proper tinac to exert its power against

the disorder, the jihysiciau ought nut to disturb the operation of nature by

administering it repeat! dly on the same day. In disorders of all descrip-

tions, medicines arc to be given only i.w icc a day ; once in the morning,

after .six o’clock, and in the evening at the sanm hour, or at sun-rise and

sim-set. If some extraordinary accidental symptoms should apjiear, by

which the strength of the patient might be much impaired if they were

suflcied to continue, in such cases alone, medicines either to strengthen the

patient or to remove the symptoms may be admniistered. Still the rule i."

universal, that •we must begin by giving medicines only twice a day. It’,

after ])crsisting in this course for some time, the disease still continues, thcL

wc are at liberty to adopt anothei'. -5
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Chap. II.

—

Of ike Pulse.

I. Wadum, pittuni, and chcstum, the names of the three different

morbiferous diatheses in men are likewise the appellations of the three diffe-

rent pulses in the human body. In disorders occasioned by wadum^ the

pulse of that denomination is perceived ; and the same observation applies

to the disorders occasioned by pittum and chestum.

II. Four fingers breadth below the navel lies mutadarum, the basis from

which proceed in the form of fibres, the arteries that pervade the body;

among which, the three called wadum, pittum, and chestum, arc alone

calculated to enable the physician to judge of disorders. That basis, or

root, is four fingers’ long, and is the place in which man is conceived. It

looks red, like coral
;
and like it too is full of fringes, which are the roots

ol' so many arteries.

III. Two among these arc particularly remarkable, called siwen and dan-

w'agy, which arc of a yellowish colour.

IV. The pulse siwen is the basis of ten others, the names of which, and

their properties and junctions, are as follows:

1. Siwen naripor^cn. This presides over the function of respiration,

and over the secretion of saliva. It produces also an appetite for eating and

drinking. It promotes the faculty of thinking. Its principal scat is under

the throat. (Does this allude to the eighth pair of nerves, or to the wind-

pipe ? or is it mere absurdity ?)

2. Abdomen. The cause of speaking well and lively. Its place is over

the navel, and it looks like the lingum. Besides the above-mentioned pro-

perties, it promotes the understanding of conceived ideas, and contributes

to the extrusion of stools and urine.

3. Wcaranen resides in both hips, and reaches up to the sides of the

neck and to the eyes. It also extends itself down to the feet.

4. Udanen has its principal scat in the soles of the feet and palms of the

hands, but comes up over the neck. It is the cause of sneezing during the

act of eating, and prevents the water from entering the stomach, by forcing

it upwards again. It directs also the power of opening and shutting the

cye-lids.

5. Chaumanen * runs from the head throughout the whole body ; but it

is principally seated in the toes.

'* By the termination of most names in m, it will be perceived that this translation has been

made from Tamul originals.
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6. Nagen in the face and nose, reminds the man of the time in which

he is to worship his god.

7. Kurmen counteracts the former, in producing an inclination to put

off the time of supplication.

8. Kirugaren produces the power of speaking and laughing.

9. Dewadatten has its residence in the ears, and is the source of hear-

ing
;
likewise of sneezing and weeping.

10. Danansiiien has its source in the sides, upwards atid between the

shoulders. It remains in action after all the other pulses are dead, and then

it causes the swelling of the corpse.

V. To examine the pulse, one of the ten following places may be chosen.

]. The temple. 2. The crown of the head. S. The neck, under the jaws.

4. The wind-pipe, where it enters the breast. 5. The ancle of the foot.

6. The testicles. 7. The ham. 8. The toes of the foot. 9. The arm-pit.

10. The thumb, down to the wrist. The last is the best, as most coiuc-

nicntly situated, and most distinct in its beats.

VI. The pulse wadum beats exactly at the joint of the hand. Close to it

is the pulse pittum, and, a little farther down, chestum. The size of the

pulse appears to be that of a rice grain. The pulse, in men, must always

be examined on the right side ; that in women, on the loft *

.

VII. In order to examine the pulse, the physician is, with his left hand, to

lay hold of the thumb, first and second finger of the patient, and then

to lay the first, second, and third finger of his right hand on the pulse.

Under the first, he will perceive beating the pulse wadum
; under the se-

cond, the pulse })ittuin ; and under the third, the pulse chestum. The pulse

is in every part of the body.

VIII. If the pulse appears to extend farther than the breadth of three

fingers, the patient may be supposed dangerously ill. The fingers ought to

be applied to the pulse in the same delicate manner that they arc to a

wound. The common length of a man is ninety-six times the breadth of his

middle finger.

IX. The pulse wadum, when predominant, beats in the same manner

that a frog jumps, or as the motion of the creeping rain-worm, the progress

of a snake, the motion of a child in a cradle hung in chains, or like the

bloodsucker. In pittum, the pulse imitates the fowl when running ; she

beats the earth with her wings
;

or it resembles the gait of a peacock, or

* This is car«full7 observed by the I ndian physicians.
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the contorted rope, which returns forcibly On itself -, or the hopping of a

sparrow. In chestum the pulse goes as slow as the fowl walks ; as the turtle-

dove, or the female crow.

X. The pulse, that goes in the manner that the fowl walks called mada-

karai, and as the peacock, indicates that wadiim and jiittiim act conjointly.

If its motion in the beginning be like the walk of a fowl, and if it change

into that of the motion of the bloodsucker (a speeies of lizzard), and the

w alk of the bird wichulie, we may conclude that the wadnm and cherstnm are

prevailing in equal foree. When the pulse beats i>i the manner that the frog

li(q)s, and the goose walks, pittum and chestum are the leading diathesis.

Without daily experience in feeling the pulse, none can come to a compe-

te?»t knowledge of it.

XI. The pulse, in sanny, resembles the motion of a large ])iccc of timber

balancing upon a man’s head
;
or like the motion of a musk rat, which is at

one time extremely quick, and immediately alter stops altogether, or becomes

extremely slow.

X I I. They who smoke much bang *, or tobacco, have a very quick pulse.

The same rule applies to a voluptuous man, a fool, and an'ideot.

XIII. Hunger, sleep, voluptuous thoughts, always increase the frequency

of the pulse. It is irregular in men who arc costive, and who labour under

obstructions of the bowels.

XIV. The pulse will be found of this latter description immediately after

dinner, especially in those who ovcr-cat themselves. Hence at such a time

it is difficult to draw any conclusion from the state of the pulse. The same

thing happens after washing the head, after sleep, in those who arc hungry,

who have walked fir, or are much fatigued from other causes ; who meditate

much on religious or abstruse subjects ; who are angiy
;
who are possessed

with the devil. It happens also after sexual connection, terror, and

drunkenness. Likewise to those who are troubled with wind in the bowels,

or who haA'c swallowed sulphur, mercury, or poison ;
who have eaten

fowls, hares, fi'ogs, snakes; or who arc subject to frequent epileptic

paroxisms.

Chap. HI.

I. The diagnosis of the three principal disorders may be farther formed

by attending to the following objects, l . The temperature of the body.

* CannabiB indiea.
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2. llie colour of the face and body. 3. The mode of speaking. 4. The

eyes. 5. The stools. 6. The urine. 7. The tongue.

II. In wadunj, the abdomen is warm to the touch ; in pittum, it is ex-

tremely hot, changing from that to a cold temperature. In chestum the

body is always a little cold ; and the temperature of the valetudinarian varies

constantly Irom warm to cold.

III. The colour of the skin, in wadum, is blackish ; in pittum, it is yel-

lowish, or red
;

in chestum it is pale and whitish ;
and in the valetudinarian,

variegated.

IV. The voice in wadum is natural ;
neither too weak nor too strong, and

of a middle tone. In pittum it is strong, high, and sharp. In chestum it

is like that of a man whose throat is compressed. In a man who is con-

stantly sickly, the voice is variable.

V. In Avayuvu * the eyes have a blackish tint, which likewise indicate a

constant head-ach. The eyes in pittum are reddish and burning, and some-

times of a greenish hue. In chestum, they are pale and whitish ; and a mat-

ter of that colour is often found to collect in the corner of the eye. The

eyes of those who have a weak constitution are red, or sometimes greenish.

VI. If we attend to the alvinc evacuations, we shall find them, in W'adum,

to be small lumps and pieces of a black colour. In pittum, they are like

the spittle of those who chew beetle, red and yellowish. In chestum, they

arc like flame, and of a whitish colour. In those who arc constantly sickly,

they are of several colours and degrees of consistence.

VII. The urine, in wayuvu, is but little coloured, and is discharged with

some difficulty. In pittum, it is red, and often yellow; in chestum, frothy

and white.

VIII. The state of the body, with respect to these disorders, may be

judged of by dropping gingelie oil upon the urine, while in a state of rest.

When the drop extends into a circular tbrm, it indicates wadum
; when it

divides into many small circles, it points out pittum
;
and when it produces

small air bubbles, chestum. When the drop sinks to the bottom, it indi-

cates sanny wadum, or a state of the utmost debility.

IX. Another mode of discovering the state of the body from the urine, is

to expose a portion of it to the sun till it grows quite warm, and then to drop

some oil upon it from the extremity of a straw. If the oil extends itself on

* The same as wadum.
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all sides, waduin is indicated ; if it assumes the appearance of a pearl, it de-

u(»ios the existence of pittum. If the urine under examination looks like

nmsLard oil, and if the gingelie oil dropped upon it assumes the form of the

pearls of the morning dew, then the disorder consists of wadum and pittnra

united. When the urine appears greenish, and the drop of oil extends

ilself longitudinally, the disorder consists of wadum and chestum united.

When the urine is white, and half the oil sinks to the bottom, it shows that

piltum and chestum arc united. When the other half of the oil assumes the

l()rm of the full moon, or of a square, or of a pearl, a very unfavourable

ojiinion may be drawn respecting the recovery of the patient.

X. The tongue in w'ayuvu is furrowed, dry, and blackish. In chestum it

is white, ash-coloured, and dry. The tongue of a dwantarogam is fur-

rowed, sharp, rough, and destitute of moisture.

(^HAP. IV .—Of the principal Diseases which arisefrom Wadumy Pittum,

and Chestum.

I. From wadum, which, literally translated, signifies wind, are derived

eighty diseases. The following are the most remarkable of these.

Borowari dandel. Swelling of the legs.

Wirel dale nimittcl. Stiffness, inflexibility of the fingers.

Padum diruglc. A sensation of stings in the feet, together with a con-

traction of the same parts.

Padum polkindy pudle. Spasm in the legs and feet.

Kal polkindy crudle. Spasms in the calves of the feet.

Narambu poryttel. A protuberance of the veins and sinews.

Narulattel. A weak pulse.

Crudel. Tormenting jiains throughout every part of the members, be-

ginning from the extremities upwards, &c.

. Trangudle. The same pains, commencing upon the main body towards

the extremities.

Muiaukal wTngudle. Swelling of the knees.

Ardamaul wangudel. The intraction of the testicles.

('hiru velaynen shudirukkcnachemmudel. Spasmodic contraction of the

throat, preventing respiration.

Karundulurudlc. A scurviness of the skin, that looks like ashes strewed

upon it.

Kiindara burcyttel. Swelling of the sides of the neck.
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Orambaramdiriiglc. Half-sided head-ache, or megrim.

Dakkaballottidel. Gnashing of the teeth.

EnvoborakkannalnuiniJ miidel wanghedcl. Tlie in traction of both checks.

Kannaduchenglc. The distortion of the eye upwards, under the eye-lids.

Kaluden kannatle. Swelling of the foot and legs.

Kureltaney purettel. Grijiing of the bowels.

Punpolnowudle. A pain of the abdomen, with the sensation of its being

covered with wounds.

Wikkum. Swelling of the abdomen.

Udincm kattudlc. Swelling in the abdomen.

Ulcyboru. Heart-beating.

Trakle. Constant rushing scn.sation in the ears.

Kunawalittel. Painful contractions of the head-ache downwards.

Dalai danai narukkcl. Con.stant shaking ofthe head.

Shalailvalittlc. Violent head-ache.

II. Prom pittum (which literally signifies bile) arc derived forty diseases,

of which the following are the most remarkable.

Engle. Horror and stunning.

Granum. Constant silence, as if meditating on religious subjects.

Parel. Constant singing.

Dungle. Constant sleepiness.

Pattcl. Constant chattering of nonsense.

Dondirra chcrittcl. Constant laughing; indefatigableness in running

tiom one place to another.

Unnadundul. An inclination to put every thing into the mouth.

Karittel. Biting with the teeth, like a dog.

Chinnir iraungudcl. Red urine.

Annir wedumbudel. Burning urine.

Arudel parudel. Constant singing and dancing.

Kurudcl. Crying o\it and calling out as if in a great fury.

Nmlaittel. Constant drinking, without being able to quench the thirst,

(nictikkusteruttel. Giddiness in the head.

Moreadi'del wattudcl. Meagreness of the whole body.

1) rel luogum wcluttel. Decoloration of the face and body.

iJnu nTrutondudel. An internal sensation of heat.

Oamalnareittel. In youth the appearance of old age.

Ilegumarukkudcl. Mai asm.

X 2
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Dodawattuclcl. Nocturnal pollutions.

Ashafly. Drowsiness.

Maidanadcl. J^ain over the whole body.

Wecsiinaiishanittel.- Yellow eyes.

JII. J 'rom chestu III, which signifies liquids and slime, are derivetl twenty
diseases, of which the Ibllowing are the most remarkable.

Udivium veluttel; Paleness of the blood.

I'Jlival pcrudcl. Expectoration of much slime.

Adoroniveluttcl. Paleness of the lips.

Auninattarittcl. Swelling of the tongue, in a manner that prevents

sjieaking.

Dundanshalgcrcl. A strong catarrh.

Duinbel. Ere(|ucnt sneezing.

Makkaraittel. Obstruction of the nose.

Arcaporamaegam. A white flegm going off togetliM* with the urine..

Yrunay. Cougliing.

Kainshivasum. An asthmatic respiration.

Kadutta. A sensation of the limbs, as if they were bruised.

Ongicvalariimutta durramum. Strong growth of the hair of the head.

Salamalamkarittcl. An inclination to make frequent urine, and diarrhoea..

Dalaikarakaraittel. Itching on the head.

Bulaiwaishilandigle. The itch.

Chap. V.

—

Of the Causes of Diseases.

I. Though these causes arc manifold, yet the following are those to which

we ought chiefly to direct our attention.

1 . Obstructions of the bowels. A man who has not every day three

motions, viz. in the morning, at noon, and in the evening.

2. Eating of dishes that have been kept a whole night over.

3 . Strong exertions in walking.

4. Negligence in kc'^ping a proper diet and regimen.

,5. Great exertions in bodily exercise and working.

G. Long fasting.

7. The swallowing of small stones along with meat.

8. Neglect of washing the head and the whole body.

9. Intemperance in eating.

4
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10. Melancholy.

11. Passion, wrath, and grief.

12. The omission of giving alms.

13. Fear and horror.

14. Licentiousness.

15. Taking medicines that are not purifed.

16. Eating of prohibited things.

17. IJncleanliness of the body.

18. Medicines ill applied in disorders.

19. Irregularity in giving medicines, viz. not at the proper time,-—twice

a-day, in the morning and evening.

20. Excess in sleeping.

21. Unreasonable conduct.

22. A dissolute life.

23. Want of the six daily regular discharges of urine.

24. Neglect in taking monthly a purge.

25. Neglect in taking one hour’s sleep after dinner.

26. Sexual connections in the noon time.

27. Eating without hunger.

28. Drinking too much water.

29. Eating too much of roots, as radishes, &c.

30. Retentions of several excretions a longer period than nature claims.

31. Great exertions of the mind.

II. Indigestion is the cause ofmany disorders, and proceeds itself from
the following.

1 . Eating before the victuals of a former meal are digested.

2. Throwing down the meat with too great a haste.

3. Sleeping immediately after having taken dinner.

4. W^orms in the belly.

£. Obstructions.

Chapter VI. Of the Diet.

That the medicines prescribed by the physicians may have their effect,

the patient must strictly attend to the prescribed diet ; the general rules arc

as follows. The patient shall not cat any thing sour or bitter ; he must

neither wade nor batlie in salt water >
he must not bathe in cold fresh w’ater,.
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nor drink it, nor foncli it
;

for all these purposes the water must be warm.

He niu^t neiflici sniut’, smoke, nor chew tobacco: he must neither cat salt-

wafer ti-h nor butler that has been salted. He must not exjmse himself to

the wind, and must .'jvoid s})eakii)g much.

'J’he die) is called Jankanuni * when prescribed in fevers. The lankanniu

rec|iiires, tliat the patient, in fcveis occasioned by W'adum, shall not cat or

diiiik any thing A)r ihc first three days: on the fourth day he begins to

lake the j)rcscril)ed j)hysic : other j>hysicians order the patient to abstain

from eating and drinking during seven days. In fevers proceeding from

pittum, the jiatient is only condemned to a last of a single day before he

commences his course of medicine, though there are some physicians who

])rescribe a fast of tince days, fevers from chestmn reejuire an abstinence

from eating and drinking for seven days, while others more rigid prolong

the fast i()r nine days : the patient may then commence his medicine, and

he is to drink some conjic t made of rice one hour after having taken his

medicine.

Some physicians go farther in their precautions, and give this conjic in

fevers from wadtirn only at sunset; in those from jiittum, at sunrise; and in

those from chestum at noon : in the fever dontachuram the fast must con-

tinue ten days.

Other physicians prescribe the follow’ing lankanum. The day on which

the fever begins, the patient shall neither cat nor drink any thing

:

on the second day some M'ater is to be made w’arm, and some aratorai

Iea\'cs, if they can be had, put into it. With this the teeth and tongue are

to be cleaned, and the head washed ; the head is then tied with a cloth, and

the patient ordered to lie on his left side, with the hand of the same side

under the head. He must neither attempt to eat or drink the whole day.

The third day he may be allowed to drink and cat a tettan kattay (seed of

strychnos potatorum). Sliould the fever return after this, or continue, the

lankanum must be persisted in during the 5th, 6th, and 7th days ; during

* This word literally signifies, /frvt. It may appear incrt-diblc that the Indian physicians

prescribe a rigorous fast of eight or ten days to their patients, and still more so that the patients

should be able to endure it ; bul it is literally the fact. This is the common mode of curing the

intermittents and hill fevers in this part of the country^ and 1 am a witness that my own ser.

vmits haye fasted from ten to twenty days.

I Water in which rice has been boiled, which is like barley.water.

fi
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which time the patient is only to be allowed to drink a little conjie every

day. The fever will then disappear entirely, or at least after the admini-

stration of medicines for three successive days.

It requires however to determine what persons are equal to a

lankanum. It ought never to be prescribed to w'omen that are with child,

to lean people ; to old men and children
; to those that have contracted fever

from fiitigue in travelling
; to those that have sore eyes, consumption, or a

diarrhoea : to all such persons it would prove most injurious.

At the end of the lankanum the patient is to drink a conjie, prepared

in the following manner. Take one sixteenth part of a medit * of rice and
toast it, but not too much

; two medits of water are then to be poured on it,

and a little piece of ginger is to be added : boil this mixture till one fourth of

the water is evaporated. This conjie alone is often sufficient to cure the fever.

In fevers from wadum the mixture should be boiled till one third of the whole
is evaporated, and the remainder should be administered all at once. In

fevers from pittum it must be boiled down to one half, and only one half of
the remaining liquid is to be drunk at once. In chestum three fourths ol'

the liquid must be evaporated away, and the remainder is to be drunk
at once.

Chapter VII. Of Fevers.

I. Fevers are the rajahs, or chiefs of all diseases, and the thirst that

accompanies them is like the god of death. Tliey issued from the fiery

eye of Ishuren’s forehead, when Takka his father-in-law maliciously

attempted to dethrone him. In a convention of all the gods he brought a
fire oflering, with a view to annihilate the great god Isljurcn

; Hut ishuren,

informed in his residence Kailasum of his intention, sent forth from
his wrathful eye the burning fever which dispersed itself over all the world.

II. There arc seven diflerent classes of fevers, namely,— 1. Wadashuram,
or the fever that proceed from wadum.—2. Pittashuram, or the fever that

proceeds from pittum. 3 . Cliestamashuram, or the fever that proceeds

from chestum. 4. Budhashuram, or the fever caused by evil spirits. 5 .

Ashiranoshuram, the iever from indigestion. (3. Ast 'luiram, the fever of
the bones. 7. Dondasurani, the daily fever, or quoti-u in.

III. In wadashuram the face is blackish ; the lips arc (try, and blackish
;

the whole body feels the painful sensation of something running througii itj

* A measure of about d lo.
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there is internal heat and heaviness of the whole body ; the breath is drawn

with difficulty
;
the excrements have a yellowish colour.

IV. Ill pittashuram the patient sleeps much, but jumps up sometimes,

and makes efforts to run away
j the urine and stools are reddish

; he speaks

much ; the mouth is bitter, and dry, with much thirst
}
the respiration is

often slopjied; voniilings and hiccups come on; he becomes melancholy,

and seems invoKtcI in deep meditation ; and this closes the scene.

V. In chestamashuram the face and tongue arc pale; a jiain, occasioned

by coughing and aslliniatic symptoms, oppresses the breast; much phlegm

is constantly expectorated
; the patient complains of flying pains in diffe-

rent jiarts of the body.

VI. The fever budhashuram may be known by the following symptoms.

Pain all over the body ; a deep and difficult respiration
; a troublesome

cough ;
a pale tongue ;

a sweating throat ; thirst; rising hair ; epileptic

fits ;
unnatural appetite ;

delirium, exhibiting itself in singing, laughing,

bawling, &c. The word budham signifies an evil spirit
; and the malignity

of' this fever is supposctl to be caused by such a being.

VII. Ashiranoshuram is the fever in which the body feels very hot, with

a sensation of being bruised. The other symptoms are obstinate obstruc-

tions, hiccujis, eruption of an acid liquor from the stomach into the oesopha-

gus and mouth.

VIII. This last kind of fever is subdivided into four subordinate sets of

fever, distinguished by the following names.

1. lleshalhashu chiranum. Produced by eating too many fruits, or drink-

ing milk or conjic water before dinner, which prevents the stomach from

pro[)erly digesting the meal. The symptoms of this fever are a strong heat

of the body, accompanied with head-ache.

2. Witthattamannachiram. In it, the abdomen is extended like a bow,

and this is accompanied with a painful heat.

a. M’itteracheratchuram. In it, the sensation is felt of a heavy, hard

body in the belly, which resists the pressure of the belly ; is at the same

time very hot, and swells iij) ;
sour eructations proceed from the stomach.

4. Tummanachuranam. In it the stomach rises and falls like a pair of

bellows, occasioned by the air contained in it. This is accompanied with

yawnings, during which the air rushes out of the mouth like smoke. Tlie

whole body is hot.

IX. From the bones proeecds the fever astishuram, and it appears after
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excessive labour. The patieut is toi'mcntcd with much thirst, flic wliolc

body Icels jiaiii, a profuse sweat overspreads the whole surface, which is

followed by great debility. The patient does not speah, lies couslanily

motionless as if meditating, and desires cool things to cat and driuk.

X. Dantashurum is a continued fever, the nature and syinjitoms of which

our author docs not relate. In its place he treats of (he inatsclshurain, and

savs, that it is a fever which regularly returns after an interval of three, fimr,

five, or six days. Those fevers, the paroxysms of which regularly set in at

twelve o’clock at night, and which originate either from waduin or from

the united influence of waduin, pittum, and chestuin, are the most to be

dreaded.

XI. There arc still several other kinds of fevers, the following will serve

as an example of them

:

1. Tale portinashuram. It is produced in the head. Its pccidiarifics

arc a little heat, much thirst, the pulse as if it were obstructed, head-ache.

2. Elumbai pattinashuram. It has its scat in the bones. The sym[)toins

are, excessive heat, much thirst, copious sweat, pain all over the body. 'J'he

patient lies without speaking a word, neither does he seem to breathe.

3. Mangashattai jiattinashuram. It exists in the flesh. The .symptoms

arc excessive heat and sweat, violent respiration, dryness of the lips, pains

of the whole body, rising of the hair, a jiriekly sensation in the skin, con-

stantly disappearing and returning again, breathing imperceptible.

XII. A fever from pittum and wadum has the following symptoms : the

hips and the head arc much affected, there is much thirst, internal heat,

constant moving and throwing the body about, want of' sleep, vomiting.

C^icstum and wadum produce a fever in which the patient stretches out his

arms in a lazy manner, strains frequently, is terrified. A frequent ciiilli-

iiess is perceived, much phlegm fills the mouth and throat, delirium comes

on. In the fever from pittum and chestum w'c find much thirst, excessive

heat, bitterness in the mouth, sometimes a violent cold, disquietude, lasci-

vious inclinations. The fever springing from the combined action of pittum,

wadum, and chestum exhibits the following .symptoms :—The belly is swelled,

the patient is afflicted with frequent fits of rigour, and partial sweats in th<‘

face at the same time; some times the whole body fuels burning hot whUc
the knees alone remain cold. Much phlegm is expectorated. V iolent head-

aches and obstinate costiveness at once afflict the unhapp}' sufi'crcr. Th.-

taste in the mouth changes from sour to sweet, or t/cc versa. This fever i-.

Y
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.soii.c-tiitif-s c alU d dc^lu^Ilum, because it owes its existence to the combined

actii)!! ()' the three priueijud disordcis.

X i i !. I he l<)!!()\vi:)'.>; levers (iiiTer lioin all those hitherto mentioned ;

1. Vi’i. lae’iai uni. e\ li ver li'oni ])oi.son. The symptom perceptible the

fii't d.iy is h(“at, which f^oes oil’ a^ain. It returns again on the second, third,

and Ibiirlh da; and disappears on the fillh day. On the twelfth day it

sets in again, and continues I’or some time. It often occupies the upper

part ol’ the body only wiiile the lower extremities are cold. Tlie whole

body fed.; heavy and is sometimes covered with froth
j
during which time

tlio patient despairs of his lilc.

‘2. ./im.aislniram. Some heat during the day, which is vehement every

allernute tliice hours; in the night it is attended with sleepiness and iieart

beating. 'Dicrc is a desire to eat, but it is gratified without relish. Weak-

ness is exhibited by the attempts of the patient to speak. A constant trem-

bling of tlic body.

3. Andirasluuam. The symptoms of this fever arc mucli beat, apprehen-

sion and fear, vain and constant attempts to vomit, the urine is reddish,

the patient lies motionless like a piece of wood. He complains of belly-ache.

4. Churakuram. lii this lever the whole body is hot and sweating. Tlic

eyes as well as other parts of the whole body are reil. The patient is con-

stantly timid
;
the stools very liipiid. The patient sometimes jumps out of

bed and tries to run away.

XIV. Slianncwadaslmram is a fever in which the patient often swoons

away. The forehead and breast arc covered with sweat, the internal heat is

very great. The patient is oppressed with excessive weakness. The eyes

have a greenish hue. The breathing is extremely w'eak. Sometimes the

patient lies still without .speaking a word, at another he talks incessantly.

He is attended with disipiictude, pains in the breast, hiccups. The stomach

frequently turns up, and the hair bristles.

Chap. VIII.-—O/’ the Sanny *

.

1. Sanny is not to be mistaken for kumarak (epilepsy).

^ As the word eaony occurs perpetually in the mouths and writings of the Indian physicians,

I huvp been at some pains to ascertain its meaning ; but am sorry to say that my eiiorts hare not

bet'll successive. I was tempted at first to consider it as apoplexy, hut was soon obliged to gif e.

up that opinion. At present I am inclined to beliefe that the three sannys are the names given

to the very worst symptoms that occur in any particular disease.
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II. Among the thirteen species of sanny—there are six in wliich life is in

tio danger ;
but in the other seven much danger may be apprehended. The

names of tliesc thirteen species arc as follows

:

1 . Daham. In it respiration is free ; but the members are distorted. The

patient finds himself much relieved when his limbs are gently beat every

where witli tlie hand.

2. Dalligasanny. The eyes are shut and the whole body burning.

.3. Andasanny. Deafness, dumbness, or delirious bawling, internal heat,

vomiting, and hiccup unite to cliaracterisc this species.

4. liuttagasanny. Every thing chagrins the patient labouring^uudcr this

species
;
he lies down without speaking ; the neck feels painful

;
he throws

himself from one place to another, his heat increases, a giddiness comes on,

the lips become dry, the forehead and neck are overwhelmed with a partial

sweat.

5 . Chittapirunay. The symptoms arc senselessness, dumbness, head-ache,

restlessness, a great degree of heat. The pulse wadum and pittuni beat

vehemently. Sometimes the patient raves, sings, dances, &c.

6. Shedangusanny. The whole body is cold to the touch and feels much

pain : it trembles. The patient labours under a tormenting cough, hiccup,

and vomit ing. The breathing is interrupted, and the excretions go off in-

voluntarily.

7. Dondirasanny. In this the patient speaks nonsense wiihout interrup-

tion ; he continually [)asscs his hands over the jdace on which he lies. 11 is

tongue is blackish and rough, the saliva runs out of his mouth, his skin

feels dry, his thirst is exccssi\c, his excretions pass olf involuntarily. The

W'liole body feels itchy, the eyes ai c wild and staring, the body is hot.

3.

Karedakirubasanny. Sleepicssness, thirst, and drowziness in tin

head, a protuberance in the sinews of the nni.'^clcs of the neck, attended

with a stillness of the })art, gioaning and Icar are the symptoms of this s'pe-

cios. .Sometimes the res])iration is interrupted, and the hcjid and body af-

liicted with much ])ain. .Sometimes there supervene cough, hiccup, and

^ omiting.

9. Kannika.sanny. In this species we find deafness, accompanied with

delirious melancholy talking, roughne.ss of the tongue, hicciij), flatulency,

and trembling of the whole body.

10. Pakkinasaimy. Inability of opening the eyes, from which water is

constantly oosing, and when they arc forcibly opened by others their ap-
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poiu hig blind
;

grief, a deep silence, trembling of tlie body—these symi)-

lonis iiniled eonstilntc this sunny.

1 1. Nalligusanny is present when the tongue and lips are dry and scratched

up, the stools blooily or watery, the body both internally and externally

hot, tin* patient is senseless, faints away, is extremely weak, deaf, and sulv

ject to hiccup.

12. lolripadasanny. In it the W'holc body trembles, the patient utters

loud groans, there is much internal heat, thirst, and pain over the whole

body, togetlier with coughing and hiccup.

1L5. llralabasanny. l»i it there is much internal and external heat, espe-

cially in the soles of the feet ;
there is thirst, a blackish tongue, beset as it

were with thorns and liirrowcd
;
the moiith is shut up, and the patient is

deafl

Chap. IX.

—

OJ‘ the Prognosis.

I. To know whether or not the patient will die of his disease, take some

of his urine and put it into a place where it may stand undisturbed for a

while. Then, from the end of a straw drop some gingclic oil upon it. If

it sink, the patient will die ; if it swim, he will rccov'cr.

I I. Life is not in danger when the following favourable symptoms occur

When llic patient takes medicines w’ithout aversion
;
when his voice remains

unaltered; when during his well days his pulse is clear and perceptible;

when he keeps himself cleanly while asleep ; when the hands and feet do

not hang inertly from him ; when the respiration is free and he does not ex-

pectorate too much phlegm ; when he prostrates himself and adores his God
in the morning, noon, and evening; when his taste is natural, and especially

when he can distinguish between sour, bitter, and sweet. Under these fa-

\ o.ura])lc circumstances wc have no reason to be apprehensive of life, even

if the patient should be very weak.

ill. Attention to the stars may likewise give us considerable information

respecting the fate of our patient.

I\'. 'fhe symptoms of death are as follows:

1. Want of sleep.

•2. A constant murmuring, or unintelligible endeavours to speak.

.‘5. Want of memory.

4. Deep groaning breath.

5 . Staring immoveable eyes.

(i, I’roncucss to cat and to drink many improper things.
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*7. Disquietude.

8. Spasmodic contraction of the hands, feet, and extremities.

9. Failure of the sight.

10. An unsteady pulse, that turns to the right or left when the finger is

put upon it.

11. An intermittent pulse.

12. When the body becomes cold and the eyes stare round.

i;5. Dryness of the breast.

14. The protuberance of the veins, especially of that in the breast.

15. When the sides of the tongue, of the eyes, and of the joints become

pale.

16. The swelling of the scrotum.

17. lJurned, dry excrements.

1 8. Swelling of the feet and abdomen, c.spceially of the navel.

19. Total costivcncss.

20. Total want of appetite to cat or drink.

21. Constant coughing and yawning.

22. Extraordinary degree of thirst.

23. The sinking in of the eyes.

The absence of these .symptoms can give lis hopes that the medicines will

cure the disorder.

Thus I have finished the translation of this most extraordinary treatise,

and I dare say my readers are by this time as fatigued as I am myself. It

may be considered as a summary of all the medical knowledge of the Hin-

doos, We sec their absolute ignorance of anatomy, and every thing con-

nected with the functions of the human body ; that their system is entirely

chimerical and connected with their religious opinions ; and the long fasts to

which they subject their patients arc probably by flir the most efficacious of

ihcir remedies. 1 had originally added long notes ujiGn this little treatise,

exhibiting the various opinions of other Indian medical writers upon the sub-

jects discussed in the text, but upon farther refleetion I have been induced

to withdraw them, conceiving that the treatise itself exhibited a banquet of

absurdity sufficient to satisfy the most voracious guests ; while different

views of the same ridiculous opinions could not serve to add to the infbnna*

lion of the most inquisitive reader.

I will yet, however, intrude on the patience of my readers, by giving them

a few preparations of medicines which among the Hindoo physicians arc in
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grciit repute. 1 lla^•c chosen such as arc taken from the mineral kingdom, as

no mention has been made of any of that kind in the Kalpastanum.

(Quicksilver in a great variety of forms, particularly as corrosive sublimate

(savurani), or as calomel (rassa carpuram), are the ingredients of almost all

proscriptions, and are the great nostrums of all Hindoo physicians. These,

however, I have avoided to introduce, as they will form the subject of a

separate treatise.

Pimjwvi oj' Tiitanag, or Flowers of Zinc.

This medicine is recommended in India, in several diseases that usually

prove very refractory when under the care of European medical men.

I once tried it with the best effect mixed with valerian root, in a case of

inveterate epilepsy. The patient was a Bramin, who was usually seized

with four or five tits a day.

The Hindoos prepare these flowers in the following manner : Zinc is fused

in an earthen pot, some green leaves of the euphorbia nereifolia being

thrown into the melted mass, which is constantly stirred with an iron spoon.

It inflames and burns in the usual manner, and falls to ashes, which are

kept in the fire till they ac(juirc a splendid white colour. Only the finest

parts of this are kept for medical use. They are separated from the rest by

sifting through a piece of fine muslin. This medicine is given in the

following diseases, with the greatest confidence, l . Oonorrha-’a virulenta.

2 . Nocturnal polutions. 3 . Fluor albus. 4 . Haemorrhoids. The mode of

administering it in these diseases is as fbllow's :

1. In the meharogam or gonorrhaea it is recommended to take the leaves

of ractum mandalappu, to beat them in a mortar to a paste, and to fry

them with some ghee, to which is to be added powdered cummin seed and

cardamum, of each the weight of one rupee, and sugar to the weight of two

rupees. This mass is mixed with four condumanny* of the passpom, and

made up into five ['ills. One at a lime, containing two scruples, is the dose

to be taken as usual in the nun-ning and evening. As the disorder often

continues after the administration of these five pills, the same (juanlity is to

be j)rc])arcd a second time, and administered as before. The patient must

be confined to rice, conjie, and a little boiled mutton, spirits of all kind.s,

fish and high seasoned meats arc to be avoided.

The teed of abrus precatoriut, weighing a little more than one grain each.
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2. Nothing can be more distiessing to a man than a constant waste of his

strength by nocturnal poiiiitions, aj)(l the signs :ili:,iit him of daily increasing

impotence in all transactions. It would certainly be a matter ol* great iin-

])ortance if a man conii! get rid of so disagreeable an accident by taking t()r

seven successive days, betbie going to bed, the weiglit of one coinlnmanny

of this passpom, in one ounce of good cow butter, and a glass of gomi cow’s

milk after it.

3 . In the kusum arogam, or the floor albus, this medicine is to be givcji

in the following manner:—Take mady kaylu* and pady kaylu,* of each ten,

boil them in six ounces of water till half the liipiid is cva[torated. Then a

mixture of two condumaiiny of ])asspom, and two rupees ol cow’s butter is

to be taken. After which the liquid just described is to be drunk. The
use of this medicine once a day, lor a week, will probably comj)!clc the

cure. 13ut if the disease be very inveterate it will be advisable to administer

the medicine twice a day.

4 . Tor the cure oi ha?morrhoidj, the argerogam of the Hindoos, the

following is the prescription : Grind one rupee weight of nelpusiriga, with

ghee, sugar, and cardomum, of each half a rupee weight. Mix the whole

with eight condumanny of passpom. Let one half of this be taken in the

morning, and the other in the evening. No particular diet is to be ob-

served.

Iron Ce7iduram.

Both the Tamuls and Hindoos consider the colour of medicines prcjiared

from metals as the greatest criterion of their excellence, and accordingly the

colour in their o})inion marks the skill and address of the preparer of such

medicines. The principal excellence of iron medicines lies in a fine purple

colour, which of course they are at great pains to produce. They have a

great variety of ways of preparing iron for medical purposes
; though in

reality their cendurams, as they arc called, arc nothing else than so many
modes of preparing martial ethiops. Vanity, no doubt, and prepossession

have occasioned the great increase of these cendurams in India, just as in

Europe, they gave birth to such a variety of mercurial and antimonial pre-

parations. And every inventor of course persisted in the superiority of his

own peculiar contrivance, and was at pains to spread its reputation and its

employment in medicine.

* Terminolia ntirabolans, and T. ipec. nor.

4
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This accounts I conceive in a great measure for the great number of such

prescriptions that arc in vogue among llie physicians of India, and which

arc estimated according to tlic channel tlirougli which they have proceeded.

Thougli in other respects tliey all agree pretty well about the diseases in

which these medicines are to be prescribed, as well as the regimen and diet

which arc to be followed.

AVhen we consider the reputation in which this metal is held by a nation

long considered the wisest of the East, we cannot be much surprised to find

them possessed not only of our share of knowledge of the valuable qualifies

of this medicine, but that they even know more of its medical virtues than

we do. They have had ample ojiportunity to obtain this knowledge in con-

sequence of the greater delicacy of their constitutions. I shall, therefore,

state a few of their most esteemed prescriptions.

Before sun-rise cut some bark and wood from the samfiy chettu (si-schyno-

incnc sesban) pound it in a mortar and oqiress its juice. Take five pagodas

weight of this juice for every rupee weight of iron filings. But the iron

filings upon a plate in the sun, and add the juice at five or six different times.

When the whole is completely dried let it be wetted with the expressed juice

of the ummatakay (fruits of the datura) and made up into a small cake

which is to be laid in the sun to dry between two pieces of cloth. When
dry let it be put between two pieces of earthen pot into a heap ofdried cow-

dung. 'I'his dung is to be lighted at the apex, and the cake must be allow ed

to remain in it for the space of two hours.

Another Iron Cenduram.

Bub for two hours ten drachms of iron filings, with the juice of nago

maram (jumbolifera pcdunculata) obtained from the pounded bark by cx-

])rcssion. Form the whole into a little cake, and place it between two pieces

of earthen ware into a conical heap of thirty wu aties, which is to be lighted

at its apex.

After this first ignition mix the powder thus obtained with tw'o and a half

pagodas of brimstone, and grind it with the juice of the fnanatta kally

(solanura nigrum) for the space of one hour, and then commit it to a fire of

the .same kind as before.

I'liis part of the process being finished the iron powder is to be rubbed a
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tliird time with the jtiice of the lahty nardam parham (a species of citrus)

and a particular large kind of the sour orange ; or, when it is wanting, of the

common lemon for an hour. The whole is then to be treated exactly as be-

fore, and a fine purple red powder is expected as the result of these com-

plicated processes.

The reader will readily perceive that nothing whatever is obtained by

these tedious processes, but the red or peroxide of iron. It is not at all

likely that the juices employed in the triturations answer any purpose which

might not be equally accomplished by gum and water. For the long con-

tinued heat is certainly' sufficient to dissipate any peculiar vegetable matter

which they might be supjiosed to contain. Neither can wc see any useful

purpose which the addition of the sulphur can have. Perhaps indeed a small

portion of it may be acidified and remain united with the iron converting it

into a salt. I have no doubt that a medicine of equal efficacy might be

obtained by giving green vitriol to a gentle heat till the whole of the

moisture is dissipated, and then exposing it to a strong heat in a crucible.

The colour of such a preparation is quite similar, and I dare say it is in

every respect identic with the Indian cenduram.

This cenduram is reputed a very efficacious medicine in the disorder whieh

the Tamuls call ulkachel (the internal fever), the symptoms of whieh arc

stated to be a dirty pale colour of the whole body, a particular decoloration

of the eye, want of appetite, indigestion, constant thirst, pain in all the

limbs, and an extraordinary degree of laziness and indolence which termi-

nates in the last stage of the disorder by a swelling of the belly and a copious

diaresis. This fever is produced by an intemperate indulgence of the sexual

appetite, by extraordinary exertions and labours, by the constant use of

heating things and provocatives. Nothing is more conducive to cure this

disease than the cenduram just described. Let from two to ten gold fanams

be given daily in a kind of potion made by grinding perincheragam (anise-

seeds) and sugar w'ith water. If the fever be very violent the medicine may
be continued from eight to twenty days, or rather till the perfect restoration

of health; Md administered twice a day. The patient must be restrained

from the use of pepper, pachapeyr, pomegranates, onions; milk, butter-

milk, and lice arc recommended.

Is it not improbable that this iron preparation would b« useful in those kinds

of disorders to which Europeans are frequently subject in India, and which

arc usually ascribed to obstructions of the liver and intestines. These pro-
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bably act to a certain extent, but are only secondary causes of the disorder

in question.

Tampurii Fasspom, or Tambura Bhastmom.

T]ic opinions of European physicians, both ancient and modern, arc

much divided rcspcctiiig the use of copper as an internal medicine. Some
proscribe it critirely as one of the most destructive poisons, while others

extol its virtues wlien administered in small doses. My own experience in-

duces me to adopt, the opinions of this latter class of physicians. About

one hundred years ago, it was recommended by many eminent men ; as for

example Hoyle, Hoerhaavc, Zwelfer, Koenig, and Locsccke.

It must not however be concealed that it has been productive of dreadful

consequences when taken internally, though I rather ascribe the deleterious

effects to the quantity of the copper administered than to its being inherent-

ly injurious to the constitution in how minute a quantity soever it is given.

It is well known that the oxides of this metal are violent poisons, and that

few metals are more easily corroded and oxydated than copper. But I

think there arc several cupreous preparations which may be given internally

in small quantities with a good effect. The ens veneris of the old jdiarma-

coperias, or a solution of copper in volatile alkali, is a medicine of this kind,

and I think there arc others still less dangerous than it, and which in certain

states of health constitute remedies not to be despised. 'Phis opinion is

founded on the practice of the Indian physicians, who often administer their

copper passpoms with much confidence. The Tamids especially hold the

white [)asspom in the highest estimation. Some may think the proposal of

this metal as a medicine, and the Hindoo preparation of it, too frivolous a

thing to be proposed to the medical faculty in Great Britain. I shall not-

witlistanding run the hazard, as the formula is but short. It is as follows

:

lake a piece of copper coin, make it red hot, and plunge it into the ex-

pressed juice of the tamarind leaves. Repeat this several times. Then

melt it in a crucible wilh an ounce of sulphur thrown into it at two different

limes. At the first addition the mass will swell up, and afl^the second

fall again. Grind this mass, moistening it with the juice of one hundred

lemons, which will render it white.

Such is the Indian process. The chemical reader will at once perceive

that the rc])catcd ignitions and sudden coolings of the copper can be of no

other use but to diminish its quantity
j thivt the fusion with sulphur forms a
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sulphuret of copper ; that the sulpimr is probably greatly in excess ; that the

juice of one hundred lemons, if allowed to act long enough upon the mass,

will take up most of the copper and leave the sulphur. Hcncc, in all proba-

bility, this so much boasted medicine is a hydrate of sulphur, mixed with a

portion of sulphuret of copper.

The following is the method of making another cupreous preparation,

called Bhastmom.

Melt in a crucible two drachms of copper, adding during the fusion, by

small quantities at a time, a powder composed of the following ingredients

:

Shells of eggs, two drachms.

Radina nawasagaram*, two drachms.

Borax, six ounces.

It is then alloyed with its own weight of kaylogowankam, and given to

the coppersmith, who understands how to purily it. Take then of purified

orpiment one ounce, and of borax half an ounce. Rub both together with

the juice of lemons, and make pills of it, of the size of small i)cas.

The orpiment is purified by laying it fifteen times between two strata of

fresh burnt lime, which is to be slacked with water.

The copper is then melted a second time, and during the fusion all these

pills arc to be added one by one.

Of the copper prepared in this manner take one ounce, and the same

quantity of sawaramt. When these arc rubbed together, they assume at first

the appearance of water, then that of wax. We must then add the following

ingredients

:

Mercury half an ounce.

Camphor an ounce.

White arsenic a drachm.

Wollcy aramasy a drachm.

Stir the whole till it acquires the consistence of wax. Balls are then to

be made of it, which after being dried in the sun are placed between two

pieces of earthenware, and exposed to the heat of two hundred wratics,

covered on all sides with earth.

This medicine is to be given'in all cases of leprosy, and in several other

similar diseases. Milk is always to be drunk after it. In inveterate diseases

it may be necessary to give it for forty-one successive days.

* Muriate of ammonia. f Corrosive sublimate.
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III. A FREE TRANSLATION OF THE CHETRI GANITAM,
on FIELD MEAaVRlNO OF THE HINDOOS.

Having seen so many contradictory accounts of the land measures of the

Hindoos, and the mode used by them for measuring the extent of a piece of

ground, 1 resolved to ti ace the whole, if possible, to its source, in hopes of

meeting with a full account of what is of so much importance in ascertaining

the revenue of the country. After many unsuccessful inquiries, I at last

icll in with the Ganitain, which, I was told, contained the ne plus ultra of

all human knowlcilge in this science, revealed to men by no less a per-

sonage tlian Bramha himself.

This work w'as originally written in Sanscrit, but was translated into

Telinga by Pavaluru IMallaia, a Bramin, who lived, it is said, some centuries

ago, at Rajahmuiidry. It was above a year before 1 could find a man who was

master of it: luckily he possessed at the same time the best practical know-

ledge of the science, as far as it exists in India.

The other books of the Ganilam arc called Pavaluru, BSgarah, Suvarnah,

Mistreta, Benna, Gala, Chayah, Sutra, and Prakirna. From the inaccuracies

that I have observed in many parts of it, from the author's giving his own

name to the first book, and from his taking notice only of the Masulipatam

circar, in the Chetri Ganitain, I am inclined to think that he has only given

a very imperfect extract from the Sanscrit original.

The Chetri Ganitain, or the book treating of land measuring, is the only

one of the ten books of the Ganitara that I have seen in Telinga verse. The

Sanscrit original is said not to be easily procured, useful as it might have

been in correcting the errors and differences with which the Telinga copies

abound. I should have been obliged to encounter still greater difficulties in

finding a man who could have given me an intelligible explanation of it, as

1 am myself not w'cll acquainted with this celebrated idiom of Indian

languages.

The copy from which I have translated the following pages, appeared to

me the most correct of all those that I saw, though it has still many errors,

especially in the practical parts of it, which will be easily discovered by any

one, though but little conversant in mathematics.

My instructor, a Bramin above eighty years of age, and who could repeat

6
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the greatest part of the work by heart, gave me the following account of the

other books of the Ganitara.

PSvaluru Ganitam treats of weights and measures, of the fundamentals of

arithmetic, as numeration, addition, the five different ways of multiplying,

division, practice, rule of three, rule of five, of seven, of nine, and eleven.

E%&rah Ganitam gives an account of the weights used in the valuation of

precious stones.

Suvarnah Ganitam. The art of assaying gold and silver by the touch,

and of taking their specific gravities.

Mistreta Ganitam. Unknown.

Bennah Ganitam. Practice ; treating of weights and prices of things.

Gata Ganitam teaches the manner of measuring the extent of tanks, and

the water they contain ; the manner of measuring and making channels, for-

tifications, embankments
;
explains the different measures in use, and treats

especially of the use of the level, in making channels and tanks.

Chaya Ganitam explains the method of finding the height and distance of

objects by their shadows.

Sutra Ganitam contains rules for solving arithmetical, hydraitlical, and

algebraical questions, and treats of dry measures, of progression, &c.

Prakirnah Ganitam is the algebra of the Hindoos.

THE CHETRI * GANITAM

Is the sixth book of the work called Ganitam (Mathematics). It treats of

superficial measurements, or land measuring ; of the terms used in the science

of measures, of the mode of measuring, and casting up accounts, and of

allowances to be made in measuring, &c.

The fundamental measure is the inch, which is determined in three diffe-

rent ways t.

First, by placing three rice corns in a line, lengthways : the space they

occupy is called an inch.

Secondly, by measuring the circumference of the second joint of the

thumb; half the length of which is an inch,

'* Chetri, a Sanscrit word, signifying the ground. Hence the Clictri cost, or Rajahs, are

often ca.lled husbands of the ground.

+ 1 lidTe tried these three ways, and found that, by all of them, we get a length very nearly

corresponding with that of the English inch, provided we take care, in the two latter modes,

to have a middle-sized hand to regulate by*
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'i’hirdly, by measuring the second joint of the middle finger : the half of

wiiicli is also called an inch.

Twelve of these inches are one jana (literally translated a span).

Thirty-twoJanas arc one ghada (or bamboo).

Four gliadas (by which is understood one square bamboo) is a kunta.

These measures were used by Kisary *, and are universally understood.

Land measures used in the middle countries, that is, in the Masulipatani

( 'ircar

:

12 Inches make

2 .Tanas

S2 Muras

4 Lamboos, i. c. one)^

square bamboo i

14 Kunta

2 Conchums

2 Vi rasa

.5 Tunis

4 Yedums

1 Jana = 1 foot.

1 Mura = 1 cubit.

1 Bamboo = 64 feet.

1 Kunta = 4096 square feet.

1 Conchum = 5120 square feet.

1 Virasa = 10,246 square feet.

1 Turn = 20,480 square liiet.

1 Ycduin = 102,400 square feet.

1 Putty = 409,600 square ieet, or 9 5 acres I

.

^ Kihury Mas achuckler (tanner and shoemaker)
;

the very lowest and most despised cast,

whose biKsiness it is to do the nKiiial oilicos in land-measuriiig. A.s, according to tradition, the

first man was of this cast, and a son or olTspring of the earth, tlie whole ground is considered as

lln ir legal inln ritanee, and still embloinalically thus distributed by them. These people are

probabl} the only remains of the aborigines of India, Kisary was ordered, by his Rajah, to

uu asiire out a certain (|uanlity of land, which he had reluctantly ceded under the name of

Mauiams (charily ground) to the Braniiiis, with positive orders to regulate the length of his

ghada by his own span
;
which, on account of the diminutive stature of the man, was very small,

and caused the complaints of the Bramins, who are at all times very clamorous for charity.

The good little man, unwilling that charity should be injured through him, and anxious to

serve the Bramins at any rate, lengthened his span by an incision through the flesh between

the thuml) and fore. linger, which (Miabled him to span twelve inches, or four breadths of a

hand. Thi.s, in honour of him, has ever since been called a Kisary span, and used in land

surveying.

'f If to this we add the breadth of a cow's foot between each bamboo, which Is enjoined, on

pain of losing the favour of heaven, and all worldly good, a putty will be exactly ten acres.
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Subdivisions of Kuntas.

2 Ara kuntas.

4 Patika.

8 Paraka kuntas.

IG Vlssuni kuntas.

32 Aravissum kuntas.

64 Kany vissum kuntas.

] 28 Arakliny kuntas.

1^256 Parakiiny kuntas*.

To find the number of kuntas in a square, add the number of bam-

boos of two opj)ositc sides, multiply the amount by that of the two oppo-

* The Indian field-measurers prefer making use of this mode of expressing the smaller parts

of kuntas to that of reducing it to yards^ feet, and inches, as is our practice.

The kunta used in the Condayier, liinacondah, and Belluinconda districts (in the Gun*
tur Circar), dilfers widely from the preceding, viz.

80 Cubits are one bamboo, or rope, as they call it there, or 120 feet and a square of

4 Ropes (^/) one kunta, or 14,337 square feet, and

64 Kuntas, one kuchara, equal to squareacres 20, poles 121, and feet 42-5-, orsq. ft. <)04, 182.

From the Kllorc and Ragahmundry district, I received, from the best authority, the follow-

ing measurements in use there, viz.

Id the Ellorc district, 1() Barns are one kunta,

35 Kuntas . . one kutty.

Ifwe take the barn, or fathom, to be six feet, a kutty will contain 322,/>()0 square feet
; but nn

the fathom, as measured in common, will be nearer seven feet and upwards, a kutty of ground,

in consequence, maybe 43<),040 square feet.

About Ragahmundry, the measure agrees nearly with that laid down in the Ganitam, viz.

8 Barus one kunta,

32 Kuntas one kutty; which will be square feet 230,400, if the baru is six feet; and if

seven feet, it will bo 513,()00.

In the Coiidapilly district, 32 Cubits (Muras) are one bamboo, or 48 feel, and a square of

4 Bamboos (h) one kunta, or square feet 1,314, and

32 Kuntas one kutty, acres, or square feet, 42,050.

On the Islands of the Godavery,

80 Cubits .... are one bamboo^ or 120 feet and a square of

4 Bafnboos(5) . . one kunta, or square feet 14,337-

()0 Kuntas one putty, or square acres, 19 ;
poles, llj); and 20] yards ; or square

feet, 8()0,202 . .

In fact, every district almost has its own land measure, diileriug from that of the neighbour-

ing. They all, however, seem to agree in using the common span and cubit, instead of that

recommended by law.

(ff) One square rope.

Kunta, or 4096 square feet, are equal to

(0 Square bamboos.
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site sides, likewise add together, and divide the product by four. The
quotient will be the number of kuiitas which the square contains. Or, take

half the amount of two of tlic opposite sides, and multiply it by half the

amount of the two others : the j)roduct will be the number of kuntas.

A Table for finding out the Area of a Piece of Ground below the Size of

a Kunia.

X
•2

i

Length of the field,

bamboo or 32 feet

32 ....

32 J,

Breadth.

bamboo or 32 feet

16’

8

1-5 1

.. 1

.. 1

Area.

patika knnta or J kunta

paraka ditto .... a ditto

vissum ditto

32 tV

Vt
*

12 .. 1 ditto rirn ditto ditto op
‘2

i

32 4 .. 1 aravissum

16 .. 1 vissum4

i If) 4 .. 1 kany4
1 16 .... 1

1 .. 1 parakaney ^4
48

o 4
•I

‘4 .. 9 vissum kunta

48 .... 12 . . 2 ditto ditto and 1 kany ditto or

ditto ditto and 2 ditto ditto or

4 TT
J.
H .. 1

SL 48 .... 4 .. 3 kany ditto or4

a 48 ....

TT
'1

3 .. 2 ditto do. and 1 parakany kunta or

parakany ditto or

4
ri 48 ....

TT"

1

7^ 2 . . 64'

3. 48 .... 1 .. 3 ditto ditto or4
ii 48 ....

T4
1

. . 1-V4

1 7 12

TTT
.)

TT
.L

12 • • 9

8 8 .. 1 kany ditto or
B

1

IT 4 ....

K

1 4 . . 1 parakany ditto orT
1

T-r .. 1 ghokarakany ditto or

j*'

T*"

Vt
I

-rss
I

IT
9

6
Z I

tV

Tfs:

TliT

The north side of a field is measured by going from the lower end of the

field upwards. The left hand side is called east, the right hand side is west,

and.when you turn back again and go in the opposite direction you face the

south.*

If tw^o sides of a quadrangle are of equal, and two others of different

lengths, the figure is called a dursamum.

An equilateral parallelogram is called a samachetaru. An oblong rectangle

ayetuchetaru.

* The want of a compass is thus ingeniouslj enough supplied ; but every one must see that

the method is by no means adequate to the nicety of land measuring. I have hitherto met with

nothing indicating the knowledge of the compass in Indian writings, though in many instances

they distinguish the jnagnet from other iron ores, and ascribe to it peculiar medicinal virtues.

The hill people bring many magnets for sale to the low countries.
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A trisamum is a square, three sides of \^hich arc of equal lengths.

A Avishamachetaru is a square, all the sides of which are of different

lengths.

In order to find the number of kuntas in an equilateral parallelogram take

half the amount of the bamboos of the north and south sides, and multiply

it by half the amount of the east and west sides. The product will be the

number required. In the same way find the number of kuntas in the

wishama, trisama, ayetuchetaru and dursamum*.

Dmsamam.

Jink. Multiply the longest of the four sides by either of the adjoining

sides, do the same with the two remaining sides. Add the products. Half

this sum is the area required t.

Wishama.

Add the two smallest sides, and multiply half their amount by the longest,

the product is the area.

Lokunis arc called those pieces of ground that are in the middle of a

field, and for some reason to be deducted from the whole. If they be

squares, measure them according to the rules already given, and deduct them

from the field in which they arc comprised. The same rule applies to the

weluchuni, or piece of ground lying on one or more sides, and to be

deductedt.

hlukonam, a triangle, of which there arc three different kinds.

Jlulc. Multiply the base by half the perpendicular height, or the per-

pendicular height by half the base, the product is the area.

Walyacruty (the circle). Multiply the diameter by three, the product

will be the circumference. Multiply half the circumference by the radius,

the product is the area t.

* The reader will perceire that these rules are erroneous,

+ The reader will see that the area of a trapezium, which the figure is, cannot ho found in

this way.

X 1 need not point out that these arc not correct. Mathematicians, as Uu- old Dramins are

represented to hare been, should have known better. It was on this account that 1 expressed my
doubts of the originality of this work.
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Or multiply the circumference by the diameter, deduct a fourth part of

the product, the remainder is the area.

Maddala acruty chetr-am and damrugapu.

Double the diameter going through the middle a, add to it the diameter

of the two extremities n, c, divide the amount by four, multiply the

quoliciit by the diameter of the length d, the product gives the area.

Madala Acrufy C/ictram.

A

Damrugapu.

IB

Ardha chendrika. The half moon.

Add the segment a to the distance b, multiply the amount by the same

dislancc b : half the product is the area.

Senkn.

Deduct half the amount of the short diameter from the long diameter,

square the remainder
; do the same with half of the short diameter, and

add the two products together. Multiply the amount by three. Divide

this product by four. The quotient is the area.

Ardha Chendrika. The Half Moon. Senka,

There is a number of other figures, and rules to find their contents ; but

I omit them as equally uninteresting and incurious.
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Bijah Pr'viumim*. Kimmnru aud Polnad^.

The Month.

April, CliGtram

July, Asliadam

July sown and in'

August trans-

planted . . .

.

.

Sept. Sravanam

One I’uty, or 7^ Acres of (i round
planted or sown.

Sugar garden

Chilly garden (capsieiim annuum)

Manchy canda (arum inanchy)
canda) j

Turmcriek (curcuma longa) ....

Sweet potatoc (convolvulus ba-)
talus) j

Paddy (oryza saliva)

Jonna (holcus sorghum)
Xatchinny ll (eleusinc coracana).

.

Quantity of

Seed.
Produce.

Candies IVlds.ofSii^.ii
kf

11) 1(X)0
Can dies. •

4 .'JO

Cnndios.

7 70

9 90

9 «0

Coiichums.

GO ,70

.3 25
C) 20

* One of the Chapters in the Gauitam treats of the quantity of seed required for one puty of

i^rouud, but it is erroneous, or I do not understand Oie true ineaninjiir- in lieu of it 1 give an

account of my own observations, relative to the same subject, wliich could be easily rendered

xnor<> complete and extended to all districts.

•f The Kintmur district lu'longs to the Peddapore Zemindar; and Polnad, another dis-

trict, to the Pettapore Zemindar: they are watered by the Klysiram river, and except the

Delta of the Godavery, are the most productive in the Circars, as they have tliroiighoiit the

year a supply of water.

X Ten common basketsful of sugar canc cut into small pieces ( 1 A foot long) is called a candy.

There are two difibrent candies or putties in use in the Circars.

A Palla putty is a mea.sure us<’d by the Bramins for weighing dry articles, as grain, salt, ^c.

ft has eighty conchums, and each eonchum four Pucca sirs, or fourteen Katcha sirs (8 lbs.).

Seven and a half of these candies are a Coringa garce, or half a Madras garce. It is al.so to

be observed that the size of conchum.s varies much in difl[*er(Mi< jjlaces, that of Samulcotali is

one quarter sir less than that used at Cocanada, though both places are only eight miles di.slant

from each other; but the greatest dillbrence proceeds from ihe mode of measuring religiously

observed at those places, whether at Masulipatam and Cocaiiada., the measure is ftlled by a Aio-

lent throw of it into the heap, or whether It is tilled from the grain falling through the Iiantf,

as done at Samulcotah, or the heap on the measure increased by keeping the arm round it, a$

at Rajahmundry.

A Malaca puty is a candy of 200 conchums (as mentioned before), used also in the Circar

by the ryots or cultivators.

A man, or as it is spelled in common, a niaund, is 24 lbs.

% The produce is valued in common at SoO pagodas, out of which is paid to tlte Zemindar

7 />, and SO expended for culy hire, &:c.

If
Price the same as paddy.

.\ A 2
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The Month.
One Puty, or 7^ Acres of Ground

* planted or sown.
Produce.

Sept. Sravanain Gingely (sesamum orientale) ....

Brown cotton (gossypium lierbac.)

Chama (panicuin fruinentaccum )

& miliaceuni) y
Ganta (holcus spicatus)

Nclla, or black pessara (phaseoliis

maximiis) j
Minuma (phaseoliis minimus). . ,

.

Pacha, or green pessara (phaseo-

1

lus mango) 5

Anapa (dolichos spicatus)

Lam]) oil (ricinus communis) ....

Sennaga (cicer arictinum)

Wulawalu (horse gram, glycine \
tomentosa) 5

Bobbara (dolichos chinensis) ....

Colichums.

12

5

12

10

12

10

10
10

12

10

( tind'iPi

15

30

15

20

10

10

G

8

6

Jft the Yetta-Koila and Tat'ipuke Shna/i.

The Month.
One Piity, or 7^ Acres of Ground

planted or sown.
Quantity of

Seed.
Produce.

July, Ashadam Paddv *

Conchums.

63
1
o

Rod gram (cytisus cajan) * 1 5

Cotton (gossypium) * 3 10

Korra (panicum italicum) * 5 10

Natcheiiy (cleusinc corracana) .

.

5 15

eloniia (holcus sorghum) 5 15

Ganti (holcus spicatus) 5 10

Allu (paspalum frumcntaceum).

.

5 15

Worga (panicum pilosum) 5 10

Minupa (phaseoliis minimus)— . 10 5

Anapa (dolichos spicatus) 10 8

Lamp oil (ricinus communis). . .

.

10 8
1

1

Tobacco plants1, on one puty, or Yf acres of groin1(1 .. .

1

1200

Cocoanut trees.
, on one ditto, or 7-i- ditto of ditto 400

Mango ditto,
,
on one ditto, or 7-]- ditto of ditto 200

* These seeds are sowD together on the same ground, and as they get ripe at dififerent times.,

easily separated.



TRACT VII.

ON TERRA JAPONICA, OR CATECIIi;,

The terra japonica, or catechu, is a dry extract of the fruit of tlie aroca-

niit, the arcca catechu of Liniia>us ; and may be had in considerable quan-

tity upon the coast; every wlicre indeed wlicrc the areca palm is an object

of cultivation. It is called in Portuguese, catch ; in Tamiil, catakam
; in

Telinga, kassu. In Mysore, about SIrah, a great quantity is made, and

likewise at some icw places in the northern Circars and the southern districts

of the coast.

There are two varieties of this extract made on the coast, which possess

diflereut qualities ; the first, kassn, is very astringent ; the second is rather

sweet and has very little astringeney, and is preferred by the beetle caters to

the former. There is also an inferior kind imported from IJengal.

The mode of preparing both is the following :—Areea-nuts arc taken as

they conic from the tree, and boiled for some hours in an iron vessel. They
arc then taken out, and the remaining water is inspissated by continued

boiling. This process furnishes the kassu or the most astringent terra japo-

nica, which is black, and mixed w'ith paddy husks and other impurities.

After the nuts are dried they arc ])ut into a fi’esh quantity of water, boiled

again ; and this water being inspi.ssatcd like the former yiehls the best or

dearest kind of catechu, called coury. It is yellowish brown, has an earthy

fracture, and free from the admixture of foreign bodies. The mils are then

dried, cut into equal halves, and sold.

This article may be had in considerable quantities, and I conceive that its

manufacture might be easily increased, supposingany demand for the arlicle

to arise. 1 do not know at what price it is sold for on the spot
;
but at Ma-

dras a candy (500 lb.) is sold at 3(i or 38 pagodas. Mow if w'c take into
'

consideration the numerous hands it has passed through, w'e may safely de-

duct 1 00 per cent, as profit over and above the prime cost. So that where

manufactured it is not probably ilcarer than 18 or 19 pagodas the eaud}-.

The Bengal catch is sold at 22 pagodas.
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I made sotne experiments to determine whether the astringent catechu

might he ein[)l()ved as a substitute for oak bark in tanning ; and as the mode

wliich 1 lollowcd was the Indian, it will be requisite, in the first plaee, to

gi\ e an account of the way in wliich the process of tanning is conducted b\

the Hindoos. Tanning of leather is the particular province of the shoc-

niakcrs’ women, as that of inanntactnring it for the market belongs to

llieir husbands.

'fwo goal-skins, as they came from the butcher, were put into a pot that

would hold about two gallons of water. They were, in the first jilace, tho-

roughly rubbed on the inside with quick-lime, and the pot containing them

was filled with water. After continuing soaking in this ley lor twenty-four

liours, they were taken out, and the hair was easily scraped ofl‘, by means of

a jiiece of broken pot, or tile.

'I'wo measured sirs (or about two pounds) of the coarsely powdered bark

of the cassia anriculata, the tanghedu of the Telingas, were then put into a

])ot, logelher with the hides, and a gallon of water poured upon them. In

this mixture they were allowed to soak for two days. They were then washed

and soaked again ibr twenty-four hours in a similar (pjantity of bark and

water. This process was repeated in water containing two vis (about six

pounds) of Myrobalan nuts broken in pieces, and the kernels thrown away,

and tanghedu bark, and continued likewise for twenty-four hours.

The skins were then washed and soaked once more in water containing one

sir of tanghedu bark, 'i'hey were then washed and dried, and were fit for

immediate use. 01‘ skins tanned in this manner, shoes are made in India.

The same jiroccss is followed in tanning sole leather, which is made of the

liidcs ofbufialoes and bullocks. The only diflercnccin the process is, thal

the sole leather is longer soaked in the infusion of cassia auriculata bark.

• At Kllore, and some other inland ])laces, they u.se the bark of the cassia

fistula and mimosa arabica, instead of that of the cassia auriculata.

'I'o see whether the terra jajionica would have the same effect, I used it

three different times instead of the tanghedu bark, emplo}ang about six

ounces as a substitute for the two pounds of bark, and mi.xing, the third

time, IVIyrobalan nuts, in the same proportion as when the bark was used.

1 found that the skins were at least as well tanned by this process as by the

common one.

1 tried next an extract which 1 had made from tanghedu bark, and

which weighed twelve ounces. I found it sufficient to tan two skins as well

1
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as four pounds of bark. In short, in all my experiments I succeededjust as

well by the one method as the other ; so that a particular detail oi them

would only be a tedious repetition.

Besides the Arcca nut, I have reason to believe that there arc other sub-

stances which yield catechu, precisely of the same nature. At Malacca,,

and other places on the east coast, it is made, I understand, from the leaves

of a plant called camber^ which is a species of nauclea. A description of it

has been pidjlishcd in the second volume of the Batavian Transactions

;

but 1 have not myself seen that book. The knowledge of this circumstance

induced me to make trial of extracts from other subsUinces, in order to

determine how tar they might be emj)loycd tor the processes of tanning.

The following arc the vegetables wliich yield extracts that, in my opinion,

might be most advantageously emjdoycd.

1. Cassia auriculata, and the extract made from its bark. In this I place

the greatest confidence, as it is ku-nvii to be the most esteemed in India tor

tanning and other purposes, and as it can be got in the greatest quantity

and at the lowest rate. I think it might be delivered the first year, at the

rate of seventeen pagodas per candy ; and should the deniand for it continue,

it might be decreased one pagoda in price every year, till it be reduced to a

proper standard. At this rate, however, it could only be delivered to the

Company, because the support that their government would give to sueli an

undertaking would be of more value than an additional price offered by in-

dividuals. The northern Circars (particularly the district fifteen miles west

from Samulcotah), Rajahraundy and Fettaporc, appear to me at present the

most favourable situations. It may be procured likewise in abundance in

the Ciuntoor and Nellore Circars. I know scarcely any other vegetable in

this part of the world of so general a growth and so extensively useful, and

which yields so large a portion of extract ; no less than one-fburth of its

weight. It is one of the articles chiefly employed in the Mysore, in making

wutz, or cast steel.

2. Cassia fistula yields a fine extract. Its bark is employed in tanning in

some parts of India
;
but it is neither of so general a growth as the preced-

ing, nor does it yield so large a proportion of extract. It can be got, how-

ever, in the Circars, in some quantity. The plant is ‘of a quick growth,'

and larger than the preceding species.

It is very probable that other species of cassia yield extracts that might

be employed fi)r the purposes of tanning. But the two preceding sptriec
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only, and the cassia oricntalis, can be found in such abundance as to render

them objects of attention, in a commercial ])oint of view.

3. Mimosa arabica of Roxburgh. I'lie bark of this tree is used likewise

in tanning, and it yields a good and pretty abundant extract ; but as its

wood is very useful in ship-building, particularly for knees of large

Donis*, a demand for its bark would be as injurious to the shipping con-

cerns of India as that of oak bark is in England. At some inland places,

however, it might be procured in considerable quantity.

4. Mimosa leucophluea of Roxburgh. The extract of this tree was tried

because the plant bears a considerable resemblance to the preceding species,

and because, in Tclinga, it is called Telia Tuma, or white Tuma. It is not

so frequently met with as the former, but it contains a good deal of extract.

5. Mimosa odorata; so called from the pleasant smell of its flowers. It

is a low shrub, and not very common in the low country j but it yields a con-

siderable quantity of extract.

6. Mclia azcdarachta. I'Vom the bark of this tree I obtained an extract

which appears very promising and good. The tree itself grows pretty fre-

quently in India, as the backs and hands of the children can bear witness j

for it is employed, like the birch in England, in inflicting corporal punish-

ment on children.

I am firmly persuaded that one or other of these substances will answer

all the purposes ol’ catechu in tanning ; for the catechu itself, imported from

other countries, is prepared from almost as many different vegetables. That

it is prepared from the beetle nut Dale already knew, as appears from the

following passage

;

“ Palma arccifera ; i/ie Indian or Malabar nut. In Malabar, aliisque

locis India* orient alis succrescit usus. Succus e fructu inspissatus Terra

.Taponica & Catechu ofllcinis dictus. Est substantia gummosa, indurata, &
rufb nigricans, saporis astringentis & austcri, postmodum dulcis & grati,

odoris nullius. Duplex est
j
una purior, degustata leviter in lingua quasi

liquescit ; altera vero durior & impurior, adeoque fere nullius usus, qua;

Ibrtasse decepit Schroderum, ut pro terra habuerit. Vires astringit, ven-

triculum roborat, nauseam arcet, appetitum excitat, voraitum juvat, fluxum

alvi mensium & sanguinis reprimit. De exotico illo medicaraento, terra ja-

ponica, catechu, scu cattchu dicto, quod nimirum sit non convenit inter

eruditos . nonnuUi, qui pro vera seu genuina terrae specie, ut nomen sonat.

* V essels vsed in the along-shore trade of India.
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illud habent inter meralia rcperunt. AIH compositum quiddam vltriolic.'r

naturae particeps esse existimant. AIH dcnique, & quidem recte, wgctabilibus

enumeraiit, pro succo inspissato habcntcs.’*

At Malacca it is ])repared from a species of nauclea ; and in Bengal,

from tlie mimosa catccliu. On the Malabar coast it is prepared from the

bark of a tree which I have not seen.

At some j)laccs on the coast, as at Masulipatam, the tanners use nothing

but the inyrobalan nuts, the caduka of the Tclingas, and the tcnninalia

myrobalana of Linnmus. Should this fruit be found useful, it might be ob-

tained at a very cheap rate from almost every part of India
; and should the

extract, as obtained in the Indian way, be sufficiently valuable to be substi-

tuted for oak bark in the process of tannin'g, I could point out a plant from

which it might be obtained in the greatest abundance, at a very cheap rate,

both in Kngland, Ireland, and on the continent.

All these extracts arc very soluble in water, and contain, according to

my experiments, abundance of tannin. But to enable it to penetrate the

pores of the skins, and combine with their fibres, I conceive that a greater

degree of heat than is at present employed by the tanners in Europe would

be useful, and might probably shorten the process considerably, without

diminishing the goodness of the leather. To the temperature of the air in

India, and of the water, seldom below 80°, I ascribe the celerity with

which the process is finished in Hindustan. It does not last above eight

or twelve days. If the leather be longer soaked, its qualities are said to be

injured.

The inferiority of Indian leather to English I ascribe to the want of

skill on the part of the currier, and to the use of lime-water. The Euro-

pean tanners, both at Tranquebar, and in Bengal and Madras, produce

leather scarcely inferior to that made in Europe. At the former place the

mimosa nilotica is employed •, at the latter, the cassia auriculata.



TRACT VIII

ON SULPHUR.

FULPHUR is usually found in abundance in the neiglibourhood of vol-

canoes. It occurs likewise combined with iron, copper, lead, and several

other metals; but in India it is a very uncommon production. Excejiting

iron ])yritcs, I have not observed any other mineral that contains it. Once
indeed, as I understand from a very respectable authority, a large lump of

very line brimstone was found at Candapilly, in the trunk of a margosa tree,

that had been torn up by lightning, and, as was supposed, shattered to pieces,

lleing aware of this scarcity of sulphur in India, I was not a little astonished,

when in the northern Circars in 1803, a substance in powder, or in small

pieces, evidently sulphur, was shown me ; and w'hen I was informed that it

had been collected on the banks of the Godavery.

The place to which I was directed is not far fi'om Maddepollani and

Ammalapore, known for the manufacture of fine long cloth, which is

carried on to a very great extent ; the circumstance was unknown to all

with whom I conversed. My guide, however, convinced me of the truth

of his assertion, by conducting me to a small village about twelve miles east

from Ammalapore, called Sura Saiiy Yanam, and belonging to Bomma-
daram muta, one of the Peddassore Rajah’s districts : close to it is a lake,

at the bottom of which the sulphur is deposited. This lake is narrow, but

extends several miles in lengtli from south to north, and seems every where

to be very shallow. At its southern extremity it communicates with a

branch of the Godavery ;
it is connected also with a salt water creek, from

which it receives its water in the rainy monsoon.

in the warm season it is nearly dry, and the mud then exhales a dis-

agreeable smell which I thought had some faint resemblance to that ofsulphu-

reied liydrogcn gas.

i’hc first excursion that I made was to a place due west of the village.

Here iny guides went trampling through the water, and taking up

occa.sionalIy a handful of mud, which, on examination, had a faint smell of-
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sulphur, but did not at all resemble that substance in appearance which had

been shown me some weeks before, and which had induced me to undertake

this expensive expedition.

Under the full impression of disappointment I was setting out on my
return to the village in my palankin, scarcely observing that it was sur-

rounded by a number of inquisitive visitors, when on a sudden my attention

was caught by the clamorous vociferation of a woman in pursuit of my
palankin bearers, who had robbed her little garden of a pumpkin. She

appealed to the renter for protection, but he, like many in his situation,

magnanimously made a present of it to the strangers who were carrying it

off in triumph : unluckily for them however, I interfered, and ordei ccl my

boys to restore the article stolen. This brought on a slight but friendly

altercation between me and the renter, which ended in the payment of the

pumpkin, and an offer of all the bystanders to conduct me to the place

where they collected the sulphur.

In consequence of this offer I followed a man, whom tljey immediately

procured, to the northern extremity of the lake, where we found, without

much searching, sulphur in small heaps, and in tolerable abundance. I was

told that it may be found still farther northwards, and likewise in small

quantities at the southern extremity, where the lake gets soonest dry. It is

collected in a loose soft form, or in semi-undurated nodules of a greyish

yellow colour, of a very strong sulphuric smell, and never at a greater

depth than a foot from the surface of the ground on which the w'atcr

stands.

This salt lake, I understood, is but of recent formation : fifty y^ears ago it

was a cultivated field. The country, for many miles in all directions, is

quite plain, not even a hill is to b(! seen within fifty miles ; stones of all

kinds are nearly as scarce, except some indurated marl which I found in the

bed immediately under the superficial bed. The soil all over this part of

the country is either a rich red clay mixed with vegetable mould, which

renders it very productive, or it is the black cotton ground, under which is

always found a bed of marl. This is the kind of soil which exists on the

spot where the lake stands. Earthquakes are entirely .unknown here, and

volcanic products not to be found.

It may be alleged, perhaps, that the sulphur has been deposited by flic

Godavery river, with one of the smaller branches of which it is connected;

or that it has been throwui up by the sea, with which also it joins. Hot

13 B 2
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these explanations are quite unsatisfactory, because sulphur is never found

in any of the other numerous branches of the Gotlavcry, nor is it thrown

up out of the sea in any of the other creeks or inlets on the spot. We are,

therefore under the necessity of supposin}? that it existed in solution in the

lake, and that it is separated and thrown down by some process of nature

which has not yet been ascertained.

J tried the efieet of a few reagents upon the water of the lake, in order to

form some idea of the substances which it held in solution. These trials

were the following.

Neither nitric nor sulphuric acid produced any sensible effect.

Soda immediately precipitated a copious white sediment.

Oxalic acid produced a copious preeijjitate.

Muriate of barytes likewise occasioned a plentiful precipitate.

These experiments arc sufficient to show that the waters of the lake con-

tained no sulphurcted hydrogen gas, which indeed was sufficiently obvious

Irom its having no smell
;
they show likewise that it contained a considerable

quantity of sulphate of lime. Common salt was obviously jnesent, as the

lake communicated with the sea. The only inference that can l)c drawn

from these facts is, that the sulphuric acid of sulphate of lime was

decomposed by some unknown agent, and the sulphur deposited. Can

decayed vegetable matters produce this effect when in contact with sidphate

of lime and water, and assistcil by the high temperature of the climate of

India? 1 am much inclined to believe the ])ossibility of such a decompo-

cilion : at all events the subject deserves farther inquiry.



TRACT IX.

ON THE METHOD OP SMELTING IRON AT VERACUTTY, NEAR SATOHUR.

If the mode followed at this place were the same as that practised in the

northern Circars, it would be unnecessary to deseribc it here, as 1 have

already given an account ofthat process in tlie Oriental Repertory ; but as it

is materially different, is much simpler, less expensive, and more rapid, I

conceive that a short description of it will be attended with some utility.

The works or furnaces are under a banyan tree *, near a village called

Yeragutty, about lour miles south from Satghur. 'J'he workmen are only

three, from three separate families, who live in constant dread lest they

should be pressed for the purpose of carrying burdens for strangers from

one village to another, a thing which often happens in the very season when

it is in their power to employ their time to most advantage to themselves.

As they are exposed to the inclemency of the weather, without any t)tlier

shelter than the shade of a tree, they can only smelt iron in the driest season

of the year, from the beginning ol‘ January to the end ol* March. In the

wet season, or immediately after the rains, they are employed in collecting

the ore, which is a fine black sand lc>und in small lividets or nullahs that

derive their source from the neighbosiring mountains. This ore is covered

by a fine silicious sand, and when this sand is removed the ore may be pro-

curc«l in any quantity.

The furnaces are made of red loam mixed with sand, and consist of two

parts. The lower and larger is about three sj)ans high, and a foot in

diameter, (|uitc cylindrical, and erected over a hole in the ground, about

tour inches deep
;

its sides arc every where about two inches thick. The up-

per part is conical, with the higher portion of the cone re\crscd. It is about

^ A speci«9 of ficu*.
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eighteen inches high, and at the opening not quite a foot in diameter. The
bellows arc of the kind used by the iron smiths, and made of sheep skin : a

hole is left near the bottom of the cylindrical part of the furnace to

receive their nozzle. A representation of this furnace may be seen in plate

IV. figure J.

In order to smelt iron, they cement the two parts of the furnace with some

loam, and fill the bottom part of it with charcoal : this being ignited, they

put upon them, with a flat plalc made of basket work, one sir of iron sand,

which they cover with four plates of charcoal. After blowing with the

bellows for a quarter of an hour, tlicy add another sir of iron sand, and

four plates of cliarcoal. The third time they add 2^, sir of ore, and five

plates of charcoal
; the fourth time one sir of sand and four plates of char-

coal, and the fifth and last time, one sir of sand and four plates of charcoal.

During the interval between each of these additions, which is nearly a

quarter of an hour, the bellows are instantly plied. This produces sufficient

heat, if not to melt the iron, at least to soften it and conglutinate it with

the dross, and at the end of the operation it is found in a solid mass at the

bottom of the furnace : water is then thrown upon it, and while yet hot it

is cut in pieces, which, however, are not entirely separated from one

another. In this state it is sometimes sent to the market, but more com-

monly it is put a second time into the fire, and subjected to the action of

the hammer. By this process it loses two sevenths of its weight, which is

usually seven sir, and in that state a piece of one sir weight sells at a

quarter of a rupee.

As they usually smelt three times a day, they can make about three hun-

dred and sixty pieces, selling at forty rupees. This is all that they get for

their labour and skill, and all that they have for the support of three

families during the course of a year.

As the quantity of sand used amounts to nine sir, and produces seven sir,

or w'hcn freed from dross five sir, we must allow this to be one of the richest

iron ores, for in the careless manner in which the process is conducted, and

the small degree of heat applied, we may safely conclude that part of the

iron remains in a state of oxide in the dross, and that another part is lost

among the charcoal. The iron thus produced by the first operation is of

a very inferior quality, being porous, full of dross and charcoal, and so

brittle, that parts of it may be easily knocked off by a few strokes of the

hammer : it is in fiict what is called cold short iron. This state is doubtless
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produced, in part at least, by tlie small degree of cohc'.ion of its integrant

particles, though it may likewise he owing in part to the presence of char-

coal : by repeated heating and li.iuimcring it becomes perfectly malleable

and fit for all purposes.

The ore from whicii it is miuie is the ii on sand of mineralogists, a sub-

species of inicaceoas iron ore. It is at i.i acted powerfully by the magnet like

iron filings, except a few panicles wln’cli occur in small blunt grains, and

which are probably iserinc, as that s])ecies of ore of titanium was found by

Dr. Thomson mixed with the iron saufl of the river Don in Scotland. The
colour of tlic iron sand is deep iron black; some grains of it arc particularly

shining witii a lu.-.lre almost metallic, and these break with a conchoidal

fracture ; with acids it docs not effervesce, and consists in fact of the black

oxide of iron probably united to some titanium. The specific gravity lies

between y and 3'5 : the same kind of sand occurs likewise in some places

along the shore. From some of these places the specimen, mentioned by

Kirwan as coming from the East Indies, was probably taken.

The iron sand mentioned by Lenz is probably of the same kind, or

differs only in its cohesion ; but he affirms that it yields ninety per cent, of

pure iron, which I conceive to be a mistake.' If his account were to turn

out true, it is obvious that bis iron oxide would be the protoxide of iron,

for which chemists have been hitherto searching in vain.

1 conceived the great fusibility of tins ore to be owing to the presence of

xmmganesc, though I was not able to determine the point by a few imperfect

experiments which I attempted : the want of the proper reagents would have

prevented me from undertaking a regular analysis, even if I had possessed 1 he

requisite skill
;
but from the analysis of Dr. Thomson it a

2
)pcars, that this

ore contains only oxide of iron.

To account for the place of nativity of this rich ore, as well as for the

great quantity in which it is found, we have only to examine the nearest

mountains. These mountains, in this part of the Carnatic from Vellore to

the Cihauts,- consist ofa sieuite cqraposed of quartz, felspar, and hornbleiKle :

the hornblende contains a great proportion of particles, 1 concei\'e, ol' the

icon sand. The sienitic hills have a more rugged asj)cet than the gra--

nitic mountains, and it has a kind of appearance of being eomposed of

•very thick horizoutal strata : this is most .perceptible in the liiglicst and

most naked rocks ; as for example on Kailasghur, the highest hill about

'Vellore, iiom wluch it lies in a south westerly direction
j
even at a con-
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sitlcrable dislancc its? strata are discernible, wc find them six feet broad and

upwards. They arc aj)t to split into Mimllcr masses, and even to undergo

disintegration: they usually crack in a perpendicular direction, and we
seldom discover two large masses coniigiioiis to each other, without finding

a close resemblance in their surfaces, and that at some preceding period

they had been united. Jlcnce the origi’.i oft lie curious and romantic masses

of stones that wc ofttm see, with small bases resting upon much smaller

stones, or susjjcnded upon the })oinl of a rock, and threatening destruction

to every beholder. I'lie great degree of heat to which the naked rocks are

cx])()sed, in the sultry climate of India, and the sudden change of tempera-

ture produced by a shower of rain, may contribute considerably to the dis-

integration, and the conseejuent rugged a])pearance of these hills. But this

cannot be the only cause, otherwise the granite mountains would be equally

liable to decomposition, which is not the case. The structure of the stojie

seems to be the principal cause
;

it enables the stone cutters to separate

large masses by means of a few blunt wedges driven into holes, made in the

direction in which they wish to divide the stone.

riale V. represents a hill in the 1 ondimans country, remarkable for the

great number of detached masses of stones which lie about its summit.

The disintegration takes place chiefly on the surface of the large masses

which we find every where scaling off; the smaller stone.s are frequently

affected throughout their whole mass. This property I ascribe to the great

quantity of iron, nearly in the metallic slate, w'hich exists in the hornblende.

When this iron is exposed to the air it attracts oxygen, and loosens, in con-

sequence, the firmness of the whole mass : it is to the complete disintegra-

tion of this rock, that the fertile valleys of the Carnatic or Paliiam owe

their soil. Near the granite mountains the soil is sandy and barren, because

that l ock is not susceptible of the same rapid and comple disintegration.

These hills, with a very few exceptions indeed, run north and south, and

they may be considered as having once been more intimately connected

with the Ghauts, which intersect the peninsula of Hindostan : they make

their first appearance a few miles on the east side of Arcot. There are

indeed some hills near Madras, but I rather consider them as unconnected

with those of which we are speaking, as they have a fourth ingredient, gar-

nets, which I have not observed near the Ghauts ; they contain likewise

hornblende slate.

The usual colour of the most entire sienite is a fine silvery white, mixed
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with fine black particles. Its specific gravity, tried in water of the tempe-

rature of 80" is 2 6. This triple aggregate is very unequal in the propor-

tion of its constituents in difterent places. Sometimes one and sometimes

another of them is most abundant. In some places we find large masses of

each of the constituents in a state of purity, witimut any mixture of any ol‘,

the other substances of which the rock in general is comj>oscd. The qiiartz

is usually white, and reddish yellow in those pieces that arc in a state of dis-

integration. Hence the red gravel at the bottom of the Vellore hill, and at

the foot of all the mountains in this district. It is found likewise of other

colours, especially various shades of greyish blue ; but a dirty white is

every where the prevailing colour. Its fragments sometimes alfect a rhom-

boidal form. The fracture is usually splintery and compact ; sometimes in

the large it is slaty. I have no where observed quartz crystals in any gra-

nitic or sienitic mountains, though 1 have seen them in abundance in rocks

of a later date. Along with these crystals occur amethysts, and emery, and

fluor spar, and in the same places corundums are found. What is called

emery in India seems tp me to be nothing but an aggregate of garnets
; for

its specific gravity, colour, and hardness, exactly correspond with that of

the real garnet.

The felspar often traverses the rock in veins. In such cases it disin-

tegrates very readily, and is converted into clay. About Satgluir, and at

the foot of the Peddanaigdurgura pass, it is found of a red coU)ur in large

masses, mixed more or less with quartz, often in a sound state j but more

frequently decaying. IJut the silver white is the prevailing colour of the

felspar in the soundest and most equally mixed sicnite. Sometimes it passes

into compact felspar.

The third ingredient is a species of hornblende, which I conceive to cou-

tain an unusual quantity of iron, and on that account would be disposed to

distinguish it by the name oi'ferrUite. It occurs chiefly mixed in sn)all

([uantities with the other ingredient which forms the sienitc. Its fracture is

uneven or undulating lamellar, and often resembling mica, from which it is

distinguished by its superior hardness, by its streak, and by its fracture. It

is very much given to disintegration ; and this is probably the reason W'hy

the sicnite in the Carnatic is so apt to decay. In large masses it traverses .

the rock in veins, or occurs in it massive, from the size of a hazel-nut to that

of a tun or more.
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The veins frequently traverse the rock of an uniform breadth for many
linndred yards. Tlicir widtli varies from two to five feet or upwards. These

veins occur in many jiarts of the country, seemingly quite unconnected with

the sienitc; us for example, near the cavalry cantonments at Arcot.

When this mineral is exj)()scd to llie iiifincncc of the atmosphere, it is

always covered with an ochrey brown crust. Internally it is black, lustre

shining, and scmi-mclallic. Opaque ; Longitudinal
;
Fracture even, and

when closely examined fine foliated. The cross fracture frequently exhibits

to the nakea eye fine columnar crystals, intimately, but irregularly and

scantily, mixed with the mass. The sjiccific gravity lies between 3 and

S'OP
;
the temperature of the water in the two trials made being 78'’and 82°.

W hen this stone is decomposing its specitic gravity is reduced to 'i*G. In

that state it has a dull colour, a slaty fracture, and a greyish or ochrey ap-

pearance, and breaks easily in jiieces. When reduced to a fine powder it

has a blackish green colour, and is attracted by the magnet.

There is a variety containing white dots, probably of quartz, which is

harder than the more common kind, perhaps on account of the quartzy mix-

ture in it. The fracture of this variety is more splintery. When disinte-

grating it is more gritty and sandy. Its hardness is that of quartz. It dif-

iers in some other respects from the common hornblende, especially in con-

taining an unusual proportion of iron.

1 do not siqiposc that our ore is derived from the large masses of the

rock, but rather from the disintegrated hornblende, in which, I suppose,

these minute grains of iron sand arc mixed in abundance. By the heavy

falls of rain, we may suppose that many half disintegrated stones of sienitc

are broken in pieces by being forced along by the torrents and driven with

violence against each other. Thus its particles are gradually reduced to sand

and (lejiositcd according to their specific gravity. The iron sand, being the

heaviest, sinks low'est, and the comminuted quartz and felspar cover it.

'fhosc portions of the iron, that arc mixed w'ith the hornblende in the state

nj' peroxide, are probably washed away with the water in a state of fine

mud, and are either carried to the sea or deposited on the fields, to which

they communicate the red colour so common in those countries where this

kind of sienitc prevails.

It probably requires a long time, and a concurrence of' many favourable

circumstances, to dispose the larger masses of this stone to disintegrate.

I'or we often find some of it in the soundest state, close by others very
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iUr advanced in decay; and the lingtims*^ usually made of this stone,

arc but seldom found encrusted with ochre, though this crust covers all the

stones that wc find lying at the bottom of the mountains. The purer the

stone the less apt it seems to disintegrate.

To see whether the smaller particles of the well-mixed sienitc contained

iron sand, I reduced a portion of it to powder, and had the satisfaction to

find that it was attracted by the magnet, though for obvious reasons not so

powerfully, as the iron sand itself

The only minerals mixed with the sienitc, or passing Ihrough it in veins,

are hornblende slate, garnets, shorlous bcr\ 1 1, and pyrites. Sometimes

the sicnite assumes the structure and constitution of granite. The horn-

blende slate is found ill immense masses; large hills of it occur near the

mount on the west side of Madras. The principal tracts of those hills arc

granitic, very much given to decomposition ; and indeed large masses sel-

dom occur ill a perfectly sound state. The hornblende slate seems to con-

sist of i)icccs from half an inch to an inch long, united together, jirobably,

by a silieious cement. These pieces have a greenish black colour, their in-

ternal lustre is silky, they arc translucent on the edges, their iongitudinul

fracture straight lamellar, their cross fracture striated. They give a greyisli

green streak. Their specific gravity varies from 3'1 to 3’2. I'licir hardness

does not much exceed that of fluor spar. This hornblende slate seems also

to contain abundance of iron j but it is not nearly so apt to undergo disin-

tegration as the common hornblende. It contains many garnets ; there are

large quarries of it west from Madras, which supply that city with black

stone so frequently seen there. I have no doubt that it would take a line

polish.

We frequently find the shorlous beryl, though never in any great masses,

mixed with the sienite of the Carnatic, cither in place of the hornblende or

as a fourth ingredient. I found considerable specimens of it on the Salghur

bills, forming more than one half of the stony aggregate into which it enlcrs.

I found it likewise at the Peddanaigdurgum pass in a nullah, near the en-

campment of the pioneers, where it is mixed chiefly with red felspar and a

little quartjj. It occurs in almost all the mountains of the Carnatic in small

quantities, forming a kind of incrustation upon the other Tiiincrals of which

* A pillar, emblematical of the creative* attiibute of tlie Deity.

+ Now considered as a sub-J'pe^^ies of topaz. Or is it the mineral pislazite ;
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the mountain is composed. At first sight it bears great resemblance to

quartz, having the same dull lustre and hardness, but on a closer inspection

v?e find it in very small columns or prisms, and oblong masses of a white

yellowish green colour, its lustre shining, opaque, and though still mixed

with (piartz and felspar, but constituting the principal ingredient, its specific

gravity is from 3 to 3*09. Hence when quite pure it must be a good deal

heavier. The pieces least mixed with felspar and quartz affect the form of

hexangular columns, truncated at both extremities. The more pure and

smaller crystals seem to have the same form. Acids have not the least effect

upon it, and in a moderate heat it does not lose its colour. These characters,

I think, arc sufficient to warrant my giving it the name of shorlous beryl.

Garnets are found in the greatest abundance in an amorphous state, in the

mountains near Madras and Mahavellyporam, mixed with the sienite as well

as the hornblende slate. Between Vellore and the Ghauts I have not ob-

served any garnets entering into the composition of the sienite, and as far

as I recollect they never occur in pure hornblende. In small pieces of the

rock they sometimes, though seldom, form the prevailing ingredient. The
mountains in the Guntur Circar, the Condavir hills, and those of Conda-

pilly agree, I believe, in their constituents with those of the Carnatic ; but

they contain a greater proportion of hornblende, and abound in garnets

and what I conceive to be olivins. In these mountains the garnets are fre-

quently found crystallized.

I have found iron jiyrites in small cubic crystals on a mountain called

Kailasghur. In small particles I have observed it at other places.

The real granite into w'hich the sienite passes, or with which it alternates,

I have seen only in large detached pieces. At Mahavellyporam, and after-

wards between Conjeveram and Vellore, whole pagodas and choultries are

built of it. It is fine grained and not quite regularly compounded ; though

more so than the sienite. The quartz is white, the felspar silvery white, and

the mica in fine black lamellae. It is not so much given to decomposition as

the sienite, and is much harder. It would probably be found by digging be-

tween Conjeveram and Vellore: in all probability indeed it forms the basis

of all the hills in the Carnatic. I draw this inference from having, in many

parts both low and elevated, at a certain depth under the surface, found the

remains of a disintegrating or disintegrated granite. Near Conjeveram it

occurs near some tanks, in the form of a white clay which adheres strongly

to the lips, and near the cavalry cantonments at Arcot in white granular
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pieces that crumble between the fingers ; anti here and there some grains

present themselves which still retain the fracture of felspar. I found like-

wise in the same heaps specimens of a beautiful white felspar, in large tubu-

lar pieces of a milk white colour, to which some mica and some quartz ad-

hered. This probably exhibited some traces of the appearance of the fresh

granite, and the great proportion of felspar accounts for its having been con-

verted by disintegration into clay.



TRACT X.

DrsULTOUY, UUT WKI.L MEANING, THOUGHTS ON THE HRITISH

GOVERNMENT IN INDIA.

It is generally acknowledged that no nation in Europe is better acquainted

with the art of governing than the British. It has been contended, how-

ever, by the French, on mere theoretical principles, that this jiancgyric

tlocs not apj)Jy to the management of their colonies. When we take an at-

tentive \'icw of tlicir astonishing success, and of the security with which we

find they arc established in many parts of the globe, but especially in India,

we cannot hesitate to esteem them equally as great legislators in that country

as in their own. For my part, I feel myself both unequal and disinclined to

enter upon a discussion of such a subject. My object is different. It is an

anxious w'ish that the little knowledge which I have acquired may contri-

bute towards rendering the natives of India as happy under the British Go*

vernment as I feel myself.

That happiness is ideal, and not real, is a truth with which I am forcibly

impressed. IStill this ideal phantom, when wanted, renders a man as miserable

as tlie possession of it would produce the contrary effect. Public happiness

may be defined the absence of all grievances either real or imaginary, pro-

vided they be felt as grievances. 'Fhe art of governing well consists in an

equable distribution of those burdens and benefits which result from a regu-

lar government. In order to render the regal pow'cr more agreeable to the

people the greatest and most shining share of the beneficial branch of go-

A’crnmcnt is vested in the King or the Supreme Magistrate. Indeed he is

the nominal source of all good. To impose the taxes, and lay on those

burdens which constitute the disagreeable part of government, is w'isely left

in Great Britain to the people at large, through the medium of their dele-

gates. lienee the hatred to which the power that imposes hardships must

be exposed is, therefore, only attached to the instruments employed indivi-

dually in the distribution of them.
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The only reason why the natives of Hindostan might not think themselves

as happy as the nature of things will admit, under the Uritish Government,

is, in my opinion, owing to the strange division of the forementioned

branches of it. The Company has retained to itself the distribution of evil

or the executive power, with the collection of the revenues
;
but have Iclt

the dispensation of the sweets of a good government to native tributary

princes, or even to their own native sei'vants, who consequently derive the

benefit arising from that situation.

A ryot in the northern Ci rears, or any other part of the Company’s do*

minions, will candidly acknowledge that the collector takes nothing but the

(i^oinpany’s due. This very action, however, is a grievance in the eyes of a

Hindoo, who considers possession as real right of‘ property, which by his

religious laws and principles he is allowed to retain by the most flagitious and

sacrilegious means. 'I'he same revenue is exacted by the Zemindar, and

probably in greater proportion to the produce ;
but it is done in a very dit-

lerent way from that of the collectors, and under a combination of happier

circumstances.

A Zemindar first tries persuasion j and when he has used compulsion, he

endeavours to sooth the poor ryot, or sub-renter, by attention an<l flattery,

by an entertainment, or a trifling present. He tells him that all hardship

inflicted is merely at the instance of the Company, who enforce payment of

their kists from him with the greatest rigour. The poor plundered man re-

turns home quite proud of the attention, and pleased with the conduct of

the Rajah. On his arrival he hears the Rajah praised by the Bramins, who,

probably, have returned home with tumbalas* for their cnams, or with

pattast for new ones. Or he hears him extolled by the cnam peons I, who

boast of the distinction with which they have been treated, and of the emo-

luments they derive from the lands which they cultivate. Or the curnum §

expatiates with exultation on the allowance made by the Rajah for village

expenses. In short, the praises of the darma 11 Rajah resound from every

mouth.

From the collector the ryot returns with far different sensations. When

the kist is paid he is dismissed without further ceremony ; and comes home

brooding over his imaginary losses. The Bramins of the village, who enjoy

A written order to allow a holder of charity ground to take the yearly produce,-.

+ A grant for charity land. % A kind of militia paid by free lands^

\ Village accountauU H Biiievoleiit Prince.
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cnatns, are silent ;
those that have none (which constitute the greater part)

conny>1ain ;
for not even a chance of ac<juiring any is left them. The former

obtain their tutnbalas from the sub<rentcr, and bless him for it ; or, as 1 know

is tlie case in the northern Circars, they consider their lands as real property,

insuied to them by means of stipulations between the Nizam and the Com-

pany.

From the peons, a very numerous class of the middle and lower ranks of peo-

ple in India, nothing is heard but complaints. They arc not only disre-

garded but often deprived of their pikes and daggers, which they consider

as the very yrridc of their existence, and sometimes also of their enams or

privileges which frequently consist in nothing more than an equal share of

the produce of the land w'hich they cultivate ; but which are considered by

themselves as matters of great importance.

Here I must advert to the position respeeting happiness, with which I

began this Tract. The Hindoo thinks himself happy, if he as well as the

other classes of his nation, especially the Bramins whom he is taught to

consider as belonging to a race of beings superior to himself, and to regard

as protecting angels, be permitted to remain in the undisturbed exercise

and enjoyment of their ancient customs and privileges. The Bramin thinks

himself jiist as much entitled to receive enams and other charitable gifts as

the ryot to a share of the produce of the land which he cultivates. Hence

when he docs not receive them he considers himself as injured. Those who

enjoy these donations are never reminded that they are charitable gifts, and

ol‘ course they are unthankful. Those whose ancestors did not transmit to

them these privileges are convinced that they will never obtain them fi'om

Government *. Hence their loud complaints, and the readiness with which

they would be disposed to support those from whom they might expect a dif-

ferent treatment. They would unite with pleasure in supporting any uyxstart

rebel, whether he were a Hindoo or a Moorman. The lower classes, ever

influenced and led by the ministers of their religion, consider the grievances

of' the Bramins as their own ; and as their vanity is never flattered by the

Company’s Government, which alone could induce them to forget their fel-

low-subjects, readily join them in lamentations, and would do so likewise in

case ol' a rebellion.

'I'hc Bramins in the district of the Zemindar look up to him for charitable

* There liavc been made some exceptions lately, as those black officers and soldiers who be.

h.tved well on some occasions, as at tho Vellore mutiny, have been rewarded with lands.

4
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gifts, anti are therefore not only rc:Kl3' to support him, biif oven to pro.

vent a change of administration, because they know that if the country

should become amany * not the least chance of obtaining cnains is left them.

It is not uncommon for the lands to be partially rcsiimoil by' the Ze-

mindar, which enables him to raise his reputation by new gifts, which he

fails not to bestow. He takes from one in order to give to another.

I have often heard them declare that the Comj)any'’s amany administra-

tion was strictly just ; but tlicy thought it comparatively not so good as a

Moorish Government, and greatly inferior to a Hindoo one. Under the

Moorish, say they, a poor man might by' chance acquire riches, and expe-

rience a turn of good luck, of which in the same Government the. richer arc

often deprived ;
whereas in the Company’s district none are plundered, and

consequently none by' an extraordinary accumulation of favour rise ii])on the

ruins of others.

If these defects in the British Government in India were generally under-

stood, nothing would be more easy than to remedy them. But I have rea-

son to believe that they are not understood by those who have the supreme

direction of aflairs in India. Thou.sands of difficulties indeed start up be-

fore my eyes, which 1 do not venture to mention, because they may, per-

haps, be greater in appearance than in reality'. Something material, how-

ever, might be done, I conceive, without any further investigation, and

founded on the strictest principles of ju-sticc.

Would it not be advisable that cnamdars of all descriptions and in all

districts, whether amfiny' or under Zemindars, should be pjjblicly an-

nounced as under the particular protection and exclusive authority of Go-

vernment ? Even those who have lately acquired, or may hereafter ac-

quire, enams from the Zemindar, should be placed in the same predica-

ment. This would put an effectual stop to the squandering away of lands,

and at once detach the greatest interest in the country from the Rajahs.

The Curnums would become more independent of the Zemindars, and all

accounts would be more open to investigation. Registers might be ojicncd

<tf all enamdars and cnam lands, and those persons who neglect to have

them enrolled should be invariably deprived of them, in favour of the in-

formers, or others; for, provided they be given away, it signifies not 1o

whom.

* Under the immediate management of the collector.

D D
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To impress the minds of the people with the good Intention of Govern-

ment, j)rinted piittas should be distributed among all registered as enam-

dars, in which the Company is represented as confirming their enains, so

long as they continue dutiful and fiiithful subjects. At the same time, it might

be made known that all those enanidars w’ould invariably be deprived of their

cnams, who, in tlie event ol' a rebellion in any district, do not immediately

repair with their families to such countries as continue in a state of quiet-

ness and attached to tlic Company. Tumbalas should also be regularly dis-

tributed, c.xpressive of the charity which yearly is renewed to the enam

holders.

A certain j)roportion of uncultivated lands might be allotted for new cnams,

or for such llramins and Chetris as could prove that they had cither them-

selves cleared and cultivated waste land.s, or had encouraged others to do so.

By such conduct, I conceive that the Bramins and Nobles of the country

would feel at once that they depended solely upon Government, and be en-

couraged to look forward to favours and emoluments for which there tvas

no opening before.

The conse<iucnce of this would be that another and a formidable class of

people (I mean the Peons) w'ould be attached to the interests of the Com-
pany. They arc looked uj) to, by the rest of the natives, as their natural pro-

tectors. They arc paid by some trifling enams, or by receiving equal shares of

the produce of a certain quantity of their Circar land ; and when they arc ac-

tually employed, they receive daily batta *. They are a proud, haughty, war-

like race, who wield the spear with intrepidity in the day of battle. If they

can be attached to the Company’s interest, nothing is to be feared from

foreign or internal enemies. I allude here only to enam Peons, and not to the

common rebels, consisting of Moormen and other idlers, whose sole pro-

perty consists in a sword or a match lock ; who readily attach themselves

to every upstart, anti as readily forsake him. I allude to those Peons who
.surround the native Princes j whose principle it is to fall in the field of

battle with their masters, and who are known rather to sacrifice themselves

than survive them. I know it is a favourite maxim to disarm these people ;

but that can never be effected so long as a bamboo grows in India, or a

pointed plough-share is to be met with in the fields. Would it not be a wiser

policy to conciliate and secure their friendship ? They are all fond of dLs-

tinction. If they were publicly declared Circar Peons, under the particular

* Daily subsistance, about two-pence each mao*
5
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and exclusive authority of the Company, ro};istcrcd as such, and their

cnams promised to themselves and their families so long as they showed

themselves laithful servants ;
if they were to he assured that they would

never be removed from the districts in which they reside, excepting when

tliey were actually employed in war—by these, and similar modes, they

might be gained in a very short time. Officers might be appointed iu every

district, not to drill them, but to become personally ac(juaiuled with them,

and to lead them into the field when their services were wanted.

Honorary guards might be furnished, out ol’ their number, to the tributary

Rajahs, as they are accustomed to this kind ol‘ )>agcantry. They wtniid

serve as an eft’cctual guard over them, as soo»i as they were accustomed to

look up to a superior power as their immediate protector.

I'he great end of all this—the popularity of' the present Government
with the natives of India—would be secured ; and an army, amounting at

least to 100,0(X), would be organized on the coast at little or no expense.

It may be said that consanguinity, or relationship, attaches the Peons to

tlie native Princes. I believe I have heard the observation made ;
but 1

do not think it well founded. A slight review of the casts, or tribes, among
whom most of this description of men are ’ found, will rea<lily convince

any person that no such consanguinity can exist.

To this proposal, it may be objected that all alienations of lauds are losses

to the revenue, which ought rather to be gradually increased by the re-

sumption of enams to which no ancient title can be produced. I once

thought so myself, and was most assiduous in hunting after and pointing out

all illegal claims j but, upon more mature reflection, I am of opinion that it

would tend more to the advantage of a government so great and powerful

as that of the British in India, were they to be indulgent in this respect,

and thus evince that attention to the real or ideal happiness of their nume-

rous subjects, which, in other respects, they arc so anxious to exhibit. The
intention of establishing courts of justice, and of conferring the property of

the lands upon the native princes, may be adduced as striking instances.

But 1 am sorry to say that they are not such as will contribute, by their

effects, to the happiness of the middle or lower classes of the natives of

.

India.

Samulcotta, 1798.
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TRACT XI.

MODE OF DYEING RED COTTON YARN, PRACTISED ON THE COAST

OF COROMANDEL.

Though the methods of the Indian dyers are exceedingly tedious and

complicated, and though they are utterly unable to explain the rationale of

their processes, yet the beauty of their colours cannot fail to be admired,

and must inspire us with the opinion that a knowledge of their methods

might improve the processes of the European dyers, and might enable them

to make sonic advantageous changes in the art as at present practised

;

while the application of the light of chemistry to explain the nature of the

Indian processes, to enable the enlightened artist to throw out all the useless

steps, might contribute more to the improvement of this beautiful art than

even the most sanguine is at present aware of.

When I drew up the following essay, some years ago, in India, I was

not aware that any of the facts communicated in it were known in Europe.

Hut I find, since my return to England, that this is not exactly the case,

fhe method of dyeing cotton red in tlie Levant is nearly the same as the

Indian method. An account of this process has been published by Chaptal,

in the Annales de C/iimie, and by Berthollet, in the second edition of his

Thcorie de la Teincturc ; and is well known, I find, to the public in general.

It is even possible that the Indian process itself may have made its way into

some English book, though I have not yet been able to meet with it. Be

that as it may, I .shall here venture upon the insertion of my own Essay,

which, if 1 were allowed the liberty of reckoning from the date at which it was

drawTi up, would be fairly admitted to stand a considerable claim to pi'iority.

My knowledge, being all derived from actual inspection of the processes, has

the advantage of accuracy, which may be depended on.

1
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I. Alode of JVasJdng and Arranging the Yarn to be dyed.

Yarn, before being dyed, requires to be washed and untwisted, that it

may not become entangled, and be rendered useless during the numerous

processes to which it is to be subjected. It ought also to be in such a state

that all its parts may be equally penetrated by the colouring matter, which

could not be the case with hard>twisted yarn.

The yarn, after being separated, is divided into little bundles of thirty or

forty threads, through each of which, at the middle and extremities, a

cotton twine is sewed
;
but so loosely, that the yarn may be hung on a

bamboo, and spread out in such a manner that every single thread is exposed

to the powerful rays of the sun. Washing and cleaning are sufficiently ac-

complished by pouring cold water upon the yarn, and boating and pressing

it well with the hands for half an hour, or longer. It is then to be kept in

water, in covered vessels, till it acquires a putrid smell, which usually hap-

pens after it has stood twenty-four or thirty-six hours, during which time it

should be occasionally pressed and worked for ii (juartcr of an hour together.

It is now to be washed as clean as possible, beat upon a stone or earthen

pot, and then hung up in the sun to dry.

It is obvious that, by these processes, the texture of the yarn must be

made as loose as possible; and thus the dyeing ingredients find a facility of

penetrating to every part.

The natives of India have a very commodious way of beating their yarn,

which requires only to be seen and practised once or twice to enable any

other person to perform it as well as themselves. With one hand, they hohl

the yarn by one of its extremities, giving it a swing at the same time, so as

to make it extend quite horizontally, and with the other hand they draw it

back into a small compass near their feet : this is repeated ten or twenty

times, till the yarn curls, and is as loose as required.

The yarn, after being dried, is not washed again, though it sonietiines

looks as dirty as ever, but is immediately submitted to that proce.ss which

may be termed animalization. Every body knows that animal substances

receive colours with much greater facility than vegetable. Now the object

of the process in question is to communicate to the cotton the same facility

of combining with colouring matter that animal bodies possess.
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II. Preparation of the Ariuializing Mordant.

The followinfr ]cy ouglil to he prepared during the above described pro-

cesses to which the yarn w'as sid)ject,ed.

.Sonic ])Iantain tree* or other ashes are put into an earthen pot, and cold

water jioiired upon tlieni. 'i'liis mixture, being well stirred and agitated,

is allowed to stand for sonic hours, to enable the w’ater to extract the alkaline

parts of the ashes
;

fiir much depends upon the ley being sufficiently strong.

This strength the native dyers deterinine by experiments conducted as fol-

lows : they put some oi‘ the strained Icy into a cocoa-nut shell, add to it

about half the (juantity of gingelie oil, and give the whole a gentle motion.

If this mixture turns immediately white, without any visible globules ol' oil

sw'imniing on the surface, the ley is considered as sufficiently strong. If

globules of oil still apjiear, the ley must be strengthened by an additional

cjuantity of ashes, 'fliis experiment is repeated every fourth or sixth hour,

till the ley is found of sufficient strength.

The quantity of icy wanted is then carefully poured off, without disturb-

ing the fine black sediment at the bottom, and strained through a cotton

cloth. In one half of this ley is dissolved .some sheep’s dung, in the pro-

j)ortion ol’ two or three ounces of dung to a pint of ley. The solution is

again strained through a piece of coarse muslin.

The other half of the ley is mixed with half its bulk of gingelie oil, and

Avith nearly half as much tsicky ; and then both liquors are mixed to-

gether. We need not be sur])rised that the Indian dyers arc unwilling to

allow strangers to be present during their processes. All their actions are

mixed with sui)erstition. Now they conceive that, by the propitious co-

oj)eration of one of their gods, a milky scum is suddenly produced upon the

surface of this mixture
;
upon which, in their opinion, its efficacy as a mor-

dant greatly depends.

The several substances above-mentioned arc employed by them in the

following proportions.

To half a pound ol’ yarn they take half a pint of gingelie oil, two pints of

ley, a quarter of a pint of tsicky, and about two or three ounces of sheep’s

dung.

Musa paradUica.
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One fourth part of the mordant thus prepared is poured upon the yarn to

be dyed. The yarn is squeezed and wrought in it for a considerable time,

adding occasionally small portions of the mordant. This laborious process

must be continued till every thread appears thoroughly soaked, which may

take place within little more than half an hour, supposing tlic quantity of*

yarn not great. A certain dexterity, only to be acquired by practice,

contributes much to shorten this part of the operation.

The yarn is now spread upon a bamboo, and exposed to the action of the

sun till noon (supposing the dyer to have begun his work in the morning).

It is then taken in, and worked up a second time, with an additional portion

of the mordant previously diluted with some ley, and hung out to dry as

before. At sun-set it is taken in again, and treated with an additional por-

tion of mordant. It is then put into two covered vessels, and allowed to

remain till next morning.

If any of the mordant remain, the process is to be repeated again next

morning, and the yarn is afterwards to be hung out in the sun to dry : a

step, indeed, always taken every day during the whole j)roccss.

The strong ley at first prepared is now to be diluted with one third of its

bulk of water ; the yarn, when taken in at sun-set, is to be moistened in it,

and put into two covered vessels during the night, as usual.

Here I cannot avoid making two cursory observations relative to the

economical part ol’thc process. 1. No more of the ley is to be added to the

yarn than it will readily imbibe. A superfluous quantity would dilute the

mordant too much, and would be lost by dropping off while the yarn is

hanging on the bamboo, belbrc it had performed the icqiiircd service.

2. The position of the yarn must be constantly changed, as the containing

fl.uids are alw'ays accumulating in the lowest parts, and, if not lost by drop-

ping off, at least become unequally distributed.

Next day, the yarn is to be spread upon a bamboo, and exposed to the

sun during the whole day. In the evening it is taken in, and treated with

the ley as usual. These alternate exposures to the sun during the day, and

soaking in the ley during the night, are to be continued daily without in-

termission, till it appears that the yarn is saturated with ley ; or, to speak

more precisely, till the whole of the oil is converted into soap. The time

necessary for accomplishing this change is usually five days, supposing the

ley sufliciently strong.

This conversion of the oil is ascertained in the following manner. Waslt
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a few inches of one of the bundles of cotton yarn in water, holding some

astringent priiiciplo in solution. In a short time, a wliitish scum will be

deposited on the surface. -This scum is to be rubbed for some minutes on

any part of the skin (usually on the palms of the hands). They readily

perceive, by tlic led, whether any part of the oil be still free, and also by

the shining oily lustre which, in that case, their hands acquire. This sepa-

ration of the soap would not be produced by common water. The dyers

constantly keep the wood and roots of the nalla maram (Phyllanthifs um-

bjlica) in those wells from which they take their water for this purpose.

The bark of this tree contains the astringent principle, and is often used by

the natives to clear turbid water.

After the workman is satisfied that the whole oil is converted into soap,

the yarn is subjected to the same treatment for one day more ; but it is

only wetted with common water, or with much diluted ley, in the morning

and evening.

This part of the process being finished, it becomes necessary to dry the

yarn in the open air thoroughly. It may then cither be washed immediately,

or, in order to give the unimalizing mordant time to produce its full effect,

it may be kept from three to five weeks in a room. The conduct of the

dyer is guided by his circumstances. If he can afford to wait, he will keep

the yarn, being well aware that the quality of the colour will compensate

for the loss of time. I have myself tried both ways several times ; and the

result of my trials always agreed with the previously conceived opinions of

the Indian dyers.

Before the yarn is cleaned properly, it must always be first washed slightly

in a small portion of water. This water, which dissolves the soapy par-

ticles, is kept by the dyer for future use, and is called by him tsicky. It

gradually acquires some consistence, and a disagreeable smell. Wc have

already seen that it enters into the composition of the mordant.

The yarn is then thoroughly washed in a tank, so that nothing of the

mordant seemingly remains, except the smell, and a certain softness per-

ceptible to the finger. To ensure the success of the process, the yarn is

sometimes subjected a second time to the whole of the preceding treat-

ment } and this repetition appears to me to increase the beauty of the

colour. The mordant is prepared quite in the manner already explained,

and the quantity of it is only such as will serve for once moistening the

yarn. The proportions of ingredients are one part of gingelie oil, three
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parts of strong ley, Haif a part of old tsicky, two par ts of new tsicky, and a

little sheep’s dung.

It is unnccessaiy to describe tlie way in which this second dose of mordant

is made to aqt upon the yarn ; every tiling being a mere repetition ofwhaf

has been already detailed.

III. Dyeing Process.

The yarn being conceived thoroughly impregnated with this peculiar

mordant, the next process is to give it a red colour. For that purpose, a

cold infusion in water is made of pounded casah leaves. Some hours after*

wards the yarn is put into this infusion, and agitated in such a maimer

that each of the threads conies <‘ompletcly in contact with tlie infusion. In

tliis state it is allowed to remain during a whole night. Tlie quantity ol

leaves employed in forming tliis infusion is so considerable, that it has a

greater resemblance to a paste than a simple infusion of vegetable matter.

Next morning, the water is wrung out of the yarn ; the adhering leaves

are shaken ofl‘; the yarn is beat in an earthen pot, or on a piece of wood.

It is then spread out upon a bamboo, and exposed for a whole day to the

sun, by which it acquires a fine orange colour.

The old casah leaves being removed, and fresh ones put in their place,

together with an equal quantity of chayroot (Oldenlandia umbcllata), these

are the bodies that contribute essentially to the colour. When the yarn does

not exceed half a pound, they may be used to the quantity of a handful

each. One or two hours after the formation of this liquor, the yiu-n is to be

laid in it.

The same process is repeated on the third day. By tliis time the yarn

usually changes to a reddish yellow colour, with some red spots here and

there appearing. A liquor for soaking the yarn in next night is now made of

a handful of chayroot and water.

On the fourth day, the yarn will appear, in the morning, of a light red

colour. It is to be treated in the same way as on the preceding days ; and

a similar liquor to the last is made for soaking it in at night.

On the fifth morning, the yarn is washed in a tank, and afterwards dried

in the sun, as usuaU In the evening it is laid in a liquor, made in the fol-

lowing manner. Some casah leaves are pounded in a mortar, and mixed
with as much gingelie oil as is sufiicient to make the whole into a dry paste.
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Of this paste, about half an ounce is mixed with the usual portion of watet.

It is allowed to stand for one or two hours ; a handful of chayroot is then

added, and the yarn imm^iately immersed in it for tlhe night.

The mode of proceeding on the sixth day is precisely similar. The liquor

for the night is prepared solely of chayroot.

On the seventh day the yarn is washed again, dried, &c. Both on this

and the succeeding evening it is soaked in a liquor made of equal parts of

casah leaves and chayroot, infused in water ; and here finishes the tedious

process of infusing, soaking, steeping, &c. which has occupied nearly a

month’s time.

The liquor of last night is strained in the morning, a handful of chayroot

added to it, with as much more water as may seem necessary for giving

room to agitate the yarn in it freely.

Though the colouring particles of chayroot strike with much ease, and

attach themselves so firmly, and with such facility, to the prepared yarn,

that there is no removing them by water, or the other destroyers of colours,

yet it is deemed necessary to boil the yarn in the same kind of liquor in

which it has been so frequently soaked, in order to make the particles of the

colouring matter adhere the stronger. For this purpose a furnace is to be

built of some stones, leaving a bttle room for introducing the fuel. The pot

containing the liquor is put upon this furnace, and a brisk fire is kept up

till it begins to boil. The fire is then slackened, and kept up just sufiiciently

to give the water a constant bubbling motion, to be continued till a rose-

coloured froth covers the whole surface. This shows that it is time either to

remove the vessel altogether from the fire, or, what is more common, to

take away the greatest part of the fire from under the vessel, and to suffer

the pot to cool gradually without removing it.

The cheapest fuel is the stalks of the chayroot, kept by dyers for the ex-

press purpose.

During the boiling, the yam is often stirred and lifted with wooden sticks,

in order to produce an equal degree of heat throughout the whole. But

these agitations must be as rapid as possible, to obviate the injury that the

yarn would sustain by exposure to the air.

The yarn, when quite cold, is taken out of the pot, washed in a tank,

beaten as usual, and dried in the sun.

If its colour, as is frequently the case, should not be of a lively and

brilliant tintj the Malabars have ways of improving it. First, by dipping or

5
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steeping^ it once more in a liquor made of casah leavea and chayrooi ; thfe

former mingled with a little gingelie oil. Secondly, by patting it int6 a cold

infusion of sapan wood (Caesalpinia sapan). But this method^ though, it

adds greatly to the beauty of the colour, is a mere trick, as the drst washing

will deprive it of all that the sapan wood has communicated. > •

IV. A Process by which only an Inferior Colour was obtained.

The mode of dyeing usually practised, having been described at great

length in the preceding part of this essay, a very short abstract will scr\'c to

put the reader in possession of this second method.

First day. The yam was cleaned, &c. exactly as described before.

Second day. The yarn kept in the w’atcr, and occasionally agitated.

Third day. The water smelling very strong was poured off, the yarn

hung up to dry, and the ley prepared in the usual way.

Fourth day. The mordant was prepared with gingelie oil, tsicky, &c.

Part was immediately applied to the yarn ; the rest in the evening.

Fifth day. The yarn, in the evening, was moistened with simple ley.

Sixth day. About noon, and in the evening, treated the yarn with di.

luted ley. The same was done on the seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, and

eleventh days.

Twelfth day. The yarn having undergone the necessary animalizing

part of the process, it was washed at first in a small vessel, to preserve the

tsicky, and then in a tank. In the evening of the same day it was once

more served with ley, mixed with some part of the new tsicky. The yarn

was then suffered to dry some days perfectly in the sun.

Thirteenth day. The yarn being washed and dried again, was plunged

into the liquor prepared of pounded casah leaves.

Fourteenth day. The old leaves removed, and fresh ones added to yes.

terday’s liquor.

Fifteenth day. Liquor prepared solely with a handful of pounded chay>

root.

Sixteenth day. As yesterday.

Seventeenth day. The yam being washed in the morning, was dried,

and soaked, during the night, in liquor prepared with chayroot.

Eighteenth day. The same as the sixteenth.

Nineteenth day. Some casah leaves were beaten in a mortar, together with

a E 2
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a little gingelie oil, and a quantity of this mass, of the size of a waHnitt,

mixed with the usual portion of water, and then chayroot added.

Twentieth day. As yesterday.

Twenty-first. The yarn w'as washed in the morning, and the infusion

prepared as yesterday.

'I'wenty-second, Chayroot solely used for making the liquor.

Twenty-third. The yarn w'ashed in the morning and evening
;

laid into

a liquor like that of yesterday.

Tw'cnty-fourth. 'fhe yarn was boiled in the manner formerly described.

Being washed, it appeared destitute of that brightness so much esteemed,

and was rather of a darkish shade. This, I believe, was owing chiefly to

tJic negligence of the dyer, in not administering the just quantity of casah

leaves, by means of which the former yarn acquired its splendour.

In order to dispose the yarn thus spoiled in dyeing to receive the colouring

matter anew, it is necessary to impregnate it again with the animalizing

mordant, the same as at first, as there is reason to believe that it has been

removed by the repeated washings, and by the boiling. The method which

the Malabars pursue is this : they pound some casah leaves with gingelie

oil, to a mass of a piiltaccous glutinous consistence
;
part of this is mixed

with water, and added afterwards to a handful of chayroot. In this liquor

the yarn is soaked during a night ; and the process is repeated till the yarn

improves in colour. This is the common way of dyeing yarn red on the coast

of Coromandel, from Cape Commorin to ralliacotah. But the process, as

far as I could learn, is quite unknown on the north side of Kistnah, in the

northern Circars, and in Bengal. There are some places in the Guntoor

Circar where this method is partly practised j but the colour is of an infe-

rior kind.

V. Remarks on the Substances employed in this Process.

Much depends upon the goodness of the yarn to be subjected to this pro-

k css. The success of the colour, however, is to be chiefly ascribed to a

proper regulation of the proportions of the substances employed, and of

the time during which the yarn is subjected to each particular process.

The nature of the mordant is peculiar, and could scarcely have been an-

ticipated as one that would answer the purpose. No strong chemical affi-

nity appears to exist between it and the fibres of cotton. Hence one would
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have suspected that water would have washed the whole of it out. The per-

inancncy of tlie dye, however, and the necessity of the mordant to produce

this permanency, arc sufficient evidences that this is not the case. Tlic

essential constituents of this mordant appear to be the sheep’s dung-and the

gingelic oil. The sheep’s dung, no doubt, comnuinicates some aniqial*

matter to the yarn, and appears to answer the purpose better than cither

cow-dung or blood. Instead of gingelie oil, I have used common olive oil,

and found it to answer equally well ; and I should suppose that tallow would

answer still better. The dyers never use the gingelie oil fresh, but always

keep it till it becomes rancid. This oil is made to undergo the particular

alteration which oil in general undergoes, when converted into soap. I’hc

nature of this alteration has not been much examined by chemists, tliough it

is known that, in consequence of it, the oil becomes soluble in alcohol, and

that it assumes a much greater degree of consistence than it possessed be-

fore.

It is the aslies that produce this change, and the object of the very tedious

treatment which the yarn undergoes—the repeated soakings in the alkaline

ley, and exposure to the sun,—is merely to bring about this requisite change.

It would certainly be worth while to try whether soap, or oil thrown down
from soap, might not be used so as to shorten this very tedious part of the

process.

As to tlie ashes employed, I suspect that the plantain is used to produce

them, because it can be had at the cheapest rate, and with the greatest fa-

cility. But other trees are used when plantain cannot.be had. The dry

wood and leaves ofthe plantain are collected into a heap, and burnt biiskly

in the open air. When they cease to flame, the pieces arc extinguished with

water, and it is this residuum of charcoal which is employ ed to furnish the

ash. It is well known in India, that the ashes of the plantain yield soda in a

state of considerable purity. I have tried both potash and soda, as a sub-

stitute for the ashes of the plantain in dyeing, and have succeeded with them

both. But I considered the colour as the most beautiful when soda was

employed. Soda seems to give greater firmness to oil than potash, as it is

known to be essential to the formation of hard soap.

Tsicky appears to be little else than a solution of soap in water; and its use

in dying seems rather to favour the supposition that soap might be substituted

in a great measure for the mordant.

Casah leaves are the leaves of the memecylou capitcllatum, the calannaly

2
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of the Tamuls, and ali of the Gentoos. Dr. Roxburgh gives the following,

description of this plant.

It iS) in general, a shrub of a middle size ; but grows to a pretty large

tree, common in most jungles along the coast ; is seldom found large except

among the mountains, where it is not sought after. It is in general used for

fire-wood •, flowers during the hot season ; the bark is dark, grey, and pretty

smooth ; the branches, large and small, suberate, rigid ; leaves opposite,

pctcolatc, ovate, acuminate, smooth, glaring, solid. Flowers small and

purple, very numerous, in little umbels, one, two, or more issuing from

where they have stood on the branches. I never saw flowers on the young

leaf-bearing shoots, or rarely
; always from the branches of twenty-three or

more years old. The partial and general peduncles are tetragonal, smooth.

Pedicels round and coloured ; bracts minute ; the calyx bell-shaped
} obso-

lete, four-toothed, purple coloured; corolla four petals, heart-formed, in-

serted by angles into the divisions of the calyx, coral bluish. Stamina,

filaments eight, twice as long as the calyx, in which they arc inserted.

Anther® semilunate. Berry of the size of a pea, shining, black, and suc-

culent.”

This tree grows over the whole coast. 1 have found it near Tranquebar,

and in the jungles of the northern Circars. But the dyers will never make
use of those leaves that grow near their houses, not even when they are

obliged to pay dear for those coming, as they say, from a distance, and most

j)robably from the mountains of the coast, and those of Ceylon. And, in-

deed, the difference is so great, that one would be almost induced to be-

lieve that the imported leaves were from quite a different tree, or at least

from a different species of memecylon, if we were not aware of the great

influence of soil and water, and, above all, of age, to alter the qualities,

and even the shape, of vegetable substances. Instances of tliis kind are so

obvious and common, that all farther observations on the subject miglit be

deemed superfluous.

The cold infusion of these leaves imparts a fine yellow colour to cotton,

Avhen soaked in it for some time. The leaves have an astringent taste, and

all the qualities belonging to that principle. They are, in general, to be

had at a very moderate price ; for one pound of yarn seldom requires more
than a fanam’s worth of this article for the purpose of dyeing it. These

dried leaves arc to be pounded to a coarse powder before being^used; but

they may be kept a long time in the state of powder without losing any of
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(iieir virtue. The Tamuls, I am told, sometimes substitute the nunna root

(Guilan dina umbellata) for casah leaves, in dyeing cotton red. But as 1 have

not had an opportunity of seeing it tried, I do not know how it answers.

1 find that nut>galls will not answer as a substitute for casah leaves. Pcr>

haps some of the trees of Europe, that are known to communicate a yellow
‘

colour, might be used in its place. 1 should be tempted, for that purpose,

to tiy the birch, or the alder.

Chayroot is the principal dyeing ingredient. It is the root of the Olden-

landia umbellata. Dr. Roxburgh's description of it is as follows :

“ The Oldenlandia is a small biennial, rarely triennial, plant
;
grows in a

light, dry, sandy ground, near the sea, and is cultivated on the coast of

Coromandel. Flowers during the latter part of the season. The seetl ripe

in January.
.
Root is very long ; from one to two feet ;

with a few lateral

fibres. When fresh, the bark is orange coloured. The stem, in the cul-

tivated sort, erect }
in the wild, diffuse

; in both, round jointed, a little

scabrous ; below, very ramous. The branches axillary, the under opposite,

decussated, spreading, horizontal, and scarcely as long as the stem ; above,

alternate, or in pairs from the axil. The leaves opposite, tern or qiiatern

pointed, sessile, linear, scabrous, spreading, from three quarters to half an

inch long, by 1.^- broad. In the axils of the principal leaves are generally

fasciculm of smaller leaves. Stipulas ciliated. Flowers terminal, small,

white, very numerous ;
the whole forming a large umbil. Fails of fructifi-

cation agree exactly with those of the genus.

“ This plant is much cultivated on the coast of Coromandel. It grows

hut on the purest light sand ; there its roots descend to a great depth. The
cattle are ch iven upon the ground for some time to manure it ;

or some other

manure employed, generally the lightest, and the surface of the ground

made level and cleared of weeds. The seeds are mi.xed with much sand,

and sown as soon as the rains begin in June or July. The sand is mixed with

the seed, to enable the sower to sow it sufficiently thin. It requires to be

often watered, if there are not frequent showers. The first watering has a

little cow-dung mixed with it, which binds the surface of the soil, and pre-

vents the wind fiom blowing the seed away. It is then simply watered, till

tlie plants are two or three inches high ; after which it requires little or no

care. Few weeds grow in such a soil as suits the culture of tliis plant: of

course a very little labour keeps it clean. Much rain injures the quality of the

root. Where the wild sort can be had in quantity, it is esteemed one-third
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or unc-iburUi btrongcr than the cultivated; and, what is of more conse-

quence, yields a better colour ; and where roots can be had of two years’

growth, they are reckoned still better. But the farmer does not find it

answer his purpose to let the plant remain longer in the ground than one

season.”

This root is not less important to the Indian dyers than madder is to the

lairopean. Indeed its uses arc fully as extensive as those of madder, for it

is etnployed notonly in dyeing cotton red, but also in cloth-painting; and

\ cry oil CD serves to give other colours a degree of mellowness and beauty

which otherwise they could not attain. As the quality of this root varies

\’crv materially in different circumstances, it becomes requisite for those that

use it to make themselves well acquainted with the different appearances

which it assumes that they may avoid the risk of being imposed on by fraii-

duleiit people. Particular attention is requisite to be able to discovei* whe-

thcr or not the root has been spoiled by accidents, as by rain, or other inju-

ries of the weather ; by being ke])t in a dark room, &e. If a white colour

ju'cvail in the inside of the bark, and on the wood, we may be pretty certain

that the root is spoiled
; whereas a green colour is a sure indication of its

goodness.

The Malahars have a mclhod of determining the state of tliis root, upon

which they lay considerable stress. They mix together a little of the

jxninded root and quicklime. If the mixture in a short time assumes a fine

high red colour, the root is considered as good
;
but if the colour becomes

pale or brown, or if no change of colour takes place at all, then the chav-

root is considered as of no value.

^A^atcr extracts little colouring matter from the chayroot. The infusion

has a light reddish tinge, owing to undissolvcd particles floating in it ; for it

passes colourless through the filter, but a.ssumes an ale colour on standing.

When an alkali is poured into the water the colour becomes a lively rod.

Alcohol extracts a yellow colour from chayroot. The addition of a little

lime or alkali immediately strikes a fine red.

In India, chayroot is sold in bundles along with the stalks. The dyers do

not reduce it to powder till they are going to use it. They then cut off the

.stalks and the small shoots from the principal roots ; then dry the roots in

the sun till they become brittle enough to be reduced to powder. The price

vsu ies considerably in India according to the season and other circurastance.s.
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In the south of India it is seldom sold for more than a rupee the three

pounds* weight, and seldom for less than half that sum.

I have little doubt that madder might be substituted for it in Europe ; and

that, supposing the Indian method of dyeing introduced, it would furnish

almost as fine a colour. Indeed I think it by no means unlikely that, by

means of this animalizing mordant, if I be allowed the expression, even

cochineal may be applied to cotton cloth, and may communicate to it as

splendid a colour as it does to wool.



TRACT XH

ACCOUNT OF THE METHOD OF SMELTING lEOX IN THE

NOIlTHEllN CIRCAIIS.

About the end of the month of June, 1794, when the thermometer

stood at 115°, 1 set out from Vuppada for Letchemporam, a small village

in the Polaveram district. This village lies about fourteen miles south-west

from Rajahmundry. The adjacent country is gently sloping and undu-

lating ; and by far the greater part of it covered with jungle. The soil is

gravelly, of a red colour, and has the aspect of sterility. There being no

tanks, rice cannot be cultivated here. In addition to this disadvantage the

country is much infested with tigers, which daily destroy the cattle of the

poor inhabitants. I found the people in this village extremely willing to

show and explain to me every thing concerning their iron works.

The iron-smelters themselves are a poor set of people, and obliged to

plough the land for their subsistence during the wet season, and work as

smelters only during the hottest part of the year. The finest and mildest

season they employ in cutting wood in the hills, in burning charcoal, and

after these occupations are over in recovering their health at home. For

besides their repeated experience that every one contracts the fever during

his stay among the jungle, we have only to observe their sickly look and

felieir whole appearance, to be convinced that their accounts are correct. To
this circumstance, together with the necessity they are under of cultivating

the ground for a part of the year, we may ascribe the unproductiveness of

their labour as manufticturers of iron. Yet the iron which they produce is

considered as the finest in every respect for tools, razors, &c. Hence the

demand for it is great, and the number of workmen miserably smsdl ; for

die miners, smelters, wood-cutters, and labourers, all united together, do.

aot exceed eight or nine men.

Stones containing iron ore in considerable quantity are found every where

near the village, from six to eight fathoms under ground, imbedded in a

4
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lithomnr^, the dlscoveij of which is a sure sign of being near a bed of

iron-stone.

These iron-stones lie in beds of a small extent, of irregular thickness,

and vai'ious in their breadth from side to side ; tiiougli Uits is never very;

great.

They at first mine downwards in a perpendicular directit)n, till they are-

obliged by the different directions of the beds to alter their coujsc accoid-

ingly. The breadth of their perpendicular shaft amounts to about 2 J. cubits,

and small steps arc cut out in tlie sides for the convcniency of descending.

When they have exhausted a bed of iron-stone, they abandon their mine

without any further trial, and dig another in a different direction. 'I’his neg-

ligent mode of proceeding puts them to many inconveniences, and produce.s

much unnecessary trouble, b}' obliging them to dig boles almost every si^

yards, which they fill up again when the iron-stone is exhausted.

The ground in this place, and the ore itself, being of a very soil nature,

no other instruments are rctpiired for working their mines than a pointed

pick-axe. The ore and extraneous stones arc drawn up in baskets ; the latter

(consisting chieffy of clay) is separated, and the former broken by uiailcts to

the size of a hazzle-nut.

This ore lias much the appearance of a yellow and bi’own ochrey clay. If

ajipcars also to contain a mixture, or rather coating, of calcareous earth.

When reduced to powder it acquires a red colour, and exhibits many spark-

ling particles.

The miners prepare the charcoal which they require for smelting this ore,

by burning the wood of the sandra chettu (Mimosa sandra), which furnishes

a solid, good charcoal. Hut ns it is rather scarce in the vicinity of this vil-

lage, and as a conveyance of twenty-four or thirty miles, tlie nearest place

where it may be had in abundance, is very expensive ; this, together with

various other obvious circumstances, must remier any attenqH to establish a

large iron-manufactory in this village a very hazardous undertaking. No
doubt other- kituls of wood might be found which would yield a charcoal

that would answer the purpose sufficiently well ; but unluckily all the jungle

in the neiglilKuirhood of the village consists of very smaU brushwood.

These smelting-works however, notwithstanding their diminutive scale,

attract the attention of every curious observer, on account of the simplicity

of every part of tlie process and the goodness of the iron obtained.

The furnace consists of a small semi-circular mud wall, very much resem-

F V 2
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bling in shape the half of a lien’s egg divided longitudinally, with the largest

end uppermost. The wall is built of clay or mud. From the apex to the

base is usually 4-i- feet, while its greatest breadth is three feet nine inches.

The external and convex surface has on one of its sides, at the bottom, an

excavation serving to receive the scoriae, which arc let out through a hole

in the bottom.

'J'hc internal surface of this mud wall is ])lain, except a semi-circular ex-

cavation throughout its middle part, commencing at the apex and terminat-

ing in a circular hole in tlie ground, wliicli is J i foot deep, and as much in

diameter. This part corresjumds with the scjuarc cavity in European fur-

naces, in which the iron is <'oIlectcd.

Tlic use of this semi-circular excavation will be understood by considering

tlie temporary part which is destroyed every day after the smelting is finished,

ft is a thin, convex, semi-circular wall, and is to complete a circular hole

with the excavation in the permanent part of the furnace. It is constructed

in the flillowing manner :—At five o’clock in the evening, the hole in the

ground is cleaned from the ashes and the remainder of the last smelting,

and its bottom and sides coated with powdered charcoal moistened with a

little water. At the bottom, to the right hand, is a small circular hole for

letting off the scorim. This hole must also be cleaned, and then stopped

up with some moistened clay. Charcoal is then thrown into the hole and

jdaced in such a manner that the apex of the heap touches the margin of

the hole ojipositc to I lie principal work ; and another heap of pounded ore is so

])hiced on the opposite side that the middle of the hole is left an empty space.

'I'hese two hcaj)s are distant from each other at the apex about a foot, at the

bottom about an inch. This is done in order to rest on the charcoal a kind

of funnel-formed channel lor the admission of the stream of air produced by

the constant action of the bellows. The external aperture of the funnel,

receiving the nozzle of the bcllow's, is in breadth five or six inches. Clay is

then put uj)on it, w'hich serves both to fix it and to form the first layer of

clay that constitutes the temporary part of the furnace. This part is not to

be thicker than tw’O inches, and it decreases in thickness the higher it ad-

vances. The funnel itself is made of a mixture of clay and husks of rice

;

and jircvious to its application is hardened by fire, and then made fiimer in

its posititm by a coat of clay laid over it.

The funnel being fixed in this manner, the wall is raised, becoming gra-

dually thinner, so that when it arrives at the middle pari, it does not exceed
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the thickness of an inch. Then a burnt stone of the same thickness, from

ten to twelve inches high and from eight to nine broad, is fixed upon it so

that it inclines to the opposite side, the circle becoming narrower the higher

it rises. This stone is connected with the principal wall by means of mud.

In this manner the circle is completed ; some holes of two inches square

being left, one or two on each side. On the stone itself is placed a second

stone of the same kind and shape, but smaller, and fixed in the same man-

ner. Its apex is on a level with the top of the oppo.site or principal part of

the furnace. The top of the furnace now serves as the basis for a cone, the

use of which is sufficiently obvious.

This cone is twelve inches long. Its under aperture rests on the top of

the furnace, where its breadth is fourteen inches. At its upper j)art or apex

its diameter is seven inches. To facilitate the introduction of charcoal and

ore into the furn.ace the cone is crowned with a large cutcherie |)ot, the bot-

tom of which is broken out, and thus serves not only to facilitate the intro-

duction of fuel, &c. but is supposed of much consequence as the represen-

tation of a swamy.

It has been already stated that some charcoal and ore had been placed at

the bottom of the furnace, and that the funnel for conveying the wind was

pl iced upon this heap. Some lighted charcoal is put before the opening of

the ft-iUH'l, and the whole cavity is then filled with charcoal, and this is con-

tinued as the wall advances in height, the charcoal serving as a support to

it; for it is so thin that it would not be able to support its own weight.

Within tlie ludes left on each side of the stones, which constitute the midillc

part of the furnace, some lighted charcoal is also ])laccd.

The under part of the cone is also filled with charcoal. Then a small

basket of ore is tin own upon it, and upon this likewise some lighted char-

coal is placed. Finally the whole cavity is filled up to the top with charcoal.

Matters arc allowed to remain in this state till five o’clock next morning,

when two pair of bellows are applied to the aperture of the funnel, adapted

for the insertion of the nozzles ; each pair of bellows is worked by one

man. The several vent-holes in the sides of the furnace are stopped up with

a mixture of clay and sand. The bellows aie then w'orked without inter-

mission, and an intense degree of heat is soon produced.

The ore is throw'n in by small quantities at a time, in small baskets which

do not hold above three or four pounds ; and for every basketful of ore two

basketfuls of charcoal arc added. As the charcoal burns the ore gradually

1
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sinks downwards, and at last the melted iron and scorias make their way to

the bottom. The great object of the w^orkmeii is to supply dte requisite

quantity of charcoal and o. e, and they continue their additions till within a

little of the time when the reduced iron is taken out of the furnace.

A hole M'as left ready at the bottom to be opened occasionally, in order

to permit the scoriae to run out. This is done reg ilarly every second hour,

or six times during the whole operation. They pioce the clay which stt^s

the passage with a pointed iron, sufier the liquid scoriic to run out, and then

secure the hole as before with clay. The cracks produced by the intense

heat in the exterior thin wall they take care to stop up occasionally with

moistened clay, and now and then they wet the whole with water in which

clay is suspended.

At five o’clock in the evening the bellows arc removed, and the exterior

wall of the furnace knocked down. The iron, which is found in a solid

state, is taken out and beaten for about five minutes with wooden sticks, in

order to separate as much of the scoriae as possible. Finally, it is cut with

axes into two pieces, in order to show its internal quality.

1 do not know the precise quantity of iron-stone which is employed in one

smelting y)roce8S. In general I believe twelve baskets of ore are required,

containing each from four to five computed mu’cals. The whole protluce

of one process is about 112 lb. of iron, which are usually sold for about a

rupee.

The iron, as thus j)i'oduced, is of a very inferior quality, porous, and its

pores filled with seorim, and in fact little more than half smelted, if snch

an expression may be used ; for I am persuaded that the whole mass never

has been in fusion ; as in that case it would naturally have run out with the

scorim througli the hole at the bottom of the fire-place. The metallic par-

lieles in the t>re are probably at some distance from each other. The fusion

of the scoria.* lays them open to the action of the charcoal. They are re-

duced to the metallic state, tumble down in consequence of their weight,

and coming in contact with each other at a welding heat, are cemented or

agglutinated together, without having experienced actual fusion.

Tlie iron thus obtained is indeed of snch an inferior quality, that none of

the names, by whicli any of the various kinds of cast iron are distinguisbed,

can be apj)lied to it. But if it be exposed to the heat produced by urging

a lire by a pair of common bellows, wiiilc it is quite covered with charcoal;

ami, wlien the scoriae begins to melt, if' it be taken out and hammered, it
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acqtlires the properties of steel, and may then be usefully employed in the

making of instruments.

The bellows used for this smelting furnace are of the same shape and na-

ture as those used by the ironsmiths on the coast of Coromandel
;
with this

exception only, that they are made of biiffaloc Iwde, and therefore are four

or five times stronger than the common bellows which arc made of sheep-

skin.

Were a manofiictnre of iron to be established here upon a large scale, the

greatest difficulty would probably be the introduction of powerful blowing

machines in place of these puny bellows. No doubt tlie East India Com-

pany, if it thought proper, might easily establish such a manufactory in dif-

ferent parts of their extensive dominions ; and altogether supersede the ne-

cessity of the importation of iron from Europe. But I have strong doubts

whether the establishment of extensive iron manufactories, in countries des-

titute of pitcoal, be a prudent measure. Indeed 1 think it probable that the

iron manufiicfories of En^and are in possession of such advantages that no

other country is in a capacity to compete with them and that they must in

a great measure supersede and put a stop to the manufacture of iron in all

other countries, Swedish iron cxeepted, which on account of its superior

qualities will always find its market and bring its price.



TRACT XIII.

ACCOUNT or TIIF, IRON WORKS AT RAMANAKAPETTA.

WmiJi on my excursion to the diamond mines at Mallavilly, I had an

opportunity of seeing the mode of smelting iron, employed at ilamanuka-

pctta, and 1 think it worth while to give an account ot the process in this

Essay, in order tliat the European reader may have as full a view as possible

of the various modes employed in India for obtaining this most useful of all

metals. The Indian processes are rude and imperfect, and conducted in all

cases on a very small scale. Yet they arc characterised by a degree ol’ sim-

]dicity which throws an air of interest about them. The good quality of

their iron obviously depends upon the goodness of their ores, and upon the

purity of the charcoal which they employ in their processes. I'liej' are too

unskillful to produce tolerably good iron from bad ore, and they have never

attempted, nor indeed do they possess the means of substituting pitcoal for

charcoal as is the practice in England.

Ilamanakapetta is a village situated six miles to the northward of Nuzid.

The road to it lies chiefly through a jungle, near which arc some fine large

tanks, that would supply water in a sufficient quantity to enable the iiihabi-

tanfs to raise large crops of rice, provided there were a sufficient number of

hands for the purpo.scs of cultivation. A great number of palmcyra trees,

growing in the thickest part of the jungle, sufficiently prove the existence

of former villages, and of a greater population.

ilamanakapetta has much better buildings than Nuzid ;
the streets are

very broad, and the houses, according to the fashion of the natives, good and

large. There is an excellent choultrie in the middle of the village ; and a

fine large tank near it to the south is a great source of comfort to the in-

habitants. 'fhe nearest hills ai’e eastward, and form a kind of amphitheatre

opening to the south. Here lies the village, and here are all the iron miiws.

Before the late famine, there were forty smelting furnaces in this place, be-

sides a great number of silversmiths and coppersmiths, all in a state of
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sfllncncc. But the present inhabitants arc poor, and indeed in a wretched

situaliou.

The iron mines lie on the north, a mile from the village, and half a mile

from the hills. The ore is brought in baskets to the furnaces whicli arc close

to the village. The smelters here arc a distinct set of people Jroin the miners

neither do they prepare their own charcoal. They purchase both articles :

the ore in baskets from the mines
; the charboal from labourers, who bring

it from the hiWs.

The ore constitutes a bed immediately under the soil, and does not ex-

ceed a foot and- a half in thickness. It consists of small rounded stones

lying loose and unconnected with each other. It does not apj)car to con-

tain any calcareous matter mixed with it. Though it docs not exactly agree

with any common iron ores in Europe
;
yet it approaches nearest to ha rna-

iites. When moistened it adheres to the lips ; it has a fine grain, is easily

reduced to a fine powder, which effervesces slightly with acids. 1 should be

disposed to consider it as a hydrous carbonate of iron^ similar to those which

arc so frequently employed for smelting in Europe.

The furnaces which, before the famine, amounted to forty, are now re-

duced to ten. They arc exactly similar to the furnace described in the pre-

ceding tract, and their mode of smelting is precisely the same as that prac-

tised at Letchemporam.

The charcoal which they employ is obtained from the mimosa sandra of

Roxburgh, which greivs, 1 am told, in abundance on the nearest hills. But

charcoal from any other firm wood is found to answer the purpose sufficient-

ly well. Four gunny bags of charcoal are sold for one rupee. This is flic

quantity required for every smelting process. The ore is not reduced info

small pieces, but thrown into the furnace just as dug out of (he ground.

The scoriae are let out only twice during the whole process ; the last time is

just before they cease to work the bellows.

The process is conducted upon rather more rational principles than that

at Letchemporam. For they discontinue to add more ore aboi e an hour

before they take out their obtained metal. The whole produce of about one

maund is sold for two rupees, after it has been heated- and hammered to

separate the scoriae with which it abounds. To be able to dispose of it more

easily, they cut it into small pieces, weighing each .about two pounds. 1;

is still in a very rude state ; but it is soft and malleable, and therefore niort'

easily apiilied to common purposes. There is a greater demand f«)r this iron
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lliiin the workmen can possibly suj)ply
;
tliough they are constantly smelting

(luring the greate^l ])aiT of' the year.

If' ihc Comj)any were inclined to establish any large iron works, there is

no (loiihl. ihiif this place would be eminently worthy of' notice. The ore can

be obtained in any (jnantity wanted, probably at a smaller exjiensc than any

where eKe. 'i'he neighbouring hills yield ])lenty ol wood
;
and, what is a

material p<'int, there are a great number ol' pco[)le who woidd be happy to

be emplo\ed at a business which, under their own management, yields but

a scanty subsistence.

I'.vei v furnace at present requires nine men, W’lio arc chiefly employed in

working the bellows. For these, nothing would be more easy than to sub-

stitute a simple mechanical contrivance, which, by greatly ixxlucing the

number of' hands, would contribute materially to the increase ol profit.

Besides this village, there are, I am told, six others in the Niizid country,

in which iron is smelted. Of'these, however, I know nothing more than the

names
;
but it is probable that the method of conducting the operation will

be similar in them all.



TRACT XIV.

A hHORT DESCRIPTION OF THU BU{;Gl,ECONJ)A IIITL, NJCAll JNNACONDA, IN

THE fiONTUU CTIKIAR.

This wii claims our attention because it is considered by many, both na-

tives and Europeans, as an extinct volcano. It lies about twelve miles <o

the eastward of Innaconda, and is remarkable lor the frcijnenl earthquakes

to which it is subject. It runs in a northerly and southerly direction, and

has three peaks, of which the middle is the highest. The word liuggleconda

signifies in the Telinga language a hill of charcoal
; to which appellation the

colour and appearance of the stones, of which it is composed, have proba-

bly given occasion.

Neither public records, nor tradition, affiird any information of any former

eruption of lava from this hill
; but superstition has given us an explanation

of the frequent shocks of earthquakes that originate with this mountain, or

are entirely confined to it.*

Though this hill is not high, not exceeding, T should conceive, a quarter of

a mile above the level of ihc plain, yet 1 ascended it with much diHicuhy.

It is exceedingly steep, and is covered w'ith stones so smooth and large

* Thr lower classes of natires say, that Madam Bug^lrconcla (for all iioi^'y hills in India are

females) quarrels wilh Iwr husband, the innaconda hill. The sagos among the people give a

more intelligent and scit utiiic explanation, by ascribing the noist* to the groans of a giant who

in days of yore was imprisoned under the mountain by a valiant dwarf. This must have liap-

pened at the time witen the warlike gods of Greece and Home were at war with the giants.

This may be inferred from the similarity of the missile weapons in use in both cases. For (he

combatants often threw huge mountains at each other’s heads, as is amply testified by the

Hamaiana, (a work celebrating the exploits of Rama) and by many GreVk and Latin authors.

I have not bee n able to determine whether it was then that tlie mountains had wings, and did tly

iibout like a jiarrel of wild geese. If I am well informed, it was rather at the coiuiik ncement

•of that war that one of the Svvamy’s Dewandrudu cut oft' with a diamond sword the wings of all

?he mountains. These, no longer able to sustain themselves in the air, ftfll down upon the earth,

iiy tiieir precipitate fall many a brave giaut was buried iu oblivion.

a c; 2
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that wc were obliged to climb from one to another. The heat of the day in

the month of April, and my European dress, rendered the undertaking

additionally laborious. No more than two out of sixteen natives who at-

tempted the task were able to follow me to the peak, which is the highest

except one. I'arthcr than this I myself was unable to proceed.

There grew but few bushes in the narrow intervals betw'cen the stones.

Most of them are the euphorbia antiquorum, the roots of which seem merely

agglutinated to the smooth surface of the rock. Nothing having the smallest

analogy to a crater could be seen upon the top of this hill; for from my
position I was able to overlook all the peaks with sufficient accuracy. On
the cast side of the mountain indeed, under the large peak, there is a lon-

gitudinal deepening, w’hich a keen volcanist might twist into a crater,

though it has every appearance of having existed as long as the mountain

itself.

The whole mountain is composed of basalt. At some distance from the

hill, I observed some basaltic columns about ten feet high, that had been

used by the natives for the erection of little pandals, or small open temples.

But whether these columns were natural or ai’tificial, I can not pretend to

say. No colums were to be discovered on the mountain itself. In large

masses this basalt is as sonorous as iron. Its colour is black, its hardness

considerable. When broken it exhibits a great many black shining grains,

which 1 take to be basaltic hornblende, together with some white particles

interspersed here and there.

No other stone, except basalt, was to be seen any where upon the hill,

must therefore consider it as composed of a very thick bed of basalt.

The stones to be found on the adjacent plain arc partly calcareous and part-

ly slaty ; so that it docs not appear that the basalt penetrates below the sur-

face of the soil. There is a slate quarry at no great distance from the hill,

between it and Iiinaconda, The earthquakes in this hill arc often perceived

several times in the course of a month, and frequently so strong as to move

the furniture of the houses in the adjacent villages, and to roll large stones

from the hill into the neighbouring plain. These shocks proceed at times

towards all points of the compass, but it has been observed, that they pro-

ceed northwards more frequently than in any other direction.

Besides Buggleconda, there arc several other hills in India considered by

some persons as extinct volcanoes. The Innaconda hill is one of the most

remarkable of these. It is a hill with a fort about sixty miles south west

2
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from Guntur. The rock, of which it is composed, is an aggregate of

quartz and mica, and is probably connected with mica slate. The quartz

is white, and constitutes the basis of the rock ; the mica is in large irregular

lumps, that are often a quarter of an inch thick and much larger. Its

colour is black, and it is so compact that it might be mistaken for schorl.

The silicious part of this rock is not uniform ; for many quartz crystals of

different sizes and shapes appear, as it were, agglutinated together by a

quartzy cement. On this hill there are two tanks, which afford a supply of

excellent water the whole year round. These tanks may pass for the crater

of this supposed volcano.

But neither upon this hill, nor any other of the supposed Indian volcanoes,

are the least traces of lava to be observed, nor indeed of any stone, except

basalt, which has the smallest resemblance to lava.



TRACT XV.

. CtJRSOUY OBSr-RVATIONS MADE PtlRINO A TOUR FROM BEZWADAli TO

TIMMEIUCOTAII.

X HAVE always considered travellers as so liable to be imposed on by their

own imaginations, and by the imperfect inf()rmation which tlicy obtain from

a variety of people, that I must ct)nfcss I never could bring myself to rely

implicitly on the word of my informers, for any observations made durirjg a

short stay of my own at tlie places which I happened to visit. Yet I am still

of opinion that much valuable inforniation is often conveyed by travellers.

1 venture therefore, with the greatest delcrence, to submit to the reader the

following remarks, which I drew up during an excursion from the banks of

the Kistna at Ilezwadah to Timmericotah, and back again to Innacondah.

They were made under too many disadvantages not to require the indulg-

ence of the reader. A connected series of events, or a regular description

of the roads and places passed through, will not be expected ; but merely

such detached and desultory observations as opportunity or objects afforded

matter for.

At the village of Bezwadah, I arrived at the latter end of October 1 79Y.

Its situation on the northern banks of the river gives it a romantic appear-

ance, which is aided by many venerable buildings of ancient towers and

pagodas, most of them now in ruins. From it there is a narrow^ artificial

j)ass, that leads to Condapilly. This pass, in a military point of view, was

formerly deemed of importance. It lies at the south end of a range of hills

which run up close to the banks of the Kistna. It constitutes a broad

commodious road in form of an arched bridge, cut through a solid rock com-

posed of felspar, mica, garnets, and ochre, aggregated together. Veins of

felspar often run through this roek in oblique or horizontal directions. Such

veins are much harder than the felspar w'hich enters as a constituent into

the rock. The surface of this rock is quite black, owing to the state of

6
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the ochre which enters in such abundance into its composition. Tiic felspar

is white, foliated, and appears, when in larj^e pieces, transversely striated.

It is uncommonly soft, and is entirely disintegrated when long exposed to

the air.

Owing to the immense fall of rain, which still in some degree continued,

the country was almost inundated, and the only roads lay through jonnalu

fields, and were almost inijiassabJe.

Roads, in the European sense of the word, scarcely exist in India, at

least not in the northern Circars. Hence, travelling in the wet season is

exceedingly troublesome : most of the jiaths passing through rice fields,

where the fialankeen bearers are up to the middle in W’ater. At all seasons

of the year, when we pass through jungles, we must take care not to lose an

eye by the branches of thorny bushes which meet each other in the middle

of the path, and very soon tear a palankeen to pieces. This is the ease even

in the roads between the most frequented jilaces, as for example, between

Samaleotah and Rajahmundry, and between ilajahmundry, Ellore, Con*

dapilly, and Hydraliad.

Notwithstanding the profusion of water that .had fallen from the clouds,

the Kistna was scarcely half full : a sufficient proof that the size of this

river, as well as that of the Godavery, does not depend upon the rains that

fall on this side of the jtcninsula.

At sunset 1 arrived at Mundararn, a place situated on the other side of

the Kistna, and about four miles distant from that river. It belone's to the

country of a powerful Zemindar, called Vbissareddy. It is populous and

pretty large; and what is very seldom to be seen in India, it had a large

pagoda building in it. But what particularly atti acted ni\ notice, it seemed

to al)ound with saltpetre earth
;
and, as far as I eoulrl dis-cover, of a much

purer taste than in many j)laces where a manufacture of laltpetrc had been

established. This circumstance deserves attention, because the product,

.and the price of the article, dejiend entirely upon the earth from w'hich it is

extracted. In appearance there is no difference between the earth which

contains common salt or soda, and that which yields saltpetre. All equally

at’ act a little moisture during the night, and uj)pear a ' l.ick soft dust at the

bottom of old walls, or on the streets of populous and old villages. One
village, or even one street, frequently' produces ail the three different salts:

an<l if proper attention is not jtaid to this eircumstance, much loss mav be

incurred in the manufacture of saltpetre. This 1 experienced last year at
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Ellore and other jdaces, and even this year I have been obliged to throw a

great quantity of salt away because it contained too little saltpetre to pay

Uic expense of refining it. The only circumstance which enables one to de-

1 ermine the relative goodness of the saltpetre earth is the taste, when it is

not practicable to extract a portion of the salt and determine its nature by

crystallizing it.

The country about this place, and indeed the observation applies to the

whole Guntur Circar, appears to be well cultivated, and the jonnalu

(holcus sorghum) was much farther advanced than I had observed it on the

other side of the river. The soil is black, and would produce any species

of grain whatever, provided it could be w'atercd when required. But un-

luckily the bed of the river lies too deep ;
and after the periodical rains,

which terminate in November, frequently not a drop of rain falls till July,

when the rainy season again commences. On this account rice cannot be

cultivated here in any considerable quantity. During the months of April,

May, and .lune, the whole animal and vegetable creation suffers so much

from want of water, that every thing puts on the appearance of decay, and

the face of nature assumes a wintry aspect.

^'he scene however very speedily changes. The first rain has scarcely

fallen when the country assumes a different appearance. The finest verdure

springs up every where, the husbandman is every where busily employed in

cultivating las fields and his garden, for which in the Guntur circar he is well

paid ; for the jonn:du grows here in gootl years to the height of seven or

eight feet, and has cars of a span long, and five or six inches in diameter,

and sells at an average lor four or five pagodas the candy.

Few trees arc to be seen in this neighbourhood, and these few arc mostly

tamarinds, growing in large topes, which during the hot months afford a

refreshing shelter to the weary traveller. Mangoes, cocoanuts, and even

palmeyras* seem from their scantiness to be considered as exotics. Indeed

* It is with great satisfaction T observe, that, on my application to the Board of Revenue,

Government have been pleased to send this year (1797) 160,000 seed of the black palmeyra.

It was nut possible to distribute them in the inland countries of this Circar, which, throughout,

hare a stitf black soil, which, when dry, is so hard that no root can make its way through it.

They requiro no other trouble and expense than that of planting them ; and when allowed to

prow about l\\<‘nty.five years in a light soil no tree can be more useful. The black part

tiiriiishes a very strong wood for building, the leaves cover houses, and are used as a substitute

for paper, ralmeyra wine or toddy is a good beverage, and boiled yields a coarse sugar
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Tiono Tiut the .latter would tlirivc without sucli extraordinary extension as to

preclude the possibility of cultivating them with profit.

The natives of this Circar, as is the case in all places where jonnalii is

the principal food, arc a stout healthy people, and of a larger size than those

who live chiefly on rice. This must be owing to the superior nourishing

fjualities of jonnalu. E\ en the straw seems to partake of this valuable

tpiality ;
for the cattle here, during the dry months, have scarcely any thing

else to live upon : yet the cows and the sheep grow much larger and tatter

than in the Masulij)atiun and Vizagapatam Circars. 'j'he cows, especially,

arc famous for their size all over the peninsula, though not for their strength ;

for as soon as they are put to hard work, as carrying baggage, drawing

guns, &c. they are found much le.ss able to undergo fatigue than the

smaller but hardier bullocks of the (.’arnatic provinces.

This may be partly owing to a change in their food, to which, in times of

Avar, they are exposed, and which lew animals arc able to bear. But it is

chiefly owing to the size of their limbs and bones, which, in comparison with

the bulk of their bodies, arc very slender. 'J'liis last cause was pointed out

to me by a (xcutlcman, high in rank in the civil department, and a set of

t)bscrvations, which I had an opportunity of making during a late tour

tlirough this district, have convinced me that it is perfectly just. As this is

a circumstance of gjcat importance to Government, it were to be wished

that steps were taken to cross the breed with cattle from other countric.s,

e'>peoially from the Carnatic. Even the cattle in the I’ahiaJ are much
[)ctLer made, aud stouter, than those in the Guntur Circar.

I intended to have taken Chiutapilly in my Av.ay to Kclhimcondah, bnl the

rainy season and the badness of the roatls obligetl me to alter my j.-Iau.

CJhintapilly was built by the same Zemindar Avho built Amaresvvarani. Jl('

Avas formerly ])artial to it, and especially to a small fort (as he chose to call

it) Avbich lie had on the banks of the Kistna, and in aaIu'cIi it was thought

expedient to keep a guard of scpoy.s. This having given a slab to his pride,

he left the place altogether and built Amareswarani. This step, howc\'ci-,

Avas not taken Avithout regret, nor before he had iloiie every thing in his

power to get the guard removed., Eor his new place Avas not so agreeably

situated, and Avanted those charms which arc most attractive to a native orf

India. It had neither been the residence of his ancestors nor the place of

railed jafrffflry. Tho roots of the young plant liayc the <asto of a carrot, and are used in the

.-.ame wa\ by the natives.

JI }J
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'his birth'. 1 am glad to hear that he has been again put in full possession of

'Ms favourite place.

' ' Beliunicondab, literally - translated the sugar hilly is a hill fort about

'’twenty-five miles west from Guntur, and sixteen from the Condavier hills.

Here the country begins to assume a hilly aspect. The soil is black, but

'covered with stones of different kinds, 'flicre arc some tanks near this

place which furnish water for a few rice fields.

The country is but thinly inhabited, and would be more so were it not

for tltc intolerable oppression which the inhabitants ol‘ the more fertile dis-

tricts on the other side of the Kistnah experience from their rulers, the

Zemindars*. One would be inclined to consider this as the most barren of

all the countries in the east. The soil around is very stony, and the whole

country covered with a grey dust. But the stones do not appear to hurt

'vegetation, as cotton and jonnalu grow pretty well, the former indeed to

great perfection.

A good deal of saltpetre is manufactured in the villages near this place.

This is the only kind of manufactory which the country seems to be capable

of supporting with success. 1 have observed that this salt is always to be

found in greater quantity in villages at the foot of hills, provided they have

the other requisites of soil and population.

The country between this place and Timinericotah, furnishes little w'orth

observing. It abounds in different kinds of game, as partridges, hares, wild

ducks, and teals. *

The Palnad, a district belonging (at that time) to the Nabolr of the

Carnatic, is for tlm most part uncultivated, and exhibits scarcely any thing

except a continued jungle of underwood. This is partly owing to the na-

tural disadvantages under which it labours, and partly, in all probability, to

the present mode of government.

' 1 have scarcely ever seen a tract of land so entirely covered with stones

as most of this part of the Carnatic ; and from their singularity 1 think them

deserving of a particular description. They are of a calcareous nature, and

have a slaty texture ;
and all the hills with which the country is enckclcd

are composed of the same kind of rock. The district abounds also with

many hard stones, some of which are of considerable value.

Many places have diamond mines, which in former ages are said to have

been very rich, and might still be profitable if people could be prevailed

* In the Nizam’s dominions.
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upon to venture their money in such speculations. 1 am told that ivhoti

the rains are over, and when the Kistna, which takes its course tlirough the

country, has discharged its water, diamonds, cats'-eyes, onyxes, caloedo>

nies and other valuable stones are found in its bed ; but nobody is allowed

to ])ick them up without having first obtained an express order from the

Nabob. The river is even said to carry particles of gold along with it, and
many specimens of that metal have been collected.

All the hills and mountains in the Palnad belong to the floetz class of

rocks. The principal ranges run from south to north, and at the south point

strike off to the cast towards Innacondah. The first of these ranges is but

of inconsiderable height ; but the latter appear somewhat higher. 1 conceive

the difference to be only apparent, and to arise from the country round the

first range being more elevated than that round the second.

One of the most striking objects of curiosity in this district is a cataract

six miles west from Timmcricotah, on that range of hills that runs from soutli

to north. Some affirm it to be produced by a branch of the Kistna,

As this was a circumstance both curious and important in an economical

point of view, I could not resist the opjmrtunity of inquiring into the

fact ; accordingly I went to the place, attended, as it was thought

necessary for my personal safety, with a sufficient number of persons

armed with matchlocks, and a boy with a tomtom to frighten away the

tigers and bears with which the place is infested. Fortunately none of these

animals presented themselves to obstruct our passage. The skin, however,

of a tiger, which Captain Dess was so obliging as to show me, of an animal

about fourteen or fifteen feet long from head to tail, that had scoured the

country about Timmcricotah for a long time, and had committed great depre-

dations even upon the human species, was enough to have alarmed much

bolder adventurers than myself into an observance of the necessary pre-

cautions.

'fhe road that leads to this famous spot rises though not suddenly, is ex-

ceedingly stony, and so closely lined with very thorny shrubs, that one has

a disagreeable feeling in travelling along it. On the plain which forms tlie

top of it, we behold the bed of a small river, which appears as if it were

paved in a regular artificial manner. The stones with which it is lined

• naturally break into regular tables, and thus produce this admirable imita-

tion of art.

The cataract and river under consideration are called by the natives Ycd-

11 H 2
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l-apSrfii. According to their accounts it depends upon the aecidcntal fail of

rain, as in the dry season the bed of the river is perfectly dry. It runs from

south to north, iti which direction it precipitates itself over the cataract

;

tljcn it winds west, and at the distance of about six miles disembogues itself

into the Kistna. 'fhe Kistnaatthis place runs in the same direction from

VMith to north, and its bed is situated about sixty feet lower than that ofthe

other small river.

Wliat I have said of the direction in which both Ycdlapridii and the

Kistna run, as well as the dependence ol' the former on accidental showers

of r:iiii in this part of the country, and the great difference in the height of

(he beds of the two rivers, cannot I conceive leave any doubt that the former

is not a hraiich of the Kistiia, but entirely independent of it ;
though for

[aditieal reasons it were to be wished that the contrary were the case.

I despair of giving any dcscrij)tiou of the ])lacc itself adequate to its

natural beauties. A large eataraet has always attracted the attention ol the

cauioiis. It lias something majestic in its appearance. The suspended co-

lumn of wafer whit cned with froth, and encircled with rainbows, the peculiar

roaring noise, and the idea of danger with which the spectator is struck,

iutisf always render such a spectacle iufcrcsting. The pccidiar situation of

fliis cjiscade in a lonely place at the top of a hill, overshadowed with large

trees and crowded with ])laees of worship, the simple regularity of the bed

of the river above, and of the sides of the basin into which it precipitates it-

.self, render it peculiarly iiil cresting.

The wafer falls from a height of about sixty feet into a basin more than

one hundred and twenty feet in breadth, which, in consequence of the un-

wcildv masses of stone fhat the torrent has carried along, and which have

gradually agglutiiialcd logether, is more irregular and uneven than the bed

of the water above the fall. The sides of this basin, especially the eastern,

;ire nearly ])erpen(lieular, and so regular, that it appears as if it had bceit

constructed by the rules of architecture. 'J'his is easily accounted for by

the nature of the stones of which it is composed. The front over which the

wafer ]>recipifalcs itself is also perpendicular, and has clefts that are filled up-

with roots of banian trees (ficus rcligiosa), and covered with a species of

adiantum, from which the Trench, who were formerly in this country, are

s.iid to have prepared a very good syrup do eapillairc.

'I'hc roots of the banian, spreading like a net, rendered it easy for me to

( Icnb up the perpendicular precipice, and to collect specimens of the cal-
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caremis depositions ^vhich filled up tlie fissures between tbe beds of rock.

I’liese soft calcareous stones, a variety of calcareous tufti often take various

Ibrnis, which, by the help of a little imagination, arc conceived to represent

the figures of lingums and other Hindoo deities.

At the time of my visiting this place, there was fortunately a considerable

iiill of Avater, but by no means enough to cover the bed from bank to bank,

'file, water was at the eastern side of llie fall, and extended in breadth

twenty yards. In the middle there was no water ; but nc“ar the western

bank thei c was an inconsiderable stream, near to wliich I ascended the pre-

eifhee.

'fhe places of Avorship on the Avestern side of the basin consist of Hindoo

temples, dedicated to a great variety of deities, amotig Avhich a small one

near the bed of the basin is the most famous. On a certain dav all the

shepherds of the country round assemble and saeriticc several hundred sheep

to the sanguinary Sekty. They do not give over butchering till the blood-

flows in a stream and mingles Avitli the water in the basin ol tlie cataract.

The other temples or pagodas are somewhat larger, very dark from the

large trees that every Avhere surround them ; but by no means remarkable

for their structure. They are all built of the stone Avhich is found in the im-

mediate vicinity. To the highest of them avc must ascend by a flight of

steps, and this pagoda, on account of a cavern in it, is the most spoken oft

It is said to go untlcr the betl of the Kistua to a port on the opposite bank

—an assertion of the Uramins very unlikely to be true. I’dr, besides the

liardness of the rock and the great height of the pagoda above the level of

thcKistna, the distance, no less than eight miles, makes such a communica-

tion utterly improbable. It is, however, firmly believed by the natives of

the place. These places arc now often the haunts of tigers ; and they are

defiled in a shocking manner by their numerous inhabitants, the bats, which

occasion a smell that is almost sufibeating.

A matter of much consequence noAv offers itself to our attention, namely,

whether this cataract can be converted to any useful purpose. The great

height from which the water precipitates seems sufficient to enable it to

water any part of the Cnintur t'ircar, were it thought projjcr to let the

w’ater take the same course with the Kistna, though 1 conceive it Avouhl be

possible to bring it into the district by a shorter route. But whether the

body of water would be sufficient to compensate for the A Cry great expense

that it Avould be necessary to incur, is more than I can pretend to say^
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The river being entirely dependent on the periodical rains in this part of the

country, is a very unfavourable circumstance, and sufficient to induce the

gieatest caution in setting about such an undertaking.

The valley through which the Kistna runs in this part of the country is a

barren, stony, jungly desert. In the rainy season it is clad with verdure

which takes somewhat from its savage appearance ; but in the hot season,

when all its foliage is withered and the land wind has established its domi>

11ion over it, scarcely a vestige of life is to be discovered in it. During

that season no country can be more tiresome to the eyes of a traveller than

this. A few straggling villages on the other side of the Kistna furnish the

only indications of the possibility of meeting with any thing else than beasts

of prey. Unfortunately the few human beings that are found there are said

to be little else than enemies of the human race. They are robbers who
have frequently invaded the neighbouring countries, and some years ago

even ventured to attack Tummericotah itself. This place is garrisoned now

by a detachment of the Company’s troops. There is a small fort, but it is

calculated for little more than a defence against straggling parties of native

cavalry. The stone wall round it is high, at the upper part thin, and de-

fended by four bastions.

The revenues of the country, of which this is the principal place, (said

to be 40,000 pagodas) proceed mostly from duties levied upon the Lombar-

dies, who pass through this country on their way from tire inland districts to

the sea coast, where they load their bullocks with salt.

There arc no manufactures on the Palnad, except those of saltpetre.

The product is superior to any that I have seen elsewhere in India. The

mode used about Jnnaconduh, of procuring the salt by evaporation, is like-

wise practised here ; and it is doubtless the most profitable in every respect.

This article has been hitherto only exported to the inland countries, to Hy-

drubad, &c.

;

but from this time it will probably become an article of atten-

tion and speculation for the European market *.

I am astonislu'il that tlio ii-itWo Piinci*€ pay so little attention to the enrouragnment of trade,

'riu v iir«‘ the worst politicians in this point of view that ever existed. Taxes are increased and

rigorously exacted as soon as an article becomes an object of exportation, whether it be corn

or an> nianufactun*. There is not a Zemindar in the Company's dominions who has not been

tryini; to levy custonus on saltpetre (since I have commenced making it in a greater quantity

than which w’ould excei d tlie prime cost of the article at least 100 per cent. 1 could

easily show thmi the impolicy of such a measure 3 but as nothing that 1 could say here would
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At some places in this country, and on the other side of the Kistna,

iron works are established. The only grain cultivated is jonnalu, aiul the

quantity raised is barely sufficient for the consunipi ion ol’ the country.

Cotton grows plentifully, and if encouraged might be had to a large amount.

It is of the same kind as that cultivated all over the Guntur Circar. The

plant seldom grows higher than a foot and a half, on which account

it is called dwarf cotton (gossypium herbaceum). It is sown by^ the

drill plough in lines 1-^ foot distant from each other, the plants being

scarcely two inches asunder. It yields a brownish cotton, much esteemed

by the punjum weavers about Samulcotah.

The cassia senne grows abundantly in this country. It is a small branchy

plant that spreads itself on the ground, and on that account is called by the

natives nela (ground) tanghedu. It has five or six pair of leaflets, and a

petiole without glands and somewhat reddish. The Icgumen is exactly the

same as that found among the senna leaves that are brought from Alextindria.

It produces the same effects upon the bowels as the senna of the shops ^ and

haTe any chance of ever coming to the ears of these petty grandees, it will be sulUcient if 1

point out in a few words how far the Company may be interested in supporting this manufai lure.

1. Saltpetre is made in the hot season when the farmer has nothing to employ him in the

folds.

2 The money paid fur saltpetre enriches the country at large, as the money obtained for it

would be wholly lost if the article were not manufactured. The revenues in consequence are

more easily collected.

3 . On account of the attention paid to the manufarture, sale, and exportation of this arti.

cle, it cannot be converted to purposes injurious to the authority of Government. Some years

ago all saltpetre manufactured in the Guntur district was shipped at Kottapani, and carried to

different parts of India, especially to the Mauritius; where i am informed a great scarcity of

it prevails at present, probably in consequence of the prohibition to export it.

4. The exclusive privilege of selling it lieioiiging to the Company i.s attended with some ad.

vantages. IlUininded people, of whom there are always a great number, cannot procure it in

any quantity to become hurtful to the established Government, The late troubles in the first

division of the Masulipatam Circar would certainly not have been quelled so soon, had the insur-

gents been able tp procure saltpetre, for which they applied to me under ditterent pretexts.

They had many hundred firelocks, but not a grain of gunpowder.

5. Ballast for the Indiamen is an article much wanted. In time we shall not only procure

enough on the coast for the Indiamen, but likewise for the coast army. This vvill be att« tided

with profit even should our saltpetre continue 2 '* per cent, dearer than that of Bengal. I have

been told that the Captains of Indiamen have declared that a voyage to India couM he performed

in six months shorter time were the Indiamen not obliged to go for their ballast to Bengal.

4
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in tiic hands of the hVciich surgeons, who formerly were in India, and ac-

(jiiaintc'd w’ith its jiroperties, it proved a useful medicine.

The jungles in this district ai*e resorted to by the cow-keepers of the neigh-

bouring country, which being mostly cultivated, does not supply tlrem witii

i<)od enough for their cattle. I'hcy pay a sum of money to the Circar, calletl

ballary, for a certain number of cattle. This forms a considerable branch

•of revenue ; though in fact but a wretched one, considering what might be

got if the country were well peopled and well cultivated.

It is now lime to begin to turn our thoughts towards returning home
; but

I shall beg leave to make a few observations on my way to Innacondah.

The road is pretty good till we come to the first pass through the range of

hills that turn northward. It then becomes stony, and is so beset with

bushes as lo incommode the traveller even though lying in his palankeen.

Tlicre is no want of large trees, though tiic jungle in the low counti’y is

commonly destitute of them. Tliis jdacc a lew years ago was very dange-

rous, being inhabited by a set of people that have committed many mur-

ders. liven at ])iescnt a traveller must be cautious when he linds them in a

state of drunkenness, a vieo to which they arc very much addicted.

At a place on the other side of the pass, called Mallani, I Ibund the water

scarcely drinkable, it was so brackish. Several of my people who had

'.vailed here for me a day coin])lained ol‘ a retention of urine, which they

ascribed to the water. 'I’liis fault in water 1 have found to l)c very common
in those inland countries. It is remarkable that it contains pure marine salt

in considerable (juanlily. In the neighbourhood of Samulcotah 1 have

f!!),>cr\ed that the well water is often brackish, but the salt which it contain.s

f! sohnitm i,s muriate of lime.

'
i' ‘second place, called a pass, is not so difficult lo travel through. It,

j‘ 'botu I'onrtien miles from Innacondah: the country is here wtII stocked

'0(1
j

siiflicicnt, were it in the neighbourhood of mines, to furnish a

greatei (|u:intit_\ of charcoal than would be required.

The hills through which 1 came arc the same as I formerly described in

my account of the copper mines. 1 hapj>cncd accidentally lo cast my eyes

upon a small hill that was situated just in the eastern opening of the p.ass.

U struck me :!s likely to contain some metallic ores. 1 ascended it, and

.'omul to my satisliiction (Ivat it was the same on which 1 had been before,

oind on Avhich 1 had observed the co])per mines. I should have known it
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immediately had I not come from an opposite direction, and ascended the

hill on a side quite different from what I had done before.

This hill appears to be composed of clay slate. I found also at its bottom

several pieces of writing slate. It seems to contain malachite interspersed

through it in very minute particles.

The great quantity of wood at a small distance, and the facility with

which it could be procured, is a circumstance worthy attention. It is cer-

tainly a great inducement towards re-establishing these mines or even open-

ing new ones.

I observed growing all along the road a great quantity of wild indigo

(indigofera pscudotinctoria), and at last came to a spot where a number of

people were manufacturing indigo by scalding, according to the process

described by Dr. Roxburgh. They told me that the plant grew in abun-

dance among the neighbouring hills, and that they were yearly employed in

manufacturing it after the rains. The plant itself grows very luxuriantly,

and is wonderfully rich in leaves. This species is known to yield a superior

kind of indigo ; and manufacturers, who might not wish to settle in this

district, where want of hands would render any great enterprize of the kind

abortive, would find it a profitable speculation to procure a quantity of the

seed.

II



TRACT XVI

ON THE MII.K OF I'J.ANTS.

ExKR isiiice I hud au opportunily of observing llic surprising properties of

the milk of the jalrojiha curcas, in calcining silver, 1 have anxiously con-

sulted every chemical and botanical wmk upon which 1 could lay my hands,

in hopes of‘ obtaining some iidbnnation respecting the properties or analysis

of these vegetable liquids. Ihit I have been comjileicly disappointed.

Chemists seem to have overlooked them altogether; and botanists take little

or no notice of their jicculiar qualities. This silence is the more astonishing,

as plants yielding these milky juices may be tliuud every where. Indeed

scvcial juices of this kind in an inspissated state are used in medicine, and

even in common life
;
and on account of their usefulness have attracted the

attention of the greater part of mankiml.

A siiniilc incision made into the bark of some trees and jilants causes an

cfliision of a liipiid that soon becomes more consistent, and at last very hard,

'fhese substances arc distinguished by the names of gum, resin, camphor,

manna, kc.

My knowledge is too limited to enable me to assert that azote enters as a

constituent into all these bodies
; but 1 do not hesitate to affirm, that it con-

stitutes an ingredient in the milk of all plants that possess any degree of

acridity or causticity.

All such juices, while liquid, are either distinctly acid, or at least arc apt

to become acid under favourable circumstances. Many of these juices con-

tain likewise a very perceptible causticity.

The number of milk-plants in India is considerable. For besides the

asclepias, of which we have moie than twenty species, there are a great

many cchilei, neriums, and other contortes, that all abound with a milky

’|uice. I'hc euphorbia is another numerous genus that affords milk. Some

convolvuli, one species of jatropha, the cureas (jack sprats nut plant) and

all the species of the ficus are in the same predicament.

4 ,
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All parts of the plants, except the wood, yield this milky juice in propor-

tion to their size and to the nature of the plant.

The part below tlie cut (towards the stem or root) continues for some
lime to effuse a quantity of this juice until the vessels are closed by the con-

gealed milk itself, which in the open air takes place very soon. 'J'lic part

on the contrary above the cut (tlirther from the root than the cut) ceases

almost immediately to give out any more. Whether tliis be owing to valves

or to what other cause 1 cauiK)t say,

Adamson (Fam. de Plantes, p. 40, 391) contends t’lal tliis milky juice is

an cxcrcmentitious matter. Ihit I cannot sec any evidence for this ; it never

exudes, unless some external violence be inflicted upon the plant, and seems

tJiercfoi'c to be entitled to be considered as the tnje sap, the succus proprius,

destined to perform the same purposes in the vegetable economy that blood

docs in the animal.

Tliis milk, when exposed to the air, soon acquires a degree of consistence

and Imrdncss. The milk of the euphorbia tirucalli almost immediately after

being exuded is converted into a curdled substance. The milk of the

asclcpias gigantea keeps somewhat longer liquid. Neither of these acquire

much hardness or brittleness. Whereas the milk of the jatrojiha cureas,

though very thin at first, becomes in a few days very hard and exceedingly

brittle. At the same time it acquires a j)urplc colour, though the milk,

when newly drawm from the plant, is quite colourless. It has likewise the

jieculiarity of becoming quite soapy and wliite when rubbed upon the skin.

This is the more remarkable as nothing like oilynoss can be pcrceii ed before

the application. Ily llic natives this milk is used externally to remove

rheumatic jiains. 'I'lie miik of llic asclcpias gigantea is rubbed upon the

rrowu of the head, in order to cure the headache. Nothing is more coiu-

nion than to see children blowing air-lmbbics in all these milky juices in the

same way as is done with soap-water in liujojio.

The taste of some of these milks is astringent, oi’ others burning and

I'iitcrish ; and most of them, when a])])licd to any part of the body dc-

pr’v’cd ol’ its epidermis, produce a violent inflanniiation. TJiis is tlic case

«'• peeiahy with several species of euphorbia. I know a case in which a

Moorman injected sonic of tlie milk of the euphorbia tiriicaili into liis iiretlira;

fbe consequence was an intlammation so violent that it almost cost him hi;

hie. He had been induced to attempt this Iboli li injcciion by the linju - oj

proUmging or p.'oerastinating the moments oftijo' mtni
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’ The leaver oi' the euphorbia ncriifoHa, though not sour to the taste, but

filled with a milky Juice, are put by the natives for a few moments on hot

uharcoal, and then squeezed between the fingers. The milk is converted into

a watery colourless juice, which possesses as much acidity as common
vinegar, it is rather pleasant to the taste than otherwise.

The Hindoo medical writers recommend collecting these milky juices for

medical jnirposcs in the hottest season of the year; because at that time they

may be procured most abundantly, and are possessed of the greatest

efficacy.

The gums, or gum resins, that are derived from these juices, differ re-

spectively liom each other, like the juices from which they were produced.

Some have an astringent acrid taste, others a bitterish and astringent one

like that of the jatropha.

A part of some of these milks is soluble in water, while another falls to

the bottom in flakes. This is the case with the milk of euphorbia tirucalli,

and of asclepias gigantca : the same tiling takes place when alcohol is mixed

with the milk.

The gum resin of euphorbia tirucalli was found only partially soluble in

alcohol : that of the jatropha cureas appeared entirely soluble, and formed

with alcohol a strong red tincture.

All the vegetable milky juices that I have tried in India have the property

of reddening paper stained with vegetable blue. Hence they all contain an

uncorabined acid. Once 1 filled a bottle about half full of the milky juice of

the asclepias gigantca diluted with water, and set it aside for a few days

loosely corked. It was converted into an acetous liquor, having rather a

pleasant smell, and possessing a moderate degree of acidity. I cleared it

from the white sediment which occupied the bottom of the bottle in con-

siderable quantity, and added a small portion of solution of potash. It did

not effervesce sensibly, but at each addition of the potash gave out a strong

smell of ammonia. A good deal of alkali was requisite to saturate the liquid

completely, and ammonia w'as given out during the whole process. Exposed

to the air at a lemperature between 92° and 108° it evaporated to dryness,

but did not crystallize. It had the appearance of acetate of potash, with an

excess ol' base.

1 tried some years ago what effect the mineral acids would have upon

these milky juices, and observed from the action of the sulphuric and nitric

acids some cmious effects which 1 noted down at the time, but have been
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unlucky enoitgh to lose the pajier. Want of a fresh quantity of these acids

put it out of my power to repeat the experiments.

The milk of the asclepias gigantea has a strong narcotic 8meU> which I

recollect the addition of a little sulphuric acid immediately changes into a

very pleasant one resembling that of sulphuric ether. At the same time a

vapour w'as expelled from the milk, which was only perceptible for an in-

stant or two.

Lime water is not effected by this milk
;
but the addition of quicklime

produces a strong smell of ammonia.

The milk of the asclepias gigantea kept for some time in a damp place

separates into two substances, a resinous one, and a watery one. The water

becomes gradually sour, and when kept for some time changes its pleasant

smell of ether into a strong disagreeable ummoniacal odour, and instead of

reddening vegetable blue colours it changes them to green.

The milk of the jatropha cureas, to which I have been always particularly

attentive on account of the exclusive property which it seems to possess of

oxydating silver, gradually acquires a smell, not strictly speaking ammonia-

cal, but bordering upon it, and in itself by no means disagreeable.

From these facts 1 think we may safely conclude, that all the milky juices

possessed of any causticity contain not only the constituents of some vegeta-

ble acid, or a vegetable acid ready formed, but likewise the constituents of

ammonia. Whether the activity which they possess depends upon this acid

or upon some other principle, is an inquiry which my imperfect experiments

arc not calculated to answer in a satisfactory manner.

llie singtilar effect which the milk of the jatropha cureas has upon silver,

which is entirely, as far as I know, without a parallel in the vegetable king-

dom, makes it very desirable that it were subjected to an accurate chemi-

cal investigation, that we might know’ what its constituents are, and to which

of them it is indebted for the great readiness with which it acts upon a metal

that resists the action of the alkalies, and of almost all the acids. If a piece

of silver be put into this milk, it speedily becomes quite brittle, and may
be easily rubbed between the fingers into a greenish powder. The process is

this, Heat a piece of silver leaf about a line in thickness between pieces of

charcod, and quench it in the milk of the jatropha. This is repeated

twelve or tw'cnty times. 1 find that the silver must be heated each time,

almost to the point at which it melts. The silver is then wrapt up in

pounded leaves of any kind of tree, put between two pieces of earthen-
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ware in the midst of a small heap of wratics (dry cow-dung), which must be

so situated that the wind 'cannot raise the tire so as to melt the silver. ’Ihc

silver is very little, or not at all clianged, when it is taken out after this

ignition. Ihit the effect of reiterated heating and quenching in the milk of

jatropha moluccana the efficacy of the process.



TRACT XVII.

OBSERVATIONS MADE ON A TOUR VKOM SAMUECOTAII TO IIYDRABAD.

As soon as my business in the Circars atlniiUcd of my absence, I set out

from Samulcotah, as well equipped as my circumstances would admit, in Julv,

1798, with an intention of visiting Ilydrabad and the surrounding country,

concerning the climate and soil of which, as well as its vegetable and mine-

ral productions, 1 had heard so much. I was a little surprised at the request

of my dubash to accompany me, to which however I acceded after telling

him that 1 would not bear his expenses. My suite consisted of near forty

persons : twelve palankeen boys lor myself, and one massalji *
; six boys and

a massalji for my dubash’s duly ; four coury culies to carry my baggage and

provisions, one draughtsman, two plant collectors, two peons, one servant,

lour invalid sepoys, &e.

In India no person will consider the number of my attendants too great.

Not even a single man could have been spared without great inconvenience.

But for the information of those who have never been in this part of the

world an explanation may be necessary, to account for so great an ajijiarent

extravagance. In the first place it was necessary to go in a ])alankecn, as a

shelter against the inclemency of the weather, as the rains were about to set

in, in the part of the country to which 1 was travelling, and I had been in-

formed that the choultries on the road were exceedingly bad. Expedition is

another reason for using this mode of travelling in preference to any other,

the bearers running daily between twenty-five and thirty miles
;
but should 1

over go that way again 1 would do it on horseback, as one in that case would

see much more of the country, and gain a clearer idea of the whole extent

of it ;
but as a tent would then be necessary nothing would be saved in point

of expense.

The four coury culies were thus distributed
j one carried provisions, fjoi

* Fiambeau bearvr.
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nothing is to be expected on the road, not even rice ; not to mention bread

and other necessaries, uhich in Europe are considered as absolutely indis-

pensable, Another carried my books and paper for preserving the plants

;

the third my linen, and the fourth my dubash’s things.

I intended taking two draughtsmen with me, and should have had busi-

ness enough for them both ; but the best of the two tell sick before I left

bamulcotah. I believe, however, his sickness was only pretended, because

I would only allow him a little horse to ride on instead of a duly which he

expected.

In this country a man who is botanically inclined cannot do without peo-

ple to collect plants. For botanizing in person for any length of time is

quite out of the question. I have some collectors who have made such pro-

gress in the lannasan system as to be able to distinguish male flowers from

female in the Dioecious class, in plants which they have never seen before.

A peon or two is always useful to take care of the baggage. A small

guard of armed men is likewise necessary as a protection from robbers and

tigers. This statement will serve to show’ the great trouble and expense

with which all collections of natural or artifleial curiosities are attended.

People in England have no conception of the labour and expense which it

costs to obtain a box of insects or plants, not to mention the obstacles that

the climate often throws in the way.

1 staid two days at Condapilly, a noted hill fort, during which time 1 got

a few new plants from the hills, namely, a species of malva, triumfetta, cis-

sus, heliotropium, sida, grewia, vitex, and (as it appeared to me) anew
genus of the pentandria monogynia. As plants were daily brought in, 1

ordered the painter to draw only the outlines with Indian ink; and to colour

only one flower, fruit and leaf. By this plan I got a great many more plants

drawn than could have been expected during the short time that my excur-

sion lasted.

In the night of the 1st of August I set out with my suite from Conda-

pilly, and arrived in the morning at Gane Parteal *, where 1 wished to stay

in order t# make a botanical excursion to the nearest hills. But my palan-

keen boys objected to it, because it was a Nizam’s village, and a Company’s

village was only four miles farther off, where they could procure pots and

rice at a cheaper rate. As they are always absolute, or when they are disiqj)-

pointed make one feel it, 1 went on with them to Conchumc^irla.

* A place where diamond mines are worked.

6
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It was the custom throughout the Chrars to furnish the palankeen boys

•with pots anti firewood gratis. This custom still holds in some parts of India.

Sfrangers were provided with the necessaries of life, and their baggage car-

ried Irom place to place, for the mere payment ofbatta * to the bearers, fu

the t’ircarsjin order that none but those who arc entilled to sucli an indulgenc e

(a man fi)r example in the service of (•overnment) inr.y partieiiiale of it, ii

is denied to all such as do not arrive with people of ilte saine dc'seription

Ifom the neighbouring village. It being su))p()se(i that a man cd’ aio consc-

(jiience would have them from the place from wliieh he set out, as well a-

all the way back again. This rule may at first sight ap]>car a hardshij) upon

the lower classes of people upon whom the drudgery of siij)plying these ar-

ticles must fall
;
but upon inquiry we shall find that the jiersons wlio furnish

travellers with j)ots and firewood, or carry their baggage, arc actually paid

by the Cii'car ((Government). For there is not a potniaker in the country,

nor a parria, nor .a chuckler, employed in this business, who does not hold

enain grounds a-, a compensation for those very se rvices wihjeh he renders to

travellers.

The villages only on the most frequented roads through wjiich large de-

tachments of sc[)oys pass suffer more than their neighbours ; but at the same

time they make larger [)rofits by selling their things to greater advantage.

This is well known to all servants of men in public stations, Avho in order to

enjoy these exclusive privileges, and being acquainted with our mode of

judging, represent to their masters liardships that never existed, and make

the renters demand remittances on account of expenses which they have

never incurred.

Every complaisance of this kind, therefore, is nearly abolished towards

European travellers in places that arc often frequented by them, or that are

under the management of collectors and their dnbashes. 'i’lie latter, Jiow-

ever, expect it as far as it concerns themselves, iheir relations, or any black

men in any way connected w'ith their persons : while a gentleman can

scarcely get a fbwl or a sheep for a curry, although the country abounds

with them, and he be ever so willing to pay for it.

I stopped in a fine tamarind tope at the cast end of the village, in j)rcfcr-

ence to 'tbe choultry at the other side of it, which was occupied by an

Airfi^nifin., It is under the fourth division, of which Mr. Oakes is colleclor.

The soil abeiit it is bldck,* and it produces a good deal of jonnalul
*

* Subsistence, from Id. to Qd. a day.
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About four o’olucl. in the afternoon \\c broke up af>;aln, crossed a small

river about lour miles from it, ealJed Kisera or llanjala, wliich runs (f(>ni

oasl to west, and was not very deej), tliousj;!! it swells much after a sliowei

of rain. 'I'lic eounlrv between this and the nc\t village, Xaudakum, is re-

inarkably ]>leasant. On the ri'^lit is a Jong range of hills, that by degrees

strike oil' to tlie noith-west until they are lost in the distance, 'riie small

river wiiuis from village to \illage, and seems to fertilize the ground. The

buildings in the villages are kc’pt in pretty good repair, and tl'.c inliahifaii's

;eein to be on the whole in e()mf()rl.i!)le circnmstanecs.

nel<)ic sunset we reached N'andiknm, a good village with a large pagoda,

in whieh the Hindoo hours were regularly stniek. An elephant also l,---

longed to it that had been jtresented hyA'assareddy, the Zemindar, to whom
this village belongs. The choultry was oeenpied by some peons of the,

Zentiiidar’s, who made room how'cver iinmediatelyg and j)roeiirod me all t!i.-

comforts that the village afrbrded, a fowl, milk, riee, kc. JMost of tliese

kind ol' peo),)lc are Moormen, who are ]»aid by tlu'ir cmjdoyers by orders

upon villages that owe money to the (’irear l!)r their Lists, and from whieh

they get from a quarter ot' a rupee to a rupee a day, until the money is j)aid,

riu-y arc usually a set of lazy thieves that would rather starve than work,

who cringe in tlic jnescnce of tlieir masters or any man in authority, and

are insnllerably insolent to every other person. They have noth.ing hut the

dress of sepoys, and often not even that, merely a long sword, or a j)ilve,

ami a large turban. They seldom use severe measures to make the village s

[CIV, as long as they get their hatfa, as this w'onld he against their owm iiite-

icst
;
hut they are se)metiines obliged to he severe by the positive orders of

t’icir emjdoyers. 'I’he mc.ins which they in such eases employ arc varioir.

Sometime; they keep the debtor lor many of the hottest hours of the day

1.1 the sun without allowing him to cover himself; sometimes they rehise

l.ini the necessaries of life, especially water ; sometimes they llx large pad-

locks with weights to his ears; sometimes they jnit licavy stones on his hack

:uul I'eet while he stands in the .sun
;
sometimes they put a pot of boiling oil

upon his back, ike. 'fhe poor sufterers in sucli cases frequently put an end

to their lives, on whicli account knives and all oftensive weapons arc taken

I’roin them before their tortures begin. .Sometimes they even die under the

cruellies inflicted on them. A case of this kind happened about a fortnight

before my journey two miles from .Samulcotah. A poor ryot, after various

other tortures, was kiekctl violenflv : his head unfbrtmiatcly pitched against

a tree, and he iLdl down de;id on the spot. His relations complained ;
but
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the renter was a rich Bi'atnin, w'lio committed the act, and no steps w’crc

taken to bring him to an account.

This W'as the last * place where I met witli a choultry in whicli one niiglit

find sheltcl' in the rainy season, provided the rain does not come from the

cast, where it is quite open. INIost of the choultries in tlic Circars are nt)-

thing but places surrounded by mud walls, twelve leel high, thatched will;

straw, about sixteen feet long, and Irom ten to twelve broad. In the wails

are holes for jiutting a small earthen vessel, which is to ser\c as a lamp in

the night. In this the ]>alankccn is placed wlien tiic weather is rainy or cold,

and around it flock the jialankccn boys. An old dirty liikTr, in one ol' the

corners, smokes his chilliun. Some of the palankeen lM)ys liglit their clie-

nitos
;
others sleep and snore; all combine to make it comfortable to them-

selves, while their master is almost sullbcated by a complication of odours.

Finding the coiuitry pleasant, 1 did not go on early in the morning. 'I'his

delay enabled me to draw up a description of the plants obtained the day be-

l()rc, and to collect a few more growing near the choultry. On (he wcit side

of the village was a tank lately built; the sides of it constituted a regular

S(juarc, and it w'as lined w'ith flat stones. In the middle of it was a gola-

mantapam, or a washing place for the svvainy (idol), to which he is carried on

certain days from the pagoda, and washed, Avith the accompaniment of agrea*

many ceremonies. '^I'he structure of a go]amantaj)am is very simple : it is

a S(piare place raised from the middle oi‘ the tank, covered by a stone roof

and supported by four pillars.

Not far from this tank, under a large tree, 1 found the Armenian. I in-

\ited him to eat a curry and rice with me, and he did not afterwards lca\ i‘

me till I came to Ilydrabad. lie had with hitu a great many valuable articles

of trade. I'he small guard I had along with me and my numerous traiii

must have been a great inducement for him to continue in our company.

He spoke English ])rctty well, and imitated the manners and dress of Euro-

peans much more successfully than any others of his countrymen that I ha\ e

ever seen.

T found near the village some beds in which saltpetre had been lately ma-

nufactured; and upon inquiry was informed that, in three other \ illages

besides this, saltpetre had been made by some Mooi'men about four years

before.

* Eh-gant clioultni'S have been since built from this place to Ilydrabad by one of the Nizam's

Minister!).

K K 2
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Between this village and Conchumcherla, I found a kind of stone called

by the Gentoos, giiruwintam *, with which they polish steel. It is an ag-

gregate of small garnets agglutinated by an imperceptible but very strong

cement. They are all of an irregular f<)rm, a glassy lustre, are very hard ;

their specific gravity is only S'l. Probably these stones are detached from

the neighbouring hills. Garnets of a regular form, and perfectly pellucid,

arc fi)imd about Condapilly and Bezwadah, and all along the banks of the

Kistnah ; and formerly, 1 understand, a profitable trade with them was car-

ried on even to Europe.

About four o’clock we set out from Nandikam, and passed a large village

called Nabobpatnain, about eight miles from it: on the west side of which

was a very large lank, with immensely high and broad banks. It was fur-

nished also with a sluice to let out the water
; a most necessary contrivance

both for watering the fields below the tank, and f()r letting off' any super-

fluily of water that might endanger the banks and the surrounding country

by inundation, if they should burst diiring a monsoon rain, which furnishes

in a few hours water enough to fill the largest tank to the brim. This tank

caniu)t be less than three oi' four miles in circumference. It contains a sheet

of water sufiicient to irrigate an enormous extent of rice ground. The
village seemed to be inhabited by rather opulent people, for the houses were

pretty good and large: it belonged to Vassareddy, and is the best I have

seen on this side of C’ondapilly.

From this village we came into a jungle that had lately been in part cleared

of its underwood by the Zemindar, to put an end to the many accidents

which had haj)pencd to travellers from robbers and tigers, with which these

jungly plains were intested. On the right hand we passed by a hill called

Thieves’ Jlill, on account <tf the shelter which it afforded to this description

of jteople, befi)rc they were driven aw'ay by the Zemindar’s sepoys. Nothing

is so efTectual against the attack of tigers as cutting down all the jungle

within twenty yards of the road, so as not to leave the animal any ambush

from which he could surprise the traveller. . For the tiger never attacks on

an open plain
;
and if he fails in his first leap, he does not attempt another.

The palankeen boys, impressed with the fear of tigers and robbers, made
the best of their way, and arrived before ten o’clock at Sir Mahomed Pettah,

about twenty miles from Nandakum. In the morning another traveller over-

took us, a Mr. Harding, a young Irishman, who introduced himself with much

* This is the Telinga iiiitno also of the cornnduni ; literally translated, the former means a

hfiirv stoni?.
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af&bility, and we soon became acquainted. He was an adventurer, or a

soldier of fortune
;
had been a Captain in the Rajah of Travancore’s ser-

vice, and conceived high ideas of his future situation at Hydrabad. Judging

from the letters of recommendation that he had along Avith him, and which

were almost the first thing he showed me, he had reason to expect that his

situation would be at least lucrative *.

Near this village was a large tank, that watered all the rice fields with

which the tope, where we had put up, was surrounded. Indeed it might

Avatcr all the country to Juggainpcttah, a large trading village about six miles

to the south. I thought the country remarkably pretty ; the soil was fertile,

and nothing was wanting but hands to clear it of its jungle, and to till the

ground. The kind of rice cultivated here is that called by the Tclingunas

kusuma: it is never transplanted, but yields a fine white grain, which has

rather a disagreeable smell after being boiled, and is said to produce a flow

of bile if it be constantly used.

It is observed by the natives that coarse rice may be eaten in any (pianlify

without prodixing any indigestion, or flow of bile, or those consccjticnccs

ascribed to the finer and whiter sorts, which constitute the food of the richer

classes of people. I will not decide whether this eflect ascribed to the rice

may not with greater propriety be assigned to the people by whom it is

eaten. It is the food of the rich, who never cat with so much appetite as

the poor, nor digest so well.

Wc went almost round the tank with our guns, and killed some quails and

ducks. The Armenian on bis side was as happy as possible. He stole un-

awares upon a couple of doves ( not considered as game), and killed them

both at once. After our return to our palankeen Ave took a hearty meal of

curry and rice, and opened our last bottle of wine.

We left Sir Mahomed I’attah about tAvo o’clock, and passed through a

great deal of jungle that had the appearance of having been formerly culti-

vated land: for aa'C .saw not only deserted villages and pagodas, but ruined

forts and several very large tanks, which, notAvithstanding they were out of

repair, contained much AA-atcr, and would be the source of riches in conn,

tries supplied Avith a greater nundier of hands. (Jrass Avas very luxuriant

every where, and my felloAv-travellcr remarked that this country avus the

best adapted he had ever seen for the breeding of horses. So indeed it ap-

* lie was killed in battle a few years ago, comDianding a large army of llolcar’s, a Mali-

ratta PriDce> just as he had gained a victory over Sciiidia.
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territories and Hydrabad ; the resident of which place keeps a kind of tap*

pal (post) office here.

r was visited by a petty Zemindar; the terms havinjj been settled previ-

ously that we should speak to each other standing, or that he should be al-

lowed to sit down with us. 1 presented him with a penknife of which they

are always in want. Wlicn it shuts they consider it as a valuable gift. He
offered me a sheep that was carried behind him, and it was delivered

to niy jieople according to custom, without being formally presented,

lie had a great number of j)eons about hiitj, but seemed otherwise quite

poor, and even complained of not having wherewithal to subsist his

family. He has a small Zemindary under the fourth division. He belonged

to the Reddy family, one of the most reuouned in the annals of the Telinga

kings. His chicl‘ motive for coming to me was that lie had heard of my
being a ])hysician, a title to which in this country the best passport is of

very inferior consideration. He had a complaint to which fat people like

him are very much exposed : he had been relieved from it once before by

another surgeon
;
and he requested me now to act that friendly ])art again.

Notwithstanding my best wishes to serve him immediately, I was obliged to

tell him that it could only be done if he w'ould send one of his men along

with me to Hydrabad : from which place 1 sent him W’hat I thought would

be of service to him.

We had j)ut up at an old but large mosque that stood on a rising ground

close to the village. In front we had a fine large tank ; and from the top of

the building, to which we ascended by a flight of steps, we could see before

us a great extent of country, with many scattered hills ; the whole covered

with an almost impenetrable jungle : while behind us lay the village and a

great many rice flelds, furnishing a striking contrast between the dominions

of the Company and of the Nizam.

We set off about one o’clock in the afternoon, and were carried much
against our inclination by the shorter or lappal road, which, on account of

the thick jungle through which it goes, is scarcely passable for a palankeen ;

especially on the other side of Malsarain, a large village about ten miles

rom Munagal. A little expense how'ever w'ould make this a very good road.

I observed a number of teak trees in the jungle, not very large, but in blos-

som. 1 saw also several species of grewia, one of them with ripe berries

that had much the taste of cherries.

Rather late in the evening we arrived at Kaesarabad, a village where an
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officer of the Nizam resides ia a mud fort. I sent lum my pasa^rt* nMolt
Captato Kirkpatrick had been kind enough to procure fee me from that

Nizam. The consequence vas, an order to the village eurnum to show me
a house to live in, and to procure me every thing that the place aflbrded.

The house however had so small an entrance that 1 was oldiged to sleep

witli my fellow-travellers under a tree, while 1 gave up the house to my
Bramin ; and after all the provisions offered, wc were obliged to sup upon

our own biscuit and some milk.

This being the first Nizam’s village in which wc halted, my Ikamin made

every inquiry to satisfy hi.s own curiosity respecting the happiness which he

expected to find the Nizam’s people in possession of; but lie returned early

in the morning with a face full of disappointment. He had not been able

to procure any thing except a little rice, and that at an enormous price.

He had learnt from the Bramins of the village that they were worse off tlian

any other class of people, that their handsome wives and daughters were

taken from them by force, that they were deprived of tlieir gold and siluer

ornaments as soon as they were seen with them ; that they had plenty of

enara lands ; but only nominally so, the product being regularly taken away

as a matter of' course. They all agreed, and publicly avowed, tliat liotbing

more desirable could happen to them than to see the country placed under

the Company's protection. He added that depredations upon the property

of individuals took place here daily, even iu a favoured village, the resi-

dence of a great man.

My baggage not coming up till the next morning, I was obliged to stay

till ten o’clock. The Armenian stopped with me ; but Mr. H. who tra-

velled light, and was impatient to enter as soon as possible on his glorious

career, left us to the no small satisfaction of the Armenian. Ilis place waa

amply supplied, at least in point of numb^s, by crowds of all descriptions

of people that joined us frons all quarters, on our march, conceiving them-

selves fully protected against thieves in the train of a gentleman.

We paued by a village called Bemaram, situated on arising ground. We
then again passed dirough a jungle, and arrived about three o’clock at Nb«

gracalL About Bemaram 1 observed some palraeyra trees, a sure sign of

our being in a country that has a gravelly or sandy soil, in which this tree

is more easily profagated than in any other. The reason is that the seeds

whieh are scattered about are soon covered with sand by the vrind.^ they

vegetate, take root, and easily make their way thoough a loose soiL Indeed

L h
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this kind of Boil is so congenial to their growth, that, from the appearance

of lofty palmeyras at the greatest distance, we may pronounce without any

risk of mistake, that the country is gravelly or sandy. Hence they are

found all along the coast, and at the foot of ranges of granite and other

silicious hills which by their decomposition constitute a sandy soil. Near

hills of a slaty nature, as about Innacondah ; or composed of basalt or green

stone, as in other parts of the Guntur Circar, which by their disintegration

yield a clayish soil, we may be sure of never finding a single palmeyra.

They grow well enough in a stiff black mud; but then they require being

planted a foot deep, and in a season w-hen the soil is moist and easily pene*

trable.

1 had looked upon most of the villages on this side of Condapilly as very

poor and wretched ; but I now saw, for the first time, one that was really

entitled to these opprobrious names. There was scarcely a hut that was

sufficiently covered to keep out the rain; though the many standing

writs of ruined houses convinced us that this formerly had been a good

village. We could not get a drop of milk nor a grain of rice. The water

was brackish, except what was got from a tank at a little distance from the

village. There were several other tanks about the village, most of them

out of repair ;
and the ground, tiioiigh now overgrown with jungle, still

showed marks of having been formerly laid out in rice fields.

Next morning we passed by several villages not much better than Nagra-

call. The country continued very pleasant ; the ground was undulating and

at some distance hilly. At ten o’clock we arrived at Nallagonda, where the

choultry being occupied by some of the Nizam’s horsemen, we were ob-

liged to put up under a tree. There was a large mud fort in the village, as

in fact there are in all the villages belonging to the Nizam. But the vil-

lagers bad ail run away, a few old women excepted. One of them, when

asked for a fowl, replied, “ And pray. Sir, what kind of an animal isn fowl ?

The Moors take care we never see any.” They complained of the Sirdar,

to whose Jaghire this and the adjoining villages belonged. He had by, his

oppression driven all the people away, and was not likely to persuade them

to return. It is, however, no uncommon thing to find the cultivators de-

serting their villages, just at the time when the renter wishes to settle ac-

counts with them. This step they take in order to oblige him to do them

justice. But the practice is often carried too fer : the cultivators run off as

soon as they are desired to pay. their kists, or to settle their accounts, cer-

5
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tain of finding protection in the country of the neighbouring Zemindar^ pr!?r

bably not more than a mile from their own homes. They are flatter^l with

ample promises from the same quarter if they wish to remain in their neyr

asylum. The renter is then obliged to go in person and settle with thcmk.<>'

to send his curnum (village writer) with full powers, and papers filled, with

empty promises. On an excursion of this kind, they seldom take their wo-

men and cattle along with them. These remain till they see that the renter

will not come to terms : then they endeavour to steal them away ; but are

often prevented from accomplishing their object by the vigilance of the

renter. From these disputes a loss of revenue often proceeds : the seasoq

for working, which is very short, passes over in sending messages, and

drawing up agreements that seldom are meant to be strictly binding, li) the

Company’s dominions such transactions should not be permitted. A Hin-

doo never wishes to leave the village in which he was born and educated,

nor is it his interest to do so, as he is generally much worse treated in any

other place where he may choose to take up his habitation. The first year

be cultivates the fields in common as a baycastu or stranger, whose share of

the produce is half of the whole
;
but the second and third years he becomes

naturalized, and must submit to the same regulations as the old inhabitants,

with whom, unless he happens to be related to them, he is never upon a

friendly footing.

I was glad to leave this miserable place, where I had been starved a whole

day, and thought myself happy to arrive in the evening at Chittcal, one of

the best villages I had seen in the Nizam’s country. Here I got milk and a

fowl, and slept once more under shelter. Not far from the choultry was a

small Hindoo temple dedicated to Annamuntu. This swamy has the figure

of a long-tailed monkey, and was Rama Sawmy’s* generalissimo, when he

fought the giants. This I understand is the only Hindoo deity tolerated in

the Dekan, probably because it flatters the pride of the Moormen to see the

Hindoos degrade themselves by worshipping a monkey.

The village is situated in a semi-circle of hills, and has several streets and

good houses. Large flocks of black cattle were driven in towards evening,

and the fields round it seemed well cultivated. Among other minerals . 1

found a good deal of asbestos. Its external colour was pearl grey ; inter-

nally it was darker. Its external lustre was pearly: it was opaque } soft;

* An incarnation of VUhnu.

1. 1. a
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and iU specific gravity was 8*6. The fracture was coarsely ibliated aud

striated ; fragments, long and splintery } fuels diy, has a grey streak, and

does not efiervesce with acids.

We set ofi* early in the morning, and arrived about ten o’clock at a beau-

tiful spot, sheltered by large banyan trees, in sight of a long range of hills

to tl>u westward. Not far from it we found a large but ruined mosque and

other buildings that showed the place to have been in former times the resi-

dence of a powerful man. The ground hereabout began to be sandy and

tlie stones silicious, especially on the high ground ou which the mosque was

erected, and which was covered with a jungle, where we found abundance

of partridges, quails, and hares. Not far from it was a well with excellent

water. Here I found that my Armenian companion had a quantity of wine

and brandy . not indeed of the best kind ; but after having been confined

for several days to simple water, 1 was glad to accept of his offer of a glass

of brundy and water, as he had freely partaken of my stock so long as it

lasted.

Tlie ground for a considerable extent was irrigated by wells from which

the water was drawn by bullocks. As this method is very simple, and as

far as 1 know peculiar to India, 1 shall give a short description of it. Close

to the well is a spot of ground considerably elevated towards the edge of the

well. It is ten yards long, or more if the well is deep, and just broad

enough for a pair of bullocks to walk straight forward upon it. Across the

well are placed some pieces of wood in order to supjmrt two other perpen-

dicular pieces, on which a wheel moves. Over this wheel goes a leather

thong fixed to the upper part of a leathern or iron bucket which ends in a

point, to which also a rope is fastened, somewhat shorter than the former.

Both of these ropes being fixed to the bullocks, when these animals move

in a retrograde direction towards the well, the bucket goes down and is filled

with water ; and it is drawn up full when the bullocks advance forward.

As the small rope fixed to the point is the shorter the point is kept close to

the bucket when it goes down and fills, and is extended from it by degrees

as it rises up towards a channel into which the water is discharged. (This

contrivance will be better understood by inspecting the engraving

of tlie whole in Plate IV. fig. 2.) By this method a great dual of water is

raised, probably not less than one-eighth of a ton at a time. 1 have em-

ployed it to fill the cistern for my indigo works, and to water the garden

rudder my care. If the bullocks are broke in, a single man is capable of
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managing tlie whole $ and even when the bullocks are unaccnstoidcd- to the

business, a man and a boy are quite suflicicnt.

During my stay here I received a letter from Captain Mackenzie, which

was delivered by a naigtie, and a few men of the Bengal regiment stationed

at Hydrabad, who had been sent to escort me from Munagall.

My Armenian, oveijoyed at finding himself once more protected, opened

his trunks and showed me a quantity of fine Kuropcan silver plate that he

intended to present to the Nizam and his Dewan. He told me that his coun-

trymen never disposed of their merchandize to the Nabobs and great Mus-

sulmcn in any other way than that of* presents, which they found more to

their advantage than the usual mode. They all understand Hindostane

well, and comply with the customs of the people with whom they have bu-

siness, even receiving insults with humble resignation. This may be the

moat profitable way of proceeding j but I doubt whether it will ever be

adopted by Europeans, especially now that all the native Princes are as poor

as beggars, and not able to be generous.

"We set off about three o’clock in the afternoon, went through a pass in

a range of hills, near a village called Malkapur, where the opening was very

wide, and at sunset we arrived at Singavefam. On the east side of this

place is a river, 1 believe the Musy, the bed of which is very stony ; but it

was destitute of water. From this river the ground rises towards the town,

which lies on the east side of a semi-circular range of hills.

This town has a wall, and gates that are shut at night. The strccts^-are

pretty straight, and lined on both sides with the shops of banians. I was

allowed to pass through it without being interrogated by the guard, and put

up in a stable that was given me by the Havildar, who commanded a de-

tachment of" Bengal sepoys, and who procured us every thing wc were in

want of that could be obtained. 1 understood that this detachment was

here on account of the Company’s elephants attached to the Bengal regi-

ment at Hydrabad. For here they hatl better and cheaper food than they

could have obtained nearer the encampment.

I arrived in the morning about seven o’clock on a liigh spot of ground,

from which I saw Hydrabarl to my left in an extensive .valley, and the torts

of Golcondah and Old Golcondah both upon rising grounds on the other

side of it. The air was sharper tlian 1 had ever before tound it in

any part of India, so that 1 was obliged to shut up the doors of the palan-

keen. In the cold season, it is so cold here, 1 understand, that the gentlR^

4
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men can hardly keep tliemselvcs warm ; though 1 am sure the thermometer

seldom if ever falls below 50°. It is the suddenness of the change that occa-

sions the disagreeable feeling of cold. A change of 25 or 30 degrees in the

course of six hours is common even in covered places. Were we to take

the extremes in the operi air, they would not fall far short of 100.

The country hereabout has a very barren and rugged appearance ; and the

range of hills that encircle it on all sides arc remarkable for their irregularity.

They appear as if they had been thrown upon each other, and you may ollcn

meet with an immense block with one of its pointed sides resting on a very

small stone of the same nature. So that the visitor is afraid least a blast of

wind might roll it from its situation, and bury him under it.

This is probably the most barren spot which the Nizam could have selected

in the whole of his dominions for a capital. It is remarkable that the tyrant

of the Mysore chose a similar spot for his capital
; for the 'neighbourhood

of Scringapatam is, I understand, as barren and stony as the country about

Hydrabad. It puts me in mind of some Tartar Princes, who kept a vast

desert round their residences to starve their enemies before they could make

their approach to them. With a view to effect such a defence for Hydra-

bad, it is not unlikely that his Highness the Nizam confides the manage-

ment of the country adjoining the Company’s dominions to the most

rapacious of his Sirdars. This opinion does not appear so improbable when

we hear it affirmed that the interior of his country is much better managed.

Gentlemen, who have been there, pronounce the country highly cultivated,

especially all over the Table I^and, which commences a few miles beyond the

western range of hills not far from Hydrabad.

The encampment of the Bengal regiment, at which I arrived about nine

o’clock in the morning at my friend Captain Mackenzie’s, lies about three

miles north from Hydrabad, on the north side of a large tank called the

Hussan Sagar. It stands on a rising ground, and in consequence of the

many bungaloes and of the cottages that the Sepoys have erected, has the

appearance of a small town. I was received by Captain Mackenzie in the

most cordial manner, and introduced by him, as soon as possible, to all his

friends and acquaintances, who, I acknowledge very gratefully, have shown

me every attention and kindness in their power. Hospitality was exercised

in the true Bengal stile. 1 had general invitations from the genUem^n who

dine in mess together, and from Colonel Hyndman their conuoLanding

icer.
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On the ground and near it are some hares and partridges, which they

hunt and shoot
; but they dare not pursue them nearer than within tw'o

miles of Hydrabad
;
where nobody is allowed to shoot, lest the deer and

antelopes, which the Musselmcn delight to see in large flocks near their ha-

bitations, should be frightened aw'ay.

Two days after my arrival I rode with Captain Mackenzie to the resi-

dency, where I was introduced to Captain Kirkpatrick, then acting resi-

dent, who received me in the kindest manner, and promised his assistance

and influence to enable me to sec every thing that was worth seeing.

The resident’s house is in a garden on the banks of the Musy, which winds

round the outer northern walls of Hydrabad. It is built quite in the Moorish

stile *, has a lofty hall, the roof of which is supported by large pillars.

Round the sides of the wall, where the first story might be, are alcoves, be-

hind the curtains of which the w'onicn might be spectators of w'hat is going

on at great entertainments below. Every thing w'as grand, but I think un-

comfortable. There were several outhouses for the writers aud munshics in

the same structure. The garden was formerly a very good one. Cypresses'

grew here to a great height, and vegetables and grapes to considerable per-

fection. At present nothing was to be seen of the cypresses but the dried

stum])s, and the vegetables were not superior to those in the public bazars.

Hydrabad and the country round it have been always famous for fine vege-

tables, especially for carrots, onions, and turnij)s; and among fruits the

grapes are famous. This is rather owing to the climate than the soil, which

1 am told must be made artificially before any thing will grow on it.

West of the residency, and not a hundred yards from it, are large un-

wieldy masses of fine sienite. The felspar is of a beautiful flesh colour, and

constitutes the greatest portion of the aggregate, 'fhe hornblende is black,

and rather harder than usual. The quartz, which is the smallest portion of

the mineral, is of a light green : it constitutes a beautiful stone which takes

a fine polish, and would do extremely well for building palaces.

A resident at the Nizam’s court is nothing less than the Ambassador of

the King of Great Britain and of the East India Company; and in- order to

support his character great attention is paid to him. -He has an honorary-

escort from the Bengal establishment, commanded by a captain. He is also-

allowed a surgeon. Both of these gentlemen reside in their own houses near

the Fesident’S; but they live with the fesident, as his table is kept by the

* Since that time a nolile palace has been built for his accoromodatiou.
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Comjvany. All the servants pay him the greatest respect, iqieak only with

the utmost submission, and with up lifted hands. This compUnent is paid

also to his European visitors. All this is thought to be ofgreat coasequeiiee

:

the Mussulmen themselves being ambitious and ceremoiMous to a degree^

They will measure steps, motions, and words ; and glcM'y in nothing more tham

to got the advantage over one another in the most trilling thing of the kind.

The first Ambassador sent to Ilydrabad was, I understand, a Mr. Joh«>

ston, who came with all the ])omp of an Indian Prince, and insisted upo«

the Ni2am ’8 coming out fo receive him ; as he had the advantage over him

in point of some titles and insignia received from the Mogul Kniperor : the

Nizam acknowledged his titles to l)e valid, but pleaded a right to be visited

first, as master of the country. It was at last agreed that they should tneel

each other half way.

Captain Kirkpatrick is fond of natural history, and 1 understand his

brother, a Colonel in the Bengal establishment, for whom be acts here, is a

good mineralogist. The Captain was so kind as to sliow me a coHection of

minerals which had been purchased from M. Sonnerat. I expected from so

celebrated a man to have seen a complete and well arranged coIleciioR of

Indian minerals ; but I was disappmnted when 1 found only a small number

arranged according to the method of Wallei'ius, and almost the whole of

them European ; some with German, some with French, and some with

English names. The only Indian minerals were a few that Colonel Kirk-

patrick himself had added. All the tin ores tiic coUection were ticketed

fraleuu. It would appear from this that M. Sonnerat’s mioeralogical know-

ledge is not even as extensive as his botanical.

Many stones found hereabout Captain Kirkpatrick was so kiiul as to give

me. Among these the following deserved most attention :

Semi'Opai found near Ilydrabad inland. The colour of tl)c best is bluish

white. Others partake of a reildisb aiul somewhat fiery efiulgence, when
placed between the eye and the sun. They have a glassy lustre, and are

strongly translucent ; Fracture conchoidal: hardness equal to that ofquartz.

Specific gravity between 2*09 and 2’06S. They strike fire with steel; which

I believe is peculiar to this variety of opal. When exposed to the.fuf M be-

comes opaque. Along with the opal are fiiund ehakefUiny, a«i4

sometimes carnclian. Some of these carnelians a^ie drusy on the outside*

liave impressions of regular forms or dificrent kiada holga that Rff fitted up
with a soft ochrey substance.

( halccdonics of difleront colours ami shades, at teast 1 connder these
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tninerals as entitled to that name
j though their specific gravity is ojily from

2*06 to 2*100. Among them 1 observed some very fine mocha stones, onyxes,

and sardonyxes. Most of them occur in round pieces, often with a fretted

porous surface. The most remarkable of them are the following :—Cacha-

long, pure wlrite, surface uneven, very easily frangible, strikes fire with

Ftecl, fragments sharp-edged; fracture flat conchoidal, sometimes even,

'fransparent in small pieces, lustre glassy. 1 was long at a loss what to call

this stone until I observed its transitions into onyx and chalccuouy.

Chalcedonies in large rounded pieces, hollow in their inside and of a

beautiful appearance. The outside is a greyish white, rounded, penetrated

every where with small roots of plants, that are not petrified. Were the

crystals in the inside formed before, or after, the .roots penetrated tlie stone ? If

after, how Avas it possible for them to ])enetrate the liard mass ? If the stone

had been in a state of fusion and crystallized in cooling, how came the roots

not to be destroyed by the heat, or intimately mixed with the whole stone ?

I observed a curious mixture of diflerent crystals in some large massc.s,

consisting chiefly of quai-tzciystal, amethyst, prase, pyrites, and calca-

reous spar. The prase usually in irregular masses formed the basis. It was

also crystallized in long slender pyramids in the middle of the substance of

the stone. It has a leek green colour, and the colour of the amorj)houi

parts is much duller than that of the crystals. On the surface it seems to be

withered, and not unlike green copper rust. When fresh broken it has a

glassy lustre ;
strikes fire with steel.

The amethyst is in large crystals, not of the finest colour, striated. The
quartz crystals are of different sizes and transparency. The calcareous spar

is usually in very small proportion. The same remark apj)lics to the ])yrites.

The soil about Hydrabad is throughout gravelly, excepting where, from

cultivation, it has acquired some vegetable admixture. From attending to

its appearance we may easily tletermine the composition of the neighbour-

ing hills. When it is black we. may rest assured that mica predominates in

the granite of the nearest mountain : where it is reddish, on the contrary,

as about the camp, there is a preponderancy of hornblende. In a hole dug

in this place, I observed the soil had a reddish ajipearance, and tipon a closer

inspection I found that it consisted of felspar with a great admixture of sUi-

cious gravel. I went to the nearest hill, about a mile and a half due uorth,

and found it composed of a decomposing sienitc, containing much red fel-

apar and white quartz, with some particles of red ochre, that, when ex-

V' M M
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posed 1.0 the air, caused the whole to be covered with a reddish coat, and

probably contributed much to the easy disinlcffration of the stone. The

beds of which the rocks were composed were in the greatest disorder, some

horizontal, others oblique. The sur/acc of all the stones was as if cased by

a coat an inch thick : that crumbled away i)etween the fingers. This de-

cayed part the next heavy monsoon will wash down into the plain ; and in

this manner the whole of the rock will be converted into soil.

The solidity, whi 'li the ground near the bungaloes in the camp has ac-

quired, renders it very probable that in time it will consolidate into as hard a

mass as the granite hills themselves. On this hill I found a well or reservoir

of water that had been cut through the solid rock. In it I observed beds

distinguished from each other by horizontal fissures. Not fer from the well

is a small mosque, near which I observed a vein of hornblende setting through

the whole rock, which I traced in both a northerly and southerly direction

for a considerable way. It was about six yards broad. About half way be-

tween the hill and Cfaptain Mackenzie’s house, I observed the same vein

again near a tank ; and close to it I observed some rhomboidal iron-shot

quartz.

On the road from the camp towards the residency, I found granites con-

taining much black mica in a state of decomposition. The ground imme-

diately under these stones consisted entirely of gravel, in which all the parts

of the granite were di.scoverable, and the soil in their vicinity contained

them in a more divided state, and was on account of the mica blacker than

any other about Hydrabad.

Returning one day from the residency, I look a different road in order to

see the Hussan Sagar, which I was told was well worth seeing. In my way

to it I took a view of a fbundcry situated on the right side of the road. A
Venetian with whom I was unacquainted was the superintendent of it. They

were boring some very large cannon
;
but were not at that time employed

in casting any.

The ground here for many yards deep consists of the gravel of decom-

posed granites, again conglutinate»l together. Farther on, near the tank, I

found the granites to consist of white felspar, a very small portion of mica,

and a little quartz, softer than any other I have as yet seen. The tank,

Hussan Sagar, contains in the wet season an immense sheet of water, and

is a work worthy of a Nabob. The eastern and only elevated bank is en-

tirely a work of art, and keeps w'ithiu tlie bed of the tank the whter that
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collects fi'om all sides during the rains, between the loot oi’ llic western

hills and itself. It is nearly a mile and a half long, ami iu some places tiiat

require particular strength, 120 feet broad; but ils usual breadth is not

more than thirty or Ibrty I'ect. The side oJ‘ it uJjieh liiecs ihe water is

nearly perpend ieular, and constructed of regular scpiare cut stones of sloiit

granite. It has two large sluices, each ol’ wl'.ich has three stories, in which

one can go down by flights of ste})s lo llu* surface of the water. The whole

is very massy, built of tl;c same kind of granite, and cut into large square

pieces like the banks.

The whole must have cost an immenKe sum of money. This lank waters

most of the gardens about Ilydrabad and a great extent of rice fields. Its

water is rented out yearly for about 60,000 rupees to a man who [>arceks it

out again in smaller quantities ; by which in good years he is said to gain a

considerable sum of money. For the ground itself 1 understand the pro-

prietors pay nothing, as it is unproductive without much water. But it is

not every year that enough of rain falls to fill this tank. The inhabitants of

three villages express their gratitude by celebrating the event with festivities.

I had the pleasure of seeing it almost filled in the course of a few day.s’

rain ; for 1 was there in the middle of the inonsoon which takes place in

the month of August.

This circumstance prevented me in a great measure from profiting by the

opportunity of seeing what was worth observing, and collecting and pre-

serving the plants that grow in this neighbourhood, which by the bye arc

very different from those in the low countries. I had planned an inland ex-

cursion which the lainy season rendered abortive. I could not even go to

Golcondah which Captain Kirkpatiick promised to get me permission to

visit, an indulgence seldom granted to any Jiuropean
; and those who have

temerity enough to venture without it expose themselves to bad treatment

and to insults. The natives say that immense treasures, especially great

quantities of diamonds, are heaped up there. This in some measure ac-

counts for their being jealous of European inquirers. But other accounts

contradict this.

The diamond mines of Golcondah are not situated npar that jdacc. They
are the very same that I have described in a former Tract. In the neigh-

bourhood of Golcondah nothing is lo be found but sicnite j and about forty

miles west of it the opals and chalcedony already described. Golcondah is

the repository of all large diamonds, to which, though the mines should bo

M M 2
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in the Company’s territories, tlie Kabob has an exclusive right stipnlatctl

by treaty.

The name of the present Nizam is Ali Kan, a man more than eighty-

years of age, in so feeble a state of health that his death has been expected

hourly for this long time ])a‘>t. He got a paralytic stroke by lying in the

night (after being heated by a provocative) to cool himself in the open air.

Alter having tried for a long time what medicines from black physicians

would do, ail Knglisii medical gentleman was called in, and the old Nabob

seemed to be the betler for Ibllowing his advice. Upon this he returned to

his usual indulgeiicies in sjiite of the Doctor’s opinion. This he still conti-

nues to do though only half alive. It is astonishing what a quantity of

provocatives the higher classes of Moormen use
;
and yet they live long and

enjoy themselves.

The dominions of the Nizam extend a great way inland. The climate

produces abundance of wheat, joiinulu, and other dry grains. The wheat

is much better than that which grows in lieugal, and is brought by land

down to tlic coast by the lombardics, who in return take salt. I w'as too

short a time at Ifydrabad to ascertain the situation of the diflerent districts

or the revenues, which certainly would be immense were they better

managed.

It is said the Nizam confides implicitly in his Prime Minister, Munseer

Mulk, into whose hands lie has entirely given the dominion, and even al-

lowed his daughter to be married to a young Prince, whom in prejudice of

his elder brothers he has named successor to the Musnud.

1 had not the honour of seeing cither of these two personages, owing to

the great official business of the resident, now well known to the public.

This, ditl not allow him time or opportunity to speak on trifles, though

his inclination to oblige me was great.

Of the private characters of these great men we cannot form an idea ex-

t opt by comparing their actions with those of persons of the same class of

society', and making allowance for the political situation in which they are

placed. Should we judge of them as of other individuals, their names would

not be found among the virtuous : they would bejustly stigmatized with the

epithets of abandoned, unprincipled, treacherous, cowardly. He among
liiem who is most courted and flattered may rest assured that he is on the

brink oi‘ a precipice, that he is the first victim to be sacrificed to the ambi-

rion of another, or to a stroke of policy. Promises and protestations of

f-i- ndship arc then entirely disregarded.
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It has been asserted tliat the Nizam possesses immense riches at Crol-

condah. l?ut 1 understand from very good authority that he is as poor as

the rest of the Princes on the coast. This must be owing entirely to his

own mismanagement, as he is not tributary to any, and possesses a country

that is internally rich.

Hydrabad, the capital of the Dckan, is a very large and populous place,

bounded on the north side by the Musy, a small river, but rapid during the

monsoon, when it is not fordable. There is a large arched bridge over it

leading to the northern gate, entirely built of sicnitc. It is broad enough

for two carriages to pass each other, and is on the whole as good a building

as I should have expected to see at Hydrabad. The town is surrounded by

a low wall said to be nearly square. ITie ground on w'hich this city is built

is uneven, (’aptain Kirkpatrick was so kind as to give me two of his hir-

carras, who cleared the way before me, and procured me immediate admit-

tance, which without them I could not have obtained.

I do not know frojn what motive ; but no European is allowed to enter

this city, not even an officer of the Company’s detachment. Some years

ago, I am informed, they were perfectly at liberty to go to any part of it.

In order to see every thing as well as possible I traversed the streets on

horseback. They are it) general narrow, badly paved, and far from straight-

Thc houses are mostly built of wood, few with upstair rooms, and on the

whole they have a very wretched appearance. The back houses, wherever I

could get a glimpse of them, seemed to be much better and more spacious.

Hut no man, and least of all a European, can get admittance to them : no-

body indeed but the master of the house and his eunuchs. They even dis-

trust their sons, who after they have attained a certain age are not allowed

to enter the Zenana. Few women are seen in the streets ; but they are

crowded constantly with men and horses. 'J'he small number of females to

be seen are either old Moorish hags, or Tclinganas, and not the prettiest of

them. In one part of the town dancing girls are to be seen in great

numbers. •

I saw several great Amirs pass in state. They have always according to

their rank a number of horsemen before them : their- palankeens arc very-

short, and they sit upright in them. Few but themselves are allowed to

enter the gates in such a conveyance: this being a privilege that must be

granted by the Nizam or his Prime Minister. The Amirs living at the ca-

pital are in fact nothing more than state prisoners j none being allowed to
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go out of the town without particular leave of the Nizam : much less arc

they allowed to repair to the provinces confided to their care.

As eastern poinj) requires a great number of attendants, and large sums

to support them, it is easy to see why the cajutal is so very populous. It

makes on the wliloe an appcarauce that may be called splendid in compari-

son with the other native towns on the coast. 1 believe we may even call

it opident ; for all the money collected in the provinces is spent here
;
and

merchants, though sometimes plundered, soon recover again, on account of

the extravagance of the rich and the <|uick circulation of money. It is one

of the maxims of a Moorman never to kcc[) money. They care not for to-

morrow ; they sjjcnd their money among women and merchants as fast as

they can squeeze it out of the poor cultivators, or out of the merchants

themselves. I did not think much of the bazars that I visited. The china

shops here contain a very miserable collection of things, and those of other

merchants arc not much better. The only place where any thing can be

got is the lieghum bazar, of which I shall speak hercaftei*.

I'hc buildings best worth seeing at Hy<lrabad arc the large mosque and

the palace. The formci is a grand building, the two domes of which are

astonishingly high, engage the attention of the traveller at a great distance,

and betray the residence of a mighty and wealthy Prince. The street, be-

fore you apjiroach this grand building, is by no means qualified to prepare

one Ibr the sight of such an edifice. It leads to a gate where I was obliged

to dismount and fake off my boots. Prom this I ascended a flight of steps,

and Ibund myself all at once on the esplanade before the Mecca Masjid. If

I am not mistaken it has acquired its name from being built on the same plan

as the great mosque at Mecca.

Having no firman I was not allowed to go into the mosque, and am there-

fore unable to give a description of a place that is so worthy of it. Prom

without 1 saw that the whole consisted of a number of beautiful and regular

porticoes round a spacious centre, where, before a burning taper, I saw the

Mahoincdan doctors iqion their carpets. The pillars were amazingly lofty,

and if' 1 am not mistaken composed each of one solid piece of granite, the

surface of which was beautifully polished.

Opposite the entrance is a tank or reservoir of water for ablutions. It is

a square place with steps descending to the water, which did not appear to

one very clean. I even saw some fellows washing their dirty clothes in it.

1 observed also here a number of beggars in rags, who made a most dis-

1
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agreeable noise. I do not mean fakirs, but the same as arc met in num-

bers in all the streets of Hydrabad, who arc even impudent enough to seize

the bridle of a horse, and not allow the rider to proceed a step until he has

satisfied them.

On the same side of the mosque, near the reservoir, is the place where

the motlier of tlie present Nizam is buried. It is a small mausoleum erected

of coarse marble, very artificially cut, which is said to have cost a great

deal of money. It is always covered with flowers of which the Moormen
are exceedingly fond.

The Nizam goes to the mosque only once a year on a certain day, though

his mahal or palace is quite close to it. I had no opportunity of seeing the

palace, for which 1 am the more concerned as it is said to be one of the few

places worth seeing at Hydrabad. It is astonishingly large, being, if we
include the Zemana, .several miles in circumference. The Zemana, I am
told from the best authority, is watched by a guard of women, probably be-

cause women are much stricter than eunuchs in watching over the chastity of

their own sex. More than 6oo beauties are shut up within the walls of the

Haram, for the use of an old emaciated cripple. Among them are said to

be many Circassians and Georgians, and some Italians.

The beghum, or wife of the Nizam, is said to be of the Vysca cast. He
saw her by chance in his younger days when passing through a village, and

took her away from her house. Her province now is to watch over the rest

of his women, to choose and appoint them regularly, and, as report says,

to prepare his curries, which she sends him daily .sealed up under a strong

guard. Whether it be true that a certain quantity of pulverized gold is

mixed with them 1 had no means of determining j but as all Indians have a

very high idea of the strengthening power of this metal, the assertion docs

not seem to me very improbable.

The Beghum bazar is a kind of suburb inhabited chiefly by Hindoo mer-

chants of the Mahratta nation. It is situated on the northern banks of the

Musy, so that you pass through it when you go from the residency to tlie

town. It is so called because the duties levied on all sorts of merchandize in

this bazar belong exclusively to the Beghum or Queen. The streets arc

very narrow, and the houses mean. I w'ent only to the shops of the drug-

gists who have as great a variety of things as many in Europe. But as they

did not understand Telinga, and spoke only Hindostanee and Mahratta, I

could not make the inquiries 1 proposed, in order to get some elucidation
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of the Kalpastanum or materia mcdica of the Hindoos. I confined myself

therefore to inquiries about mineral articles, of which I shall notice the fol-

lowing, as not every where to be found. I could get no other information

i cspecting the places where they were collected but that they got them from

Auanegabad.

Steatite. Colour green of several shades, especially dark ones ; no lustre.

Opaque. I'racture coarse spliiitry
; fakes a polish from the nail

; specific

gravity 2’f)Ot). It is used by the Banians of the country to write with

upon wooden tables, which they previously rub over with the juice of

green leaves.

tSenku sudda. Shistosc talc. 1 was long at a loss what name to give this

mineral, as it did not exactly agree with any discription that I had seen. It

Is used by the natives for giving a gloss to the surface of their finest

chiinam * work. It is finely ground, put into a piece of cloth, and pow-

dered over the place. It has a greenish white colour internally; lustre

pearly—opa<|uc ;
fracture irregularly slaty—soil ;

not very easily frangible.

Specific gravity 2*74.

Here I may mention that west of Ilydrabad arc some ancient building.^,

the beautiful enamelled surfaces of which have hitherto braved the vicis-

.situde of the ivcather ;
the colours arc different, blues, yellow, red, &c.

All are very bright, and look as fresh as if they had been put on yesterday.

The art of doing this is said to be lost.

Chalk of" a yellow colour. It has neither lustre nor transparency ; but is

harder than common chalk. It effervesces strongly with acids, but does not

stick to the tongue. It stains the fingers, but is rather too hard for marking.

It has an earthy smell, moulders in water and imbibes it, on which account

its specific gravity is not easily taken.

Spar. I conceive it to be connected with arragonite. It W'as white,

tran.sluccnt, in striated prismatic crystals ; fragments rhomboidal, sharp

edged ; specific gravity f3* ; cfl'ervcsces strongly with acids. Used as a

medicine.

’Spar in rhomboids approaching to cubes. It falls to powder in the fire,

sometimes effervesces strongly with acids, sometimes not. I conceive the

first of these to have been bitter spar ; the second cube .spar or anhydrous

sulphate of lime.

Calcareous slate. Its colour is a dull greyish black, its surface offen

• Mortar.
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covered with a calcareous white crust that effervesces strongly with acids.

Fmeture perfectly slaty, and between the lamclhc arc seen a few whitish

calcareous particles. Fragments sharp edged •, sticks but very slightly

or not at all to the tongue j has no lustre nor transparency, iipecific

gravity 1’76S.

Lithomarge. Colour brownish or bluish red, speckled with white dots.

The surface is very smooth ; it is fine grained, feels soil or greasy. It has

no lustre nor transparency j fracture nearly even; very soft; adheres

strongly to the tongue ; crumbles immediately in water, but does not fall into

fine powder. The softest kind sods the fijtgers and gives a reddish streak.

Besides these minerals I found some fullers’ earth, greyish green internally,

and a little scaly ; but corresponding in all its other properties W'ith the well

known aj»]>earance of this substance.

'J'lie only manufacture I have heard of in this place is a fine kind of

combaly, and a very thick cloth for the covering of horses ; the former is

made of wool, and is 2-i- cubits long and 2 feet broad. Two j)icces arc

always sewed together. The white ones cost about two ru})ees, and the

coloured ones from three to four. This manufacture might, 1 conceive, be

mucli improved, and being of the texture of the common shawls, might by

the middling classes of people, be used in their place. Perhaps they might

even do for exportation. I liavc not heard of any places in the Company’s

dominions where they arc made. The other .stuff, called by the Moormen
nanidha, is also made of wool ; but it is not woven. I fancy it must be

worked in the same way that the hatters work up their materials
;

it is very

thick, and serves the purpose of keeping horses warm extremely W'cll. TJie

common price of a piece eiglit feet long and four broad is four rupees.

I w'cnt to .see the horses that were for sale, and met with a fellow who
pouretl forth a torrent of abusive language against Europeans. Some of*

the horses were very well looking animals but very dear. Jn the month of

December there is a fair at Malligain, about 40 miles from Ilydrabad, where

liorses, 1 understand, may be had very cheap. 'J'hcy bring them from .all

parts of India, being sure of finding a market at a place where the greatest

part of the army consists of cavalry. In the vicinity of Uy<lrabad great

njjmbers of horses are to be seen belonging to the cavalry. They are of all

sizes from fifteen hands liigh to tattoos that arc scarcely eleven hands high.

This proceeds from the plan which the Nizam follows in paying his troopers,

lie makes every one provide his own horse, and pays him according to its
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quality from twenty-five lo fifty rupees j)cr month; this sum, were it paid

regularly, would be a handsome subsistance. As every Moorman wears a

sword when he goes out, and the troopers have uo uniform, it is very dif-

ficult to didiiiguish them iu the mob.

'flic Nizam’s iii/antfy amoiiuti.ig to about ]4.fX)0 men, all clothed and

trained, was couimaudcd by IM. I’iron. .Since I h>ft Hydrabad, this body

of men has been disbanded and the French interest in the J)ckan destroyed.

yVuother small eorjis of about 4000 nu-n was commanded by Colonel

i'iuglass, who I understand has been likewise dismissed. Uolh commanders

had their jaghirc for the jiayment of tlic troops, and the former had in-

herited from his predecessor, M. Jvaimond, a large arsenal filled with anus of

all deseriplioiis. This, together with the juofits of collecliou from the

Comam country, had given him an ojqmrtuuitv of amassing a large fortune.

His ollicers, however, were not jraid with a very liberal hand, and in coii-

se((ucncc ha\c left their families iu a distressing situation.

'fhese few imperfect v>h.scrvalions were all I had an opjrortunity of making

during wy stay. Had llie weather been more favourable, my journey

might have jrroved interesting, and better answered my expectations. The

greatest acquisition I made was the friendship of Captain Mackenzie, from

whose experience and knowledge I have derived great benefit, and from

•whose eorrcspondeiiee 1 jiromise myself a rich harvest. He had always

been attentive to mincralugleal objects, and had lived a considerable time in

that part of the country where the diamond mines arc situated. Hence 1

was not surprised to find among his papers several descriptions of these

din'erent minc.s.

1 left Hydrabad on the 24th of August, impressed with lively sensations

of gratitude for the kind attention shown me by all the gentlemen to whom

1 was introduced. I arrived early in the morning at Singawarain, where,

after having staid f<)r some time at the Cutwalls Choultry, which is in the

middle of the town, I learnt that a gentleman of my acquaintance was cn-

can)j)cd near the town with a string of elephants, which he had conducted

thus far from Bengal.

Owing to great care and attention he had lost only six out of fifty.

Whereas others before him had delivered no more than one half of the

original number, and thought themselves lucky when not more than one

third died on the way. This circumstance is not a little surprising, as we

know that elephants usually live to a very old age, and on that account may
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be conceived of a constitution capable of undergoin'j fatigues r'f all sorts.

But the fact is quite different ; the lca.st thing affects them. M hen they arc

sick they can seldom be prevailed upon to take physic, and die in comsc-

qucncc
j
gripes is the complaint tlicy suffer by oftencr than any otlie;

Sometimes they are seized with a sudden weakness for which nobody can

account. Some houi's after my arrival a large female elephant, thirty > cai .s

old, died of the last mentioned disorder. She had been, to appearance,

quite well the day before, had eaten fourteen sir of rice, the usual allowajice,

and was seized with the fit when going to drink. She laid herselt'down and

W'as never aflcr able, even with the help of two other elephants, to rise

again. One of the signs, which the people that attend the cle[)hant.s

chiefly notice, is the dung : when quite red, it is a sure sign that the

animal is in health
;
but when it assumes any other colour, they arc equally

certain that the elephant is diseased.

The food of the tame elephant is, besides rice, the leaves of the banian

tree (ficus indica) and rice straw
;

as that of the camel is the margosa leaf

(melia azcdarachta ;) the former is acrid, containing a milk, and the latter

very bitter. The price of an elephant varies from 6oo to 1(X)0 rupees or

more; and that of camels, which on account ol‘ their hardiness arc the

most useful animal, is from 200 to 300 ru[)ccs about llydrabad.

Long teeth in elephants are not admired, they are therefore cut short

before the animal is brought to the market, and a copper or brass ring is fixed

round them at the extremity. In other parts of India, long teeth scmicir-

cularly bent upwards arc esteemed a beauty in an elephant.

The ground near Singawaram is very stony and sandy
; hence there arc

abundance of palmcyras on the road towards it. Half a mile west from it

I found several layers of iron stones perpendicularly cracked, and not far

from these different kinds of trap scattered about.

From this place I set off about five o’clock, and proceeded toAvaids

Malkapur- where I arrived late in the evening. The ground is very stony

and jungly, and difficult lo travel over. With a little brmidy J conciliated

the Headman’s favour, who made room for me and nay baggagr, together

with my small guard of Sepoys, much against the will of a jxirty of the

Nizam’s cavalry, who had occupied the choultry. This village is at the en-

trance of a pass through a range of hills running nearly north and .soufh.

The hill that terminates the northern range is called PeddaGudda, and the

two hills that commence the southern range arc called Pedda and (ihiniie

N N 2
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Somconda. From what I could observe, these hills must be granite
; the

ground at the loot of them being sandy, well stocked with palmcyras, and

the hills abruptly and variously pointed.

From this place to Narainporc you travel along this range of hills, which

are pretty high. TIjc ground is sandy and the road not bad ; though the

country be but little cultivated. 1 understand there is another road close

by the hills ; but it is said to be very stony and disagreeable.

Narainpore, a pretty large place, is the residence of the Rajah Narraiiu

reddy. It is situated in a pleasant country and in a bason formed by the

liills. I put up in a garden on the north side of the village, where a good

number of gun-carriages and tumbrils were making, which I was told were

for the Nizam’s army. They arc made here because the tummah wood (mi-

mosa arabica) is chea]>. This wood is brought from a {)lacc situated on the

south side of the village, where the ground is better
;

for these trees delight

in a black stifi’ mud, such as is common in the Guntur Circar, and along

the banks of the Godavery and Kistnah. East of the village arc some barren

hills covered with different kinds of silicious stones, though the main hill

seems to be composed of solid sienite, as was evident from a well that had

been dug at the loot of these hills near the village. It is about sixty feet

deep, cut through the solid rock
; the sides of it exposed to the air were

disintegrated, as was the case likewise with the hca}) of stones that had been

thrown up near it. The sienite was internally of a reddish white colour

W'ith a great deal of felsj)ar in large pieces. The disintegrated portions

looked whiter, being more detached from the felspar. This disintegrated

rock constituted the soil of this place, which contains a good deal of clay-

on account of the great proportion of felspar contained in the rock.

At the foot of' this hill, close to the gardens where I put up, is a small

river, in the bed of which I found large pieces of felspar of different co-

lours, but most commonly flesh red or bluish. On the top of the hills, op-

posite to the fort, arc several towers.

1 wished to pass through the fort, but was prevented by a surly fellow of

a sentry, who refused me admittance until the Zemindar’s leave was ob-

tained. I told him I had the Nizam’s. lie answered that might be ; but I

must have the Zemindar’s also. As 1 did not wish to stay for that, 1 went

round the place, whieh was enclosed by a good wall, and proceeded towards

Campula. The country here is cultivated and appears fertile
j
the soil con-

taining more clay tlian 1 had before seen.
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It rained very milch during tlie night, so that we were obliged to look out

for a better shelter than the choultry at Cainpula afforded ; this we found in

a Tclinga house. After the rain was over I went out with some of the sepoys

to kill something for dinner, Avhich after much fatigue was accomplished.

The soil was stiff and black, and stuck to our feet so that we could scarcely

disengage them. In a nullah near this place, I observed that this soil covered

a thick bed of limestone or rather marl. This if I recollect right was like-

wise the kind of stone met with in small pieces in the fields mixed with a

few' fragments of primitive trap and granite.

We set ofI‘ in the afternoon, but were obliged to halt again at Mungiir,

not more than eight miles from the fiirmer place. In preference to the Cut-

wall’s clioultry, 1 put up in a banian’s shop, as the cleaner place of the two.

In the evening after the rain I took a walk round the place. It is sur-

rounded by walls and has a mud fort. At its east end there is a fine pagoda,

built entirely ol* a beautiful and hai'd granite. The country is waving, and

descends perceptibly towards the east. On the west side of the town is a

small river, the bed of' which is entirely sandy.

Notwithstanding the constant small rain, I set off in the morning and

reached Nallagunda, where I w'cnt into an old but large pagoda. It was

built of a strong granite, regularly cut.

Understanding that an Amir commanded the troops that occupied this

place, .and knowing how much the natives like being paid attention to, I

sent one of my men to him with my compliments, and requested to be kindly

treated in a place under his command. He was so much pleased with the

complimenl, that he immediately sent a chobdar with orders to attend me
during my stay, and to turn any man out of his house that 1 should desire

him to clear for my residence. The man brought me to a very good house,

inhabited by the Adjutant of Yezami, the Amir’s corps, a young man who

behaved remarkably civilly to me. I staid in an upstair room with him for

many hours, where nnmbeis of his sirdars came probably from mere curio-

sity to see me. Among the visitors W'as the son of Yezami, a little stupid

boy, of whom however they took great notice. 1 was always addressed Cap-

tain, which seems to be the name they give toiall European gentlemen. For

though I told them 1 was a physician, they still continued to call me Cap-

tain, and inquired of my servants what rank 1 held ir. the army, to which

they think every European in this country belongs. From this man I learnt

that the horses in the Nizam’s cavalry get only three sir of gram per day.
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Their whole allowance is given ihem at once in the evening, which is thought

a inucli belter plan than stuffing them two or three times a day. They ex-

pose their horses to all weathers, as I saw them in all parts of the town, and

very good ones too. I'hose in the stables are only kept for show'. When I

coniplained that a horse under my care was ex])osed to the rain, the sirdar

ordered his own to be taken out of the stable and mine to be put in its place.

The hill called Nalhigunda is close to the town, and has been fortified as

well as another opposite to it. The stones ap])earing at a distance quite

black
;

it is not unlikely that they may be of a basaltic nature; but the con-

stant rain jircvented me from being able to ascertain the fact. Both the hill

forts are quite deserted and in ruins.

'file next day we passed a ridge of hills, the stones compo.^ing which ap-

peared to be a species of trap. The surface of the ctmntiy was in general

undulating and covered with jungle : the soil, as usually happens in the vici-

nity of basaltic mountains, was black, mixed with some sand. Here and

there it W'as entirely sandy, mixed with calcareous tuff in the form of gravel.

I observed also jialmcyras and mimosas. We stoppcil a little at Coekrami,

near a large tank, 'flic stones I met wdth were mostly porjiliyrics composed

of red felspar, mixed wdth quartz and hornstone, and incrustated with cal-

careous tufi*. Farther on at Yemmalpilly the ground is quite black with

abundance of red felspar and calcareous stones. But it becomes somewhat

sand}' again at Mcrialpadu, a pretty good village, at which we halted dur-

ing the night. Here, as well as in the former jilaces, the inhabitants com-

plained much of Yezami’s o})prcssion. Cultivation was not carried on to

any extent, and rice in consequence was very dear.

Some saltpetre is made hereabout, a proof that this place must have been

populous in former times, and that the soil is good. ]*'or salt])ctrc is never

produced without both these requisites.

From this we passed through an even jungly country near a range of hills

running south and north. As the tops of these hills were all even it is pro-

bable that they were of a slaty or calcareous nature. The soil Wi.s loamy.

On the banks of the Kistnah is the village of Wadapilly, a pi t large

place, and at this time full of strangers, who had encamped along the banks

of the river. They were mostly Mahratta Bramlns ; were all mounted, and

had a martial ajipcarance. They had a number of handsome women with

them, and were on a pilgrimage to 'rrii)etty, a large pagoda in the Carnatic.

Wishing to proceed, I wanted to cross the river immediately in a basket

1
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boat, the only kind of conveyance which they liavc here, but I was detained

by some Peons who would not let me i)ass unless 1 j)roduccd a passport from

the Nizam. I was therefore obliged to stay till niy people came up, when I

produced my ])assport.

The banks of the Kistnah arc covered with a black mould some fectdec}*,

under which is a layer of limestone, breaking with a coarse slaty fracture.

Of this limestone all the houses in the village and the adjoining part are

built. This limestone at a certain depth probably constitutes the bed of the

river. Not far from it is found a beautiful white clay which is sent to Masu-

lipatam ibr cleaning copper and silver. It. has no calcareous admivture.

Thus much 1 have been able to say of the country through which 1 have

hitherto passed. My' obser\ations I flatter myself would have been both

more interesting and more correct if the constant rain had allowed me to

trar el more on liorseback or to look about me at the places whcrc^ I was ob-

liged to Slop, 'fhe situation of the places that 1 have mentioned may be

sufliciently known from the map
;
but it is to be wished that the nature of

the coimlrv and its productions could have been more completely' described.

I shall take a retrosj»eclive view and give a summary account of the whole

as fill- as my observations went.

'fhe tracts of moiintains on both sides of llydrabad are the highest that

1 have seen on this tour. They are in (act the tlhats or part of the chain

of jnounlains that commence at Cape Comorin and divide the whole pen-

insula into two parts. They are all sicnitic, varying somewhat in the rela-

tive proportion of their constituents in diflerent places. As we advance east

we (ind smaller ranges branching out from the princi])al ones. There are

likewise some detached hills composed also of sienite, but containing a

greater proj)ortion of felspar. Farther on (at Conrama) we lind whole

ranges of hills of a mixed nature, containing beds of j)rimitivc trap, of

lime.stonc, besides the felspar and hornstone, and quartz which belong to the

granitic hills. These hills are lower than the granitic ranges, but they al-

most all run in a southerly and northerly direction. They are more even,

but not quite so straigh.t as those we find farther east, which arc of a slaty

and calcareous nature as well as those near the Kistnah,.

If we notice the grotuid about these ranges ol‘ hills, we find it near Hy-

drabad and the granitic moutitains quite corre^ptuiding with tlie hills them-

selves, abrupt, uneven, and barren. If the quartz predominates we find the

soil gravelly
}

if the felspar, we find it clayey, and tinged red when the
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nitc contains iron. At a certain depth conglutinating again and forming «

new kind of rock. This may be seen in deep wells. Palmeyras and a few

thorny bushes are the only natural productions of this country. The pal-

nicj ras only grow where the soil is sandy and at a distance from the hills.

Where the hills consist of trap the soil is more or less black, the surface is

waving and covered with a variety of large and small trees, and with mi-

mosas where the soil is very stiff*. This is the case about Nallagunda.

Where tlie mountains are slaty, or of a marly nature, the ground will be

even and the soil very rich. In dry wcjithcr it will be like dust. The roads

and ])!ilhs appear as if gravelled and of a while colour, proceeding from

small pieces of white tuff’ or conghitinate<] marl w’ashed dt)wn from the

nearest hills, and deposited in particular spots. Dry grains are the ju’oduce

of the latter kind of country and soil
;
and rice, where it can be watered

from small rivulets that stream every where during the wet season from the

neighbouring hills. Were these rivulets as well taken care of as the Kliseram,

near Samuleotah, they \vould greatly enrich the country, liut at present it

is depopidated and poor, and will in a short time be a desert, if it continue

under the lu'csent management. Here the bed of the Kistna is deep and

docs n(»tflo\v very rapidly. The fine black mould which it deposit es is a sure

sign of its coming from a country having nearly a similar soil. Krom Captain

Mackenzie’s account the 'J'able Land on the other side of Ilydrabad, Ifoin

which it conies, is a flat country with a black soil that produces dry grains

in abundance.

1 would not however argue from this that the soil in the (iiintur Circar,

which is black, owes this quality to the river. I am more inclined to ascribe

it to the nature of its mountains, which as far as 1 have observed arc mostly

of the class of rocks distinguished by the apjiellation ol* trap, and by the

strata of calcareous tuft* that arc found all over the low country.

The basket boat in which I crossed the river is quite round, twelve feet in

diameter and four feet deep. Some pieces of light wooil at the bottom give

the traveller a dry footing. These boats have a circular motion in the walcr

and arc directed by a man with a bamboo in his hand. Having crossed the

river 1 found myself in the Palnad, which 1 have already dc'^^cribed in a psc-

ceding Tract. The ground from the river ascends towards Timmericotah,

and every where jircsents large beds or layers of limestones of dilFcrcnt co-

lours, mostly greyish white, white, black, and red. They have all a coarse

slaty fracture, absorb moisture, and stick a little to the tongue. The black

6
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limestone at first sight looks like plumbago. It burns quite \rhite, a proof

that the colouring matter is of vegetable origin. It is used for building

;

but the red limestone is found not to answer for that purpose, and there-

fore is not employed. I have observed small veins of quartz running through

this limestone for more than fifty yards.

o o



TRACT XVIIl.

A Bian’ ACCOUNT OF TUB CIRCARS ON THE COAST OP ORISSA.

T HE northern Circars arc the districts of the peninsula which lie between

Oanjam and the river Krishna, on the coast wliich is commonly called Onssa.

Ganjam is the principal place of a district of the same name, situated in

the lat. 19°. 24'. The Krishna disembogues itself into the sea south of Ma-

sulipatam, and very near that place.

The Ganjam district is the most northern province of those that belong

to the Government of Fort St. George, and before the last Mahratta war

had the frontier garrisons of the army of that establishment. It is moun-

tainous in general, but it has also large and fertile plains which render it the

cheapest to live in of any on the coast. Its climate is reckoned very plea-

sant and healthy. The land winds, w’hich are so distressing in some of the

more southern Circ.ars, arc scarcely known there.

Of its mineralogy I can say nothing more than that iron abounds in many

places, and is manufactured, in the often-mentioned Indian way, into the

necessary tools and instruments. The hills and mountains, to judge of them

from a transitory view, appear all to belong to the primitive order.

The next southern district is that of Chicacole and Vizagapatam. These

arc, generally speaking, mountainous, and intersected by ranges of hills lon-

gitudinally north and south, according to the general direction of the pen-

insula. Those which ! have seen were all of the primitive class. At Vizaga-

patam, the principal settlement of that district, and the scat of a provin-

cial Court of Justice, the hills form a kind of promontory at what is called

the Dolphin’s Nose, a mountain of about 1500 feet high, which juts out into

the sea, and forms, with those a Jittle north of it, a kind of bay.

The valleys which arc formed by tlie interseeting ranges of hills arc some-

times of considerable breadth, and are mostly very fertile and highly culti-

vated. The soil, by being a good mixture of loam, vegetable eai th, and
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gravel, is productive of all kinds of grain cultivated in India, with the c.<*

ception of Indian corn *, wheat, and cotton. That these articles arc cul-

tivated at some places cannot be denied ; I mean only that they do not form

part of the general crop of the country. The inland parts of Chicacolc arc

jungly and very unhealthy, and the rains continue there beyond their regu-

lar periods.

The range of hills which forms a promoJitory at Vizagapatam (the Dol-

phin’s Nose) continues along, and at a small distance from, the shore, as far

as a place called Tuny, where they at once take a south-west direction, and

run in high and close ranges toward the place where the Godavery issues

out of the hills into the low country near a place called R.'ijahmunday. The
low country which lies between the hills and the sea, and betw'cen Tuny
and the Godavery is called the Ilajahmunday Circar. It is at first very nar-

row, as the hills commence their course from the sea to the south-west, and

the coast runs nearly S. S. E.

The hills as far as I have examined them consist chiefly of a species of stone,

called pindyray by the Telingas, which is a kind of gneiss, in which adu-

laria and other sub-species of felspar occur. They run very high and in

ranges pretty even at top. The valleys among them are very narrow and

unhealthy, and are inhabited by a race of men very different in appearance,

manners, and language from the Telingas. Those 1 saw w ere all of a small

stature, had big bellies, broad faces, and lean extremities. They arc very-

warlike, or, what is nearly the same thing, they arc fond ofplundering. They

were formerly, and are probably still, ruled by a woman called the Ilanipa

Rany. In former times they were very troublesome to the inhabitants of

the low country, but since the Company’s Government has been firmly esta-

blished they behave very quietly. They make their appearance sometimes

in the low country, but when they are stirred up by the Company’s Zemin-

dars that live near the hills, as the Palavaram Zemindar, every mischief that

is committed is charged to their account.

Among the ranges of the hills of this Circar, there must be some of pri-

mitive limestone, as I have found many specimens of it on the banks of the

Godavery, and further up among the hills. The beds of the Godavery a?c

generally gravelly with pebbles of the larger kind. They consist of rounded

fragments of chdeedony, carnclians, agates, quartz crystals, zeolites, and

* Ilolcui sorghum.

O O 9
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indigo coloured corundum. The former are brought from the country on

the other side of the hills, where 1 have found the ranges that come along

t!ic Godavcry to consist -of an amygdaloid, in which those pebbles are

iinbcddcd. The corundums arc found in this part of the country, and indi-

CTitc sicnitic rocks.

Tlie counfiy between llic ranges of hills and the sea is, with few excep-

tions, free from hills, and consists chiefly of a fertile plain, watered by a

small river, called the Eliseram, which often inundates the greatest part of it.

• The only high ground in this C'ircar runs from Kajahmunday towards Ped-

dapore and Samulcotah, in a direction nearly west and east, and is altoge-

ther alluvial, -consisting of depositions of sand, and clay stones strongly

impregnated with iron.

The soil in the plain is a good vegetable soil, and very productive. Where

it is mixed with animal matter, as in large villages, it pro<luccs saltpetre in

great abundance. In a village not of the largest kind, as Pittaporc, 5000 lb.

of the bekt quality is yearly manufactured, and as much more might be col-

lected if more attention were paid to the business. The cultivators ofground

use the saltpetre earth here as manure on their gardens and fields.

The high ground which I have mentioned is chiefly covered with jungle,

the soil being for the most part sandy and barren. Near the banks of the

Godavcry there are extensive beds of marl covered by black cotton soil.

The land winds are in this Circar for several months of the year very vio-

lent, but the low country is reckoned healthy. The valleys among the hills

are notoriously otherwise ;
the jungle fevers being dreadfully destructive to

all strangers that venture among them, particularly after the rains have set

in there.

The river Godavery, the largest on the peninsula, is near Rajalimunday

about a mile broad, and when full, generally in June and July, it presents

one of the finest sights in the world. In the back ground there is an amphi-

theatre of high towering hills ; on both sides of a commanding sheet of

water a beautiful and well cultivated and well wooded country ; in it are

seen floating, rafts of wood, whole trees, herds of cattle, and not seldom

tigers
;
among these are a number of men in pursuit of the wood, which

they arc endeavouring to drag on shore. These people are ridiculotisly

enough called horse marines, as they sit astride on a log of wood which is

turned up before, and gives them at a distance the appearance of sitting or

swimming on horseback. This will not sound very marvellous, as it is suffici-
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ently known that some natives of Madras venture out to sea on two pieces

of wood slightly lashed together. The beds of tlic river are very deep, and

nearly on a level witli the sea, wliicii is at a distance of about thirty miles

from llajahnuinday. This explains why in an inundation of the sea, Avhich

happened about thirty years agc\ ships that ha i been lying at anchor in the

bay or >. iver of Conuga, were found drifted U[) to liajahnuuulay.

The banks on both sides are from twenty to thirty feet high, and consist

chiefly of hardened clay marl, and black earth
;
great portions are thei elbre

often carried away by the torrent, and deposited at distant places, where they

form islands. There are .some pretty large ones near Rajuhm unday, which

however every' year change their size and appearance, and are often entirely

swept away’. When new ones are formed they always cause much contention

between the villages that lie nearest on the banks of the rivers, as the soil is

highly fertile in them, and productive of the most lucrative of all crops,

tobacco. Not far below llajahmunday the river divides itself into several

branches, which form larger islands or deltas, known to be the richest and

most fertile landscapes in the peninsula.

The next southern district is called the Masulipatam Circar, and com-

prises the plain between the rivers Godavery and Kiishna. To the w’estward

it is bounded by the continuation of the northern ranges, which now how-

ever take a more southerly direction ; for at Condapilly, a hill fort near the

banks of the Krishna, they are only about thirty miles from the sea.

The main ranges and the highest at Condapilly arc sienitic, in which gar-

nets from the pyrope to the common garnet occur intcr.spcrscd and imbed-

ded. The rocks of the smaller ranges in advance of the main, arc of the

kind called pindyray or gneiss, as before mentioned. The country near the

hills is somewhat waving, and the soil sandy : at some depth arc beds of

lithomarga and bog iron ore ; and diamond strata make here their first a])-

pcarance. The mines at Mallavilly are, to my knowdedge, the farthest

north. Extensive depositions of marl, oft(.'n covered with black cotton soil,

are very common in this extensive plain, wdiich I believe is not interrupted

by a single hill or even a hillock. I need scarcely observe that the tract of

the country within a sh'.rt distance from the sea is sandy, -and at s ,me places, -

as at Ma.sulipatam, it is swampy.

The Krishna river is not near so considerable as the Godavery ;
it may be

compared rather in point of size to some of the larger branches of that

river. Its beds are also very deep, and mostly sandy. In some places it is

1
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fordable in the dry season, which none of the larger branches of the Goda>

very are. Its water is remarkably sweet and limpid. Of the diamond mines

in its beds I have spoken .on former occasions. On both sides of this river

are extensive layers or depositions of marl, which generally are covered with

the black cotton soil.

South of the river Krishna is the Giinlur district or Circar. It is bound-

ed to the westward, as well as to the northward, by the Krishna river
;
and

to the southward it is terminated by a range of hills which strike off from

the main ranges which have the general direction of the coast, and run

rather in low and interrupted points eastward, where they approach the

sea at Ongolc within a few miles.

The western frontier of this district is intersected by ranges of hills which

run along the river. Some of these, as that w'hich forms the south-west of

C’hintapilly, is of a grey transition limestone ; some arc sicnitic, but these

are very unconnected, and appear only in high points, as at Bellumconda

and Innaconda. rarthest to the west and southward the hills consist of a

fine clay slate which contains malachite in nests and beds, as at Agricon-

dala.

Near Innaconda is a basaltic hill, from which, as I have observed in ano-

ther part of this w’ork, earthquakes are frequently observed to proceed to

other parts of the country.

The most eastern range in this district is sienitic, and runs in high and

connected points for about ten miles west of Guntur, in a direction from

north to south. The hills which form the southeim boundary of this dis-

trict are chiefly basaltic, and of some other of the later floetz formations.

These hills arc known for the variation of the magnetic needle, which is ob-

served at sea at some distance from Ongole.

From the ranges which in the Masulipatam Circar consist of the pindy-

ray or gneiss, there is a continuation into the Guntur district, between

the most eastern sicnitic and the more western limestone ranges.

The pindyray is here a fine grained mica slate, as the felspar * is not so

observable as in that of the more northern countries. One of these hills,

opposite Bezoadat, is in some places excavated for temples and caves, in

* The felspar in it passes frequently into adularia, a specimen of which is at the India

House.

f A place on the banks of the Krishna, not far from Condapilly.
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imitation of Ellora * and Elephanta. The low country or plains between

the different hills and the sea is composed of uninterrupted strata of marl,

covered with black cotton soil. In some parts the soil contains a great deal

of common salt, as about Innaconda. Saltpetre is also produced in this dis-

trict, but much contaminated with common salt. In some parts, as in the

Palnadt, the black marl rests on a black limestone which yields particularly

fine lime for mortar, &c.

The next southern district is that of Nellore, of which I have spoken in

the account of the copper mines.

* Ellora and Elephanta, the caves of these places are well known and have been described,

f Palnad, a small district on the banks of the Krishna, noticed in a former Tract.

N. B. Krishna, Krushna, Kishna, Kishtna, names of the river inditferentijr used by the

natives. The second particularly by the Bramins, and the last by Europeans.



TRACT XK.

JOURNAL OF A TOUR FROM CUDDAPA TO HTDRABAD,

IN THE YEAR 1809.

E HAD recovered my health so much during the year and a half that I

had lived at Cuddapa, that I began to long for a change of situation, and

wished, if j)ossiblc, to go to a part of the country which I had not yet

visited. My application to government, in which I stated the true reasons

for making the request, was immediately complied with, and indeed could

not be considered as a great boon, since 1 changed lor the worse in almost

every point ; from a civil to a military, from a quiet to an unsteady and la-

borious situation, and to one withal whieh did not hold out the same ad-

vantages in point of emolument
;
but just sueli a one as shortly after most

of the senior surgeons on our establishment w'cre obliged to accept, and to

relinquish their old situations to their juniors. I was appointed according

to my own request, to the eighth regiment of native cavalry, which was

then stationed at Talna, the most northern j)oint at which the Madras army

has a detachment. I was blamed lor this step by my friends, and I must

acknowledge justly
;
for from this event I must date all the misfortunes and

casualties that have happened in my family.

I left Cuddapa in order to join my regiment on the third of January,

,1809. The weather ought to have been settled, serene, and cool; but this

year it was otherwise. It had rained daily for some time before, and the

fields and roads about (-uddapa were all underwater. The small torrents,

or nullahs, as they are called in India, were full of water to the height of

a man, and the I’enna, the largest river in the ceded districts, whieh w'e

had to pass, was reported impassable. Notwithstanding all these discourag-

ing circumstances we ventured out.

Our party consisted of myself, my wife, two children, a relation a boy

about five years old, two nurses, a butler, a cook, and some other servants

who attended the baggage. I rode generally on horseback. My wife and
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the youngest child were in a palankeen carried by ten bearers, a nurse and

another child in a duly carried by six bearers, and another in a bullock

bandy, which is a kind of large box fastened on a two-whcelcd carriage.

This was particularly designed for an old Malay woman who had been my
wife’s nurse, on which account she received particular attention, as is the

custom in India. The rest of the servants cither walked or had a bullock to

ride on occasionally. All had their families with them
j
so that we formed a

pretty numerous party. Of baggage or furniture we had no more than two

cart loads and eight bullock loads, as I had sent all my collections of

plants and library to Madras, to the care of my friend the Rev. Di*. Rottlcr.

The rest of my furniture, as drawers, chairs, &c. I left at Cuddapa, and

have never heard any thing of it since.

In this way we moved from ten to sixteen miles in the course of a morn-

ing. Tlie tent, which every officer must carry along wilh him, was in

general struck about three o’clock in the morning, long before day-light.

About four the baggage left the ground and the family followed. We were

generally on the ground again an hour or two before the tent and servants

coidd come up. We either stopped under a tree, or went into a choultry

when one could be found. Indeed if the choultry was tolerably clean, we
alw'ays put up in it in preference.

The road from Cuddapa to Chinnur wc found fully as bad as it bad been

represented ; for the soil is cither loamy or black, and becomes deep when

once thoroughly wetted. Luckily the Penna was fordable ; for otherwise

we must have returned to Cuddapa again, as w'C had sent on the tent

sometime before to Cazapet, a place on the other side of the river, where

we arrived rather late in the evening.

We set out early in the morning, and passed several villages, as Maidur

and Chintaconda, between which the road was so bad that we were obliged

to send the baggage by a round-about way near the hills (where the country

is higher, and where of course no rice can be cultivated) which renders

this part of the country so impassable. The tanks, of which there are a

great number here, were, on account of the late rains, full of w'atcr, and

in fact the whole country was quite inundated. This to. the Indian farmer

is the most delightful sight imaginable ; for nothing pays his labours so

well as rich crops of rice. Every inch of ground here is cultivated : the

population being just sufficient for such a cultivation. Every thing is here
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cheaper than at Ciulilapa, to which the greatest part of the produce is sent

for sale.
'

Tlierc is no manufactory here, except of coarse cloth chiefly for home

consumption. 'Phis remark, indeed, aj)plics to almost every part in the

i;d.;, i places of the I'cninsula.

I arrived with my family about two o’clock in the afternoon at Dur. Eut

a:, flu. baggage had gone a round of' more than four miles, it did not reach us

t;!! late ill the evening. Vfe halted here the whole of the fifth of .lauuary, as

our ca'ule had unilergonc so much fatigue the day before, and as we had got

owr so much ground already. Dur is a huge handsome village at tlic foot

of a range of hills, the nearest and lowest of which arc only about a mile

distant or iierhaps not (piitc so much. Owing to tliis and to the proximity

of the ( 'amul country, this place has ever been infested by robbers, who

fbvuid shelter among the hills, or shifted from one country lo another as

occasion required. On this account \vc were very gratcl'ul to the village

jicoplc, for sending us a number of peons in the evening to guard our pro-

perty, especially as wc had no Sepoys with us, without whom, 1 believe,

none before us ever undertook a journey of such length in this part of the

country. It is the univcisal custom to take such a night guard, not so much

ill ihe Company’s territories as in those of the native princes; who indeed

without such a jnccaution would not be safe even in their own villages.

The ceiled districts had been but a few' years in the Company’s possession,

and the custom, which subjects the villagers to make good whatever is stolen

in their village, had not been abolished. In fbrnier times large villages, it

is said, were often attacked in the middle of the ilay by bands of robbers

;

but at present, in consequence of the vigilance of the police and of the

courts of justice, they arc obliged to confine themselves to nightly depre-

dufions, and even these arc continually decreasing in number.

I took this day a walk to the nearest hills, and found them covered with

fragments of decomposing quartz of different sizes. The hills themselves

a])pi‘ared to be composed of clay-slate.

The weather had now become as fair as could be expected in the season,

and the air had some freshness in the morning, which is peculiarly grateful

lo all Europeans that live in India, though the natives rather dislike it.

.lanuary 6. Wc left Dur early in the morning, and proceeded througli

a line country bearing crops of jonna (llolcus sorghum). The roads in

1
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consequence were dry, if they could not be called good. \t rbainel-

miirga, the first village that belonged to fhe N'alu)!) of Caiiul, (ae axlefec

of one of our carts broke; but with the nv-.istanee ol' fhe village peeele,

who were very kind, the damage was soon repalied. 'I'h'e adage,

rc,v, talisgrcr, Itolds more correctly in India than among the more civi-

lized nations of Fairojie. The Nabob ot’Cauiil has found it to his advantage

to be always a faithful ally of the Company, and has always paid partieidar

attention to officers ])assing through his country. Ilis subjects or vassal ser-

vants, therefore, without any order from him, wdll be ci\ il to them, and

will cheerfully assist them, at least when j)aid, which is tiir from being

the case at other ])laces. In the Nizam’s country the people ai’c obliged to

be civil; but they act with a reluctance which plainly siiow's the temper of

the prince, who feels himself under the disagreeable necessity of being a

faithful ally. In the old districts belonging to the Compajiy, the natives are

saucy; and where the jiricc of labour and of the articles (>f life is not re-

gulated, they will exact as much from strangers as they possibly can.

At Maddur, a Company’s village, where wc staid to-day, the peo|)le were

at first rather uncoiirtcous, but changed their behaviour in consequence of

a friendly expostulation. In general, a gentleman who speaks the language

of the country may in this w'ay get almost any thing reasonable from the

Hindoos in villages, even their houses for a night, if a decent choultry

cannot be found. But in this case it is necessary not to have ])ariar ser-

vants. They wdll then, as I have frcipicntly experienced, furnish every

thing required, and dress all victuals wauitcd, provided you sit dow'n with

them and listen to their stories. I ascribed the uncommon civilities which

1 every where experienced during the present journey to my having a w ifo

and family with me. For to children Hindoos are always kh'd, and to a

samsary (wife or honest woman) they pay great deference; particularly a?

there arc but few gentlemen who travel in this way among them. I'i’-ere

must have in former times existed a notion among the natives of India ti/.d

there were no matrimonial connections among the Fu.'ojvcans in ll.r ir

country, as to this very day our ladies go under the na 'C of dora s.Pry,

that is, a gentleman’s dancing girl or mistress : and it is but latel)' tfiat some

ladies have opposed this opprobrious denomination, and insisted on those

used among the superior classes of the natives ; as ayaguru in Tclinga, and

amm^ in Tamul. In some instances the wives of I’ajahs have given the

p p 2
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first hints and advised the change, which our servants ought to have done

long ago.

To-day the water, which hitherto had been remarkably good, was rather

brackish.

There is a good deal of cotton cultivated in this neighbourhood, which,

though not so profitable to the ryot as jouna, is usually more saleable, and

on that account often cultivated in preference.

January 7. The country through which we passed to-day was still pretty

well cultivated
;
yet many spots of fine ground lay waste, owing to a want

of hands, which was very pcrcejUible in the Canul villages. We saw at

times also wheat on the ground about a foot high and not quite ripe ; even

in the best seasons it never attains a greater neiglit in this part of the

country. We passed through a good number of villages, some of which,

as Chintagudam, are large and well built, and have pagodas, mosques, and

choultries. The houses arc ail built of clay-slate, which is every where

found here under the black and marly bed that constitutes the surface.

We put up to-day at a choultry in a place called raducanlu. In general

we always availed ourselves of such accommodations, as they saved us a

great deal of time and trouble in the morning which was occasioned by

striking and packing the tent, &c. There is a small river near the village

called Bockilcru, which takes a southerly direction.

January 8. We made to-day but a short stage, though tlic roads were

remarkably good, the weather, fine, and every thing as we could have

wished it. The waste land increased on all sides, though the soil conti-

nued remarkably good, and some large populous villages were in sight. Yer-

ragutty, where we remained to-day, is entitled to that name. It has a

small stone fort, with ramparts and a ditch. The streets arc broad and all

the houses built of stone. It is chiefly inhabited by Lingabaljis, a sect of

strict worshippers of Siwa, who always carry his emblem, the linguni, in a-

large silver box on their breast. They are chiefly traders in grain and cot-

ton, and generally rich. This remark, 1 believe, applies universally to

sectaries, especially if they are enthusiastically inclined.

Forage of all kinds is very abundant in this part of the country ; but.

water is rather scarce and not good.

January 9. The country remains in every respect as yesterday. The-

weather being cool we travelled on with much satisfaction towards Nundial,

,
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tiie place where the Nabob of Canul at that time resided. We arrived

about ten o’clock, and put up in a tamarind tope, about a mile north of

the town, as it is in general not very safe to come too near a place of the

Idnd, there being always a great number of thieves and rogues about the

court of a great man in India.

We had scarcely arrived when we received a present of milk and grass,

which was delivered as coming from the Nabob, and with his compliments.

Such a prc.sent is always very acceptable, as it is difficult to procure such

things in a large place after the day is somewhat advanced.

Nundial is a large populous place in which the Nabob occasionally resides.

The small river which runs on the north side of it supplies water both for

the accommodation of the inhabitants and for the cultivation of rice. The

town is surrounded by a mud wall, and for its farther defence has a mud
fort near it.

We were visited in the afternoon by the Company’s vakil, a Ilramin

under the immediate authority of one of the collectors in the ceded dis-

tricts. He is a very necessary personage, were it only to observe the con-

duct of travellers, as well as that of the natives to them : he left with us a

person belonging to the Nabob, who was ordered to procure every thing

we wanted, and to settle our accounts with the inhabitants of the place.

This, on all occasions except the present, a traveller never should omit to

do himself. For if it be left to the dubash or head servant, he either forgets

it altogether, or he charges one half more than he actually pays. He never

foils at the same time to impress the natives that it is “ master’s order that

he .shall pay no more.” In districts belonging to native princes, the inhabi-

tants have no other way of getting their due than by refusing to furnish the

people necessary for carrying part of the baggage or for showing the road.

For were they to complain to their own superior, it is ten to one he

would take the part of the traveller and punish them for their pre-

sumption. In the Company’s districts the villagers complain in the first

instance to the gentleman whom they consider as highest in rank, and who

too often does not understand them ;
or he relies on the assevc?ations of

honest ramasay who “ xure/f mnsler ihty arc /co much I'vcaf /hievi x," and

when they become loud and trouldcsome he takes his advice and ilireafcns

and kicks them oiit of his presence. The next step taken by the villagers

is to proceed in a body to the judge or collector of the district with a

clamorous and exaggerated complaint, who never, or seldom, fails of get-
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iiii^ them llu; utmost of their ncmands : or when biassed, as it may happen

to the best, he Ibrwartl < the comj)laint to government
;
wlicn the poor un-

fortunate subaltern sull'ers severely lor his ignorance and misjilaced confi-

dence. 'i'liat the iil treatment, as it is called by the natives, is less owing

to the imperious and opprc'.'.ivo character of gentlemen travelling in India

than has been imagiued, is evident from this circumstance, that officers

are never better plcaa’d with the treatment they receive on the road than in

^Mysore, where the Kajali’s government has fixed rates for every thing

recjuiri'd ;
a list of wliicii in English is handed to him by a peon, who pro-

duces every thing that is ordered, and eceives payment for it. In other

countries it is advisable for traveller;- to take a receipt for what they pay

from the aceountant of the village. l>y doing this be will keep both the

villagers and bis own servants in check, and prevent them from imposing

upon him.

It must be ueknowlcdged likewise that the natives of India are much

given to take every jrossible advantage of travellers, and cheat them and

plague them whenever they can do it with impunity. That the native

princes arc very sensible of the diillcuitios under whicli Europeans lalrour,

particularly those caused by their own servants, is plain from the steps

which they have taken in many places with a view to obviate them. Here

the Nabob generally sends a peon to attend the travellers to the frontiers

of his country, who is to provide them with every thing they want at a

moderate price, and with a pint of milk and some straw gratis.

In the evening wc wore surpi-iscd with a procession moving slowly towards

our tents. When it came nearer we perceived that it was loaded with pro-

visions. It was a dinner sent us from the Nabob’s kitchen, and consisted

of a profusion of pilows, curries, pickles, &c. They came unluckily after

our xlinncr was over, otherwise I should have feasted upon the Nabob’s

jvresent with much pleasure. I'lic curries of the Moors arc all made of

meat, and arc highly seasoned with spices, and swimming in ghee ; whereas

those ol‘ the Hindoos arc made chiefly of vegetables, and contain more tur-

meric and tamarinds than the former.

As nothing can be done without presents in India, I gave the people who
brought the curries two rupees ; but I was told in plain terms that they

expected a great deal more. As, however, I knew that Indians are not

satisfied however much they receive, their murmuring was of no avail.

1 cannot avoid observing here that the rewards or presents given to ser-
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vants in India, though trifling in themselves, are in reality greater in pro-

portion tlian those given in England or any other country in Europe. I

mean greater, when compared with the price of necessaries, or of living in

general. Two rupees was probably as much as the monthly pay of any

one of the men who brought the present; yet it was thought too small a

reward for flve or six of them : while a gratuity of three or four pounds, to

which the monthly pay of a .servant in Imgland may amount, would be

thought very handsome fur an equal number lor a trifling piece of service.

I have known some gentlemen in high situations, who never gave more than

one rupee on any occasion whatever. A set of palankeen boys who had

carried them miles, or a set of dancing girls who had exerted them-

selves for hours, all were alike rewarded with a rupee.

The government of the Nabob of Canul docs not appear very oppressive,

and seems to have more system and regularity than that .of the Nizam.

The country therefore is comparatively populous and well cultivated.

llanaganpilly, a place which I mentioned in a former tract on account

of its diamond mines, is about twelve miles west of this place.

The black cotton soil, which is the prevailing soil in this part of the

country, 1 i()uiid at a village not far south from Nundial, lying immediately

above clay-slale rocks without any' intervention of calcareous marl. This

is a eheuiustancc wliich 1 have no where else observed. In every other

place i have uniformly found marl the substratum of this kind of soil.

.January 10. Soon after we left Nundial, the country became rather

juugl}^ The bu?ihes and shrubs on black cotton soil consist chiefly of

some mimosas (particularly' the Mimosa Arabica) and the Cassia auriciilata,

both of which trees yield a bark that serves remarkably well for tanning.

But a jungle composed of them is usually very thin. The country had

still a pleasing aspect ; but most of the villages through which we passed

were in ruins.

The ranges of hills, which had accompanied us all along on the right,

became now much loftier, and retired to a greater distance to the cast. A
small range, that comes from Banaganpilly west of us, loses itself in a swelling

ground on which the village of (radainalla, where we rested to-day, is situ-

ated. The soil still continues black, but stony
;
the surface here is thickly

Strewed with fragments of clay-slate and of quartz.

Takneyra trees make their appearance a’gain here : in the ceded districts.
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and in those parts of Canul, through which we had come, they are very

scarce: they are a sure sign of a poor and barren soil.

January ll. The jungle increases as we advance, and of course cultiva>

tion diminishes in the same ratio. Tlie soil however continues the same as

before, only rather more stony. I observed repeatedly small tracts of

country with long grass on it. This on black cotton soil 1 had never seen

before
; it may be owing to the undisturbed operations of nature. In the

Company’s territories good soil like this is constantly interrupted by the

plough. I do not mean here to praise the Company’s government; I speak

merely in allusion to the properties of that soil which produces an abun-

dant crop only once a year ; when it has sufficient moisture to enliven the

grain thrown into it, and to revive the roots of those vegetables that are

natural to the soil, and which have withstood the action of the calcareous

admixture. When the process of vegetation is over, the fields become

bare in cultivated grounds
;
and on waste plains, as here, they are covered

with dry grass, constituting a kind of natural hay.

We came to Paramansala, a decent looking village, in which however

little was to be got for ourselves and cattle, and being rather unwell, I de-

termined to halt the whole of the twelfth of January. Of the apparent

scantiness of all articles of life, and the causes of it, I cannot speak with

any degree of precision, as I was not able to walk about, and make the

necessary inquiries
;
but I think it is in all probability owing to the great

proportion of Mussulmen who are settled in this village, for these people are

seldom or never disposed to be industrious.

Water being scarce, the Hindoos and Mussulmen take it from one well;

and to prevent the Parriars from defiling it, they have agreed to fill the pots

placed at the top of the flight of steps leading down to the well ; every

Hindoo or Moorman, when he finds an empty pot at the top of the stairs,

fills it, and then returns for another load for himself.

January IS. We had to-day a long and fatiguing march through an uncul-

tivated country, which became worse and more stony and rocky the nearer

we approached to the river Kishna. Close to the river and all along its

banks there are hills connected by lower ridges, many of which are naked

and barren. The higher hills are in general fortified, and were in former

times considered as places of great strength. Murconda, at which we ar-

rived to-day, lies on the banks of *thc Kishna. It is now but a poor place.
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but must formerly have been of great importance : it is iuhabiteil by Hin-

doos, who chiefly live by the strangers whom they carry over the river.

The fort is quite deserted ; it is not large, but is situated on a very elevated

spot which commands the river; it is built in a most singular style, quite

diftereut from any 1 have yet seen in India; I conceive it to be tJic pure

Hindoo style unadulterated by that of their Mussulman conquerors. Jt is

full of small temples dedicated to Swamys, which would never have been

suffered to remain undisturbed had the Mussuhnen ever thought proper to

occupy it.

1 omitted making a memorandum of the nature of the stones and rock.s

that arc found hereabouts, but if my memory does not much deceive me,

they are all granite or primitive trap.

January 14. We were employed the greatest part of this day in getting

our baggage across the river, which proved a troublesome affair, as the only

basket boat at that place was small, and not in the best condition. My
wife seemed at first rather alarmed to entrust herself and our children to a

vessel which, on the slightest accident, as a cut through the leather cover-

ing, would infallibly sink and destroy them. But seeing that the first boat

arrived in safety, she ventured to embark, and reached the opj)osite batik

without any accident, expept a good deal of fatigue, as a great part of the

sandy bed of the river was to be walked over. The Kistna is here about

half a mile broad and mostly very shallow ; a few miles further down, it is

rocky, and the water dashing against the rocks give it the appearance of

the surf of the sea in miniature. I have never observed these basket boats

used any where except upon this river and the Tumbudra, not even in those

parts of Hindostan where simplicity in every thing else is carried furthest.

About six miles w^est from this place is the junction of the Kistna

w'ith the Tumbudra, which of course is reckoned a place of great sanctity

by the pious Hindoo, who considers all rivers as Gods, or emanations from

the Deity. We saw the junction very di.stinctly, and it had certainly

something inspiring solemnity. The Tumbudra appeared the broadest

and the clearest. The Hindoos were most fervent in their wishes to be

allowed to discharge their sins by ablution in that holy spot, but they were

obliged to be satisfied this time with a distant adoration, which they per-

formed by repeatedly lifting their folded hands above their heads, and

saying, dhannam, dbannam, samy! The water of the Kistna is here

particularly sweet and clear, and my family declared it the finest they had

Q Q
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over tasted. Tliis excellence is ascribed to the Tumbudra, which is pro-

vcrbially in this part of the country preferred to that of the (langes.

The bed of the river -is a tine white sand, and in many places it is inter.*

sected by rocks, among which 'nothing but a pliable basket boat coidd sur-

vive in bad weaflu r. This river, like the CJodavery, has very steep, indeed

almost i)crpendiciilar banks during its whole course, which renders it alto-

gether useless for agricultural purposes, such as watering the countries

thiough which it flows : both the banks are higher than the adjoining

country as I ascertained by barometrical observations.

The Kisina, as fiir as I know, is the only river in India in which

diamonds arc found. There is a place not far from this, w'here the Bana-

ganpilly diamond miners yearly employ themselves during this season in

diving for them : there arc others situated in the P.nlnad, a district menti-

oned in a former tract, which the government of Madras offered lately

to tlic public, but no person was found adventurous enough to engage in

them.

The man whom the Nabob of (’anul had sent wdth us left us here, as we
now entered into the dominions of the Nizam, where he would have been

of less use than he was in the dominions of his own master. My servants

I found were in general very happy to avail themselves of his services
; but

I thought always that I could myself wdth a good word, and a little

money, procure things more easily than the peon, armed as he w'as

with the rod of power, and disposed as he was to use it very frequently

if I had permitted him. The difference is indeed very striking between the

Company’s districts and those of the native powers. In the former a col-

lector’s letter or note to the village people will ensure a cheerful reception and

compliance with every thing reasonable ; whereas here the mandate with a

person to enforce it met with sullen indignation, and often with a flat refusal

when they found themselves strong enough to resist. The Hindoos seemed

by no means satisfied with their master, though the Mussulmcn extolled

him as a perfect saint. To me this at once explqjned his character, for

piouSf when applied to a Mussulman, means a man who lavishes his money
upon fakirs and women, and has no mercy on caffi'cs or unbelievers.

“ Oh, when will the Dharma Company take care of us also?” is the

general exclamation of the ryots on the frontiers of the districts belonging

to Mussulmen sovereigns. We learned here that the Nizam’s government

liad lately a})plicd to that of Madras to forbid the receiving of their culti^
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valors in the Company’s districts, as they had emigrated in such numbers

tiuit ’they were al'raid of a diminution in the revenue. A rumour of tins

kind may have been spread merely to deter the people from making

further attempts to leave the country. It is a common practice for ryots to

leave their villages and take refuge in other districts, whenever they feet

themselves aggrieved by the renters and zemindars ; terms are then gene-

rally oftered and accepted, and guaranteed by the zemindar in whose

district they have taken refuge.

Masulgutta, tlie place on the banks of the river where we staid all nighi,

has a large stone-built pagoda, in the verandas of which we put up and

Ibund ourselves well accommodated. The Mussulmen had defiled this

place, as they have all places of religious worship within their dominions

:

the figures of the idols, as well as those with rvhich the temple is decorated,

were mutilated ;
and as the cutting off a man’s nose is looked ujjon as one

of the most humiliating punishments lor crimes, they have directed their

pious zeal again.st this feature of the Hindoo gods.

We obtained here every thing we wanted without the least difficulty, and,

for the first time, horse gram (Cl lycine tomentosa), which however was not

much relished by our cattle, who had been, always fed on llengal gram

(Cicer arietinum)
;
it was as little relished by our servants, who were obliged

to boil this gram, whereas the other required only soaking, and might be

given to horses even without any preparation. This change in the bazar

articles showed ns at once that we had entered into a country where tlic

soil and its products w'crc different from those of that which we had just

left. The horse gram is only cultivated on a red gravelly or loamy soil : on

rich soils Bengal gram and other valuable crops are raised.

My servants were surprised at the colour of the horse gram, which here was

perfectly black, whereas usually it is brownish yellow ; what grows here,

however, is not specifically different, but a variety which is considered a.s

superior to the common.

January 15 . Close to the last place is Jettabol, a fine large village in

which many Moormen have established themselves. The country immedi-

ately about it is rich and well cultivated. The curse of Moslaism however

soon becomes perceptible, for at the distance oi’ a few miles all become;;

dreary and jungly. Further on the soil becomes baircn and stony, and the

Toads almost impassable. Pahneyras are now very abundant.

Wc arrived early at Tumgunta where we were obliged to remain all day.
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there being no other place within a reasonable distance wlicre wc could

have found ii safe night’s quarters. This place belongs to a polygar, who
is a vassal of his highness the Nizam : the village is large and has a small*

Ibrt for its defence. The water is very brackish here, and as we had lately

feasted on that of the ho.;tna, wc thought it undrinkable. The stones

lying about are granite, in whicli a red coloured felspar prevails.

January 1(5. Wc travelled to-day towards the Pangull hills, a small ridge

that runs nearly east and west. The soil is red, but not so poor as it was

yesterday ; here and there it is stony, and the loose stones are all fragments

of granite.

Wc passed some tanks, under which rice is cultivated. The country had

upon the whole a very barren aspect, at least at this season, when most of

the trees had lost their leaves, and the grass, which during another part of

the year adorns the country, was completely burned up. We arrived about

noon at Pangul, a village at the foot of a hill fort of the same name. I

applied to the killcdar or commanding officer of the fort for leave to botan*

ize on it, but was civilly refused. The hills are not high, they arc pointed

and appear to be granite. There arc plenty of fine cattle here, and provi-

sions arc very cheap.

January 17. The jungle, through which we passed, during the whole of

lliis day’s journey, was as uiquoductive as yesterday for my collection. 1

regretted that I had not been detained a month longer, as then every thing

about us would have been in blossom ! The weather, indeed, in that case

w’ould have been very hot, but the trees would have recompensed me for all

uiy sufferings a thousand fold. The greatest harvests for a botanist in India

are the hottest season of the year and the period just after the rains. In

the first of these seasons he has to look for trees, in the other for annuals of

all kinds. The road was tolerably good for our cattle and baggage ; the

as it w’as called, was imperceptible both in its ascent and descent. The

country was gently undulating with insulated hills at some distance. Wan-

amparty, where we staid to-day, is the residence of a polygar, from whom
we received a very civil reception, but for along time we could scai’cely get

any thing else. The civilities consisted in the deputation of a bramin and

some of his servants, to congratulate us on our arrival, and to tender us his

services ; they expressed at the same time a hope that I would visit the

Rajah after I had recovered fi'om the fatigue of the day’sjourney, and in the

mean tifiie brought me a watch and a telescope for ray amusement. The
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watch had never gone since it had been in the Rajah’s possession, and the

spying glass had been quite dark. Some gentleman who had passed this

^lace, had given it as a present to the Rajah
;
“ In his hands it had brought

things many miles oft’ close within their reach, but now it represented

nothing but darkness.”

The watch had never been wound up, nor did they know how to do it, and

the shutter over the eye glass of the telescope never had been opened.

Tliey were delighted at finding that the spell was so easily removed. But

it required no small degree of trouble to instruct them how to prevent

similar accidents from happening in future. The management of the teles-

cope was particularly difficult for their comprehension.

In the evening I went to see the polygar who had expressed a strong

wish for farther acquaintance ; and to please him, as I w'as told it would, i

drove in my chaise to his cutchcry in the fort. He was a good looking

young man, a Hindoo, very polite, and I believe thought himself very con-

descending. He spoke Telinga fluently, but seemed to prefer Hindostany,

though I believe the former was his mother tongue. Our conversation at

first turned chiefly upon the watch, and as he had heard that I had even a

much better than his, he requested that he might sec it, but was not a little

surprised to hear that it had cost 100 pagodas. I am sure tliat he did not

believe me, and equally sure that no zemindar, polygar, or any other Hin-

doo, who styles himself a Rajah, in the country would give half the prict;

for the best watch England can produce. They arc always much pleased

and ready to take a gun, a watch, looking-glass, &c. as a present, but they

would never think of paying more for it than the value of' the gold or silver

about it. The Moormen are somewhat though not very difi'erent in this

respect. The thermometer, which at the request of my morning visitors I

had brought along with me, was matter of great astonishment to the Rajah,

particularly when he plainly saw that heat could be measured by it ; which

at the beginning he seemed to consider as fabulous, or as a trick similar to

those of his jugglers. He introduced a brother of his whose foot was in a

leprous state, a disease to which these people are as much exposed as those:

ofmeaner classes; as neither the cause nor remedy ofsuch a nauseous disorder,

is known.

His house I had not an opportunity of seeing, as it lay in what was called

the inner fort. The cutchcry in which he received me was rather mean ; it
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was situated in the outer fort, which, like the inner, consisted merely of a

high mud wall.

A detachment of the Nizam’s horse was quartered in the village to collect

,

the revenue; this is the custom, for without compulsatory measures none

of the petty vassals ol‘ his Highness would ever think of paying their

tribute.

January 1 8. The country was mostly jungly during the whole of this

long day’s journey, and it w'as scarcely possible to discover any vestige ol‘ a

road. There were, however, but lew stones, and these few were granitic.

At a distance to the eastward appeared a high range of hills running iu a

north and south direction. .Small clusters of hills were visible in diflerent

points, and wc halted to-day under a hill that was fortified, a place called

( I unpur. 'Fliis place must in former times have been of some consequence,

probably the .scat of a grandee of the Nizam’s court, as the mosque in

which wc put lip was one of the finest buildings 1 have seen ol‘ the

kind. It was built entirely of quarry stones, had a great number of arches,

and was the largc.st mosque 1 have ever seen, except the one at Hydrabad.

U'hc fakir who had the charge of it told us it was built 3(X) years ago

;

consequently, at a time when the power of the Moguls was in its highest

lustre, when the country was so liir flourishing, that it had not been ravaged

by petty contending factions, which in later times have so utterly destroyed

and impoverished the territories w’hich were subject to the Mussulman

powers. At present I think even the Nizam would find it diflicult to con-

struct a building of this kind in this part of the country ; for, supposing

him to have money enough for the purpose, he could scarcely find hands

to execute his orders, unless he were to send them from Hydrabad.

That this country has been more populous at a former period, and that it

has been highly cultivated, appears evident from numerous proofs. Traces

of ruined towers and villages are to be found all over the jungle, and marks

of the old divisions of the land and of former cultivation may be distinctly

seen. It is a sad reflection, but a true one, that as long as this country

continues under the dominion of a Mussulman, it will invariably proceed

on in desolation, and will iu a short time be a desert, in which no human

being will be found except some straggling lombardies with their herds.

Destruction is the delight of a pious Mussulman—He is the destroying

angel!

2
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Every thing was clear here
;
the fakir liowcvcr obtained for us what we

wanted, and seemed to be very grateful for the rupee which he received as

a gratuity. Mosques are generally used in India as places of repose for

travellers ; and where a fakir has the sujicrintendance of them, they arc

much cleaner than other choultries.

January 19 . We ])asscd through a country exactly similar to that of

yesterday, and on our arrival at Allur, we put up in a pagoda which was

small but clean. The buildings in which this Swamy, a long-tailed monkey,

the generalissimo of llamasw'amy’s forces, presides, arc every w here open

for the accommodation of travellers, and arc in fact the only Hindoo places

of worship to be found at present in his Highness the Nizam’s dominions.

I cannot divine why Hannamuntu should be the god or protector of travel-

lers, unless it be that the rrind, which the word in Sanscrit implies, is

thought particularly necessary in order to enable a traveller to proceed

comfortably on his journey. In some places I understand this god is in-

voked as the emblem of life : spirit

^

analogous to wind.

The sanctuaries of the other Hindoo deities are all defiled by the vile

bigots the Moormen, and these are tolerated, probably because they are

looked upon as more like choultries than places of worship. There was

some rice cultivated near this village.

January 20. We met to-day with a detachment of the Nizam’s horse,

Avho so far behaved well as not to meddle with us nor abuse us, as ten years

ago w'ould have been the case. Fear, however, is at present the only

motive that keeps them quiet, for in their hearts they are full of rancour
;
I

say this of that part of the Nizam’s army only which is not ofliccred by

Europeans j and his peaceable subjects, particularly the Hindoos, have dif-

ferent interests and different wishes.

The country here still remains a wilderness, but the jungle is very pro-

ductive of fine grass, which yields food to numerous herds of cattle belong-

ing to the lombardies. Here these people seem to be at home, if the place

to which they retire with their cattle, after an expedition to the coast or to

distant inland countries, may be called their home ; here they reside when

they are not upon such expeditions, or when not employed by a campaigning

army, to which in India they are an indispensable appendage.

We passed a few small villages in which rice was chiefly cultivated.

January 21. The country and its productions were just as yesterday.
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We Rtaid at Funucknagur, a large village with a fort, where provi»iun&

were pretty cheap.

January 22. From this last place the country takes a difierent appear-

ance ;
it becomes waving like the Mysore, and there are no hills in sight

;

the soil is red, it is a good mixture o(‘ gravel, loam, and vegetable earth,

and produces excellent crops of rice. It changed however for the worse

again before we came to the end of our day’s journey. Jungle covered

the whole country round, and the unfruitful soil was strewed with stones.

Had we been asleep in our palankeens during the whole of our journey,

the appearance of the village Shuporc, in which we halted, would have

sufficiently indicated the poverty of the country, for we had not secu a

more miserable one during the whole of our journey, at least we had never

been obliged to put up in one so bad during the night
; we could not even

get a drop of milk for our breakfast. The water during the last three days

was good and sweet.

On some stony ground near the road wre passed by some lime kilns ; the

lime stone which they burn is a calcareous tuff, which is found in most parts

of India, as a deposition from tanks.

January 23. We had but a short march to Shumsabad, which is a large

town, built on a rising gi'ound, and the scat of a grandee of the Nizam’s

court. The Cyprus gardens, which make their appearance here, gave the

place a solemn aspect, and reminded us of Bengalorc, a town so dear

to my family. The walls round the city are built of stone, the streets are

generally broad, but the houses arc mean. We encamped close to the

town in a place enlcosed with a hedge, and were not distuibed, which, near

such a place, is seldom the case in India.

As the country resembles Bengalorc so closely, we expected to treat our-

selves with the same kinds of fruit which abound in that country, and which

this place, if in proper hands, would equally produce j but we could get

nothing except a few small guavas, and for them we paid handsomely.

1 have already observed that the country here resembles the Mysore, and

as it is nearly on the same elevation with Veniatigherry, at the commence-

ment of the Mysore Table Land, the climate contributes to the similarity

;

for in the mornings we found it rather cold, and during the day never too

hot: the high grounds are long, waving, and the valleys between them

rather shallow. The soil is red and fertile in the valleys and gravelly on

1
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tlie high grounds. To the northward many pointed mountains and ranges

of hills make their appearance. The well water is very good.

Januaiy 24. We came soon in sight of Hydrabad, the capital of the

Dekan, and the residence of the Nizam. It had a pretty appearance with

its high minorets and large buildings rising above the thickly crowded man-

sions of the vulgar. On all sides of it arc hills
;

those to the west, among

which G(dcondah is the most remarkable, approach nearest ; all have a

northerly direction, and none are very high except those at a great distance

east of the place.

We passed through the suburbs, and, what astonished me, without

being once abused by a pious Mussulman. What a diderence from the

treatment which 1 saw and experienced ten years previous ! At that time

it was with the utmost difficulty that I could get admission into the city,

and, when unprotected, I seldom passed a Moorman without receiving an

opprobrious appellation : now the gates were wide open, English sepoys

were seen parading every where in the streets, and many a Moorman as he

passed would salute us with a salam.

We came about noon to Secunderabad, the English cantonment about

three miles north of the city. It had become quite a large and handsome

place, and was very different from what I had seen it in 1798. Dr. Ken-

nedy, the superintending surgeon, had been good enough to procure a

house for me and my family
;
and the commanding officer. Colonel Mon-

tresor, permitted me to remain until 1 should see my iamily comfortably

settled, as in tliose troublesome times it did not appear advisable to take

them with me to Jalna.

To give the reader a more accurate idea of the height and the tempe-

rature of the country which we passed, I have thought it worth while to

insert the fiillowing tabic of the heiglits of the barometer and thermometer.

tt R
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i
ft Place.

u
e
ft Barometer. Thermometer.

A

J ftii*

I soy.

Morn. Noon. Even. Morn. Noon. Even.

Cazapetia .. ..

4 Diir

5 29-59 • • 76
6 Maddur 25-6*

,

,

• • 78
7 Padac^nlu . . i- • 2f)7l

20-60
74
808 Yerragutty • •

9 Nundial • « • • 29 60 ,

,

78
10 Gadamala 29*40

29*30
71
7511 Paramansah • • , .

• • 2£>«8 29-22 29-19 55 88 74
13

Murconda -

.

• • 29‘30

29-30
•• 39

78
14 Ditto • • 39 42 64
15 Jettabol • . 29-17 76
16 • 0 • • , . 28*90 • •• 82

17 Wanamparty • • • • 28-80 28-90 82 71

18 Gtiapur • * . • •

.

28-80 • • 73
19 Allur • • • •

1 28-50 • • 70
Rajampore • • • • • • 28-40 • • 74

21 Furrucknagur • • » • • • 28-29 • • 71

22
23

Siiapur

Shamsabad •

• • • • • • 28-20

28-23

• •

80
70
71

The incidents in a journey in India, particularly through a country depo-

pulated and desolate, as was the case with the greatest part of that through

which we came on our way to Hydrabad, can be but few and uninteresting

;

hence a journal of it can only be worth the attention of the reader, as far

as it records facts relating to natural history, antiquities, and the general

character of the inhabitants, and the causes physical or moral of its devasta-

tion and desolation.

For botanical observations the season in which I travelled was most un&-

vourable, as the trees were mostly leafless, and the tapestry of the ground

&ded and burnt up. In my mineralogical pursuits I hoped to be very suc-

cessful, as the accounts of the country, which I had previously received, led

me to expect much novelty. But in these expectations I was considerably

disappointed, as I did not find a single mineral different from what I had

seen in other parts of the countiy.
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1 have ascertained however to what natural divisions of the country the

different districts through which we passed belong ; their aspect, climate,

elevation, productions, and general character : ami of these I shall give a

summary account, in the way which I have followed in some of the pro^

ceding Tracts.

The ceded districts, and of these I can speak with some confidence, as I

resided nearly two years in them, when taken in a political point of view,

are those countries of the dominions of the Sultan of Mysore, which had

fallen to his Highness the Nizam’s share in the late partition, and which

were shortly after transferred by him to the Company, for the pa\ ment of

the troops in his territories, which are called the subsidiary force of Hydra-

bad. I believe the revenue was estimated at seventeen lacs of pagodas,

w'hich is equal to about 680,000/. But it is said that by proper manage-

ment they will yield ten lacs more.

The southern parts of this country consist of valleys lying between the

Ghauts, w^ich stretch from near Colar, in Mysore, as far north as Guriun-

conda, and from thence west towards the Nidgcull and Sira inland moun-

tains.

North of these arc the districts of Cuddapa, Gooty, and Bellary. These

are bounded on the south by the hilly districts above mentioned ; the rocks

in which are almost all granite or sicnitc. In point of elevation they are

considerably lower than the lowest valley among those mountains, as is very

evident when we descend from the hills near, Cuddapa into the district.

The western frontiers are the hills from Nidgcull to Sira, among which the

hill forts of Paghur and Bellary arc best known. The Tumbudra and

Kistna rivers form the boundary on the north side. Low ranges of hills,

consisting of silicious schistus and hornstonc, of clay slate,, slate clay, and

wacke, run along the eastern frontiers of the Cuddapa district. Among
these hills there are many fine valleys which belong to the Zillah of Cuddapa.

These bills recline on the most eastern branch of the Ghauts, which are

highest at the points called the Pulicat Mountains, and run from thence in

an interrupted chain, tlmough the Nellore district towards Guntur, Inna-

eonda, and Condapilly, where they allow the Kistna to slip through the

Guntur district into the sea.

This large plain is intersected in different directions by low ranges of hills,

which branch off and lose themselves among the southern granite ranges.

The most western branch is that on which Pennaconda is situated. At the

R r2
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bottom ! foliBd the rochs mostly hornblende, and, at the topj consisting of a

sandstone mixed with mica, which frequently runs through it in perpendi-

cular bands, and forms, wiien the sand is disintegrated or detached, a kind

of* honey-combed edge. These hills are very naked of trees, and liave alto-

gether a very barren appearance. They arc pretty straight at top. I have

only crossed them near a place called Nimadola on the cast side, and at

Pennuconda, at their western side. They have a parallel direction to tlie

hi^i sienitic ranges which run through the Mysore from north to south.

On the cast side of this range there are several groupes of hills and small

ridges, mostly composed of sienile, abounding in felspar, and containing a

good deal of hornblende. The next interesting range of hills is tli.st in

which the Gooty mountain is the most prominent. This mountain stands by

itself’ between two branches which divklc south of Gooty and run north, the

ojio on the west and the other on the east side of this mountain. This moun-

tain, as well as the range on the west side of it, is composed of sienite in

which red felspar prevails. There often occurs in it, massive or^n plates, a

green stone which docs not look unlike jade, of a grass green colour, re-

sinous lustre, and soapy feel. The barometer on the top of the hill near the

hag-staff stood at 27*9.S inches, and near the gate of the petta (town) below

at 28*89. The thermometer was 82'’. This gives the height of the hill

988*5 feet above the pitta, and 2245*5 feet above the level of the sea.

The hills on the cast side of Gooty I passed in the niglit. They are very

rugged and interrupted, au4 the stones which I found on the road were

mostly sienite. They arc covered t>n the east by a range of floetz trap rocks

consisting of conglomerate, containing jasper, flint, hornstoiic, &c. united

by a silicious cement. At the bottom of these hills I found in detached

pieces, heliotrope, porcelain jasper, red, black, and striped jasper, and

lydianstone in six sided prisms.

The laic Tippoo Sultan, who seems to have been attentive to every thing

that promised to be useful to himself and his empire, conceived that the

jaspers and flints in this conglomerate would make gootl gun flints, and or-

dered a quarry to be opened from which many cart loads of the best were

sent to Seringapatam. There still continue, as I was told, .some store-

houses full of them at llaylchtru, a place at the foot of these hills. It would

seem that they did not answer the purpose, as the work was soon ordered to

be discontinued.

Farther cast arc other ranges of hills which are rather low, and run even
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at top. Among these, especiaHy towards the north, appear tabic hills, ot

conieal hills truncated at top and presenting a flat summit. These stimmits,

in some parts of the Carnatic and the Mysore, are often very extensive, and

are cultivated and inhabited. In the low country west of them, as near Tar-

patry, there occurs a silicious schistus with vegetable impressions, and not

far from it hornblende in large decomposing masses, in concentric, inch

thick layers. These hills are known by the name of the Ganjicotta Hills.

There is a gap in them at tliis place through which the Penna liver has

forced its way into the plain of Cuddapa. I'his gap would seem to have been

formed by a violent operation of nature, as it is very narrow, and its oppo-

site sides almost perpendicular. On tlie southern precipice is the hill fort of

Ganjicotta, which has given its name to the whole range of hills. The rocks

at the summit of this hill are a stratified iron-shot sandstone, which rests

on a stratified flinty slate. This range has a barren appearance, and is

almost naked of trees. It runs for some distance to the north north-east, and

then turnsi difectly east and connects itself with those of Banaganpilly,

which contain crystallized diamonds in a conglomerate belonging to the

newest floetz trap, if not to an alluvial formation.

In the country at the foot of these hills, and especially on the banks of

the Penna, appears a limestone rock of a black colour, which from its gra-

nular texture obviously belongs to the primitive class of rocks.

The country lying between these ranges of hills is, generally speaking, plain

and even, and connected with the low country on the coast. Near the

sienitic ranges indeed it is more waving and higher, as west of Gooty and

west of Pannacunda. The soil in the large plains is universally the black

cotton soil, having a sub-soil of calcareous marl resting either on compact

limestone or on clay slate.

A red loamy, gravelly, sandy, and all other varieties of soil, occur fre-

quently at the loot of or near the different ranges of hills which either cn-

com]>ass or intersect this part of the country
;
yet even in the valleys among

the hills the black cotton soil very frequently appears. The other varieties

of soil seem to be only superficial, and to be washed down from the hills by

the rains.

The natural product ions of the black cotton soil are the mimosa arabica,

(gum araWc tree)
; the cassia auriculata, used for tanning

;
the jatropha

glauca, aristolochia bractcata, some species of euphorbia, and a few other

annuals. Pew trees will thrive in it : the tamarind and jamblang are the
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only fruit trees that I remember to have seen growing on it in topes. The
margosa and ficus bengaleasis I have observed near villages. There is iQ<^

deed a great scarcity of all kinds of trees in the ceded districts, and gentle-

men who have camels find it a difficult thing to procure food fin: them. 1

have observed the same scarcity of trees in all countries where- this soil pre-

vails.

It would be endless or impossible to enumerate the natural productions of

the loamy and other soils, as they comprise, according to their peculiarities,

all the botanical productions of tlie country. The mountainous ranges,

which form the eastern boundary, may be remarked as peculiarly rich. Trees

grow on many parts of them to a very great height ; among which the red

sandal wood tree *y which is used about Cuddapa for building, is particu-

larly distinguished.

The climate and temperature arc such as might be expected in a low flat,

country in this latitude, not only at a considerable distance from the sea but

separated from it by thick ranges of bills and mountains. Th^mean heat

according to my meteorological journal which 1 kept at Cuddapa is 86°.

The highest point to which the thermometer rose was lOJ', the lowest to

which it sank 71°. In Gooty and Bellary the heat is said to be muchgreater,

at which I am rather surprised as Gooty is much more elevated above the

sea than Cuddapa. All over India the montlis of April and May are the

hottest in the year. At that season the hills here are all on Are, and present

a spectacle, the magnificence of which is easier conceived than described.

Yet there are licrc no real land winds ; not such at least as those which I have

described on the coast. Short puffs of them indeed sometimes precede rain

from the eastern hills. They have by no means any regularity in the times

at which they set in, and during which they last i uor are they accompanied

by the same phenomena as on the coast.

The rains here set in generally much sooner than they do in the Mysore,

and during the months of May and June tiiey are heavier than in that conn-,

try. It happens however not unfrequently that this district is visited with a

long drought. This was the case in 1 807, the year before I went to the

country. The calamity produced was so great that from ten to twenty thou*

sand head of cattle died for want of food in a few months. The great mon-

soon rains are here in common with the rains on the coast. While they con-

* Pteroc»rpu8 SaiUolinm.
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tinue the country is almost impassable, as the water does not run off so fast

as it would do in a waving country ; and it penetrates the soil which is here

naturally soft, much more than it would do if it were of a harder, loamy, or

gravelly nature.

In the months of April and May there are frequent heavy thunder storms.

The corruscations arc very vivid and the explosions loud. They come uni-

versally from the eastern ranges towards Cuddapa. I never saw any hail

here, nor heard any thing particular about it.

From the barometrical journal, it will be seen that the country from Cud-
dapa towards the river Kistna is nearly on a level, or rather ascends a little

towards the river. This is a remarkable circumstance, as rivers usually oc-

cupy the lowest part of the country through which they run.

The principal river in this country is the Penna. It rises in the hills of
Nundydroog in the Mysore, receives the greatest part of the M’ater from the

Pennaconda hills, winds with a very shallow bed towards the hills of Ganji-

cotta, passes through a gap in them, then winds to the eastern ranges, which
it enters about five miles above Cuddapa, and glides through them to the
Nellore district, where it finds its way into the sea. Its beds are in general

sandy, and in-many places, as on the east and west side of Ganjicotta, rocky.

These rocks consist usually of a black compact limestone. The water in

the hot season, when the river is almost dry, is very brackish, and has a taste

somewhat like that of lime water.

About Ganjicotta I found that the water of this river was used for ferti-

lizing the country, channels being cut in different dircction.s to the fields.

In other parts, as about Sidhout, the beds arc cultivated in the hottest sea-

son of the year for melons, which it produces of a superior fla\’our. They
are famous as the best on the coast. Those of the size of a large apple with
rough skins are reckoned the best.

Some small rivers come from the districts on the south side of the Kistna,

and mix their waters with the Penna ; but they are of no consequence as to
size. The Penna is never broader in these districts than the Thames about
Blackfriar’s bridge } and as it is very shallow I do not believe that any boats

are employed to cross it. There are only a few days of the year on which it

is nnfordable. It is not quite destitute of fish, and these are well-flavoured.

Tbe jiver of Cuddapa, which takes its rise on the hills south-east of the

place, is remarkable for its independence on rain, as it has springs of fine

water all along its course.
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Some of the rivulets or torrents that come from the hills supply the tanks,

constructed in favourable situations, with water. This is the case at Cud-,

dapa, along the eastern range of hills, at Chintagunta, &c. The smaller

tanks arc cliiefly filled by rain water, on which account they are only to be

found in a waving country or at the foot of hills.

The water generally speaking is in this part of the country brackish in the

hot season, and good and sweet during the rains. There are however places

where it is at all times remarkably fine, as that from the sjirings all along the

Cuddapa country. The well water in the low country, where black cotton

soil exists, is always hard on account of its passing through calcareous strata.

Few countries in the world produce so many varieties of salt, and in such

various ways, as India. In the northern parts there is borax : rock salt oc-

curs also in Hindostan ; but every tvhere are to be found soda, common
salt, and saltpetre. The soda is found most frequently, if not exclusively,

on a red ferruginous soil, as in those districts among the Pennaconda hills

and those of the eastern ranges which encompass this country. These spots

for a considcj’able part of the year are swampy and moist. They may be

immediately discovered by their barren aspect and by the black colour which

the mould that covers them assumes in the morning. This is occasioned by

the salt having imbibed moisture from the air, aird by its retaining it till the

heat of the sun forces it to part with it again. When purest, it is collected

by the washermen and used by them instead of soap ; hence it is known by

the name of washerman’s earth. It is not uncommon also on black cotton

soil
;
but there it is mixed M’ith a great proportion of common salt, which

forms the principal object of a manufactory cariied on by the people, called

tank diggers by Europeans, and salt people by the natives. Salt works of

this kind arc found in all parts of this country, which renders the importa-

tion of salt from the coast very trifling. The mode of manufacturing it is

exactly similar to that practised for obtaining saltpetre.

Of the manufacture of saltpetre 1 can speak with much confidence, as I

have introduced it on a large scale into the northern Circars, and had the

superintendance of that establishment for several years.

It is found in India, and, I believe, in all hot countries, in places and soils

which have a due proportion of animal and vegetable matter. As in old po-

pulous villages built on black cotton soil, or in rich garden earth, as we find

it in many parts of the northern Circars. In such places we find that the

streets, and particularly the lower parts of mud walls with which theix houspe*

6
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are built, or their yard surrounded, from the beginning of the dry season in

February till the rains begin again in May and June, appear wet and black

in the morning, and crumble down into a fine soil earth w'hich collects in a

heap under the walls. This when collected by sweeping, as is done every

other day, contains about one-fifth of its weight of crude saltpetre. It is

obserN cd by the natives that such years are most productive of this article

in which the preceding monsoon rains have been strongest, and accompanied

by a great deal of thunder and lightning. A heavy thunder storm in April

or May is likewise reckoned very favourable lor the nianiifiicture. After the

saltpetre is extracted tiom this earth, it is thrown on a heap and spread out

when the monsoon is over. After lying a year or tw’o it is f()und to yield, by

sweeping it every other day, saltpetre earth lit to be nianulacturcd again.

These arc the only saltpetre grounds vvilli which 1 am ac({uaintcd. Whe-

ther those in Bengal and Spain have been formed in the same way I w'ilJ not

pretend positively to allirm ; but Irom the nature ol' the salt, and its compo-

nent piimdplcs, it appears to me very probable.

It is Ibund in the manner just described in very considerable quantity:

about two gallons of saltpetre eartli at the fi)Ot of each \ard of wall. And
in a large village, as that of I’ettapore, in the threars, which contains about

two or three thousand inhabitants, from two to three hundixd candies may

be manulaetured in the course of a season, which yield about five or six

thousand pounds of the best refined saltj)etre. I have observed that the

saltpetre, gained from grounds that have a black cotton soil l()r their basis,

yields a product that contains more common salt than that which is obtained

from garden earth ;
this is the case in the CJuutur district, and in that of

Cuddapa, where the common salt is of as much consequence to the manu-

tacturer as the saltpetre.

The mode of obtaining the saltpetre here and at Guntur is by evapora-

tion, and formerly it was obtained in the northern Circars by boiling the

lixivium. The process of elixiviation, or of extracting the salt from the

earth, is performed by putting the earth in inverted conical pits, w-hich are

made on a rising ground from two to three feet deep, and as wide at the

mouth. A little straw is put into the bottom of this pit before the earth is

put in. The water is strained through this straw, and by means of a bam-,

bpo is conveyed through a common channel into a reservoir. \\ ater is

added till every thing soluble is extracted from the earth. The same water
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is tl)cn poured through a fresh quantity of saltpetre earth. It is then gene-

rally strong enough to be e\'a])orated or boiled for its contents.

I'lie boiling is jjerfbrmcd in earthen pots that hold about three gallons

;

but is so expensive that I soon relincfuishcd it. A candy or 500 lbs. of crude

saltpeti c cannot be made under six or seven rupees, which are about fifteen

shillings sterling. And u candy of refined saltpetre, which requires 2-^ of

crude, could not be delivered in a warehouse on the coast under eight pa-

godas or three pounds j()ur shillings sterling.

The cheapest way is to evaporate the liquid in shallow beds made of mud,

and lined with a covering of mortar. They arc filled with water to the depth

of about four inches, which from the heat of the climate is half evaporated

in four or five days, and then the saltpetre begins to crystallize. The first

product is always the purest, and consists of’ prismatic crystals of different

ilegrees of thickness, often not larger than a needle. The second day’s pro-

duct contains nearly half its weight of common salt. In the third day’s pro-

duct there is scarcely onc-fburth of salt])Ctrc. The remaining litjuid, w'hich

is thrown on the elixiviated earth, has a caustic burning taste, and contains

.scarcely any thing else than nitrate and muriate of lime.

The relining of saltpetre is always done by boiling. For clarifying it dif-

ferent substances arc used, as soap, milk, eggs, the twigs of the milk liedge

(cujdiorbia tirncalli), See. Five hundred pounds weight of this single re-

fined sail pel re, wliich still contains about twenty-five ])cr cent, of common

salt, is delivered by the inaiiuraeturcr at three pagodas or twenty-four shil-

lings slcrliiig. It would be easy to divest it entirely of its foreign salts even

at the first boiling, though this is never done, not even in Bengal. But the

Bengal saltpetre docs not contain so much common salt as other impurities

which might he still more easily' separated. Ilcncc it has a browner look

thaii the saltpetre of the coast.

Coininoii salt is prepared by evaporation, exactly in the same way as salt-

petre. But soda is boiled down to dryness after it has been extracted from

the earth that contains it. It is very common in India to hear gentlemen

speak of the saltpetre grounds wliich they have observed in their travels,

and of the great quantity of ground which lies neglected in this way—nay,

even of saltpetre works they have seen. These grounds, however, 1 have

found universally to be nothing else than ‘ grounds impregnated with com-

nmn salt or soda. They are often found in the middle of a cultivated field.
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ami the ploughman takes great care not to touch them that he may not eon-

taminate the rest of the ground. 1 suspect that the supposed saltpetre

grounds in Ucngal, and at the Cajie of Good Hope, arc similar impregna-

tions of the soil with eommon salt or soda, and that saltpetre is always origi-

nally the product of animal and vegetable matter.

That the saltpetre earth, after being once clixiviated, should again pro-

duce new saltpetre after a certain time is not suqu-ising. It is similar to

other laws of nature by which the productive process gradually proceeds

alter it has received the first impulse, until the basis is exhausted. After

copper has become once tainted with verdigris, the corrosion goes on till

the whole metal is destroyed. If saltpetre has been kept or prepared in an

apartment, it will be difficult to prevent the destruction of the walls by the

continual production of that salt. This 1 have found to be the case at least

in India.

The saltpetre which is made near Cuddapa, chiefly at a place called Poda-

tur, is partly used in the country for tire works at feasts and marriages. The

rest is exported to Madras, and to the Nizam’s country.

1 have already given a general idea of the position and direction of the

hills in this country. But it will be requisite to give a more particular view

of their nature and structure before I notice the mineral productions of this

part of India. The principal hills in the country arc primitive, ami either

consist of granite or sienitc. They seldom contain any other metal except

iron, with which our globe appears as it were cemented. The quantity ol‘

it which exists in hornblende is known to be so great (amounting frequently

to thirty percent.) that this mineral may, and sometimes actually is in Ituiia

employed as an ore of iron. Among these ranges of primitive mountaius

there occur others of later formation, and which seem all to belong to the

class of fioetz rocks. They consist about Cuddapa, as far as Tripety, in the

Carnatic, of flinty slate, or hornstone mixed with more or less of mica with-

out auy petrifactions or vegetable impressions. It passes into slate ciay soon

after the ranges have proceeded beyond Cuddapa. At this phict; the primi-

tive rocks become clay slate, and these rocks in this place arc rich in ores.

Here the rich copper mines of the Nellorc and Calastrv districts occur.

Ores of lead arc likewise found, and a galena rich in silver. 'Phis ore has

been lately discovered in some parts of the Nellore district, and I found if

myself in some mines about eight miles north of Cuddapa, w'hich had been

formerly wrought by order of Tippoo Sultan. They were abandoned be-

s s 2
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cause they were not sullicienlly rich. I found pieces of galena botli ukis-

sive and disscininalt'd in llic deserted mines, wliich consisted of open gal-

leries cut in various directions in the sides and on the tops of several hills.

I received Jai'ger pieces from tlie nati\ cs, wlio had kept them from tlic time

that the mines had been worked. 'J'hi.s ore was analysed in Bengal by the

(’ompany’s assay mastci% a)id “ Ibund to contain eleven per cent, of silver

In ihe presenl sc'arcity of tiiis metal in Europe it would be worth while to make

t;irtlier search and imjuiry into this mine, so uncommonly productive of

silver, particiilai ly as it might be done at a very small expense. Copper is

f()und in many jilaccs in great abundance; but I have already entered into

sulHcient details on this subject in a preceding Tract.

'file central ranges of hills here consist of clay slate, sometimes with a

tt a\c’y or undulating Iraeture, and a silky lustre. 1 have never found petri-

liictions or vegetable imprc.ssions in it. Hence, as well as from its other cha-

racters, 1 have no doubt that it is primitive clay slate. At the bottom this

rock is covered by beds of limestone, which appear of a posterior ibrma-

tion. 'fhey have generally a black colour, and white veins of calcareous

s])ar frequently run thi-ough the rock. The fracture is compact and sjdin-

tery, the splintery fragments appearing greyish while on the black ground.

This limestone is generally covered with a bed of marl more or less thick,

'fliis bed is on many accounts very remarkable. It occurs, as I have just

observed, among the clay slate hills, and likewise in the low country, in the

ceded districts, and in all parts of the coast where a black cotton soil is

found. The upper parts of the bed arc usually free from stones of any size.

But about the middle of the bed they make their appearance in the state of

large rounded masses of silicious stones of the size of a man’s head and up-

wards. These Slones have a .smooth surface. Below the.se there appears a

collection of smaller pebbles of jasper, hornstonc, quartz, &c. in different

states of decomposition and colour, and among these, not unffequcntly,

<liamonds are found. Where rocks of limestone cover the clay slate at the

f()ot of the hills, wc find them accompanied by calcsinter, peastone, Indus

hclmontii, &c. In some parts of the coast, as at Nellore, at the red hill

jicar Madras, and among the clay slate hills, wc find the beds of marl mixed

with rounded pebbles, and of a reddish and yellowish colour. So long as it

is somewhat moist it is soft, but when exposed to the air it contracts a de-

Or. iloxburgh in a letter to (he author.
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grec ol’ hardness, and is used like bricks or stones for building. The marl

is mixed with ferruginous particles, which strongly unite and form a natural

cement.

It is remarkable that I never could find any remains of animals or vege-

tables in this marl. 'I’he calcareous part of it is no doubt derived from the

compact limestone o\ cr which it lies. The large masses of silicious stones

arc certainly fragments from the neighbouring ranges of hills, liut it is not

easy to conceive where the jasjier and chalcedony [icbblcs come from. I

have mentioned a range of hills near llamchcru, some miles cast from (Jutty,

the rocks of which consist of a conglomerate, and the Banaganpilly hills

are composed of a similar rock. But how comes this floetz or alluvial mix-

ture to lie here, under the masses belonging to primitive rocks, and whence

do the jaspers and chalcedonies originally come?
I was formerly of opinion that limestone, or a compound in which lime

forms the predominating constituent, would be found the matrix of the dia-

mond. Nor was this opinion unreasonable as in general the bed in which

diamonds are found is covered or mixed with calcareous marl. But since

my acquaintance with the Banaganpilly mines, and with those of Buwa-

patam, I have been obliged to change my opinion. In the former place we
find them in a conglomerate in which no calcareous admixture is discover-

able, and in which an argillaceous matter, probably wackc, forms the ce-

ment ; and in the latter place the mines are absolutely in mountains com-

posed of wackc, in which 1 have not discovered any jasper or other pebbles.

The latter mines are particularly remarkable. They are said about eighty

years ago to have furnished the largest gems to the Nizam’s collection. At
all events they deserve future and particular investigation. 1 made an

exeur.sion to them in 180S
; but, when there, was so ill and so weak that 1

was barely able to walk to the hills where the diamond mines had been

worked. They arc very extensive, on a kind of table land, which is in-

tersected with ranges of hills on which those mines wind from one to another.

In them occur beds of hematites, which arc worked for iron.

All the diamond mines in this part of India, with very few excep-

tions, lie between the river Kistna and the Penna ; such at least is the

situation of the mines of Golconda ; for in the province so called- no

diamond mines whatever occur. The mines of Mallavilly and Parteal are

the only ones with which I am acquainted on the north side of the Kistna,

and these may be said to lie upon its banks. I would not be understood to
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infer that diamonds never occur iu India except between these two rivers,

but merely that the diamond mines known under the name ol* those of

Ciolconda, which occur particularly to every person’s mind when the

diamond mines in India are mentioned, are exclusively to be found in the

districts that lie between tliese two rivers.

1 have slated that limestone is the general substratum of the black soil

and marl : in the northern parts however of the Cuddapa district, particu-

larly in ( 'anfil, I have seen the black soil covering claysl’ate rocks without

the intervention of any marl. Whether this clayslate constitutes merely a

local deposit I will not venture to allirm, though I rather suspect that this

is the case. Its layers have an oblique and sometimes nearly vertical posi-

tion. If this be the case, it is not impossible but limestone may lie imme-

diately below this clay slate bed.

The objects of agriculture in the ceded districts are perfectly similar to

those in other parts of India
;
where there is a command of water the

principal crop is always rice, and in liivourablc years they raise two crops.

The first and princii)al crop in this district is sown in June during the first

rains, and is reaped bclbre the heavy rains in October commence ; the

second is sown during the October rains, and is ripe in January and Fe-

bruary. nice being a grain which depends entirely upon a sufficient supply

ol' water, the cultivation of it is entirely regulated by the rains, or by

those sources which are capable of supplying the husbandman with a com-

plete command of this element. In years when the rains arc late, I have

seen them commence .sowing it in the latter end of August or the beginning

ol" September. In consequence of the structure of the country, the culti-

vation of rice is chiefly confined to those parts which lie along the difterent

ranges of hills which surround and intersect these districts.

The principal crop in the ceded districts, and in (’anul which has the

same local situation, is jonna (llolcus soighum), a grain which requires a

good soil as the cotton ground is known to be : it produces yearly but one

crop. \Mieat is cultivated on the same kind of soil in the northern parts

of these districts, but only in small quantities. It seems to be raised merely

for the consumption of the higher classes of Mussulmcn, many of whom
have come from the northern provinces of Hindostan, where this grain is

generally cultivated. It is sown here in the the coldest season of the year

after the rains. Flax is also cultivated in small quantities lor lamp oil.

Cotton is cultivated in many parts of tl^is district on the same black soil,
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and constitutes an article of much importance to the farmer. (lovcrnmcnt

some years ago sent a commercial servant to ascertain how much could be

procured, and it was then generally believed that a factory would be es-

tablished for the j)nrj)osc of collecting and exporting that article
;
at prescJit

it is sent on bullocks to Bengalore, Salem, Wallajanagar, and other places

in the C’arnalic.

The high grounds near and among the hills arc cultivatctl with small

grain, as aruga ‘(Paspalnm frinncntaccum), samy (Panicum miliaceum),

korra (Panicum Italicum), &c.; and in many places indigo engages the

attention of the Im.sbandman. The way of manufacturing it here is that

described by Dr. Roxburgh, by boiling or scalding it. Among the hills,

where the Nerium tinctorium of Roxburgh grows identifully, the natives

mix the leaves of that plant with real indigo, a practice which 1 have not

observed any where else. It is known that the Ic.aves of that plant alone

produce a very tolerable indigo. This article, as brought tor sale here, is

not made iip into cakes, but left to dry after it is strained, and of course is

either in powder or lumps of a .small size; it is al.so very spongy and light,

and contains liir less colouring matter than that which has been prepared by

I’ermcntatiou, and which has undergone the diflcrcnt j)roccsscs instituted

t()r rctining and compressing it for the European market. The mand of

about 2.5lb.s. i.s sold at Padrilu by the merchants, in common years, for

eighteen or twenty rupees ; they themselves purchase it from the ryots for

about ten or twelve rupees.

It may be worth while here to notice a mode of manufacturing indigo

which of late years has been much practised on the coast, though not with

that success which was anticipated, since the indigo produced docs not

sell so well in the English market as that from Bengal. TJie process is as

follows

:

The indigo plant, when cut, is exposed to the sun till the leaves arc dry

and can be easily separated from the stalk : they may then cither be kept or

manufactured immediately. When they arc to be kept they must be de-

posited in a very dry place. The indigo is manufactured by steeping the

leaves about six hours, then straining the water, beating it in the common
way, and indeed conducting the whole exactly as usual. Tljc only difier-

ence is using the dry leaf instead of the green. If this process had been

equally successful, it would have been attended with great advantage to the

manufacturer
;
much time and labour is saved, and there is less risk of in-
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jury, Tortile ^reen loaves are often spoiled on their way to the works. In

tiirt there is a sa\iiii? of fifty per cent, upon the mode of manufacturing

with the t>rcon Jc'af.

'i'liis prooe.ss has hern long in use on the coast, and practised by the

iialivos about 'J'riUKjuebar, (huldalorc, Ihiorto No\o, |ii;K CS fbrnierly and

e\('iial jiresont liunoiis for the finest blue dye upon eol'.on. The natives

are, or at least some years ago were, so partial to this indigo that they pre-

leiided their tine blues could not be produced from any btlier. I think it

])roduees at least as fine a colour as that from Bengal, and that if any dif-

ference really exists, it must be in the colouring matter not being so much

rompressed. It is not unlikely that both the boiling jirocess and the dry

leaf, vield a colouring matter which does not admit of the same compres-

sion as that from the green leaf by fermentation.

The vegetables cultiv ated in gardens are all over India nearly the same.

I may therellire refer for a list of them to the second tract in this volume,

which gives a statistical view of the Mysore. At Cuddapa these vegetables

art' reckoned larger and better than in most other jilaces, jiarticularly the

brinjals (Solauuin melongena) and bendacays (Hibiseus esculent us). At

some places on the banks of the I’enna, particularly at Sidhout, the melons

.•!M‘ reckoned the best in India. They have a great number of varieties,

(listinguisbed by particular names, and to each of which they ascribe parti-

cular jiropcrties. 'I'hey raise them in the bed of the river during the

hottest season of the vear.

About t’uddapa, and in all jilaccs along the hills, where the soil is no;

altogether black cotton soil, there are many orchards (called topes) as of

mangoes, guavas, and plantains. AVherc the black cotton soil prevails, 1

have seen only tamarinds and sometimes jamblang, and I ba\c already ob-

served that trees of" all kinds are very scarce on this soil. In general it, may

be said, that orchards arc Ibund in India only in the neighbourhood of

large cities, and that a guava, mangoe, or plantain near common villages is

an unusual sight. Along the coast indeed, and in the Carnatic, orchards

arc found in smaller villages.

The former Mussulman governors have introduced in places the culti-

vation of the grape, but ordy in such a way as to show that it will grow and

produce fruit with little trouble. The same may be said of the fig.

The cocoa palm is not cultivated in this part of the country, nor is the

palmeyra often to be seen, and only near the hills in high and dry situations.
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as south of Cuddapa. The black cotton soil docs not seem to suit cither of

these trees.

On the mode of collecting the revenues, on the sliare assigned to the cul-

tivator of the soil, and on whatever belongs to the internal economy of the

country, I can say even less than I was able to do of the Mysore. There

I had an opportunity of making some inquiries
; but here, by my situation

as surgeon to the Court of Justice, I was debarred fi om all means of in-

formation.

Every judiciary division of the country, of which there are two in the

ceded districts, has a collector of the revenues, who lets the lands belong-

ing to every village to a renter, or to the inhabitants of the village, gene-

rally at a quit rent to be paid by several instalments. The renter again

parcels it out to the lyots for shares which in most pai'ts of the coast are

pretty much alike.

Hitherto no great landholder or zemindar has been established in these

districts, and it is to be hoped there never will
;
for in my humble opinion

they are equally injurious to the cultivator and the Company.

The people who inhabit these districts arc mostly Hindoos. In the larger

places, as at Cuddapa, Bcllary, Canul, &c. there is a small proportion of

Mussulmen. The former are a healthy industrious race, who live, upon the

whole, in a very comfortable manner j while the latter have scarcely any

thing to support them but their pride. The Hindoos speak Telinga, and in

.some parts of Canul, Canary. This latter language was particularly spoken,

as I observed in this tour, by the Brarains. At Cuddapa there are a great

number of old Patan fiimilies, who speak Hindostany in its greatest purity.

They might be suspected of being at heart inimical to the British Govern-

ment, yet I have seen them all turn out in support of the Judge, when a

mutiny had broken out in the prison, w'hich threatened destruction to all

about the Court

Not long ago Cuddapa was the residence of a Nabob similar to that at

present at Canul, a vassal or feudary of the Nizam ; and near it is a place

where a battle was fought in which the Nabob was slain. The palace where

the Nabob resided still remains in a mud fort close to the Pettah, on the

banks of the Cuddapa river. It is now converted into a court of justice for

the Zillah. Near it is a garden with a pretty summer-house, small, but very

neat and airy, quite in the Indian style. The prison, likewise situated

in the fort, consists of a number of choultries (open buildings) separated

T T
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from each oilier, and surrounded by higli mud walls, which have been

erected by the convicts that inhabit it at present. It contained when 1 was

there between six or seven.hundred prisoners, the greatest part of whom (up-

wards of 500) where convicts condemned to work in irons from one to

fourteen years, according to the nature of their crimes, which mostly con-

sisted of theft, housebreaking, and highway robbery. The remainder are

persons not yet tried, or debtors ; of llie latter description indeed there are

but tew, and they arc ke[)t separate from the rest, as likewise are the

. women. Among the prisoners there arc ])crsons of all casts, from thcUrainiii

down to the Chnckler, all huddled together without distinction in the same

prison
;
yet even here they rigidly Ibllow the jireccpls of their cast res-

pecting eating and drinking, and notwithstanding express orders to the con-

trary, the Braniins arc always treated with more leniency than the Others.

A Ibamin, however depraved or however loaded with crimes, is always

looked upon as belonging to a higher class oi‘ beings. The prisoners are

guarded by jicous, and when they are at work out of jirison there is usually

one pcou lor every two convicts. Their work con.sists chiefly in repairing

j

the roads, clearing the ground in the vicinity of the prison, and in assisting

I
to erect and repair the public buildings ; but as they cannot be employed at

any great distance Itom their prison, they will soon be in want of employ-

ment. 1 had chalked out some useful and constant work lor them in the

neighbouring districts
; but the discontinuance of my appointment, whicli

by Sir George Barlow was thought useless, prevented me from laying it

bcibre Ciovernmcnt.

'J'lie convicts and untried felons arc allowed daily one sir of the cheapest

kind of grain, as the alu corralu, or natcheny ;
and one dubb, a copper

eoiiij ecpial to about a halfpenny. On thi.s they are not only able to live,

but some of them save both grain and money, or contribute to the subsist-

ence of their lamilies. The debtors are allowed two-peuce per day : the

felons arc not allowed meat even when they arc willing to pay for it, unless

at the recommendation of the surgeon, who is obliged to attend them when

sick. The articles lor iheir food, which arc exposed lor sale in the prison

at stated liour.s, consist of salt, chillies, onions, and tamarinds. While at

work, they collect wood lor tiring, and herbs which they boil into curries

;

in fact they live better than most of the common people of lliudostan do

even in their own houses.

“ The Company’s donkalus (thieves) look like bridegrooms” is a common
G
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saying among tlie people ol‘ Cuddapa
;
they mean that they look sleek, fat,

and comfortable like people in good circumstances
;
many of these men

have themselves declared to me that they never lived better in their lives,

and others, that they would not leave such an asylum as long as they could

help it. Yet a smaller allowance certainly could not be given, it is what

Tippo and all Indian princes have been in the habit of allowing to their

prisoners, both prisoners of war and felons. It is really astonishing

on how little an Indian can snljsist apparently with comfort
;

yet their

mode of living is such, that an European would be loath to see his enemy
reduced to it. The Sunday, on which no work is done, is to them a great

satisfaction ; but no attention is paid to their own festivals.

Murderers, after their condemnation, arc kept separate from the rest

;

they arc doubly ironed and handenfied until the time of their cxecnlion,

which is often delaved for months after tlieir trial and conviction, as the

sentence of death must be confirmed by the Suddar Adaiilat (Highest C\>urt

of Justice) at the I’residcncy, and the warrant signed by the (iovernor. A
delay of this kind is not only expedient but highly commendable, as the

Mussulman code, the criminal law of India, is in some instances impro-

perly severe, condemning a man to death who killed another even in sell-

defence. In such cases it requires to be mitigated and corrected by a supe-

rior power. The Cazy is in fact the judge at the quarterly sessions
; and

the circuit judge, a servant of the Company, only a commissioner.

I’unishmeuts that do not affect the life of a cidprit arc executed imme-

diately after the sessions arc over, by the Zillah judge. They consist in

condemnation to work for a certain number of years, and a number of

stripes on the bare back, not exceeding forty, with a rattan, similar to what

is called a Wellcome in some houses of correction in Germany. This j)art of

the punishment is severer than most peojile are aware of; but it is the mode
or the instrument with which it is inflicted, not the })ain that is caused or

the ignominy entailed on tlie sufferer, against which an exception could be

itiade. Many of the culprits become victims to this ])uniBhmcnt, dying

soon after of a locked jaw. This is ascribed, and I believe with reason, to

the rattan. When it is used, as generally happens, .quite new, its outor

covering, which is very thin anti sharp, is apt to .splinter and to insinuate

itself into the skin, where it occasions that irritation, which is apt, without

much external inflammation, to produce a locked jaw. I have several

times lost three or four pei'sons after an execution of this kind, nor did I

T T 2
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advert to the catisc of it till too late, otherwise a proper representation

would have obviated the misfortune. That such deaths are not owing to

the severity of the punishment, or to the constitutional inability of the

Indians to bear it, is pretty clear from what is known of military punish-

ment. in which many have suffered 800 or 1000 lashes at a time, witiiout

{lying in con.sc(|Ucncc.

Sentence of death is commonly received with perfect unconcern : the

culprit returns to his cell, after having asked to be indulged with some

t{)bae(‘o and a good meal, which he enjoys with the greatest satisfaction,

just beibre he sets out on his fatal journey. He converses with his friends

and relations, or with those about him, on indifferent subjects ; and when

reminded of his misfortunes, says karmam! (ill fate!) This word, in all

stages and vicissitudes of life, is the Hindoo’s comfort
;

it was karmain that

made him commit the crime. By hakiam (good luck) he would have escaped,

by karmam he suffers. The strumpet, the thief, the murderer, alike plead in

their defence karmam.

Bramins commonly behave with most obstinacy w hen condemned to die ;

probably because they conceive themselves to be inviolable, which would

be the case under all Hindoo governments. I knew of one at Rajahmundry,

who absolutely abused thejudge and every body about him, when going to the

place of execution. Nothing mortifies them so much as to be hanged by a

Chucklcr, the lowest of all outcasts, or when it happens that one of the

latter description is to suffer with them upon the .same gibbet.

Let us now take a glimpse of the private life of the common Hindoos-

'fhat of the cultivator, the labourer of the class of suffers, may be called a

happy one, and it is so in fact, as he seems to be content with his lot

:

none but a Hindoo however would be happy in such a situation. A suf-

ficiency of food is the sole object of the wishes of a Hindoo: whether it be

rice, which he seldom tastes, or the coarcst of all grain, aruga, makes no

difference to him ;
this is boiled and seasoned with salt, with chilly and

onions, which his garden affords, and a few leaves of the tamarind tree arc

added to give the whole a relish. The conchi or water in which his food

has been boiled constitutes his beverage at meals, and water, coloured with

a little sour milk or butter-milk, supplies him with a refreshing draught during

the day. In villages in the country, the husbandman scarcely tastes animal,

food oftener than once a year, probably at the sacrifice of a goat. Sometimes,,

.indeed, his flock may happen to be visited by sickness and death ^ in such.
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eases even the best of sutlers does not hesitate to feed bn the cai cases of his

sheep and goats. Our servants and dubaslies, well aware of the abomination

in which they would bo held by their masters, will deny this fact ; and they

act herein wiser than we, who disregard their peculiarities in every respect.^

The common Hindoos arc very fond of spirituous liquors : even the

women will take a glass of brandy when offered by an European. Of their

morals and pro()cnsities I have already spoken in a jircceding Tract.

'J'lic ceded districts are reckoned very healthy, us is tiu* case witli most,

countries in India that are open, and on wliicli joniia is cultivated. 1

know of no endemic diseases here, such as the jungle ami hill fever in

other parts of India, nor have heard of any epidemic disorders that have

visited these districts for some time past, except the small-pox, which

even during my residence committed great havock. V'accination had been

practiscrl by a surgeon aboitt two years before, and the escape of all tIu*

children that had been vaccinated from the small-])ox made such an im-

pression on the inhabitants, that they petitioned Government for pracliti.

oners, who had been allowed to all other Zillahs except this. There is one

disorder however which occurs here oftener than in other parts of the

country in which I have been j it attacks’ only women shortly after they

have been delivered, and consists in a profuse cold jierspiration, accompa-

nied by low spirits and apprehensions of death ; the pulse is natural, and all

other functions go on regularly. The patient however soon becomes ex-

hausted and dies imperceptibly. This disorder makes its appearance in the

hottest season. The remedy which the natives use, and have found most

efficacious, is theriac in large doses.

The domestic animals in this district do not differ from those in the

Carnatic or Mysore, excepting that the cows are not so hardy as in the

latter, nor so large as in the neighbouring Nellore districts. There are

but few goats, and no woolly sheep here. I'herc are fewer wild animals in

the northern parts of this district and in the plain country than in any other

part of India in which I have lived. Thei c arc no tigers nor chittas here,

though these animals infest the northern hills about Buswapatam and Corn-

mum. The cobra de capello is very frequently seen in -the fields, but other

snakes are not so numerous as on the coast.

Trade is on the whole in a very languishing state, and unless it be carried

on with ready money it cannot be attended with profit. It is entirely in the

hands of a few individuals, and only nominally in those of the shroff's
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(native bankers); for these persons can hardly be considered in any other

point of view than as the brokers of men in power : artificial wants are

thus created as circumstances may require. If revenues arc to be paid in

silver, it disappears; when pay is issued in gold, it liills in value, and so on.

Even cop[)er coin is a rich source of gain by its fiuctuating exchange.

Large fortunes have lately been made in this way, quite openly, and it

would appear without apiuirent disadvantage to Cjovcrnment. Who the

sufferers must be J need not ]»oint out. Some years ago there was a good

deal of trade carried on at Podafur, a village not far from Cuddapa, with a

kind of cloth called rercallas; it is of a thin texture, and more similar to

the llengal cloth than that of the coast
;

it is about ten yards long and one

broad, and costs from one and a half to ten rupees and upwards the j)iccc.

It is manufactured in this ])art of the country, and sent to Madras and to

the southward for sale. It is w'cll fitted for. the Indian market, as it is

a very light wear. Muslins of every quality arc made among the hills from

Gurrumeunda to Cumbum, and formerly they were in request for Pegu.

Along the banks of the Penna, chiefly WTst from Gutty, much chintz is

manufactured, particularly of the coarser kind.



TRACT XX.

ACCOUNT OF AN EXPEDITION FROM JALNA TO SP-RONOE,

IN NORTH LATITUDE 25^

Soon after the disturbances in the Madras army in 1808 and 1809

were settled, Colonel Close came to Jalna, and formed a considerable

army, uitli which he crossed the Nurbudda and penetrated llindostan

as fai' north as Scronge, which lies between tlie twenty-fourth and twenty-

fifth degree of north latitude. Respecting the causes and effects of this

exjicdition it is not my business to expatiate. Wc never saw an enemy,

though wc often suffered privations, and were even plundered of our goods

and cattle by a set of robbers called Pindarics, who infest the country.

Our first marches were in the Nizam's part of Rerar, which is, without ex-

ception, the most depopulated and desolate part of India that 1 have seen.

The soil is rich and produces abundance of fine grass, and it strikes a tra-

veller coming from the Nizam’s tenitories, that it might easily by rendered

the garden of India. The climate is excellent
j it is sometimes hot in

April and May, but the heat does not last long. The nights are always

cool and refreshing. In the cohl seasons the thermometer sinks below 40'^,

I have frequently seen it early in the morning at .'^9 ’.

The soil is generally black cotton soil, which might perhaps be denomi-

nated the Indian soil
;

for nearly four-fifths of all the surface of the country

that I have seen is composed of it. The kinds of grain principally culti-

vated in Bcrar arc wheat, Bengal gram (chick pea), peas, vetches, and

flax. These are all sown after the rains arc over in f'optcmber and October,

and are ripe in Janiiary. The Nagpore wheat is celebrated as the most

nutritive and productive i>M||^iidin. Jt requires only three months to come

to perfection; it grows from two to three feel Idgh, and its ears are loaded

with seeds. It yields a very fine sjurit; I made some which, under the

name of whisky, acquired much celebrity in the camj). 'I'he peas are of

an inferior kind, small and black, 1 believe, a new species : when young
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they were sweet, and were generally used on our tables, which did not

abound in vegetables. Flax is cultivated merely for its seeds, from which

they express an oil.

The second crop in the year is jonna (Holcus sorghum) j it is sown after

the violent rains of June and July, and is ripe in October ; it grows here to

the height of eight or ten feet or upwards. I have seen from a rising

ground several regiments of cavalry as if drowned in it, when they marched

through an extensive held of it. This grain, together with wheat, is the

common food of the natives of the country. They make a kind of bread

or flat cake, .which they eat cither alone or with some curried vegetables and

chillies. Near the villages some barley is cultivated, and it seems to require

a better soil and more care than the wheat. I could not ascertain to what

particular uses this grain was applied. Carrots, onions, melons, &c. are

cultivated in all gardens ; but fruits, as plantain|^ oranges, grapes, are only

found in large places. We were chiefly supplied from Nagporc, and though

at the distance of eighty miles, we were generally furnished with oranges

and grapes at a very moderate price, for under such circumstances I call

twelve oranges for a rupee clieap.

Berar is a large tract of country on the northern bank of the Godavery,

which there is called Gunga. It is intersected by low ranges of hills

running in naked even ridges, and consisting of an amygdaloid, in which

the Hydrabad opal, chalcedony, zeolite, and heliotrope, arc found.
.
In the

lowest beds, particularly near the Gunga, I have found beautiful specimens

of agate and calcareous spar in it.

Aurungabad and Omrasatty are the largest places in the western provinces

belonging to the Nizam. The latter place is, I understand, the emporium

of all inland trade, and has lately been fortified by high stone walls, which

are sufficient to secure it against the inroads of Pindaiies, and the cavalry of

native Princes. The bouses here, and particularly at Aurungabad, are

mostly built of stone, and are often two or three stories high, and in eveiy

respect different from those in the southern countries. The pagodas re-

semble in their external appearance the common dwelling houses of the

natives ; but mosques are to be observed every where, and some of tliem in

former times must have been superb buildings.

Mahratta is the language spoken by the Hindoos, who constitute the bulk

of the nation, and in the large towns Moorish is generally understood.

The lowest classes of people are much fairer than the Bramins in the Ca?-
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natic. Here the Bramins arc sometimes as fair as Europeans. The women
are not afraid of being, seen, and are, I think, generally handsome.

After leaving the Bunslows Berar, we came into a wild uncultivated

country. Wc crossed the Tapti or rather stcpj)ed over its source at

Molty. From thence the country becomes mountainous, and continui's

rising to the mountains of Nurbudda, which belong, I believe, to the Vin-

dyan, famous in Indian mythology. We passed through them not without

great difficulty. It took us more than eight days, cncaii;ping in narrow

valleys, inhabited by hordes of bears and tigers. Had wc been attacked

by ever so small a force we must have perished, if from nothing else, from

want of water and provisions. These mountains, some of w’hich arc about

3000 feet in height, are composed of granite, though it is neither so hard

nor so beautiful as that which forms the constituent of the mountains that

run north and south through the peninsula.

The mountains here run east and west on both sides of the Narbudda,

which is one of the finest rivers I have seen in India. We encamped on

its southern bank, near a small fort called Hussingabad, and crossed it about

a mile east from that place. The river here is about half a mile broad, the

stream runs gently along, and the water is remarkably sweet. It abounds

in good fish and tortoises, which are as large as any in the sea. The stones

in the bed of this river are red and black jasper, and other hard argillaceous

minerals. On its banks, which are very steep, and in its bed, I found

several plants belonging to genera common in colder climates ; as ranuncu-

lus, veronica ; and in nullahs, or small rivulets, near it there occurs abun-

dance of the sweet smelling grass roots, the Andropogon muricatura. The

valley through which the Narbudda runs is but scantily cultivated, and only

in the neighbourhood of villages, which here lie at a considerable distance

from each other. The jungle, when we passed it in December, was mostly

bare of leaves, but in January the bcautifiil Grislea tomentosa, which was

every where in blossom, enlivened the dreary scene ; and in February tlie

whole country appeared for a short time as if covered with the brightest

scarlet, from the lowers of the Butea frondosa ; at the same time the Bassia

latifblia perfumed the air in its peculiar way, for its. scent is not equally

agreeable to all.

The flowers of this tree are gathered by the natives, and when dry have

the appearance of a berr}'. They are as sweet as raisins, and are chiefly

used by the natives to obtain a good vinous spirit by distillation. The

u u
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flower has in its dried state a smoky flavour, and might be used in small

quantities to impart this peculiar taste to gin and wiiiskey, as the amateurs

of these liipiors arc, 1 am told, particularly fond of such a flavour in

them.

After we had crossed the Nnrbudda, we had to inarch through moun-

tains, wilder and more unfriendly if possible than those on the south side

of that river. Luckily they were not so steep. After a forced night’s

march we came to KacTn, a strong hill fort where we expected to find

enemies, but they were fled, and we were tohl that the Bassal Nabob had

come to terms, and that we were no longer in an enemy’s country. From
thence w^e went on to Bilsa, famous for the best tobacco in India. It is a

very large town, and fhc country all around it is well cultivated and rich.

A few miles north of it we passed the Bedowa, a river which falls into the

Jumna. At this season of the year it was every where fordable. Seronge was

the last and best place that we came to in Hindostan. It lies in a charming

situation at the foot of a small range of hills, and at the end of a most ex-

tensive and well cultivated plain, which furnishes wheat, sugar, &c. in

the greatest abundance. Mir Can had left the place before our arrival.

Not one of the inhabitants had abandoned their habitations, they even

threatened those who annoyed them that they would complain to Colonel

Close
;
and I am sure they have in no one instance been disappointed by

him. About this time the Colonel was so much liked by the army, (a few

great commanders excepted,) that he might have done with it any thing

he thought proper, which was by no means the case in the beginning of the

campaign. We were at times, even in this rich country, very badly off for

provisions, particularly for our cattle, gram selling in our bazars at five or

six sir for a rupee ; while at the distance of ten miles 50 or 100 sir could

have been purchased at the same price.

Cloth of the coarser kind was manufactured here, and was very cheap. I

bought a piece ten yards long and a yard wide for one rupee. It was a kind

of cloth that would make excellent tents ; many tents were made up for the

Cfompany here, and 1 think they must have got a private tent for about 7 or

8 pagodas, which is 100 per cent, cheaper than the price in the northern

circars. Coarse cloth was always to be had very reasonable from the time

that wc left Oniravatty.

In this part of the country we were obliged to substitute the spirits made

from the flowers of the Bassia latifolia for arrac and brandy. The Com-
6
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pany, I dare say, would purchase il for a rupee a gallon, as 1 made it for

about half that sum, and much belter than what was served out to the

Europeans. 1 cannot believe tliat the Company paid six rupees per gallon

as was said, or that they paid fifty pagodas tor a private tent made up iii the

camp

!

Near Scronge, w'hcre we encamped lor a fortnight, 1 felt the greatest

cold I ever experienced in India. The thermometer was generally 38'^ in

the morning, and twice it tell to 32 ’, and we had ice. Our southern people,

notwithstanding this, liked the country, to which the general healthiness of

the army must be ascribed. The Euroj)eans on the contrary suffered con-

siderably, especially the 34th Regimoit of British Infantry. This might be

owing to the new manufactured spirit which they were obliged to drink.

The regiment to which I belonged and another of cavalry were sent

towai'ds Bundlecund to bring a supply of gram ; and I must say, that J

never saw so fine a country in my life as that between lluttunghur and tlu;

Nurbudda. It was entirely covered with wheat, gram, and flax, all ripe for

being cut down ; but what was curious, in the whole immense plain not a

house or village was to be seen. We were told that tlic cultivators lived at

a great distance, and came here only in the sowing and reaping time ; they

sell their crops to the Brinjaries as they stand upon the field. About this

time of the year the I’indarics, a lawless set of rebels, make their appear-

ance likewise, to share the fruits of industry with the buyers and sellers. I

consider this as the finest country and the finest climate in the world. What

a pity it were not inhabited by industrious well protected Europeans.

In February w’c recrossed the Nurbudda, and the force to which my
regiinenf belonged, '••'v;iined in that place about a month, in expectation ol'

being stationed in llindostan, as a subsidiary Ibrce to the Bunslow. But

ultimately in the beginning of Aj)ril we returned through t’andeish to

.Trdna, where w'e arrived in May. The rest of the army had gone by

another rout under Colonels Conran and Hare to Jrdna and to the

Carnatic-

Candcish is a mountainous country, and in the valleys' a very hot one.

The Tapti which runs through it is ah’cady a large river, with very deep

and steep banks, consisting lliroughcut of a black firm earth. Near it the

country is curiously intersected with ravines from tliirly to forty feet deep,

that often wdnd along for several miles ; as the road lies frequently through

tJiem, a whole regiment frequently disappears for an hour, and re-appears

U T’ 2
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again not a quarter of a mile in a straight line from where it first entered

the ravine, all covered with dust and almost suffocated.

Berrampore is the capital of Candcish, which belongs to Scindiah. We
passed close under its walls, but no European officer was allowed to enter it.

By all accounts it is the best built city in India, and to judge from its

outside it must contain may fine large buildings. It lies in a beautiful

valley on the banks of the Tapti. The country about it is well cultivated,

and the villages arc the neatest that I have seen in India. About fifteen

miles south from it is the range of hills that separates Candcish from Bcrar.

These we ascended by the Adjunta Pass, where we encamped near a fort

of the same name. Not far from this place I found monuments to the

memory of some of my dearest friends, who had been wounded in the

battle of Assayc, and had died here. The field of battle we also saw and

encamped close by it. No mark or vestige of that famous action re-

mained, except a single button marked 74, that was picked up by some

of ns.

Soon after our arrival at .Talna, I found myself unexpectedly in orders

for the factories of Ingram and Maddepollam, an appointment the more

agreeable, as it was the place where my two poor remaining children had

found an asylum in the house of Mr. George Yates, without whose kind

care 1 must have lost them altogether.



TRACT XXI.

REMARKS ON MAUAVELLVrOllAM.*

As I have notliing left me by preceding travellers cither to admire or to

describe about Mahavellyporam, and yet do not wish to be considered as

an inattentive or idle spectator, I must endeavour to re[)rcscnt things in a

different point of view from iny ingenious predecessors. Should the doubts or •

observations which I am about to bring forward deserve refutation, the

good cause will gain by my opposition in acc^uiriug clearness. My proposi-

tions are the Ibllowing;

First. I'hat there never existed, and consequently never was swallowed

up by the sea, such a town as Mahavellyporain- is represented to have

been.

Secondly. That new Mahavellyporam, or the town said to have been

built on the destruction ot‘ the Ibrmcr, never has been better or larger

than at present, or at least never has been a place of any cousecpience.

Thirdly. That the sculptures on the rock and the pagodas are very little,

if at all, superior to many others in the country.

The grounds tor believing the former existence of such a town have been

rested on the alleged danger to vessels if they approached the coast within

many miles of it, lest they should Ibundcr on the remains or ruins of the

buildings still remaining, though buried i()r some thousand years in the

bottom of the sea. Secondly, Oti a stanza in the Bhagavat, cxpressi\e of

the existence of a large town on the south east point of Ceylon. Ainl

thirdly, On the tales of the Bramins. 'J'his simple statement seems to me

to go far to establish r.iy position ; but as the two latter allegations have

* This p.\pt r was addressed to Mr. W Petrie, now Governor of Prince of Wales’s Island,

after in i \i ursioii with him to Mahavellyporam : a geiulemaii to whose support and politeuess

I feel particularly obliged.
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been in a particular manner connected with the first, and as they must

all stand or fall together, I shall pursue the subject a little further.

Tt is certainly true that vessels cannot approach the coast, because for

many miles both north and south it is very rocky; and here in particular

wc can observe two miles out in the sea, opposite to the pagoda near the

surf, a ridge of rocks on which the sea breaks very violently. These, in

my opinion, are the buildings so much spoken of, which have braved the

monsoons and currents for these several thousand years.

Respecting the two verses, I must refer to Mr. Chambers’s account, as

also for flic trutli of my observation. The only book that would lead to a

cerlainfy in determining points of this kind is the Stalapuranam *, for

though poetical, its avowed scope is to perpetuate the memory of remark-

able jilaces. Any other poetical work, as the lihagavat, liamayana, &c.

cannot be admitted as evidence either for the description or situation of a

place, any more than the Iliad, A5neid, or Lusiad on the same subject.

The tales of the Bramins, whether proceeding from ignorance, super-

stition, or indigence, arc all alike unworthy of confidence. They found it

answer their juirpose to persuade peojilc that the rocks out in the sea were

roofs of pagodas
;

that in a dream they had intiirmation from a mighty

.Swann' of his intention to move out of the briii}^ clement into a more dry

and comfortable place. This cxjilanation is not only perfectly consonant to

the mode of thinking and acting of the people in India, but it is the very

story of the Bramins of this place.

A more direct proof of the mere imaginary existence of this place is the

account of tlie limnder of it, Mahabali, who is said to have reigned in the

saly yugam (the golden or first age), that is, about Noah’s time, if we compute

according to Mr. Bentley’s tables. 'J'his is jiart of the story of the Bramins,

which would not become more likely, even if wc were to suppose that

Mahabali were the same with Balin, who lived in the dwepa yugam (the

brazen age), about the 3098th year of the world.

In order to prove my second position, J shall state the traditions, the

only intelligible documents that wc have remaining ; and I trust, by com-

paring them, not only to make good my assertion, but also to throw some

light on the real history of the place.

* Since writing the above 1 found the Stalapuraiiam at Coiijeveram. It contains a dystic.h,

which, liti'rally translated, is as follows; The town of Conjie is 300 yojanain from Benares

and five from the Eastern Sea.” Now if the yojanam, as in common, be taken at four co.*!S

height miles), this agrees pretty exactly with tht respective situation of the place.
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First. Tlie inhabitants tliat escaped tlie general calamity are said to have

been the first founders of the present village, once a large town.

Seeondly. About 500 years ago a Poligar of the name of Balicota

Siincomnaidu lived here, and began to build a little fort on the top of the

rock, some ruins of which still remain, as bricks, &c.

Thirdly. It is said also that Krishnarailu, who lived about 250 years
• 'if

ago, employed some workmen, who had been driven I’rom the north into

the Carnatic in search of bread, in erecting a goparain or a choultry, the

walls of which being the solid rock, represented Krishna, his brother, and

a number of shepherds and milkmaids, cows, &c. in the plains of Madura.

The same people were probably also em|)l()yed in the execution of tlie

sculptures in the rock close by, and the pagodas and rhadams most worthy

of attention: for much older than 200 years they cannot be, if we judge

from their appearance, and compare it with the nature of the rock, which,

as shall be observed hereafter, under certain conditions is liable to de-

composition, and ill many places is actually far advanced in disintegration.

liy comparing these dillerent accounts, we may with a great degree of

probability conclude that, bctiire the reign of KrTshmaraylu, this place was

the scat of a Polygar or manager o/‘

a

small district, who, at the persuasion

of the llramins first Imdt the two brick jiagodas for the reception of the

half drowned god. In consequence oi’ this and other circum.stances, the

place became known to Krishmaraylu, who in order to employ a set of

halftstarved labourers set them to work in carving the rock. But as there

ai’e no remains or ruins of palaces, walls, large tanks or wells, to be found

near the place, and as the space between the rocks and the sea (hall' a mile)

would not allow of a large establishment, we may safely conclude that this

has never been a place of any consideration.

It remains for me to make good my third assertion
; and by examining the

objects thought most worthy of attention, thi.s will be easily accompli.shcd.

The pagoda on the sea shore is tlie most talked of, though I do not sec why,

for it is neither remarkably laigc, nor uncommonly beautiful, nor in any

way singular. It is built of stone upon a rock v.hiefi supplied the materials.

In respect of size it docs not even rank with the middjing in the Carnatic.

It seems to have been once inclosed by a brick wall, and the number of

stones lying in the surf and near the pagoda on which the marks of the tool

arc to be traced, shows that some smaller buildings or temples, which arc

very common near large pagodas, have formerly c.xisted here.

A pillar of about fourteen feet high, opposite to the door facing the sea.
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is washed by the surf. ^Ve sec the like (Jaruta Stambham before all pagodas,

but they uie usually much larger than this; it does not appear ever to have

been higher, no marks of violence being discoverable.

This pagoda viewed from a small distance has a pretty appearance, on

account of its pyramidal form ; but this is a form by no means uncommon

ill India. 'I’hcrc is one, for c\am])le, ol' the same kind on the west side of

Conjevaram. When closer examined we find that the stones of which it is

built arc by no means uniform cither in size, species, or shape. The sculp-

tures of Siva and Parvatty in the inner rooms, and those of the Dii Mino-

rum gentium, arc neither beautiful nor singular, nor do those on the out-

side of the walls represent any thing else than figures and historical

incidents, which arc very common in other places, and explanatory of my-

thological events.

The uncouth figure in a lying posture, cut in the rock in a gallery behind

the pagoda, cannot well be AVishnu, as some have imagined, it having

none of the insignia that characterise that deity, as the chacram, sankain,

Jtc. ;
and because this pagoda is consecrated to Siva, whose worshippers

certainly would not suti’er Wishnu to occupy a corner in the temple of their

tavouritc deity.

Let others admire the sculptures on the rock, for my part I consider

them as hideous caricatures. The cats resemble hyenas ;
the angels or de-

valas look like rickety children with big heads and swollen bellies ; the

heroes have thighs like .spindles, while the nymjihs and milk maids have

waists as thin as their arms. The only tolerable figure is the old man
Arjunas tencing master. The cows and elephants I have seen equally well

executed in other places. Lions represented in their proper form with a

mane are lobe seen in many other parts of India; for example, at Bes-

oadah, at Samulcolah, at Ellorc. The goddess Mahirharura MaidanI (with

a buffaloc’s head) is always seen upon the back of a proper lion. It is not

necc.ssary to trace the sphynxes to Egypt, we find them ready made to our

hand all over the country under the name ofGuntiSimha in almost all pagodas.

In tlie Conjeveram jiagoda there are pillars resting upon sphynxes. Neither

is there any occasion to have recourse to Arcadia lor the origin of the flutes.

'I'he Telinga shepherds call them pillam gravi, the Sanscrit scholars wenu :

hence Krishna is called AVenu Gojuil, the flute playing cowherd. The
yistruments applied to the mouth, as the flute and flageolet, go under the

^anic name.

The temples on the rock and about it, of which wc found a good number.
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and which arc mostly cut out of oue stone, arc very Insignificant and more

like models than real Hindoo temples; many of them are left unfinished,

and appear as if but lately come out of the hands of the stone-cutter. The
Rhadams, to the south of the main rock are also cut out of single stones.

Whether they are models of Hindoo palaces (mahal) as has been suggested',

or places of worship, as the lingums and sculptures on them .seem to indi-

cate, I cannot pretend to decide; but the architect who planned the

largest of them must not have understood his business well, for by exca-

vations and galleries he weakened his building so much that, when about

sixty years ago it was struck by lightning, it burst asunder from top to

bottom. On the outer walls of this building arc many figures, some of

which appear to be decorated with large wigs. This may furnish hints

whence the custom of wearing them in our western world was derived, and

may prove that the credit of the invention is by no means due to Louis the

Barber!

I shall now make a few observations on the mineralogy of the rocks and

buildings, which may perhaps throw some additional light on the antiquity

of the place.

The rocks are all gratiite, composed of quartz, felspar, a small quantity

of mica, and some garnets
;
though 1 have some suspicion, from the supe-

rior hardness of what I call mica, that it is in reality hornblende, and that

the rock in fact is not granite but sienite. The felspar seems to be some-

times compact, sometimes common, and it readily disintegrates, as we find

to be the case in the buildings of Mahavellyporarn, and even in the quarries

at which they are at present at work ;
for we see that the pieces broken off

and lying a!)out are much tarnished and different from the appearance of

the recent stone.

On examining the surface of the rock we find it scaling off in large

flakes, hail an inch thick, and this the more the nearer it is to the sea.

The pagoda near the surf, for example, is coming off not by piecemeal, but

very rapidly indeed. When I.saw it last, two months had scarcely elapsed

since tlie preceding monsoon, yet handfids of sand and silicious gravel

could be collected from the neighbourhood of the stone?. That this speedy

disintegration is peculiar to the rock we are speaking of is evident from this

circumstance. Some blocks of another kind of granite are met with here

and there in the pagoda, but they are quite frc.sh, having undergone no

disintegration whatever. There is likewise a black stone, of which all tlie

X X
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lingums arc made, j»robably bornblende, which does not readily undergo

decomposition.

The granite of this ])raee, as indeetl is the case with granite in general,

splits very readily, as is e\ideiit from large, masses of it found lying close

togctlicr, the nearest opposite sides of which demonstrate by their form

that llicy were once united. 'J'lie stone-cutters cut out pieces of it with

great case, and su])ply Madras and oilier place.s with (juarry stones of all

.‘iizes. 'I'o S[)lit an immense large mass into two pieces they have nothing

to do but to make sijuare holes of about an inch in every direction and

about the same distance from each other, throughout the whole length of

the stone, and to drive blunt wedges of the form of the holes into them,

striking upon them in succession, and in a few’ minutes the business is done.

The making of the hole seems the most dillicult part of the business.

They do it with a kind of chisel and iron hammer. These, together with

a pair ol' common bellows, constitute their whole apparatus.

These people are probably the descendants of the workmen from the

north country mentioned above. And, if we are to judge from the many

unfinished single stone pagodas on which recent marks of the tool appear,

they still amuse themselves with creating objects lor the admiration of

posterity.

I had almost forgotten to mention that this rock does not seem to suffer

so much from the action of the sea, as from the atmosjihcre; for the stones

washed by the sea are by no means so much disintegrated as those upon

dry land. They are smooth indeed like all stones w’ashcd regularly by the

tide, but quite hard and solid. The same observation applies to the figures

sculptured on the walls of the (Jopriram, even those on the inner room of

the pagoda near the sea, which arc usually moist. They appear not nearly

so much injured by time as those at a greater distance from the shore. The

air near the sea seems to pos.scss more corroding power than that at some

distance from it, owing probably to the particles of common salt which it

contains.

It has been observed by others, that the bottom part of the lowest range

of figures on the rock near the Goparam is considerably sunk in the ground,

not less than a foot or more. This can be ascribed to nothing else than to

the gravel or sand accumulated from the decomposing rock above, and an

eye the least accustomed to mineralogical objects will easily distinguish in

this gravel all the constituent parts of the rock,
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In consequence of the uncommon facility with which this granite flakes

off, w'e may judge pretty well of the time that has elapsed since the con-

struction of the temples and rhadams in this place. Suppose the formation

of a flake a quarter of an inch thick required 100 years, to form which I

conceive to be a very full allowance ; on such a supposition 200 or 250 years

is the most distant period that can be assigned for the cutting oi' the figures

and the formation of the pagodas, for hitherto that surface has not lost an

inch.

It may be worth while to notice some blocks of a beautiful granite that

are to be found in the pagoda near the sea. It is composed of white felspar,

quartz, and mica ; the mica is usually in the smallest proportion. It is

quite fresh. I do not know from whence it came, but 1 have seen blocks

of the same kind of granite in a deserted pagoda near Conjeveram.



TRACT XXIJ.

JOURNAL OP A TOUR FROM BENGALOUE TO TRIClllNOPOLi
j

IN 1802.

During my Rtay in the country near Sira, in the latter months of last

year, I had been attacked by the jungle fever, an intermittent which

seldom is subdued without a change of climate. In milder cases this

change need only be from one part of the country to another, particularly

from an inland province to the coast ; but in the more violent and invete-

rate, a voyage to China or Europe is often required. I received, on my
application to Government, permission to proceed to the coast ;

and being

at liberty as to the particular place, I chose, for several reasons a tour

through the Baramal to Trichinopoly. 1 had never been in that part of the

country, which is so celebrated by the wars in the last century between the

English, French, and some Native Powers ; as well as for its general surface

and its natural productions. The accounts varied so much, that I was happy

to have an opportunity of satisfying my curiosity.

J left Uengalore on the 13th of .January, a time of the year above all the

most agreeable for travelling in India. The weather is then cool, the sky

serene, the country still clad in colours of a lively hue, which in little more

than a month give place to others of a darker complexion, and to an atmos-

phere heated by a vertical sun, obscured often by sultry clouds. I tra-

velled to-day under a somewhat cloudy sky, towards Ryacotta in an E. S. E.

direction, the ryots were still employed in reaping their harvest of

horse gram, which is the last on the fields in this part of Mysore.

Tile general aspect of the country is the same as about Uengalore. Gen-

tle elevations alternate with fertile valleys; the higher grounds arc generally

uncultivated anil covered with a low jungle, which serves as a cover for

hares, partridges, and rock pidgeons (a species of grouse), and which in

this season afford food for sheep, goats, and cattle of all descriptions. The

first ascent is laid out, in general, in fields for raghy, gardens, and topes of

6
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ii'uit-ti'ecs, and the vallies arc cultivated with rice, or, according to circum-

stances, with sugar. Tlic want of trees however, and palms on the higher

grounds, which form, if not the most extensive, certainly the most striking

part of this country, give on the whole a barren and often a bleak appearance.

I anived in the afternoon at Attapilly, a village eighteen miles from Benga-

lore. I was in hopes of receiving accounts here of the gold mines which

were reported to be at no great distance from this place
; but, as happens

too often in India, the persons to whom I applied cither did not

choose to impart their knowledge from prudential motives, or they were

actually ignorant of what existed at such an immense distance as twenty or

thirty miles from their homes. I heard enough however to determine

me to proceed to Kellamungulum, as a place likely to get better infor-

mation.

January 14. Alter travelling for some time in a country similar to that ol‘

yesterday, we came in sight of the Eastern Ghauts. The soil of tike

country changed for the worse, and its aspect became blacker and wilder.

Cultivation seems to be confined to the valleys and to the grounds imme-

diately round the villages, which on the whole, however, had a tolerably

good appearance. Near Kellamungulum, a village not liir from some hills,

the ground became very jungly and barren, and the soil gravcll}^ and stony.

It belongs to the district of Ruttungerry, one under the Company’s Aminany,

of which Mr. D, Cockburn is the collector. The regulated prices of such

necessaries as are required by travellers in Ind'u, ap])eared tome remarkably

reasonable. This object of a good police is, I believe, more attended to

in those provinces that have been iwlded to the Com])any’s dominions since

the fill! of Tippoo, and in Mysore, than in their ancient possessions
; and is

indeed far more necessary here to prevent altercations and misunder-

standiugs between the European traveller and the natives, particularly as the

latter would not know how to obtain redress should they conceive t .iem-

selves aggrieved, and might probably take the law into their own hands and

cause extensive troubles. The tariff, or price of arlicle.s, in English and in

the countiy languages, which the village can furnish, is handed to every

traveller as he arrives, by a peon stationed in it for the purpose, who himself

is to produce the required articles, and to receive payment for them. It

happens certainly sometimes, that a fellow of that descrijition, elated with

the dignity and power with which he feels himself invested, becomes inso-

lent
; but this is an abuse not chargeable on the system : in general all
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purficK separate contenfed. the present of a fanam (two pence), or two

at most, settles all (liflere.nccs that might have arisen.

The farther we advanced to the eastward, the more jungly and stony

became the eoiintry, and the poorer the appearance of the villages which

we jrassed. This is the ease in all mountainous tracts in India, and in such

we found ourselves to-day. About noon we arrived at Hurrydmg, a hill

fort, at the fl)ot of which is a poor and almost deserted village. I ascended

the rock in the afternoon accompanied by a few peons that were stationed

here in charge of the fortifications, which in times of yore were esteemed

very strong, .lust when I was at the summit, my attention was arrested

by the warlike sound of the collary horn and the tomtom, and on

looking about I saw several bodies of armed men pass the village without

however in the least molesting it or my baggage. On inquiry I was told

they were rebels against Government, or rather against the collector of

the revenues. I understood further, to my great disappointment, that

their place of rendezvous was Pungampilly, a village within a few miles of

the gold mines of Suttergul, and which 1 had to pass on my way to them.

Under ihcse circumstances it would have been extremely hazardous to pur-

sue my design, for though it is in general by no means dangerous for a

stranger unconnected with the object of their revenge, particularly for a

military officer, to pass through the midst of such people, it has happened

that insults of an unpleasant nature have been offered. The attempt

would have proved fruitless at all events, as most villagers in the vicinity of

those places had left their houses and joined the rebels, or had removed to

other more peaceful situations. I am not able to give an account of the

nature of the present discontent : the rebels blamed the collector ; and

others ascribed it to the intrigues of a Polygar who had stirred up the

credulous multitude, which in those cases is in general the true cause. For

reasons already stated, I was not afraid to remain during the night in this

village, and I had a guard of Sepoys with me, with whom, if the worst

had happened, 1 could have defended myself in the fort
;
but I thought it

prudent to break up earlier than usual in the morning, and to push on

for Ryacotta, a place of security, and where a military force was stati-

oned.

January 16. I passed in my way through thick jungle, and between

a number of unconnected hills, to the range or assemblage of which that

of Ryacotta belongs.
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•• To illy no small surprise 1 found on my arrival that in the earlier part of

this day’s jouincy I had passed through the very heart of the present

troubles, whicli had bceonic so alarming that Mr. t'oekburn the eolleetor

had been obliged to fly for sceurity to this place, as the malcontents had

manifested a particular animosity against his person.

It is remarkable that this place is very healthy though on all sides sur-

rounded by jungle, and among a number of hills, and at no great distance

from contiguous ranges. It lies near the entrance into the Table Land of

Mysore, and commands one of its principal p.asscs. It was, befl>re the last

w'ar that terminated the Mussulman Dynasty in Mysore, a frontier station

of that power, and deemed a place of great strength. It is still a place

of some consequence, commanded by a colonel, and garrisoned by a detach-

ment of troops.

A petta, or town of considerable importance for an Indian one, lies close

to the lower fort, which defends the only place from which the upper or

the hill fort is accessible. In it reside the European oflicers, the garrison,

and a number of private families of the natives of the country.

The day after my arrival here 1 ascended the hill, wliich is not above

800 feet in perpendicular height, and not steep cxce|)t at the gates ol“ tiu*

hill fort, from whence it rises very suddenly and terminates in an almost

naked rock.

The climate of this part of the country resembles that of Ijcngaforc

though it is not quite so high above the level of the sea by from .5 to G(X) feet

;

it is on the whole very pleasant.

The rocks hereabout are, as far as I have seen them, all sienitic, similar

to those described in some former tracts. ’I'hc hills are very interrupted in

single points, which however both south and north of this become more

contiguous and form ranges. At no great distance east of this are the

higher ranges of the lower liaramal, and south west appear those ol“ iho

higher.

The jungle with which the greatest part of this country is covered, and

which comes up to the very fort of Ilyacotta, consists of the very same kind

of shrubs as are common in the eastern parts of Mysore, so that I made

no acquisition for my botanical collections. It is much infested in tigers,

which made it dangerous even to go to any distance from the tort
;

iii'lccd

these furious animals very often carry men and cattle oiT from the very '’u-

Virons of the place. The monkies domineer on the hill and arc remark-

able for their impertinent intrusion to the houses near their regions.
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The death of the Rev. Mr. Gericke may, as 1 am told, be ascribed to the

fright which they occasioned him when he slept in a bungalore belonging

to the coinnianding officer of that station which is near tl»e brow of

the liill.

The soil immediately about llayacotta in the lower grounds appears to be

very good, as it produces not only the vegetables and fruits of this country,

but such as have been introduced from others, in great perfection. Peas,

sallad, cabbages, carrots, asparagus, &c. arc found here in all months and

seasons of the year. Potatoes do not grow quite so well here as at Benga-

lore and Niindydrug, where they are now almost generally cultivated. It is

not however (piitc clear to me whether they would not thrive here as well

if the culture was carefully attended to; at the former places they were

first introduced in the gardens, particularly of the Niindydrug hill, by
( 'olonel Cuppage, and since 1 800 by me among the natives, whom 1 was

enabled by Government to supply with seed potatoes of the best kind from

the St. Helena stock, and to offer them a sale of their produce,which, however,

they soon found for themselves in all parts of the country where Europeans

reside. Since that time they have even supplied Madras, where they are

jireferred to those of Bengal, at which place they seem to have degenerated.

The Miissulmon and Hindoos, with the exception perhaps of the Bramins,

eat them with great eagerness, and seem to give them the prelcrence to

their yams and sweet potatoes. It is not surprising that the Bramins should

not cat them, as there arc other vegetables, particularly bulbs, tfom which

they abstain, as onions, turuips, and raddi.shcs. Apples, peaches, and

grapes come to great perfection in the gardens of this place : the first arc

of the kind cultivated in the Bcngalore gardens, and were originally sent

from Persia
;

they mucli resemble the nonjjarcil in taste and appearance.

The regular season of produce is Tebruary and the beginning of March,

but with a little management they may be had in all other seasons. They

often grow as bushes, but if jiroperly pruned, grow pretty trees of the

smaller size. The peaches are about a month later than the apples, they

are also very well flavoured, and grow as large as any produced in England.

They have been introduced from the Isle of France, whence they were sent

to the late Sultan, who, like most Mussulmcn, was fond of gardening ; at

present they are chiefly propagated by cuttings, but grow equally well from

the stones, which usually require less than eighteen months from the time

in which they are put into the ground to that of yielding a large crop on a

tree which in so short a time is grown upwards of twelve feet high. The
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graphs produced here arc not inferior in size and flavour to any raised in

the hot-houses in England. It is a pity indeed that no attempt has been

made to cultivate the vine on a more extensive scale, as it grows so well in

all parts of the country where it has been attended to. At I’ondiehcrry it

comes to great perfection, and grapes in the season are abundant
; in Au-

rangabad in the higher parts of the Dekan, tiu-y are sold as other fruits of

the country in the public bazar
; at Scringapatam and here they arc by no

means scarce.

The common wood strawberry, which was introduced by the Right

lion. Lady Powis when Governess at Madras, grows in great luxuriance

and of delightful flavour. Many other fruit-trees of Europe, as the cherry,

pear, plum, chesnut, walnut, olive, would, 1 am pcnsiiaded, thrive with

equal luxuriance in Mysore
;
and ere long I am in hopes the noble person-

ages interested in the welfare of India will succeed in their generous en-

deavours of securing these comforts to their countrymen, than which

scarcely any thing awakens a more lively sense of the amor palria', and

the enthusiastic desire of returning to it and to the friends of their youth.

January 18. I left Ryacotta again, proceeding southward through a

wild jungly country between ranges of high mountains; it became however

as we advanced soon open again, and we found ourselves in a well cultivated

district, that abounded with tanks, rice fields, and villages. The rice was about

a span high; the soil had also changed for the better, was often black; it was

nowhere so stony and gravelly as near Ryacotta and the earlier part of our

day’s journey. The stones which lay about were mostly sienitic, but contained

more felspar, hornblende, and pistazite than quartz. Hereabout and

more north of Ryacotta, I found in the road pebbles of staurolitc, which

I could not discover in the solid rock near those places from which how-

ever they must of necessity have been derived. We put up for the rest of

the day at Palicol, a fine large village built in the style of those in the

Carnatic. We saw here the first palrneyras again, which in Mysore

are not to be found. Cocoanut gardens made also their appearance near

the villages.

January 19. The ranges of hills as we proceed retreat on both sides,

and leave a broad well-cultivated valley, in which we often fell in with

black cotton ground and marly stones. We passed through a number of

good villages, and staid at Darraapore, the largest, in which Ca]>tain Read,

formerly the Collector of the district, has a bungalorc : his memory is still

y T
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roispcctcd, as he did ample justice not only to his employers, but also to

the natives of the country. Ibere was a number of native servants of the

revenue department here, to whom I applied for milk and sheep for myself

and scr\'ants ; but, as happens frequently, those gentlemen wished to impress

me with a due sense of their authority and dignity, and suffered me to go

without it.

.hinuary 20. We travelled to-day along a range of hills for the first ten

miles in a well cultivated country, in which dry grain were chiefly attended

to ; but all at once it became jungly and barren. 1 found here a detach-

ment of the Jst Battalion of the 18th Regiment of Native Infantry, with

tlie ofiicers of which. Captain Muirhead and Lieutenant Hay, 1 was well ac-

quainted, and now spent a few hours with them. In the evening I left

them again and descended through the Taporc Pass into the Lower Rara-

niFil
; this pass is rather long, but no where so abruptly steep as that of Ped-

danaigdurgam ; it is the one through which the English armies in former

times have entered Mysore, and from which the Mysore forces have often

invaded the Carnatic. During the night I staid in the choultry, at the foot of

the pass, which is by no means good or commodious.

January 21. The road from the choultry, though it leads through a

wild stony country, is broad and good, and has avenues of trees which by

Colonel Munro have been planted throughout the Baramal leading to theprin-

cijial places. I need not observe that they will prove a great comfort to the

weary traveller, but cannot help expressing the wish that lus example may
be followed in other parts of the country. In the Tanjore country are

many avenues that have been planted by the ancient sovereigns of that

country, which to this time make travelling in it so pleasant. 1 passed to-

day- a river with running water, and staid during the night at Vommclur,

a fine large village.

January 22. Hose rather early and came at dny-bre?ak to a high ground

which ran from cast to west towards the high range of hills from which we
bad descended. 1 have lost the specimen of the rock that constituted the

fbrementioned low ridge : in my memorandums I find it was intersected by

calcareous tuff, and contained in small nests a semipellucid greenstone,

which, in its decomposed state in which it principally occurred, crumbled

into a powder which is carbonated magnesia. The sound stone is about

the hardness of serpentine, striated, and looks not unlike the famous image

stone in Cliiua, which however is said not to contain magnesia as a con-

1
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atituent. The soil hereabout is chiefly a black cotton ground. Foliated

hornblende appears oltcn in rocks above it. The country is charmiugh

cultivated.

Salem, to which we now came, is a large, populous, and beautiful village,

iu which there arc many handsome choultries. The Comj)any have here a

fiictory for the purchase of coarse cotton good.s of the same kind as theii'

nortliern punjums, which are so much esteemed and in great demand in

the European market. The cloth is not so dear here as in the northern

Circars, but it is not so strong. I pi'csume it is pretty well known that a

punjum is a certain number of threads that run Iengthway.» through a piece

of cloth ; that of course a piece of twelve punjums must have twelve times

the number of threads which constitute one, and that twenty-four punjums

in the same breadth must have twice the number of threads as those of twelve

punjums. Here two punjums are designated by first call, so that twelve

punjums of cloth is called siv call, and so on.

Mr. Carpenter, the Resident of this factory, received me in the politest

manner, and his hospitality detained me a day longer than 1 at first intended

to remain. I wished much to go to a high mountain which lies S. W. ol*

the place, and is reckoned the highest in the Raramfil, but found that it

would cost me several days, though it appeared so near, and Jiot above

2000 feet high
; but so much time I could not spare. There are several

villages on it 1 understand, and a kind of table land.

Saltpetre is very cheap here, being sold at the rate of nine rupees for

225 lbs. in the bazar.

The country is chiefly cultivated with jonna and rice : of the former they

get two crops in the year from the same field, which shows that the little

monsoon in April, when the first crop is sown, must be sufficiently strong

to prepare the strong cotton soil for the nurture of the grain, which in the

more northern country 1 have no where found to be the case. The second

crop is sown, as in most other places on the coast, in September, before the

setting in of the great monsoon. The first scein.s to be the principal one,

and the species of jonna is the 'white variety wliich is expected to produce

thirty-two fold ; the second is called red, and yields Only twenty-fimr fold.

After the two crops arc reaped, sennaga (Cicer arictinum) is sown on the same

ground, so that a field in this part of the country actually produces three

times in the course of a year. A great deal of cotton is gi own in this and

the adjoining districts, particularly on Coimbatore. There are also two

Y Y 2
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species, the white and the brown ; the former is an animal plant, the latter

biennial and even triennial. The water is very often brackish in this

district.

.lannary 24. J proceeded on iny tourtoward< Malur, a village eight miles

from Malem, to which the roads were exceedingly good, and as all in

the Ilararnfil, bi oad and commodious
;
the country between the hills is well-

cultivated.

.lannary 23. On leaving Malfir early this morning before sun-rise we
heard on all .'^idcs the creaking tones oi’ the sugar mills, which sounded

mueh like the singing of a dex ont congregation at some distance, and

awakened ideas which a machine of that kind would appear very unlikely

to call I'orth. 'i'he stones which 1 found to-day were granite in Avhich the

felspar was red and in great jiroportion to the other ingredients. Calca-

reous tuff accompanied as usual the black cotton ground, and salt works of

the kind as noticed in my former Tracts were not uncommon. The countiy

during the latter part of this day’s journey fell off in point of cultivation

from what it w'as in the earlier. 1 staid during the night in a choultry near

Chit tin’.

•Tanuary 2G. We travelled on our way to Namcull chiefly on elevated

ground, and had on our left ranges of high hills. Namcull, like most forti-

fied hills, is detached from the rest of the range to which it probably be-

longs. A pretty large town is at the foot of it. The hill of itself is steep

but not high
; its rock is sienitic, in which white quartz and felspar prevail

;

in some places it contains garnets in hornblende and a greenstone W'hich

possesses the characters of felspar and is composed of the same con-

stituents
;
the latter compound seemed to prevail, jiarticularly in the low'cr

country, in which the rocks that appeared near and in the road to-day

consisted chiefly of it. The sand in the nullas and in some part of the road

Avas mostly an aggregate of small garnets and hornblende. We staid but

a short time during the hottest jiart ol‘ the day at Namcull, and proceeded

afterwards to Malleapetta, Avhere we crossed some small rivulets which had

running w'atcr, and reached in the evening Vadagapetta, Avhere we staid

during the night. At the former place the cultivation of rice begins again,

for which they draw the water from the channels Avith pacotes, and at the

latter place Ave found a great number of plantain gardens.

January 27. Our journey to Totteam was to-day again on high unculti-

vated and stony ground
;
and near this place the avenues which had all along

6
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lined the roads discontinued, which w'C took as a sure sign (as was really

the case) that we iiad left the Haramai and entered the C'arnatic. 'J'hc soil

about tin's place is mostly black, and saltpetre is pioduccd in the \illagc in

great abundance. The cultivation about this place is chiefly confined to

that of rice, as the country can be w'atered from the channels of the

Caverv, on the banks of which river we travelled lor the rest of the day.

passed here often through very high grass, which came up :iml some-

times overtopped the horse’s back and the rider, and after a very long march

w'e arrived in the evening atMuscry. The villages on the banks of the Cavery

arc very thickly strewed with plantations of cocoanut, plantains, and other

fruit-trees. The country in general is one of the best cultivated on this coast.

The soil we had passed to-day was mostly of the black kind, and the stones

that lay scantily about were fragments of quartz and granite. 1 have

observed that black soil, with its accomjranying calcareous strata of marl

and tuff, rest in common on granite, indicated by rocks of this nature ap-

jrearing above its surface ; that on the other hand a red soil prevails where

sienite forms the apparent groundwork. I conclude from this that granite

is at the bottom of all, and sienite is only superimposed ;
for the latter

appears only in the elevated or higher parts of the country, and the former

in the lowest, which is generally covered with alluvial strata.

January 28. 'Fhe channels or canals, which water the adjacent country

on both sides of the Cavery, have been constructed often with great cv
pense, the sluices belonging to them being built with solid masonry. The

villages are often mean and poor in a])j)earancc, a sign that the inhabilants

work more for their masters than their own benefit. There arc often three

crops of rice produced on the same field, a fertility of which scarcely any

other country in India can boast : this however can only be done when the

cultivator conhnes himself to the coarsest kind, which from the time it is

planted to that in which it can be reaped requires only seven weeks ; the

middling sort takes about four months, and the finest nearly six months

before it can be reaped.

January 29. I crossed the Cavery to-day very early in the morning

before sun-rise, when 1 could observe nothing but that the water was very

low. It is the most useful river in the ])eninsula
;

for in Mysore

near Seringapatam, it fertilizes the country, and the Carnatic owes the

former importance and splendor of its princes to the waters which this

river yearly distributes in its provinces. Its beds as long as it is abo\c the
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(iliats arc stony, and its banks no where deep. Not far W. from Ryacotta

it precipitates itself abruptly, and i'onns a number of beautiful cataracts.

Alter it has entered the Carnatic it slides quietly along, and distributes its

blessings as it proceeds towards the sea. It depends for the first and prin-

cipal supply of water in the month of May on the rains that fall in the

western Ghats, or on the Malabar mountains on which it takes its rise.

Its tributary streams collect the water of the eastern and southern parts of

the Mysore in June and July, and in the latter part of the year it is again

filled by the monsoon rains of this eastern coast of the peninsula. The

coming of the “ fresh water from the country,” as it is called, is every where

hailed and celebrated witJi festivities by the natives of the Carnatic, who

worship it as one of the greatest of the most benignant deities.

I arrived early this day at Trichinopoly, and put up with my friend the

Captain, now Colonel G. Lang, who commanded a Battalion of Native In-

fantry, with the determination of staying some time with him, which how-

ever 1 was prevented from doing •, 1 had however time enough to see what

was remarkable in and near the place.

To speak of its history and former importance would be presumptuous in

me, but a few words of what it is at present will not be uninteresting. It

is still one of the principal military stations under the Government of Fort

St. George, and the head-quarters of the officer commanding the soutliern

division of the army. The cantonment of troops consists of a Regiment of

His Majesty’s Infantry, at that time the I2th Regiment; a Regiment of

the Hon. Company’s Native Cavalry, and one or two of their Battalioas of

Infantry, with detachments of European and Native Artillery. The forti-

fication is now quite neglected, and it appears surprising that it could have

been ever of any importance. The hill, which probably attracterl the first

founders of the settlement, is an elevated rock of no great height : I think

not much above 600 feet from the foot of it to its greatest summit. On its

northern and eastern side is the pagoda which makes so eminent a figure in

the view, wliich as the best of any I have seen, I thought ray readers would

be pleased to find in this work ;* I have been favoured with it by Dr.

Wilkins, the Superintendant of the Hon. Company’s Museum and Library

at the India House, where the original is deposited. The rock is of the

common sicnitc of the Carnatic, and of no beauty whatever in its composi-

* See Frontispiece.
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tion. The flat country in which it raises its head is altogether alluvial, and

to a great extent on all sides low and even.

I visited during my stay here the famous pagoda of Striringam, which

during the seige of Trichinopoly was the principal station of the Frcncli

army. It has seven high walls, within the range ol' which live a great

number of Bramiii families who exist on the reveniies of the temple, or on

the mi-splaced cliarity of its pious visitors. Pillars of immense size 8U[»port

the gateways and the building erected on it. They arc all ol' sienite com-

posed of quartz, felspar, garnets, hornblende, and mica, singly, often

aggregated in spots and stripes. It is astonishing indeed how people with

so few mechanical means as the natives of India possess, should have

erected such buildings, and transported such immense masses j for on the spot

where they are now, and its vicinity, there is no vestige to show that they

have been found. The present race is so degenerated as firmly to believe

that none but supernatural beings could have effected such prodigies.

When they at present attempt to set up a pillar of any height, as there

is always one before every pagoda (garuta stampam), they raise a mound of

earth of the height of the pillar, and fill up the space behind, on which they

roll it by main force, so that at last it stands upright and firm in the middle of

an artificial hill which they carefully afterwards have to remove, supporting

the pillar, and particularly strengthening it by a pedestal as occasion requires.

IVichinopoly is also a principal establishment of the Civil Power of Go-

vernment, as it is the station of the Southern Judicial Courts of Circuit,

in which three of the Circuit Judges reside when they are not on the quar-

terly visitation of the subordinate Zillahs. During their presence they

form a Court of Appeal, in the first instance, from the Zillahs in all cases of

civil law, while in their circuit, cases only of a criminal kind come before

them. This establishment is of all others of the greatest importance to

the country and its inhabitants, whatever may be thought or said of the

Zillahs j as these latter only relate to property, which often can be guarded

or acquired only by possessors of great means, which may lead often to

very bad consequences ; while the former guards the personal safety of the

peaceable subject of Government and its own stability. In former times

robberies and murders were committed often with impunity, and hence

increased to an alarming degree ; which now are followed by immediate

and legal punishment, and become scarcer every day.

The Tatnuls, or Malabars as they are often called, axe, like all other Hin-
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d(»os, an indnstrioiis gentle ‘.i'l nf people, who are not given to any flagrant

excesses of any l-i'id, \v-!t ai-e in general strenuous idolaters, and mostly

worshippers of Sivven. 'I liey have the failings of the other Indians; and

of those we have spoken enough in another place. To judge I'rom their

features and npf)eara!>ce, ihcy seem to be a distinct race from the Telingas

who iiihn!)it the xalli ys of the Ilaramiil and the Palliams farther north, as

also the whole; coontiy beu)ud the Penna to Ganjam, and the whole of

Goleonda and 'relingana inland. 'I'heir faces are flatter, the forehead

shorter and more depressed than that of the Telingas, they are shorter also

and much darker in complexion. Their extremities are not so well formed ;

their feet particularly arc broader, and the hollow part is often filled up with

muscle or liit, which gives them an unseemly appearance. Their women also

arc not so elegantly formed as those of the Telingas, nor are they so de-

cently dressed, as they are often seen in the country quite naked to the

loins. The young ones among them stain their faces, arms, and feet with

turmeric oftener than the other, and extend their car-laps with rolls of paper

so that they often hang down to the very shoulders.

In this part of the country the Christian religion has made some progress,

particularly about Tanjore, where the late Rev. Mr. Swartz and other

Divines of the Mis.sion of the Established Church of England, have in

former times spared no exertions which zeal could prompt and prudence de-

vise, and where al present their successors the llcv. Messrs. Pole and

Kohihoff <lo not labour in vain. Want of assistants and fellow-labourers

confines their attention now chiefly to the flocks which have been collected,

and to the schools to which all classes of natives have admittance. The
Christians of this mission are not deprived of their cast : they on the con-

trary soincl lines marry from among those Gentiles who yet profess the re-

ligion of their fathers, and who on this occurrence adopt that of Christ with

the perfect consent of their relatives. I am myself witness of a conni-

vance of the kind that happened about twenty years ago at Tranquebar,

where a Christian of this mission, Gniana Pragasam, the interpreter of the

Danish Government, a man of a respectable cast, married the daughter of

a Hindoo at Madras, who with his family came and lived with the new

couple for some time, and remained bigottecl idolaters. 1 have since un-

derstood that marriages of this kind arc by no means uncommon.

Much has been said of the rice Christains, as those were called who re-

ceived a small allowance of food when they were instructed in the tenets of
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tiie Christian religion during a famine, some of whom recanted or returned

to their families and their gods after it was over. In my opinion this is

proof positive that the adoption of the Christian religion in itself is not

followed by the privation of their cast or their situation in political society

;

it shows, on the contrary, the laxncss of Hiiidooism, which readmits apostates

either quite unnoticed or after a trifling penance. Loss of cast incurred by

some crimes is on the contrary irrecoverable.

The climate in this part of the (Carnatic is wholesome, and not so burning

hot as its situation, might give reason to expect. The extensive sheets of

water which at all times of the year cover the country where rice is cultivated

produce such evaporation as keeps the ambient air to a great degree cool

and agreeable, whilst the temperature is yet so high as to dissipate and

render them innoxious, which in climes less ardent, as in Spain where rice

is cultivated, would prove the source of unhealthiness to its inhabitants.



TRACT XXIII.

DESCRIPTION OP THE GLASS WORKS AT MATOD.

The glass works that I have seen in India are at Matod, among the hills

south-west of Chittledroog, and in the ceded districts} but this last is

smaller. I confine my observations to the first of these.

The materials used in this manufacture arc, 1. Soda. 2. Quartz or

compact ironstone. 3 . Compact specular iron ore. 4 . Copper.

1. 'J'he soda is mixed with a notable proportion of common salt. It is

obtained from a sandy earth found in many places along the coast on the

surilice of the ground, and from its use is commonly called washerman’s

earth. At some places hereabout the salt is extracted from that earth by

clixiviation, and the lixivium evaporated by fire, and sold in the bazars under

the name of sohbn. For the purpose of making glass it is gained in the

following manner :—

*

Some pits about a foot and a half deep arc filled with salt earth, and water

is jiourcd upon it. The same portion of water is poured successively upon

diflerent portions of salt earth till it is conceived to be sufficiently impreg-

nated with saline matter, which is judged of by its brown colour. This

water is then worked into a pultaceous mass with cow dung, and spread upon

a straw mat about an inch thick, and dried in the sun. Another layer pre-

pared in the same way is applied the next day, and for twelve successive

days it is kejit moist by the addition of fresh portions of lixivium of soda.

The large cake is then divided into smaller pieces, which, when quite dry,

are jiilcd up into a heap and burnt. The fine ashes which are found along

with the more solid pieces are kept separate. The latter arc reduced to

! have rea.'jon (o think that borax exists in .^ome quantity in it
; a substance of which the

«Of1a of other placcb ou the coast which I have noticed is quite destitute.

1
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powder, stored up, and called soudu s7tram (essence of soda) ; because thc^

contain the largest quantity of smla.

2. Quartz (in the language of Canara, beliakallu). Wiat is used licrc is

a little ironshot.

3. (Jorykalhi. This is an iron ore that comes nearest to the compact

brown ironstone of Kirwan (hydrate of iron).

4. Kimmidu kallu (iron glance). Specular iron ore of Kirwan ; red oxide

of iron, as appears from the experiments of lJucholzj though as the ore ii>

question was attracted by the magnet, 1 consider it as rather a nnxtiire of

black and red oxides of iron than a pure specular iron ore. it is linind in

sufficient quantities after heavy rains in a nullah near a village called Kada-

vigada, in the Biidcla district. The nullah comes from the north side of

a hill which probably contains the ore in rocks. This ore is reckoned best

when firm and sound. If red ochre appear in the fracture, the s|)ecimen is

esteemed inferior to the best kind, in the proportion of two to three. And
accordingly a greater quantity of it is considered as necessary in the manu-

facture of glass.

From these few materials the four following kinds of glass arc mjulc :

—

1. lllza or mother glass. It is a .soft, imperfect, porous glass ; and is used

only as a substratum or basis to the other kinds of glass made here. 2. Red

glass. 3. Green glass. 4. Black glass.

Biza is made of the following ingredients :

—

1. The ashes, which remain when the soda is made, and which, as was

mentioned before, are kept apart. If these ashes do not contain many

grains of salt, five parts of them arc taken j but if they are mixed with much

salt, three parts are deemed sufficient.

2. Pounded quartz, or beliakallu, one part. These tw'O ingredients arc

separately pounded and then mixed together, put into clay pots and kept in

the heated furnace for (right days. To sec whether glass be formed, an iron

hook fastened to a long ;>amboo is dipped into a pot containing the glass ma-

tcrials. If the mass adhering to it be of the con.sistence of wax, the opera-

tion is finished. If not another day’s heat is given.

/ Z 2
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Red Glass*

It is of a hyacinthine colour, penetrated with large round white spots.

It is composed of

Biza 7 parts.

Soda, or soudu saram 21

Kinimidu knilu lO

38

All the ingredients are first separately reduced to an impalpable powder,

and then mixed. It requires first three days of slow heat, and then seven

days of the strongest fire that can be given.

If more than the stated quantity of kimmidu be taken, the glass acquires

a black colour ; if less, it assumes a lighter shade of red.

Green Glass..

This glass is composed of the following ingredients :

—

Soda, or soudu saram 21 parts.

Biza 7

Kimmidu kallu

Copper filings Of

29.f

This glass has a dark emerald green colour with opaque spots.

Black Glass.

This glass is made of the following ingredients :

—

Soudu saram S parts.

Biza 1

4

four days moderate heat is enough for obtaining it. The charcoal of the

soudu saram probably gives it the black colour ; as it will lose it if the fire

be too long continued or too strong. This glass is the least esteemed of all.

It is quite opaque and has a close resemblance to enamel.

The common salt contained in the soda separates itself from the other in>^

6
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gredients, and is found covering the glass or biza in a firm crust of one incli

or more in thickness. It is very fine and white, and used like sea salt.

The only use to which these different kinds of glass are applied is the ma-

nufacture of bracelets, with which the poorest as well as the richest of the

Hindoo women (the widows alone excepted) ornament their arms.



TRACT XXIV.

ACCOUNT OF THE METHOD OF MAKING STEEL IN Till.

MYSORE COUNTRY.

Thk place where I first saw steel manufactured in this country is a small

^ illagc among the hills, south-west of Chittledroog, in the Talcm j)urgunna.

'J’he iron from which it is made comes from Malsinganhally, a village at a

small distance from the former. The preference given to the product of

that work seems, however, owing only to its vicinity, as iron is made from

the same kind of ore at fifteen other places in this district, and exactly in

the same inanner. The |)lace where the ore is found is a hill near Kalwa-

raugapamaj)ctta farm, wlience it is conveyed on asses to the different iron

furnaces in this district.

Near the furnaces I found it in small tabular pieces of a brown ochrey

colour, with shining particles scantily interspersed, nearly friable, and of

an earthy fracture. It is not magnetic, and appears to me either decom-

posed hornblende, or iron glance, which is very common in this coun-

try. It yields about 0’2()9 of metal.

I’lic process of making iron commences with filling the furnace with char-

coal. After it is heated, which requires an hour, a basket of ore, contain-

ing about titi lb. reduced to pieces of the size of a pea, is put into the fun-

nel and covered with charcoal ; an hour afterwards a similar basketful of

ore is put in, and this addition repeated three times, at the stated intervals

:

care being taken that it is always covered with charcoal, and the furnace

supplied with a sufficient quantity of this article. About an hour after the

last replenishment the process is finished, which lasts altogether from five

to six hours.

It must be mentioned also that after the third addition of ore, a small

hole is made at the lowest extremity of the temporary furnace, to let out

the dross.

After the charcoal has been consumed, the temporary part of the furnace
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is pulled down, and the iron collected at the bottom of it is taken out witli a

long forceps, carried to a small distance, and beaten with large wooden

clubs. During this operation a great quantity of scoriaj are seen running

from the porous mass of iron.

When the red heat is nearly over, it is cut into three pieces. In this slate

it is very porous, and worse in appearance than any crude irt)n of European

manufacture.

To prepare it for the market, it is several times heated to whiteness, cut

into thirteen pieces of about 2 lb. each, and hammered into cylindrical

pieces of eight inches in length. It is in this state a good soft iron, answer-

ing all purposes for which it is wanted in cultivation aud building. The

maud of this iron (27 lb.) is sold for about two rupees.

The people engaged in this work are of an emaciated sickly appearance,

forming a striking contrast with the other inhabitants of this part of“ tlie

country. This 1 have observed at all other iron works on the coast, but

am not able to account fur the circumstance.

In order to convert the iron into steel each ])iecc is cut into three parts,

making fifty-two in the whole, each of which is put into a crucible, toge-

ther with a handful of the dried branches of tangedu (cassia auriculata), and

another of fresh leaves of vonangady (convolvulus lauriiblia). The mouiii

of the crucible is then closely .shut with a handful of x'cd mud, anil the

whole arranged in circular order, with their bottoms turned toward the centre

in a hole made on the ground for the purpose. The whole is then filled up

with charcoal, and large bellows are kept blowing for six hours, by which

time the operation is finished. The crucibles are then removed from the

furnace, ranged in rows on moistened mud, and water is thrown on them

whilst yet hot. The steel is flxund in conical pieces at the bottom of the

crucibles, the form of which it has taken. The upper or broader surfaces

often striated from the ccjitre to the circumlerence.

In .some crucibles half of the iron only is converted into steel, and others

are fouiid empty, the smelted metal having run through a crack in the ei u-

cible, and is deemed useless.

I could not discover any slag at the top of the metal, although it had .lost

.

about one-fifth of its original weight.

These conical pieces are sold at the jxrice of fifteen gold fananis the mand,

about ten shillings and eight-pence for 27lb. Sometimes they arc heated

again and hammered into small bars of four or five inches long.
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It is probably not quite indifferent ‘what kiruliibles ^e''*feed 'in tbis b^ht*

tion : at all events they must be able 'fo sttlhd a stibng'fire. The Ibdm cto-

ploj^ed for these crucibles is of a browrn red colour, bf An earthy appeaHitifee

and crumbles between the fingers ; mixed with' white sand arid some shlriirig

particles : it has no earthy smell when breathed upon, nof 'effc)rvesetes'‘'witli

acids.

From this the finer particles used for crucibles are separated by rirator,

which keeps them suspended for some time, during which it is drawn off and

left to deposite them.

The dried sediment of many of these washings is compact, has a liver

brown colour, with some shining particles; of the consistence of chalk; a

conchoidul fracture, feels soft and soapy, and takes a polish from the nail.

It makes a pretty good brown paint. Of this the crucibles are made, by

moistening it and mixing it with the husks of rice. It i^ then dried in the

open air.

The stone used in the construction of the fire-places of the iron and Steel

furnaces is called ballapam by the natives ; a name applied to all stones of

the magnesian order, which have a .soapy and greasy feel, and little hard-

ness. Here it is a potstone of a leek green colour, easily scraped with the

nail into a greenish white powder, longitudinal fracture incliriing to the even,

with abrupt irregular rugosities, faintly striated, cross fracture, irregularly

slaty, foliated, lustre silky, verging to the semi-metallic; specific gravity

2*782 to 2*802, the thermometer being 81°; opake ; exposed to the air its

surface is corroded, the colour changes into red, it easily crumbles to pieces,

and its appearance becomes more slaty.

Along with it is found asbestinite of a light green colour. The fractnre

of the mass undulating; it is composed of needle and arrow-formed crystals,

confusedly aggregated
;
the former are often scopiform. It has a harsh teel,

cannot be scraped with the nail, but easily with the knife into a white pow-

der ; lustre glassy, translucent
; specific gravity 2*894,

The rock of the mountains on which these stones are found consists chiefly

of the following kind of stone ;—In its sound state it is in the gross slaty,

longitudinal fracture, undulating or even, cross fracture hackly. External

colour a silvery green, and where decomposing red ; internal greyish green,

with many silvery shining particles. External lustre (where not red) silky

verging to the semi-metallic ;
hard

;
gives fire with steel ; specific

gravity 2*64; thermometer 81°. It is much given to decomposition, be-
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comes then softer, but does not lose its shining greenish colour, though it

is evidently mixed with a great quantity of red ; sticks a little to the tongue,

cross fracture earthy, slaty, from the total dccoinpositiun (jf tliis stone is

derivetl, I think, the red loam of which the crucibles arc made, which in Uic

wet season is washed down on tlic plain.

Another place where iron and steel is manufactured, and where 1 att i’nded

the process, is Kakerahally, a small village on ihe roatl Iritiji l»cnga!(>re

to Seringapatam. The iron ore used there is the niagnelie iron sand com-
mon all over the coast, and even found on the sea beach near Madras, 'fhe

lUrnace used here, and the process of smelting iron, is similar to that de-

scribed on former occasions.

Before the iron is made into steel it is licaled, luimmcietl, and reduced

into pieces of eight inches lengtli, and two inehes bieaddi, and half an inch

in thickness. It is then still so brittle that it breaks under the hammer. Its

grain is coarse and white. Twenty-eight rupees’ weigid c:i' it is ])nt into a

crucible, and upon it a handful of tlic dried branches oi’ ca^sia aurieulata.

This is covered with the green leaves of the coi)vol\ nhis laurifoiins (tullriku),

and the opening oi‘ the crucible is closed with a hancllul ol’ loam.

The liirnacc consists of a hole in the ground about 1 loot deep ; it is

otic foot broad where widest, and ^ foot at the ojiening. 'fhis hole is lilled

with charcoal, and in and about the opening of it seventeen crucibles arc

placed ;
these arc covered with a heap of charcoal, and bellows arc kept

playing on it until the contents of the crucibles arc liquified, which is known

by its perceptible fluctuation when taken out for the jnirpose of trying it.

The operation seldom lasts longer than three hours
; and is usually made

four times in the course of the day, and three times in the night.

Tlic loss ill twenty-four rupees is only one or rupee weight and less.

The steel is fouii*.! in conical pieces striated at the broader surface. Wljcu

k has run accidentally through a crack in the crucible, it is smelted again,

and sold to the goldsmiths, who use it in making fireworks.

One hundred pieces, each weighing about twenty-eight or twciity-niiic

rupees, are sold for four Cautaray pagodas, /. c. fifteen pounds ; cost about

seven shillings.

As it seems indifibrent what kind of iron is used for making this steel, a

manufacture of it, if deemed expedient, inigliL he cstaldishcd mar .Madras,

or any other shipping place.

The principal point of making steel by I'nsenti seems to consist in tlu;

3 A
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exclusion of atmospheric air from the crucible, and the use of fresh vegetables

instead of charcoal, by which means, it is probable, a higher temperature is

obtained than could easily be procured by the use of common charcoal.

Hence the iron is more certainly fused, and at a smaller expense. The

criicibJes are made here of a stiff loam mixed with the burnt husks of rice.

The grain of the steel is much finer than that of the ore ; but there still

appears spots which arc not well fused.

J fancied that the iron manufactured here was a kind of natural steel

;

bnl a drop of diluted nitric acid left a whitish green spot, a sign, according

to Kinman, that it is iron. On the steel of this place a brownish black was

produced.

Tlic specific gravity of the finest steel is 7’85'2
j
but I found the product

here only 7'6G4.

Cassia auriculata (tanghedu of the Telinga) is one of the most common
shrubs on the coast

; but grows most luxuriantly on black soil. It is used

in medicine, but more for tanning.

The extract, which it yields in great abundance and most readily, and

which I recommended as a tanning material in lieu of terra Japonica, was

rejected at fii’st as useless by persons engaged practically in this manufac-

ture at Calcutta
; but since used by the very same persons in tlie Madras

tanning, which lias been established. It is rather scarce about Bengalorc,

and by no means luxuriant. It agrees with the Linnean description in

all but the leaves, which are here from five to seven feathered.

The Convolvulus laurifblia, is a new species that contains some milk
; it

grows in most parts of Mysore and many other inland countries. I do not

thiidv it is very material for the manufacture of steel, except that it

furnishes uncharred vegetable substance.

Since my arrival in England I have endeavoured to obtain information

of what is known here of Indian steel, and of the result of experiments

which have been matle with it ; and I am happy in being permitted to lay

before my readers a letter from Mr. Stodart, an eminent instrument-maker,

to whom I w’as recommended for the purpose by Dr. Wilkins, which equally

proves the importance of the article, and the candour and ingenuity of the

writer. The Letter is as follows :

—

“ Agreeable to your request, I herewith transmit to yog, a few remarks

on the wootz, or Indian steel. I give them as the results of my own prac-

tice and experience.

G
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Wootz, in the state in which it is brought from India, is, in my opinion,

not perfectly adapted for tlie purpose of fine cutlery. The mass of metal is

unequal, and the cause of inequality is evidently imperfect fusion : hence

the necessity of repeating this operation by a second and very complete

fusion. I have succeeded in equalising wootz, and I now have it in a very

pure and perfect slate, and in the shiqie of bars like our English cast steel.

Jf one of these is broke by a blow of a hammer it will exhibit a fi’acturc

that indicates steel of a sn])erior quality and high value, and is excellently

adapted lor the [)urpose of line cutlery, and particularly for all edge instru-

ments used for surgical purposes.

“ A very considerable degree of care and attention is required on the part

of the workmen employed on wootz ; the metal must on no account be over

heated, either in Ibrging or hardening j the lire ought to be charcoal or

good coke.

“ The art of hardening and tempering steel is admitted, by all who have

attended to the subject, to be of vast importance ; the excellence of the

instrument depending in a great measure on the judgment and care with

which this is performed. I find the wootz to be extremely well hardened

when heated to a cherry-red colour in a bed of charcoal-dust, and quenched

in water cooled down to about the freezing point. In the process of tem-

pering, a bath of the well known fusible mixture oi’ lead, tin, aiul bismuth,

may be used with advantage ; linseed-oil wdll also answer the purpose, or,

indeed, any fluid whose boiling poini is not below 600 degrees. The temper

is to be ascertained by a thermometer, without any regard to the colours

produced by oxidation.

“ It is w’ortliy of notice, that an instrument of wootz will require to be

tem])cred from 40 to 50 degrees above that of cast steel. For example, if

.a knife of cast steel is tempered when the mercury in the tlicrraomcter has

risen to 4.'>0, one of woof z will rc<jnirc it to be 4f>0; the latter will then

prove to be the best of the two, provided always that both have been

treated by the workman with equal judgment and care.

“ Upon the whole, the wootz of India promises to be of importance to the

manjifacturcs of this country. It is admitted, by the almost universal c6n-

sent of intelligent workmen, that our English steel is worse in quality than

it was some thirty or forty years ago. This is certainly not what one would

expect in the present improved state of chemical science ; but so it actually

is. The trouble and expense of submitting wootz to a second fusion viill, I

3 A 2
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fear, militate against its more general introduction. If the steel makers of

India were made acquainted with a more perfect method of fusing the

metal, and taught to f(»rm it into bars by the tilt hammers, it might then be

delivered here at a price not much exceeding that of cast steel. Whether

this i . worth the consideration of the Honourable Directors of the Coni-

])a)iy is not for me to judge. I am of opinion it would prove a source ol‘

eon.',ideraI)le revenue to the country. 1 ha^ e at this time a liberal sujiply

of wool/, and I intend to use it for many purposes. If a better steel is

o.iered me, I will gladly attend to it
;
but the steel of India is decidedly

the best 1 have yet met with.

“ it is eighteen years since I was favoured with the first cake of wootz (for

so it is called) by the Kight Honourable Sir Joseph Banks, to whom, 1 think,

we arc indebted for its introduction, and to whom, as to the friend of

.^eicnec and the arts, 1 shall always be happy to acknowledge my obligation.

From this cake 1 at that time formed some few very valuable little instru-

ments, but not without considerable difficulty
; some parts of the cake

being scarcely malleable, and the whole of the mass very unequal, owing, I

liavo no doubt, to imperfect fusion.”
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LEITER I.

On board (be Ilarlcslon, KJtli Marcli, ^

During u rc.sicli'iicc of near twenty years in India ir.y heall'i Iiad been

so much impaired, that it could not reasonably be expected to iioid out much

longer without renovation in a more congenial dime; my children also,

though still very young, could not be kept with any propriety much longer

in this country, where hitherto they had enjoyed parental care tioin Mr. G.

Yeats and his lady, at Ingcram, lor whose I’riemlshij) and kindness 1 shall

never be able to lind terms to express my feelings of gratitude. I availed

myself therefore of the indulgence of a furlough of three years, which is

granted to the Honourable Company’s military servants alter ten year’s

scrvjce.

1 had lately been stationed on the northern Circars, at a place from which

the distance to Calcutta was not considerably greater than that to Madras,

from whence 1 should have embarked
;

1 obtained leave therefore to proceed

to that place, where I could ha\c the pleasure of paying Dr. Roxburgh,

one of my oldest patrons and friends, a visit, and of seeing the botanical

garden, now the only establishment of the kind in India. There was

besides a prospect of my getting a free passage for attending a ship’s com-

pany in my medical ca])acity : but in this I was disap])ointed.

I took a passage in the ilarlcston, an extra ship, which, with another of

the same kind and size, of about five hundred tons burthen, the Minerva,

was destined to take in a cargo of j)cp])er at llencoolen, and left Saugur

(where we embarked) on the 5th of .lanuary, JS12. Our Cajjtain was a

young gentleman of pleasing manners and much iiuinanitv, of the name of

Thomas AYalker. The reason that I prcicncd so circuitous a route, v.iicn 1

could have got a ])assage at least cheaper, if not better, in a r': ilar india-

man, many of whom were then lying ready to sail f()r iingiand directly,

you will discover in my natural disposition of' rambling' al)Out in the

world, and of admiring the works of God and nature in whatever convn

they can be found.
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TIic iiK'ilcmcnt to visit Bcucoolcii was particularly great, as so little

of it is yet known ; but enough to raise the curiosity of an amateur to

much greater exertion. W'c hear frequently in India of the gold brought

from .Sumatra, of benjamin, oauiphire, pcp])cr, all articles of great im-

portance, of which the natural history is almost unknown; and as fre-

quently ol‘ its murderous and dastardly inhabitants, who had lately as-

.sassinated their (Governor, and are in the constant custom of plundering

such ships as they can master, or arc not on their guard against insidious

attacks. 'I'liere was certainly little reason to expect that I should make any

discoveries in so short a space of time as that to which our stay was limited ;

yet something might be done ;
so much at least might be seen as to incite

future inquirers and travellers to the objects worthy of particular attention.

Our passage from Sagur to Bcncoolen was short but boisterous : we were

even in some danger of going to the bottom, on account, as it was thought,

of the ship being overladen, badly stowed, and withal sadly incundicred.

I'hc cabin, which, pro tcjnporc, had been allotted to me, W'as so small, and

so full of baggage that had been thrown in without arrangement, that 1

became really sorry f()r having undertaken this voyage in such a ship. The

younger of my two children was also taken ill with a bowel complaint, the

most alarming of all disorders in that clime, and under such circumstances,

that I could not ascribe the disease to any thing else but his getting fre-

quently w'Ct in the bed in wdiich he slept, the ship taking in much water at

all times. In short, I was as unhapj)y and dej)rcssed as possible; when,

aficr a Ibrtnight’s misery, the log dispelled, and w’e found ourselves in sight

ol‘ land, and came shortly after near a country, which in beauty and grandeur

ol’ appearance surpasses any I hu\c yet seen.

To .the children, of which we bad thirteen on board, the sight of the

cocoannt-trees seemed to be ])articularly interesting, and the prospect of

going on shore, and of enjoying the luxuries to which they had been accus-

tomed, made them forget all tlie hardshij)s they had sidfcrcd.

A\'e anchored in the roads of Bcncoolcn within a few miles of Fort

Alarlborongh, the principal settlement in the island of Sumatra, and at a

distance ol about U)ur miles trom Rat island, where the ('ompany’s ships arc

brought as soon as ])ilots can be obtained, both on account of the greater,

si'cnrilv in the basin of that place, and for the convenience of more easily

frci.ghiing them.

'fjic o'ay alter our arrival I went on .shore with my two children, and aficr
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a few days’ stay had the pleasure to see the yonnp'er rcrover very ra'iidi”.

Blit I felt now (he want of a servant more tiian even on board ihe ship, (hr

it prevented me from !?oinpf about as 1-shoiild have wisiied, and fro.n brci)in-

ing acquainted with (he objects of research that were wiiliin mv reaeli..

The people in a public house, though v’cry kind ainl (rieiidly indeed, co.ild

not be cx))ected to pay much attention to such unprofitable customers, and

I had no invitation from any of the surgeons, which in oilier parts of India

would not have been wanting. As living in a public house is lather cv-

pensive here, lour dollars a day for mysell’, and as much lor my children, J

was soon obliged to return to the ship, and from thence with the other

passengers to Rat-island, where, we spent our time as comfortably as circum-

stances would allow, and not altogether iinprofitably.

1 visited from thence several times the main land, and at other times the

coral rocks, which on all sides surround the island, and which during low

water afford a deal of amusement to those inclined to fish, or to collect sh.elh

and insects.

The passengers to and from India arc generally of much consequence

to the Captain, as they pay him very liberally for their entertainment.

The jirice for a passage for officers from India is regulated according to the

rank which they hold in the service, and by the same rule arc their accom-

modations regulated, which on the whole are liberal to a high degree. 1

paid for myself and two boys three hundred pounds sterling, and had one-

third of the great cabin. My next door neighbour was a lady. Miss S.,

who had been but six short weeks in India, and returned in the same ship in

which she had arrived, without having seen a brother to whom she intended

to have paid a visit. She had under her care two little boys, her nephews.

Next came Mr. Stansbiiry and family, which consisted of his wife and two

grown up girls and five other children, of which the youngest was but a few

months old. Mr. S. had been in the earlier part of his life in the army, but

latterly a partner of a very respectable trading house at Calcutta
;
a man of

good understanding and integrity. Wc had besides two Dutch officere, wlio

lately had been sent as prisoners of war from Batavia : they were both gentle-

men in their conduct, and were treated with much humanity and generosity by

Captain Walker, at whose table they dined. One of these, a native of Hol-

land, had been forced by General Daendels into the military service, thoiigli

he always had belonged to the civil. He was a very intelligent clever merehan l

.

From Bencoolen wc got another passenger, Mr. B. formerly in the civil

3 B
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service, from whom and his writings I received much intelligence relative to

the cstabJisIiinent.

Among the ship’s officers, which consisted of four mates, a surgeon,' and

purser, 1 can comjdain but of one, the rest were genteel beings, with some

ol” whom none but the Captain had reason to be dissatisfied. Among the

ship’s crew there were men of all nations of Europe, Russians, Greeks,

Italians, Germans, Swedes, Spaniards, Portuguese, &c. besides Americans

and Lascars from India. We had but few English sailors, and only such as

had been discharged from his Majesty’s ships as unable for service. They

behaved on the whole very orderly, and were treated with great leniency.

Erom among these 1 have a young German to wait occasionally on my
children and myself, as the boy whom I intended to take with me from

India for the purpose had not arrived in time to embark with me, a loss

which, on many accounts, I shall feel very severely.

The mode of living in the Company’s ships is very comfortable, and

almost splendid. We have for breakfast, between eight and nine o’clock,

tea and codec, plenty of milk, as there is a cow on board which gives

nearly four gallons a day. Fresh rolls arc served up every day, and rice

for such as chose to eat it with fried meat or salt fish. For dinner we have

daily fresh meat, there being an immense stock of fowls, sheep, and hogs,

which in Bengal can be procured at a very low rate indeed. There are

two kinds of soup daily, pea and gravy ;
and a pudding and tart. Of Ma-

deira, port, and claret, as much as every body chooses to drink ; but we are

all very moderate. In the evening, about six o’clock, there is tea again

;

and about nine o’clock, supper for such as choose to eat any.

It is not likely we shall have any dancing, as there fi'equcntly is on board

the outward-bound ships, where there are often gay young ladies, and at all

times young gentlemen, who have much time on hand. Want of the latter

will prevent such amusements on the Harlcston.

After a stay of near five weeks on Rat-island, where during the latter part

we had been much annoyed by a miniber of unruly drunken soldiers among

the European detachment that was quartered in the same bouse on the

ground-floor, we were happy on being summoned on the 8th of March to

the ship, which had completed its cargo of pepper, and where the Captain

had built himself a round house (as it is called) on the deck for his own
accommodation, as he had given up his share of the great cabin to me and

my children.
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The day after, it being Sunday, esteemed a lucky day by sailors to eom>

raence a voyage, we were piloted out of the bason, and set sail in the after-

noon with a very faint and not quite unfavourable breeze.

LETTER 11.

On board the Harleitoii^ Kill March, 1812 .

W'e continued in sight of Sumatra for many days after we had left Bcn-

coolen, as the wind was neither fair nor strong when we sailed, nor has it

changed in the least until the present moment. The currents alone seem to

be in our favour.—Tedious as our progress has been however, we have

enjoyed by our detention the finest prospect imaginable, for the coast of

Sumatra is certainly the richest 1 ever saw in my life. The knowledge also

which I have been able to obtain, defective as it is, of its productions, in-

spires me with an ardent wish to revisit it for a longer period, and under

more favourable circumstances. It is in my opinion highly deserving the

attention of the natural philosopher, as well as of the general observer.

Bencoolen is the principal settlement of the Honourable East India Com-
pany on the Island of Sumatra. Not long since, it was the seat of a distinct

government, but it is now incorporated with that of Bengal. The civil ser-

vants of the Sumatra establishment were understood in India to have been

all transferred to Fort St. George ; but some I found had been allowed to

remain, and, very properly, all those of colour; while others were permitted

to retire on pensions offrom 90/. to 26o/. a year. A number of the former

are now in situations of profit and responsibility on the new-modelled esta-

blishment.

The Representative of Government, at present, is a Mr. Parker, of the

Bengal civil service, who is styled Resident in all public addresses, Governor

by his more immediate dependants, and Commodore by the native Malays,

He enjoys all the honours, if not more, than were granted to former regular

governors. He has a body-guard of cavalry; holds levees, where he expects

homage from his inferiors, and such strangers as wish to partake of his pub-

lic dinners, which are provided at the Company’s expense ; and he has

3 u 2
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occasionally salutes fired for himself^ when he thinks proper to a^vc the na-

tives with a display of his power and splendour.

The next in rank to him arc the senior assistants, of whom the first is also

a Bengal civil servant, who as such is chid* secretary and treasurer, lie

may hold other situations besides ; but this depends entirely on the Resident,

who has also the sole and exclusive patronage, like the Honourable Com-

pany’s Governors on their other Indian establishments. The rest of those

assistants arc mostly men of colour, but they arc covenanted servants of the

late Bencoolen establishment. The.sc preside at the different offices at

Marlborough, or they are residents of the factories in difterent parts of the

country. They have trifling or no salaries, but they thrive A cry well not-

withstanding : the former on the commissions to which they are entitled ;

and the latter, on the pepper contracts which they make with Government,

and the trade of their districts, which they monopolize, there being no com-

petitors.

'I'hc junior assistants, otherwise called monthly servants, arc a motley

crew of all colours. They arc employed in the ofliecs as sub-secretarics,

clerks, chaplains, &c.—Some of them are Jews, as the chief chaplain at

Bencoolen ; others arc Christians of some description or other ;—but all

consider themselves very great men, particularly when admitted to the Re-

sident’s table, which exhibits as party-coloured a groupe as can well be

imagined.

The nature of tlic civil government at Bencoolen, and in the districts

.‘.ubject to it on the west coast of Sumatra, is I believe as undefined, if not

more so, than that of any municipality in the world. The native chiefs arc

recognized as proprietors of the soil, and as independent princes
;
yet such

is the perplexing constitution of their own statutes, that it becomes neces-

sary for the Resident to take the law often into his own hands, and to

judge and jiunish even the greatest in the land as the exigencies of the times

rcfjuirc.

Seven chiefs not many years ago were hung in chains after they had suf-

fered death in various w’ays for the murder of Mr. Barr : one of them suffered

after he had, on the promise of pardon, betrayed the others
; or, in other

terms, after he had turned King’s evidence. His death, it is thought, had

become absolutely necessary as a warning to some instigators and accom-

plices of that horrid deed who could not be brought forward, at least not to

condign punishment.
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Some of the culprits on this occasion were blown off from the mouth of

a cannon, and their remains gibbetted in terrorem. Summary proceedings

of this kind should only be resorted to when they become necessary for the

prescrvalioa of a settlement and its peaceable inhabitants. That the occasion

called fi)r A’igorous measures is beyond doubt, yet there arc some at Marlbo-

rough who assert strange things which it is not for a traveller to repeat, who
cannot possibly form a correct judgment of intricate affairs which may have

been hushed uj) to avoid farther well deserved severity.

It is necessary here to observe that there is not even a justice of the

j)cacc, far less any other legal magistrate at the principal settlement of*

llcncoolen, which is Marlborough
;

yet there is a jail in which even

Englishmen have been occasionally confined. On the other hand, many

heinous crimes have escaped punishment, though the offenders were sent fiir

trial to t-alculta, as it w’as impossible to take legal depositions here, and as

much so to send w itnesses a distance of 2000 miles.

Many applications have been made by the local authorities to the supreme

Government in Bengal on this account as it has caused all along many difii-

culties and apparent irregularities. Yet nothing could be done legally to

remedy this defect, as this settlement had not been included in the acts of

parliament which authorise the appointment of justices of peace, and the

execution of the British laws.

According to the original compact between the Honourable East India

Company and the native princes in this part of the country, the former arc

constituted the Supreme Arbiters or Protectors of the Constitution of what

may be termed the Confederation of the Princes on the West C’oast of

Sumatra, and as such their Representative presides at the Supreme Council

of Malay Ihinces called the Pangaran’s Courts, and has a right to allix a

negative to any of their decisions, on the plea of its being against the fun-

damental laws and constitution of the realm. As such he also confers

and confirms titles to estates and principalities, and in fact he has the same

or greater authority and influence than formerly Emperors of (jcrmany had

in their Diets. By the charter, however, he is not allowed to do any thing

without the consent of the Pangaran’s Court, mueli. less to exercise any

jurisdiction.

The Residents in out-stations preside .at the provincial courts of justice,

which of course gives them vast influence among the natives, and secures
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to them the monopoly of every thing valuable there ; but they derive

no direct advantage or any share of the fines in which all punishments

consist.

The system of government among the natives seems still less settled.

It appears partially patriarchal and despotic. They have Rajahs or Chiefs

of much apparent authority, yet every Malay thinks himself perfectly inde-

pendent
; he avenges his own wrongs, and is absolute in his family. The

chief indeed cannot interfere in their private quarrels, nor in any of their

transactions, though he does it occasionally when supported by the Resident.

Of the character, peculiarities, and customs of the natives of Bencoolen,

as far as I have become acquainted with them, I shall speak in another

letter. I haw only to observe here that the allegiance or duty they owe to

the Honourable Company consists chiefly or solely in keeping up their

pepper plantations according to the original agreement, and in delivering

the produce at a certain rate to their factors.

The agreement is, that each person of age is to cultivate 500 pepper

vines, and to deliver the produce at the rate of three dollars per cwt. (for-

merly tw'o) to the Company’s agent. In default, the provincial Resident is

authorised to punish them by confinement or otherwise, and when the case is

atrocious he is to send them to Fort Marlborough for punishment. The Pan-

garans agree to these latter measures, as they receive a certain allowance of

from 14- to 2 dollars for each bar (500 cwt.) of pepper produced in their

districts; which makes them even solicitous to find out and produce all

such persons as are of age to cultivate this article.

As is the case in most uncivilized countries, the natives have frequently

petty warfares among themselves : to prevent these and the losses that

might accrue to the plantations and to the quiet inhabitants of the country,

the Government has been often obliged to interfere with a military force,

and, as in all other parts of India, have alw ays with little difficulty succeeded

in re-establishing quietness.

To oppose the refractory, or to secure submission, the Company’s factors

in out-stations arc to keep up a guard of Peons, or native soldiers, for which

they have a handsome allowance ; and a regular force of natives of the

country officered by persons of rank among them, besides these a detach-

ment of some companies of Bengal marines
; a company of European and na-
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tive artillery is also stationed at Marlborough. Tlie latter is, I think, chiefly

intended for the defence of the fort, which has been much strengthened

lately, and may be yet a place of importance. Much money has been thrown

away without obtaining any adequate advantage.

In times of alarm all Europeans and other settlers are summoned to

the fort by the firing of three successive guns ; and from that moment they

become subject to military law and discipline. This was the case after the

murder of Mr. Parr, and continued some time after the execution of the

assassins. This alarm is a circumstance at all times much dreaded, as the

Malays have then a full opportunity of indulging in one of their favourite

amusements, that of plundering the unprotected houses of the settlement

when the owners are absent in tlie fort.

The Company’s districts, as those provinces are called which acknow-

ledge the superiority of the English Government, comprise the whole extent

of coast from Tappanouly (a district which borders on the country subject

to the King of Achem) to the Straits of Sunda, and stretch as far inland

as the second of tlie three ranges of hills which divide the island.

From these extensive districts the Company receive no revenue, and in

fact derive no other advantage than what arises from their exclusive trade in

popper, which under existing regulations is far more beneficial to their ser-

vants than to themselves.

The resources which the Company have to assist them to pay the heavy

expenses of the Government here, and the defence of their settlement and

factories, consist chiefly in their farms and the land and sea customs levied

at Marlborough.

The farms are those branches of revenue which arise from the retail sale of

spirituous liquors, of palm wine, and opium, and the licenses for cock-fight-

ing and other gambling houses, amusements to which the Malays are much

addicted. It is needless to particularise the several sums, but it is under-

stood that more has come to the Company’s treasury for those farms since

Mr. Ewer’s administration ;
as they were, before his time, only nominally let

out, but really proved a source of wealth to the members of Government,

who were the actual renters. The yearly iiieoinc oli all thwe several

branches cannot amount to much more than 60,''XX) dollars.

In the time when Mr. E. Cole was Govermu-, (in about 1788—9) the

expenses of Bencoolen exceeded the profits or income, it is asserted, by
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77686 dollars. Then also the Company paid ten dollars per bar (.500 cwt.)

of pepper at Croy, one of the factories, and lost 500 dollars on that esta-

blishment.

I should not forget here to mention the profits arising from the sale of

articles sent iiom England, consisting chiefly of woollen and cotton cloths,

marine stores, &c. but these cannot amount to much, and the sales in all

probability are scarcely sufficient to pay the costs and charges on the

Articles.

It would lead me too far were I to relate what opinions 1 have heard or

formed myself on the present system or management of siffairs at llcucoolen,

but it will strike you, from what has been said already, that it admits of, nay

calls for, improvement. The expenses arc too great, personal and ge-

neral security too small, and the advantages that might be derived

from a country intrinsically rich are neglected, or given up to private

individuals.

The principal objects will be : In the first place to increase the income so

as to meet the necessary expenses of the local Government. The East

India Company should also get their pepper at least on the same terms

with the Dutch in former times, and with the Americans at present. The

next great objects will be to provide for the safety of their European set-

tlers, the gradual improvement of their native subjects, and of the country,

which is 80 capable of it—requisites which are so intimately connected with

each other, that one can scarcely be attempted without the others being

influenced or accomplished.

After a little further acquaintance with the subject I shall probably ven-

ture to give my humble opinion on the best method of attaining the objects

just mentioned. At present 1 beg leave to close this letter, and to

subscribe myself^ &c.
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LETTER III.

Ilarleston, at Sea, 1 3th March, 1813.
*

We were alarmed this morning upon finding the ship at day-break within

a mile of Triest, and standing right in for that island. Luckily, the current

which had carried us into this perilous situation was not strong, and the

wind w'as just sufficient to favour our clearing the land and the rocks

which were at no very great distance from the ship. Happier should wc
have been had that small breeze continued longer, or only so much of it as

would have caused a circulation in the air to allay the disagreeable sensa-

tions and uneasiness produced by the sultry heat of an Indian sun.

Our prospects indeed are by no means flattering, for by some accident a

number of casks of water belonging to our stock had been lost at Ben-

coolcn, and a want of this necessary of lile, even in apprehension, is cer-

tainly of all the most dreadful. Captain Walker, our good commander, is

therefore very right in imposing restrictions ; and the share of water to

which I and my children are reduced is only three pints a day, independent

of what is used at table. Such a (piantity would do very well in a cold cli-

mate, but here it is barely sufficient to allay the thirst of my children, and

for washing ourselves we must use salt water. A melancholy subject will

therefore best accord with my present state of mind. I shall at least com-

mence with one, by giving an account of the murder of Mr. P. or rather

of the causes which led to that catastrophe, as they have been related to me.

Before I begin this disquisition I must state that the sentiments that occur

in dispraise of any person connected with it are to be understood as not my
own, but of those persons with whom 1 have become acquainted at Marlbo-

rough or whose writings I have perused since on that subject. I must add like-

wise, that I have been so unfortunate as to become acquainted only with

persons who had espoused a different interest from that of Mr. P. and

who of course interpreted all his actions solely according to their own pre-

judiced notions.

To give a history of that assassination would be unnecessary, as it hap-

pened not many years ago, and has been made known through different

channels. It would be scarcely excusable to dwell on the causes w-hich

led to so atrocious an act; if such an inquiry were not intimately con-

3 c
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ncctcd witli the tendency of my letters, namely, that of giving, as fair

as lies in my power, a general account of that settlement.

Mr. P. was one of the first Residents at Bencoolen after the abolition of

the Government tiicre ; for Mr. E. before him, was styled Commissioner,

and was sent on j)urpose to that settlement to inquire into aftairs, and to

effect a reformation, whicli their previous mismanagement demanded.

From all I could collect when at Bencoolen, and siubsequcnl'y from ma-

nuscripts, I firmly believe that Mr. P. was a generous and hospitable man,

kind and humane to those about him, indeed much like the generality of

the Honourable Company’s civil servants in India ; but unfortunately for

himself he was, as is asserted, haughty, inconsiderate, and even despotic in

his conduct.

His deportment to inferiors seems to have given almost general disgust,

and the ideas which he entertained of the cowardice of the Malays made
him sadly improvident and inattentive to the advice of his best friends.

It is certain, that he received a letter from Bengal three months before his

assassination, informing him of what would befal him shortly, if he did not

alter his behaviour towards the natives, and relinquish all rigorous mea-

sures. It is also well known, that all settlers at Marlborough felt conscious of

w'hat would happen, and that many of his friends endeavoured to set him

on his guard, but to no purpose
; as he would not use the most common

precautions against an attack of robbers, having even put away the weapons

of defence which he commonly had about him. A pair of pistols and a gun
were removed from his sleeping room, where he usually had kept them,

on the very day of his assassination.

Captain C. a particular friend of his, not many hours before the perpe-

tration of the murder, refused the invitation to spend the evening w'ith him,

(in a country house,) apprehensive, as he intimated, that he should not

return alive to his family, w^erc he to stay much longer.

All this may appear singular, but considering that the whole country was

in a state of open rebellion, brought on, as is pretended, by his obstinancy,

and the knowledge which all of the inhabitants, himself excepted, had of the

character of the natives, it is not very astonishing that they should hRve

timed the fatal event so accurately.

The principal or rather ostensible cause for the general disaffection of the

natives was tlie attempt which he made by strenuous measiures to intro-

duce the culture of coffee in Sumatra. It bad been foun4 by experience
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tliit this article might be J)roducecl in great perfection on that island, and

one of the I’angarans expressed himself willing to give the scheme of

raising it every support in his district, and undertook also to persuade tliCj

Other chiefs to accede to the measure whenever it should be proposed.

On this, without regularly consulting the Pangarans’ Court, as is custo-

mary, Mr. P. is said immediately to have issued positive orders, that all

persons in the province of Bencoolcn should establish plantations of coffee,

to a certain specified extent, under pain of severe punishment, if the order

Were not found to have been obeyed at the termination of a specified

period.

The chiefs, not accustomed to any arbitrary proceedings, objected to the

scheme from the first as impracticable, or at least as utterly unprofitable

;

they were however at length persuaded by the Pangaran mentioned before

to accede and even to promise their exertions in favour of the ordinances,

as Mr. P. had condescended to confer with them on the subject.

It is the nature, or rather the custom, of all Indians, not to give a

positive denial to any I'cquisition made on them, though they should be

ever so much disinclined to the granting .of the request; they promise

therefore readily enough, particularly if pressed by a superior, preparing

themselves, however, for nothing but evasion and plausible excuses. This

was exactly the case at Bencoolcn ; at first they gave the fairest hopes and

flattering reports, whilst they really were intent only on counteracting the

plan and defeating Mr. P.’s measures.

Mortified at the miscarriage of his favourite scheme, and incensed at the

instigators of the opposition and their adherents, he issued new mandates,

which contained severe threats against all non-pcrfbrmcrs of his former orders

respecting coffee plantations, and announcing at the same time, that, at

the stated period a Company’s servant should be sent to inspect the planta-

tions, with power to punish the disobedient.

From this moment, the natives prepared fiir resistance, and resolved

rather to exterminate all Europeans in Sumatra, than to submit any longer

to the humiliating treatment which in this instance and many others they

had received from the Commodore.

It is suspected that on this occasion some European settlers, apprehen-

ifive of what inevitably must take place, should Mr. P.’s j)lans be v igorousl v

pursued, industriously intimated to the natives, that the Resident alone was

to be blamed, and that they themselves had great reasons to complain. In

this way, to put the mildest construction upon it, they made common
fi r 9.
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(iausc with the malcontents, and thus directed their vengeance against the

Resident alone, but saved themselves and the settlement, which otherwise

wnould have been destroyed.

Within a sliort time of the period fixed for the inspection of those ima-

ginary plantations, Mr. P. actually ordered, as is averred, a military de-

tachrnent, and appointed an officer to command it, to accompany the

inspector. Fortunately for them all, (tor none of them M'ould have re-

turned alive,) the military officer refused to proceed, on the plea of the in-

suflicieht strength of his party against the numerous armed hordes, which

were known to hover about and concentrate themselves in the vicinity of

Marlborough.

The rebels now commenced hostilities in their usual way, by setting fire

to the houses in the plantations that were at the greatest distance, proceed-

ing gradually toward the settlement. So serious a pledge of their intentions

aftected Mr. P. so far, that he withdrew his injunctions with respect to the

establislmient of coffee plantations, and requested the malcontents to dis-

perse, holding out to them several promises of indulgence, &c. These

measures in all probability would have hud the desired good effect, but most

unfortunately his letters were either inadvertently or maliciously detained at

whole day, and as he could not be persuaded to leave Mount Felix and

retire to the settlement, a party of Malays rushed, in the middle of the

night, into the room where he was asleep, cut off his head, and wounded
his wife, who most heroically defended him.

Some of the assassins were killed by a small party of soldiers stationed

there as an honorary guard, and by the manly exertions of a young gentle-

man, Mr. P.’s assistant, Mr. M. who a few days after died of a fever,

which he had contracted on that dreadful occasion. The rest of the con-

spirators retired completely satisfied that the (.'omtnodorc’s head was offi and

dispersed without committing any further mischief.

Thus is the story told at Marlborough, and thus did I find it confirmed in

its leading particulars, in a paper which 1 had an opportunity of perusing,

written by a gentleman who lived there when that deplorable event oc-

curred. But as it is totally improbable that a single act of Mr. P. should

have produced such inveteracy against him, I will select a few others,

which, if they actually happened as it is stated, in my opinion would make
a much deeper impression on the minds of rational beings, than a mandate,

how'ever strict, the good tendency of which could not possibly be mistaken.

The Pangarans and other chiefs, though by no means independent of the
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Engli^ Government) still think themselves very great men ; and former

Governors were at some pains to cultivate their friendship, as they have

much influence among the lower orders. To destroy this preponderance,

particularly as he often found them somewhat difhcult to manage, Mr. P.

treated the chiefs (in order to lower tliem in the eyes of the other natives)’

witli open disrespect, degraded them, and even laid violent hands on their

persons, when their behaviour towards him did not appear so respectful, as

he conceived was due to Ins exalted rank. The deportment of the Malays

is. certainly widely different from that of the same class of men in Hin-

doostan, where the conquering sword has left a deeper impression of

superiority, than a simple contract, such as that at Bencoolen, could pro*

ducc.

With a view of obtaining the phantoms which his ideas of propriety

had suggested, he insisted that all natives without distinction should dis>

mount from their horses or carriages, and pay their respects standing,

whenever they should meet him on the road.

This, 1 understand, was the etiquette at Batavia, which was observed even

by Europeans of the first distinction towards the Governor ; and at present

this mark of respect is shown in many parts of Hindoostan to the judges

and magistrates by the natives of their respective districts.

It unfortunately happened once that a son of the Dyan, one of the

greatest chiefs in llencoolen, and particularly in the Ctmipany’s interest,

omitted the compliment of dismounting from his chaise when passing the

Resident in the streets of Marlborough. Incensed at this insult, he ordered

his body guard to drag the youngster out of his vehicle ; but finding them

hesitate in performing his command literally, (as they were wont to

look with reverential awe on all the members of that family,) he himself

applied the horsewhip on the head and shoulders of the young man, to

bring him to a proper sense of his misdemeanour.

A few days after tliat exploit, he confined in the common prison a near

relation of the same chief, I’or a similar offence.

Mr. P.fs friends indeed assert that there were circumstances, nor do I feeU

disposed to doubt their existence, which would not only excuse Mr. P.*a

proceedings, but place them in such a light as to prove that he had acted

with strict propriety. I can only say that I should feci rejoiced were it in

my power to adduce them.

Another instance of violence, dictated by his notions of the resjrect due to
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liim, was that of Ordering one of the I’angarans, who appeared in £ur»>

pcan habiliments before him, to be stripped of them in public court, atfd

aftcrM’ards to be confined in the public jail for his arrogance and misbe*-

haviour.

It must be observed, that the man in question took at all times a delight

in dressing after the English fashion, as there are some at this time who get

their jackets made in IJengal, to be certain of their being ^sbionable.

The latter arc particularly such as have been in the Company’s military

service. It is a propensity which, in my opinion, should be particularly

encouraged, for similarity in appearance is no inconsiderable step to assimi-

lation in character.

The last act of Mr. P. of wdiich I shall take notice, is one which would

have given deeper umbrage to a more enlightened nation, but was like-

wise felt and severely reprobated by the Malays ;
it was the controul he

took in the administration of justice. The Pangarans’ Court, which is

chiefly a judiciary one, he held, it is asserted, entirely subservient to his

direction, consulted them only when he pleased, and altered their sentences

according to his own discretion. This would have been in some manner

excusable, had his decisions been always the wisest. But it is stated,

among other charges, that he executed a man who had only been con-

demned to suffer evevlually, and who, by a delay of a few days, might

have escaped ; that besides, an hour after his execution, a large portion of

the charges against him was found entirely false. And once, rumour says,

that he burned a village and imprisoned the inhabitants, on the mere suspi-

cion of their having been concerned in a robbery, of which they afterwards

could not be satisfactorily convicted. All the reparation of the injuries

they received consisted in the liberty of rebuilding their houses, and the

consolatory assurance, that they should be severely punished if they ever

were found guilty of such crimes as now had not been clearly proved

against them.

It would be absurd to think that such a mass of folly proceeded from a

mind intrinsically bad or malevolent—I have said already that he was

humane and generous, nor was he destitute of understanding ; and I repeat

it again : but if part only be true, he certainly was not fit to be a Governor,

* lie probably did it to prevent the chance of escape from puAitbineilt for A borrid deed,

by paying that, in Sumatra, caitomary fin# for murdes.
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though he might have made an excellent secretary to a government. All

his errors may have proceeded from a scanty knowledge of mankind, and

of the means required to mould them even to the best purposes. His pri-

mary objects, I think, were to establish the interests of his employers on a •

firmer basis
; to increase the revenues and the resources of the country

;

and to reform the abuses and absurdities which had crept into the system

of the Malay constitution and the management of the Company’s own
affairs. All this might readily have been attained by steady but mild per-

severance, by personal example of economy on the one hand, and useful

enterprise on the other, by strict justice tempered by mercy and forbear-

ance.

But his measures seem to have been, in the very outset of an undertaking

arduous even to the wise and experienced, decidedly precipitate and in-

judicious.

Allow me now to state a few instances of villany that have been per-

petrated in that settlement. They are horrid, but 1 am afraid they are not

unique in the annals of that country in remoter times.

During Mr. E.’s administration, it was ordered by the Supreme Council

in Bengal to destroy Government papers to a considerable amount. The
ceremony of burning them was also observed

; but, wonderfully pheenix-

like, those very papers were soon discovered in their pristine vigour and in

full circulation, after having done all the mischief against the Company, and

all the gootl in their power to their preserver.

A more complicated story of iniquity is the following. It is known that

the French Admiral L. came during a war with a fleet to Bcncoolen

roads, landed a party in Pulo Bay, and burnt the Company’s pepper

warehouses of that place,which is about twelve miles south from Marlborough.

The loss of pepper on that occasion amounted only to 315 tons, as Mr.

T. B. the Resident reported; but Mr. E. desired, that 405 tons should be

brought to account as burnt, to cover the quantities due by himself and

some friends, which they ought previously to have delivered, and which in

that case must have been destroyed with the rest

!

A ship but lately arrived from Bengal was next captured, but not before

the commander of it had landed twenty-four chests of opium in a creek

where it was thought they would be secure. Against the enemy they were

indeed safe ; but on examination some chests were missing, and most of

the remaining plundered of part of their contents.
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On the amount of loss being ascertained, payment was decreed ; and

as the owners or comiiianders of the small craft had not siiflereil much by

the enemy’s fleet, and as some of them might have been concerned in the

robbery, it was thought but fliir that they should pay half of the whole

loss, which they were soon compelled to do, to save their vessels from con-

flscation; I understand their share amounted to .COOO dollars. It was also

very likely that the inhabitants of the nearest village to that creek had pil-

fered a great deal, for these rogues are very fond of opium. To make

them pay was rather difficult, as they would have secreied themselves,

had the demand been made openly. It was thought safest therefore to

surprise them ;
they were surrounded by a party of soldiers, conducted by

one of the civil servants, Mr. K., in the night when at one of their re-

joicings, and fifty of them led to Marlborough, to be taken to account, or

rather to pay for the lost opium. On examination, they were however

found unable or unwilling to pay, hut they were ordered to be kept to hard

labour in Mr. E.’s plantation, where many arc said to have died during

the confinement.

It is farther said, that the underwriters in Bengal were obliged to pay for

the supposed loss of opium ;
and that the Honourable Company’s account

was ultimately charged with it again.

A relation of this kind, for 1 have forborne all comments, appears so im-

probable, that I deem it necessary so far to substantiate it, as to say, that

I have it from a manuscript now on board, in possession of a gentleman

who has himself been involved in the transaction, and can vouch for its

veracity.

In honour and justice to our Indian Government it should however be

publicly known, that Mr. E. was instantly removed from his situation as

soon as his iniquitous practices became known, that he was punished as

far as the law would allow, and that he actually died shortly after in jail

at Calcutta, to which, on tlie suit of Government, he had been committed.



LETTER IV,

Harleston, atSoa. March 20, It 12.

Allow me now to introduce you to the society at large in and about Marl-

borough—a group of odd characters, whose peculiarities form probably the

only claim they have on our attention, as in their mode of acting and living

there will appear more to reprehend than to approve^ and I am afraid little

or nothing to applaud.

It is said of the people there in general, that they arc disunited amongst

themselves, and agreed only in one point, that of making the most of

strangers who may happen to come among them : how far this may be true I

am unable to say.

I have felt that the people in general arc not so hospitable as they are in

otlier parts of India, which may be owing to the greater expense with which

the exercise of that virtue is attended here. It is, however, remarked by

all strangers tliat have lately visited this settlement.

There arc but few Europeans in the settlement besides those in the Ho-

nourable Company’s civil and military service : and those arc adventurers,

who, for any thing that is known, may have dropped from the clouds
; or

they are runaways from ships, mostly from menial situations
;

all of whom
by various means (some by industry, or even by holding situations under

Government, others by successful blundering in trade) have amassed

wealth, and consequently acquired consideration. They arc all in their

own estimation gentlemen of consequence, and live in hopes (as money in

their (pinion is the only qualification in England requisite for a great man)

** ito spend some jolly days with the Prince Regent, the Duke of‘ York,

and iSuch other good company!” Their occupations chiefly consist in

trading to the interior of Sumatra, and to the eastern islands, which they

hitherto have supplied with opium, and w’ith English and India goods,

which were of late much wanted by the Dutch. It is to be wished that

there were a greater number of the latter description of men on this island,

as by nobody sooner than by them, would the resources of the country

be discovered, provided a reasonable latitude and support were given
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them in trading, manufacturing, and labouring, as also proper restraint

laid on their behaviour towards the natives.

There were formerly a great number of Germans here, mostly artificers,

of whom but one is alive, a pensioner on the charity of Government. I

have not been able to. ascertain in w hat way they were employed.

Next to them come the gentlemen of eolour, from yellow to jet black

—

the descendants of Jews and Christians of all nations, by Malay or Bengal

Avomen : some of them, as has been observed before, are covenanted ser-

vants of the Honourable Company
; others arc monthly writers in the offices

at Marlborough and the out.stations. All arc gentlemen of vast considera-

tion, particularly when basking iu the sunshine of residential favour. By

speaking so slightly of the men of colour here, I beg you will not suspect

me of an antipathy against the whole race. By no means, I know some

that bear an excellent character, and I believe even that those who have

enjoyed a liberal education arc in general greater ornaments of society

than the generality of men of similar advantages.

All arc traders here, even the greatest among them will indulge himself

so far as to buy a plantation, when it can be knocked down to him at a

little less than half its value. Many of them would not assist a stranger

with the least advice, nor would they put him on his guard against the wiles

of the traders; nay, they would see him imposed upon under their eyes,

and cheated in their houses ! They beg leave “ to decline all interference ”

when their opinion is requested—and they experience the same good turn

from their neighbours on similar occasions.

The Chinese inhabit a part of the settlement separated from the rest of

the inhabitants, which is called the China Bazar. They have a magistrate

of their own, who is styled the China Captain, in general the wealthiest and

most respectable of the tribe, as much consequence is attached to the situa-

tion. The Chinese, as a nation, arc much like the Jews, always and every

Avhere the same : it is needless, therefore, to take any further notice of them

here, than to say that ten or twenty thousand more would soon give another

face to the country.

Their number at present does not amount to one thousand, I believe.

There are a great number of Bengalese settled here, as handicraftsmen

and servants. All tailors and washermen at Marlborough are of this de-

scription. They arc very extravagant in their charges, and the servants of
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this class arc exceedingly knavish. To make a common jacket the tailor

cliargcs four dollars
; and for 100 pieces of linen, a washerman demands six

dollars. The liberal minded inhabitants at Marlborough support tliein even

in these extravagant demands; and appear astonished, when strangers by^

exciting competition (as we do) reduce the price to half of the original de-

mand. Tlie Bengalese here are mostly, if not all, Mussulmen, and inter-

marry with the ]\falays ; and soon lose themselves so far, that their progeny

look, act, and speak like other Malays ;
their numbers, therefore, remain

inconsiderable, as they always dejjcnd upon new supplies from Bengal.

The slaves claim our attention in the next instance. The Company have

about 800 of them, and a greater number live dispersed among the settlers.

Those of the latter are mostly of Malay extraction ;
and the former in the

same proportion Negroes. They all look stout and hardy, arc well clothed,

and seemingly well fed. They arc always frolicksomc, singing at work, as

well as after it is over ; w'hen they often amuse themselves with a dance lo

the strains of an unharmonious fiddle, or to that of their better-toned throats.

The younger women show themselves in this exercise amazingly nimble,

and trip a reel like the best taught Miss at a country boarding school.

It is said their numbers are always decreasing; a circumstance which must

be owing entirely to their profligate way of living, for their treatment is

very mild, so much so that most of them, particularly the elder, have re-

fiised their freedom when it was oftered them for a very trifling consi-

deration ; and it is thought it w'ould not be accepted by them on any

condition.

Some of the younger are emancipated at times by their parents and rela-

tions, at the fixed rate of forty dollars for a child under ten years of age,

and sixty dollars for a female, and eighty for a male slave above that age.

The few puny looking children among a number of stout w’enches, 1 have

observed, belong in common to the ugliest and oldest of these women.

The good treatment received by the slaves in private families makes them

much attached to their masters and to their children. 1 know some that have

followed them all over the world, and proved themselves most attentive and

useful servants.

I cannot but mention here an observation which I have often heard made,

that half-cast Europeans and the Indians themselves are much better masters

to their slaves and servants than Europeans : they arc more attentive to their

3 D 2
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w{«nts and comforts, which indeed arc much the same as their owm ; they

treat them, if not with -familiarity, at least with greater placidity and indul-

gence
;
and in return are better served, and get servants who will adhere to

them in all vicissitudes of life
;
whereas Eurojieans always complain of the

rascality and ingratitude of all their Indian servants and followers, and aiT*

forsahen by them and roblted as soon as it suits their convenience.

’I'hc slaves of the Honourable Company arc employed in all public works,

about their warehouses, in public buildings
;
and the women particularly in

carrying pepper and other heavy loads
;
they are also very handy to all indi-

viduals in any way connected with the service of Government.

A class of men yet to be mentioned are the convicts. Great numbers of

them were formerly scut from Madras and Bengal ; and most of them were

expatriated for life. At present the greater number under such sentence at

both Presidencies arc transported to the Prince of ^^’ales’s Isjand. Here

they have proved themselves very useful and faithful subjects. 'Phey have

even been employed in times of emergency as soldiers, and have acqiiittcd

themselves manfully ! It was one of the complaints or grievances urged

against Mr. Parr, that he disbanded a corps of convicts, after they had for

a length of time served as Sepoys, and crushed in a distant province a re-

bellion among the Malays, not without much bloodshed and hard service

on their p.art
;
and, in fact, after they had conciliated the good will and

confidence of all, by their services and attachment
:
yet were they sent back

to their work as other convicts

!

A description of men I believe quite peculiar to Sumatra arc the bonds-

men or debtors. They consist of all such natives as arc indebted to the

richer classes, and have no other means of satisfying their creditors than

personal servitude. Upon these the European and other settlers depend as

workmen in their plantations, as the price of labour is extravagantly high

in Bencoolcn, at all events dearer than the planters can aflford or choose to

pay for it. I cannot say how the agreement is made in such a case, or how

the labour is rated, but should imagine the proceedings arc occasionally ar-

bitrary, and sometimes unjust : T approve in some measure of the plan
; it is

at least a thousand times, and for a thousand reasons, better than that of

shutting a man up for years in a horrid jail. The greatest objection 1 have

against it, is the abuse that can be made of it, particularly when entirely

left to the discretion of an individual }
but to the same objection all other
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plans are in some way liable, and it matters very little if a man is ill used by

tlie laws of his country or by individuals.

The debtors thus working receive three fanains (six pence) per diem for

their subsistence.

The natives of Sumatra may be divided into the aborigines, or the prior

inhabitants of the island, and the Malays. The tbrmer occupy the centre

parts of the isle among its high ridges of mountains, and are Gentiles. In

the northern parts they are called Batties, and in the soiitliern Lampoons,

besides a number of smaller tribes. The Batties are described as very nn-

tractablc ; but the Lampoons are mentioned with more eomplacency, par-

ticularly their women, who are said to be very handsome and well behaved.

The Batties are said to be on many accounts the most remarkable of all

the natives of Sumatra, and of which they seem to be the; aborigines. They

worship three gods and four devils, and have a heaven for the good and a

frying pan or a hell for the bad. Their language is different from all the rest.

They eat the flesh of all animals, the human not excepted. The ])lea

that they only feast on that of their enemies or of culprits is too trivial to be

arlmitted in excuse or palliation.

Double adultery is punished with death, but murder at most only with

slavery
;
for if the murderer can be at the expense of feasting with the

friends or relations of the slain, no further notice is taken of the crime.

•Unnatural crimes are punished in the severest way by drowning the culprits.

They use match-locks in their wars, which arc made in their own country.

All their agriculture consists in the propagation of the benjamin tree

;

and where this will not grow, in the cultivation of their low and high lauds

with rice and some fruit-trees.

In a manuscript which 1 have seen, the Lampoons are represented as

savages, even without the least notion of a Supreme Being, but at the same

time very much afraid of evil spirits, whom they consequently and exclu-

sively adore. Tliey are said to Ire very superstitious, and to believe in an

existence' after death, or rather in a kind of mctempsycho.sis ; whence they

worship sudi animals as frequent their houses, or arc seen after the burial of

their relations near their graves, as they suppose the souls of theii’ friends

have animated those animals, and have become tutelary saints to their

families.

The greatest reward for a well spent life is to be allowed to return in tiie

human form. They give, occasionally, feasts to the souls of their departed
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relations and friends, and, of course feast afterwards themselves on the pro-

visions remaining. They abstain from eating certain vegetables, or other

food, not as the Hindoos, from any religious motive, but in consequence of

vows they have made individually on certain occasions, or that have been

made by any one of their forefathers for the whole family collectively

:

they religiously abide by them under the idea, that such a substance has

been cursed.

They are very courteous and hospitable to strangers, and on such occa-

sions bring all their young women to dance and sing before them in their

public houses ; but woe to him who should take any improper liberties with

them.

They are jealous of their wives, whom they buy from their parents.

Should the whole price be paid down by the husband, all relationship be-

tween the wife and her parents and other relatives is totally dissolved ; she

docs indeed no longer belong to the family; and should her husband die, she

becomes the property of his brother, wdio at all events must take care of

her. It is Uicreforc very often the case, by mutual consent, that a small

sum is left unpaid, in order that the tic of relationship may not he cut^ as

the expression signifies.

They take great care, in every respect, of their young daughters ; but

should it happen that a Jaux pan notwithstanding has been committed, she

has only to mention the gallant, and she is sent to his house at a reduced

price. Strange it is, that she could not be returned, should she have

fathered the child on, and be sent to, a man who never had the least

connexion wdth her!

They are very fond of dancing and singing, and their music is said to be

very .harmonious.

Murder can be expiated by a sura of money, which is the law in all parts

of Sumatra. If the culprit cannot pay, nor the chief of his village or

clan for him, he suffers death inevitably. The usual mode of execution is

by throwing spears at him until he expires.

There are certain days and occasions when a man cannot be dunned fbr

debts, except for some of a particular nature (for example that for the

price of a wife)
;

as days of public festivals and rejoicings, after the return

from a journey before he has washed himself and taken victuals, in his

sleeping room, or when walking on the high road, &c.

The Malays, properly so called, arc the natives that inhabit the coast to
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a certain extent inland. These are Mahometans, or a sect of that religion,

for among the Mussulmcn in India they would hardly be acknowledged as

truly faithful.

The character they bear among Europeans is very bad. They are des-

cribed as a dastardly, treacherous, piratical horde of savages, in the best

of whom, no faith nor confidence can be placed. A long intercourse how-

ever with them on Sumatra, as well as at other places, should have modified

or rather rectified this general opinion of their manners and natural pro-

pensities, and more attention to the “ audittur altera pars” should also

have been paid. A merchant or a captain of a ship, who meets with cruel

treatment at a place, vociferates his complaints and sufferings wherever he

goes, but carefully avoids mentioning the causes which subjected him to

that ill treatment. He forgets to mention that he seduced the wife of the

man who attempted to creese (stab) him
;
or that he fired at and killed

some half-starved wretches, whom he observed pilfering some handfuls of

rice, and in consequence he cannot appear in public without danger
; or

that he insulted or beat a man of respectability among the so called savages

;

or that he defrauded the customs and was found out, which subjected him

to a whipping, which in any other, even of the same nation, would probably

have been punished with death. These arc all things that have actually

happened, and to some of my acquaintance.

In their appearance they resemble the Chinese so much, that I have often

taken one for another, particularly their women and children.

They are remarkably well limbed, and have the appearance of strength and

sturdiness. Many of the women are exceedingly fair, and notwithstanding

the flatness of their faces and the smallness of their eyes, have something

very soft and pleasing in their countenances.

Their hair is lank and black, w'hich the women allow to fly loose for a

moment, when they mean to give an amorous invitation.

Their dress is very different from that of any other Indian nation. Rountl

the head the men tie in common nothing but a handkerchief, or a fine piece

of blue striped cloth, wrapped up somewhat like a turban ; on the body

they wear a loose kind of shirt of a blue colour ; and the richer sort, over

this, a garment much like a dressing gown, of white cotton cloth. In their

houses they wrap a large piece of cloth round them, in which they are imi-

tated by such settlers as live in the out stations.
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The favourite colour of the Malays is blue ;
and blue and- white, and red

striped Indian cotton cloths and chintzes are also much admired. The

Rajahs and Chiefs are said to be very splendid in their dresses ; those I saw

were accoutred quite in the European style, and were such as had been or

still continued in the Honourable Company’s military service. They seem

on the whole not to have such an aversion to the European manners and

dress as the natives of Western India. It was even thought necessary by

Mr. Parr to restrain them from it by very severe means. In Hindoostan I

have seen but one young man of rank who dressed in an European uniform

and cocked hat : it was the son Salabad Khan, one of the greatest generals

of the Nizam, who often paraded in this way to the scandal of all thefaith-

ful at General Close’s, in the last Mahratta campaign.

By the bye, it always struck me as very curious, that the Indians should

not have so great an aversion to a cocked hat as they undeniably have to

one of the common round kind.

The richer classes among the lower orders, as merchants, affect a plain*

ness in dress which borders too much on meanness.

The Malays are very fond both of smoking and chewing tobacco : the

latter they do in the most disgusting way ; as they have always a quid of

half an inch sticking out of their dirty muzzles. Their manner of smedc-

ing is also peculiar. They roll a little tobacco in a small piece of plantain

leaf, or in that of any reed, and after it is lighted, take only a few whifs,

and throw the rest away.

Their teeth are black and altogether ver}'’ disgusting to behold. Some, by

way of ornament, get holes bored through them, which they fill up with gold.

Others, but not at Marlborough, file their fore teeth into sharp points.

Their principal and favourite diversions consist in cock-fighting, games of

hazard, and in exhilarating themselves with opium, which however often

amounts to intoxication. These vices lead to each other, and both to the

commission of the greatest crimes. It is therefore not very politic to en-

courage these propensities by license, which, though probably the most pro-

ductive branch of revenue for the time being, must. be the most cancrous

and self-destructive in its effects.

The Malays are the most determinate gamblers in the world : they will

hazard every thing in their possession on a battle in which a &.vourite cock

is engaged, and as a last stake even their Emilies and themselves. In the

1
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dioice of their heroes they are very whimsical, as they depend mostly on the

lucky marks of a cock, and on the number and colour of the scales on his

legs, the colour of his plumage, &c. Hence it often happens that Europeans,

who frequently indulge themselves with the same amusement, wm their

money, as they judge by more substantial diagnostics. The bets arc from

one to 100 dollars, which to prevent disputes are paid, before the com-

mencement of the battle, to the renter of the farm who superintends all

matches, and sees that eveiy thing is conducted fairly and honourably.

The Chinese seem to be equally fond of this cruel diversion ; and indeed

the regular established cockpit is in their Bazar, where, as on an exchange,

every evening about four o’clock all cock-fighters and amateurs assemble.

The spurs used here are, like those in vogue in Western India, lan-

cets or knives of different shapes, all as sharp as art and the greatest

attention can make them j a battle therefore is often as soon over as it is

begun.

Another vice of which the Malays are accused is their indolence ; but this

in my opinion is much overrated.

In our colder climes it is as much as a labouring man can do to procure a

livelihood by his work for himself and family. Ear otherwise is it in that

happy country where the requisites for the support and even the enjoyment

of life are fewer, and most of them freely offered by bounteous nature.

The wife of a Malay, the drudge of the family, can alone, by fishing or

other little work, procure rice for them all. Vegetables and spices of the

most exquisite kind grow wild about their habitations j the poultry yard

furnishes them with fowls for a treat, and the wilderness with game
;
and

of course the lord of the house may lull and enjoy himself in indolent su-

pineness, and hazard even the produce of his pepper plantation at the

gambling house, without material injuiy (should he lose all) to his family

concerns.

If one wife should not be able to manage the affairs of his household, a

second and a third may easily bo had, Avho can work and bring fortli sons

and daughters
;
the Htter of which arc an excellent article of speculutioii,

and are on this account in every respect well treated.

Persons who have long sojourned among the Malays grant that they can

form attachments to strangers, and that they are capable of friendship,

which is more than can be allowed to the Western Indians.
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The Malays are polite to strangers, but very independent in principle,

and impatient of haughty controul
j
and withal very superstitious.

Though revengeful to the last degree when the least o]ien attempt on

their brows is made, they arc said (at least many of them) to wink at pro-

fitable intercourses of their wives, provided always, tliat every thing is con-

ducted with secrecy and apparent decency ! Tiic creese, or oftener poison

under the cloak of triendship, is othei vvise administered without hesitation

or the least remorse.

Private injuries arc never forgiven, and the revenging of them is be-

queathed by the father to the son as a dying request.

I have observed that the inhabitants of all ranks at Bencoolen, the Resi-

dent perhaps excepted, live in a])j>arent ease and confidence. 1 know many

live in the country among the Malays without the least apprehension, nor is

there an instance on record, 1 believe, of an assas.sination of any, but such

as have amply provoked it.

The Malays are thought by some warlike, by others cowardly. To

judge from their propensity to assassinate and poison, and from the excite-

ments they require before an engagement, which consists in their talcing

opium to intoxication, they certainly cannot possess much natural courage,

though for acts of bravery they have been much esteemed by the l)utcli in

their former Eastern establishments.

'riicre is indeed much contradiction in the character of the Malays, but

much more in the opinions that have been formed of it by strangers.

1 should not be afraid to spend a few years among them, and flatter

myself even with the prospect of advantages which would be derived by all

parties.
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LETTER V.

llarleston, at Sea, March 30, 1812.

WiiAT would I not give for another view of Sumatra, were it only to aid

my recollection of those things of which I wish to give you an account,

and of the variegated scenes with which it abounds, and the singular pro-

ductions of nature.

As it is, 1 can scarcely pretend to any thing else than an enumeration,

whicli however may be of use, as llic local knowledge of (he existence of

a gold mine, though the ore, or its matrix, should remain doubtful.

On this princijilc, I sliall attemjit to touch on such subjects of natural

history as have forced themselves on my observation, and leave a ihinuter

account of them to others better inliirmcd than myself.

Sumatra is called Aiidclo by the inhabitants of the island. It is on the

whole populous and fertile, though swamps and wildernesses arc not

wanting.

The chain of hills which runs through the island divides it nearly into two

equal parts, of which neither is more than sixty miles broad.

The natives divide the island into three. ])arts. The first, or southern,

commences from the Straits ol' Sunda, and comprises the districts of

Palambang, J..ampong, and Jicncoolcn. The principal product of this divi-

sion is pepper. It is called by the natives Balluraang, or Kampang.

The second divi.sion commences on the east coast of this island at the

frontiers of the rulambang empire, and extends to the river Seak, on the

west coast Iroin Majatta to the rher Sinkol, and compri.ses the kingdoms

Jambe, Andraghiri, IManningcobo, and Indrapura. This division is rich in

pepper, rice, gold, benjamin, canij)hire, cocoanuts, and cotton. There are

also some silver mines.

The third and most northern ]Ktrt of this island is called Balia, and con-

tains the kingdoms of Aclrim and its subordinate states,. I’edcr, Paccui, and

Dcly.

The coast of Sumatra, viewed from the sea, has an aspect rich and bcau-

tifld beyond description. Ranges of high mountains, at a distance behind

each other, whose summits appearing involved in clouds and smoke, and

their sides invested with the densest verdure, give the whole a mo.st majestic

.3 K 2
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appearance. A waving country rising at the bottom of the mountains^

itiLcrsjjcrscd with hillocks, • and clad with a continued forest of palm trees*

until close to the sea beach, adds to the magnificence of the scene. To
compare the whole to a rich Persian carpet, to a fanciful landscape tlrawing,

pictured in even the liveliest colours, would be detraction from what it is in

reality.

'J'hc ranges of mountains begin in this part of the country at the distance

of about twenty miles from the sea, when they rise rather abruptly to a con-

siderable height : on other parts of the coast they draw nearer the ocean.

Some raise their cloud-capt heads singly above the rest, as the famous

Sugar-loaf, wliich overtops most of its neighbours in tiic nearest range.

Three ridges of these mountains may be distinctly observed, of which the

farthest off is of course the highest. Thej' do not run in straight lines at

the top, neither arc they much broken or interrupted by pointed or rugged

prominences, and hence they are plainly neither of the primary granitic

order of mountains, nor of the later formations.

The Sugar-loaf, which is one of the highest hills in Bencoolen, and ad-

vances in front of the rest, is, in my opinion, about 4000 feet above the

level of the sea ; it is of great use to the mariner in steering his course into

the Bay of Bencoolen. It is about twenty miles in a northerly direction

from Marlborough
j

I mean in a straight line, for as the roads wind it is

above twenty-eight, according to Dr. Lumsdaine’s accounts.

I understand that a few years ago a friend of mine. Captain Daldorf, in

the Danish service, ascended it in spite of all the reports of dangers the

settlers could invent : I only hope that his premature death has not deprived

the world of an account of the excursion which few would be better

able to give, and none with more accuracy. He had a general know-

ledge of all the departments of natural history, and a profound one of the

living creation.

About sixteen miles, in a more easterly direction from Marlborough, is a

volcano, which frequently emits flame, and is almost constantly smoking.

During the short time of our stay we witnessed an eruption, though by no

means a dreadful one. The weather, before and after it, was very unsteady

and turbulent : thunder, rain, and storms appeared at a time when but little

expected
; even a few smart shocks of an earthquake were felt, which how-,

ever alarmed none but our female passengers, who evinced much timidity

on the occasion.
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The inhabitants of Bencoolen are not afraid of them, as they never have

experienced any harm from those their frequent visitors. Lightning they

look upon as the most terrible of the two phenomena.

Besides this volcano, which is but of minor consideration, there are three’

others in this island, which throw out much sulphur and lava. The highest

lies a day’s journey east from Priamang, and the other two near Postamang

and Tcgabla Cottas.

The low country in this part of the island is undulating and gradually

rising from the sca-shore tow’ards the mountains. On closer examination,

we find the swelling high grounds intersected by narrow vallics, formed by

torrents that poured down from the mountains during their long and heavy

monsoon rains, wliich in those climates have not only the appearance, but

are really powerful rivers, that sweep every thing before them which opposes

their career.

On the coast of Orissa I have seen tigers and whole herds of black cattle

carried along by what arc called freshes, and trees of immense size.

There is in most, il' not in all thc.se vallic.s, abundance of water, either in

pools or small rivulets, even in the driest season: all which might be rendered

u.seful, were the country better cultivated. Their dependance at present is

on the rains, which seldom fail to irrigate the country in nightly showers in

all seasons.

There arc no rivers of any consequence on this, the western coast of

Sumatra. In the provinces north of Bencoolen, from Tappanouly to Padang,

are a good number of such as require ferries or boats to cross, and which

even admit small craft
; but to the southward of Marlborough they are, with

the exception of some trifling ones, almost entirely wanting. It is not un-

likely that here the waters from the mountains take an easterly direction,

and f)rm Ihc large river that disembogues itself near Palambang.

Swau'py and marshy grounds abound in this country so as to render it

unhealtb) both to natives and strangers. There is a very extensive one about

twelve miles south of Marlborough, at a place where the Company have

pepper warehouses and an establishment of servants, who at all times suffer

much from sickness. The place is called S——, and is near the landing-

place of Pulo Bay. North of Marlborough, is old Bencoolen, similarly situ*

ated, from which the whole country has derived the character of its great

uuhealthiness.

The climate in general seems to be very mild and salubrious, and the

I
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changes in its temperature are not so great and sudden as in other parts of

India. The heat of the day is allayed by a breeze from the sea, which re-

gularly sets in about nine o’clock in the morning and continues until five in

the evening, when it slackens, but is soon succeeded by the land wind,

which, contrary to what is experienced on the otlrcr side of India, is also

very cool and pleasant. To account lor this difference we must observe,

that here this wind comes from high ranges of mountains which are con-

stantly moistened by ever dripping clouds
;
whereas in western India this

wind is only the forerunner of rain, and carries along with it the caloric

which has been disengaged in the Ibrination or condensation of the gaseous

substances into liquids, as 1 have iiintcd in an Essay on the Land Winds of

the Coast of Coromandel. *

The heat in the day-time is, however, here very great in the sun, and

after nine o’clock nobody can with impunity expose himself by walking

about ill the place. An umbrella is then but a poor dclence against the

power of his serene majesty ! It is only in well covered houses where men

can exist ; but there it can be done even with comfort, particularly in such

parts as are exposed to the sea bi cezc.

W’e were at licncoolon from the latter end of .lanuary to the beginning

of Marcii, during which period the thermometer seldom exceeded 84''

in

(he day, and never fell at any time below 78"^; and as it is known that the

temperature of the air is nearly the same throughout the year, the medium

is probably nearly tlie same as at Madras, between 81 " and 82% but mure

equally divided.

The weather in .Tamiary was rainy and boisterous, which I ascribe to the

convulsive efforts of nature before mentioned. I'he inhabitants called it

the procrastinated breaking up of the monsoon rains. The morning and

the early part of the day were in common clear and serene
;

lint about noon

cloulds began to gather all over the eastern horizon, with distant iminnnring

thunder, which tow'ards evening increased, and in the night broke out into

violent torrents of rain accompanied by the loudest and alarming claps of

thunder and vivid lightning.

There are in licncoolcn, as in other tropical regions, tw'o seasons for

periodical rain. The first in the year sets in with the change of the wind to

* Published without my knowledge in the Transactions of the Medical Society of London,

Vol. 1 . Part 1. p. 189. Dr. Roxburgh’s name is prefixed to the paper instead of miue by tuklake

.
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the southward, al)out the montli of March, and lasts till August. The first

months of this reign are turbulent and rainy until May, in which the weather

becomes settled again. This is what we should call, on the coast of Coro-,

mandel, the little monsoon. In September the principal monsoon rains

begin, aiul lust with little intermission to the beginning of January.

During this time the north-west wind prevails, which is always more

stormy and boi^ferous than the former.

The soil about Ikncoolen is generally a fine red vegetable mould, and

sucii it is said to be all over tliis country, only richer and more pro-

dtK.-tiv'c in the more inland parts of the island. The sample I brought

wi.h me was indilferently tahen in a plantation about three miles from

Mailboiough, and from a garden in that place, and will be admifted

to be of the best kind, in winch, with a due proportion of moistjirc, any

thing will grow in the greatest hixuriance. Indeed, it cannot be otherwise

where abiindanec of rain j'.rodiiccs a constant succession of vegetation;

whicli l)y the excessive heat of the sun is almost as quickly destroyed and

decomi)osed, and thus Ibrmcd into an increasing stratum of the richest

mould. I must say that I have not beheld the like in India, and few have

seen more of that ct>nntry tiian myself The richest soil on the coast and

in Bengal is that which is called black cotton soil, which is also a vegetable

earth, biit uiih loo gieat an achiiixtnre of calc luff, which indeed at no

great depth forms llie principal snb-st.attun.

Some tracts indeed in Bengal au<l '..he coa.'^t, ])iirticnlai ly snch as for the

greate.st part of tl.e year are oiidcr water, and are eultivated with rice

(paddy) have a fine Itlaek vec.etable mould, but it is so situated that it could

not produce any [hinrclsc than a e: 'p of (he alto’. e mentioned grain
; whereas

in Bencoolen even that of the higlter jtarts of iheir swelling grounds is much

of the same diseription, and giain and plant >, and trees of all kinds would

grow ill it with lux niuuee. At present it produces nothing Imt a coarse

lank grass of little or no value.

There are few stones lying dispersed about the country; t’losc I have

seen w'ere fragments of ba-alt of a black colour, which ih their decomposi-

tion become icd, and probably gi\c that tinge to the soil.

The water, as in most other mountainous countries, is sweet and good in

wells and rivulets, and in tdnmdanee. In pools it is plain that it must be

far from salubriou.s, as it is absolutely pernicious after it is decomposed and
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mixed with atmospheric air. The quickness of vegetation, which improves

the soil, renders the standing water in the same degree pernicious. All ex-

tractive particles of plants that have either perished in it, or are carried

thence by the rain water, must impart qualities destructive to animal life,

either by their very substance, or their decomposition.

Tlie air in general is light and wholesome at a certain height above the

surface of the ground, and where its circulation is not obstructed by under-

svood or the numerous thick forests of trees, which the inhabitants of these

regions delight in having round their habitations. This strikes me as one of

the principal causes that Marlborough is not so healthy as it might be consi-

dering its elevated situation, exposed to a fine never failing sea breeze. Of
late years, I understand, a very great deal of wood has been cut down in

and about the town ; but there is yet so much left as to give it more the ap-

pearance of a large plantation, in which the proprietors have built theinsch cs

comfortable garden houses, than that of a fort and town.

There are a great number of garden houses within a few miles of the set-

tlement, which are mostly erected on high commanding spots, and they arc

consequently very airy and healthy. Some of them, I believe three, and

the best and largest, have been built by former Governors, at the expense of

course of the Honourable Company. Mount Felix is one of them, the

principal country seat of the Residents here, and that in which Mr. Parr was

murdered. It is a very commodious large building, from which lucre is a

beautiful prospect over all the country round, and the bays of Bencoolen

and Pulo. It is at present quite abandoned. Mount Edgecombe is another

chateau of the same kind, and said to be more elegant than the former.

Near the country seats of individuals large spice plantations have been

established, which are now a source of amusement as well as of speculation

to their sanguine proprietors.

Every house almost in the settlement has an orchard and a garden ; in the

former they however solely attend to the fruit-trees of the country ; and in

the latter to their spice plants more than to the raising of flowers and vege-

tables, for which they say the climate is too hot and labour too dear. The

Chinese, who must be well paid for their trouble, are their gardeners. It

may become matter of speculation, should the settlement ever become

larger, or should others near it spring up, to establish gardens at the foot of

the inland mountains, or at some considerable ascent among them, for the
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production of European vegetables, as potatoes,, cabbage, &:c. winch cer-

tainly would glow as well there as they do in similar situations on the Island

of Java.

The conveyances which the inhabitants use to carry themselves to their

plantations and about the place arc single horse chaises (buggie.s) and palan-

lvecii.s on a low wheel carriage, drawn by a single horse, for the Malays

liave not yet condescended to earry them on their shoulders, as is the cus-

tom in India.

The disorders which prevail here, and arc reckoned most pernicious, are

fevers contracted by exposure to the sun, and by residence in marshy

places.

TIjc former are of the remittent bilious kind, which soon terminate in

typhus ; and the latter arc intermittents owing to obstructions in the abdo-

minal viscera, of which an indurated or greatly enlarged spleen is frequently

the consequence.

A more than liberal use of calomel is the remedy cliicfly, if not entirely,

depended upon by the surgeons in both cases; and that they frequently suc-

ceed is pretty plain Irom the great partiality sliown to it, and fioin the ex-

travagant praises bestowed upon it by the inhabitants of IJencoolen.

In the case of the (indurated) spleen, the native Malay ]>hysicians arc

more expert, were one to believe the assertions of the inhabitants of Marl-

borough, who are by no means averse from taking their advice in preference

to their own medical men. Simples and charms are the remedies on which

the Malays depend.

The medical establishment at Fort Marlborough consists of three as-

sistant surgeons, of which the senior has the superintcndancc. The gen-

tleman who is at present in this situation has amassed in fifteen years a very

ample fortune, on which he will retire as soon as he is promoted. Tims (he

service loses men, owing to the regulations by which only juniors can hold

situations of emolument (I might add of irusf also), who if employed in

active, unprofitable military service whilst young, would ha\’e j)roved the

ornaments of their profession, and of the greatest moment to the public by

their acquired skill in situations of greater importance, w'hen called by pub-

lic emergency into action.

This will be also the case on our (the Madras) establishment. Young men

of parts or interest will get civil or other lucrative or easy situations, in

which, if prudent, they will endeavour to get a competency to retire from

3 F
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the service, to avoid the drudgery of a military life, which they must enter

after they are promoted.

Those only will remain whose want of providence or skill has left them

but negative acquisitions.

LETTER VI.

Haricston, at Sea, April 7, 1813.

The only inducement the Honourable East India Company could have to

accept the supreme rule over the Princes of Sumatra, clogged as it was with

stijuilations, must have been the exclusive trade in pepper on the lowest

terms at which it could be procured, which was offered them as a rccom-

pence for the trouble and expense of a Government.

In those times (upwards of 100 years ago*) it was well worth accepting,

when India and its productions were so little known, and so highly esteemed

in Europe, and when particularly pepper was an article of the first import-

ance.

At present, perhaps, a country would not be occupied which held out no

advantage except one article of trade, and which had no revenues or resources

adequate to support great establishments ; unless it should happen that, by

doing so, another power could be kept out of its possession. Pepper iii

particular must be of little consideration to the Honourable Company now,

as it might be obtained in any quantity from their Malabar provinces.

It is well known to you that pepper is the berry of a large vine, which

in appearance and in every respect resembles that which produces the

betel leaf, so much used by the inhabitants of Madras. It is indeed of the

same genus ;
this the piper betel, and the former the piper nigrum of Linneus.

The Malays in Sumatra cultivate the pepper vine in plantations regularly

laid out, in which it is planted at the distance of five cubits in every direc-

tion. To support the feeble vine, a large faggot, or green stick of mutchy

wood (erythrina corallodendron), is put in the ground along with it, which

* In the year l680, deputations from Atcheem and Bencoolen arrived at Madras, ivith ait

infitatioQ from the Princes of Sumatra to protect and govern them.

1
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soon takes root and strikes out branches before the vine comes to any size.

Other reasons, besides its quick growth, for preferring this tree as a sup-

porter, arc, its spongy and prickly bark, and its thin foliage, when ;L lias

any at all ; for during a long time in the course of a year it is quite naked’

of leaves
; the former aids the creeper in its ascent, and the latter lulmiis

the parasite to bask in the sun and to expand.

The pepper grows most luxuriantly in places where it has much moisture ;

and hence the valleys with which Sumatra abounds are found to be the most

favourable situations for their pepper gardens. Like most other vegetable

productions in hot climes, it requires after the first planting but little trouble

of attention : in fact, the cultivator has almost nothing else to do than to

collect the produce in the proper season.

When the natives make a pepper plantation, they first cut down the wood

that grows on the spot, then plough the ground and sow rice in it ; among

which they afterwards plant the layers.

On the Malabar coast the pepper vine is often raised from seed, and 1

know a gentleman possessing extensive plantations who gives the preference

decidedly to this mode of propagation. In Sumatra, on the contrary, il is

uniformly raised from layers and cuttings, though the other method is equally

understood. Their reason for preferring this plan is seemingly very sub-

stantial, and would do credit to people less blamed for indolence than the

Malays, 'i'he vine raised from the seed, they say, although it produces four-

teen years (which is double the time reckoned upon that propagated in the

other way), yet it yields smaller crops, and berries of less size and inferior

quality : the latter circumstance alone should be of sufficient weight to urge

the adoption of the other method.

The usual time of putting the layers and cuttings into the ground is in the

beginning of the greater monsoon, in September. The j)lant is afterwards

left to its fate for twelve or eighteen months, when it is buried with all its

branches in such a way, that only a small arch of the stem remains above

ground. From this arch new shoots soon sprout out, three or four of which

are allowed to climb up the tree, and expected to prod.uce flowers and fruit

in a year after this operation.

It is reasonable to suppose that, by the practice just mentioned, the

strength and vigour of the plant by the multiplication of its organs of nou-

rishment, the roots, are so much increased that it can not only produce large

crops of flowers, but bring the fiuit also to its greatest perfection. I’n me
3 F 2
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it [)ro\e3 farther that the omission of this manipulation in the Company*s

plantations at Samulcotta, in the northern Circars, which w'cre established

by Dr. Roxburgli, was the cause of our failure. The ])lants tliat were

raised from cuttings seemed indeed to tlirive well, and soon produced

blossoms ; but such as had male flowers only. To aeeount for this circum-

stance we sui)])oscd that the hermaphrorlitc plant had been withheld by tlic

people who sent us cuttings from their hills, where pepper is cultivated to a

small extent, when, in fact, we had starved our plants into celibacy. It

seemed, at first, matter of astonishment to the Malays, when 1 mentioned

pepper plantations that had produced no other than male flowers ; but as

they very quickly and shrewdly guessed the cause, 1 believe the same must

have occurred to them occasionally.

There arc two seasons in the year in which this vine produces fruit, as is

the case with most others in India. The flowers of the principal crop appear

in September at the time of the first monsoon rains. They consist in a cy-

lindrical string of a little moa’e than a line in thickness, densely covered with

small flowers, which can only with difficulty be analized by the naked eye

of ordinary acuteness. In the latter end of December the berries begin to

ripen, and arc gathered during Januaiy, as they get to maturity. It is said

that a plantation of pepper in these months presents a most beautiful sight,

rich beyond comparison with any in the vegetable world. The whole part

which covers all parts of the tree, is decked with bunches of green, white,

and red berries, resting on the shining deep green of its foliage, must, I

can imagine, produce a pleasing, if not a grand, effect on the eye.

The finest berries in the secoml state towards maturity are selected for

the j)urpose of making white pepper, which not long ago was supposed to

be the fj uit of a different plant. The process is very simple, and consists

in steeping those berries for three or four days in running water, and then

drying them well in the sun.

A gentleman of my ac({uaintauce, who has long resided in Bencoolen,

chiefly engaged in the pepper trade, maintains that even black pepper may

be converted into white by sufficient steering in running fresh water.—

Rdala nj'cro.

The flowers of the second crop appear in March and April, with the rains

of the little monsoon
; and the fruit ripens and is- gathered about July and

August ; and it is probably owing to tlj€ want of moisture that this is so

much inferior to the former, atid more scanty.
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One thousand vines are reckoned to produce about lOJ cwt. of pepper

in the course of a year, and consequently each vine yields about 1-,' lb. value

4d. to the cultivator, at the rate of three dollars for each cwt. for which

they must sell it to the Company.

The ryots in Ben^^al and in most other parts of India would think them-

selves most amply rewarded were they able to earn with their helpmates

thirty-two dollars a year ; but such is the difference in the price of labour,

that here it is looked upon so inadequate a sum for the article delivered, that

an increase of 10() per cwt. cannot prevail upon the Malays to increase their

exertions in the least.

To lessen the weight of an expensive establishment by the increase of the

quantity of pepper, it was proposed to offer an advance on the price of all

pepper produced in plantations, to the establishment of which the people

could not be obliged, and whicli were distinguished by the name of Fi ee

Gardens, and their produce rated at six dollars per cwt.; a sufficient encou-

ragement it was thought to double in a short time the yearly quantity. 'J'he

accounts of the state and number of the fi ee gardens were also very
2
)ro-

mising on paper ; but, as usual, experience lias not satisfied the sanguine

expectations of the projectors, as the real produce of the w'hole establish-

ment still remains about 700 tons yearly, whilst the nominal is 1000 as

before.

The fi ee gardens were chiefly to have been established in the i)rovince of

Bencoolen, by the vicinity of which to Marlborough the expenses of car-

riage to the warehouses would have been considerably less than from any of

the out-stations.

It is difficult to say with certainty where the faidt lies, whether in the in-

dolence of the natives, or in the mismanagement of the whole affkir : this

much is true however, that not many years ago the Americans might have

got as much pepper as they wanted in Sumatra at the rate of six dollars per

hundred weight.

It would be very difficult to estimate the real price at which the East India

Company get the pepper at the period of its being shipped for Europe
; but

it appears they pay much dearer for it than the Americans, who have no

establishment of their own on Sumatra ; and the Dutch, who had a factory

on the cast coast—Palambang ; and another on this—Padang.

In former times the pepper llcsidcnts advanced money, on account of the

2
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Company, for pepper to the natives, and collected the produce, debiting all

the expenses as they occurred : all of which we may suppose was done iii

the most economical way
;

for besides a liberal pay and allowances, they

were in situations most fivourablc for private trade. Mr. Ewer, however,

found out a way which reduced tlie expenses, and consequently the price of

pepper, still lower, by making contracts with the Residents themselves, leav-

ing them to settle in the best manner they could w’ith the natives*, and for

the contingent expenses. Accordingly they deliver the pepper from eight to

fourteen dollars per cwt. as their contracts may be, which is inclusive of all

charges, salary not excepted. The only allowance they have is for keeping

up a guard of native soldiers for the defence of the warehouses, &c. It

has been observed in another place that they were allowed to trade in all

other articles on their own account, and as they are the representatives of

Government, and have the same influence and power in the provinces in

which they preside as the political Chief has at Marlborough, it is possible

they are not very backward in exercising or enforcing what they think their

exclusive right, the monopoly of every thing valuable which the country

produces.

It is but fair that men should be well rewarded who devote the whole or

the best part of their lives to the service of the Honourable Company, far

from their native country, and in a region where they are deprived of the

greatest comforts of life ; but if it should happen that the business in which

they arc employed could be done twice as much better without them, which

1 conceive to be the case here, it then becomes matter of imperious neces-

sity that means should be used by which the loss incurred on their account

should be reduced and ultimately abolished. Government was probably

prompted by a generous motive to reward deserving old servants, to ratify

those favourable contracts with the gentlemen now employed as Residents,

* It is said that tho Resident’s gain is chiefijr derived from the price of articles which they

alone arc allowed to sell : these are

—

Salt at the rate of ... . 1 Dollar for 32 lb.

Tobacco 15 ditto for 1 kranjang.

Java cloth 2 ditto for 1 piece.

The Dutch are said to deliver these articles to the subjects of the King of Palambang much

cheaper ;
indeed at the following rates for 1 dollar salt 320 lb.—3 dollars for 1 kranjang of

tobacco—and dollar for a piece of cloth.
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who all belong to the old Bencoolen establishment j but since they are

become affluent, it is but just that measures should be taken to bring the

pepper at a proper price to the Company’s warehouses.

There are at present four Residents who transact the Company’s business

in tlie out-stations of this establishment. The most northern is Tappanouly,

wliieh to the Resident is the most lucrative, as the country thereabout

abounds with the richest articles of trade that Sumatra produces, sucli as

camphirc, benjamin, cassia, wood for ship-building, &.c. The Company have

but few pepper gardens here, for which the Resident draws a salary of y()0

dollars monthly, though the produce of them does not amount to more (it

is said) than a boat load. This, though reckoned one of the finest parts of

the country, is thinly inhabited, on which account but little pepper is cul-

tivated. It may be had in great quantity from Sisu, a neighbouring j)ro-

viucc, where the Americans bought their pepper lately from six to ten dol-

lars per cwt. and from whence also the Company’s Resident draws the quan-

tity which he sends on his private account for sale to England.

The country from Atchim to Tappanouly is reckoned to produce yearly

4000 tons of pepi)er.

This part of the country (Tappanouly) abounds with rivers, and the hills

approach very near the coast. There is here also one of the finest and safest

bays of which India can boast, in which it is said 500 of the largest ships

could lie in the greatest safety. The Resident lives on an Island at a small

distance from the main land.

The country belonging to this Residency extends from the river Sorum,

north, to the river Iladdang Ferro, south, about sixty miles in length. The

valleys arc mostly cultivated with grain. A numerous tribe of savage battics

inhabit the wildernesses of the interior, with whom there exists but little

intercourse, and over whom tliC Resident has no authority, except when

they apply to him, as they sometimes do, to settle their differences, after

they are tired of warfare.

The country about Battang Ferro abounds with wood for ship-building

—

and much trade was carried on at this place some time ago in benjamin.

Nattal is a place about thirty miles south of 'fappaniMily, where formerly

also a Resident lived ;
but which is now subordinate to the former. A

savage tribe of cannibals live at no great distance inland from this factory.

The Company has no trade here.

Mr. Prince has 4000 dollars a year to keep up a kind of military establish-
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iiienl for the defence of the two factories. He is allowed to appropriate also

the duties which formerly were levied for the Company. The battics pur-

chase here a great deal of iron, steel, piece goods, salt, brass wire
j
and

carry it inland : they pay in camphor, gold sand, and ivory.

I’adang, a place nearly under the line, was formerly a Dutch settlement,

and is governed now by a Resident, who, as a political officer, has little or

nothing to do with the Company’s pepper trade : he is at liberty, however^

to trade in it on his private account.

There arc still a number of Dutch inhabitants or peoj)Ic of that extraction

at that place, W’ho supply Bcncoolen with almost every article that is re-

quired for the support of their tables, as poultry, sheep, dried fish, vege-

tables, &c. Tliey are sent there on prows, whose principal cargo is pepper.

Witliout those supplies it would be absolutely impossible to get ships’ provi-

sions at Bcncoolen, and the inhabitants themselves would ,bc starved, or

obliged to rear those articles of food themselves. The people at Maillio-

rough >Try composedly ascribe the abundance of those articles at Padang to

tlie cruel opprc.ssion of the Dutch Government, who obliged the poor Malays

to work and procure a livelihood by such drudgery !—All articles in conse-

quence of that oppression, however, are now 400 per cent, cheaper than

they arc at Marlborough, though there cannot be produced a single good

physical reason f()r such a diflcrencc.

For the district ol' Bcncoolen there is a pepper Resident at MarllKWOugh,

who manages both tiu; Company’s and the free gardens, should tlrere be any

of the latter discription.

Saluina and Manna, farther south and inland, w^ere formerly separate

Residencies j
but latterly tliey have been put under the maijagement of one

factor. The greatest quantity of white pepper comes from thence, I under-

stand.

Croy is the most southern Residency', and from tlieucc the greatest quan-

tity of jx'ppcr is obtained. The country there is said to be extremely fer-

tile, and as the Lampoons arc beings of a more tractable nature tlian the

rest of the natives of Sumatra, much might be done to extend tlic cultiva*

tion of pepper and other valuable productions.

The smaller islands along the coast of Sumatra would produce jjcpper in

large quantities, as they abound with valleys and situations most eligible for

such plantations ; and tiials have been made by former Governors of Ben-

coolcu which promised great sncccss.
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I have not heard that the pepper vine grows wild in any part of Sumatra,

)ior do I know of any on the continent of India. Some species of an her-

baceous kind I have collected in IMysore.

The Island of Sumatra produces some other plants yielding substances ol*

great utilit}’ and in universal demand ; and which might liave l()rnied lucra-

tive branches of trade to the Honourable Company, to Kurope, and China,

if they had not been given up to the prixatc traders, or rather to their

servants residing in Sumatra.

In the first inslancc 1 mention camphor, which is produced by a tree as

yet not well known. It W'as formerly thought to be a species of laurus, as

a tree of this genus on .lava and other eastern islands, really yields a simi-

lar article. Doctor lloxburgh, who has examined dried specimens of the

former, supposes it to belong to a new genus, which he (hmominates Shorco,

(srd of the Bcngalcs), but which I, with equal right, called Clhia, as Ladv

I’owis was the first who diseovered a species of the same, a large tree

near Vencatygherry in Mysore, and recognized it as a non-descript. This

however is destitute of any aromatic quality as is the sal in Bengal
; and it

is only remarkable that the livcca insect builds. on it, on the hills about Nun-

didrug, in preference to any other tree.

The camphor tree of Sumatra flourishes in the northern parts of this

island, particularly about Tappanouly, and the camphor is from thence

sent to Bencoolen, China, and India.

The camphor tree propagates itself among the mountains without any

trouble or labour to the natives. Each tree yields about 3lb. which is found

in grains or scales, whereas in .Japan it must be distilled from the wood ol‘

the tree
;
the former is less volatile than the latter. I’lic places where

camphor trees grow are reckoned particularly unhealthy, owing prolmbK

alone to the nature of the soil, or the situation required for the flourishing

state of that tree.

There are two sorts of it ; one lamellar whieh is the best, and the other of

a grainy fracture. The latter, as. the worst, is flu- the India market, wheie

it is sold in all bazars, and chiefly used by the Hindoo physicians. It is

not very pure, but always appcjired to me much stronger in smell and taste

than any refined which comes from China and Europe.

The prime sort is reserved for China, where it sells about .3000 dollars

per peeul, which co.sts 1500 in Sumatra. It is probable that the Chinc.se buy

it for home consumption, as the camphor refined is sold by them fur 1 ‘ioo

30
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dollars, or it may be used bv tbem to fjive to inferior kinds when rcHned, a

superior appearance.

I am sorry it was out ol' my power to j)rociire a quantity, as it certainly

would be very desirable to become better acquainted with a drug so very

vabiabic, particularly if it should be really superior to what is generally used

in England.

Another product, of this island is Leitjamin or benzoe, and one, if I re-

collect right, to be l()untl exclusively here. It is obtained from a tree

which is also a native -a the northern parts of this island, Styrax Benzoe.

The natives di"-.aguish three sorts j
the first of them, called Europe Head,

contains the white talc-like shining substance in large lumps, and in great

proportions; the second is called Indian Head, and should have about one-

third ol' its weight of white substance ; the worst, called Caffre’s Head, is

of a grainy, greyish, brittle mass, with only here and there a particle of

the abovementioued white ingi edicnt. The best sold at Bencoolen at 80

dollars per peeul, is by no means the best sort. Of the second and third,

great qu.uilitics arc sent to India, where both Hindoos and Mussulmen arc

very profuse of it in perfuming themselves, their houses, and temples at festi-

val times. The physicians of those nations, both male and female, smoke

their patients, to drive out pains and the devil.

Cassia is a bark well known as a substitute for cinnamon. In former times

great qnaniities of it were sent to Europe; but now it is only exported to

(Miinn, and that in small quantities. It is principally found in the northern

districts of this coast about Tappanouly..

A drug called by the Portuguese in India eatacamber, and here gambicr,

is a vegetable product of the inland parts of this island. They called it at

Beucoolcn a kind of gum, but it is assuredly nothing else than the inspissated

juice of the leaves of a tree, and probably of a nauclca, for the plant I saw

had quite the habit of this genus. It tastes like the cutch of India or

the terra Japonica of our shops. This particular kind is chewed by the

Indians along with the betel and arcca nut, and is considered as giving it an

additional fiavour.

As cutch contains a great deal of tannin, it would be well worth inquiry,

whether this drug does so in the same proportion
;
and, in this case, whether

the tree grows in such abundance as to ensure a large and constant supply

for the purposes of tanning.



LETTER VII.

Ilarleston, at Sea, April 1?, 1BI2.

After the capture of Amboyna and other eastern islands from the

Dutch, in the year 1798

—

9, the British Government in India showed

themselves very solicitous, and expended considerable sums, to indi •senate

the nutmeg, clove, and other spice and fruit trees, for which those islands

are famed, in their own colonies on the continent of Asia.

The greatest proportion of plants that were received at Madras was sent

to a place near Pallamcotta, one of the most southern situations on the coast

of Coromandel, as its climate and soil approached nearest to that from

which they had been transplanted: another considerable share was entrusted

to my care, and planted in the Sultan’s garden at Bengalorc ; and a small

but choice collection w'as retained for the Government's garden at Madras.

Of the latter, I am sorry to say, there were none but the caiput tree re-

maining alive, when I saw the garden about four years ago, not even

the mangustans, which you will recollect seemed to thrive and take

to the soil amazingly. Tliat garden, indeed, is now totally neglected and

barren, which under Lord Clive’s auspices flourished so much. The soil

which then was so much improved that it appeared a fine rich mould, has

regained its natural preponderance of sandy sterility ; and the water of the

large w'ells, then perfectly sweet, from neglect of cleansing has become

quite brackish, and hence destructive to many vegetables.

I cannot make a better report of the plants sent to Bengalorc. The

climate seemed to be too cold for the spice trees, all of which died during

the first cold season, whilst I was employed on the survey of Mysore under

Captain (now Colonel) M* Kenzie. Some of the fruit-trees however pros-

pered, as the mangustan, rhambudan, and dorian, and of the Jju [)alin a

great number flourished when I left that place. Whether any of them are

in existence now 1 do not know : in the garden there arc certainly none, as a

negro to whom the garden was given as a reward for faithful services, dis-

posed of all the trees j those that could be transported he sold to the gentle-

men in the cantonment, and the rest he cut down for fuel. The garden in
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wlilcfi you SO nuicli dcliglitcd is now, I understand, mostly converted into

liaddy and rluipi^y plantations.

A nuinbei- of spice trees are yet remaining in the plantations near I’allam-

cotta, as I hear ; but none of them have yet produced, which they would

have done had any attention been paid to their culture.

Bcncoolen received about that time also a large stock of spice plants

from Amboyna, and on account of the vicinity to this jdace, and the simi-

larity of climate, it might reasonably be expected that the chance of suc-

cess was greater here than at any other place. Mr. Cole, a civil servant of

that establishment, was the first who in the year 1798 took measures to

cultivate the nutmeg and clove plants, on a scale that merited attention,

llis jdantation however was the only one of its kind until 1803
,
when it

began to produce, and convinced the sneerers that the spice did not only

grow well, blit produced in the greatest perfection. From that period,

plantations s[)rung up on every side, a great deal of money has been rea-

lized by the first speculator, chiefly on the sale of young plants, at the

rate of one dollar for each ; and inucli money has been sunk by others in

liuildings and purchases, and the settlement has been thereby wonderfully

Improverl.

'flic number of plantations amounts to about thirty-three, most of which

have trees bearing, the produce of which in the market is equal to that from

the Eastern Islands, particularly the mace and cloves : the nutmegs are not

quite so large as those from Banda.

'fhe (’ompany’s plantation, established by the late Dr. Campbell on

Mount (kirmel, about sixteen miles south of Maidborough, might as well,

in my humble opinion, be sold now, as it is too small to answer any other

object than that which has been obtained, and as there is no person at that

place in the plantation possessed of knowledge to make the establishment

otherwise uscfnl to the country and its inhabitants.

The expense at which those plantations are established and kept up is

very great, as labour of all kind is extravagantly dear in Bcncoolen, but the

profits, as they are calcidatcd by the planters, are also immense. 1 have

been promised an estimate of both by a gentleman, M’ho possesses one of

the largest and best plantations, of which I shall endeavour to procure a

copy.

Whether those plantations ever shall become of national imi>ortance, and
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thus prove the niiu or fortune of the planters, will entirely depend on the

peace that in time must be made. Should then the Spice Islands be re-

tained by England, the plantation at IJencooleu m\isl fall, as they never

will be able to cope with. those of natural and ancient establishment; but.

if they arc given up, Ikmcoolcn will become of the greatest importance to

England, and prove the source oC wealth to its inhabitants, while it causes

an inci'casing loss to the former monopolizers ol’ the spice trade.

One of the j)risoners of Avar on board the llarleston, a Dutch officer,

who had been but lately in possession of a large nutmeg jdantation at Banda,

very ingenuously gave his advice to the planters of Bencoolen as to the best

mode of cultivating the tree, and of preserving and garbling the nutmeg,

which latter operation seemed here but imperfectly understood.

The nutmeg is liable to be attacked by worms, which in a short time

multiply at such a rate, that all in a warehouse or a ship in which they arc

stored are soon entirely destroyed. To separate such as have worms from

the rest, becomes therefore highly necessary, and of this partieidar con-

sists the art of garbling. Jt is easy enough to find out those from w hich the

worm has escaped, by the hole which it has made ; but to discover those in

which it is yet at its destructive work, rc([uircs some knowledge and an ex-

perienced eye. The basis of the nutmeg where it has been attached to its

shell must be examined
; should this be found more than usually dcj>resscd,

the opposite ])oint will be raised or swelled a little, and the outer pellicle

will easily come off by scratching with the nail, and discover the lurking-

place of the enemy.

The small and shrivelled nutmegs that gentleman advised to be separated

from the better sorts, and to be used for the distillation of oil, and making

of nutmeg soap.

The nutmegs which arc smoothest on their outside are reckoned the best,

as containing the greatest quantity of oil.

There are some cinnamon trees in the plantations of Bencoolen, whicli

flourish in evciy respect, except that of producing ripe seeds; a circumstance

rather astonishing, as they yield them in great abundance in Bengal and on

the coast of Coromandel, in situations far less similar than this to the island

in which they are indigenous.

An intelligent enumeration of tlie fruit and principal forest trees of Ben-

coolen w’ould be, I am sure, acceptable ; but here also my information is
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SO scanty and limited, that I have nothing to offer but desultory and

partial remarks, which f hope, however, will not be altogether void of

interest.

On fruit trees in general, it may be said, that Sumatra resembles a fron-

tier station of the Eastern and Western world of those latitudes, where in-

dividuals of botli live and thrive together as valuable citizens of the res-

pective commonwealth.

There arc mangoes in Bencoolen, (to commence with the finest fruit,)

but in no great abundance, nor any way to be compared to the best in India

in point of flavour.

I'he guava grows also there, and is mostly planted in their burying ground,

whence these go in general under the name of Guava Gardens.

Of plantains there is great abundance and variety on this island, and it is

said the Malays distinguish about 100 different kinds by appropriate names.

The finer kinds, as the rajah and the red plantain, are, 1 believe, unknown

here.

Oranges seem to be in tolerable abundance : the best have large knobs

or protuberances on the rind. Pompclmusses and jack fruit are very

common.

The cocoanut appears to be more at home here than on the continent of

India, as the tree attains a greater size than at any other place where I have

observed it
;
and as it produces more abundantly, and fruit in every res-

pect of greater perfection. Forests of it are seen to extend to the very

water’s edge, and the trees, as already observed, are of great height and

size }
farther inland they however become scarce, and in the middle of the

island there are none to be found. This palm indeed thrives only in

places where the soil is impregnated with salt j and where it is not naturally

so, it must be supplied artificially ; it is necessary there to put a quantity

of salt under the roots of the young plant when it is transplanted the

third and last time.

The Malays seem to be particularly fond of the water of the young fruit,

which is certainly very delicious and cooling in this burning clime, but the

enjoyment of this luxury deprives them of the more substantial part of the

fruit, the kernel, which affords real nourishment. It is indeed entirely to

be ascribed to the epicurism of the natives, that it is necessary to import

ripe CQCoauuts from Fadang and other places j for besides the water of the
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nut, they are also fond of the palm wine, in which they indulge very freely,

which, as is well known, is drawn from incisions into the flower stalks, which

prevents its bearing fruit.

In the bazar of Bencoolen, 100 coeoanuts are usually sold for one dollar. •

To fetch coeoanuts from the tree as they arc wanted, the Malays have

trained monkeys, which are more expert at the business than any toddy-

man on the coast of Coromandel.

I was at first astonished that cayr, or the fibres which surround the

cocoanut, was not an article of trade in such extensive cocoa forests,

which on account of the great size of the fruit would be of a superior

quality
;
but recollecting the daintiness of the Malays in regaling on the

young fruit, my w'onder soon ceased, as that article can be only procured

from the fruit in its greatest maturity.

Among the fruits of the eastern parts of India, the mangustan stands

foremost. It is of a particularly delicate flavour, and the favourite of both

natives and strangers. By the former it is always carefully noticed that

any quantity may be eaten with impunity, which is not the case wifh most

other fruits of this country. From the inside of the mangustan, which is

very astringent, exudes often a kind of gamboge which stains the other-

wise snow-white pulp w'ith its own colour, and imbues it with its disagree-

able bitterness.

I once tasted a dorian, a fruit of the .size of a melon ; but its smell is so

ofiensive, and the clamminess which it produces on the palate so dis-

agreeable, that I should not be easily persuaded to taste it a second

time. The natives and some Europeans, as our Dutch prisoners, seemed

to be very fond of it. TJiey ascribe to it a heating quality : an expression

so vaguely used in India, that it is diflicult to define its meaning. All acid

fruits, as lemons and tamarinds, are heating, and so are cucumbers, melons,

and plantains j
but when it is applied to the dorian, it must mean some other

fanciful or real property, as it has more aromatic or pungent qualities, which

as in chilly, pepper, ginger, &c. are called cooling.

The jamlx) is an insipid fruit, of wliich there are some species and vari-

eties at Bencoolen. Rhambustan, lansu raycr, juba, and some others, I

have also tasted
j
they have all but little substance, but they are plca.saut

enough, and, on account of their acidity, cooling; but they are not reckoned

very wholesome. 6
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There arc two species of bread-fruit, wliich I am told are indi-

genous. Both resemble that of the South Sea islands, in habit, fruit,

and leaf.

The coast of Sumatra abounds with palms of dificrent descriptions
;
of

which some, as the sago palms, are peculiarly useful. Like the cocoanut

tree, they arc only fotmd on the coast, and some of them acttially grow' in

sea water. Palms appear to me to be mostly insidar productions ; for bc-

.sidc the date palms (Plurnix dactyliferact, J'^latc), and the palmcyra (Boras-

sus flabcllifermis), I scarcely recollect any other that grows on the continent

of India at any distance from the sea
j
and these thrive even better on the

coast in barren sand.

There are four species of palms from the pith of which sago is

made here; and of these the Iju is the most remarkable, as every

part of it is useful and valuable. Each leaf on its evolution is en-

veloped with black hair-like fibres, which arc w'orth at least one dollar,

as they arc in great request, on account of their tenacily and strength

for cordage. 'Phe tree begins to bear blossom after it is ten years

<»ld, and these, on account of the great quantity of palm wine which

they yield, are very valuable to the owner. This wine is boiled into

sngar, and that of one bunch is sold for forty dollars; which is as

much as twenty-five palmcyra or cocoanut trees would produce. The
fruit of this tree is of the least consequence among all its other parts,

as it is merely used, preserved in sugai', as a dainty. When the tree is

old and exhausted, it is cut down, and its pith prepared into sago. The
leaves arc used for thatching houses. There are as yet but few trees of

this kind about Bencoolcn ; they were, I understand, brought from the

Eastern Islands.

The other three species of sago palms arc found in great abundance on

the Poggy and otlicr islands along Sumatra, but, as has been observed, they

are also indif’enous liere.

Rattans ; several species of it are found in great abundance along the

coast, and arc exported to China. Bamboos grow to a large .size, and arc

very common in the wildernesses of the interior. They use them in various

ways about their houses, particularly for fetching water from the wells, for

measures, &c.

'J'he Java poison-tree is also an inhabitant of this island, and by Dr.
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Lumsdainc’s* account, is a species of ficus. It is scarcely necessary to men-

tion, that it is by no means so deleterious in its effects as has been repre-

sented: on the contrary, it is known that many officers have pitched

their tents and lived under it with impunity.

The iron-wood tree of Sumatra is well known, as also many sj)0cles of

oak and of pine that grow there j and on diligent inquiry, 1 am jicrsuaded,

different kinds of valuable wood would be found, both for ship-building and

cabinet-work.

There is no want of culinary vegetables on this coast, of wliich many

bulbous and tuberose roots arc particularly nutritive. Of the latter, I shall

only mention yams, the Indian and China, red and white, of which the

latter arc most esteemed ; also dacca pinnatifida, arum, which grow both

wild and cultivated in the country. They have all varieties of melons,

cucumbers, and pumkins, which India produces, and mostly of a larger

size.

Beans arc found in great variety in their bazars
; some, of which they

seem particularly fond, have an abominable smell. I brought some seeds

of it on board with me, which however were soon found out, and thrown

overboard.

Agriculture is quite in its infancy, and according to the accounts of the

inhabitants of Marlborough, discouraged in favour of the culture of

pepper. This, however, I cannot believe. An enlightened Government,

like that of the Honourable Company, is too well aware that abundance

of food is the most effectual means of increasing productions of all other

descriptions. The Bencoolen Government probably insists that the natives

shall cultivate the stipulated number of vines, but neither would they, I

am sure, nor could they prevent them from cultivating rice besides, or any

thing else which they conceived to be useful: for which they have abundance

of leisure.

From others I heard that the Malays cultivate as much rice as they want

for their own consumption, and that the quantity yearly imported from

Bengal is scarcely sufficient for the inhabitants of the European settle-^

ments. 1 have seen several kinds of Bencoolen rice in the bazars, all in

the husk, of a black colour, and of rather a small grain. The rice 1 have

* Senior AsrietantSargoon at Marlborongk.

S H
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also tasted and found it very palatable. The Malays give it the preference

to that brouglit from Bengal.

The way of ploughing the ground in the southern provinces is unique and

<lcscrvcs mention.

Alter the trees and inidcrwood arc cut down and burnt, on new ground,

or after the crops of cultivated grounds have been taken away, a number of

bufliiloes are penned upon it, not with a view of manuring it, (as is done in

India,) but absolutely of turning it up by ambulating, for the reception of

the seeds, which arc thrown or scattered about on the held; nature is,

after this, left to herself until the crops arc ripe to be cut down.

Besides rice, there are some kinds of grain cultivated, which appeared

to me to difier specifically from those of India.

Sugar is cultivated, but only in small quantities in their gardens, as a

delicacy for the women and children who enjoy the juice of the cane. The
colour of it is a deep purple, and the joints arc very short, but thick and

juicy.

1 could mention many other subjects belonging to the vegetable king-

dom, both of curiosity and utility, that have come to my knowledge
; as

plants }
iekling hemp, medicinal herbs, and beautiful or curious flowers

; but

as it is iu)t possible 1 could have suflicient information of the former, and

as the latter arc mere objects of scientific research, I pass them over in

silence.

LETTER VIII.

Ilarlcston at Sea, itli April, ISlC.

IIAT-ISI.AND is, I believe, one of the smallest islands that are inhabited
;

but it is one of more importance than many others of a hundred times its

size. To the settlement of Bencoolen, and to the Honourable Company’s

shipping, it is of much consequence, as it forms, with some coral rocks, a

basin in which three large ships can lie with the greatest security in ahno.st

all seasons of the year, which in the open bay would be exposed to great

danger.

This Island is about nine miles in a westerly direction from the settle-

C
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ment, and is inaccessible on all sides but one, from the basin, and here only

by those acquainted with the channel that leads from it to the landing?

place near the northern wharf. 1 have seen a boat from the C’ornelia

frigate upwards of an hour attcnijiting in vain to find out that j)assage, and

it required several weeks’ experience before our ship’s boats could find tlicir

way, without getting aground on the coral rocks.

For want of other means to ascertain its dimensions, I have paced (he

island several times in all directions, and found it took (550 of my steps to

circumscribe it near the highest water mark, which I ascertained to be

1620 feet. Its greatest length from north to' south is by the same measure

one furlong and a quarter, and its greatest breadth bctw'ccn the warehouse and

dwelling-house one-eighth of a furlong. It is not long since it was twice

as large, and in several rcsi)ects of more than double its ])rescnt importance

to the settlement at Marlborough. There was then among other buildings

an hos])i!al for the F.uro])ean sick and convalescents, as the air is so much
purer and cooler here, and consequently more wholesome than on the

main land.

The reduction of the island to its j)rcsei;t size was very sudden, and

embittered by the loss of many lives. The cause of it w-as the injudicious

choice of a place for a wharf, on a spot where at all times a strong current was

setting on the land. It happened that soon after the building was finished,

a violent swell of the sea from the south-west arose without the least al<e-

ration of wind either in strength or direction, probably occasioned by an

eartlu]iiake, a circumstance said to be not uncommon on this coast, which

in the course of a night swept away both the building and that part of the

island with which it w'as connected.

My opinion is that, ere long, the whole island will experience the same

fate ;
nor do I see how it well can be prevented. My apprehension is

founded on the knowledge I have of a current, which (I believe but lately)

has found its way through the southern coral rocks, rushing along the W'estern

shore of the island, on which it daily encroaches, and which, from any

strong commotion from that quarter of the sea, must absolutely wash the

superficial part of the island into the deeps of the ocean.

That current may be best obsen’cd at low water, where it is seen to run

like a rivulet along the shore into the channel which leads into the basin.

At the southern extremity an attempt has been made to set bounds to

its encroachments by a stone wall, which runs about 150 paces to tlu?

fin 2
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norlliern wharf, and hitherto it has proved sufficient i but no flimsy con-

trivance of this kind can be expected to save this island long from des-

truction.

As yet this little spot aflbrds a pleasant retreat from the noisy uncom-

fortable dungeons of a ship, to such as can obtain the Resident’s permission

to reside in the house which originally was built for the use of the

Governors.

This building and the pepper w'arehouses are in the centre of the island,

at the distance of about fifteen yards from each otlier. The pepper-house

is built In the European style, with virandas round it, which serve for the

accommodation of the detachment of Bengal Sepoys, and the slaves em-

ployed in the weighing and carriage of pepper from it, to the northern

wharf and the ships* boats.

The dwelling-house is erected in the style peculiar to Sumatra, of which

in the sequel I shall take particular notice.

It is occupied when ships are here by the European soldiers, who are

sent here for the protection of the ships and warehouses, and by one of

the Government’s servants, who superintends the weighing and delivery

of pepper, a situation given in common to a monthly servant, a dependant

in favour with the Resident, as an allowance is admitted of three

dollars a day to defray his extraordinary expenses. The person who

was sent this time, and whom wo were obliged to admit among us, turned

out to be, what is too common among his tribe, disagreeable in many

respects.

The plan of building bouses in Sumatra consists in erecting the habi-

table part of them on pillars of from five to twelve feet above the surface

of the ground. The space that would constitute the ground floor, is used

by the natives generally, as a poultry yard, and by the Europeans it is laid

out in godowns, which means store-rooms and warehouses.

The parlour and sleeping rooms are thus elevated firom five to twelve

feet over-ground at Marlborough, and in the inland parts of the country

sixteen feet and upwards. In front there is generally a broad viranda,

extending all along the house, which is entered by a staircase, or in

meaner houses by a ladder ; and in the country by the trunk of a palm

tree, which is notched for the easier ascent in the day-time, and drawn up

in the night.

The Malays imagine that tlieir forefathers adopted this mode of building
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as a protection against tigers or other ferocious animals : in my opinion

they had wiser motives ; they did it to defend themselves against much more
formidable enemies—the effluvia of the ground, which in a climate and

soil like that of Sumatra, we know to be extremely noxious. They con-

sist probably of carbonated or hydrocarbonated gases ; the former abun-

dantly secreted from a luxuriant vegetation, and the latter from decaying

substances, which, particularly the former, are best avoided by residing

some distance above ground, near which they remain on account of their

great specific gravity.

I have heard from a friend, (the Rev. Mr. Haensel, who has resided for a

considerable number of years in the Nicobar Islands,) that the natives there

construct their dwellings in a similar manner on pillars or posts considerably

elevated ; and 1 am convinced, that if the Moravian Brethren and the

Danish Settlers had imitated the natives in this point as they did in others,

they would not have experienced that dreadful mortality which obliged

them to relinquish that settlement. The people of Nicobar could not, at

all events, have intended to guard themselves by this way of building

against any ferocious animals, as they have scarcely any other quadrupeds

but hogs on those islands.

I sincerely hope this plan may get a fair trial in countries of reputed un-

healthiness, as in Surinam, and many other places of America and the West

Indies. I have suggested it to some of my friends in India to try it among

the hills of Orissa (the Northern Circars), in those parts particularly which

to our knowledge abound with the finest teak wood, which both Europeans

and the lowland natives are deterred from visiting, by the destructive

fever which never fails to assail them after the first setting in of the rains,

as soon as vegetation becomes luxuriant. The natives ascribe that delete-

rious fever to the effluvia of the marking nut tree (Semicarpus anacardium),

and with which those forests abound, but unjustly, 1 believe.

Rat-Island is completely covered with vegetation, though the soil is not

much above a foot deep. There are about isococoanut trees on it, some

trees of a species of ficus^ hedysarum umbcUatum, pfaiyllanthus emblica, •

tamarindus indica, butea frondosa, viola baccata, &c. Among the smaller

vegetables the most conspicuous are, verbena, dolichos, convolvulus pes

Caprse. The whole flora amounts to about seventy species, of which I have

lost the catalogue which I had carefully prepared.

The superficial soil consists of black mould mixed with shelb, pieces of
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coral, and sand. The latter ingredient prevails near the beach, where it is

thrown iij) from the sea; -the foundation of the whole is a coral rock.

There arc two wells on the island which yield but little and brackish water,

so that it is necessary to supply the detachment of Sepoys stationed here,

and the slaves, with it from the main land. It is said that the water in

these wells was both in greater abundance and sweeter before the reduction

of the island to its jjrescnt size. To me it is matter of astonishment that

there should beany drinkable water at all on a coral rock, which is scarcely

clevafcd above the level of the surrounding sea. There must be a simple

process w’hich nature uses to separate salts from sea water, besides heat,

and which 1 am not quite without hopes w'ill yet be discovered.

I was formerly of opinion that all sweet Avatcr in wells, situated as just

mentioned and on the sea coast, was entirely derived from veins proceeding

from the nearest high lands, but never from the sea : but my opinion has

changed considerably, since I have observed that wx'lls wdthin a distance ot'

moi'c than 100 yards from large reservoirs of w'atcr are regularly affected by

the clianges that oocasionalJy take place in the latter. On the island of

Coringa, where the well water is in common so brackish that the Europeans

residing there get sujiplies from distant places, or store up rain water, it

becomes perfectly sweet in those w'clls as soon as the freshes in the

Godavery make their appearance; and it continues so till the sea water has

regained its ascendancy in the creeks with which that part of the country is

intersected. I mu-st obsci v<; that it often happens, particularly in the

earlier part of the seasons, in June and July, that the freshes come down

the Godavery in the fairest weather, preceded and accompanied only by

strong westerly winds, so that the sweetness of the well w'atcr cannot be

ascribed to atmospherical supplies. It is farther true that fhc water in

the wells of* that island is at all times on a level with that in the creeks.

I Avill, however, by no means maintain that all well water in the vicinity

of the sea, or of any other large reservoir, is derived from that source

;

on the contrary, 1 still think that most comes from the higher parts of

the adjacent country.

There is, 1 understand, a person of the name of Beaumont at (Calcutta,

who for a premium of 25,000/. has offered to Government to disclose the

secret of converting salt water in large quantities at a time, without the

agency of heat, and with very little trouble and expense, into sweet and

drinkable water. He pretends that the process is so simple, that he
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scarcely can speak of it without betraying his secret. I wish him success

with all my heart, and will gladly subscribe to the statue which he de-

serves, should his expectations be realised. He is a man, I understand,

who has made himself useful to many manufacturers in Bengal, partieularly

to those of indigo and tanning, by his suggestions of improvements
;
and

he deserves, on that account, some attention.

There are no stones on the island, but such as evidently have been

brought hither for the purpose of building, or that have been discharged

from the ships as superfluous ballast. The former are a kind of basalt from

the main land, and the latter flints. It is in compliment only to my in-

formers, that I said these latter had been cast on shore from the ships at

anchor in the basin, as, in my opinion, it is more likely they have been

thrown up by the sea, as they are small both in number and size, mostly

rounded pebbles coated with chalk.

The rats are not so conspicuous here as might be expected from the

name of the island
;
they are however the only quadrupeds on it, if you ex-

cept lizards, and of the latter there arc some varieties.

There are no snakes here, but thousands of scorpions and numberless

other insects, many of which T have never seen before ; tliough in the

earlier part of my residence in India, I have by no means been ijiattentive

to this branch of natural history.

I mentioned before that this island was surrounded on all sides by coral

rocks, and I wish it was in my power to give you a full account of them
j

for they are so rich in different productions, richer than I can give any idea

of, or than can be well imagined. They absolutely swarm with animals, ap-

pearing, in short, as if alive.

Tlu; n'ost conspicuous of the coral rocks run out for more than two miles

in a north-west direction froni t!ic island
;
and at high water, indeed at all

limes, present a tremendous surf. At low water they appear as part of

the island. From thence they extend round the western shores of the isle,

half a mile and upwards in breadth. They become lower, after having

doubled the southern extremity
;
and those to the eastward arc, thongli ex-

tensive, mostly covered with water at ebb-tide, and of course the surf is

here not very perceptible.

The animals inhabiting those rocks are fish, shell-fish of all tlcscriptions,

polypi and other insects, whicl> at low wratcr live in tlu; pools formed by

the coral rocks, or adhere to the branching corals, coralincs, and sca-wced,
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iVoni which, those that are useful for the various purposes of man are

easily taken by the natives.

The shells of this part of the world have been long known as particularly

beautiful ;
and as they are easily preserved, and strike the eyes of even un-

cultivated persons, they have long since found their way into the collections

of the curious. The fish which they contain are mostly eaten by the Malays

in preference even to those of the real oyster, of which several species arc

found here and along the coast.

Polypi arc found in the greatest abundance and variety, of which those

in the form of leeches and snakes are the most remarkable. The former

were absolutely taken by us at first fi)r leeches, and, I believe, most of our

shipmates are still of opinion that tliey arc a harmless species of that kind.

I was soon undeceived by the fringes which they occasionally spread about

their mouths ; they are mostly black, about a foot long, and three inches

in circumference. From a species of these the tripa is made, which is an

article of food or luxury much in request in China. An extensive commerce

is carried on from some islands of the Eastern Archipelago with this article

to China.

The polypi in the form of snakes are of different length, colour, and

consistence. Some of them are six feet long, beautifully variegated, and

of as firm a substance as the former ; others seem to contain nothing but

water which extends the extremities of the animal, when it is suspended

from the middle. They appear then like a part of the thin intestines of

one of the larger animals, which is slightly filled with water.

The corals arc remarkably fine, and of a thousand difierent forms. Some,

particularly the solid fiat ones, arc often found of the brightest colours, red,

blue, and yellow ; those of shrub and tree-like form are commonly white,

and their ends tipped with a yellow, red, or blue colour. Some appear full

of warts, others are decorated with a beautiful net of the finest fillagrA

Those rocks abound also with real vegetables of the Neptunian empire, of

which the fuci are very numerous and remarkable. Some are in the form

of hair, and are called Caffre hair or Malay hair, as they are lank or curled ;

some are in the shape of capsicums ; others in that of the winged fruit of

the combretum, a species of terminalia and the ventilago. Some of these

contain a kind of seed which the Malays find very palatable.

lliese open like a capsule from the apex, and 1 have never seen them

adhering to the rocks, but always as if torn from the parent plant. Some
1
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arc in the form of bunches of currants, and are eaten by the natives with

pepper and vinegar. But the objects of this kind are here so many and so

remarkable, that it would require years to describe them scientifically, and

in any other way than that they are not worth your attention.

I must, however, still mention a kind of sponge, which is found on the

most northern coral rocks in some abundance. It is full of a yellow or

orange coloured matter, which must be expressed, and what remains ex-

ti'acted with boiling water before it can be used.

Tlie native inliabitants of Rat-island live in the style peculiar to the coun-

try in some huts built in its southern extremity. The principal personage

among them is called Rajah, and said to be the hereditary proprietor of the

island. Like the rest of his subjects he is a fisherman, and supplies the

ships in the basin and the strangers on the island with fish, and sometimes

with fruits and vegetables, which he himself purchases on the main land

;

for the little gardens which are about their houses never would supply

enough of corn for their consumption. The poultry yard under their

houses 1 found tolerably well stocked, but the price they ask for their

poultry is very extravagant. The same may be said of the fish which they

have for sale.

The mode of fishing here differs as to the place in which it is proposed,

and as to the object. If the Malays mean to catch large fish, they choose

a place where the water remains at some depth during the ebb ; they inclose

there an extensive spot with a fence of bamboos, through which the fish

cannot escape after they once have entered during high water, and where

of course they are easily caught when it becomes shallow. In deeper water

they cast the net, in which they are said to be very expert.

On the coral rocks, which at a distance appear quite dry during low water,

there are still extensive pools full of smaller fish, eels, and shell-fish. These

are persecuted by the Malays, and driven out of their skulking holes by

poison with which they impregnate the water, 'flie anatcrial they use on

these occasions is the root of a creeping shrub, iii appeaiance a smilax,

and which, in a dried state, is sold in all bazars in Sumatra. It is said that

the Malays often use it for the iniquitous purpose of ridding themselves of

their friends. The name of it is aguer tuba. I had one of the plants of it

in a box in my cabin, where it withstood the attacks of the rats longer than

any other, but at last it was also destroyed, though apparently not without

its revenge.
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'i'lic way of using it to catch fisli, is to take a small handful, and to beat

and bi’iiisc it slightly with a stone, and then to dip it into the water,

agitating it slightly, until the fish make their appearance. Every thing

li\'iiig is soon seen in the greatest distress, the two-valved shells open,

the crabs and prawns crawl about in great confusion, the fish gape, and

try to throw themselves out of the water; but all soon becomes quiet again,

lajvguidity precedes apathy and death, and they are without a struggle taken

from the surface.

This seems to be the favourite way of fishing of the Malays, as they even

at night are seen to traverse the rocks at low water, with a flambeau in one

hand and the tuba in the other.

The fish caught on the rocks about this island arc deemed by the inhabit-

ants of Marlborough inferior to those got on the deeper banks in the bay of

Bencoolen. The difference however lies more in the kind of fish than the

place
;

for the former arc, as on the coast of Coromandel, mullets, pomfrets,

soles, searfish, skates, &c. whereas on the rocks I have seen few others but

those called parrot-fish, which have little else than their colours to recommend

themselves to our attention. These are certainly exquisitely beautiful, yel-

low, green, blue, and black, mostly remarkably bright in spots and zones.

Fisli, generally speaking, are in great abundance all along the coast of

Sumatra, and comparatively cheap.

The only way of preserving the fish, here in use, is to dry them in the

air
; in which state a great quantity is brought from Padang, where the

“ cruelty’* of the former Dutch Government taught the natives to seek food

and employment even in the ocean !

A much better way of preserving fish is that in use on the coasts of India,

where they are first salted, and then dried in the sun or smoked.

There arc many sharks about liat-island and along the coast of Sumatra,

of which some species are relished as food by the Malays, as indeed is the

case also in Western India.
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LETTER IX.

Ilarlestou at Sra, 12th April, ISl.'.

Very formidable enemies to the natives of Sumatra are the elephants, of

which large droves issue from tlie wildernesses, and lay waste all plantations

of grain, sugar, and trees that come in their way.

The natives destroy them on those occasions by arsenic, which they intro-

duce into sugar cane, of which these animals are known to be particularly

fond. They do this not only to rid themselves of very troublesome visitors

;

but also with a view to get their tusks, which sell well at Bencoolen, for

exportation to Europe and China. I have obser\ ed that a great number of

the tusks brought there were as large as any I have seen in India, and must

have belonged to animals of very large size. As elephants arc not used

here as they are in India, it would be very desirable that they should be

extirpated, as independent of the mischief they do to plantations, they

often destroy men, women, and children, when they unluckily fall in with

their haunts.

The most destructive, however, of all wild beasts is the tiger in all its

species.

The large royal beast attacks and preys upon ajl larger animals, there

being none which he cannot master, the elephant generally excepted : and

the smaller sorts prove as destructive to the timid and small species. This

country is so infested with them that some ascribe the manifest depopula-

tion of it in some parts to the ravages which those animals commit on the

human race ; an opinion to which, however, I would not implicitly sub-

scribe, there existing other causes productive of greater destruction to the

human species, as constant public and private warfare, unhealthiness of the

climate, &c.

They certainly must exist in great numbers, as they very frequently come

close to the settlement of Bencoolen, and carry off' men and animals out of

the very plantations. Pecuniary rewards for destroying them arc here held

out by this Government as in other parts of India : but it is very seldom in-

deed that any is claimed ; the Bcncoolcse being too superstitious and too in-

dolent for such enterprises. The heathenish part of them look upon those

f5 1 2
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ferocious animals with reverential awe, perhaps with a kind of pride, as

beings animated by the souls of their forefathers and relations, which they

feed and worshij) (to be sure at a distance) until they happen to make away

with one of the family—then certainly all connexion is cut, and the spirit of

revenge shows itself more powerfully than that of* religion. The Mussul-

men cither silently cherish the same opinions with the former, for all in

India arc idolaters in some degree, or their predestinarian ideas arc so pre-

dominant that they despise all precautions.

The most useful animal in Bencoolen is certainly the buflklo, as it nofi

only supplies the inhabitants with milk, butter, and meat, but is also em-

ployed in their agricultural and mercantile pursuits. Those which I have

seen arc of a reddish grey colour, and generally larger than they arc on the

conlinent of India. They are much more docile than could be expected

from an animal apparently so stu])id and sluggish.

Those broke in for carriages, when driven to a heap of bags of grain,

will put their horns, it is said, under one of them, throw it upon their backs,

and walk ofi* with it to the place where it is to be delivered. The Com-
pany’s pepper is carried by these animals to the rafts on which it is floated

down the rivers, or to the warehouses from which it is exported.

There arc but few cows in Bencoolen, and those are wretchedly degene»

rated, which is owing, probably, to the coarse rank grass on which they

must feed. Cows’ milk therefore and butter arc a luxury of which few can

boast but the Resident, and such as have plantations where the soil is so

far meliorated as to produce a better kind of grass.

.Sheep arc very scarce here, as nobody takes the trouble of breeding them,

which might be surely as well done here as at Padang, from whence 1 saw a

flock of very good looking animals.

The Achem horses are so well known in India as excellent draught horses,

and so generally used in single horse chaises, that I need not describe them

to you.

Those here arc certainly of the same origin, but they look more like

those brought from Pegu; they have stronger necks, but do not pos-

sess equal breadth of chest. Tliey are in other respects equally well

made, m^cII limbed and knit, an^ high-spirited without being vicious.

They arc in common fi'om 1 1 to 12-j- hands high, and as they are very

strong, hardy, and indefatigable, would, in my opinion, answer very well

for a few regiments of native cavalry in the Honourable East India Com-
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pany’s establishment. I know that a clmrge of a body of this kind of horse

would not be so powerful as that of the larger sized animals from tlie Catch and

the Mahrutta country ; but 1 am persuaded it would be quite powerful enough

against any infantry which the native powers of Hindustan could bring into .

the field. They w'oidd be very useful also for escorting and bringing in

forage, for which lately the Mysore horse have been chiefly emplo}'ed ; a

wretched and despicable sort of beasts in every respect

!

It would be advisable even to introduce that breed of horses into India

to supplant the wretched Pariar race ; and that could be done easily enough.

There are a number of wild animals in the forests and mountains of Su>

matra, w'hich I pass over altogether, as I could give no other than vague

accounts of their names as well as of their peculiarities.

In the gardens of Marlborough, and even in Kat>island, I have seen a

great number of birds which appear to be strangers in Western India. Some

of them arc fine warblers, others are extremely beautiful. Of the latter I

will only mention the loories, of which some species are always offered for

sale for a few dollars apiece in the bazars : and on Rat-island 1 was often

delighted with the songs of a small wagtail that had taken up its abode in a

banian tree before the house.

Sparrows, crow's, and ravens, which I always thought were inhabitants of

all countries of our globe, are not to be found in Bencoolen. The inhabi-

tants of Marlborough say that there are some ravens in the interior of this

island, and sparrows ; but the latter are not of that species which is common
about the houses in Europe and Asia. The former, I am astonished, should

be found in places where they have nothing to feed upon but sour berries

and pepper, and not in populous places as Marlborough (comparatively so

at least), where they might find something more congenial to their tastes and

pleasanter to their palates. I suspect almost that the ravens of Bencoolen

will be found on better acquaintance a different kind of bird from the

common.

From this circumstance, however, I am inclined to suppose that Sumatra

has never been part of the Asiatic Continent, though the distance in some

parts of the straits of Malacca is very small indeed ; so much so that it is

astonishing that those birds should never have ventured over in pursuit or

being pursued. That they are common in Siam, &c, on the islands near

tliat peninsula I know from an anecdote which I heard from the Rev, Mr.

Hacnsci, with whom I was very intimate about twenty years ago in India.
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A native of Bcnooolen had followed him to Jangzeilan, an island near Siam,

who, in the greatest fear imaginable, came to him crying out, “ there is the

devil,” pointing at a crow that was sitting on one of the trees cawing, whilst

the vessel was passing up the river.

On the coast of Coromandel and in Bengal crows and sparrows are in

greater abundance than they are in any part of Europe.

Poultry of a very superior kind is common all over this island. I have

already spoken of their game cocks, Avhich are reckoned to be of the first

blood ; and in taste they are certainly not inferior to any other j besides

having the advantage of being very dear in Bencoolen.

The minerals with which this island must abound, to judge from its aspect,

arc but little known. Of metals, we only know gold to exist in some abun-

dance. It has been said that copper is found also ; and I have seen at Ma-
dras a sulphuret of it, which was said to have been brought from Achem.

It was quite compact, black and heavy, and effloresced with blue and green

carbonate of copper. The latter in beautifid concentric needle-form cristal-

lisations, and but tor this efflorescence I should have taken it for an artificial

production. Tin, I believe, is not found in Sumatra, at least not in any

considerable plenty. Tlie great quantity of this metal which was yearly

sold by the Sultan of Palambang to the Dutch Company, was procured by

him from the Island of Banca, as I have learnt from our Dutch officers,

who in civil and military capacities had been formerly employed in that part

of the world.

The quantity of gold which is obtained on this island is mostly exported

to India, in exchange for opium, calicoes, and other articles. Whether the

ophyr of the ancients is in this country I leave to others to prove, better

versed in hypothetical lore than myself. It is chiefly found in the northern

parts of the island and in districts which do not belong to the Company,

though these also are not quite destitute of such mines. The Dutch, it is

said, went to much expense to work some mines near Padang, and an enter-

prise of this kind was set on foot a long time ago near Bencoolen ; but both

attempts failed from want of hands, such chiefly as could do the laborious

part of the business.

The gold occurs in small particles among river sand, and is then called

gold-dust, sometimes it is found in pieces weighing an ounce and upwards,

and in mines which by the description arc open galleries of small extent,

probably much like the diamond mines on the coast : which I have noticed

1
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in my former reports. In those mines tiie metal is found in grains dispersed

in quartz. The largest piece of the kind, which I saw some years ago, is in

the possession of Mr. Petrie, at Madras ; it contains large lumps of this metal

of tlic greatest lustre and perfection. I understood at Marlborough that

this specimen had been sent to him as the largest that had of late years been

obtained. I forget what he paid for it, or the value of the gold it contained,

but it is a very considerable sum.

In the mountains of Sikilany and Passaman, the latter of which is almost

under the equinoctial line, much gold is found, which is reckoned the finest

of any on the west coast of Sumatra, holding generally from twenty-one to

twenty-two carats.

Three days’ journey to the eastward of Padang are the rich mines of Son-

gipago, Songhiabo, and Sohanjong, of the strata of which I have received

the following accounts :—the first or siiperdcial is a clay of one fathom thick-

ness, covered and mixed with quartz stones of a white colour. Next comes

a white clay of two fathoms, lying on a black sand of one fathom depth.

This is probably decomposed from rocks of a bluish colour o\\ which it rests,

and which is also but one fathom thick. Immediately under the latter is

found, as a sure sign if it docs occur of a rich Vein of gold, a rock of a yel-

low hard stone kind of the thickness of five fathoms. The tigablas cottas

yield about SOOO tail of gold in a year, of which five arc about a mark.

Coals have been discovered near Bencoolen, and a Captain Cox of that

place has taken great pains and expended great sums of money to make

them useful to the settlement. The want of success is to be ascribed to the

difficulty of water carriage, or indeed to its total deficiency.

I received a quantity of coals as a specimen of those found here, but dis-

covered that coals lately brought from Port Jackson had been substituted.

For my own part, 1 see no great reason to lament, except on his own ac-

count, that the enterprise of Captain Cox has failed, as Bencoolen and all

other parts of Sumatra abound with wood for fuel, which in my opinion is

always preferable to sea-coal, and the cutting of which will materially assist

in rendering the country healthier,

I mentioned in my last Letter that the stones of Rat-island were chiefly •

basaltes ; and such only I have found on the main land.

From Captain Cox I received a large lump of aggregated quartz crystals,

which he said had been taken out of a rock in the surf, in a state almost

quite soft, and that they had acquired the state of hardness, in which I rc-
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ceivcd them, after a few months* exposure to the air. They are still extremely

brittle, but very pellucid and beautiful.

1 could say a great deal more on this and the other subjects which 1 have

mentioned, but I am afraid of my information.

Of those which I have noticed, 1 have been \ ery careful in selecting such

information as 1 could procure from good documents, in the possession

of Mr. 'r. lilair, a gentleman formerly in the service of Bcncoolcn, and a

fellow passenger in the Harleston ; or from other creditable authority. That

which rests on my own observation I submit to your knowledge of my
humble pretensions.

Some subjects of statistical import yet remain, of which I will offer some

fragments of my own gathering.

Trade is, generally speaking, in a very languishing state on the coasts of

Sumati'a, notwithstanding that nature has been very kind, and blessed it

with its richest productions. But they are not articles that require many

hands and many vessels, which alone enliven trade, and render it useful to

the country at large. 'J'he natives, on the other hand, rc([uire but few com-

modities from other countries, for the possession of which they would make

any unusual exertion ; and the nature of the inhifbitants is such that they

will not submit to labour for others in consideration of a scanty pittance ;

or to please a great man of their owui community. The father of a family

may persuade its inmates to collect gold, camphor, benjamin, and other

things for him : but a Pangaran, or a chief of a village, would find himself'

in an awkward jjredicamcnt should he use means to force his nominal sub-

jects to similar labours for the common good, or for his own private ends.

Whoever will gather gold in Sumatra must, therefore, bring labourers from

other,countries.

Pepper is one of the few articles on this island which is bulky and re-

quires hands to cultivate and to collect it, and vessels of all descriptions to

carry it away. Notwith.standing the monopoly of the East India Government,

it is not so much engrossed as to exclude individuals altogether. They on the

contrary are allowed to buy from such as have no specific contracts with the

Company, and to send it for sale in the Company’s ships to England.

Camphor and benjamin, so much esteemed in Europe, India, and China,

belong chiefly to the provinces not under the Company’s authority ; and

the Resident of Tappanouly is the only English subject at present who can

deal in them to any considerable amount. Dammer is an article I liave not
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mentioned before. It is the product of a species of ])inc, a rosin much
used in India for their ships ; the soft as well as the hard drug. From this

Island it is obtained as yet in small quantities : in Pegu it is a considerable

article of trade.

The principal article imported is Bengal opium, of which the C’ompany,

I am told, send about 1C)0 chests, and half as much more may be reckoned

to be brought by individuals. From that country is also imported calico,

muslins, rice, wheat, sugar, tobacco, and rum. From the coast of Coro-

mandel, long cloih, chintzes, brown, blue, and red striped goods, and

Pulicat handkerchiefs, &c. From Europe is wanted, broad cloth, chintz,

marine stores, 5cc. all articles of necessity and luxury for the use of the

small society of Europeans, 'fhese arc brought yearly by a ship that touches

here in its way to Cliina, and which is emphatically called the Store-ship.

The pepper and other articles sent to Europe is commonly taken away by

a ship sent for that purpose from Bengal, of which there are tw’o this year,

the Minerva and the Harleston, as none bad been here last year.

The coasting trade is carried on in Malay prowls, which are vessels that

carry from twenty-five to fifty tons. These bring pepper and provisions from

the provinces to Marlborough
;
and carry opium, European and India goods

to the out-stations, and to the Eastern Archipelago. Among tliesc, it is

said, that some men of war and privateers have made sad destruction of late

years; taking indiscriminately all property they found, burning the vessels,

and ill using the owners and sailors, &c.

I feel it repugnant to my feelings to give much credit to all this, and men-

tion it merely as a matter of conversation, and of complaint among a cer-

tain class of people iu Bcncoolen. All have lost of late years in India; and

more than the rest, the army and such individuals as were obliged to give

their hard-earned property to agents and merchants, many of whom, as they

only could lose the money of others, boldly sjicculated, lost their ships, and

became bankrupts, and continue to live in si’lendour. I speak freely on the

subject, for I have also lost, with most of my friends, all the scanty savings

of a military pay, and must now leave my children, whom I have brought

to England for education, without any resources, should I die after iny re-

turn to India, except the limitetl allowaiiee of the medic;;! bind !

The boats used on the coasts of Sumatra are called s.iiepans. I hey look

much like the Norwegian boats, are like them very narrow and sharp at both

ends. To prevent their upsetting, to which by the formation they are a cry

3 K
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liable, a four-sided parallelogram of‘ single bamboos is fastened on them

nearly the length of the whole boat, and projecting on both sides four or

five teet, which has the desired efiect. E\eii with thi-^ apparent incumbrance

they sail vciy fast, faster than oiom! of our ships’ boais.

The upsetting of the boats in itself is not much regarded by the natives,

as long as they have nolliiiig of valne to care for, and on that account they

use those boats, and the siuail . -.t kind of them very oiteii without that appa-

ratus, fi:)r they are very expert swimmers, and soon know how to set mat-

ters to right again. When out at sea they wear shallow broad brimmed

baskets on their heads, which gives them the a])})earanee of Chinese at a

distance, but which defends them much better agaijist the heat of the sun

than the conical straw' caps or palmeyra leaf used by the boat people about

Madras.

'i'he Malays arc reckoned good sailors, better at least by far than the

Lascars of Uengal and Bombay, who have adopted a great number of sea

phrases (or cries) from the former, which in itself implies, 1 think, an ac-

knowledgment of superiority.

The only articles of ingenuity and curious workmanslnp I have observed

at Marlborough, arc thimbles and small boxes made of gold fillagree, which

are offered l()r sale on very moderate terms. They arc not equal, however, to

what I have seen in some parts of India, of which I possess some specimens.

In many parts of the island the natives make their own clothes from the

fibrous part of the bark of some trees ; also of silk which they raise about

their houses.

It is curious that, in a country where gold is found in some abundance,

there should not be a coin of that metal. It should be, I think, the inte-

rest of the East India Company to stamp as much as they possibly could

with their arms, adding some imaginary value to the product, as this would

in some measure j)revcnt its being sent to any other than their own domi-

nions.

The currency at Marlborough is entirely silver, and a little copper. The

dollar goes for two sicca rupees
;
and this for twelve Madras fiinams, which

of course are rated at about thirteen per cent, more than they are worth.
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LETTER X.

London, September ‘JS, 181?.

I HAVE rather precipitately in my first letter engaged to come forward

with proposals for ameliorating the state of things in Sumatra.

A reformation is certainly much wanted, and that country, even more

than any other in India with which 1 am acquainted, merits the ]>articidar

attention of the Kast India Company ; but I am afraid that this is neither

the time, nor am 1 the person likely to make an impression with rc.spect to

subjects of such importance.

Allow me to advert for a moment to the times, as they form a particular

obstacle to changes in existing regulations.

Independently of their being awfully momentous in general, they arc

particularly so to India, and to every subject connected with it. That vast

flourishing continent may be most materially afiected by a single vote on

the question, which soon must come for decision before that august

Assembly : whether India shall be any longer governed by its present rulers,

who acquired it, and under whose auspices it has flourished ; or in other

words, which in my humble opinion are nearly equivalent, whether it shall

any longer f<)rm part of the English empire! Before this grand point is

clccidcd, no scheme can be attended to, at least nothing ought to be ex-

pected or determined upon, that in any way could change the present

routine of things.

I would i)a.ss this subject over in reverential silence
;
but, as I feel deeply

for the good of the best of masters, anti very interested in the wcllare of a

country in which I have spent the best part of my life, in which I have

enjoyed and sufiered so much, and ol' which I have seen a greater propor-

tion than comes to the lot of most who have been like myself twenty years

in India
;
and as it has been my particular business during the greatest

part of my residence there to render myself acquainted with the nature

of the country, and its inhabitants, revenues, &c. I hope you will

3x2
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not me im])crthi''iit if I proffer my Immblc opinion on tlie subject

under discu'ision, so llir, however, only as I may be supposed to be able to

jud,i!;c of‘ these matters. There are son)C points, however, of political

cxj)ediency and economy, of which I have but confused ideas, and which J

ncithe;- ought nor will attempt to canvass.

.Tiisticc in home or family concerns ought to be balanced as nicely as pos-

sible; a family wall never be so happy as when strict attention is paid to

this particular. It creates mutual confidence which is the stimulus for

joint exertion! England wmuld not stand on that proud eminence which

she enjoys among the nations of the world, were it not for her impartial, 1

might almost say, unrelenting justice to her children.

The pi imary anti principal object of the East India Company was cer-

tainly trade. They gained considerably when they attemled to nothing

else. Circumstances, however, and particulai ly wars in which the mother

country was engaged, made it necessary for their own existence, as well as

for the interest of England, to take arms in those distant regiotts : had

they not done so, the enemies of Great Britain, (viz. the Dutch and French

who were nationally engaged in the traffic and transactions of that

country,) w'ould have destroyed the gem in its crystallization, which now
shines the brightest in her diadem.

Thousands have bled in expelling the enemy from the formidable situa-

tions which they occuj)icd
;
and millions have been expended to encourage

the brave and adventurous; many things have been accomplished, which at

the outset it w ojild have been thought madness to expect. The history of

India is too well known to require any elucidation of my assertions.

From that time, however, the and the prosperitj/ of the Company

decreased, almost in proportion as that of their sovereignty increased.

They were obliged to keep up large armies of their own, they paid all the

King’s troops, and ships that were lent them
; they supported their Allies,

lest they should be driven out with them
; they repelled their enemies and

aggressors ;
incorporated their possessions with their own

; they conquered

countries for his nlajcsty, and added to his dominions the richest empires

in the East, which for centuries had enriched a rivalling nation—but with

a rich, j)Icntirul prospect, they became in some degree impoverished

themselves.

Had the Honoui-ablc East India Company, like ancient and modern bar-
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bariaus, plundered their subdued subjects
;
or had they subsisted their

armies on the countries which they in the course of wars invaded
; or ex-

acted forced loans—they might have filled their coffers, and might now
look with indifference at the result of parliamentary resolutions. India

would not be worth contciuliug for had they not shown clemency and

justice to i)s natives; but this they now expect themselves on this occasion

from their mother country.

The security of the Indian possessions is but of a very recent date ; the

exact periods are the conquest and victories obtained under the auspices of

the Marquis Wellesley, before that time. Madias and its dependencies

were under constant apprehensions from the Mysore and llydrabad tyrants,

and the Southern Mahratta states; for had these cvci heartily united, the

event of a long war coidd not have been doubtful.

Bengal was at all times threatened by the then mighty Mahratta Empire,

the iSciks and the A'izier of Oude, of which, had they ever cordially and sys-

tematically comliincd, not all the resources of Bengal and its subordinate

provinces could have withstood the shock. All lie prostrate now by the

force of genius and money : for corapai'atively but few lives have been

lust in that immense struggle. Millions were spent, but judiciously—not

scjuiindcred away, as it may have happened in former times, but expended

in procuring the means of resistance and aggression. The troops, both

white and black,* were in those campaigns regularly paid and well supplied

in every respect; success in all their undertakings w'as hence secured.'

The results of such gigantic efforts were immense : they were superior to

every expectation that could have been formed by any other than the genius

that planned them. The dominions under Fort St. George arc now so secure

from foreign enemies, that since the last Mahratta war, notwithstanding

the vast territorial extension, not a corps of any description has been raised;

nay, the number of men in many instances has absolutely been diminished.

The income on the other hand has been raised by the revenues of conquered

and ceded countries. This presidency is no longer dependent on Bengal

lor the payment of her establishments, and the other can remit the surplus

of her finances for the payment of her debts and dividends.

The tii.'ie indeed has commenced when the Honourable Company arc to

reap tlie fruit of all that which genius, from Lord C.'live down to the Marquis

Wellesley, combined with the perseverance, courage, and bravery of their

6
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troops, and all that liberal encouragement and immense sums, have ac*

complislicd.

'I’he time is come, when the mother country will derive the assistance to

whicli she, for her cherishing care and protection, is so eminently entitled

;

but whic'h, in my humble opinion, she will by no other means receive so

cfleet 11ally, as tlirough the I’iast India Company as at present constituted.

riiis in justiee cannot certainly be the time that the East India Com-
pany should be dejn'ived of the sole management and the profits which

they are to derive from the countries which so lately and with so much
expense have been added to their stock ; when scarcely one-tenth of the

jaireliasc money can have been realized ! This certainly cannot be the time

when any part of their estates should be taken from them; for by disuniting

(he military li'oin the civil, the latter would become inetfective and would

lose its respectability. A contrary interest would soon appear, where

closest union is reijuired for ensuring existence

!

iMy knowledge of jiolitics is too limited to say, or even to guess with any

degree ol' precision, Avhat changes will be proposed, or what alterations are

intended
;
but 1 am much inclined to think, that any material ones will be

attended with the worst efiects.

The great bulk of the ancient subjects of the East India Company’s

possessions feel themselves perfectly happy and contented under their

government; they call it emphatically Dharma Company, “as they formerly

a])plied the same epidict to one of their greatest kings, who still is remem-

bered and worshipped under the name of Dharvia Rajah, meaning the

good, the charitable. Indeed, the lower and working classes are superla-

lively happy in India: they ai'c at least more so than any set of mortals

with whom 1 am acquainted.

Another class of those men, particularly the subjects of the newly con-

(juered provinces, and those attached by long habit to the families and in-

stitutions of former days, begin just to be reconciled and to feel themselves

comfortable
;
but they arc by no means so much so, that they would not on

a change of fortune, or any material one in the state of affairs, begin to

waver, or to cherish and encourage hopes for greater alterations in their

favt)ur. If the natives, should see that the army was no longer under the

eiuire controul of the Local Government ; or if the judicial department

should be alienated from the present establishment
; they will be struck with

1
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amazement, they will probably begin to think it not impossible to bring

about another, yet greater revolution.

If the Dharma Company can be so easily dissolved, the Maha llajuh

(of whom they have seen so many got rid of,) could, in ihcir opinion, l)e.

also dispossessed!

Any change at present might be attended with the worst consccjiicnoes.

The Company’s servants both civil and military, before they gei. any

material controul, must render themselves acquainted, in subordinate situ-

tions, both with the nature of the Company’s affairs, with that of tlic

natives, their language and manners ; indeed they' must become in some

degree naturalized. It is more than probable, that tlie greater j)art, if not

the whole of them would be retained in his Majesty’s service. Bui. it is as

certain also, that gentlemen would be sent to India, and in situations of

the greatest consequence, who are destitute of all those (|!iali(ications which

now are reckoned absolutely necessary for the management of those affairs.

These, with the best intentions, might propose reformations, and introduce

practices which may be attended with the same or w'orsc effects than the

caps and stocks of Sepoy^s arc believed to have brought about on a recent

occasion. Should it happen that an old spendthrift arrives among

them, with a determination of recruiting his broken forfunc in as short a

time as possible ; then woe to the poor Hindoos in the first instance, and

mercy on his countrymen in the sequel ! A dozen of these characters, w'ith

half a dozen of the former, would be the loss of India.

This creates in my mind the most gloomy apprehensions for the safefy’^ of

India, if it should be taken from the hands of the Honourable Company,

without gradual preparation.

The only thing, wdiich in my humble opinion could be attempted w’ith

safety now', is to teach and to accustom the natives of India to look up to

Majesty as the source of mercy, honour, rank, and justice.

Commissioners appointed by the King should alone have the power, in

the name and behalf of his Majesty, of signing death-warrants, granting

reprieves and pardons : the same should be authorized to sign, ou the re-

commendation of the Local Crovernment, the commissions of the native-

officers of the army: confer titles, as Kajah, Subadar, Zemindar, Ikc. the

most powerful of all means to attach an Hindoo, and one most successfully

practised by foriper Emperors and Kings of Ilindoostan j for there is ccr-
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tainly not a child prouder of a father than a Hindoo is of a bauble of that

kind. The Dutch granted and sold the privilege of using an umbrella or

a walking stick
;
and, limited as their possessions were on the continent of

India, I have myself known persons who have paid many thousands of pa-

godas for that pledge of honour. This Court might be also one of ultimate

appeal in causes of peculiar magnitude.

It is scarcely necessary to say, that to avoid great extraordinary ex-

penses, the Governor and Iloyal Judges in the different Presidencies

might be constituted into this Iloyal Court of Commissioners.
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Annalyxis of a New Species of Copper Ore. By Thomas Thomson) M. D
F. 11. S. and E. From the Philosophical Transactions. Read before the

Royal Society, November 18, 1813.

The mineral which constitutes the subject of this paper w'as (iiscovered

by Dr. Benjamin Heyne, about the year 1800, in the peninsula of liulostan,

near the eastern border of the Mysore.* From Dr. Heync’s description, it

is probable that it occurs in nests in primitive rocks, which seem to be

green stone, or at least connected with primitive trap. These rocks appear

to be subordinate to mica slate. But 1 purposely omit all particular details,

because I understand Dr. Heyne has himself a work in the press, in which

the mineralogy of this country will be particularly described.

Copper mines had been wrought in these mountains some centuries ago

;

but they had been abandoned probably on account of the various revolu-

tions lo which this part of India has been subjected. The most common
ore which occurs iu these mountains is malachite, and it seems to occupy

very extensive veins
; but the species which I propose to describe here

occurs also in considerable quantity. It had been already made the sub-

ject of various experiments, with a view to determine how much copper it

contained, but I am not aware that any person had subjected it to a regular

chemical analysis, or recognised it as a new species.

All the specimens of this ore which I have seen arc afnorphous ; so that, •

as far as is known at present, it never occurs crystallized. Quartz crystals

indeed are imbedded in it abundantly and very irregularly. »Sometimes they

^ In th^ Vincatygherry and Calastry country, below the Ghauts, Tide Tract on Copper Ore.

3 L
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arc single, sometimes they constitute the lining of small cavities to be found

in it. These crystals are all translucent. In some rare cases they are

colourless ; but by far the greater number of them are tinged of a yellowish

red, and some few of them are green. The mineral is likewise interspersed

with small specks of malachite
;
and with dark, brownish red, soft, parti-

cles, which I found to consist of red oxide of iron.

The colour varies in consequence of the irrcgidar distribution of these

extraneous stibstances. One specimen, which w'as the most free from the

malachite and the red particles, was of a dark blackish brown colour. But

in gcneial the colour is a mixture of green, red, and brow'ti
j sometimes

one, and sometimes another prevailing. Small green veins of malacliitc

likewise traverse it in ditlcrent directions.

The fracture is small conclioidal, and in some parts of the mineral there

is a tendency to a firliatcd fracture. The lustre is glimmering, owing, I

conceive, to the minute quartz crystals scattered through it. The kind of

lustre is resinous
;
and on that account and the variety of colours, this ore

has a good deal of the aspect of serpentine.

It is soft, being easily scratched by the knife. It is sectile. The streak

reddish brown. 'J'lie specific gravity 2’C'20.

It etlervesccs in acids and dissolves, letting fall a red powder. The so-

lution is green, or blue, according to the acid, indicating that it consists

chiefly of copper.

After a lew preliminary trials lo ascertain the nature of the constituents of

this ore, I adopted the fi)ilowing mode of analysis.

1. ]()() grains in the state of a coarse powder were put into a phial con-

taining diluted sulphuric acid, and the mouth of the phial was stopped

with cotton w'ool. The loss of weight, when the effervescence was at an

end, amounted to 16’7 grains. This loss was owing to the escape of car-

bonic acid gas.

2. 1()0 grains of the ore were treated in the same way with muriatic

acid. The green solution was decanted ofi’, and evaporated nearly to dry-

ness, to get rid of the excess of acid. A plate of zinc was then put into

the li(|uid previously diluted with water. The copper precipitated weighed

48\5 grains.

(In re])eating the analysis, I found that the muriatic acid had likewise

taken up a portion of iron. I therefore supersaturated the solution with

ammonia, and threw the whole upon a filter. By this means the red oxide

t)
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of iron was separated. The ammonical solution was then neutralized by

muriatic acid, and the copper thrown down by a plate of zinc. But during

my first analysis, none of the iron was taken up by the cold muriatic acid,

owing, no doubt, to the state of its aggregation.

3. The red powder, which remained undissolvcd after the muriatic

solution was drawn off, was boiled for several hours in nitroniuriatic acid.

The matter gradually diminished in bulk and became white, while tlic acid

ac(|uired a golden yellow colour. The acid was now separated fiom the

undissolved powder, evaporated nearly to dryness to get rid of the excess

of acid, diluted with water, and mixed with an excess of ammonia. A
brown powder fell, which was separated by the filter, andwdiich, after being

exposed to a red heat, weighed 19'.5 grains. A little of* this powder being

dissolved in muriatic acid was precipitated dark blue by prussiate of potash.

The remainder being mixed with tallow, and suddenly heated in a covered

crucible, became black, and was attracted by the magnet. Tlicsc proper-

ties leave no doubt that the powder w'as peroxide of iron.

4. The ammonical solution had a light blue colour, I therefore neutra-

lized it by muriatic acid, and put into it a polished plate of zinc. 1 «)btained

a sensible deposit of copper; but so small, that I was unable to collect and

weigh it. 1 estimate it at about O’l grain.

5. The white undissolvcd matter being heated to redness weighed

2’1 grains. On examining this matter attentively, 1 found it entirely com-

posed of fragments of quartz crystals which had been interspersed through

the ore, and had from their minuteness escaped my observation.

6. From the facility with which the copper dissolved in muriatic and

sul[)huric acids, there could be no doubt that it existed in the ore in the

.state of an oxide. But the red colour of the ore made me uncertaiu whether

the oxide was the red or the black. 1 therefore put 100 grains of the ore

into a tall narrow phial, filled the j)hial full of water, and then by means of

a funnel j)oured a quantity of muriatic acid into the bottom ol* the vessel.

The ore was immediately attacked, and the solution f' om the very com-

mencement apeared green. This 1 consider as a demonstration that the

copper in the oi'c w'as in the state of black oxide. Now, black oxide of

copper is a compound of 100 metal -j- 2.5 oxygen. So that the 48*6 grains

of copper, extracted from the ore when in the state of black oxide, must

have weighed 607’!> grains.

3 L 2
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From the preceding analysis, it appeals that the ore is compoeed as

follows

Carbonic acid 16*70

Peroxide of copper 60*75

Peroxide of iron 19*50

Silica 2*10

Loss 0*95

100*00

'J'hc silica was obviously accidental, and derived from the quartz crystals;

so that the ' 0, in fiiel, consists oi‘ carbonic acid, ]>eroxitle of copper, and

red oxide • i iron. In the ditlcrcm analyses, 1 have l()iind the copper to

vary a iiillc. The least quantity I obtained was -tS*6, the greatest 51 grains.

The red oxide of iron and siliceous matter varied also somewhat. The least

quantity obtained was 19 grains, the greatest 25 grains. These variations

arc owing chiefly to the •admixture o(“ qi.artz Ci Vslals, and partly to the

specks of malachite and red oxide of iron with which the ore is interspersed.

The carbonic acid is obviously combined with the black oxide of copper,

so as to constitute carbonate of copper. Now carbonate of copper, as 1

ascertained by a direct analyses, is composed of an integrant particle of car-

bonic acid, and an integrant particle of black oxide of copper. An inte-

grant particle of carbonic acid, as I have shewn elsewhere, weighs 2*751,

and an integrant particle of peroxide of copper weighs 10. Now 2*751 is

to 10 as 16*7 is to 6o*75, so that there can be no doubt that the carbonic

acid and oxide of copper are united in the ore. As to the oxide of iron, I

am disposed to consider it as only mechanically mixed ; because in one ex-

periment I dissolved almost all the copper without touching the iron. Yet

it deserves attention, that 77*4 and 19*5, the w'cight of carbonate of copper

and oxide of iron found by the preceding analysis, correspond with three in-

tegrant particles of carbonate of copper, and one integrant particle of per-

oxide of iron.

We were previously acquainted with two other native species of this salt,

namely, malachite and blue carbonate or copper azure. But both of these

are hydrous carbonates containing water as a constituent, and if any confi-

dence be put in the analyses of Klaproth, whose precision is sufficiently

known, malachite contains twice as much water as the blue carbonate. Blue
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carbonate is a compound of one integrant particle of water, and one inte-

grant particle of carbonate of copper, while malachite contains two particles

of water. Our ore is an anhydrous carhonuie of copper. When heated to

redness, it loses its carbonic acid, but undcigoes no further change. Sonu;^

specimens lost about half a grain more than their carbonic acid. This 1

ascribed to the water in the malachite, with which ihc ore was occasionally

mixed.
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TABLES OK THE THERMOMETER AND BAROMETER.

AS OBSKtlVF.D IN DIFFBRENT PARTS OF

THK PENINSULA OF HINDOSTAN,

MAlien. 1800. APHIL (continued.)

^5 1

j

,
x:

1

Names of Places.

^ tu

fi

C c

-I

I Tlierino-

1
nirl.'i',

1

Baro-

meter.
Namo.s of Places,

- 4.

0 ^ JS

Thermo-

metri

.

Bi'ii 0-

mriiM-.

M. N. N. M. N. I-:. N.

Madras I\Ion. 10 30-169

3!) 2

Sat, 5 75 91- 87 27-4

27-4Tuos. 11 Sun. 6 76 97 JK)

Wed. 12 30()3 Mon. 7 75 94 86 27-28

Thurs. ].‘J .‘:()-o:{ Tues. 8 74- 93 86 27-28

I'ri. H 30-05 Wed. 9 74 93 S4 27-3

Sat. 15 30- to Thurs. 10 74 93 80 27-39

Sun,
j

U) ‘iO-Wifi Fri. 11 73 92 80 27-28

.Mon. 17 29-8.7 Sat. 12 70 89 80 27*21

1

Tucs. 18
i

29-0’(jG Sun. 13 70 93 84. 27*23

to Wed. 19 29-.52.5 Mon. 14 72ii93 86 27*25

Tliurs. 20 2<h72.7 Tues. 15 72J' 93 87 27‘37

Fri. 21 29-52.7 Bengalorc Wed. 16

17

72ii

72’

93 88 27-25

27-25Sat. 22 29-5.‘5:J Thurs. 93 88

Sun. 23 98 29-.7 Fri. 18 66* 90 83 27-2

Mon, 24- 29-16 Sat. 19 64 91 66 27-23

Tues, 25 29- Sun. 20 70 92 86 27-25

Wed, 26 93 81 29- Mon. 21 71 95 84 27-25

Thurs. 27 69 9.5 82 29: Tues. 22 72 93;J
86 27*25

Fri. 28 66 9.5 81 29-09 Wed. 2;i 74 94 86 27-25

Sat, 29 69 29-266 Thurs. 24 72 91- 86 27 25
[Sun, 30 71 S6 SI 29-266 hVi. 25 72 96 82 27-25

Peddwiaigdurgam |Mon. 31 70 94 S7 28-92 Sat. 26 74 95 86 27-a)

Mean height of the thermometer 77{.

Sun,

Mon.
27

28

74

74

84

89

83

82

27-2

27-2

Tues. 29 74 91 82 27-2

APRIL. 1800. Wed. 30 72 92 86 27-2

Vincatygherry ini Tues, 1 72 93 86 27-7 IMcan height of the thermometer 834,

Mysore J Wed. 2 74 92 83 27-6 Greatest variation of ditti» in the"!

[27
0

Thurs. 3 73 f)4 84 27-4 course of one day . . .

,

.. ..
i

. .
<

Fri. 4 69 91 84 27-4
1

Ditto ditto in the course of one Inoiith 33 0
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JV/jy. 1800.

® t

IJ

^3
o a

'I'lnTino-

mcicr.

liaro*

itii'ter.

M. N. K. N.

Bcngalore Thurs. 1 72 m 86 27*2

h'ri. 2 74 y2 8() 2*" 2
Sat. 8 74' 9.‘> S4 27*3

Sun. 4< 71- 91 82 27 .‘5

Mon. 5 73 89 84 27 3
'fucs. G 71 92 82 27*25

Wed. 7 71 94 86 27*25

Thurs. 8 71 99 90 27*3

Tri. y 73 ui; 90 27*35

Sal. 10 73 9(\ 89 27*15

Left Eengaloro Sun. 11 1 !) m iS(i 27*15

travelling to- V Mon. 12 70 98 90 27*5

n aids Sira . . J fues. 13 74 97 fjo 27*65

Wed. 11^ 76 99 m 27-82

Thurs. 1.7 76 99 92 28*7

Fri. id 78 98 92
1

28*1

Sat. 17 78 96 90 2S-1

Sun. 18 74 95 90 28-06

Mon. ly 71 100 90
Tues. 20 7.7 98 90 27*06

Wed. 21 7.7 91. 90 27*78

Thurs. 22 "1 94 86 27*7.5

Fri. 23 71 91 S.7 27*75

Sat. 21‘ 71 92 84 27*80

Sun. 2,7 71 91. S.7 27*80

Mon. 26 7t 93 81 27*65

Tues. 27 7V 85 76 27*65

Wed. 28 74. 88 76 27*73

Chittledrug Thurs. 2y 74 8.7 71 27-73

Fri. 30 74 90 8-4 27*7

Sat. 31 74 91 84 27*7

Mean licipjlit of tlie Ihcrmomctor 82*0:5.

(ireatest variation of one day 2b®.

Ditto ditto in one month 150".

Chittlcdrug

jum:. 1800.

Sun. 1 74 91- 84 27 7

M(»n. o 74 90 74 27*7

Tues. 3 71 ss 74 27*7

Wed. 4 72 S6 74 27*7

Thin*!!. 5 72 88 74. 27-7

Fri. 6 72 86 73 27*65

Sat. i 72 82 7.3 27*65

Sun. 8 71 80 71 27*6.5

Mon. 9 72! 78 69 ! 27*()5

Tues. 10 72 80 73
1

27-G5

Wed. I 11 73| 80 73
i

27*65

Thurs. 12 70 82 72 27*65

Fri. 13 70 82 ! 74
1

2"^ *65

^at. 14 70 82 74 27-65

Sun. 15 70 80 76 27*65

Mon. 16 74 82 79 27*66

! JUNE (coniinued.

)

h|||||2|^ 1II
Baro-
meter.

VI N. F. N.

1

' Chittlcdrug flics. 17 n 86 78 27*65

Wed. 18 n 83 78 27-6.5

j

riuirs. 19 71 90 79 27-65

Fri. 20 72 8(i 79 27*7
1 Sat. 21 71 S!) 71‘ d7-7

j Sun. 22 74 86 79 27*7

i Mon. 23 74 8S 76 27*7

fues.
‘ 24 70 76 71. 27*7

1

Wid. i
25 72 S9 76 27 7

1
Thurs.

1
26 72 86 7.5 27*7

j

Kri. 27 72 86 74. 27*6

Maveonda Sat. 28 7t 81. 74 |27*S
1

Sun. 29 71 81 28-1

i

Mon. 30 To 89 82 I2S-13

1
Mean height of the thermomettM* 75*5.

i
Greatest variation of one day ‘-'0"

I Ditto ditto in one month 24 ‘ .

JVL y. IWK).

Hurryliurr Tues. 1 76 89 81 28- 1.5

Wed. 2 75 91 SO i'K-J7

Thurs. 3 75 82 76 28-17

Fri. 4 74 82 75 28*17

Snt. 5 75 87 75 28*27

Sun. 6 7() 9J /.*> 28*2(i

Mon. 7 75 90 75 28-27

Tues. 8 75 m; 78 28-2fi

Wed. 9 76 82 75 28-27

'J'liurs. 10 76 82 76 28-27

I’Vi. 11 76 82 76 28*17

Sat. 12 76 86 75
Sun. 13 76 83 75 28*27

Mon. 1 t 75 82 7.5 28*26

files. 15 ir’->
1

88 75 28*29*

Wed. 16 75
1

.86 75 28*27

Yalahelly Tliiirs. 17 75 ! 86 79 28-27

1 Conuiitalla Fri. 18 75 86 78

j

Honelly Sat. 19 7.5 8,5 76 28*28

Sun. 20 75 78 71 128*18

Mon. 21 73 7(i
1

28-1.5

Tiu'S. 22 7,9 8i 74 28*15
Wed. 23 74 79 74
Thur.'i, 24 74 81 74 1 28*1.5

Fri.
*

25 74 81 74 28*1.5

Arakcrc. , Snt 26 74 78 73 28-2

Buswapatam Sun. 27 72 SO 73 27*9
Mon. 28 1 .> 80 73 27*9

Tues. 29 78 80 74 27*9

Conavarahully. . .

.

Wed. 30 74 85 76
I
28*1

Hurryhurr Thurs. 31 76 81. :8 1
28*.3

Mean height of llie tliormometei 77.’.

Greatest variation in tlu* c ourse of daj lo‘\

Ditto in one month 20 '.
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AUGUST. 1800.

Names of Places.
Day

of

the

Week ft
irsa|

Thermo.
rnelcr.

N. E. N.

TIdrrvhurr Fri. 1 ,7.7 86 |78 28-3

Sat. 2 /> 86 78 28-3

Sun. S :75 I70 (82 28-3

Mon. 4 i75 :-s \H0 28-.33

'rues. 5 i75 S7 |78

Wed. 6 17 !• 88 so 28-33

Thurs. 7 !7.-. 87 «<) 28-.3.3

I'ri. 8 S7/.79 28-37

Sut. 9 *75 79 28-37

Sun. 10 84 78 28-:i5

Mon. 11 75 84 78 •-».s:s:5

Tues. 12 75 81- 78 28-27

Wed. 13 75 81- 76 28-27

Thurs. 14 75 78 28 27
Fri. 15 75 81- 78 28-27

Sat. 16 75 87 78 28 37
Sun. 17 75 79 28-37

Mon. IS 75 89 7f) 28-37

Tues. 19 75 87 7fl 28-37

Wed.
'

20 75 84 78.' 2S :;7

riiurs 21 7't 88 71- 28-67

hVi, 22 71- ."»4- 76 'S-27

Sat. 23 7-’ 80 77 28-27

Sun. 24 7 1 ' 80 / f 28-27

Mon. 25
1

75 82 76 28-27

Tut-s.
1

26 75 82 76 28-27

Chicka Bedery . ,

.

Wed. 27 75 81 76 28-27

fhurs. 28 75 82 7() 2S-2

Fii. 29 75 85 78 28-33

Sat. 30 71- 85 78 28-33

Sun. 31 74 88 SO 28-2

Mean height 79.^,

(ireatest varialioii in one day 1 i°.

Ditto in one niontli 17‘’.

Hurryhuvr

SEPTEMBER. 1800.

Mon. 1 74 91 80
Tuer.. 2 71 87 78
Wed. .3 71' 85 78

Thurs. 4 71' S3 77
I'Vi. 5 TI- SI

’

77
Sat 6 '.’1- S6' 77
Sun. n

1 74 ',8
77

Mon. 8 Vt S6 7(i

rn'-s. 9 Tl- s6 :r>

Wed. 10 71. 65-' Tf'

rimrs. 11 71-
'5'

78
Fri. 12 ^3 ;

'’6 78

Sat. 13 7.3 K) 81

Sun. 14 74 91 81

Mon. 15 74 89 81

Tues. 16 74 86 78
Wed. 17 i-1 87 78
Thurs.

,

18 73 87 79

28-27

28-27

28 27
28 27
28-27

28-27

28-27

28-28

2S-27

28-27

28-27

28-27

28-27

28-27

28-27

28-27

2845
284

SEPTEMBER (tontinued.)

Nameg of Places.
-si

(=1

Thermo-
meter,

Baro-
meter.

' '

M. N. £. N.

Hurryhnrr Fri. 19 74 89 80 28-4

Sat. 20 74 92 80 28-2

Sun. 21 73 89 75 28-2

Mon. 22 71- 92 81 28-3

Tuc.«t. 23 76 94 K2 28-3

Wed. 24 76 87 81 28-23

Thurs. 25 70 78 75 28-23

Fri. 26 76
j

90 78 28-23

Sat. 27 76
1

88 82 28\S3

Sun. 28 71 88 82 28-37

Mon 29 72 83 75 28*36

Tues.
1

30 74 86 75 28-3.5

The remarks of the thermometer arc taken iisuaUv

at P. M.—20th at 12;^

Mean height 79/-

Greatest variation of one day 17®.

Ditto in one montli 23®.

OCTOBER. 1800.

Ilurrylmrr

.

Mallagandcnhidly

Aimaji

Ba)la1ujll

Cinllliui-Lig

Aianiungaliim

J'irnr

Janguiihully .

Sirali

Sesuppanliullv

Biclery

Tninkur
Kitli^ieul ....

NelJa.nungaium

Madavaram .

.

Bcngalore . .

.

Wed.
Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sim.

Mon.
Tues.

IWed,
Tiiurs.

Fri,

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
Tues.

Wed.
iThurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
Tues.

Wed.
Tliurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
Tues.

Wed.
Thurs.

Fri.

9 ;72

10 j7l'

11 70
12

13

14

15

ir>

J7

18

19

20
2)

22 |70

23 |7()

24
25
26
27
28

29
so
SI
ft

70
70
64

70
70

71

71

71

|=)4

>2

192

hs
.0

187

s':

•0

- 2

‘;s

<4

S2

S4
s6

90
HO
8

f»2

90
9('

.90

HO
SO
7(S

78

l90

175

78

,78

78

^0 (28-3

•() I2S-2

0 28-2

1 :28-2

S3
-!2

79

79

70
71

71

70

71

78

|7«

HO

73

171

77
76
76

76

74

74

74

75

75
74

|75

175

Mean height 76^.
Greatest variation of one day 20®.

Ditto of one month 30^.

28-2

28-2

28-2

28 13
28-65

27 87
27-8

27-

8
27-8

27 8
27-8

28-

28-

28-

2795
27-95

27 6
27*45

27-;:3

27-25

27*05

27*2

27-1

27 05
27 05
27-05

I7441 27-05



TABLES OF THE TifEEMOiyiET^R AKD BAROMETER.

NOVEMBER, 1800. DECEMBER (continued,)

Namrs of Placet.

Bciigalore . . .

.

® e Tiicrmo- Barn.

jS o meler. meter.

, 8at.

Sun,

Mon,
Tuos.

Wed.
TImrs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
Tuos.

Wed.
TImrs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
'Fues.

VVT‘d.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
Tue.s.

Wed.
Thurs.

Fri.

Sat,

Sun.

Mean height

Greatest variation in one day 11®.

Ditto in one month 21®.

DECEMBER. 1800.

IVngalore

,

a f).5 t:i

4. flV 73

Fi Oi 73

6 7.>

7 ‘>0 i j

8 oi 7:>

0 (i() V.J

10 hf) 75

11 70 77

12 06 77

1$ 66 77
14 08 77

15 07 75

16 ()5 71

17 64 i 8

71 7:5 i27•1,*?

78 71 j27 •13

7.6 71 Il'T'

73 T1 j'ji
it

7:5 11 1272
75 73 j--’7 •1

(5 / 3 i27 1

75 <•> 127']

j 73 1
27*1

r? 73 127* I

7 75 27*1

7 75 27*1

7 75 27*1

7 75 27 1

5 73 27-

1

I Gi) 27 1

•S'?

Names of Places. 1

0 £

Bengalorc. TImrs. 18 65 75 r.j

Fri. 19 65 73 70

Sat. 20 6:5 71 7o

Sun. 21 65 71

Mon. 22 61 78 7/

Tucs. 2.8 66 73 71

Wed. 21 67 71 60

Thurs. 25 61 71 60

Fri. 26 63 71 63
;

Sat. 27 65 71 60
j

Bengalorc ....... Sun. 2S 67 72 70

Kistnarajapore . . . Mon. 2.9 (»S 72 70

Ooscotah rues, .SO 6‘S 76 T.S

Taverikera . . .

.

.

.

Wed. SI 66 80 72

Mean lunght 70^.
Greatest variation in one day 14®.

Ditto in one month 17°.

JAWARY, 1801.

Color Thurs. 1 66 78 178

Betamungal I'ri. 2 61 80 '78

Vonketigheny\ . . . Sat. 8 61 80 |7I

Peddaiuug I'at's .. Sun. 4 (>4 SO 71

Siitghur Mon. 5 64 86 75
Gudiatum 'Files. 6 6S 76 71

F.rinjiporam Wed. 7 6*6 77 75
Vellore Thurs. S 68 78 71
Tcngary IVi. 9 70 80 7(i

Jenunadhengy. . . . Sat. lO 71 8(> 76
Balaehitty Suttrum Sun. 11 71 86 77

F.rinjiporam Wed. 7 6*6 77 75
Vellore Thurs. S 68 78 71
Tcngary IVi. 9 70 80 7(i

Jenunadhengy.... Sat. lO 71 8(> 76
Balaehitty Suttrum Sun. 11 71 86 77
Viraperinfi! Ditto. . \Iou. 12 76 86 81

Amniaraniattn. . . . ’I’ucs. 18 75 88 78
Pugfiku Mutlu . . . Wed. 1 1 78 88 78
jNIadras Thurs. 15 7.8 88 76

I'ri. 16 7J 35 76
Sat. 17 71 85.’ 76
Sun, 18 70 85 76
Mon. 19 TO 66 77
'Files. 20 70 8? 77
Wed. 21 70 87 7(i

TImrs. 22 TO 87 77
Fri. 2:5 70 87 77
Sat. 21 70 86* 77
Sun. 25 70 87 77
Mon. ’ 26 70 86 77
'FueP. 27 72 87 76

j

VVctl. ‘28 70 |87 78
TImrs. 29 TO 186 75
Fri. ;"0 70 188 7ii

8af. yi 70 [85 7u

Mean height 76%
Greateft variation in one day 22®,

Ditto in one month 24®»



4^ 'APPEKbl* B

FknnUARY. liwi.

Kaincs of Placr«i.

|

0 4)

^
-s

*0 B

""
*2

Thcimcj-

melcr.

1

Barn>
meter.

1

M.
1

N. F. N.

Madi'its Sun. 1 1 lO SG 78 30-23

Mon. O to S4 Tf' 30-23

Tutvi. 3 •iO '2 /
• ' .30-2f‘>

Wi-d. 4 TO .s2 j'S .3t)-23

'rhurs. ^2 78

Fri. G TO, S5 77 30-2.0

Sal. 7 TO SO < t
30-2.3

Sun. s :() l-G
— 1

.

MY'ir,

Mon. 9 TO SJ. 77 .‘.0-2.3

'I'nvs. JO TO SI 77 30-25

WvaI 31 TO S't 77
'riiur.s. 12 TO S5 i i

Fri. 13 TO S2 77 1

Sat. 14 70 S3 77
j3()-2Sun. 70 S3 77

Mon. JG TO S3 77 ' 30-2

Tue.s. J7 70 S4 77 30-2

Wed. l<s TO 8(i M
'fhurs. 19 TO Sf) 77
Fri. 20 70 ,87 78 30-2

Sat. 21 71 85 77 30-2

Sun. 22 TO 185 77 299
Mon. 23 70 83 77 30-

Tues, 24 70 85 79 30-

Wed. 25 71 85 79 30-1

Thurs. 2G 71 84 79 :301
Fri. 27 71 85 79 1 30-1

Sat. 28 71 187 70 iso-i

Mrnn height 77 J.

(ireatest variation in the course of one day 17”.

Ditto in one month 18^.

Madras

MARCH. 1801.

Sun. 1 70 8G 9 30-2

Mon. 2 71 8S* 79 .00-22

Tues. 3 72 87 80 30-2S
Wed. 4 72 S9 SO 3022
Thurs. 5 73 87 80 30-22

Fri. G 73 85 80 30-1

Sat. 7 71 87 so .‘30-1

Sun. 8 71 8G so 30-2

Mon. 9 71 88 80 30-2

Tues. 10 71 88 80 30-2

VVed. 11 90 82 30-25

'fhurs.
i

12 73 90 82 30-25

Fri. 13 73 S9 82 30-25

Sat. 14 73 89 83 30-2

Sun. 15 71 90 84 30-2

Mon. IG 72 89 85 30-2

* At twelve o'clock 93®.

MARCH (toniinued.)

Names of Places.
Day

of

the

Week

—

® 1 Thcimo-
ineter.

Tluro-

meter.

i

M-1 N«
,
K. N.

Madrasf 'lues. 17 72!Ls9 84 30-2

Sadras Will. 18
1i71 89 81' 30-1

Pondicherry 'fhiirs.

Fri.

19

20
:T2 i

172

90
89 8.7

30-2.3

30-23

Sat. 21 72 UO 81 .30-J5- -

'franquebar Sun. 22
i72

90
j

M. 30-15

Mon. 23 90 i J-il 30 15

'flies. 24 72 ,90
'

81- 30 15

Wed. 25 !72 .89
!

SI 30-15

'fhurs. 2G '72 90 S4- .30-15

FVi. 27 i7i loo 85 ' 30-1

Sat. 28 l70 bi S(j !30-l

Korungu SuUrum Sun. 29 70 :90 8(> '30
1

Shiallv '.VI on. 30 75 ':)3 83 30-07

Chiliembrum .... Tuts. 31 17
1- '90 81 130-

Mean heiglit 81
-J-.

Greatest variation of one day 21”.

Ditto in one month 21°.

APRIL. 1801.

Ucur Wed. 1 7G 91 !83 30*

Muttadur 'fhurs. 2 78 101 SC 29-9

Gingi FVi. 3 78 96,81 29 9
Sat. 4 82 92 sc 29-9

Vcrmamungalum . Sun. 5 82 96 88 29-93

Arnic Mon, G 84 96 89 29-9

Chlltra Choultry . Tues. 7 8-1 96 89 29-4

Vellore Wed. 8 84 I02isy 29-4

Thurs. 9 8-1 100 90 29-4

IVi. 10 84 99 89 2‘)-4

Sat. 11 81 100 89 29-4

Sun. 12 8-1 9fl 90

Lalapcttah Mon. 13 84 99 89 29'1.

Ramki&tnaraze PetU . . Tues. 14 8G 98 90 29-5

Allatur Suttrum ,

.

WV*d. 15 86 98 90 29-.')3

Bomrus i’alliam .

.

Thurs. 16 86 94 88 29-5

Fri. 17 8G 96 89 i 29-23

Bahader Petta. . . . i

Sat. 18 74 101 89 29-6

Tripetty Sun. 19 78 97 94 29-6

Yerped Mon. 20 8G 101 91 29-7

Yellilganaru Tues. 21 86 101 95 29-75

Venketigherry, . .

.

Wed. 22 87 96 92
i

1

Thurs. 23 8G 95 90 29-8

Fri. 24 86 102 96 29 8
Sidaporam Sat. 25 87 102 94 29-8

Podlacuru Sun. 26 88 105 96 29-8

BuchyreddyPoiliam Mon, 27 81 99 94 29-87
Chennur 'i'ues. 28 86 102 96 29-8.5

Bramhanacdka . .

.

Wed. 29 8G 96 87 30-05
Cavilly Thurs. 30 84 97 88 30-

Mean height 90J.
Greatest variatidu of one iday 27®.

Ditto of one month 31°.

f On a tour from Madras to Tranquebar, Gingi, Vellore to the Copper Mines, Ongolc, Commum,
ceded districts to Bencralofe.



TABLES OF THE TH£RMOMBTE|l AKD BAROMETER. 451

MAY. 180L

Names of Places.
"•si

I’l "a

Thermo-
meter.

Baro-
meter.

M. N. E. N.

Cfidlur Fri. 1 8G 91 84 30-

Irrincotah, in the!
night at Linga > Sat. 2 84. 96 87 29-8

Sundrum . . . . j
Boinbartipiidu .... Sun. 3 80 98 87 29 8

Kuttakindapallet .

.

Mon. 4« 80 98 87 29(>
Vangapudu (cop-

1

Tues. 5 82 102 90 29-fi.‘J
per mines) ,

. J
Wed. G 82 107 98 29-8

Kunlagunta Tliurs. 7 ^ 80 95 87 29*83

Ongole Fri. 8 s'i; 95 89 1

29-8

Sat. 9 81 94 89 29*8

Sun. 10 86 98 91
1

29*8

Mon. 11 86 99 96 29'8

Nutialapadu 'Fues. 1 12 86 107t’. 96 29*75

Yellaniunla Wed. J.3 86 107 i95 296
Kunlametta Thurs. 11. 87 KXi 94

1

2fM
Caljavalpadu Fri. 15 86 96 92 29*33

Commum Sat. IG 86 95 '91 29*33

Sun. 17 85 95 !89 i 29*33

Pussalapadu Mon. 18 86 99 190 29*33

Pottypullc Tues. 19 87 95 190 29*2

liullinagur Wed. 20 84 98 i<)0 29- 15
Porimamalu Thurs. 21 81 102 !92 20*35

Ambaraiii Fri. 22 84 102 97 293
Unupenta Sat. 23 85 107 99 29*5

Podatur Sun. 24. 87 101 97 29-5

Jonalamurga Mon. 25 88 102 96 29*5

Talia Podatur .... Tues. 26 89 102 96 29*4

Turpattry Wed. 27 89 101 96 29-27

lloyeldiervu Thurs. 28 88 101 96 29*05

Gutty Fri. 29 84' 101 96 28*8

Sat. SO 1

8-1 101 96 28*85

Sun. 31
1

81 KX) 96 28*8

Moan height

(iroHtest variation in one day 25*.

Ditto in one month 27°.

JUNT- ISOl.

Pamdy Mon. 1 84 loo'g'i- 28*8

Anantapore Tues. 2 76 9Sl9() 28-8

Darmarura Wed. 3 773 101 90

Coltapulle TImrs. 4 76 90 88 28*8

Ilu&sainporc Fri. 5 76 89 84 28*1

l*aghuv Sat. 6 72 89 84. 28-^

Sun. 7 76 89 86 28*?r

Parc'JiI Mon. 8 76 90 87 28.-*

Sov^ ilii’U 'lues. 9 78 91 88 27*9

Tonditbary
;

Wed. 10 74 94 88 27-5

JUNE fcontinued

J

NameR of Placeii.

•5*80

ca
^ D

1

Thrrnu)-

metci.

Uaio-

nieter.

1

M.| N.

1

V.. N.

Ballapore Thurs. 11 70 jOJ IS;)

. ,

27*1

Bcngalorc Fri. 12 70
1

90 S6 27*1

Sat. 13 70 184 . 76 27 1

Sun. 14 TO '|K0 7s 27*1

Mon. 15 70 !7f/ 78 27*1

Tuo.'i. 16 70 79 78 27*1

Wed. 17 70 SO 78 27*1

5

Tliuih. IS 70 80 76 27*1

Fri. 19 70 :so 76 27 *;'.

I

Sat. 20 70 so 76 27*1.5

! Sun. 21 70 so 7(> 27-15

Mon. 22 170 79 76 27’ 15

Tues. 23 170
i7<)

76 27-1

Wed. 24 70 so 76 27-

i

1

'I'hurs. 25 70 SO 7 () 27*
1

1

Fri. 26 70 S4 176 :27*1

Sat. 27 71 86 75 27*1

Sun. 28 72 |RS 75 27*1

Mon. 29 71 |86 77 27-1

Tues, tiO i70
1

186 75 127-1

Mean height
79.J.

(rreatest variation of one day 20°.

Ditto of one month 36°.

JULY. 1801.

Bcngalorc Wed. 1 72 89 76 \27-l

Tliurs. 2 73 88 75 127*1

Fri. 3 72 87 76 27*1

Sat, 4* 71 8f> 75 27*1

Sun. 5 70 Si- 79 |27'1

Mon. 6 72 Sf) 7() 127*1

'I'lUis. 7 72 87 7«s

Wed. 8 72 86 76 ;
27*05

Thurs. 9 72 87 76 ,27*05

I'ri. 10 72 87 7.5
1

27-05

Sat. 11 72 s(; 71 27*1

Sun. 12 72 75 1

Mon. 13
,

;v2 86 75 |27*1

Tuck. 14 72 Sii 75 ‘7 1

Wed. 15
'

72 8fi 75 ,27*1

Thufs. 16 72 87 77
Fri.

i

72 S6
i 77 !2V1

Sat. 18

:

72 so .

1

1

;27*i

Sun. 19
,

72 79 76 w7'

Mon. 20 I72 79 78 ' 77'

Tuer. 21
I
72 81 i 'f .-!7-0,5

Wed. 22
;

71 l82 79 ''.7'05

Madavuram * , . .

.

Thurs. 23
'

70 S2 ;77-I»

Bagur \ Fri. 24 176 181
i
‘27-19

* f)n a tour 1‘rom Bensalofe to Sira.



45« APPENDIX B.

OCTOBER. 1801. NOVEMBER (continued.)

*o *8 "I

Naiiirg of Place''.

o S 0 C
Therm(}- fiard-

CJ iiirter. inrltT.

—" - — _ —— - ' —
.\r. r. N.

Sira Fri. 9 Tj. H2 78 27*97

Sal. 10 7-i S2 77-’

Sun. 11 T-1* s2 7S 27 *9

Mon. 12 73 S'

I

7S 27*93

ruoii. i:i i
S2 SO 27*9

Wed. 14 70 S2 SO 27*93

'I'hurb. 1.5 74 S3 SO 27*93

I'Vi. 1« '
i s;i 80 27-93

Sal. 17 72 S3 80 27*8

SuJi. IS 70 S2 80 27*S

Mon. 19 74 ;s.3 79 !27'8

Tues. 20 72 S3 79 '27'8

Weil. 21 72 82 79 27*i‘'>T

Thurs. 22 74 SI* 79 27*9

Fri. 2f} 71 S4‘ 79 27-9

1

Sat. 1 21*
1

74 83 Vr 27-9*

Sun. 25 1 74* 78 76 27‘J

Mon. 2()
j

73 76 74 27-a5

Tiies. 1 27 73 SI 79 27-9

Wed. 28 ' 71 82 79 27*9

Thura. 29 7-1- SI 77 27 95
Fri. 30 72 77 75 27*9

Sat. 31 72 76 73 27*75

Mean height 77 J;.

Greate^'^t variation in the course of one day 12®.

Ditto in one iiioiith 14®.

* At the time it rained, which was about 8 J
P. M.

the buroinetcr fell to 27*85, and thermometer to 78.

NOVEMBER. 1801.

Sira

Sira glacis, near the

fort gate-

Sira

Sira Petta •

Sun. 1 74 79 77 27 8
Mon. 2 74 SO 78 27 8
Tues. 3 75 SI 78 27-85

Wed. 4* 75 81 78 27-9

Thurs. 5 74 82 78 27*9

Fri. 6 75 84 77 27*85

Sat. 7 73 S3 p 27*85

Sun. 8 67 83 77 27*85

Mon. 9 70 83 76 27.85

Tue.s. 10 72 80 73 27*85

Wed. 11 68 78 72
j

27*85

Thurs. 12 68 78 74 !
27*87

Fri. 13 72 79 74
'

27*87

Sat. 14 74 82 75 ,27*87

Sun. 15 73 S3* 79 27*85

Mon. 16 72 83 77 27*85

Tucs. 17 69 83 78 ,27*83

Wed. 18 62 83 71 27*97

* At nine o’clock A. M. the thermometer 85®.

Namps i>f Places.

0 t e B
Tlicrmo-

niPtcr.

lluro-

meter.

M. N. N.

Sira Petta Thurs,. 19 5() h

;

72 27*97

I'ri. 20 57 t.‘-' 7‘2 27 07
Sat. 21 .08 S'J 72 27*97

Sun. 22 1
.08 8.3 74! 27 ‘97

Mon. 23 i62 8.0 72 127*97

Tues. 24 70 ‘27*.97

1

V/ed. 2.-5 62 8.0 70 27 97
I’lmrs. 2'> 60 31- 70 27 97
In-i. 27 (>2 ‘^4 71 27*. *7

Sat. 28 * 1 82 73 27*97

Sun. 2l) '

r'*'
71* 27*97

Mon. 30 GO
i:-*5 i

74 28*

Mean height 7 I f-

fireatc-t varialion of one day 27'^*

Ditto one niontii

DECEMBER. 1801.

Sira |Tues. J 85 ;7-i 28-

Wed. 2 .os 85 74 is*

Halkorf iThnis. 3 .09 ’.0 i7.5

Deinunwdlv ..... iFri. 4 .09 m; ,7‘l 27*75

Toinkere 'Sat. 5 5J*
- >-?

i 1 jvo 27-3

Corretekera |Sim. 6 (w 83 70 27-3

Dunwattv ‘Mon. 7 82 i70
27*(>

(lunduinghcrryj.

.

'rues 8 67 ^6 171 27*7

llullupoiT |MT‘d. 9 72 •0 73 27*2

'fhurs. 10 6*9 77 74 27*1

Yellavcnkum Fri. 11 fi9 "S 71 27-3

lleiigalore iSat. 12 68 78 27*2

Sun. 13 G() 72 ()8 27*2

Mon. 14 61 70 68 27*2

'fues. 1.5 64 70 6’S -27 1

W3*d.
, 16 f)4 70 6S '27*1

'I'liurs. 17 64 TO (J8 27-1

Fri. IS f)1 TO 69 ‘27-1

Sat. 19 (if) 70 ris 27 1

Sun. 20 68 TO iS 27 1

Mon. 21 (i6 72 70 27-1

Tucs. 22 69 72 70 27-1

WV^d. 23 71 74 72 27-1.0

Thurs. 24 70 74 72 27 15
[Fri. 25 70 7

1

72 27-15
Sat. 26 70 74- 72 27*1.5

Sun. 27 70 71 68 27-1.5

Mon. : 28 68 71 70 27*15
Tnes. 29 m 74 70 27*15
Wed. 30 66 74 76 27-15
Thurs. 31 68 74 70 27-15

Mean Iieight 71.

Greatest variation of one day 27°.

Ditto of one month 27®.

J Near Maukallydroog.

t On a Tour from Sira througli the hills to Bengalore.



TABLES OF THE TIfERWrOBffETER AND BAROMETER, 4^.

JANUARY. 1802 .

Names of Places.
si

Q|

o s
, o 14icrmo-

inelcr.

Baro-

meter.

M. N. E. N.

Dengttlorc Fri. 1 GO 74 74 ‘J7-1S

Sat. 2 70 74 '27 1.5

Sun. 3 70 72 71 1 2715
Mon. 4 70 74 73 127*15

'rue.-. 5 G8 72 T'i
1

27*15

\\\d G 70 72 72 ! 27-15

rimrj. 7 G8 71 72 27- 15
Fri. 8 70 72 '

1

27*15

Sat. 9 70 72 ' 27*15

Sun. 10 70 70 71 1
27*15

Mon. 11 70 TO 27*15

12 70 70 71 !
27-15

AttepaHy* Wed. 1.8 oS / 2 70
1

27*J5
IVIlanuingaluin ... 'I'liiir.s. 14 GS 82 78 ‘27-45

Huriduigmn hri. 15 70 7G ‘•1 27*5

Jlavacotah Sat. ]ii 70 ‘‘2 78
!
27*G

Sun. 17 70 ^(1 78 ! 27 G
ralicole iMon. 18 74 80 78 j28*5

Diuampury Tucs, 19 71 S2 79 12S-7

Ta}>ur Suttrum . .

.

Wed. 20 7-1> .S‘->
1

29-

Voniillore Ihur?. 21 7() 92 ;tO
;

29*3

Salem I'ri. 22 7G *•'.9 8G
j

29*2

Sat 2:1 ,() !85 8.8 29-1

Mallur Sum. 21 of) S8 SG 29*2

(lliiltra C3iouIl, v 25 70 8,S si. ‘JlKi

Vaihivavatly . ,

,

i'ue-! 2G 70 85 s:{ 29-G5
Mu.siri Wed. 27 70 87 85 29*(;5

Choultry .

,

i'liurh. 28 T(' S.8 iO 30-

Tricliinopoly .... I«>i. 29 TO ‘

i
/ 0 ,

29*8

Sat. M) >s "^7 S2 2'>*8

Sun. 31 G7 ,87 VJ j29 8

Mean 75.

(iretilest variation of one day 22^.

Ditto oi* one month 2ir.

FEBRUARY. iH)2.

Trichinoply Mon. 1 \y2 !29*8

Tues. 2 ?).S Si s:i 29*8

Wed. 3 CO Ut s 1 29*8

'flmrs. 4 ()!.) .,87 ' r 2.)*8

Fri. 5 70 loo S(> 29*9

Sat. G (i8 jf,0 81.
1

'20-9

Sun. 7 GG 189 82 i 29*9

Mon. 8 70 89 s5
I
29 9

Coilluddie 1 ues. 9 70 90 iK4 : 29-9

Tirware Wed. 10 .TO 80 l29*8

Sawmymalle .... Thurs. 11 7'1. po SG
;

29*85

Miiya\ aram Fri. 12 75 ifK) 85
:

2985
Tricalore Sat. 13 74. 00 .87 30'

Tranquebar Sun. 14 7:4 <10 P2 30* 1

:Mou. 15 72 \m SO 30 13
'^J’ues.

1

16
1

73 87
1

79 30*15

Wed.
1

17
1 72 188

1

SO 30*15

^ On a tour from Bciigalore

FEBRUARY (Mniinutd.)

Naine.s uf Places.
o V o =

c Tljcrmo-

nieler.

Uaro-

meier.

M. V. N.

Tranquebar Thurs. 18 tiS SG 70 30 15
Fri. 19 G9 8G “O 30-15

Sat. 20 70 88 0 :50*15

Sun. 21 1 70 SG 70 ,30-15

Shlally Mon. 22 G.S 90 ':^0'I5

CliolUinibram .... fues. 23 (i9 .87 75 :iO*I:’.

'fawden Sultruin.

.

V\'ed. 21
1

G9 H'y 72
I

:!()•] 5

Majccopoin 'I'hurs. 25 70 89 72
1

30*15

Cuiulapa Mudel-

1

lir Suttrum . . i
Fri. 2G 71 SI. .S5 ' 30-2

Cmnia Suttrum .. Sat. 27 74 S9 8.; 30*2

Fal Suttrum Sun. 28 74 so 85 30*2

i»Iean height 795*

Cireatest variation in t]ic course of one da

Ditto in one month

UARVU. 18()'2.

I'iillagarcn Su 1 1rum
j
Mon

.

Motakaron Ditto.

Madras .

Tiics.

Wed.
'J’liurts,

IVi.

Sut,

Sun.

.Mon.

ri'ues.

Wed.
Thurs.

IVi.

Sat.

Sun.

Alon.

’fues.

W^d.
'riiiiis.

lYi.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
'riie.s.

Weil.

I'hurs

Fri.
’

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
Tuts.

AVed.

1

2

4.

5
G
7
8

9
10
11

12

18

i t

J.T

IG

17

IS

19

20
21

22
2.8

24*

2.'>

2G

27
28

29
SO
31

sr; jso

IHO

80

73

|7.3

70
79
79
179

179

7.9

|S;>

8,8

[HS

8.8

|
8,8

Si-

Si {

182

82

iSS

[82

85
85
.85

S;-,

|SG

lH5

85
85

185

; :;0*2
'

.80'2

.80 2

30 1

.8(H

30-2

.8()-2

30*2

30*2

80 2
30 2
.80*2

30*1

30*25
.^<0*25

30*2

30*2

30*2

.80-2

30 2
.80 2
30 25
30*15

;;o*i5

.80 2
30-2'

.80*05

ri0*05

:{()*05

3()-2

3015

Mean lieiglit 8I-01.

Greatest variation of one day 23®.

Ditto of one mouth 21
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TABLES OF THE THSRBtOMXTfiR AND BABOMETERi

AUGUST. 1805. SEPTEMBER (eonttinved).

Namcf of PUices.

Mon,
Tues.

Wod.
Thurs.

rvi.

I

Sat.

jSuri.

Mon.
Tm*s.

Wed.
riiurs.

IVi.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
Tuvs.
Wod
'I'linrs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun,

Mon.
Tiics,

Wed.
Tliijrs.

Fri.

Sat.

71 "7

,
TO 75

.70 75 7^1

7 \ 75

7 1 7.^

lit \75

71 i70

12 77 7fJ

TM 7.>.J

71 72

70.J7.7 72

70A74 70
71 74 72

70 75

70 75 75

70 TOHT
70 75 7V
70 70 70

72 70 74
70 75 75
7;i 70 74

I 72 7l«^.7:l

/I I \j I »5

SEPTr^MBER, J805.

Naaei of Places.
-ot

0|

Bengalorc

.

1
I

2 71 75

0 72 71^

Thurs, 5 72 75

Fri. G TUT.-il 27*08

Sat. 7 71 75 27*0(5

Sun. 8
Mon. 9 71 71 27 07
Tucs. 10 72 75 27*10

Wed. J1 724 70 70 27*00

Thurs. 12 72 77 27*10

Fri. 1.8 78 78 27*10

Sat. 14 72 77 27*10

15

Bengalore

.

20*99

2(>*f)8

20*95

27*05

27 0.9 1

27*0.9

27*().9

27*04

27*10

27*08
I

'Mon. 10 72 77

Tues. 17 74 78 7

:Wcd. 18 78 70

Thurs. 19 78 75

20 72 77
Sal. 21 7:*>'w7’

Sun. 22
Mon. 28 72 7.8'

!Tucs. 24 72' 75

'Wed. 25 71-' 75
Thurs. 20 74 77
Fri. 27 7.81 7f;

Sat. 28 74 l70

Sim. 29
:

|

Mon. SO i 78 07

OCTOBER. 1805.

Bcngalorc

.

Tuc*5.

Wed.
Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
Tues.

Wed.
Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
Tiie.s.

Wed

.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat,

Siui.

M>n.
Tues.

Wed.
Thurs.

Frt

Sa(.

Sun.

Mon.
Toes.

Wed.
Thurs.

1 78 \7G\

2 ,74 i70

3 ;78 ,74.'t

4 ,78 7U
5 miH
6l
7 |72 ,74.

8 |7‘2 174

9 '72 j7;5

10 71 7U
It 71 72
12 71 78
13

14 71 73
15 7U73i
16 7ri73i
17 72 74i
18 72 74
19 72 72
20
21 71 73
22 71 72i
23 ;7I 73
21. I72 74
25 ,72 74
26 :72.i74
27

1

28 ,73 7S
29 :73 T4J
30 73 75
31 172 74



APPBMSIX 8 .4M

NOVFMBER. 1805.

Namei of Placer.
'1
i*

Thermo-
meter.

Baro-

meter.

M. N. E. M.

Beogalore Fri. 1 72 74 27-16

Sat. 2 72 721 27*13

Sun. 3
Mon. 4 72 75 27-13

TueB. 5 72 75 27*13

Wed. 6 72 75 27-13

Thurs. 7 71 7.3 27-

Fri. 8 71 7.3 27-

Sat. 9 71 73 27-

Sun. 10
Mon. 11 70 73 27-

Tues. 12 69 7.3 27-

Wed. 13 70 7.3 27-08

Thurs. U 69 73 27*08

Fri. 1,5 69 7.3 27-12

Sat. 16* 69 7.3 27*12

Sun. 17 69 721 27-12

Mon. 18 69 721 27*12

Tues. 19 66 72 2712
Wed. 20 66 72 27- 12

Thurs. 21 66 73 27-12

Fri. 22 74 27-17

Sat. 23 -H 27-17

Sun. 24
Mon. 2.5 741 27*17

Tues. 26 75 27*17

Wed. 27 7.5 27*17

Thurs. t 28 74 27-18

Fri. 29 73 J 27-20

Sat. SO 72 27*20

DECEMBER. 1805.

Bangalore Sun, 1

Mon. 2 73 27-20

Tues. ,3 73i 27-20

Wed. 4 73i 27*20

Thurs. .5 7.3' 27 20
Fri. 6 73 27-20

Sat. i
73i 27-20

Sun. 8

Mon. 9 70i 27-15

Tues. 10 64 70 27-16

Wed. 11 71 27-16

Thurs. 12 69 27-16

Fri. 27-05

Sat. 14 70 27-10

Sun. 15
Mon. 16 69 27-15

Tues. 17 68 27* 10

Wed. 18 68 27-10

DECEMBER (eoHiinutd.J

o t
-is

® § Thermo-
mcler.

Baro-

M. N. £• K.

Bcngalore Thurs.

Fri.

19

20
67
69

27-10
27-13

Sat. 21 68i| 27-15

Sun. 22
Mon. 23

j

69 27-15

I'ues. 24
1

69 27-15

Wed. 25 i

1

Thurs. 26 70 27-16

Fri. 27 70 27-16

Sat. 28 70 27 16

Sun. 29
Mon. 30 68 27*16

Tues.
i

31 68 27-16

JANUARY. 1806.

Bengalorc ....... Wed. 1 69 >27-16

27-16Thurs. 2 72
Fri. 3 72 27 IS
Sat. 4 72 27-15
Sun. 5
Mon. 72

Tues. 7 72
Wed. 8 70
'Phiiry. 9 71

Fri. 10 72
Sat. 11 73
Sun. 12

Mon. 13 72?.

Tues. 14 72
Wed. 15

1 72
Thurs. 16 69
Fri. 17 71

Sat. 18 72
Sun. 19
Mon. 20 72i.

Tues. 21
71.J

Wed. 22 71

Thurs. 23 73
Fri. 24 73
Sat. 25 73
Sun. 26
Mon. 27 73
Tues. 28 73i
Wed. 29 7.3

Thurs. 30 73
iFri. 31 73



TABLES OF THE TIIEftMOJfETEll AND BAR03IETER. 4sr

TmRUARY. 180G. MAUCH fconimtted.J

Nuiei of Places. HIHjB Names of Places*

M. N.
i

i

N. M.
1

N.
{

!•;,

Bengalore Slit. 1 74* Bengalore Tucs. IS 72
Sun. o Wed. 19 7M 82
Mon. 8 74.’ Tlmrs. 20 72 88
Tuos. 4- 76 iTi. 21 72 S8
Well. 5 76’ Sat. 22 72 82
Tluirs. 8 77 Sun. 28 72 ls2

I'ri. 7 7() iMon. 21 72 'si 4
Sat. « 76 i 'Flies. 2.'> 72 s'4
'Sun. 9 Wed. 26 78 SH
IMon. 10 76.1 Tluirs. 27 73 82
I'Pucs. 11 T(i.J Fri. 28 72 81
Wed. 12 7/ Sat. 29 73 81 »

Tliurs. 18 77 Sun. 80 78 82
lM*i. 11< 77 Mon. 31 73-i SI
Sat. l.i

Sun. U)

Mon. 17

Tiu's. 18 76

•Wed. 19
*-*“

1

Tlmrs. 20 77.

i

APRIL. 1806.
Fri. 21 i i -Ji

Sat. 22 79
Sun. 28 Bengalore ...*'.*. 'Fucs. 1 7i4 84 |82

Mon. 21 78 Wed. 2 744 H5 884
rues. 25 78 Thurs. 8 7r>i 84* 86^
Wed. 20 77 Fri. 4 76 S5 8.5

'Hi Ill’s. 27 78 Sat. 5 74 S31 83
Fri. 28 79

i

Sun. G 75 88
Mon. 7 75 85 82.'.

'Fues. 8 75 m 84
Wed. 9 76 m 86
Thurs. 10 76 8.5J 88
Fri. 11 76 85 84

MARCH. 1806. Sat, 12 76 S54 S4
Sun. 18 76 85 i-

84
Sat. 1 71 79 79 Mon. 14 76^ 85-4 84
Sun. 2 71 79 Tues. 15 77 87 8U
Mon. 8 71 SI 79 27*20 Wed. 16 77 85 85
1’ues. 4 72 82 79i 27*20 Thurs. 17 75 88 •. 84
Wed. 5 72 81 -.', SI 27*20 Fri. 18 7Si 85 85
Thurs. f) 78;’- sT SI 27*20 Sat. 19 76^. 85 St
Fri. > 7 74 SI' HI 27*25 Sun. 20 75 84
Sat. 8 7'1 vSO 79 27*25 Mon. 21 754 85 84
Sun. 9 69 1 79 Tues. 22 76.'. 85 85
Mon. 10 6^ .so SI 27*2.8 Wed. 28 77.' S5S 86
'Fues. 11 68 81 'SOJ 27*25 Thurs. 24 78 87 87
Wed. 12 --2 81 27 28 Fri. 25 77 86 86
Tlmrs. 18 69 81 SO ^^7*28 ^at. 26 78 8fi 87
Fri. M 71 HI 27 20 Sun. 27 78 M 87
Silt. 15 7(* 81 SI 27*20 Mon. 78 7S^ s7 86
Sun. 16 72 82

i

Tues. 29 74 85 77
Mon. 17 72 81 { 81 27*20 Wed, 30 74 86 ;8G

i

meter.

N.

1

'/7*20

27*20

27*22

27 22
27*21J

27*2»

27*20

27*20
27*20

27*20

27*15.

27*15

27*18

27*18

27*15

27*12

27*12

27 18
27*18

27*18

27-20

27*20

27*20
20*20

27*20

27*20

27.15



APPENDIX %

MAY. 1806. JUNE fcontinuedj

Nunio.i of

Dcngalore

.

Boniralurc

f o Tlirrmo-

5 <• mVtrr.
Names of Places.

7 77

8 78

9 7^
10 71-

11 76

12 76
13 76

H 73
IT) 73

16 71<

17 :t,

18 74'

19 71-

20 71-

21 73

22 74

23 74

24 71

2.5 70

26 74

27 7‘l‘

28 74

29 7/5

30 76

31 75

864 85

89

87 i
S6

sri

88 87

87 87

86 S6
86 8l

8fi SO
85 HI

81

86 85

86 83
S3 81

S2479
83 81

84 81

78
SI 78

82 77
81 SI

81 79
S()‘ SO
SO 79

76

81 79
81 SI

81 82
82 82
82 80

8U 79

1 74 i

2 72 r79 764 27-10

78 72 27*10

774 75 27-10

,77472 2710
il7S 7t 27-10

,77 75 27-12

r
T5

‘75 72 27-05

7;{ 70 27-(K>

75 T.-i 27-10

764 75 27*10

75 75 27*10

764 76 27*10

78 76 27*10

0 t,

JS-'f-

® g Thermo- Baro-

I*!
meter. meter.

Bcngalore ,

27*20

27*20 1 !

27*20 !

27*15 I

27*15

27-15 1

Dcngalore ,

.
iTues.

Wed.
Thiirs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.
'I'ues.

wva.
Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

17 71^78^76
18 72 78 77

I

19 72 79 79
20 79 79 74
21 72 79 79
22 73 70
23 73 784 79
24 72', 79 78
25 73 78 i 79
26 73 79 79
27 73 79 79
28 72*76475
29 72,' 75
30 71'. 77 74

JULY. 1806.

. fucs. 1 71177 77 27-12

Wud. 71477477 '27-13

Thurs. 8 71477 75 -27-12

Fri. 4 71 76 7.5 27-10

Sal. 5 70476i75 27 10
Sun. 6 70,', 75
Moil. 7 70‘764 75 -27-05

Tut'S. 8 714 784 76 27-

Wcd. 9 70 78 75 27-05
Thurs. 10 70 77 75 27-05

Fi-i. II 70 78 74 -27-03

Sat. 12 71 78 75 '27-0.3

Sun. 13 71-i 75
Mon. 14 7-2 76' 75 27-03

Tues. 1.5 72 75 74 '27-03

Wed. 16 704765 72 27-03

Thurs. 17 70 76 714 27-03

Fri. 18 70 7.5^72 -27-05

Silt. 19 70' 76472 27-05

Sun. 20 70'. 735
Mon. 21 71*774 75 27-05

Tues. 22 71477 76 27-05

WeiL 23 71-4765 74 2713
Thurs. 24 70 76 74 27-13
Fri. 25 70 76 76 27-13

Sat. 26 72 77 72 27-13
Sun. 27 72 74
Mon. 28 70 77 74 2713
Tues. 29 714 78 78 27-13
Mod. 30 72 785 79 27-13

Thurs. 31 74 79 77 27-13



TABLES OF THE THERMOMETER AND BAROMETER. 459

AUGUST. IBOG.

Names of Places.
® t •sf

||

TbcrniO-

meter.

Bai'o-

meter.

M. N. I-. N.

Bengalore Fri. 1 T-n -9' 78 27-13

Sat. 2 TTTT79 70 27- 13

Sun. S 70 ;
“'j*

Mon. 4 71 1 1 77 27*1

3

Tuos. 5 *71 77-i 71< ‘27-1

0

Wed. 6 70'. 70 74 27-10

Tliurs. 7 71 77 70 27-10

Fri. 8 71-'.
• 1 70

1

U’T-IO

Sat. 9 72
!

ITT 127-10

\OVE^rBER.

Bcngiilorc Til nr.*;. 20 (\r> 71 09 ;
27*20

IVi. 21 05 72 ;71 27-20

Sat. 22 07.'. 79.', 71 27*22

Siiui ii 07 72
"Oon. 21‘ ;o7 71 OS 27-20

Tucs. 2.7 72' 27-10

W’od. 20 ioo 7*1 78* 27-12

|Tl)Lir.s. 27 '08 75 !70 27*15

Fri. 28 '(iO 70 170 1
27-20

Sat. 29 109 70 |72
j

27*20

Sun.
1 90 (5S 72 1

1

DECLMBEIL ISOG.

£ei»galorc

.

Mon. 1 i(i‘) 174

:

72
'I'ues.

fj 01 73 72
Wed. ou 03 73 71

Thurs. 4 ()3 72 70

Fri. .5 02- 72 70

Sat. 0 (>2 72 :70
Sun. 7 58 08
Mon. 8 58 71 iOS

Tues. 9 .7S 70 09
Wed. 10 58 70 .08

Thurs. 11 58 69 fi9

Fri. 12 58 70 ,70

Sat. 13 59 7() 70
Sun. 14 00 70
Mon. 15 00 74 74
Tues. 10 00 74 72
Wed. 17 00 71- 72
Thurs. 18 02 72 08
Fri. 19 02 70 09

DECEMBER (continueiL)

Nftini's of Places.

Bcnj^alorc ,

Beniralorc

1
27-20

' 27*20

27’20

27-20
27-20

27-20

27*20

27-20

27-20

27-2('

27-20

27-20

27-20

27-20

27-20

27-20

Therrao-

iiu'iei

.

Sat.

Sun.

•Mon.

I'Fucs.

VVid.

'I'll jr.s.

l-i-i.

Sal.

[Sun.

I Mon.
'I'ufs.

I

’

'

lh2

ry{

tyJ

2s

20 ' 0

:;()

:n j2

|(;s

k)S

71
-If

ivi ;

Bmt).
ineOT.

27 20

27 20
.:7 20
27-20

27*20

27-20

27 20
27-20

27-20

jam:ARY. 1S07.

Thurs, 1 02 70 70 27-2()

Fri. 2 1)2 70 70 27-20

Sat. 3 (>2 70 70 27-20
Sun. 4- 1)2 71

Mon. 5 02 71 71 27*28

'i'nis. () 02 71 70 27-28

Wed. 7 02 71 70 27-28

4'liurs. 8 01 :u 70 27-28

Fri. f) 00 71 70 27-28

Sat. 10 00 70

:

71 27-28

Sun. 11 00 71

Mon. 12 00 VI i 71 27 28
4'uos. 13 on 71 71 27-28

Wed. i i< 71 71 27*28

'I'hurs. 15 59 701 70 27-28
Iri. JO ."is 70 70 27-25
Sat. 17 59 71 71 27-25
Snn. 18 01 71

^i(m. 19 02 71 1!71 27 25
lues. 20 02 7U ;71

' 27*2.''»

We.l. 21 f>4. 721!!72 27-25
'riiurs. 22 01' 7.0

i

iV2
{

27 25
I-ri. 23 00 73 '72 27-2.5

Sat. 21* o; 73
1

' '* 27 25
Snn. ’

25 07
Mon. 20 '

07 7.3 7.3 27-25
Tues. 27 07 73 73 27-2.5

Wed. 28 09 71 71 27-2.0

Thurs. 29 159' 71- 74 27*2.5

Fri. 30 09 75 7.3 27-2A3

Sat. 31 |05 |71- 27-25

S.N 2
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FEBRUARY. 1807.

Kames of Places.
c n

U.5

!.§

I'S” *2

Thermo*
meter.

ltaro>

mrter.

M. N. £. N.

BcDgalore Sun. 1 65 74
Mon. 2 6.5 72 27-25

Tues. 3 62i 71 71 27-25

Wed. 4? 62 71 71 27-25

Thurs. 5 62 72 72 27-25

Fri. 6 631 74 74 27-25

Sat. 7 66 74 74 27-25

Sun. 8 66
Mon. 9 66 74 74 27-25

Tues. 10 66 74 76 27-25

FEBRUARY (continued.)

Names of Places.
Dot

of

the

Week 1 Baro-
meter.

M. N. E. M.

Bcngalorc Wed. 11 65 76 76 27*^'

Thurs. 12 67 77 77 27-25

I'ri. 13 68 7() 76 27-25

Sat. 14 68 76 76 27-25

Sun. 15 68
Mon. 16 68 78 78 27*25

Tues. 17 69 78 78 27*25

Wed. 18 69 77 77 27*25

Thurs. 19 69 77 27-25
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APPENDIX C.

Routefrom Cuddapa to Updrabad, with Distances in English Miles.

Cuddapa to m. f.

Chinnur 6 0

Piittur G 2

Cazapetta 0 5

Mydacur G 2

Chintagiinta i 4*

Gudipadu G 0

Dhur ^2 6

Caiiagnndrir 4 7

Chugulniitty 4 4

Muddur 3 3

Bhojanam 2

Coiidacur 3 C

Pala Samudram 2 4

Gubugiintlam 4 0

Nellagiitla 2 4

Battalura 2 1

Ycrgutla 2 4

Govindapilly .<> 1

Saiubram . . • 4 6

Nandial 5 2

Pulniurry 4 4

Panagfiru 3 (>

Climtacrir ' 3 0

Gadimala 3 4

Coinnlura 1 G

Parmaiisala 7 2

Mandalam G ^

C bdird 5 4

Murconda, on the banks of the Ki^tna 6 6

Munselgutta 1 6

F.

GopalpQram 4? 0

Tumgunnta 4

Wulhivanim 3 7

Hyta])uUy 2 2

Pangul Hill Fort 4 7

Dujipilly S 1

Tup of the f)ass 2 T

Wanaiiipurty at the bottom of tlic i)ass 3 2

Chintliil • . .w 2 3

Chinna Mandry 5 1

Solupur 3 0

Munandyjetta 2 6.

Petta of Gunpur Hill Fort 3 1

Cula Mulghira 5 1

Cotfir 3 T

Knur 3 3

Juncliila Fort $ 5

Mudrapllly 4 6

Kajapetta 1 6

Pulmamdy • 2 6

Nngampilly 3 3

Rycul 4 0

Furrucknagur 4 5

Nundigam 5 0

Palamcull 5 7

Shupur .3 2

Shamsabad 5 1

Bridge over the river Muscry close to

the west gate of Hydrabad ...... 9 2
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APPENDIX D.

Routefrom Bengalore to Trichinopoly by Ryacotta.

Rjracotta to m. f.

Kirrianur S 2

Chinnadubba 2 4

Wodapilly 2 4

Ampiniattam 1 G

Palicol . . , : 3 2

Cadamada 2 0

Somampilly 3 0

Saii^mputty 3 0

Chcllamputty 1 1

Dartnnpury road 1 0

Adamancotta 4 7

Appanuipuliiani . • 3 4

Bcginuinj; of the Tappur pass 2 2

Top of ditto : 1 0

Bottom of Tappur pass and Choultry 4 4

A Tank ou tlie road 3 0

Mucanur 4 0

Tattiambetty 4 6

Uiiealur) ok Wombinelllr 4 4

Hhettapettaguta • 3 4

M.

Munguppam

Shoramaiigalam

Salem

Pudfir

Attiinipctty

Malliir

Cuiiampallium

Andatui

Munuchoudy

Velatfanipatty

Calangiiny

Mudulupctty

Nanicul

Tubur, on the right bank of llieKur-

ravataver, wliich is here crossed,

estimated

Piivittruin ditto

Viramshainpetta, ditto • . .

.

Munsurpet, ditto

Trichinopoly

2

2

4

4

0

1

4

3

2

2

2

5

12

12

19

G

F.

6

1

0

3

0

6

2

0

4

<

5

6

2

4

4

0

0

I



LATELY PVMLISHED BY

MESSRS.-BLACK, PARRY, AND CO.

SELECT LETTERS OF TIPPOO SULTAN
TO VARIOUS PUBLIC FUNCTIONARIES;

Including his principal Military' Commanders ; Governors of Forts and Provinces ; Diplomatic
and Commercial Agents, &c. &c. &c. Together with some addressed to the Tributary Chieftains
f)f Shanoor, Kurnool, and Cannanore, and sundry other Persons.

Arranged and Translated by WILLIAM KIRKPATRICK,

Colonel in the Service of the Honourable East India Company.

With Notes and Observations, and an Appendix, containing several original Documents never
before published. 1 vol. 4to. price 2/. 2s. boards ; royal 4to. 3/. 3a.

ORIENTAL COMMERCE;
OB, A GUinE TO THE TRADE OF THE EAST INDIES AND CHINA j

Containing a Geographical Description of the principal Places in the East Indies, China, and Japan;
with their Produce, Manufactures, and Trade ; including the Coasting or Country Trade from Port
to Port : also the Rise and Progress of the Trade of the various European Nations with the Eastern
World, particularly that of the English East India Company, from the Discovery of the Passage
round the Cape of Good Hope to the present Period

;
with an Account of the Company’s Establish-

ments, Revenues, Debts, Assets, Ac. at Home and Abioad.

By WILLIAM MILBURN, Esq.

Late of the Honourable East India Company's Service.

In 2 vols. royal 4to. price 61, 6s. boards.

THE MEGIIA DUTA; On, CLOUD MESSENGER. ‘

A Poem in the Sanscrit Language, with a Translation into English Verse, Notes, and Illustrations.

By H. 11. WILSON, Esq.

Royal 4(0. price 2/. 2s,

In a few days will be published, in 8vo. The English Translation.

In the Prcss^

W'ATHEN’S JOURNAL
OF A VOYAGE TO INDIA, CHINA, AND ENGLAND.

4to. embellitlMd with S4 Beautiful Coloured Views.



LAT^r PVBLISBEB BY
ROBERT BALDWIN, 4?, PATERNOSTER ROW.

PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS.
TUB PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,

irom their Coramenceaient in 16'0'5, to the year 1800, abridged, ^-Ith Notes and JBiogiapbical Jllus*

tratioQS, by
CHARLES IimTON, IX.D. F.R.S.

(JEOllGE SliAW, M.D. F.R.S. F.L.S.

RICHARD PEARSON, M.D. F.S.A.

In 18 Volumes 4to. Price, in boards, 3SI. OV. 6d. or on royal jwper, price Gsl.

The extreme clifliculty of prociiriiig; a complete net of the Tra\!<ac'cion«: of the Uoyai. Socif/ft, wh.icli com-
firise an unrivalled treasure of furls and ilincoveries in every branch of dcinoiislratlvennd cxperiiueninl knowlcdf^e,
had for a long lime raiised a reprint of that vultmide vvoik to l>e most (‘.'igerly desired, li hud ronarqnently been
several times projected , but an often abandoned on ucconnt of the iinmruh« la piMise \\hich.would have attended
the nnderinking. At lust it waft determined to pnhlish an Abridgment of the Work, hut ujiona plan which should
remler it a .viibstitiile for the Original, U8 complete as moderate limits and a rra^tonable pi ire would allow.

The subjects are pre-tented iu the same order In which they appear in the original. The more important disserta-

tions are repi int*'() in the style and language of the renpective author'^, with the adoption, however, of the moderit
instead of t!i<' old orthography: The less Important di<.Mer(atioiis arc abridged ; iiixl no papers arc omitted but such
at, being mnrf;, of a temporary nature, were become entirely useless; and liiose which, having been reprinted in

an impioveil form, in the Works of their re.spectivc aiillioiN, iiiav he there eoiisiiltrd with more mlvaniage. Of
even tlH*sc, the titles are given, with leferenetfs to the volume and page of the niiginal w’ icrc they may be found.
Those papers which were written in foreign languages arc iraiislui' d, except wlirii from the nature of tl>e subjeets

there would be an impropriety in giving them in t‘.ngii.»n. All the ligurc!* contained in the plates of the oiiginal

Tiansai-tioii) are accurately re-engraven, c\tc( ting such as relate to uniuteresting papers of the description before
mentioned, or which arc not necessary to the rlneidalion of the biilijects discussed.

To each volume there are two Tables of C'oiiieiit.o : one corresponding with the number as printed { the other ex-
hibiting the diirercnt subjects clus rd tv.uln ttieli iL(>pcvtt-r«> k«adtu.

The work coiieliidcii with a veiv e<»pious Index.

Short Biographical Memoirs of the principal contributors to tbeTransnetions are given in the form of Notes; and,

Ai the^e arc numerous, they cannot fail to be consideted an interesting aud useful feature of the present Abridgment.

HISTORY OF THE ROYAL SOCIEJY,
From its Institution to tlie end of the Kiglileenth Century.

By THOMAS THOMSON, M. D. F. Fx. S. L. 5: E.

Member of the Geological Society, of the Wernerian Si>ciety, and of the Imperial Cliirurgo-

Medical Academy of Petersburg, lu 4to. price 2,s. or on royal paper, price 3/* I2a'.
'

This Work, intended as a Companion to the Abridgineui of the I’hilosopMcal Transactions, contains (wo com-^

plrte liists of the Fellows nf the Uoyai Society, from its lontitiition to the year 1812: one arranged Chronologi-
cally, the other in Alplmbetical Order.

TRAVELS IN SWEDEN,
During the 'Autumn of 1812; illustrated by Maps, Portraits, and other Plates ; elegantly printed in

One Volume, Quarto, Price 2/. 2.y. By the same Author.

This Journey, though uiidertakni hy Dr. Thomson principally with a vievv to fieognostic Rescarthep,
which alone in sucii a Country would furnish ample materials fora Volume, it by no means confined to that

(•ubject. It cntfcbled the Author to obtain much valuable iiifonnation respecting the Political State and Uesoiirees

of Sweden. The Plates areas follow :— 1 Portrait of the Ciown Prince.— Portrait of the late King, Cu>ta-

yus Adolphus.—M. Map of Sweden.—4, Map of Stockholiii.—5. Map of Gothland.—6. Map of Nerike.-—7. Map
of Scon ia.—8. View of the Mountain Taberg.—9. View of the Hill Kinnekulle.—10. The Falco Uinbrinos.—
11. The Mine of Fahlun.—*12. Section of ditto.—-13. Geological Structure of the Provinces.

Also, by Dr. THOMSON,

ANNALS OF PHILOSOPHY;
Or, MAGAZINE OFCHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, MECHANICS, NATURAL HISTORY,

AGRICULTURE, AND THE ARTS.
This Work is published Monthly, price 2)». 6d. each Number. It commenced in Janunry, 1S1.3, nnd lias

been eminently succesrsful both in extent of Circnlutioit, and ia the Assistance which has been derived from the
Voluntary ContribiitionB of the leading Scientific Men as wcU of the Contincot as of Gieat Britaia. Three
Volumes are conpleted, price 16t. fid. each, in boards,
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